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PREFACE

This book was originally intended for members of the American

army who naturally would desire to know something of the past

of the great French nation on whose soil they expected to do

battle for Liberty. The happy but abrupt close of the war viti-

ated this purpose, but the volume was continued and was ex-

tended on a somewhat more ambitious scale to assist in making

intelligent Americans in general acquainted with the history

of a country with which we have established an ever-deepen-

ing friendship.

During the war period, when this task was begun, it seemed

possible at first to take some elementary history of France in

the French language, translate the same, and present it to new
readers in a suitable American dress. This soon appeared im-

practicable, but certain French manuals were extremely helpful

in preparing this work. This is true of the well-known Histoire

de la civilisation frangaise by M. Alfred Rambaud, and even

more particularly of the three admirable volumes of M. Albert

Malet's Histoire de France, which, taken consecutively, form a

national history for use in secondary schools superior possibly

to any similar books wherein English or American students

learn the story of their own respective countries. Very specific

acknowledgment must be made of M. Malet's work for ma-

terial used in Chapters ix, xiii, and xviii, which utilization in

some cases almost amounts to a free translation. The same is

true also of the supplemental matter on the acquisition of the

French Colonies (Chapter xxv). Of course every competent
scholar of French history will recognize the well-known books

in the English language which have been frequently laid under

contribution. They are listed with other important volumes in
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the bibliography of works on French history in Enghsh, given

in the appendix. Certain sections relating to the Frankish kings,

and to life in the Middle Ages, have also been adapted from

the present author's own short History of Mediceval and Mod-
em Europe (Boston, 1914).

To readers interested in the present-day problems of Europe

(and what Americans are not.'*) the reforms of Napoleon are

likely to seem more important than those of Charlemagne, and

the policy of Thiers and Gambetta than that of Philip Augustus.

The story of France is an extremely long one, and inevitably the

narrative is obliged to begin with only a jejune outline, but this

has been gradually allowed to broaden ana deepen, so that the

major fraction of the entire book is devoted to the period since

1789; and the story of the "New Regime," of its sorrows, re-

verses, and final vindication and victory in 1918, is told with

considerable detail, and one may hope with corresponding clarity

and helpfulness.

One limitation must be stated very frankly. No other one

nation of Europe has touched so many outside factors as France.

A complete history of France would make an almost equally

complete history of nearly all the great wars and major diplo-

matic intrigues that have agitated Europe. To write a short

history, therefore, that was not simply to degenerate into a dry

epitome, military and diplomatic annals liatie perforce been cut to

the hone. The story has been the story of the French people, its

progress, setbacks, trials, and victories, and only so far as for-

eign or military events have contributed to that story have they
been mentioned.

Very hearty recognition and thanks are due to my assistant,

'^Hiss Gertrude A. Jacobsen, A.M., Fellow in History in the

University of Minnesota, who redacted the entire text of this

volume, prepared the maps, compiled the chronological and

bibliographical tables as well as the appendix on the "States

General," and also did a large amount of the necessary trans-

lating. Without her faithful and highly scholarly and efficient
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aid, the successful completion of the book would hava been well-

nigh impossible. Warm thanks also are due to my colleagues

Dean Guy S. Ford and Professors M. W. Tyler and A. C.

Krey, of the History Department of this university, for careful

reading of the manuscript, and for many valuable suggestions

and corrections.

W. S. D.
The University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minn.
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A HISTORY OF FRANCE

CHAPTER I

THE LAND OF THE GAULS AND THE FRENCH

In 1869 a distinguished Frenchman, an ex-prime minister, began

a long history of his nation with these words, "France inhabits

a country, long ago civilized and Christianized, where despite

much imperfection and much social misery, thirty-eight millions

of men live in security and peace, under laws equal for all and

efficiently upheld.
" ^ This statement was all the more true on

the eve of the Great War in 1914. To understand the history

of any country, however, it is absolutely necessary to under-

stand something of its geography, and geographical factors have

influenced the history of France certainly as much as that of

any great nation of the Old World save possibly in the case of

England.
Of the larger or more famous countries of Europe, Russia, the

Scandinavian lands, Germany, Holland, and Belgium assuredly

belong to the North, with its severe winters and the changes in

civilization inevitable in a severe climate. Great Britain and

Ireland are also Northern lands, but with their national life pro-

foundly modified through encirclement by the sea. Greece, Italy,

and Spain look out upon the blue Mediterranean. They are

Southern lands — of the olive, the vine, and the luxurious for-

ests. They receive the hot winds of Africa, and they have en-

joyed direct contact with the older civilizations of the East.

There is one land, however, that is both Southern and Northern,

both of Southern wine and Northern corn; and whose southern

shores have been trodden by the old Greeks and Phoenicians,

while from her northern headlands can be seen the clifiFs of

^ Guizot.
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southern England, That country is France,
"
the mediating land"

(as has been well said) between ancient and modern civilization,

and between southern and northern Europe.

France thus lies most decidedly in the cross-roads of world

events. It is better to study her annals than those of any other

one coimtry in Europe, if the reader would get a general view of

universal history. France has been a participant in, or interested

spectator of, nearly every great war or diplomatic contest for

over a thousand years; and a very great proportion of all the

religious, intellectual, social, and economic movements which

have affected the world either began in France or were speedily

caught up and acted upon by Frenchmen soon after they had

commenced their worldng elsewhere.

Nevertheless, geographically France is a highly separate and

an economically independent nation. In 1914 she was probably
less dependent on imported commodities and foreign commerce

for her prosperous life than any other country in western Europe.
She came far nearer to feeding herself than either England or

Germany. Better than any other great power, saving the United

States, she could have endured complete isolation and blockade

provided she could have held intact her boundaries.^ France is

decidedly separated from her neighbors by great natural barriers.

Her coast-line is longer than her land frontiers : there being 395

miles of water along the Mediterranean shores, 572 on the North

Sea and the British Channel, and 584 on the open Atlantic and

the stormy Bay of Biscay. To the south, the lofty Pyrenees
form a barrier against Spain, which permitted France to feel

very secure even in the days w^hen Spain was formidable. To-

wards Italy and Switzerland, the Alps and their cousins the

Jura are a still more reliable bulwark. Before 1870 the Rhine

was a i)rotection against Germany and, after the loss of Alsace-

Lorraine, the Vosges Mountains were still a difficult problem for

^ Of course very early in the war of 1914 the Germans seized the district of

coal and iron mines in the northeast of France, thus putting the latter under a

heavy handicap until relieved by England and America.
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armies. Only towards the northwest, the Belgian boundary ran

across fields arbitrarily marked ofl without natural limits, and

here alone neither mountains nor rivers could come to the aid

of French generals defending their homeland. It is not surpris-

ing, therefore, that it was across Belgium that in 1914 Prussian

militarism attempted to "hack its way" to Paris, discarding

neutral rights and plighted word.

As Old-World countries go, France has a large territory. Only
Russia is essentially larger. As the crow flies it is 606 miles from

north to south, 675 miles from northwest to southwest (the

longest diagonal), and 556 miles from west to east. The total

area in 1914 (before the recovery of Alsace-Lorraine) was about

200,700 square miles, now restored by the victory over Germany
to about 206,300. Corsica, w^hich is Italian in location though

completely French in loyalty, added about 3375 more. France

is thus somewhat smaller than Texas, the largest American fed-

eral state. She is much larger than California, the second in size.

Her boundaries are ample to contain great diversities in customs,

products, and scenery.

Although France does not possess the deeply indented coast of

Britain, Greece, and Norway, she is provided with ample outlets

for a great commerce and easy intercourse with distant nations.

On the Mediterranean lie Marseilles, the most active harbor

upon that
"
Great Sea," and Toulon, the chief French naval post.

On Biscay are Bordeaux, La Rochelle, and Saint-Nazaire, the

harbor-town for Nantes. On the Breton and Channel Coasts

are Brest, Cherbourg, and especially Le Havre (which is pecu-

liarly the port of Paris), and also Boulogne, Calais, and Dunkirk
— the last three mainly important for their communications

with England.
When one turns away from the seacoast, the whole bulk of

French territory roughly distributes itself into three great

sections — the Highlands, the Great Plateau, and the River

Systems.
The Highlands are, of course, in the south and southeast only.
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where the national boundaries run up to the summits of the

Pyrenees and the Alps. These districts are pictiu'esque and inter-

esting, but not large enough to contribute much to the general

life of tlie nation.

The Great Central Plateau covers nearly half of the southern

section of France, but it is cut off from the Alps by the broad,

deep valley of the Rhone. Many parts of this plateau are com-

paratively level and without striking scenery: but nearly one

seventh of the entire area of France is embraced in the great

"Massif Central" radiating around Auvergne, which rises some-

times to a height of 3300 to 4000 feet, throwing up sharp moun-

tains to over 6000 feet high. The upper parts of this plateau are

rather barren, and raise only scanty crops for a correspondingly

sparse population. On the southern side of the Plateau, cutting

off warm Languedoc and the plains of the lower Rhone from

the more barren plains of Rouergue, the Cevennes rise, as very

respectable mountains, to over 5000 feet. Other parts of the

Great Plateau are Limousin and Marche, where heights of 3300

feet are reached. On the northeast towards Germany, the

Ardennes (between the Meuse and the Moselle) form another

plateau 1600 to 2400 feet high in places, covered with forests,

and broken by many marshy depressions, ravines, and fertile

valleys. Since the Ardennes lie very directly on the route of

armies passing between France and Germany, their position has

served to determine the lines of march and location of many
famous campaigns and battles.

But more Frenchmen by far live in the long river valleys than

on the Great Central Plateau. There are over 4300 miles of

navigable rivers in the country, besides nearly 200 miles more

that have been converted into canals. The country also has

adapted itself easily to the building of ordinary canals, of which

there are more than 2000 miles. The rivers and the canals com-

bined make inland navigation far more important in France than

in almost any other European nation. Long before the days of

railroads, the canal and river systems rendered it relatively easy
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to move heavy freight from one end to the other of the country,

giving a great impetus toward national unity not enjoyed by
lands more dependent for communications on carts and pack-

horses: and even now in the days of railroads the river barge has

been a serious competitor to the freight train.

Making the circuit of the French coasts one finds a succession

of important rivers, and along the banks of each thereof lie num-

erous famous cities and millions of prosperous people. Without

the men of the river valleys there would be no France.

Beginning in the southwest there is the Garonne. It really

begins in the Spanish Pyrenees, but it receives many affluents

from the Massif Central. Its 346 miles of current drain an area

of 22,080 square miles before it is joined by the slightly weaker

Dordogne (305 miles) which rises in the height of land in

Auvergne. The Dordogne digs its course into the plateau and

wanders through a beautiful vineyard country, which is con-

tinued when this river (blending with the Garonne) continues

as the more famous Gironde. This last is really a maritime estu-

ary: fifteen miles from its mouth lies Bordeaux, one of the

great ports of France, and its banks are lined with some of the

most famous wine-lands in the world, producing the renowned

vintage of Medoc.

From the mouth of the Gironde northward for some distance

no stream of importance enters the Bay of Biscay; then is dis-

covered the capital river of the nation, the Loire, undoubtedly
the chief arteiy of France: 670 miles long, it winds from the

mountains well over to the eastern side of the country. It drains

46,750 square miles and in this large area live 7,000,000 French-

men. It starts in the uplands a little to the west of the lower

course of its chief rival, the Rhone. It swings northward and

comes within 70 miles of Paris, then takes a great bend westward

near Orleans. Whereupon, rapid and strong, fed by dozens of

rich affluents, it sets out unwearyingly for the Atlantic. Along
its banks lie the regions which are the real heart of France: the

Orleannais, Touraine, Anjou, and in confines of its wider valley
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Berri, Maine, and Poitou— names graven upon French annals.

In its wide valley lies a bright, thriving corn and wine country

dotted with famous chateaux— Blois, Amboise, Chinon, Loches,

to name only a very few: and among the equally famous cities

touched by its swift current it is enough to name Orleans, Tours,

Saumur, Angers, and Nantes.

North of the Loire flows the second river peculiarly dear to

Frenchmen. The Seine is undoubtedly the smaller stream. It is

only 485 miles long, draining 30,030 square miles. But it has been

favored like the Tiber, the Thames, and the Hudson by the fame

and historical greatness of the cities upon its banks. On its

affluent, the Marne (its own name stamped upon history), lies

Chalons where the hordes of Attila were turned away : and upon
the Vesle lies Reims of immortal and melancholy memory. The

Seine flows directly across Normandy and there on its banks

stands Rouen, the stately Norman capital: while at its mouth

is Le Havre, the thriving seaport: but of course the chief dis-

tinction of the Seine is that it is the river of Paris, where so

often has seemed to throb the life of France.

In the extreme north of the country, the land tapers off

towards Flanders and is very little above the level of the sea.

The rivers are unimportant, sluggish, and frequently are made
over into canals. This land of Picardy, Artois, and French

Flanders is fertile, if somewhat monotonous, and contains the

most important coal-fields in the nation, while Lille and Amiens

are important and enterprising cities; but there is little distinc-

tive in this region which belongs neither to the Great Plateau

nor the Great Valleys.

There is still another mighty river in France, although it has

played a less part in the national history than the Seine, the

Loire, or even the Garonne-Gironde. The Rhone is 507 miles

long and drains 38,180 square miles, but one tenth of this area

is in Switzerland. It rises really in the St. Gothard Alps and issues

from Lake Geneva. At Lyons (the second city of France) it is

joined by the long and powerful Saone coming down from the
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north; then the united current advances southward through
another rich vineyard-Hned valley until, after a long course, at

Avignon its banks suddenly become far less fertile and attrac-

tive, and the end of a stream, that has rushed down from the

clear Alpine glaciers, is a muddy, sandy delta beside the Medi-

terranean,

The climate of the large country served by these great rivers

obviously is extremely varied. On the whole it is one of the best

climates in the world, "not so continental as Central Europe,
and not so maritime as that of England." The coldest region is

naturally the Great Central Plateau where the winters are fre-

quently severe, although followed (American fashion) by decid-

edly hot summers. The northeast parts of the Plateau, Cham-

pagne, Lorraine, and the Vosges region, have a "continental"

climate much like that of Germany and Austria, The frosts

average 85 days per winter, although there is seldom much snow

lingering upon the plains. The river valleys are milder. In Paris

the frosts average only 56 days per year. The rains indeed aver-

age no less than 154 days per year, but the rainy spells are sel-

dom extremely long, and the total rainfall is only 20 inches per
annum. Brittany, a great buttress thrown out into the tumbling
Atlantic, has a moist maritime climate very like that of th*'

southwest of England. The Biscay-Garonne region is decidedly
warm and dry. As for the southeastern region south of the

mountains, Languedoc-Provence, this would have a really torrid

climate except for the terrible and frequent mistral, a powerful
wind which, rushing down from the Cevennes, purifies the air

and throws back the moisture upon the sea, leaving these prov-
inces so dry that Marseilles has only 55 rainy days per year.

Such a country is bound to have an abundant natural flora

and fauna with corresponding cultivated products. Southern

France is the land of the olive, the vine, and the mulberry.
Northern France raises corn, and orchard and garden products
like England and Germany. There are wide stretches of the open

country which, except for the architecture of the farms and vil-
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lages, look decidedly familiar to citizens of the Eastern States of

America. There is still (considering the length of human habita-

tion in the region) a surprising amount of forest land, carefully

tended, but of unspoiled natural beauty. On the eve of the Great

War, the state of the local communes owned over 10,000 square
miles of forest land, and wide stretches beyond this were private

property. These forests not merely added to the public wealth,

but served to keep France an unartificialized nation, with ver-

dant nature not too severely thrust into the background by
"civilization."

To conclude this glance at the physical home of the ancient

Gaul and the modern Frenchman — France is a region which,

by geographical location and size, by the majesty of her rivers,

and by the diversity of her scenery and mountains, is admirably
fitted to be the home of a mighty nation.



CHAPTER II

THE ROMAN PROVINCE AND THE FRANKISH KINGDOM

In some year about 600 B.C. a small fleet of galleys from the

Asiatic Greek city of Phocsea ploughed its way boldly into the

western Mediterranean, effected a landing at the harbor now
known as Marseilles, coerced or cajoled the native chiefs into

allowing the shipmen to make a settlement, "to found a colony
"

as the Greeks said, and presently the newcomers established a

town with the temples, market-place, walls, magistrates, and

general customs of a genuine Hellenic city. These bold settlers

were far indeed from their old home by the ^Egean "under the

blue Ionian weather," but those were the days of Greek maritime

enterprise, when its mariners were exploring all the nooks of

the Mediterranean just as later the Spaniards searched out the

Golden Indies. The Phoenicians, already commercial monopo-
lists in these seas, frowned on the intruders and did their best to

fight them away. This opposition was vain. The settlement be-

came rooted, prospered, and defied its foes, although it was the

most distant of all the Greek colonies. With this foundation of

"Massalia" begins the history of the country later ages were to

call "France." Hitherto it had been merely the home of savage
tribes. Now it becomes linked to civilization.

The tribesmen with whom the Greeks of Massalia chaffered

and bartered are ordinarily named "Gauls." They had probably
been in the region a considerable time, having ousted some older

and still more primitive folk. These Gauls were mainly Celts,

members of a great race that was spreading over most of west-

ern Europe save only southern and central Italy. Their kinsfolk

were penetrating into Spain and Britain, and even to-day there

are many pure-blooded Celts in Scotland, Wales, and Ireland.^

^ And of course the pronounced Celtic element in French Brittany is very
noticeable.
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When the Greeks first met them, they were decidedly un-

tamed savages, red-headed, heavy-fisted, and -^ith many of the

general customs, virtues, and vices of Iroquois Indians. Contact

with the Greeks, however, taught them much. They improved
their weapons, learned to live more or less in towns, and con-

solidated their petty clans into greater tribes under kings or an

oligarchy of chieftains. They also developed a peculiar type of

worship. We know very little about the precise religious beliefs

taught by the famous "Druids," for they served their uncouth

gods with strictly mysterious rites when they met under their

"sacred oaks," probably to offer human sacrifices; but we do

know that they constituted an arrogant priestly caste something
like the Hindoo Brahmins and the Egyptian priesthoods, and
that they exercised a formidable political power over their awe-

stricken laity. As for the rest of the Gauls, they were gradually

struggling upward from savagery to barbarism. Usually they
dwelt in tribes each under its elected or hereditary chief, with

his Druids for advisers or spiritual masters, and his body of

warriors who chose or confirmed him and then fought his battles.

Below the warriors was a less honorable company of the servile

men and of the women who performed the inglorious works of

peace, tilled the fields, pounded the grain, and reared the chil-

dren, while their lords lolled on their bearskins, drank much
home-brewed liquor or choicer wines from Greek traders, gam-
bled, quarreled, hunted, and waited a summons to battle. Each
clan had ordinarily its own central "town" of circular wattled

huts, and if the clan were powerful it probably occupied a hilltop

enclosed by rude but often formidable timber and earthw-orks;

or perhaps entrenched itself in a hold amid the dark recesses of

wood and marsh.

Before the Romans entered the land there were already signs

of a higher order of things. Clans were merging into confederacies

covering considerable districts. Certain chiefs and tribes were

striking coins with crude legends in the Greek alphabet. Traders

from Massalia or from Italy were bringing in various Southern
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hardwares and fabrics as well as liquors to exchange for furs,

skins, and other crude natural products. Left to themselves, in

other words, these "Gallic" sections of the Celts might have

evolved a real civilization in a few hundred years longer
— if

they had been let alone.

They were not to be let alone. Already by about 122 B.C. the

Romans in their resistless expansion had occupied the extreme

southeast of the country along the Mediterranean, the later

Provence (that is, the Roman "Province" as contrasted with the

rest of Gaul) ; but this was not a very large district, and for two

generations the great Italian conquerors contented themselves

with what was little more than a series of forts to command the

important and strategic highroad from Italy into Spain. Still,

Roman influence crept imperceptibly northward. In nearly every

clan and tribal confederacy there would be a pro-Roman party

among the chiefs, which held that Roman advance was inevit-

able and had better be welcomed and not resisted, and an anti-

Roman "patriotic" party, crying out against southern encroach-

ments, and almost always stoutly supported in its views by the

Druids. Then, in 58 B.C., Gaul was entered by the gTeatest secu-

lar figure in ancient history: possibly by the greatest secular

figure in all history
— Gains Julius Caesar himself.

Caesar wished to conquer Gaul, partly because he needed the

glory and wealth flowing from such a victory to increase his

chances of becoming monarch of Rome on the ruins of the totter-

ing Roman Republic, partly because the security of the ancient

world genuinely demanded that Gaul should be plucked from

barbarian turbulence and set in an orderly place in civilization.

He had plenty of excuses for intervention. Formidable Ger-

man tribes (more barbarous and warlike than the Gauls them-

selves) were threatening to cross the Rhine and conquer the

whole land. Many Gallic chieftains and factions, growing anx-

ious, were ready to call in the Romans. Other chieftains were

promptly won over by the master-politician's ready tact and

persuasiveness. Caesar had seldom the use of more than 50,000
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Italian troops at any time during his nine years of campaigning,
but they were legionaries of the best Roman discipline and led

by an incomparable commander. The invaders thus were able

to overrun and to subjugate nearly the whole land before the

Gauls, realizing slowly that the Romans had come to stay, could

begin to drop their feuds and organize resistance. Then it was
too late. Caesar had grasped the points of vantage and pene-
trated deep into the country. The Gauls found indeed an able

and inspiring chief in Vercingetorix, who rose to the level of a

true national hero. He fired nearly the whole land so that it

blazed up against Caisar in desperate revolt, but his hundreds

of thousands of ill-disciplined levies were no match for the legion-

aries' javelins and short swords. Csesar presently drove him into

the stronghold of Alesia (not far from Dijon), beat back all at-

tempts to throw in succor and starved him into surrender. That

act practically ended the story of pre-Roman Gaul. By 50 B.C.

the country was completely submissive, so submissive in fact

that a little later Caesar could call off nearly all his troops to

follow him over the Rubicon for his march into Italy to found

the Roman Empire.
The conqueror had been ruthless in his slaughter of enemies

and his confiscations of their wealth. But when the brutal work

had once been done, it was followed by an era of benevolence

and conciliation. First, the Gauls were taught that it was hope-
less to resist Rome; then, secondly, that it was not at all dis-

agreeable to be her subjects. Taxes were reasonable. Law and

order took the place of outrageous tribal oppressions. The
Druids with their human sacrifices were suppressed. Gallic

nobles were flattered with Roman citizenship. If they were

really prominent nobles they might presently hope to become

Roman senators. The recruiting masters for the legions enrolled

thousands of Gallic youth, promising them all the pay, booty,

privileges, and hopes of promotion which were ordinarily offered

in the imperial armies.

Since the Gauls were themselves without a well-developed
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civilization, they, like most barbarians under similar pressure,

easily adopted the superior usages of their masters. It was easy
to rename their crude gods "Jupiter" or "Mercury" or "Juno."

The provincial governors took the young chieftains into their

palaces at once as guests and hostages and not merely taught
them Latin, but also gave them a taste for Virgil and Cicero,

as well as a great delight in Roman clothes, Roman social cus-

toms, and Roman institutions. Especially did the imperial gov-

ernment favor the founding and building of cities. The old

Grseco-Roman civilization was essentially a city civilization, as

contrasted with a society based upon rural settlements. The
Romans therefore promoted the building of cities as a prime

step to Latinization. Sometimes old Celtic communities were

recast in a Roman mould. More often new "colonies
"
or "muni-

cipia" were created outright, and the natives induced to settle

therein. Very many of the most famous cities of France are thus

of a direct Roman foundation. Among these (to name a few from

many) are Limoges, Tours, and Soissons.^ Each of these cities

had its own special charter (often from the Emperor direct)

authorizing its citizens to elect their own magistrates, pass local

laws, and enjoy very large autonomy so long as the taxes went

in promptly to the imperial "fiscus." Each city also would have

its temples to the usual Roman gods, its public baths, its amphi-
theater for the wild-beast fights and gladiators quite in Italian

fashion, its circus for the horse-races, its forum for trade and

public meetings, its "curia" for the gatherings of the local sen-

ate, its theater for Latin comedies, its schools for Latin oratory— in short, all the paraphernalia of a "little Rome" wherein the

citizens called themselves Julius and Fabius and Claudius, wore

long togas and tried hard to forget that their grandfathers had

carried their spears behind Vercingetorix.

' Paris (oldest name Lutetia) was a very insignificant stronghold on an island

in the Seine when the Romans took it in 52 a.d. By 100 a.d. under Roman rule

it had begun to develop as a sizable provincial town, and was started on its

advance to greatness.
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As for the general administration of the land, Gaul was for

a long time divided into six rather large Roman provinces,^ with

the proconsuls mainly occupied with checking up the tax ac-

counts of the various cities and acting as judges on appeal in

important litigation. So submissive was the whole country that

the imperial government seldom found it necessary to station a

single large garrison in many very wide regions. The decrees of

the Caesars could usually be enforced by mere constables, al-

though all men knew that close to the Rhine there always lay

several reliable legions, whose prime business indeed was to keep
the Germanic tribes from penetrating westward into the Empire,
but which could be readily ordered about to snuff out any dis-

order in Gaul, should insurrection threaten.

The Gallic provinces thus became one of the most prosperous,

peaceful, and important parts of the Roman Empire. Thanks to

their possession the Csesars were able to establish contact with

more distant lands: with Britain (which they conquered in the

first century of our era) and with Germany, which they indeed

failed to conquer, but which they repeatedly invaded.

The Romans even gave to the Gauls a national capital. Lugdu-
num (modern Lyons) became an elegant city with magnificent

public buildings comparable to those by the Tiber. Here, once a

year, assembled the deputies of all the Gallic cities to celebrate

elaborate sacrifices in honor of the "Sacred Emperor" to whom
they owed their prosperity, and also (an important political

privilege) to petition the Caesars for redress of grievances, espe-

cially against evil governors. The results of all this Romaniza-

tion were manifold. The Gauls became among the most loyal
^ These provinces were :

I. Narbonensis (the old province before Caesar).

II. Aquitania.
III. Lugdunensis.'
IV. Belgica.

V. Lower Germany.
VI. Upper Germany.

The last three included considerable territories not ordinarily reckoned now
as part of France.
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and devoted subjects of the Empire. Their old Celtic tongue
was largely lost, at least by the upper classes, and the old tribal

laws and customs equally perished. Some of the most distin-

guished poets and orators of the later Latin literature were born

in the land we now call France. The Rhone, the Loire, and

especially the Moselle were lined with cities and splendid villas

that barely differed from those in Italy. Rome had made here

one of her fairest conquests. First she had conquered by the

sword: then more worthily by her superior civilization.

For nearly three hundred years after the days of Julius Caesar

the Gallic lands have no important history save as a part of the

great Roman Empire. After the edict of Caracalla (213 a.d..?)

all their free inhabitants had become Roman citizens— legally

the equals of the original ruling race. As the Empire declined,

thanks to gross mismanagement by the Caesars, the degeneracy
of the army and the fundamental defects of the ancient social

system which rested in slavery, the Gauls of course had their

share of the world's sorrow. Beginning about 250 a.d. and for

the next forty-odd years this part of the Empire was exposed to

devastating raids by the Germanic tribes from across the Rhine,
raids which the now demoralized legionaries failed to repel.

Many Gallic cities were thus desolated. The survivors protected
themselves with new walls, often erected in frantic haste, as

existing archaeological remains often testify. The old Roman
society was apparently drifting on the rocks, but by about 300
A.D. the catastrophe seemed averted when a new succession of

able emperors seized the helm of state, and by drastic reforms

insured temporary safety. The Roman Empire, and Gaul with

it, received another hundred years' respite.

During these silent years a new force was penetrating Gaul as

everywhere else in the Empire. Soon after 100 a.d. Christianity

begins to show itself in these provinces. About 170 a.d. there

were enough Christians in Lyons to warrant a wholesale persecu-
tion by the pagan priests and governor. Presently we hear of
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churches in Autun, Dijon, and Besangon. About 251 one meets

traces of Christianity in Limoges, Tours, and even Paris (still a

second-class city) . The early annals of the Gallic Church are not

very clear. Probably here, as elsewhere, the cities were Chris-

tianized long before the rural commiuiities ceased their supersti-

tious worship of the old gods: and the pagans were probably in

a decided majority everywhere until after about 350 a.d., when
a great apostle of the Western Church, St. Martin of Tours,

went up and down the land converting whole districts to the new
faith. Still it is certain that when Constantine the Great (306-

337) and his successors showed Christianity indulgence and then

made it the official religion of the Roman Empire, the Gallic

lands accepted the change fairly readily. By 400 a.d. Gaul was

officially "Christian." What is more it was "Cathohc" and

"Orthodox" Christian: that is to say, the bulk of its people

accepted the famous Nicene Creed and the forms of belief sup-

ported by the Church of Rome and the other great centers of

theological leadership. The formidable un-orthodox "Arian"

(Unitarian) heresy, although it had followers in the region, had

gained no general footing. This was a very important fact, for it

prevented Gaul from being isolated from the rest of the world's

thought at the moment the Roman Empire was dissolving before

the Goths and Vandals.

About 375 A.D. the Germanic tribes began to penetrate again

into the decadent Empire, and the legions soon proved too feeble

to turn them out. But the first barbarian attacks were mainly

upon the Balkan lands, and not till about 400 a.d. were the Rhine

barriers forced and the "Romans" (as the Gauls now gladly

called themselves) trembled at the sight of their burning villages

while the invaders drew nigh.

Rome had not been built in a day, Roman Gaul was not con-

quered in a day. Some parts were quickly overrun by the bar-

barians; some resisted stoutly; some temporarily expelled the

first conquerors; some compounded with the invaders on terms
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that allowed German and Gallo-Roman to settle down rather

comfortably together. It was of course a miserable time, when
the old civilization was painfully dying, and when the newer

civilization was anything but safely born. The liberal arts seemed

sterile or dead. Cities were decaying, if they were not devastated

outright by the invader; the magnificent Roman road system,

which had covered Gaul like a network of modern railways, was

degenerating; commerce and all but the most necessary indus-

tries were nigh perishing. The only reliable law was that of the

strongest. Alone in the Church and especially in the monks' and

nuns' cloisters seemed there any sure refuge for peace-loving

men and delicate women. Nevertheless, the age of the Germanic

invasions was not one of unmitigated destruction and misery.

The invaders were well aware that the invaded were their

superiors in everything but warfare. The barbarian chiefs were

prompt to adopt not merely Roman dresses, table manners, and

court ceremonial, but also to make Gallo-Roman noblemen their

ministers and officials to control the great population of provin-

cials which the Germans knew how to conquer, but afterward

did not know how to govern. Much of the old Roman law sur-

vived, along with many features of the old tax system. It was

an era of twilight, but not of absolute darkness.

When the Roman Empire of the West finally went under, in

476 A.D., the greater part of Gaul was abeady in German hands.

Since 412 the formidable Visigoths had held sway in nearly all

of the south with their capital at Bordeaux. Nearer the Rhine,

in the east center, the Burgundians were in control. In the north

(quite isolated from Italy, curiously enough) the Roman power
was making its last stand, under the "Patrician" Syagrius. The

Visigoths and Burgmidians had gone through the forms of pro-

fessing Christianity, but it was of the miorthodox Arian type
—

hence they were in very bad odor with the native clergy and
native population, which were mostly Catholics devoted to the

Nicene Creed.

Conditions therefore were anything but static, when a new
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power began asserting itself in the north and speedily overshad-

owed all Gaul. The Franks had been a loose confederacy of

Germanic tribes on the right bank of the Rhine since the third

century. They had occasionally fought against the Romans;
more often they had been their well-paid allies and had sent their

warriors into the Csesars' armies. For a long time they showed no

great wish to invade Gaul. Then in the fifth century they gradu-

ally followed the example of their fellow Germans and began to

spread into what is now the extreme north of France. It was a

slow, somewhat hesitant invasion, for the Franks were sadly
disunited. Salians, Ripuarians, and other tribes of their confed-

eracy whetted their weapons to fight against one another even

more than against Syagrius. They were fierce, untamed warriors

in any case— not even Arians, but do^^'nright heathen : cruel in

customs and very willing to settle all issues by appeal to their

"franciskas" — their great battle-axes, which possibly gave
them their tribal name. In 481 the chief of the Salian Franks,

Hilderic, died, and passed on his stormy authority to his fifteen-

year-old son Clovis. A bad man, but a mighty ruler, had thrust

himself into history.

Clovis was of execrable morality even in an age of perfidy

and blood. The most that can be said is that the evils of the times

demanded sharp surgery if civilization was not to end in anarchy,
and Clovis assuredly never declined to use the scalpel. A man of

daring courage, indomitable energy, and inexhaustible resource

as well as completely lacking pity or scruple, he must have won
the absolute devotion of his host of hardy warriors from the day
when they lifted him on their shields as their king, and thundered

their deep "Aye! Aye!" while he flom-ished his sword and an-

nounced he would rule over them. In 486 near Soissons he de-

feated and completely overthrew Syagrius, the last champion
of the Roman power. Northern Gaul was in his hands — at least

as soon as he could conquer or assassinate all the other lesser

Frankish chiefs who might try to defy his mandates.

His methods smote the imaginations as well as the fears of
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the bands which followed him. The King had once claimed as

his booty a beautiful bowl, when a certain unruly soldier, jealous

of an attempt to take apparently more than the royal share,

deliberately shivered the vessel with his battle-axe, crying,

"Naught shalt thou have, beyond whatever the [customary] lot

may give thee!" The King dissembled. He had overstepped his

technical rights : but a year later at a review of his men-at-arms

he found the offending warrior standing with his weapons for

inspection. "No man has arms so ill cared for as thou!" declared

the King, and contemptuously flung the man's hatchet on the

ground. As the other stooped to pick it up, Clovis instantly

raised his own axe and buried it in the wretch's skull— "Thus

didst thou," he announced, "to that bowl!" Such methods are

admirably calculated to win the implicit obedience of a certain

type of warriors, the more so as nearly all such robust deeds

justified themselves by their complete success.

Clovis, as intimated, had been a pagan. Probably for long he

had been impressed by the splendid liturgy and ceremonial of

the Gallo-Roman churches as well as by the political advantages

of being in religious adjustment with his new non-Germanic

subjects. That he ever understood the least thing about the

spiritual teachings of Christianity we cannot imagine. What did

appeal to him, however, was that the "White Christ" of the

priests seemed to be a very powerful god with "good magic,"

and quite Ukely, if respectfully treated, to help against the

King's enemies. Clovis presently married a Burgundian princess,

Clotilda, who was a Catholic Christian, although most of her

family were Arians. The King did not at once embrace his wife's

religion, but he listened to her arguments with deepening cour-

tesy. At last, in 496, he found himself in mortal battle with a

rival tribe, the Alemanni. The fight was going sore against

Clovis. His stoutest axemen were giving way. The old Prankish

pagan gods proffered no help. It was time for desperate expedi-

ents. "O Lord Jesus Christ," prayed the King, "whom Clotilda

worships; if Thou wilt now grant me victory, I will beheve in
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Thee, and be baptized with Thy name." And lo ! the tide of battle

turned: the Alemanni fled: Clovis marched home victorious.

The King had every reason for keeping his bargain and vow.

Such a God was certainly the one for him to champion. Clovis

was baptized with magnificent ceremony at Reims (doubtless in

the church that preceded the later famous Gothic cathedral)

by the venerable Bishop St. Remigius, who devised a great pro-

cession and religious festival when Clovis and three thousand of

his mighty men all marched up to the font together. "Bow thy
head meekly," commanded the bishop when the fierce young
warrior approached for baptism; "adore what thou hast once

burned: burn that which thou once adored!
"
It was a happy day

for the bishop. The King of all North Gaul had been won for

Christianity, and that, too, luckily enough, the highly orthodox

type of Catholicism. He was thus placed on extremely friendly

relations with the powerful and numerous Gallo-Roman clergy.

He had all the zeal of a new convert : and in the rest of Gaul the

Catholic Gallo-Romans were ready to welcome his sway, in

place of that of the Arian kings of the other Germanic invaders.

Clovis the Christian soon proved himself even more of a con-

queror than Clovis the Pagan. In 500 a.d. he subjugated the

Burgundians. In 507 a.d. he said to his lords, "It goes much

against my grain that these Arian heretics [the Visigoths] should

hold any part of Gaul. Let us go forth with the help of the Lord

and overthrow them and make their land our own "
!
— and once

more the Saints blessed his lancers and his axemen. Nearly the

whole of southern Gaul was conquered, barring only a strip close

to the Pyrenees. At last in 511 a.d. this treacherous and blood-

thirsty king died after having smitten down practically every
foe— foreign or domestic— who opposed him. He had displayed
one enormous virtue, however, in the eyes of the churchmen who
wrote our chronicles— he had been the unrelenting cham]>ion
of orthodoxy from the day of his conversion. "Therefore," it

was wTitten by the pious historian Gregory' of Tours, "everj- day
God cast down his enemies and added increase to his kingdom,
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because he walked before Him with upright heart, and did that

which was pleasing in His eyes."

Clovis left his heirs a fairly well-compacted dominion, em-

bracing nearly all of modern France and a considerable slice also

of western Germany. Frankish law, however, made it hard to

keep a kingdom together. There was no right of primogeniture.

Each of Clovis's four sons claimed his share of the kingdom, and

soon the process of division and subdivision brought on a whole

devil's dance of civil wars between bloody and self-seeking men.

There was no guiding principle in these wars of the "Merovin-

gian" kings (so called from Merovius, an ancestor of Clovis).

The subject population was the helpless victim of the devastat-

ing conflicts of rival kings and of their equally turbulent warriors.

Sometimes the realm, which we can now call "Frankland," was

divided into more than four unhappy contending kingdoms,

divided and subdivided like so many farms between litigious

heirs. Sometimes a single masterful scion of Clovis was lucky

enough to eliminate all his brothers or nephews and reign for a

few years alone.

Clovis's sons had inherited a really formidable royal power
from their great if evil father. Under the grandsons, however,

the kingly authority was obviously shrinking before that of the

leudes, the Frankish upper-warriors, who were demanding offices,

honors, and lands in payment for support through the incessant

wars. Under the great-gTandsons, although the country some-

times again was nominally united under one king, it was evident

the monarchs were becoming more and more the puppets of cer-

tain great ministers, especially of that very arrogant official

who called himself the "Mayor of the Palace" (Major Domus).
Frankland also showed signs of splitting up into three great units

along somewhat natural and therefore fairly enduring lines —
Neustria (virtually most of northern France), Austrasia (east of

Neustria and including the extreme east of present-day France

and the west of modern Germany), and Aquitania (the bulk of
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France south of the Loire). Dagobert (628-38) V7as the last

Merovingian king who exercised any real personal authority.

After him the main power in Frankland lay really with the

masterful Major Domus, who continually waxed as his royal

"sovereign" waned.

Unfortunately for the peace of the realm there was no orderly

line of succession to this position of supreme uncrowned ruler of

Frankland. To become Major Domus implied conciliating the

interests of whatever was the dominant faction of Fraukish

leudes (mighty men) supplemented as these usually were by the

old landed aristocracy which claimed descent from the Gallo-

Romans. The Church, with its puissant and often very "secu-

lar" bishops, had also to be propitiated. All this meant a new

series of schisms, conspiracies and wars frequently very bloody

and very personal. The Mayor (Major Domus) of Austrasia

fought against his rival of Neustria; while Aquitaine under a

semi-independent Duke {
= Dux, in origin simply "leader")

would defy them both. Meantime in the seventh, even as in the

sixth century, civiUzation seemed ever more steadily on the

defensive. Then at last came a turn for the better. A great official

family came forward. After various vicissitudes his dynasty*

later famous as the "Carolingian" (from Charlemagne, its most

distinguished member), began to supply Mayors of the Palace

who ruled both Neustria and Austrasia simultaneously in a kind

of hereditary succession. Rivals were put down: disorderly ele-

ments quelled by a heavy hand. It was the rare good fortune of

this dynasty to supply /owr rulers in direct sequence from father

to great-grandson who were all men of first-class ability, neither

tyrants nor weaklings, neither sordid politicians nor reckless

idealists, men who knew how to fight and how to spare, how to

regulate and how to let alone:— four men, in short, who did

very much to shape the entire history of Europe.

The story of the Carolingian house involves much more than

the history of France. It is the story of early mediaeval Germany,

and the same of Italy. It touches deeply on the history of the
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rise of the Papacy, and even afiFects the annals of Spain. To us,

whose main interest is in France, it is sufficient to state certain

prime facts, but to ignore most of the non-French elements in

these great rulers' annals. We may outline the careers of these

four princes thus.

Pepin of Heristal was the first of the family who exercised

what may be called systematic and solidly founded authority.

He was in power from 679 to 714. In his days public affairs were

in such chaos that successful fighting was practically all that

could be asked of him. Pepin discharged his full duty in this

matter. Most of his rivals perished and the rest submitted.

There was again something like law and order in the land. The

great Mayor not merely won victories over rebels, but reorgan-

ized the Prankish army so that it became again a real fighting

machine, formidable to its foreign enemies. There was soon to

be need for this army.

Pepin was followed by his illegitimate son Charles Martel

(714-41), who only gained power after another period of bloody

confusion, but who then showed himself alike as heavy-handed
and as worldly-wise as his father. His first exploits were against

the various German tribes to the east of Austrasia — only half

Christianized as yet and still utterly barbarous. Saxons, Bava-

rians, and Alemans all alike fled before him. He also made head

against the malcontent Dukes of Aquitaine who, ruling over a

population of almost strictly "Roman" descent, were ill-dis-

posed to brook Northern authority.

The issue with Aquitaine had been by no means settled when
its Duke Odo suddenly changed from a defiant enemy to trem-

bling suppliant. A terrible danger was threatening not merely

Aquitaine but Frankland itself and indeed all Christendom.

Over a hundred years had elapsed since Mohammed the Arabian

had founded his religion of Islam— of the One Allah and his

praphet, with the choice of accepting the same or the sword. In

the interval the fanatical Moslems had overrun Persia, Syria,

F^ypt, and all North Africa, sweeping the native populations
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away from their old faiths and accumulating belligerent con-

verts as a rolling snowball gathers size. Early in the eighth cen-

tury their hosts had crossed into Spain, snuffed out the decadent

Visigothic dynasts, and rendered nearly the entire peninsula the

mere emirate of the distant Kalif of Damascus. But the conquer-

ing hordes of Arabs, Moors, and Greek and Spanish renegades

had no intention of stopping in Spain. Had not Allah promised
the whole world to the disciples of the Koran? In 730, after some
earlier reverses, the Moslem bands began pouring through the

passes of the Pyrenees and into smiling Aquitania. The Moorish

riders, on their wiry desert steeds, worked rapidly upward, pil-

laging, carrying captive, and ruthlessly burning churches and
convents. Duke Odo strove to fight them off. His strength was

vain. After a brave resistance the Arab Emir Abd-Rahman took

Bordeaux, the richest city possibly then in old Gaul, and dis-

tributed an enormous booty among his greedy followers.

Bordeaux was not the last Christian city to suffer. The Mos-

lem horsemen were forcing their way northward and eastward

into the Loire valley and ravaging clear into Burgundy as far

as Autun and Sens. Odo cried lustily to Charles for aid, and it

could not be denied. If Aquitaine was conquered to-day, Frank-

land proper would be in flames to-morrow. The great INIayor

called out his full levy of Northern axemen. In September or

October, 732, Charles led his host to face the Arab Emir in

one of the plains near Tours on the Loire. ^

Probably neither

Christians nor Moslems realized that here was to be fought out

one of the world's decisive battles, which, according to many
later opinions, was to settle whether the civilized world was to

read the Bible or the Koran. One thing is certain. If Charles the

Frank had been badly defeated, there was no other Christian

leader in all western Europe with military power enough to curb

the Islamites. 2

^ The exact position of the battle is uncertain, possibly it was nearer Poitiers

than Tours.
^ Of course Leo the Isaurian, Emperor of Constantinople, had inflicted a

great defeat on the Arabs when they attacked his capital in 717, but that

would not have saved Western Christendom.
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For several days the armies confronted, then Al^d-Rahman

flimg his magnificent Moorish cavalry on the Prankish battle-

lines. But the Northern infantry, standing in dense array "like

solid walls or icebergs," as says the old chronicler, smote back

the plunging lancers with terrible loss. Presently the Christians

took the offensive, and began hewing their way into the Infidels'

camp. Abd-Rahman was slain. His motley host fell into confu-

sion. Night descended before the rout was complete, but mider

cover of the darkness the Moslems fled in panic southward,

leaving their tents crammed with spoil for the victors. A great

battle had been won, and Charles was henceforth Charles

"Martel" ("The Hammer").
It took several years more of hard fighting to clear the Arab-

Moors out of certain strongholds they had seized in South Gaul,

but the Infidels never came back for a large-scale invasion. Their

spell of victory had been broken, Allah had turned against them.

"Why struggle against Fate! Their conqueror, of course, reaped

vast glory from his victory, as well as greatly strengthening his

grip upon all Frankland.

The victor at Tours was succeeded by his son Pepin "the

Short" (741-68), a leader who inherited so firm an authority

from his father that he could devote some of his energies to the

doings of peace as well as to those of war. In 752 he felt such con-

fidence that he disposed of the absurd Merovingian "sluggard

king
"
Childeric, the last of the nominal dynasty, who had lived

in perpetual retirement, and whose power had dwindled to the

shadow of a shade. Pepin was emboldened to take the royal title

himself (a step which might have been opposed by certain Prank-

ish noblemen) by the formal consent of the Pope of Rome. The

Papacy was developing its temporal power in Italy, was in con-

siderable fear of the attacks of the intractable Lombards, and

was very anxious to stand favorably with the greatest ruler be-

yond the Alps. King Pepin duly repaid this favor in 753 by^

marching wath full force into Italy and forcing the King of the

Lombards to promise to let the Popes alone in their government
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in Rome. Thus then began those intimate deahngs between the

rulers of Frankland, or France, and the Papacy, which led to one

working alliance or agreement after another, and were only

ended in the twentieth century in the absolute divorce of Church

and State by the Third Republic of our day.

Pepin left a royal title, a firm understanding with the greatest

spiritual power in Christendom, a powerful army, and a loyal

aristocracy and people to his son Charles, soon to be enrolled in

universal history as Charlemagne (Charles, or Karl the Great,

Carolus Magnus). The new ruler, of course, profited largely by

the successes of his predecessors, but it is undeniable that he

was by far the ablest of all the highly talented four. His reign

(768-814) forms one of the turning-points in French as well as

in German, Italian, and ecclesiastical history.

The Frankland of Charlemagne was very different from the

Frankland of Clovis. Many of the relics of the old Roman cul-

ture had been lost. The Gallo-Roman cities had often dwindled

now to starving villages, or had perished outright. The once

teeming commerce of the ancient Empire had been nearly oblit-

erated. Every little region and manor lived for itself and by

itself, supplying its own economic needs and cheerfully going

without any but a very few imported articles. The incessant wars

and ravagings had destroyed many of the arts of peace and

blighted still more of those surviving. Even the Church had been

too often monopolized by worldly prelates, and the convents

had become the refuge for the idle as well as for the pious and

quiet-minded. The Merovingian period and that of the Mayors

of the Palace had thus been often a time of cultural retrogression

and destruction, melancholy to record. But not all elements had

been destructive. Along with all the rack and ruin certain great

facts stand out, which were to mean very much in the history

of the New France yet-to-be.

1. Between 500 and 800 the process of race consolidation was

fairly completed. The Franks and the Gallo-Romans had been
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shaken down together; intermarriage and constant contact had

largely destroyed the barriers between them. There was obvi-

ously a greater Germanic element in the North (and especially
the Northeast) than in the South, where Aquitaine continued

predominantly Gallo-Roman ; but nowhere were the racial lines

now very deliberately drawn. There were assuredly serfs and

great lords — but many of the serfs were doubtless descended

from Clovis's warriors, and many of the lords boasted Gallo-

Roman ancestors. The French people was thus being created, a

people Celtic in its main origins, but stamped with the language,

laws, and culture of Imperial Rome, and later still given a strong
infusion of Northern firmness and virility by the Teutonic in-

vaders. We have thus what is essentially a mixed nation, both in

its race and in its culture, and history proves that it is ordinarily
the mixed nations which inherit tlie earth. Celtic brilliancy,

Italian finesse, and Northern steadfastness were to meet to-

gether in France.

2. During the Merovingian period we find shaping itself the

economic and political unit which is characteristic of France all

through the Middle Ages and down to the very edge of recent

times. This is the great lord's manor. Under later Roman condi-

tions, when the cities were declining, and the poorer population
was always tending to fall under the power of the wealthy, it

became more and more normal to be either the owner or the

dependent of a great estate (a fundus). In this the humbler

members were simply serfs, though not absolutely slaA'es, and
were permitted to till and occupy a little parcel of ground, but

were unable to leave the estate without their master's permission
and were subject to many other harsh restraints. In Frankish

days these great estates had continued to multiply. There were

still a few free peasants, self-respecting owners of petty farms,

but they tended ever to diminish, and the government being very
weak and the age very lawless, a poor man could seldom pro-
tect his rights unless he "commended himself" (that is, became
the dependent) to some great landowner who could afford him
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decent protection. Not merely the king, his favored warriors,

and the descendants of the Gallo-Roman nobihty could possess

these huge serf-populated estates: they were often held by the

powerful and wealthy bishops and abbots of the Church, who
thus (besides their spiritual cares) were in a very temporal sense

the masters of some hundreds or thousands of peasants, ruling

them through their overseers and bailiffs. This was not strictly

feudalism, but it was a very great step towards that feudalism

which was now speedily to develop through western Europe.
When Charlemagne was at the height of his power (about 800)

the territories of modern France made up nearly half of his entire

dominions. They were already distinguishing themselves from

his other lands (Germany and Italy) by very marked character-

istics. Germany was too remote in the North to be genuinely
Latinized: Italy was too Southern to borrow much from Ger-

many: The French lands, the heart of the old Frankish king-

dom, had drawn strength alike from the North and from the

South.



CHAPTER III

FROM FRANKS TO FRENCHMEN

In 768 Pepin the Short, the great King of the Franks, passed

away to make room for his greater son, whom the common usage
of history knows in Latin as Carolus Magnus, or, to use the

famiUar French form, Charlemagne. The new monarch may be

considered, on the whole, as the most important personage in

mediaeval history. His reign marked an epoch between the an-

cient world and the modern, and his commanding personality

stamped its impress deeply upon his own age and cast its shadov/-

over several subsequent centuries.

An intimate companion, Einhard, who wrote a biography of

Charlemagne far superior to the run of mediaeval literary efforts,

has left us a well-rounded picture of this truly remarkable man.
We are told that he was "large and robust, and of commanding
stature and excellent proportions. The top of his head was round,
his eyes large and animated, his nose somewhat long. He had a

fine head of gray hair, and his face was bright and pleasant : so

that whether sitting or standing he showed great presence and

dignity. His walk was firm and the whole carriage of his body
manly. His voice was clear, but not so strong as his frame might
have led one to expect."

^

We are also told of his simple habits as to dress, his temper-
ance in eating and drinking: his delight in riding and hunting,
and in manly sports. "He was ready and fluent in speaking, and
able to express himself with great clearness. He took pains to

learn foreign languages, gaining such a mastery of Latin that he

could make an address in that tongue as well as in his own

(Prankish language), while Greek he could understand rather

* A mosaic portrait, fairly authentic, of Charlemagne at St. John Lateran,
in Rome, shows that he wore a heavy mustache, not the famous

"
long beard

"

which figured so much in later minstrelsy and legend.
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than speak." When at table, he dehghted in music or in listening

to the reading of pious books or histories. He was fond, too, of

attending the lectures on grammar, logic, and astronomy of the

learned men of his day. One must not exaggerate the profundity

of this royal scholar, however. With all his genuine love of letters

he never really learned how to write.

In his temperament Charlemagne had indeed many human

infirmities; he could be cruel, and perpetrate acts of manifest

tyranny, yet considering his epoch he may be called just, mag-
nanimous, and far-sighted. From his father he inherited an effec-

tive war-power, and none of the neighbors of the Franks could

match him in arms. He had a high regard for the old Roman
civilization, as he understood it, and throughout his reign labored

earnestly and intelligently to increase the knowledge and influ-

ence the morals of his people. Beginning his career simply as a

powerful Germanic king, as he discovered his dominions swelling

into a veritable Western Empire he allowed his imagination to

lead his ambition to a loftier title. The ruler who began as King
of the Franks ended as a Roman Emperor, claiming all the

power of the old Csesars.

It is practically impossible to discuss this great ruler, and to

confine the narrative to simply those things which took place on

the territory that was to be the later-day France. Almost all

that he did outside of the old Gaulish lands rebounded upon
their local fortunes, and particularly he engaged in a long series

of wars which were destined to react upon France by determin-

ing the religion and culture of its eastern neighbors do\\ai to the

present day. When Charlemagne came to the throne a large

fraction of modern Germany was not merely independent of the

Frankish kings, but was heathen and savage. Especially behind

their swamps and forests the Saxons had resisted every attempt
at their conversion and civilization. Many years of Charle-

magne's reign (772 to 804, with considerable intermissions) were

consumed in the attempt to ]>ring this fierce, untamed people

under the yoke of Western culture as it then existed.
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Modern ethics does not commend the propagation of Chris-

tianity and civiUzation by the sword, yet the fact remains that

if the Saxons had been let alone they would probably hav^e re-

mained for centuries in pagan squalor and degradation. Cam-

paign after campaign Charlemagne directed into their country.

Usually the Prankish Itost invaded the swampy Saxon land in the

springtime and remained for the summer, chasing the enemy
into the fens and forests, taking hostages, bribing or browbeat-

ing the prisoners into accepting baptism, and finally erecting a

few fortresses in which were left garrisons. Then the invaders

would retire; the Saxons would emerge from the greenwood,

many of the new converts would solemnly "scrape off" the

waters of baptism, and lapse back to their old gods ; some of the

Prankish fortresses would be stormed and taken, the rest would

be besieged. The next spring would bring anew the invading
host and the former process would be repeated : each campaign,

however, would fasten the Prankish yoke a little more firmly,

and would leave the pagan party a little weaker. With the host

of Charlemagne would go another host of priests and monks,
"so that this race" (says the mediaeval chronicler), "which from

the beginning of the world had been bound by the chain of

demons, might bow to the yoke of the sweet and gentle Christ."

Whenever conditions admitted, churches and monasteries were

built, bishoprics established, and the whole population duly bap-
tized— usually under sore compulsion, with Prankish men-at-

arms pointing out with their spears the nearest way to the font.

It was a weary, uneventful war. There were no great battles.

The contest was almost entirely of the guerrilla order: petty

skirmishes, raids, and sieges. In 785 Wittekind, the most formid-

able Saxon chief, made his submission : but many of his followers

held out till 804. Then at last came peace to the exhausted land.

But the war had not been waged in vain. Mediaeval civilization

(such as it then was) took root in Saxony with surprising rapid-

ity. Within a century the region was reckoned among the most

progressive and civilized lands in western Europe, although by
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that time Charlemagne's empire was rapidly breaking to pieces,

and Saxony and France were parting company forever.

The great King inherited from his father a close alliance with

the Papacy. The standing dread of the Popes was the seizure of

Rome by the Lombards, then dominating northern Italy, and

threatening in turn to seize the remaind^ of the peninsula. Al-

ready on their part the Popes were claiming the "secular power
"

over the city of Rome, and were resentful of any formidable

neighbor. If they were to have any overlord in temporal matters

it was far better to have one like the Prankish king
— too distant

to be constantly meddling. In 773 Desiderius, the ambitious King
of the Lombards, pressed Rome so hard, the Pope issued an

earnest plea to Frankland for help, and he did not cry in vain.

With an overpowering host the great King of the North swept

through the Alpine passes. Desiderius shut himself up, terror-

stricken, in his capital of Pavia, where he was duly blockaded,

starved out, and compelled to surrender in 774. Meantime the

victor proceeded in person to Rome where the grateful Pope
received him with great splendor and rewarded him wilh the

title of "Patrician" (that is, High Protector) of the Holy and

Eternal City. As for the Lombard Kingdom it was simply sup-

pressed now in Charlemagne's favor. He called himself "King
of Italy" and actually dominated nearly all of that peninsula

save the extreme south where the Greeks of Constantinople
still held many districts.

As years went on and the Prankish monarchy grew not merely

by these conquests, but by the subjection of the Germanic King
of Bavaria, and of the barbarous princes of the Avars (in modern

Austria-Hungary), and as its ruler grew ever more irresistible in

war, ever more indefatigable in spreading the works of peace,

the conviction doubtless became very general that here was a

sovereign and a dominion for which the old names and titles of a

Northern kingdom were totally inadequate. Hitherto, although
in practice the power of the old Roman Emperors had absolutely

ceased in western Europe, men, even in Frankland, admitted
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that in theory the Greek-speaking Emperors of Constantinople
were the successors of the ancient Csesars, and were therefore

entitled to the highest technical rank among all monarchs. But
the Popes had quarreled with these rulers on many theological

points and were almost inclined to brand them as schismatics.

They were also very anxious to prove their own independence of

any secular control, by affecting, as direct successors of St. Peter,

to have the right to give the power "in this world" to whomso-
ever they might choose to honor.

In 800 matters came to a climax. The power of Charlemagne
was clearly too great to consider him merely an ordinary "king"
(rex). Pope Leo on his part was very anxious to show the marked

gratitude of the Roman See to the ruler who had released it from
the fear of the Lombards, and rendered many other great favors.

He was also desirous of showing his independence of the Greek
rulers of Constantinople. If it was said there could be only one

true "Emperor" in the world, the answer came conveniently to

hand that for the moment at Constantinople ruled only an

Empress, Irene, a most unworthy woman who had gained the

power by blinding and deposing her own son. All things thus

conjoined to promote one of the great spectacular acts of history.

In 800 Charlemagne found himself in Rome to quell certain

local disturbances. It was Christmas Day. A brilliant company
had gathered in the magnificent Basilica of St. Peter. ^ The King
was praying at the great altar. One can imagine the impressive
ceremonial: the incense smoke, the chanting choir, the splen-

didly arrayed courtiers in the nave, the still more splendidly
vested ecclesiastics nearer the altar. Suddenly Pope Leo ap-

proached the kneeling monarch and placed on his head a glitter-

ing crown. Catching the meaning instantly, the populace made
the great church quiver with the shout:

"
To Charles the Mighty,

great and pacific Emperor of the Romans, crowned of God— be

long life and victory!"

1 Not the present church of St. Peter, but its predecessor on the same site.

Probably in some respects a finer building.
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Whether Charlemagne was Emperor because the Roman

people (decadent successors of the departed empire-builders)

had acclaimed him as their monarch, or because the Pope as

God's direct deputy had crowned him, or because he had already

won the right to the title by his own mighty deeds, no man then

really stopped to inquire. The answer was to be fought out in

blood during the next centuries, but the problem, as it developed,

concerned German rather than French history. In any case,

for the next fourteen years, the one-time "king" is "Carolus

Augustus," in his proclamations, claiming to inherit all the

titles, honors, and power of the original Csesars. From this time

onward also Charlemagne consciously tried to centralize his

authority. He never became ashamed of his Frankish traditions

and institutions: he never played the tyrant; nevertheless, the

world saw something very different from the old Frankish mon-

archy. The "Holy Roman Empire" was born— an attempt to

refound the old Roman Empire of the West, but on a strictly

Christian basis. The lands of France were soon to be severed from

this pretentious but unstable structure, but in Germany and in

the later Austria it was to exist, first as a considerable power
and then as a splendid shadow merely, dowai to the days when

Napoleon Bonaparte ground up so much of the venerable rub-

bish of mediaeval Europe (1806).

This Empire of 800 embraced all of modern France, Belgium,

Holland, and Switzerland. It also contained the greater part of

modern Germany and Italy, and had some hold on the western

portion of Austria-Hungary and the extreme northeast corner of

Spain. It was a huge, ill-compacted monarchy, held together

really only by the terror of the Frankish arms and the remark-

able genius of Charlemagne. Wliile he lived, however, such was

his personal ability that it really seemed as if the nations were

about to be fused together.

To govern his vast dominions he used no intricate machinery.
At his court (usually held at Aachen, or Aix-la-Chapelle, in the

extreme west of modern Germany) were a few high officers, and
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a council of worldly-wise bishops and battle-loving noblemen.

In the various districts were "counts"^ to enforce justice and

lead the provincial militia. Over the various frontier districts,

or marks, were markgrafs (marquises), usually well-tried military

men. To keep these officials in order there were constantly going
about "imperial messengers" {missi dominici) to check up in-

justice, and to make frequent report of local conditions to the

sovereign. This system worked admirably so long as Charle-

magne lived to cover its defects by his personal genius. The mo-

ment he was gone it was to break down almost completely.

But Charlemagne gave more than firm government with law

and order (things scarce enough, be it noted, since the fall of old

Rome!). Under his fostering there took place a real revival of

learning and letters. Literature and mere literacy were at a very
low ebb even in the Church when he became king, and he devoted

himself with genuine enthusiasm to combating these evils. To
aid him in the task he summoned from Anglo-Saxon England a

distinguished scholar, Alcuin, who became master of the palace

school— a sort of model academy maintained at court and fre-

quented by youths of noble family. The bishops and abbots

throughout the Empire were required to establish similar schools

for their localities, while earnestly did Charlemagne attack the

deplorably prevalent notion that ignorance was compatible with

genuine piety. "Let schools be established in each monastery or

bishopric" (ran his mandate) "in which boys may learn to read,

and to correct carefully the Psalms, the signs in writing, the

aongs, the calendar, and the grammar, because often men desire

to pray to God properly, but they pray badly because of the

incorrect books."

Under Alcuin's guidance there was a widespread revival of

interest in the old Latin classics. Cicero, Horace, Virgil, and

Seneca were copied and studied in numerous monasteries; and

their style was imitated in poems, histories, and essays. There

was very little originality in these literary attempts
—

usually
^
Literally comites— "companions" of the king or emperor.
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merely a slavish rehandling of ideas that had been new eight

centuries earlier : but it was a great thing that the wisdom of the

ancients ("lost pagans" as the pious often branded them!)
should be held in honor, and that a mighty ruler exalted the

scholar as well as the warrior.

H®w Charlemagne disciplined unworthy ecclesiastics, reorgan-

ized the Frankish Church, established just systems of laws, pro-

moted skillful agriculture
— there is no space here to tell. In

814 the great Emperor died, at the height of his prosperity. Few
rulers had seemed so successful as he. Particularly in the old

Gallic lands thoughtful men doubtless blessed their days, and
said that now Gallo-Roman and German had been welded to-

gether as members of a new and better Western Empire, and
that the end of the centuries of confusion, following the fall of

Rome, had surely come.

The reign of Charlemagne was thus a delightful burst of sun-

light in an epoch when there was a sad excess of twilight if not of

gross darkness. It was too blessed to last. The forces of lawless-

ness had been only temporarily checked, and the infirmities of

the organization of the Frankish Empire had been too great to

be overcome by any but a very great monarch. Four times the

Carolingian line had provided such a ruler, but a fifth was not

to be forthcoming. Charlemagne handed over an undivided

empire to his amiable, but not forceful or especially intelligent,

son, Louis the Pious (814^0). The only hope of perpetuating
the unwieldy empire lay in a policy of wise, firm consolidation

and centralization which would fuse the Gallic, Germanic, and
Italian peoples into a single contented nationality. No such

highly difficult performance was to be expected of Louis. For a

few years his father's old example and his old officers held the

Empire tolerably together, then centrifugal influences burst

loose.

The wedge was first driven in the Emperor's own household.

Louis had been an only surviving son, but his own sons —
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Lothair, Louis, and Charles "the Bald" — soon reached out

greedy hands, even in their father's lifetime, for their own selfish

share in the government. Never was the absence of genuine

primogeniture more to be deplored in a monarchy than in the

Frankish Empire of the ninth century. The three unscrupulous
brothers quarreled and fought among themselves, deposed their

father when he would not divide the inheritance to suit the

stronger of them, then reinstated him again
— at every turn

weakening the imperial power, and strengthening the ever-asser-

tive nobles by greater concessions of the government domain

lands, wealth, and authority. Louis died in 840 with his realm

already on the point of flying to pieces.

Lothair, the eldest of these unfilial sons, claimed the title of

"Emperor," and this his brothers were willing to concede him.

But over the boundaries of their personal dominions there was

bloody war. In 841 at Fontenay (near Troyes) was a battle of

large importance. Lothair was defeated by Louis and Charles

the Bald and presently was forced to make peace on their terms.

In 843 came the once famous "Treaty of Verdun" which was

practically the end of the Frankish Empire. Louis received sub-

stantially all of Germany; Lothair a long, narrow strip from the

North Sea along the west of the Rhine and clear into Italy (hence

the name of "Lothair's Land" — "Lorraine" — for the debat-

able territory between France and Germany) ; and Charles the

Bald took the remainder of the distracted Frankish Empire—
virtually the whole of France. The shares of Louis and Charles

were along genuine geographical and national lines and were

destined to endure. That of Lothair was a mere artificial block

of territory without fixed national antecedents, a veritable apple
of discord between France and Germany as each power devel-

oped. In 843 began this question of a debatable land, and in

1914 the Alsace-Lorraine question was still troubling the peace
of Europe.
The Treaty of Verdun was, of course, a mere breathing-spell

between new wars. Lothair presently died and his sons and their
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unfriendly uncles soon quarreled over his dominions. Once or

twice the Empire of Charlemagne was nearly united, not thanks

to the capacity of any one prince, but because of the elimination

or dying off of nearly all the other candidates. Some of the later

Carolingians were men of fair ability, but many were only a

grade better than the Merovingian sluggards whom their grand-

fathers had supplanted. In 884 for the last time the Frankish

Empire seemed united under the Emperor Charles "the Fat" —
incapable and lazy, with undoubted imperial blood as his chief

if not sole asset.

By this time, not pitiful Charles the Fat, but Charles the Great

himself might have been sorely taxed to put health into the vast,

unwieldy realm. Not merely were the local counts (the ordinary

imperial governors) showing more and more of "feudal" inde-

pendence and playing the part of petty kings, not merely were

the monarch's domain lands nearly all granted away to grasping

noblemen while his mandates were ever less respected, but a

serious foreign danger was afflicting the whole empire— particu-

larly the part soon to be known as France. All through this sor-

rowful ninth century, from the Scandinavian fiords the pagan
Northmen were descending in their dragon ships to harry the

Frankish coasts. Year by year they would ascend the French

rivers for many miles, burn, pillage, and carry captive; defeat the

local levies mustered against them, and quickly make off with

their spoil when at last a regular army had been gathered. These

"vikings" were first-class fighting men, able to outmatch almost

any equal number, and directed by chiefs possessed alike of

valor and of skill. Many famous Frankish to\Mis were devastated

by them, and finally in 885-86 they ascended the Seine and laid

systematic siege to Paris.

Paris was already a town of increasing importance : now it won
a lasting name for itself in history by the valiant defense put up

by its brave Bishop Gozlin and its secular chief Count Eudes

against the destroying pagans. The capture of Paris (in the then

demoralized state of the region) would probably have been fol-
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lowed by the permanent conquest by the vikings of all northern

France, just as their comrades mastered Anglo-Saxon England.
But Paris held out. The city was still not much more than the

island in the Seine whereon stands to-day Notre Dame, and the

main fighting was for the possession of the bridges connecting
the city with the mainland. The pagans were able to capture one

of these bridges, but not the other. The siege was long and des-

perate. Count Eudes left the city to urge the Emperor to hasten

with succor, but presently he valiantly returned with a small

band, cutting his way through the Northmen with his battle-

axe, and heartening the defenders. At last Charles the Fat ap-

peared with a huge relieving army, but the degenerate Emperor
lacked the courage to put it to the touch with a decisive battle.

He shamefully ransomed Paris by a heavy payment, and by
allowing the repulsed vikings to depart to ravage Burgundy
"because the inhabitants thereof obeyed not the Emperor."

This caitiff deed was almost the last important act by a ruler

of the entire Frankish Empire. In 887 Charles the Fat was de-

posed by his high nobles, but his dominions were not passed on

undivided to a rival. A bastard Carolingian reigned in Germany:
in the present southeast of France there soon appeared a "King
of Burgundy," and in France proper (as we may now call old

Frankish "Neustria"), after some pretenders and contentions,

a legitimate Carolingian, Charles "the Simple," continued in

nominal power (893-923).^

It was a very nominal "power" indeed which this representa-

tive of a mighty name (not quite so "simple" as his name im-

plied) could exercise. The "Holy Roman Empire" was now in

complete abeyance. When it was to be revived it was to be in

Germany and Italy, and was never really to include France.

The feudal system^ was now in full process of development,
and every gain for the warlike barons was a corresponding

^ Eudes, the brave Count of Paris, was pretty generally acknowledged as

King of "France" after 888 and down to his death in 898. After that Charles
the Simple's claims were generally accepted.

^ See chap. iv.
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loss of authority for their monarch. Because the feudal system
of vassals and suzerains needed an apex no one thought of abol-

ishing the kmgship, and for a long time it was easier for the great

lords to unite on a Caroling to enjoy the honor, than to confer

it on a rival nobleman of non-royal lineage.

Charles the Simple thus reigned in name, at least, in about a

fourth of his famous ancestor's one-time dominions. One impor-
tant act he ratified which was pregnant for the future. The
Northmen were becoming somewhat tamer, thanks to steady
contact with the Christians, but they were becoming anxious

for a permanent settlement. Charles bargained therefore with

Rollo, the master of a strong fleet of dragon ships. The Frankish

King would grant Rollo a broad strip of land along the Channel,

including the important city of Rouen. This territory was to

become a feudal principality, and Rollo its new duke would

marry Charles's daughter and "do homage" to him for his fief.

The viking chief and his best sword-hands were also to become

Christians and to adopt civilized customs. The bargain was

made and honestly carried out in 912. The Northmen speedily

became "Normans" in their land of "Normandy." Their rude

Scandinavian speech soon was merged as a mere dialect of what

was now clearly "French." Rollo, who had duly renamed himself

Robert, and all his chief warriors soon took on the standard

virtues and vices of feudal barons. On the whole, Normandy was

speedily better governed, more devoted to the arts of peace, more

clearly the home of chivalrous knighthood (as that institution

developed) than almost any other part of France. The last great

racial contribution had been made to the French people
— to the

Celt, the Latin, the German, had now come the Scandinavian,

bringing all the vigor of the extreme North, a strengthening and

not a weakening of the new nation.

The Carolingian kings of this survival of old Frankland lasted

till 987. Their power had ever dwindled, despite vigorous at-

tempts of a few of these princes to reassert it. "Kings of Laon"

they were sarcastically called, from the only city
— in the wide
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lands of their great barons— where they seemed to have actual

authority. At last in 987 the dynasty had nearly died out. Its

only real representative was still another Charles, Duke of Lor-

raine. It was alleged that this man was really a vassal of the

German Emperor. He was otherwise very obnoxious to the

western barons, and an eager candidate from another line came

forward. Hugh Capet,
" Duke of France

"
(that is, the region then

centering around Paris), was a descendant of the brave Count

Eudes, who had defended the city against the vikings. He was

wealthy, ambitious, tactful, and above all was supported by the

great influence of the Church. Thanks to bribing the other great

nobles by heavy gifts out of his possessions, and therefore com-

promising his future authority, he gained their consent so that

on July 1, 987, he was solemnly crowned in Reims as "King of

the Gauls, the Bretons, the Normans, the Aquitanians, the

Goths, and the Gascons."

This new power of Hugh Capet did not seem very well assured.

Doubtless many of the dukes and counts who did homage to him

at Reims, silently expected that the new dynasty would soon

perish as had that of other upstarts. If they imagineu this, how-

ever, they were wrong, Hugh Capet was founding a dynasty
which in one or another of its branches was to reign unin-

terruptedly until 1792.^ With his coming we can justly say

that "Frankland" had perished, "France" was fairly upon the

scene.

^ Of course there are still in the twentieth century persons descended from

this Capetian line, who would have good claims to the crown of France, by
hereditary succession, if the Third Republic were to be changed again into a

monarchy. In a certain sense, therefore, the dynasty of Hugh Capet exists even

to-day, as a traceable family.



CHAPTER IV

THE GOLDEN AGE OF FEUDALISM: 996-1270

When Hugh Capet became king, the "feudal system" was

aheady in full being and enjoying a healthy life— full of danger
for the royal power. Too often the "Feudal Age" is used as a

term as if it were synonymous with the "Middle Ages." As a

matter of fact it includes only about the years between 900 to

1300, during which time the authority of the kings and of the

"nation" was wea^i and what we call the "feudal nobility" was

strong. After that, feudalism decidedly waned, or lived on

mainly for the sake of its social trappings, and the kingship ever

more steadily gained the upper hand. In the days of its prosper-

ity feudalism was by no means confined to France; Germany,
Italy, Spain, and, after the Norman Conquest (1066), England,
all had their share of the system. At the same time feudalism

had its most complete and characteristic growth in France, and
when we use the word we instinctively describe it in French

terms, just as in philosophy and art one is always tempted to

turn to Greek schools, types, or models.

The origins of feudalism can be traced back to old Roman and
Germanic times even before the great invasions. There were

plenty of tokens of "feudal conditions" in Charlemagne's day.
But what really brought the feudal regime to pass was the dire-

ful weakening of the government under his very unhappy suc-

cessors, and the compelling need men felt for some system of

society which would guard against the worst forms of anarchy.

By 900 even, the power of the kings who inherited the frag-

ments of the Frankish Empire, had sunk low indeed. Even if

they had been wise and vigorous monarchs the whole spirit of

the age was undermining their authority. Many causes, long

operating, were tending to upset what we may call the normal
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ooHtical society, in which all men are fellow members of an

jxtensive nation, and replace it with a new order. This "feudal-

sm" is extremely difficult to describe in a few words, but per-

laps it is correct to say that it is a condition in which lawful

luthority is not based on the common allegiance of everybody
o a central "government," but on a great number of special

jompacts, each between two persons, whereby the greater

'lord" becomes at once a kind of landlord, and also a high mag-
strate and war-chief over the lesser "vassal." In the feudal

)eriod the question would not be so much, "Of what nation are

'ou?" as, "Of what lord do you hold your lands?" The manner

n which this question was answered, settled the social and polit-

cal status of an individual.

Of all the causes contributing to the growth of feudalism the

nost general was the fact that kings and other magnates would

^rant away the lands whereof they were possessed in return for

nilitary service.^ At first this "leasing" (as modern men would

lay) was only temporary; it ceased when the very peculiar

'rent" (military service plus certain financial assistance) was

lot duly paid, and in any case when either the "landlord"

suzerain) or "tenant" (vassal) died. But when the king's power

veakened, and inasmuch as long occupancy of a "fief" (feudal

lolding) made the tenant feel that the possession thereof was his

ight, not his privilege, the status of "vassalage" became ever

nore permanent. The king could not recall the fief except in

extreme cases. He was also bound to confirm it to his late vas-

;ars son, or sons, or if there was no son, to his daughter, or even

lis indirect heirs. By 900 the great vassals of kingdoms were for-

;;etting all but their most formal duties to their nominal over-

ord. They became independent princes in all but name, and

seldom enough did their "liege lord the king" have power to

coerce them.

1
Along with the mere private control of the land would usually go various

cinds of "immunity"; for example, exemption from royal jurisdiction over the

and and from royal taxes. The new "vassal" would thus be high-judge himself

)ver the lands granted him, and would collect his own taxes.
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The greater vassals, however, were in turn compelled to parcel

out their own dominions among lesser princelets still, and these

again might have dependent on them a swarm of petty nobles

each possessing perhaps only a fortified tower and a few bare

acres. The feudal system indeed caught in its tentacles practically

the entire social fabric of France. The bishops and abbots of the

Church were too frequently feudal lords, with all the political

and military rights and duties (except that of personally swing-

ing the sword)
^ of a lay nobleman. Between one fifth and one

fourth of the entire territory of France is estimated to have

belonged to these wealthy and sometimes direfully "secular"

great churchmen.

Naturally enough the miserable lower classes, who had been

held in various degrees of bondage during the Roman and Frank-

ish periods, became adjuncts to the feudal system, as mere

villeins to the lords : the humble and necessary supporters (serfs

or not much better) of the dominant nobility. Their exact con-

dition will be made clearer a little later. ^

In this feudal regime there was no essential order or system.

Theoretically every nobleman^ owed allegiance to some over-

lord, and he to some higher overlord, and so on in ascending order

up to the king. Actually there was every kind of confusion.

"Organized anarchy," so feudalism has been justly called by a

despairing scholar. Still, despite the confusion, there are a few

lines of demarcation which simplify certain feudal institutions

and conditions. The following points may be helpful:

1. In the first place, as a rule the lowest feudal noblemen

ranked as mere "seigneurs" or "sires" ("lords"), possessors of

1 It was charged that churchmen often evaded the ecclesiastical prohibition
of priests

"
using the sword

"
by carrying huge weighted maces (that is, war-clubs)

that smote out the enemy's brains without actually "shedding his blood." A
good many of these militant clergymen seem to pass across French history.

"
See p. 75.

' That is, every man who "held land" or had fair claims to hold it as a regular
vassal : in other words, about every person who was a stout fighter, was not thr

son of a villein, did not live by handicraft or agriculture or trade, and had not

entered the Church.
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a small castle. Above these would follow, in a kind of order,

barons, viscounts, counts, marquises, and dukes: and at the head

of all the king. A great abbot of the Church might rank up with

a viscount, a prince-bishop as a count or even higher. However,
there were no fixed usages. In France certain counts were every
whit as powerful as certain dukes,

^ while other counts might be

"doing homage" for some of their lands to a viscount or even

baron. And there were certain noblemen of still lower nominal

rank, who held up their heads arrogantly with the best; for

example, the lord of a great castle in Picardy, the famous relics

whereof were wantonly destroyed by the Germans in 1917, made

following proud boast in his family motto :

"No king am I, prince, duke, nor count,
I'm just the Sire of Coucy!"

2. In the nexi particular should be observed the ordinary

obligations of a nobleman to his suzerain. These were before all

"homage," the duty of kneeling down before the overlord on

proper occasions and swearing to execute the feudal duties, and
to do the lord no injury. The main fulfillment of homage, of

course, came in the obligation to fight against the suzerain's

enemies, to give him good counsel, especially to aid him in

awarding and enforcing justice, and on certain rather rare occa-

sions (ransom from captivity, dowry for eldest daughter, etc.)

to supply him with money. In return the suzerain would owe his

"vassal" military protection against his enemies, and fair play
in any lawsuit, and must also see to it that his children were not

cheated out of their father's inheritance.

3. Finally, we observe that the center of all feudal life and
action was ordinarily the nobleman's castle. Every full-fledged

fief possessed at least one, sometimes an elaborate fortress, some-

times merely a petty tower. ^ Even with the smallest castle, how-
^ In the later days of French royalty at least, the brothers and younger sons

of the king would often have the title of "counts," and yet of course take prece-
dence at court before practically all "dukes."

^ Of course, a fief (feudal holding) could consist of a mere grant, say of market
dues or hunting privileges in a forest; but normally it involved a land grant.
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ever, the capture thereof (before the coming of gunpowder) was
a slow and bloody business. Behind his good walls and with a

few trusty retainers and a good supply of bread and beer, even a

very feeble baron could often "make good his rights
"
against his

suzerain. These castles had been multiplied particularly to check

the ravages of the Northmen and other raiders : but everywhere

they sprang up and became so many centers for political disin-

tegration. Only tedious blockade and starvation could ordinarily

reduce them, and their masters comported themselves like so

many petty kings. They exercised powers of "pit and gallows"

(life and death) over their peasants; coined money in their owti

name; and waged bloody warfare against their neighbors in the

next castle, or perhaps against the prince-abbot of the neighbor-

ing monastery. A rude sense of honor usually compelled them to

execute their bare pledge to their suzerain, especially by giving

the stipulated number of days of military service; but if an over-

lord was a wise man, he did not interfere in the internal manage-
ment of his vassals' fiefs nor in their private quarrels. The suze-

rain's hold also upon the dependents of his own liegemen was at

best precarious. "The vassal of my vassal is not my vassal" ran

the old saying. It was enough if the lesser nobles did their sworn

duty by their lord, and did not involve him in war with his

neighbors; while he in turn (unless he were the actual king) was

probably full of distrust towards his suzerain.

This then was the setting of French mediaeval society
— the

masses of toiling peasantry, without political rights or standing;

the barons in armor, riding roughshod over the unprivileged, un-

armed multitude; and the enfeebled king, often trembling before

his own "vassals." Only for the terrible thunders of the Church

had these feudal lords genuine awe.^

For two hundred years after the Archbishop of Reims (the

first churchman of the land) put the crown on the head of Hugh
Capet, the new kingdom of France had a struggling and often

* For a clearer picture of life in the feudal ages, see pp. 64-80.
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precarious existence, and the royal crown must often have seemed

to be made indeed of mere tinsel. To buy the support of the

nobles who had assented to his coronation, Hugh had been

forced to make almost ruinous concessions of land and authority.

Nowhere seemed the "organized anarchy" of feudalism more

triumphant than in France just before 1000. In theory Hugh
had taken over the vast powers of Charlemagne, minus only the

imperial title; practically he was only the most honored among
several hundred barons, who called him "fair sire" more because

each man desired a check upon his own unfriendly neighbors
than because he wished to have any effective king over him.

Hugh indeed possessed some real authority over his old

"Duchy of France," the land immediately around Paris and

stretching southward to Orleans on the Loire. This country has

been commonly known as the "Royal Domain Lands." It was

not, however, larger than the small American State of Massa-

chusetts, and even within i^., there were many petty barons who

obeyed the King very relr jtantly if they did so at all. Outside of

this region the King had almost no effective power. The great

Dukes of Normandy, Burgundy, and Brittany, and the equally

lordly Counts of Flanders, Champagne, and Vermandois, could

each put in the field as many armed retainers as the King, and

they never hesitated to fight him when they harbored a griev-

ance or an ambition. In the south of his nominal kingdom, the

Duke of Aquitaine and the Count of Toulouse divided the rule

over a folk who differed in language and local customs from their

northern neighbors, and they usually did not trouble much about

tendering the King even their outward and formal homage. The
"South Country" (Midi) indeed differed so absolutely from

northern France as to constitute almost a separate nationality.

The Southerners spoke the melodious "Languedoc" dialect, as

against the harsher "Languedoil" used around Paris; their man-
ners were more luxurious and showed more survivals of the old

Gallo-Roman culture: and it was angrily claimed by the North

French monks that their morals were far laxer than on the other
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side of the Loire. ^ In any case, the fusing of "France" and the

"South Country" into a happily unified nation was one of the

great tasks for the future, and would have remained a sore

problem, even if it had not been rendered far harder by the

general feudal anarchy.

Besides all these great nobles just named, there was a host of

lesser counts, viscounts, and barons who ruled by the "grace of

God" (that is, without heeding any suzerain), coined their own

money, quarreled or made peace at their own pleasure, tyran-

nized over their subjects; in short, performed all the acts of petty

sovereigns, with scant enough respect for "their lord the king"
at Paris. Under these circumstances the real marvel is that the

new dynasty of Capet ever built up an effective kingship at all;

yet this was actually the case. Out of this feudal chaos was to

rise the majestic monarchy of France.

A number of factors worked together to make the monarchy
to wax and the barony to wane. Here are some of them.

While the various noblemen were continually resisting the

King, these scattered princes could seldom forget their own
bitter feuds enough to unite as a body against him. He had the

support of some vassals in almost every war.

The Capetian kings were lucky in never lacking a direct heir

down to 1328. The reigning king could always present a son

eligible for election by the nobles, and for coronation as junior

king in the older ruler's lifetime. For a long time, in theory in-

deed, the kingship was elective, with the great lords as the elec-

tors, but by about 1200 it was so clearly understood that only a

Capetian was able to succeed a Capetian that the election be-

came an empty form, and insensibly hereditary succession was

established in its stead. There were no disputed successions and

almost no wars within the royal family, to distract still further

1 When King Robert married Constance of Aries, a Southern princess, about

1000, the North French monkish chroniclers recorded in dismay that the queen
came with a most immoral rabble: "Their arms and dress were disordered; their

hair cut short and even shaved in front [a Roman custom]; their beards clipped
like mountebanks, and their high boots most discreditable to then?."
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the kingly power. Men became accustomed to the idea that a

Capetian was the one possible ruler of all France.

Then again while several of these Capetian kings were medi-

ocre men, none were entirely unworthy to rule, and several (and
these in the most critical periods) were sovereigns of marked

capacity. The personal equation was usually all on their side.

Another decisive factor was the ability of these kings to keep
on friendly terms with the Church. The Popes, all through this

period, were usually at strife or open war with the Emperors of

Germany. All the more reason there was then for Rome to stand

on good terms with the second most pretentious monarch in

Christendom. The average feudal lord oppressed his neighboring

bishop or abbot; the King would usually come to the latter's

relief. The Church gladly repaid this protection by giving its

own potent moral (and often its physical) support to the King

against his vassals.

Also as time elapsed, and the non-noble lower classes, espe-

cially the dwellers in the towns, strove to win personal and local

liberties, they often found a champion in the King against their

baronial lords. The King reaped his reward in the subsidies these

new subjects were glad to pay to him, and money has always
meant power. Besides every detachment of subjects from the

barons of course strengthened the monarchy.

Finally, be it noted, while the Capetian dynasty lasted, many
feudal dynasties disappeared. Family feuds, local feuds, crusad-

ing warfare, and many similar calamities carried them off. The

King would, of course, pounce upon the vacant fiefs and there

would be few to gainsay him.

Thus it was that from a pitiful abyss the new French mon-

archy at last struggled upwards to greatness.

It was over a hundred years, however, before there were any
substantial signs of a change for the better. The three Capetians

who followed Hugh the Founder were among the most insignifi-

cant of their line. Robert (996-1031), Henry I (1031-60), and
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Philip I (1060-1108) were all somewhat weak men, in addition

to the ordinary handicap of facing a perilous situation. Philip

indeed probably had somewhat smaller dominions than Hugh
Capet. To make matters far worse in his day there had arisen

a most formidable rival beside the King of Paris. Ever since their

conversion and settlement the Dukes of Normandy had been

little less than independent princes. Now in 1066, William "the

Conqueror" had overthrown the Anglo-Saxon dynasts in Eng-

land, and become the full-fledged king of a realm, which (thanks

to his skillful and valorous policy) he held in a far tighter grip

than his nominal suzerain held the bulk of France. It would have

seemed a most ordinary turn of events if the Norman duke, now

sovereign in his own right of England, had refused homage to

Paris, and overthrown his one-time overlord by force of arms.

This did not, how^ever, take place. William I died in 1087. His

sons quarreled over his possessions. Much of the best Norman

fighting energy was drained away to the Holy Land on the First

Crusade (1095-99) and perished there. France therefore had

respite from absolute disruption, but the threat remained. So

long as the Duke of Normandy held a great overseas dominion,

whence he could draw gold and warriors, what chance of more

than a precarious life had his "suzerain" the Capetian.f' The
twelfth century was to prove critical indeed.

The Capetian monarchy was saved and exalted partly by the

dissensions of its enemies, partly by the kind Providence which

gave it ihree kings of very high ability. They were all among the

prime builders of France. They were Louis the Fat, Philip

Augustus, and last but nowise least St. Louis.

There was nothing sluggish about Louis VI "the Fat" (1108-

37) but his body. Powerful war-horses groaned under the

weight of this corpulent but vigorous king, as he hastened inces-

santly about his dominions exerting all his limited authority to

make the king's law respected. The "He de France" (Royal
dominions around Paris) had been infested beyond most medite-

val regions with lawless petty nobles, who seized, plundered, and
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put to ransom travelers, pillaged the property of the Church,
and made the whole land a ceaseless Gehenna. Louis found an

admirable minister and assistant in the sage Abbot Suger, one

of the first of those great royal administrators who were to do so

much for the establishing of France. "It is the duty of kings,"

wrote Suger, "to repress by their power and the innate right of

their office, the audacity of the nobles who rend the state by
ceaseless wars, desolate the poor and destroy churches." These
were high words for the twelfth century. Suger's master had
often to let the great feudatories beyond his domain-lands work
their will, but he at least became lord within his own limited

house. One by one the robber castles were besieged and taken,

and the worst oppressors taught a lasting lesson.

In his wars with his great vassals Louis, of course, had not the

military strength for wide conquests, yet he at least struggled

valiantly for his rights and not entirely in vain. The Normans
were kept at arm's length, but in 1124, when Henry I of Nor-

mandy and England had made alliance with his son-in-law

Henry V, Emperor of Germany, the Capetian King had to face

a very serious danger. Henry the German led a great host into

eastern France and even threatened Reims. Then it was there

flashed the clear sign that Frenchmen were drawing together
into a national consciousness, and could unite against a foreign

peril. Louis VI boldly took the great "oriflamme," the flame-red

silken banner of the realm, and called out all his vassals. For the

most part they obeyed heartily and bravely. The great prince-

bishops sent a host of men-at-arms. The Count of Champagne
and the Duke of Burgundy led out all their retainers, and so did

many lesser dynasts as well. Such an army was collected that

Henry the German dared not abide the issue. He slunk home
without risking a battle, and Louis reaped infinite credit. Every-
body confessed that the King of France was no ordinary feudal

overlord, but the consecrated chief of "the most noble and
Christian nation of the French," its appointed champion against
the alien. As a consequence of this prestige, Louis was able to
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meddle in the settlement of the troubled affairs of Auvergne (in

the South Country) and in Flanders. In both cases he came away
with credit, and demonstrated, as was then said, "that kings
have long hands."

Another form of Louis's activities was even more menacing to

the great nobles. Everywhere the towns of France were forming
"free communes " and demanding charters of liberties from their

overlords. 1 It was the beginning of a movement of the oppressed
non-noble classes that was to bring much to the world. The King
had little enough favor for such unsettling proposals within

the royal dominions, but outside of them he craftily under-

stood that they would undermine the power of his rivals, the

great feudatories. Everywhere else, therefore, he used his influ-

ence to get charters from the seigneurs for the communes. It was

not that he loved the communes, but the chance for a stroke at

the great vassals was not to be resisted.

When Louis VI died (1137) the power of French monarchy
was sensibly greater than at his accession (1108), although the

danger from Normandy-England had by no means passed. The

King had, however, arranged as he thought a most fortunate

marriage for his son and heir Louis VII.- He had wedded him to

Eleanor of Guienne, heiress to the great fief of Poitou and the

still greater Duchy of Aquitaine
—

embracing the lion's share

of the South Country. It should have made the royal dominions

extend down to the Pyrenees, and rendered the king incompar-

ably more powerful than any of his vassals. Unfortimately,

however, Louis VII (1137-80), although not exactly a weak-

ling, was by no means the equal of his energetic father. He was

indeed so "pious, so clement, so kindly that on seeing him you
might think he was not a king, but some good monk." Such a

man was no match for the spirit of the times.

1 See pp. 77-80.
* Loui.s VI had had an older son Philip, on whom he had rested great hopes,

but in 1131, a.s the lad was riding out of Paris, a "diaboHcal pig" (one of the

regular media;val scavengers) ran between his horse's legs and threw the Prince,

who died of the injury.
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In 1149 after returning from the disastrous Second Crusade

to Palestine, Louis VII quarreled with his high-spirited and not

super-devout queen, and speedily divorced Eleanor, honestly

returning to her the great dower of nigh all of the South Country.
Eleanor was still marriageable and her vast fortune made her

the "catch" for every lordly suitor. Almost to the ruin of France

she presently married Henry of Anjou, who was not merely
Count of Anjou and Duke of Normandy, but in 1154 became

Henry II, King of England. This "Henry Plantagenet" was a

prince of abounding energy and almost equal ability. In France

his dominions extended now over an infinitely greater area than

his nominal suzerain at Paris. He had all of England: he even

commenced the conquest of Ireland. The sore quarrels in his

own family, and the difficulty of controlling England, prevented
him at first from a deliberate attack upon the Capetian, but from

this time onward for nearly fifty years the "Angevin" (Anjou)

peril himg over the French kingdom like a sword of Damocles,

and Louis VII was not destined to live long enough to see it pass.

This twelfth century was, of course, an age when the French

peoples if not the French kings were showing the effective power
that was in them. The Crusades were at their height. The history

of these vast military movements to rescue Palestine from the

Moslem belongs strictly to the general annals of Europe, not to

France. But France was their peculiar homeland, supplying prob-

ably more fighting men than all the other Christian nations com-

bined, and endured corresponding sacrifices. It was at Clermont

in Auvergne that in 1095 Pope Urban II had first preached his

gospel of the sword, and had been answered by the mighty cry

"God wdlls it!"; while of the chiefs who led the army that

stormed Jerusalem in 1099, almost every one was either a French-

man, a Norman, or at least came from the debatable lands of

Flanders and Lorraine.^ The Christian kingdom of Jerusalem

^ Some of them, indeed, Normans who had emigrated to southern Italy and

Sicily, founded dukedoms there, and thence passed on to the greater adventure

in Syria and Palestine.
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which lasted from 1099 to 1187 was almost a slavish imitation of

feudal France transported to Oriental shores. In the abortive

Second Crusade (1147-49) Louis VII had been one of the main

participants, and in each of the five later Crusades which won so

much futile glory, all but one (the Fifth, 1228-29) was to be

largely under French leadership and with heavy French con-

tingents. The sacrifices and agony of these expeditions were in-

evitably vast. Their failures were, of course, due to the pitiful

ignorance of the conditions of Eastern warfare, but the resource-

fulness and courage of the crusaders was superb :
— a witness to

the high intelligence, energy, and vast potentialities of the con-

solidating French people.

The reactions of the Crusades were not all of them simply

religious and social. Not merely did the returned warriors bring

back from Palestine a love for Eastern silks, sherbets, and other

refinements, and learn how to improve the fortification of their

castles: the political results were also marked. Many noble fam-

ilies were killed off. Many others became so impoverished by
the sacrifices entailed by the expeditions they had to quit tlieir

fiefs. In any case the royal power was steadily the gainer.

The crisis of the French monarchy came in the days of the son

of Louis VII, Philip II, who from his mighty deeds presently

earned for himself the lofty title of Philip Augustus (1180-1223).

More than any other one personage, he was the author of the

greatness of France. ^Vllen he ascended the throne the very

existence of the monarchy was in question. Wlien he departed,

its victorious future seemed assured. He is therefore one of the

cardinal figures in history.

Modern critics cannot, indeed, wax enthusiastic over this cold,

cautious, firmly calculating man, who could, if need be, show

himself the lion, but always by preference played the fox. He
was not more unscrupulous and morally calloused and cruel

than the run of his contemporaries, and there are few major
crimes to be laid to his door. Clu-oniclers of his day give this not
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unfriendly picture: "He was a well-knit, handsome man, bald

(after an illness), of agreeable face and ruddy complexion, loving

good cheer, vane and women, generous to his friends, niggardly

to those he disliked, catholic [that is, pious] in his faith, far-

seeing, and obstinate in his resolution." This king was fortu-

nate in enjoying a very long reign, during which he saw his desire

upon nearly all his enemies.

Henry II of England, Anjou, and Normandy had been pre-

vented from throwing off his nominal dependence upon France

by the strife within his own family and dominions.^ There was

intermittent fighting between him and Phihp until 1189, when
the news that the Saracens had retaken Jerusalem caused all the

kings of Europe to dedicate themselves to the Crusade, and

temporarily to drop their feuds. Henry II died almost immedi-

ately thereafter. He was a very able prince who had just missed

founding a great empire. His son, Richard the Lion-Hearted

(Richard I of England, of "Ivanhoe" fame), was a magnificent
cavalier and field-captain, but without the political and diplo-

matic ability of his father. Late in 1189 Phihp and Richard set

off as brothers-in-arms for Palestine to recapture the Holy City.

They departed as sworn friends, on the journey they quarreled,

and their bickerings while in Syria went far to bring the unhappy
Third Crusade to grief. In 1191 Philip washed his hands of the

situation in disgust, and hastened back to France as soon as the

strong city of Acre was taken. Richard more honorably stayed
in Syria until 1192, when it was evident that Jerusalem was not

to be recaptured. Then he made a truce with Saladin, the Mos-
lem Sultan, and also started home. While, however, he was pass-

ing through Europe he was treacherously imprisoned by his

enemy Duke Leopold of Austria, and held several years in Ger-

man captivity
—

years which Philip used to full advantage to

intrigue with all the disaffected elements in the Angevin lands

and to undermine his rival's power.

' As Richard the Lion-Hearted stated pithily: "It is the usage in our

family that sons should hate their father!"
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In 1194 Richard was at liberty again, and such was his prowess

as a general that Philip's schemes were effectively checked for

five years, until the English King perished (1199) by a chance

arrow while attacking a South French castle. This arrow was to

determine much history. It is hard to tell the fate of France

had this capable warrior enjoyed a normal lease of life. Richard's

lawful heir to at least part of his dominions was very probably
his nephew. Prince Arthur; but his younger brother John (King

John of England, probably the greatest scoundrel who ever dis-

graced the English throne) put forth his hands upon all the terri-

tories. The great "Angevin" interest was divided. Philip, as the

suzerain "bound to render justice," made haste to espouse the

cause of young Arthur, whom he declared lawfully entitled to

Anjou, Normandy, and Brittany.

John did not lack a certain military ability. He defeated

Arthur, took him prisoner, and then completed the deed by

murdering him. Philip had now a perfectly clear case under

feudal usage. John had slaughtered the heir to three great fiefs

and usurped them; he had "broken all the bonds of fealty." In

the lack of proper heirs the fiefs lapsed back to the suzerain.

John was so outrageous and so unpopular with the barons of

France that Philip's other vassals for the most part supported
the King gladly. John's vassals on their side often fought for

him very slackly or not at all.

In the wanter of 1203-04 John, like the coward that he was,

took refuge in England. Philip then pressed the siege of the

great Chateau-Gaillard, possibly the strongest castle of the time,

which Richard had built at a vitally imi)ortant spot to bar the

passage from Paris down the Seine into Normandy. It was

valiantly defended, but no outside relief arrived. One by one

Philip's engineers forced its outworks, and in April, 1204, the

great castle surrendered. In June of that year Rouen, the capital

of Normandy, opened its gates, and nearly all the old duchy of

RoUo the Northman was soon in Philip's hands. After that dis-

p-lay of strength it took httle more than a military promenade
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into the Loire territories in 1204 and 1205 to make Maine,

Toiiraine, Anjou, and Poitou change fealty. By 1208 John re-

tained Uttle more in France than Saintonge and Gascony— a

part of the old Aquitainian duchy in the South Country. The
once great "Angevin Empire" had faded to a shadow.

John did not succumb, however, without a struggle. In 1214

Philip faced a genuine crisis. The Angevin interest had stirred

up rebels and enemies in many parts of France, and above all

had induced the Emperor Otto IV of Germany to invade France

by way of Flanders. With Otto rode nearly all the dynasts of the

Low Countries, those princelets of imcertain allegiance who
wished neither France nor Germany to become too powerful.

The danger was great. John himself was re-invading France

along the line of the Loire, but Philip called out all his vassals,

and was notably aided by the burgher militia of the new "free

towns," anxious to prove their gratitude and value for their

roj'al protector. At the bridge of Bouvines (between Lille and

Tournai) French and German collided. It was a headlong medi-

aeval battle, marked by little high generalship but by much
valor. Philip was in the midst of the fray. The German footmen

dragged him from his horse and almost took him prisoner till his

knights thundered down to his aid. In the end the headlong

charges of the North French chivalry cleared the field alike of

the Germans and of their Flemish and English auxiliaries. Otto

in turn barely escaped capture, and fled ignominiously, leaving

six counts and twenty-five lesser barons captive in French hands

as well as a swarm of ordinary knights and commoners.

Philip returned to Paris amid the rejoicings of the royal city.

We are told how on the day of entry the Te Deums of the clergy

mingled with the clang of the bells and the bray of the trumpets.

The houses were hung with curtains and tapestries; the roads

strewn with green branches and flowers, and citizens, church-

men, and university students all went forth to meet the King,

singing canticles of praise. It was a truly national victory, for the

militia of the communes no less than the feudal men-at-arms
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had borne tlielr brave part in the battle.^ The French people was

finding itself and sensing its own unity and power. Boiivines

therefore has to go down in history as one of the world's decisive

battles.

After Bouvines, John quickly slunk back to England again,

not risking a serious blow. The old heritage of the Norman dukes

was definitely lost. Philip showed admirable ability in concili-

ating the factions in the conquered land, knowing how to take

away the sting of conquest and yet to confirm his new power.
His innovations for the management of the enlarged royal

dominions, the introduction of baillis as high royal officers to

supervise the lower -prevots and to check up abuses, his skillful

financial measures whereby he was able to fill his armies with

soldiers^ at steady wages, and not to depend merely on feudal

levies, the marked favor he showed the new "free towns," which

were giving scope and liberty to the lower classes — all these

things, without entering into technical details, show him the

great statesman as well as the successful warrior.

In 1223, when Philip Augustus died, he left a kingdom in which

enormous blocks of territory from Picardy down almost to the

heart of Aquitaine had been added to the direct roj^al domains.

In 1180 these dominions had contained only thirty-eight provost-

ships {'prevotes), in 1223 there were ninety-four. The royal reve-

nues had more than doubled. The feudal lords knew for a

trembling certainty that they were henceforth only at best the

privileged subjects of a mighty king. In other words, mider

Philip Augustus the gi-eat power of France was born.

During this reign also an important step was taken towards

bringing the region of Toulouse, the eastern part of the South

' The battle probably was really won by the knights, not by the communal
militia as over-zealous modern writers have contended, but it was mucli that

"mere city-folk" should have proved of important military value to the King.
2
Mercenaries, if regularly paid, could be employed in campaigning all the

year long: feudal troops could be hardly held together, save in great emergencies,
more than a couple of months unless chances of plunder were unusually good.
Mercenaries also could be kept under far stifler discipline than feudal levies.
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Country, into dependence upon northern France. Philip had no

direct part in the movement, though he did nothing to discour-

age it. In this soft and hixurious region the CathoHc rehgion is

said to have relaxed its hold and much of the population became

infected with the
"
Albigensian

"
heresy; a hybrid type of half

Cliristianity, half Oriental mysticism, which set at nought nearly

all the orthodox dogmas. Milder efforts by preachers having

failed, in 1207 the great Pope Innocent III caused a general

"crusade" to be preached against the heretics. Many North

French barons were delighted at a summons to pious warfare in

a coimtry near at hand and full of plunder. Between 1207 and

1218 lovely Provence, Toulouse, and other districts were rav-

aged from end to end; their towns sacked; their civilization

stunted; and great numbers even of devout Catholics were

slaughtered.^ The power of the Counts of Toulouse, once nearly

as independent as "kings," was ahnost completely broken.

At length the crusading fury burned itself out. The heretics

disappeared, and the surviving Southerners turned in despair on

the invaders and for the most part expelled them. But to secure

any kind of protection, Count Amaury of Toulouse and other

barons were forced to appeal to the King of France, and to

pledge themselves to be his humble vassals. Under Philip's son

Louis VIII, nearly the whole of this great fraction of the South

Country was brought under royal control. The standards of

the Capetian were thus to float proudly across the whole land

from the gray Channel to the blue Mediterranean.

Louis VIII (1223-1226) apart from this achievement had too

brief a reign to put any real impress upon his time. He left his

throne to his twelve-year-old son Louis IX (1226-70), known
to later annals as St. Louis, who was, next to Philip Augustus,

to be the chief architect of the grandeur of royal France.

At the time of his nominal accession, the kingly power faced

^ At Beziers some of the conquerors hesitated about ordering a general mas-

sacre, saying they could not always tell Catholic from heretic, whereupon the

fanatical Abbot of Citeaux ordered, "Kill all. God will know his own!"— This

command was obeyed.
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what was always a grievous peril in any feudal monarchy — a

regency, A weak rule would mean a perfect heyday for the great
barons. But all the selfish dissidents missed their reckoning when
it came to dealing with Blanche of Castile, the yoimg King's

remarkably capable and energetic mother. By the time her son

was old enough to reign for himself the feudatories had been put

effectively in their place, Henry III of England (John's son),

who had dreamed of meddling in French affairs, had been beaten

and chased home, and the royal grip upon Toulouse, established

by Louis VIII, had been further strengthened. Between mother
and son there seems always to have been perfect harmony and
confidence. She continued to be the prop of his government for

many years, remained as regent of France when he went to

Palestine on crusade, and until she died (1252) it is hard to tell

whether she or the king were the most powerful personage in the

realm. The character of this puissant queen-mother seems some-

times hard and masculine, but no one can deny her great abili-

ties and her use of them for the weal of France. In her we meet
about the first of those remarkable women who were destined to

play such a part in the annals of the French monarchy.
If we except the story of St. Louis's two crusades (whose de-

tails lie outside the scope of this history) there are few events in

his reign that are dramatic and striking, but he made an enor-

mous impression upon his age. From his friend and comrade-in-

arms, the Sire de Joinville, we have a delightful memoir, gi^'ing

a naive, but loving and seemingly highly accurate, sketch of the

personality and doings of this truly good man. We have him pic-

tured to us as with a slender figure, large blue eyes, long blond

hair, and "the manner of a young girl." But there was nothing
timid in the manner in which he brought to justice malcontent

barons who defied his law, or in which he charged to battle when
his honest efforts had failed to maintain the peace. In him medi-

aeval piety shone at its best,^ and proved that it was possible
^ Louis seemed so flawless in character that his servants, seeking to find in

him some trace of human frailty, were forced to fall back on statements such as

"he was very difiicult to manage when he was sick!"
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to be hyper-scrupulous in masses and fasts, to tend the sick, to

give bread with one's own hands to beggars, to abound in build-

ing churches, hospitals, and every other like charity, and yet

also to enforce law and order over a great realm, to chase away
enemies, enact righteous laws, and make the wicked tremble

at a king's just anger.

In 1248 Louis "took the Cross" for a crusade. The spirit of

the first crusaders was waning. Men were no longer so anxious

to save their souls by pilgrimage to Jerusalem as they had been

a century earlier, but Louis conceived it his high duty to make
another attempt to rescue the Holy City. The expedition was no

more fortunate than its predecessors. The King landed in Egypt,

where, after some brave fighting, he was taken prisoner by the

paynims in 1250, and only released after paying a heavy ransom.

By his heroic bearing in captivity, however, he won the admira-

tion, not merely of all Christendom, but even of his Egyptian

captors, who are alleged to have considered making him their

sultan if he would only turn Moslem.

In 1254 he came back to France, and for the next fifteen years

devoted himself to the happiness of his kingdom. He was un-

doubtedly the most powerful monarch of his age. Delightful are

the pictures given us of how he used to love to award shrewd and

speedy justice alike to high and low, sitting with his legal coun-

selors under an oak in the royal forest at Vincennes. The Popes
listened attentively to the respectful but very plain counsels he

sometimes gave them about their miserable quarrels over secular

issues. The great barons submitted their differences to him for

arbitration, even when under feudal usage they were entitled

to draw the sword. Turbulent factions or dynasts in England
and Lorraine (not then part of France) requested him to judge
between them. All this meant that the King of France was add-

ing to his physical power that imponderable but often irresistible

moral power which comes when worldly greatness, intellectual

force, and spiritual worthiness are all united in the same person.
Louis was not a great innovator as a statesman, but without
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striking any one violent blow at feudalism he steadily strength-

ened the royal authority. He used all his influence to prohibit

or at least discourage the "noble right" of ordeal by battle, that

is, the settling of the justice of a lawsuit by the blows between two

champions instead of by honest evidence before a judge. The

system of royal courts was developed, and the way made easy

for appeals from the decisions of the seigneurial courts to those

of the king. In time (with important cases at least) the "sei-

gneurial justice
"
would become only anominal preUminary before

the "royal justice," and France would be further consolidated

by being subject to a single set of tribunals. Another and even

more direct stroke for national unity was this: Louis reformed

the royal coinage and put it on an honest basis. Henceforth it

circulated anywhere in the realm. The corruption and irregular

standards of the wretched little private mints of the scores of

barons made their coinage circulate only within each narrow

seigneury. The natural result was that the king's good money
presently drove out the feudal bad money— an incalculable

factor for developing the economic life of France.

It is impossible to overestimate the gains in authority and

prestige for the Capetian monarchy accruing from this forty-

four-year reign of a genial, wise, valiant, energetic, and genuinely

pious man. Louis IX met the perfect ideal of the thirteenth cen-

tury for a royal layman. Even his misfortunes in Egypt seemed

only sent from Heaven that his virtues might shine forth the

clearer. His end added to the sanctity already associated about

his name. In 1270 he went on a crusade again, although nearly

all his worldly-wise intimates urged him against it. Europe
was weary of crusades, and only the King's great personal influ-

ence induced a large army to embark. On the way to Palestine

the host landed at Tunis in Africa to coerce its Moslem prince

who was threatening Sicily. The camp was soon attacked by

pestilence, the King sickened and died after a brief illness (1270).

The expedition, of course, at once broke up, and returned to

France with the casket of the beloved King.
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The universal opinion of the age declared this ruler to be a

"saint," and in 1297 (an unusually short time by Catholic usage)

he was duly canonized at Rome, and placed in the Calendar.

From that time onward French royalty could not merely boast

in its line statesmen and warriors, but an accepted saint of the

Church, worthy to rank with martyrs, holy bishops, and inspired

doctors. The gain to the dynasty from such an honor, so long as

the spirit of the Middle Ages persisted, was incalculable.

In 996 Hugh Capet had left a narrow domain land around

Paris, and a fragile claim to the homage of various unruly

feudatories, to his weak and distracted successors. In 1270,

St. Louis, his lineal descendant, left a solid dominion, spreading
from sea to sea, with great revenues and a formidable fighting

power, to his son Philip III. France had reached a high estate in

Europe, from which, notwithstanding many hours of sore trial,

she was never really to fall.



CHAPTER V
LIFE IN THE FEUDAL AGES

The mediaeval chroniclers often make bare and uninspiring work

of the barons and kings of feudal times. Conning their dry annals

seldom stimulates our imaginations, unless we can reconstruct

before our minds the world in which they hved. The life of the

period of the earlier Capetians, when the royal power was weak-

est and feudal anarchy at its height, often seems further removed

from us than the life of old Athens or Rome, despite the fact

that Hugh Capet stands much nearer to us by chronology than

does Pericles or Augustus. Anything like a perfect picture of

feudal conditions is out of the question, even in a much longer

book than this; and indeed matters were so confused in the

Middle Ages that generalizations about how people lived,

thought, and acted are more than ordinarily unsafe. Nevertheless

certain things we may set down as typical and true; and even a

very imperfect statement of the conditions under which the

kings of France had to build up their monarchy will help us to

realize the difficulty of their task and the slow and painful steps

which the French people had to take before they could become

a great modem nation.

In the Middle Ages there were really only three classes of

people
— feudal warriors, privileged priests, and servile peasants.^

We will consider now the Ufe of the first two of these classes —
the only two classes then usually reckoned to be of real im-

portance.
' Any artisans— carpenters, weavers, and the like— would ordinarily be

numbered among the peasants, and probably would spend part of their time in

agriculture. As for commerce, it had sunk to the importation of a few luxuries;

for example, silks, spices for cooking, incense for the Church. These Oriental wares

would be supplied through the rare visits to the castles by wandering peddlers.
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The regular unit of life in the Middle Ages was not the city

or the open farmstead. It was the feudal castle — a more or less

pretentious fortification, situated if possible upon a lofty hill,

and often with a little village of the rude huts of the lord's peas
ants clustered close beside it. During the earher feudal period
these castles were of a very primitive nature. Id most cases they
would be simply a single huge wooden, and then later a stone,

tower— round or square, with merely a i ade palisade with a

ditch for outworks. The height would baffle any scaUng-ladder.
There would be no opening in its blank masonry until a consid-

erable distance from the ground. Then the narrow door would be

entered only by a flimsy wooden bridge, easy to demolish, or by
a frail ladder— drawn up every night. Inside this tower there

would be a series of dark, cavernous rooms, one above another,

communicating by means of ladders. The sole purpose of such a

comfortless castle was defense : and that defense by mere height
and mass,^ not by any special skill in arranging the various parts.

Little by little this simple donjon became more complicated.^
The original tower was kept, but only as the last citadel of a

great complex of fortifications. There developed outer palisades,

moats, flanking towers, gates defended by drawbridge and port-

cullis, a great courtyard surrounded by fairly habitable build-

ings, with the donjon still frowning down as the center of all.

Great ingenuity was displayed in making a series of concentric

hues of defense. To force the outer barriers meant simply that

you had a far stronger inner bulwark before you. The best kind

of mediaeval cf.,stle needed only a very small garrison. From
behind its wa^is even an inferior baron could defy a kingly army.

^ There were many castles with donjons that rose over one hundred feet high
and with walls fully twenty feet thick. At Coucy (in northeastern France), a

relatively late and highly elaborate castle, there was a tower two hundred and
ten feet high.

'

Probably the mediaeval castle-builders got many of their ideas of fortifica-

tion through the Crusades— from the military art of the East Romans and
Mohammedans. Castles kept getting more and more complicated down to about
1400, when the coming of gunpowder presently changed the whole system of

building defenses.
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In this castle (more or less extensive according to the power
and ambitions of its owner) would live the feudal lord (seigneur),

his family, and some scores or hundreds of personal retainers —
men-at-arms, "varlets," and serving-women. For a normal
mediaeval nobleman there was only one legitimate calling

—
warfare, or the preparation for the same. In the earUer part of

the feudal period a French lad of noble family would learn to

read and write only by exception.^ From his earhest manhood
he would be taught the use of arms— to mount a "destrier,"

one of the ferocious war-horses; to leap and strike actively in

ponderously heavy armor; to handle sword and lance with pre-

cision. Probably his father would send him to the court of his o^\ti

feudal suzerain to be "nourished "; that is, taught all the things
which pertained to a high-born warrior. Here as his lord's

"squire" he would be given certain lessons in court ceremonial,

in the courtesy due noblewomen, the waiting on banquets, fetes;

but his main education would still be military. \^'Tien about

twenty, his training would be complete. He would be a first-class

warrior now; a match wath his great horse and formidable armor

for twenty less trained and poorly armed footmen. His lord at

length would give him an elaborate feast, where the young noble

would be given new spurs and girded wath a new sword. Finally,

the lord would give him the formal buffet on the head or shoulder

— the accolade. "Be valiant!" he would enjoin. The young

squire was henceforth a "knight"
^
(miles).

In due time this youth, if an eldest son, might hope to inherit

his father's castle. A younger son must turn adventurer and try

to ^\an a vacant fief— or a rich heiress— by the grace of some

prince in whose service he fought. The times which were spent

^ This was surely true in the earher Middle Ages; in the later Middle Ages,

the nobles, of course, became increasingly literate, and presently we find high-

born scholars and genuine patrons of learning.
*
Knighthood was clearly at first only the public recognition that the young

noble was now a full-fledged warrior. The idea of a religious ceremonial, "cliiv-

alric" vows and duties, an especial blessing by the Church, etc., all came in the

later Middle Ages.
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,t the castle without actual warlike occupation could be whiled

,way by endless hunting, vnth. dogs or hawks, with wild feasting

too often turning into bestial carousals), or with tournaments;

hat is, mock battles, in which the element of deadly risk was

Iten great. The average feudal seigneur had few enough quiet

.vocations. He might make a winter's evening endurable by play-

ag chess, or listening to a minstrel's tale of "the great deeds of

loland and Charlemagne"; but he was likely to find such diver-

ions weary stuff.
^

The women of the castle were of like temper with the men.

^'he seigneur's dame had probably been married to him by her

•arents while a very young girl, with little heed paid to her own
cashes.- At times he might treat her almost as brutally as he did

is oafish serving-men; but she in turn would often be a hardened,

lasterful woman, well able to chastise her dozens of slovenly

weaving-women," and to command the castle garrison when

.er lord was off on the foray. The age was a strenuous one, and

2w weakhngs would be able to survive the physical perils of

hildhood.

Theoretically the feudal system was a most humane arrange-

lent between "lord" and "man" — of reciprocal loyalty and

rotection, service and reward. Actually it put a premium on con-

ention, oath-breaking, aggression, and insurrection. Practi-

ally, every "noble"— that is, member of upper feudal fighting

lass — was a vassaP of some one, and had vassals under him.

^he vassal was bound to kneel before "his gracious lord," and

ake oath to be a faithful helper in return for the landed fief

ranted him. This was "doing homage." The main duties of a

^ A list has been made of the possible amusements of a French mediaeval

ngneur; there are only fifteen: these included fencing, playing chess, eating
nd drinking, listening to songs, watching bear-fights, talking with ladies, hold-

ig his court, warming himself, having himself cupped and bled, and watching
le snow fall!

^ Hence so many of the romances that figure in mediaeval lore are illicit—
le woman, at least, has been already married in girlhood.
' "Vassals" were always noblemen: the term was never applied to peasants

r townsmen.
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trusty vassal were to give his lord good counsel/ to supply certain

limited money aids, and especially to fight for him (along with his

own followers) so many days each year, and, of course, never to

do anything to injure the lord's interests. The latter in turn

owed his vassal "justice and protection."

The value of this pact usually depended on the power and tact

of the lord in enforcing it, and the necessities of the vassal. An
ambitious, skillful prince could build up a great feudal dominion;

under a weak heir, however, there would be a general "refusal

of homage" — and the dependent fief quickly would crumble

away from him. Many a baron nominally subordinate would

"hold" his various fiefs of two or more suzerains at once— and

often these might be at war : the result would be that the vassal

would play off one against the other to his own great advantage.

Often the "homage" became the merest formality, and th?

vassal was to , .xitents and purposes an independent prince.^

Then, too, the question of the relation of his vassals to the ov^ er-

lord was always a delicate one. The overlord was always trying

to get away the sub-vassals (of his dependents), so as to have

them as his "immediate" (direct) liegemen, as being then more

subservient and therefore more serviceable to himself. "The
vassal of my vassal is not my vassal" ran the saying. 0\'er these

questions of
"
sub-infeudation

"
would come endless friction.

Feudal wars were incessant. Every baron was likely to nurse

a grudge against his equal,
— the lord of the next feudatory,

—
against his suzerain (or suzerains), and against his o^\ti vassals,

for all kinds of reasons. The right of "private warfare" was

cherished by even the lowest nobles. The Chm"ch, aided some-

times by the kings, tried to mitigate these local wars by the

"Truce of God" (cessation of fighting between Wednesday night

and Monday morning and on holy days) and by various other

'
Especially in aiding the lord in pronouncing legal judgments, for the execu-

tion of which the lord and his advisers were naturally responsible.
* A case to the point is the story of Geoffrey of Anjou (eleventh century), who

captured Thibaut of Hlois, forced him to grant in fief his county of Tours, then

"did homage" to his prisoner.
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strictions, but to settle one's troubles with sword and battle-

:e was a "noble right"; it was really a concession, often, if the

ntending barons fought out their troubles in single combat

lie so-called "judicial duel") before judges who arranged fair

ay, and did not call in their vassals, kinsmen, etc., and embroil

e whole country-side in general warfare.

Quarrels over hunting and fishing rights, over boundaries of

:fs, over titles to fiefs, over the division of a fief between broth-

s, over the dowry claims of a widowed mother, over the right

the overlord to declare a fief vacant— these were a few of the

etenses for plunging a community into misery. Contrary to

neral belief, feudal wars saw few great battles.^ The weaker

mds would shut themselves up in their castles; the stronger

irty would try to coerce its foes by burning their open villages,

vaging their fields, driving off their cattle, persecuting their

;asantry. What fighting there was usually came in single com-

its, raids, ambuscades, or in skirmishing on a small scale. The

ain sufferers were the wretched peasantry, the helpless prey of

ther party. At length one party would become exhausted,

jace would be made— and duly sworn to upon the box of holy

ints' relics in some near-by church; but at any time the feud

ight be resumed if the side which was dissatisfied saw new

)pes of victory. There was exceedingly little, therefore, that

IS morally ennobling in this warfare of the sometimes lauded

lys of "chivalry and romance."

The feudal anarchy was at its worst in the tenth century:

am about 1000 onward matters steadily improved, yet even by
too law and order were woefully lacking in many parts of

ranee, as elsewhere in Europe, It requires some stretch of imag-

^ Of course, a good many real battles are recorded during the whole course of

jdiseval history. But they are decidedly few, considering the total amount of

irfare which was going on. \\Tien they did occur, they were usually very un-

ientific; huge bodies of warriors rushed on one another; each man selected an

ponent; the side which won the majority of the resulting duels would win the

lal day. There aro almost no great strategists to be found among the mediseval

ptaias.
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ination to think of a time when war, not peace, was the order of

the day, and when to
"
take one's weapons

"
was almost as usual

as to don one's cloak. A journey of any length without arms for

one's self, and if possible a strong escort, was (except for church-

men^ and ragged peasants) practically imthinkable.

There were also many other drawbacks to life in the feudal

ages, apart from this reign of armed violence. Outside of the

Church practically all men were illiterate. Great barons and

peasants alike were victims of crass superstitions. The Church

did well to lay great emphasis on the warnings of hell-fire — it

was only the animal fear of the eternal burning that kept many
a sinful nobleman within the bounds of decency. Castles and

hovels lacked the merest rudiments of modern sanitation and

consequent healthfulness. On the floors of the great halls, where

the lords and retainers feasted and drank deep, would lie a thick

litter of rushes, changed only a few times each year. Into these

rushes would be cast most of the scraps from the meal. ^ATiat the

numerous dogs did not devour would there remain until the dis-

tant day of sweeping. Probably as late as 1200, there was not a

castle in Europe (even of a great king) where a modern visitor

would not have been utterly horrified by very many matters to

offend eyes, ears, and nostrils. Medical science was often mere

quackery.^ A great proportion of children were born dead:

another great fraction died in infancy. In short, thanks to bad

sanitation, lack of medical treatment, and ignorance of the laws

1 Even monks and priests were subject to frequent attack and pillage by ban-

dits and barons who defied the thunders of the Church. The average petty noble

seems to have sat continually on edge, balancing the present advantages of

plundering the rich churchman against the likelihood of the deed being avenged
in the hereafter by an outraged heaven. Sometimes cupidity and sometimes

piety would prevail.
^ The best medical science of the Middle Ages was often derived from the

Mohammedans, especially the Moors of Spain. Occasionally by the use of com-
mon sense and rough knowledge gained by experience, a mediaeval doctor could

accomplish real cures, but the average physician was often an unpunished mur-
derer! We can notice the fearful mortality of young children even in the royal

families, where the infants would receive the very best care then available.
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of health, the proportion of persons who grew to old age (apart
even from those cut off in war) was much less than to-day. Those
were truly times of "the survival of the fittest,"

The original feudal castle was merely a cheerless barracks,
and fortunate it was that the folk of the Middle Ages spent as

much of their time as possible in the open air. The later castles

became more hvable and in the end— in a crude way— luxu-

rious, although never really comfortable in the gray days of

winter. But to the man of modern ideas, the great drawback to

mediaeval life was its extreme mental limitations and monotony,— the lack of most intellectual pleasures, the extreme paucity
of ideas, the narrowness of the human horizon,^ the perpetual
round of carousing, hawking, boar-hmiting, tournaments, and

downright warfare. It was amid this almost soul-deadening

monotony that the great seigneur lived. Was there, indeed, any
escape from such a melancholy stagnation, for men of weaker

bodies and nobler intellects.? The answer came— "in the

Church."

From 900 to 1250, or later, the best intelligence of Europe was

usually in the Church. It absorbed the energies which to-day are

absorbed, not only by the clergy, but by the lawyers, physicians,

teachers, and many of the more important forms of business.

The Church had entered the feudal system. Possibly nearly one

third of the lands of western Europe were held by churchmen—
doing homage for them to overlords, and receiving the homage
in turn of lay vassals. Many a dying baron, stricken in conscience

after a turbulent life, had willed most of his estates to some

bishopric or abbey "for the eternal profiting of his soul." Of

course, the "one Catholic Church" was the only one allowed to

exist by public law and public opinion. It was as inconceivable
^ A great source of mental narrowness was, of course, the absence of easy

communication: roads often were mere trails or tracks; dangerous fords in place
of bridges; no decent inns; robbers everywhere. Practically all commerce had to

be by pack-horses instead of carts. Under such circumstances ideas, no less than

foreign commodities, can be exchanged only slowly.
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to have two permissible religions on earth, as to have two suns

in heaven; and by both secular and church law the stake and

fagots awaited heretics as certainly as the gallows awaited mur-

derers. No one dreamed of having things otherwise.

The churchmen fell roughly into two great classes— the

''secular" clergy, who lived "in the world" and had the "cure of

souls"; and the "regular" clergy; that is, monks subject to the

monastic rule. The bishops had often great revenues from the

estates of their "dioceses" (districts): they were usually feudal

overlords of a considerable principality, and besides managing
the churches of the region, were immersed in secular business.

They were often the king's ministers, diplomats, and sometimes

even leaders of his armies. Men of humble birth occasionally rose

to be bishops, but as a rule they were noble-born— a neighbor-

ing bishopric proving a very convenient depository for the

younger sons of a noble house when the eldest o«)tained the prin-

cipality. The humbler parish priests were usually appointed by
the rich layman (or his heirs) who had endowed the local church,

and these priests were frequently peasant-born. Compared with

the bishops they were inferior, indeed, but among their fellow

peasants they were revered, not merely as the sacred intermedi-

aries between God and man, but as the only individuals, often,

in the parish who had the least education; that is, could read,

write, and speak a little Latin.

Among the "regulars," the abbots of the monasteries often

had positions of feudal influence almost equal to the great bish-

ops. The monks were as a rule more learned than the parish

priests, because they had less work to do among the laity and

could devote their leisure to studies. At its worst, the monastic

life was said to imply great idleness and gluttonous dinners: at

its best, a monk was intensely busy with all kinds of peaceful

arts and with continuous hard study. Neighboring abbeys dif-

fered often in character. One might be extremely lax; the next

famous for its learning and pious austerities.

One thing all churchmen claimed in common : exemption from
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trial in the ordinary lay courts. A priest must be tried by his

bishop, a monk by his abbot. The Church was, in fact, "a state

within a state."

Down to about 1200, almost all intellectual life seemed cen-

tered in the Church^ — at first only in the monasteries, which

maintained schools for the training of their novices or intended

priests, and later in the schools attached to the great cathedrals.

The learning preserved in these monasteries was almost entirely

in Latin, and based either upon the Bible, the early Christian

writers (the "Fathers"), or upon such old Roman authors as

Cicero and Virgil. There was exceedingly little originahty of

scholarship, almost no personal investigation of the phenomena
of nature, and a great willingness to say, for example, "thus says

St. Jerome," and to consider all discussion of the case closed by

merely citing a time-honored authority. This, of course, often

led to many absurd notions, when either the ancients themselves

were wrong, or when (very often) their real meaning was mis-

understood. Nevertheless, it was of great merit that the monks

kept any intellectual life at all in the Middle Ages, considering

the general storm and stress. Also, it was of no less service that

the gains for civilization by the ancients were in the main pre-

served until the next age could build a nobler civilization upon
them. The mediaeval monk, despite his slavish bowing to the

dicta of "Master Aristotle,"^ his endless parchments upon the

obscure mysteries of theology, his hopelessly unscientific "chron-

icles
"
which record so imperfectly the annals of his own time,

should nevertheless be the hero of an age when to fix one's ambi-

tion on anything save feudal glory must have been infinitely

hard.^

^ This was so much the case that it was often assumed that if a man cculd

read he was a "clerk"; that is, in churchly orders.
^ Aristotle wrote in Greek; but some of his works had been translated into

Arabic, and then, by a curious roundabout process, into Latin. Other of his

writings were available in a sixth-century translation by Boethius. Aristotle wa3
the great authority of the Middle Ages in all matters of secular learning.

* Any complete discussion of Mediaeval France would have to take into the
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By about 1200, we find the hitherto despised "vernacular*'

of the laity
— North French, Provencal, etc.— beginning to

express itself in literature, but for a long time the stately Latin

of the mediaeval churchmen held its own as the language of all

learned men. It had been hardly displaced by the age of the

Protestant Reformation.^

In its own especial way this mediaeval society was intensely

religious. It showed its zeal in a series of great architectural monu-

ments which remain as the most glorious witnesses to the best in

the Middle Ages. The great mediaeval chm-ches cover, indeed,

Germany, Italy, northern Spain, and England, but especially in

France did they find their most elaborate and noblest develop-

ment.

Sometimes great barons built them, sometimes bishops or

abbeys, but often whole communities united in one great offer-

ing to God— devoting their wealth and energy for a century
more or less to building a stately cathedral. ^ At first these were

In tlie Romanesque (roimded arch) style. After about 1150, they

began to rise in the more elegant Gothic (with pointed arches)

which seems to have originated in the "lie de France" near

account the University of Paris, which became consolidated late in the twelfth

century; but which had existed as a less unorganized center of learning for a

considerable period earlier. For a long time no other European university had
such distinction : the decisions of its theological doctors had to be weighed seri-

ously even when they collided with the dicta of the Popes, while in all matters

of secular learning the opinions of its faculty were almost the last word of author-

ity. The existence of such a renowned body in their capital added much to the

prestige of the Capetian kings.
^ Among learned men, thanks especially to the influence of the Church, this

medisEval Latin came much nearer giving the world a "universal language" than

anything we have to-day.
^ A cathedral is, of course, the especial seat of a bishop (his scdes = seat; hence

the word "see"). Often the ordinary parish churches or the abbey churches were

built with a magnificence equal to a cathedral. We can imagine many starving

villages of peasants' huts, squalid and utterly mean, clustered around a parish

chiirch which would be the cynosure of any modern city. Usually the mediseval

cathedrals were imdertaken on such a magnificent scale that a whole generation

could build only a small part of them. It has been well said, "No Gothic church

has ever been finished!"
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Paris. ^ The climax came in such French cathedrals as Notre

Dame of Paris, and, even better still, Amiens, Chartres, and

Reims — with many others such as Tours on a hardly inferior

scale. These "symphonies of stone" — with their soaring towers,

lofty vaulted roofs, elaborate stone carvings, multitudes of sculp-

tured saints, vast windows of inimitable stained glass
— are

witness to the truly devout and artistic life that could develop
in the Middle Ages, as well as proof of wholly admirable tech-

nique, and tell us how despite the feudal anarchy the forces of

civilization and righteousness were steadily winning the victory.^

The knights and the priests with their swords or their pens
made nearly all the history of the earlier Middle Ages; yet barely

one man in forty belonged to these two favored classes taken

together. It is time to say a little of the less favored thirty-nine.

In 1000, the bulk of the peasantry in France were serfs —
bound to the soil, subject to the extremes of forced labor and

personal taxation, able to marry only with the consent of the

seigneur, and able to transmit their little farm and personal

belongings to their children only by the payment of a heavy tax,

paid again to the seigneur. They could be actually bought and

sold, but only along with the land to which they were unalter-

ably attached.^ If they ran away, they could be chased down as

"masterless men" and reclaimed like runaway slaves. There

were, however, also an increasing number of free peasants.

^ More technically, we can say that diagonal ribs are used in Gothic churches

to hold up the masonry vaulting, so that the weight of the roof is all on the

capitals, none on the walls (which can be very thin, and have elaborate windows).
A few genuinely Gothic churches have rounded arches.

- It is an interesting fact that often in the mediaeval churches the inner side

of sculptures, etc., is elegantly finished, although set so as not to be exposed to

any spectators. "But God can behold if our work is imperfect!" a mediaeval

craftsman would have said.
^ In being thus bound to the soil, and having the real use if not actual owner-

ship of a little farm, the mediaeval serfs differed from absolute slaves. There were
a few genuine slaves in the Middle Ages, but not enough to make them a real

factor.
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These men could marry and change their abode at will, and

transmit their property. But their social status was scarcely

better than that of the serfs. They were without effective pro-

tection against the lords, who could tax and maltreat both

"serfs" and "freemen" with almost impartial brutahty and

arbitrariness.

Nobles and churchmen alike taught that it was the duty of

these "villeins" ^ to submit cheerfully to their lot, to support the

upper classes with their labors, to thank Heaven if they were

treated with a modicum of justice, and to endure patiently if the

feudal lord flogged and otherwise abused them (as too frequently)

a little worse than his dogs and cattle.^ Truth to tell, the villeins

were probably a brutish lot. Their days were consumed in grind-

ing field labor with very clumsy spades and mattocks; their

homes were mere hovels of wood, sun-dried brick and thatch;

their clothing a few coarse rags; their food always scanty. Of

their intelligence, manners, cleanliness, nothing need be said.

In the average peasant's hut, the dirty, half-naked children

would struggle on the earthen floor along with the little pigs and

the poultry. "How could God and the saints love such crea-

tures?" — Betwixt peasant and noble there was surely a great

gulf fixed !

In the Middle Ages the towns were at first few and insignifi-

cant, and nearly all peasants lived in miserable huts on the feudal

estates. Agricultural methods were extremely primitive; a

drought or a wet year meant famine and misery for a wide

district. During times of great shortage there are grim tales told

of feasts on human flesh, and of the multiplication of wolves,

human and quadruped. Even the rights which the feudal law

secured to the peasant were seldom enforcible if his seigneur

were an unscrupulous man :
— for how could the serf ever hale

^ That is, dwellers in a villa or farm, whence later came the idea of a

"villain" as a clownish, rascally countryman.
^ Well down to 1789 to cane one's peasantry seems to have been a standing

privilege of the average French gentleman.
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his mall-clad lord to justice? Sickening stories of extreme

tyranny and cruelty abound. Nevertheless, little by little, the

peasantry found their lot improve, for various reasons :

(a) On the ample Church lands, the churchmen as a rule

treated their peasants with greater humanity than did the aver-

age seigneur.^

(6) The Church declared the freeing of serfs a most merito-

rious act for a nobleman. Frequently a conscience-stricken baron

would try to square accounts with Heaven by freeing all or a

part of his peasants.

(c) Especially in crusading times the lords had great need of

ready money for their wars. Wretched as the serfs were, indi-

viduals or villages had often saved up a little private stock.

They could now "buy their freedom" by one lump payment.
So the serfs were always tending to become "free peasants."

They were still despised villeins and "non-noble," but they were

not quite so defenseless. They were next able to make an agree-

ment with their lords so that the taxes they paid on their lands,

and the amount of forced labor requirable of them, should be

limited to a certain fixed amount. Besides, the kings were grow-

ing in power. They would give a certain protection to the peas-

ants, as a makeweight to the nobles. Nevertheless, the country
villeins continued to be as a rule oafish, ignorant, and outra-

geously oppressed all through the Middle Ages. The non-nobles

of Europe first found their opportunity and their power in the

growth of the towns.

The Roman Empire had been covered with stately cities.

Many of these had perished outright; others were, in the last

Carolingian era, merely starving villages inside the ruins of the

old walls. But in the decades following the year 1000 came a

revival of civic life. Sometimes a reviving commerce reawoke a

nigh-dead community; sometimes an unwontedly intelligent

seigneur fostered its growth; sometimes the presence of a pros-

^
Especially the peasants dependent upon an abbey could count on being fed

by the monks in times of famine.
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perous monastery was the decisive factor. By 1100, there are

signs of city life over western Europe. By 1200, cities are numer-

ous and relatively important.^

At first these cities were mere collections of a few nobles and a

mass of peasants who preferred trading to farming. Ordinary
feudal law (or lack of law) obtained in a community. The peas-
ants were subject to about the same burdens as if the}' had
worked in the fields. But in these towTis the non-nobles could

join together as never in the open country. They soon learned

their numbers and their strength. Merchants and master arti-

sans were becoming wealthy. They, too, were no longer utterly

defenseless against the seigneur. The to^vTis soon built walls

which could defy an ordinary feudal army. Inside the gates the

mounted knights
— so formidable in the open field — were al-

most helpless in the narrow streets when stones and boiling water

rained on them from the houses above. During the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries the cities of France were winning charters

from their king or lords.

Occasionally these charters were freely granted by magnani-
mous and intelligent princes. Often they were purchased

—
through an extraordinary payment by the townsfolk. Sometimes,

also, the king or great suzerain would grant them— perhaps in

the teeth of the local feudal ruler— to set up a rival ])ower

beside that of the dangerous baron. Or often city folk rose

en masse: the gates would be closed; the great alarm-bell rung;

the residence of the local prince or prince-bishop would be

stormed, and the charter would be granted before the threat of

gleaming weapons. The ordinary result in any case is the same,

a carefully drafted and sealed document creating a "free town";
that is, with specific rights of local self-government, and all taxes

and other obligations due to the lord defined and limited. Here-

after the inhabitants of such a towTi are no longer helpless peas-

^ The small size of these "cities" must be clearly realized. In the Middle

Ages 1000 inhabitants would make a very passable town; 10,000 a "great city,"

indeed.
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ants. They are called (in France) bourgeoisie,
—

"free-burghers,"— with their own especial rights. They elect their own magis-
trates, levy their local militia, raise their own taxes; and if for-

time favors, the bond miiting them to their old feudal lord be-

comes very frail indeed. The cities then become veritable httle

"city-states"
— almost on the old Greek model.

This new order of burghers, which intruded itself between the

two favored upper classes and the peasants, was unwelcome,
indeed, to the former. "Commune— a name new and execra-

ble !

"
cries a priestly chronicler. But the nobles and churchmen

were fain to make the best they could of these intruders; for

wealth, intelligence, enterprise, and new ideas made haste to

find their way to the free towns.

The government of a mediaeval city differed with time and

country. In any case the mediaeval city was never a democracy.
Sometimes various petty nobles actually settled in the town,
fraternized with the non-nobles, and made a civic aristocracy.
More often, the great merchants, the heads of the trading and
craft guilds, etc., formed a body of city "patricians," which
dominated the city council, and usually supplied the "mayors,"
sheriffs, or however the head magistrates were variously called.

Yet while it was an aristocracy, such a government was usually

intelligent and pubUc-spirited. A "mayor" could hardly dare to

imitate a feudal prince in his contempt for the wishes and rights
of the lower classes. The government of a "free city," in short,

would often he founded on efficiencyand practical justice, though
not on human equality.

As presented to the eye, a typical mediaeval city would be a

remarkable sight. Its extent would be small, both because of the

limited population, and the need of making the circuit of the

walls to be defended as short as possible; but within these walL«

the huge, many-storied houses would be wedged closely together.

The narrow streets would be dirty and ill-paved
— often beset

by pigs in lieu of scavengers; but everywhere there would be

bustling human life with every citizen elbowing close to every-
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body else. Out of the foul streets here and there would rise parish

churches of marvelous architecture, and in the center of the

town extended the great square
— the market-place

— where

the open-air markets would be held; close by it, dwarfing the

lesser churches, the tall gray cathedral, — the pride of the com-

munity; and close by, also, the City Hall {Hotel de Ville), an

elegant secular edifice, where the coimcil met, where the great

public feasts could take place, and above which often rose the

mighty belfry, whence clanged the great alarm-bell to call the

citizens together in mass meeting, or to don armor and man the

walls. The magnificent houses, walls, churches, and civic build-

ings of many French towns to-day, testify to the glories of most

of the greater mediaeval cities toward the end of the Middle

A^es.

Such, then, were some of the physical, political, and social

conditions under which the great nation known as France ad-

vanced to unity and strength. Everywhere things ugly and iniqui-

tous struggled with things virtuous and lovely. The contrasts of

life were probably far more pronounced in every respect than

with us to-day. But whatever else be said, there was power,

energy, and indomitable courage in those nation-builders of the

feudal centuries. The school of the Middle Ages was often a very

rough one, but it was an efficient school, and the peoples which

survived it were trained for mighty deeds alike of the body and

of the spirit. To-day, it will doubtless be asserted, Europe
and France have nearly completed the process of casting away
the relics of the IVliddle Ages— relics to which France at least

clung, all too closely, down to 1789. But it is not good for any

country to be ashamed of its past, and the France of the twen-

tieth century has no reason to be ashamed that it was the heir

of the France of Phihp Augustus and St. Louis.
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THE DAWN OF THE MODERN ERA: 1270-1483

THE HUNDRED YEARS' WAR

St. Louis left a truly magnificent kingdom. There was no longer

any great dread of the old-line feudal nobility. It still existed,

with much wealth, pomp and circumstance, splendid castles,

"seigneurial rights," and high claims to social privilege and legal

favor; but all knew it was merely an aristocracy, a "bulwark of

the throne," demanding the king's favor, indeed, often with

peremptory words but not really demanding the lion's share of

his sovereign power. Nevertheless, for the next two centuries

the royal authority, and with it the happiness of the nation, did

not go forward as might be expected. There were three prime
reasons for this time of disappointment and even reaction.

In the first place under any real monarchy much always

depends on the person of the monarch. The Capetian line had

provided several very able princes; now the quality of the

royal stock was to degenerate. Several of the kings of this period

were very unfit rulers indeed. France paid for their inefficiency.

Again, although the old feudal aristocracy was waning, a new

royal aristocracy was coming to the front. It was composed of

younger scions and kinsmen of the royal house. In theory these

princes believed in the unity of France and the greatness of the

dynasty. In practice they often quarreled outrageously for the

high places at court, the royal governorships, the control (if the

king were a weakling) of the monarch's person; and they often

sought "appanages"; that is, parts of the royal dominion, which

they could govern for themselves as semi-independent viceroys.

Some of the worst foes of French monarchy were thus to be in

its owTi household.

Finally against France was to come a great foreign peril. The
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Norman Kings of England, losing their old duchy, but becoming
identified with their new island peoples, were to build up a for-

midable military power, and to direct systematic attacks upon
the Continent, which attacks almost ended in nothing less than

the conquest of France.

From 1314 (the death of Philip IV, the grandson of St. Louis)

to 1483 (the death of Louis XI) was to be a time of grievous

testing for the entire French nation. At least once the entire

realm seemed lost. Several times it was in grievous danger of

being permanently dismembered and crippled. In the end, the

genius of the people enabled them to shake off the foreign peril

and to thrust the recalcitrant royal princes into their proper

place. The dawn of "modern times" saw France again rich,

progressive, and powerful.

It is difficult to characterize this long and troubled period

without becoming swamped amid a mass of names and details.

Some of the main incidents were these:

Philip III, "the Bold," son of St. Louis, had a somewhat brief

and undistinguished reign (1270-85), but his son Philip IV,

"the Fair," ruled longer and also wrought mightier deeds (1285-

1314). No man can praise the character of this grandson of the

Saint, but Philip IV falls into the catalogue of those grasping,

unscrupulous men, who in a wholly uncommendable way really

advance the world's progress. A large part of his reign centered

around his famous quarrel with Pope Boniface VIII, hinLself

one of the most self-seeking and imperious pontiffs who ever

ruled the Church from Rome.
The immediate issue was whether tlie King had the right,

which he asserted, to tax the wealthy French clerg;^^ Boniface

denied this right, and Philip of course was not anxious to have

the wealth of at least one fifth of the lands of France escape per-

manently from his treasurers. Actually behind this contention

lay the greater issue whether in secular matters the Pope could

override the authority of kings, and constitute himseK a kind of
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super-monarch, merely deputing the temporal government of

the world to such princes as would serve faithfully as his crowned

viceregents. It was substantially over this issue that there had
been bloody wars between the Papacy and the Emperors of

Germany, and the Papacy on the whole had seemed the victor.

But the Capetian kings had now a much firmer grasp upon their

realm than ever the Saxon or Hohenstaufen Emperors had had

upon Germany, and Frenchmen were entirely unwilling to have
an Italian prince (as Boniface certainly was) intermingle in their

own distinctly secular affairs. When after preliminary negotia-
tions and compromises, the Pope came to open threats of putting

Philip under the ban of the Church, the King countered by a

dramatic stroke.

In 1302 he convoked the States General of France at Paris.

Philip was an utter despot in his aims and methods, but in

facing so great a power as the Papacy he understood the need of

securing the loyal support of all elements of his people. It had
been fairly common, long ere this, for the kings to consult about

public affairs with Councils of their nobles and their higher

clergy. Now, for the first time, the representatives of the "city
dwellers

"
(bourgeois) were invited to be present and to give their

support and wisdom to their liege lord. Needless to say, the men
from the "Third Estate" were immensely fiattered at this asso-

ciation with the secular and clerical nobility. They readily voted
their approval of all the royal policy and joined with the upper
orders in advising the King to take an uncompromising attitude

toward the Pope. From this time onward we have occasional

meetings of this States General— the representatives of the

three great orders of French society
— to aid the king in national

issues, although thanks to a multitude of reasons this extraor-

dinary body was never able to develop into a regular legisla-

ture with periodic meetings like the English Parliament. ^

^ The chief reasons why this seemingly promising attempt at representative
government came to nothing were, first, because the "three orders" met sepa-
rately, had very diverse interests, and thus, without unanimity, almost nothing
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France thus stood stoutly behind PhiHp, and all the threats

and anathemas of Rome could not put his throne in danger.

The King even sent armed agents into Italy and actually arrested

Boniface as a pretender to the Papacy (1303);
^ and although

the Pope was soon rescued from prison by his friends, the shock

and humiliation of the affair were so great that he soon died

utterly discredited. His successors (timid and pliable men) made
haste to be reconciled with a monarch who could read them so

terrible a lesson. In 1309 they actually withdrew their residence

from Rome to Avignon in southern France, there to remain till

1376. During this long "Babylonish Captivity," the Papacy was

to be under the very shadow of the formidable "Eldest Son of

the Church
" who reigned at Paris, and the whole Papal policy

was often directed in the secular interests of France: — a matter

of terrible ecclesiastical scandal, but something which of course

increased the influence of the French kingship in every part of

Christendom.^

could be done; and secondly, because the States General never obtained un-

doubted control of the treasury, and could not coerce the king by refusing to

vote taxes. See Appendix.
^ This was the famous

"
Assault of Anagni," a small city near Rome, where

the Pope was sojourning.
^ An infamous episode in the reign of Philip IV was the persecution and

downfall of the Knight Templars. This powerful military order of monks, sworn

to show their religion by fighting the Infidel instead of by the usual austerities

of the convent, had waxed extremely powerful and correspondingly wealthy. It

owned great properties in France, as well as in other European countries, and in

1306 its "grand master" is said to have come back to France from the Levant

with 150,000 gold florins and ten horse-loads of silver. The Templars were be-

coming the object of grave suspicion on account of their secret conventicles, and

stories were circulated as to immoral practices at such meetings. The arrogance
and covetousness of the order gave point and currency to these sinister reports.

Such a wealthy, semi-secret, suspected organization made an excellent victim

for a covetous and unscrupulous King like Philip IV. In 1307 he suddenly ar-

rested De Molay, the grand master, and sixty of the leading brethren. A little

later nearly all the other Templars in France were accused. Broken by threats

and torture, De Molay and his companions confessed to "denying Christ and

spitting on the cross," though they still would not admit the charges of gross

immorality.

Pope Clement V was wholly at Philip's mercy. After vain protests, he ordered
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Philip IV was survived by three sons. None of them, however,

in his turn left sons to succeed him. When, after a colorless

reign of two years, Louis X (1314-16) died leaving only a

daughter, his next brother came promptly forward with the claim

that women could not inherit the crown of France. A weak,

female rule was not popular with responsible men; it opened the

possibilities of all kinds of confusion. The crown lawyers and the

States General therefore confirmed, or rather invented, the so-

called "Salic Law" (alleged to be derived from the Salian

Franks) that no woman could be a reigning queen over France.^

Philip V (1316-22) accordingly reigned in his brother's stead,

but after another short, uneventful government he also died

without a son, and in his place came the third brother, Charles IV

(1322-28). No better fortune attended him. Like the rest he

died in his prime without male heirs. Pious folk wagged their

heads, and said that a curse was resting on the Capetian line

for the insult offered Pope Boniface VIII. In any case Charles

was the last ruler of the direct Capetian line. The crown passed

to his cousin, Philip of Valois, the son of a younger brother of

Philip IV. With this change in the dynasty evil days were to

come to France.

Philip VI "of Valois" (1328-50) was not an entirely inca-

pable prince, but he was inconsistent, reckless, and anything but

an ideal ruler for guiding the nation in a time of dangerous attack

the Templars suppressed throughout all Christendom. As for Philip, he pro-

ceeded to have his wretched prisoners tried for heresy, blasphemy, and various

vile crimes, and between 1310 and 1314 the greater part of them died at the

stake. De Molay perished (1314) summoning both the tyrannous King and the

pliant Pope to appear promptly with him at the judgment seat of God — a

summons that, as men later recalled, was soon followed by the deaths of both

potentates.

The consensus of opinion is that the Templars were largely innocent of the

charges brought against them. Their confessions were extracted by coercion or

torture. Philip wished for their vast property, and stuck at no measure which

could enable him to confiscate it.

^ This law seems the more curious as in few kingdoms have women exerted

more real influence in political life than in France.
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from abroad. He was not tactful in dealing with his great nobleSf

and, in particular, he soon quarreled with Robert of Artois, a

prince of the blood, who presently fled to the court of Edward HI
of England and stirred up mischief. The King also became em-

broiled in Flemish affairs. The freedom-loving Flemish cities

had resisted their local prince, and Philip took sides with his

vassal, the Count of Flanders, against them. The wealthy and

powerful burghers, "the most industrious, the richest and the

freest people in Europe," promptly began negotiating with

Edward IH, who was impelled to help them because Flanders

was the great market for the English raw-wool exports,

Edward was the less disinclined to dip in French affairs because

he had colorable claim to the crown of Philip himself. If there

had been no Salic Law, Edward would possibly have reigned in

Paris as well as in London, thanks to the rights of his mother

Isabella, daughter of Philip IV. The English King was a thor-

oughly capable monarch, a skillful captain, and he possessed (as

Europe was soon to know) a military weapon in his "long-bow
archers" that was to make him a great power in Europe.

Fighting began in a desultory way in 1337, at first in an at-

tempt of the English to detach Flanders from French control.

Nothing decisive eventuated. Then in 1341 the strife deepened,

when two claimants struggled for the ducal crown of Brittany.^

Philip upheld the claims of one faction; the other naturally

turned to Edward, who, to give color to his intervention in

France, made more or less bold pretensions to the French crown

itself. However, the Breton war, although not decisive, in the

main favored the French party. It was not until 1346 that

Edward found his hands sufficiently free to cross the Channel

in considerable force. In July of that year he landed at Cape la

Hogue, with 32,000 men: a decidedly large army for medieval

times.

^
Brittany, surrounded by the ocean on three sides, was the last of the fjreat

feudal states to pass under the French crown. Its dependence upon France re*

tnained very nominal indeed, until its annexation in 1491.
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Up to this point, the contest had considerably favored Phihp.

The Enghsh had failed to master either Flanders or BritUmy.
But now Edward trusted no longer to local risings to help him,

but to the strength of his good right arm. He quickly captured

Caen, swept across Normandy almost to the gates of Paris, then

turned north— burning and pillaging the open country but

seldom stopping to besiege the cities. If Philip had trusted to

Fabian tactics the English must have presently retreated from

the devastated land with little really accomplished. But it was

intolerable for a king of France to see his country devastated

like the fields of a petty baron. He called out the entire levy

of the realm. The French nobles responded with alacrity. A
great force of Italian cross-bowmen were hired to offset the

English archers. At Crecy, near Abbeville in Picardy, on the

26th of August, 1346, the French at last brought their foes to

bay and forced a great battle.

Then all the world was to learn that a new factor had come in

warfare. Hitherto upon any kind of a fair field, the feudal knights
on their great war-horses and clothed in ponderous armor, had
been able almost always to ride down even the best and bravest

footmen. Edward, however, used his English archers with con-

summate skill. These long-bowmen with their great yew bows
and "cloth-yard" arrows could shoot many scores of paces with

remarkable speed and accuracy, and with force enough to pene-
trate all but the very best armor. The long-bow was in fact more

powerful than the later musket, until generations after the com-

ing of gunpowder. All day long, with mad and disastrously

brave valor, the French knights strove to charge home through
the deadly volleys of the bowmen. In the evening the remnants
of the assailants drifted in rout from the field. Never had
Frenchmen met so terrible a defeat. The King of Bohemia

(Philip's ally) lay slain, and with him eleven princes, eighty

knight-bannerets, twelve hundred knights, and, it is alleged,

thirty thousand of the rank and file. France was stunned for the

moment by the loss.
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Edward made hard-headed use of his victory. He laid siege to

Calais, the chief door into France from across the English Chan-

nel, and starved the town out (1347) despite a very brave de-

fense and vain efforts of Philip to send in succor. Henceforth the

English had a most convenient sally-port from which to invade

France, whenever they listed. Calais was to remain in EngUsh
hands until 1558.

Philip of Valois died in 1350. He had been saved from further

defeats and losses more by the advent of the Black Death, a

terrible plague which swept over Europe in 1348, destroying

French and English impartially, and for the nonce suspending
all wars along with almost all peaceful forms of life, than by

any forbearance on the part of Edward. In his stead reigned his

son John, a brave, impetuous, but entirely hght-headed and

extravagant prince, who soon emptied the treasury by his luxu-

ries and his careless generosity to his courtiers, and then almost

ruined the economic life of the land by his equally reckless de-

basement of the coinage in a vain attempt to make money out

of nothing. Such a king was no leader to confront a second great

English attack.

In 1356 Edward, the Prince of Wales, often called the "Black

Prince
"
to distinguish him from his father, commenced another

invasion. This time the English started in from Bordeaux and
Guienne (a fragment of which they had always retained out of

the wreck of the old possessions of Henry of Anjou) and worked

northward, headed possibly for Calais. It was an exceedingly

risky venture, even if the Black Prince were at least as able a

general as his father. His force barely exceeded eight thousand

men, and he was in danger of being swallowed up in a hostile

land. King John again called out all his liegemen and again the

French chivalry loyally responded. With over fifty thousand

men, he hemmed in the Enghsh upon a hill near Poitiers. The
odds seemed so uneven that if the King had only held his lines in

a tight blockade the invaders must have been starved into sur-

render. But no such tame victory would content John and his
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adventurous counselors. The shame of Crecy must be effaced

in a fair battle, therefore battle there was; but it did not efface

Crecy. The French horsemen with indescribable folly charged
up a narrow lane whereof the hedges on either side were lined

with English archers who shot down their foes at ease. When
the attacking host reeled back in confusion, the Black Prince

co-unter-attacked. The King's divisions failed to cooperate: they
were cut up piecemeal. In the end John, after showing much
personal valor, was taken prisoner along with his youngest son,
thirteen counts, an archbishop, seventy barons, and some thou-

sands of lesser warriors. It was really a far greater disaster than
at Crecy. France was not merely defeated but deprived of her
head.

The next few years were little better than anarchy. The King
was prisoner in London, The nominal regent was the Crown
Prince, the "Dauphin," ^

Charles, as yet inexperienced, weak,
and cowardly, Charles the Bad, King of the little country of

Navarre,2 and a great French noble to boot, contested the gov-
ernment in an unscrupulous manner, and added to the terrors

of foreign invasion all the miseries of civil war. The Dauphin
convened the States General, but no real help came from this

gathering of the estates of the realm. A radical party led by
Etienne Marcel, provost of the merchants of Paris, seized the

opportunity to try to cut down the royal authority, and to set

up a kind of government by the representatives of the Third

Estate. Moderns will sympathize with this bold move towards

democracy; but in truth it was no time for rash political experi-

ments. The radical party soon indulged in deeds of bloody
violence. Marcel was presently murdered while trying to sur-

render Paris to Charles the Bad, A desperate revolt of the

demoralized and starving peasants (the Jacquerie) was quenched

' So railed from Dauphiny over which he was supposed to rule, just as the

English heir was "
Prince of Wales." The last feudal Prince of Dauphiny resigned

hi,< power to the king in 1349.
' Navarre lay in the Pyrenees wedged in between France and Spain,
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in blood, and something like peace returned to the land when
John was set free following the treaty of Bretigny (1360).

It was not a pleasant treaty for France. Edward did not, in-

deed, press home his very dubious claim for the French crown,

but otherwise his demands were galling. John had to pay a ran-

som of three million gold crowns (an enormous sum for that age)

and cede an absolute sovereignty not merely Calais, but practi-

cally the whole of old Aquitaine. The French monarchy thus lost

fully half of the South Country, and the Black Prince set up a

viceregal court for his father at Bordeaux. The best that could

be said was that at last there was peace, and a chance for reha-

bilitation. No real improvement could be expected imder John,

however, but that headlong, pleasure-loving King died in 1364.

The Dauphin now took the crown as King Charles V (1364-

80). His experience and record as crown prince had assuredly
been unlucky, but he had learned by adversity. There was

nothing heroic about him, but also nothing rash. His physical

weakness gave him the aspect of a recluse and student. He was

destined to go into history as "Charles the Sage," one of the

cleverest monarchs of the whole French line.

The English menace was waning. After all, Edward III dis-

posed of a realm as yet relatively poor and unable to send a

succession of new armies year by year to the Continent— the

only proceeding that could really endanger France. The Black

Prince was presently induced to march from Bordeaux into Spain
to reinstate a very evil king of Castile, Pedro the Cruel, whose

subjects had justly banished him. The Black Prince was victo-

rious (1367). Pedro was temporarily put back upon his throne,

but he proved an ungrateful protege. The English leader had

exhausted the strength of his army, and had weakened the fealty

of his new Aquitainian dominions by the heavy taxes he forced

upon them. The Southern malcontents soon appealed to Paris,

and Charles gave them a ready ear. He had quietly reorganized

his army, filled up his treasury, and was ready to throw over the

Treaty of Bretigny. In 1370 the war was renewed.
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Charles was fortunate in finding a very able captain
— Ber-

trand du Guesclin, a valiant Breton knight, who never shunned

battle when it promised advantage, but who understood clearly

the folly of trying to ride down the English archers by serried

lines of horsemen. The Black Prince marched again through the

land, but everywhere he met cities with barred gates and with

no chance for open fighting. These guerrilla tactics presently

wore down the small English armies. "Never was there a king

of France who fought less," spoke Edward III angrily, "and yet

never one that gave me so much trouble." The Black Prince

sickened and returned to England to die (1376). The leaders

left in his place were no match for du Guesclin. Troubles at

home prevented the coming of English reinforcements. By 1380

the islanders held only the coast towns of Calais, Cherbourg, and

Brest in the North, and Bordeaux and Bayonne in the South.

The first great English attack on France was over.

Charles the Sage died at the age of only forty-three. His pass-

ing was a national calamity. His eldest son Charles VI (1380-

1422) was only twelve years old, and never developed any great

clearness of intellect. In 1392 he became insane, although pos-

sessed of recurring lucid intervals which made it impossible

actually to depose him and to appoint a regent. His nominal

reign was one long misery for his people. First his covetous and

incapable uncles quarreled over the possession of his person and

of the reins of government: then their place was taken by fac-

tions of younger nobles, with the immoral and unprincipled

queen-consort Isabella of Bavaria as the guiding spirit in many
of their intrigues. Presently the contending parties passed from

plottings to assassination. In 1407 the powerful Duke of Orleans

was stabbed at the direct instigation of the Duke of Burgundy,
his rival. This made the quarrel unhealable. The "Burgundian"

party, notwithstanding this crime, lost possession of the kings'

person, which fell to the rival "Armagnac" ^ faction of the

^ So named from a Count of Armagnac, who became a leader in the Anti-

Burgundian party.
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nobility that soon became the stronger because the young

Dauphin had joined them. John the Fearless, Duke of Burgundy,

was able, however, to embroil almost all the kingdom in civil

war, when suddenly a new terror descended— the English

under Henry V (Shakespeare's winsome "Prince Hal") renewed

their invasions.

It is difficult to withhold personal admiration for Henry V,

but the fact cannot be disguised that he was reviving a worth-

less claim to the throne of France, and that his coming produced

nothing but misery for that already distracted kingdom. He
landed at Harfleur in Normandy (1415), took that town, and

then began a difficult march across the country to Calais.

His army numbered barely fifteen thousand effective men. If

the French Armagnac, princes who claimed to represent the royal

government, had known how to handle their forces, they ought
to have cut him off, as surely as John might have cut off the

Black Prince at Poitiers. But these turbulent leaders had learned

nothing from the past sixty years. The mounted knight, with

lance couched at full charge, was still their only idea of warfare.

With fifty thousand men, under the nominal leadership of the

Dauphin, the French attacked Henry at Agincourt near Calais.

It was the story of the old battles over again. The wet, slippery

ground made quick movements impossible. The closely packed
formation of the men-at-arms merely improved the targets for

the English archers, when the French strove recklessly to ad-

vance. The battle ended almost with a massacre when the long-

bows had finished their work, and the English charged out ujjon

their demoralized enemies. The Dauphin fled leaving ten thou-

sand men slain on the field, and very many great noblemen

captive with Henry. The whole royal power of France was

shaken.

Henry used his victory well. He let Armagnac and Burgimdian
rend one another in the interior, while in 1418 and 1419 he gath-

ered in Caen and Rouen and other strongholds in Normandy.
In 1419 the Armagnacs retaliated for the murder of the Duke of
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Orleans by assassinating, under circumstances of great treachery,

John the Fearless, Duke of Burgundy. The Dauphin was mixed

in the plot,i and the deed threw Philip of Burgundy, John's son

and heir, into the very arms of the English.

Burgundy was already a great principality; many of its do-

mains lay outside of France in "the Empire." Philip was more

formidable than many kings of his day, and to him had joined

the unnatural Queen Isabella, who hated her own son the

Dauphin so much that she plotted to dethrone him in favor of

Henry. Burgundy and Isabella negotiated in the name of the

helpless Charles VI the shameful Treaty of Troyes (1420)

whereby the Dauphin was to be disinherited, Henry was to

marry Catherine the daughter of King Charles, and on the

death of Charles was to become king both of France and of Eng-
land. The Dauphin was still holding out south of the Loire;

nevertheless the grip of the English on all of North France

seemed tightening. Paris was in their hands and a great block

of the old Capetian lands to boot, when in 1422 Henry V died,

followed in a few weeks by the crazed old Charles VI. The latter

had had one of the most calamitous reigns in all French annals.

Henry V left by Catherine a ten-months son, the unfortunate

Henry VI of England. This child's regents were in actual posses-

sion of practically all France north of the Loire, also of the

country around Bordeaux. He was recognized as "king" by the

Duke of Burgundy and by the Parlement of Paris, the supreme

legal body of France. South of the Loire, most districts now ac-

knowledged the Dauphin as Charles VII (1422-61). He was

"a young man of nineteen, of engaging manners, but weak in

body, pale in countenance, and deficient in courage." He was

charged with being engrossed in ignoble pleasures. The taint of

^ The Dauphin was still a boy, but he let depraved courtiers induce him to

invite the Duke of Burgundy to an interview at the bridge of Montereau. There,

while the latter knelt at the Prince's feet, he was foully massacred by Tanneguy-
Duchatel, one of the chiefs of the Armagnac faction.
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the murder of John of Burgundy clung foully to him. No one

could deny that he seemed to lack energy, and was all too con-

tent while the aggressive English regent
— the Duke of Bedford

— seemed plucking away his kingdom.
Most of the French governors and nobles of the South Coun-

try adhered to Charles. The prejudice against an English

king was violent. The Duke of Bedford's armies were small if

very efficient, and it was clear enough that Henry was acknowl-

edged as king in the North only because of constant acts of

coercion. Nevertheless the case of France seemed almost des-

perate. Charles's government was so weak that he was usually

known as the "Dauphin" not the "King," or was sarcastically

called "the King of Bourges," his residence city, the one place

he held in fairly sure possession. His captains and noblemen were

constantly at odds. His treasury was empty and the taxes were

nigh uncollectable. The South Country was regularly harried

and terrorized by "free companies" of roving mercenary sol-

diers, who, when they were not fighting for the pay of some

prince, were wandering hither and yon, eating up the land and

plundering impartially on every side. Alike in North France

and the South commerce and orderly economic and cultural life

appeared to be perishing.

Under those circumstances, it seemed to Bedford as if one

bold, fierce stroke would win the undisputed crown for his

nephew Henry. In October, 1428, the English laid siege to

Orleans, one of the chief cities still held by Charles, and the

greatest obstacle to the penetration of the invaders southward

from the Loire. By May, 1429, the position of Orleans was very
serious. The defense had been brave; but efforts at succor had

failed, and provisions were running low. The fall of Orleans

would probably have seen the English marching victoriously

down into Aquitaine.

Already for years there had been a keen sense of national

humiliation passing through all thoughtful Frenchmen. The

English had been often tactless and brutal in their dealings with
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the conquered. The terrible miseries of the land, economic pros-

tration, famine, pestilence, massacre, were all traceable to one
cause— the invader. Yet the case seemed so hopeless, the

Dauphin's government so inert, that, even while men ground
their teeth and gripped their sword hilts, they said there was
no help possible "save from God." Then came what many have
called a miracle, what all must call a heaven-sent leader.

It is very hard to exclude the personal story when dealing with

Jeanne Darc;^ but this is a sketch of French history, not a study
of even its most important and interesting characters. In bald,

matter-of-fact language, what happened was this :

1. Jeanne Dare was born a peasant girl in 1409 in the village

of Domremy, on the borders of Champagne. The region was one
of the few eastern districts still held by Charles. As she grew up
as a pious village maid she began to have elaborate visions of a
France redeemed from the yoke of the English, and the Virgin

kept telling her, "Jeanne, go and deliver the King of France, and
restore him to his kingdom." Psychologists may determine of

what these visions, her "voices," consisted. There is no doubt
she honestly believed that she had them.

2. In 1429, when Orleans was at its last gasp, she appeared
at the court of the Dauphin at the castle of Chinon, near Tours.

She convinced even the skeptical court and the prince that hers

was a divine commission and that she should be entrusted with
an army to rescue Orleans. The force placed under her command
she handled with considerable military skill, conducted it

through the English lines into the city, and then directed a suc-

cessful sortie. The French fought boldly, confident in being under
the orders of a saint. The English archers broke in terror, being

pitted (so they swore) against a diabolical "sorceress." "All

things prospered," wrote Bedford angrily to England, "until a

disciple and limb of the Fiende called the Pucelle [maid] used

^ It seems wholly unscientific to say Jeanne (or Joan)
"
of Arc." There was no

village named
"
Arc

"
near her birthplace, and her people were humble peasants

with no claim to the nobleman's
"
de."

"
Dare" was simply an ordinary siu-name.
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false enchantment and sorcery." Orleans was completely re-

lieved.

3. Jeanne now successfully conducted Charles across a coun-

try partly held by the enemy to Reims. Here he was crowned

King of France in the great cathedral, and was "Dauphin" no

longer. At the coronation ceremony Jeanne stood proudly by the

altar holding the royal standard.

4. Jeanne had now fulfilled her original mission. She is said

to have stated "she would be glad to be sent back to her father

and mother, that she might tend their sheep and oxen as she was

accustomed." But the English still held Paris and a great block

of northern France, and she felt bound to attack them. Her

warfare was now less successful. At the court, jealous captains

and selfish counselors began to intrigue against her. The sup-

port of the King grew cold. Was it dignified for a King of France

to owe his throne and power to a peasant maiden?

5. In 1430 Jeanne was taken prisoner by the Burgundians
when she led a sortie from Compiegne. Duke Philip deliberately

sold his captive to the English who were greedy for vengeance.

The disloyal and subservient Bishop of Beauvais undertook to

serve them by acting as her judge and trying her in the Church

courts on the charge of "witchcraft." If Charles could be proved
to have owed his recent success to an emissary of the Devil, it

of course would be a great blow to his prestige ! Every art, coer-

cion, and some of the milder forms of torture were used to trap

Jeanne into a confession of guilt. At last (although resisting her

questioners with great adroitness) she went through the forms

of a recantation. It was easy then by a little trickery
^ to allege

that she had lapsed back to her former "damnable practices."

On May 30, 1431, she was burned alive in the great square at

Rouen as an incorrigible sorceress. Her bearing at the stake,

^ Jeanne had worn male clothing. In prison she had been promised pardon,
if among other things she should resume female attire. One night the woman's

clothes were taken away, and the old male garments substituted. Having

nothing else to wear, Jeanne put them on. She was at once deplared a
"
relapsed

"

heretic.
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however, rvas heroic and devout, her executioners trembled, and

brutal English archers were filled with terror. "We are lost,'*

cried one of King Henry's secretaries, as he turned away; "we
have burned a saint!"

The guilt of her destruction was shared by many: by the

venal Burgundians, by the infamous bishop, by the terrified and

pitiless English, and last but not least by Charles VII himself,

who callously let the woman who had probably rescued his crown

be done to death, and yet never stirred, although he could readily

have saved her by the threat of retaliation upon several great

English noblemen he held as prisoners.

Even at the moment, not many took the charge of "sorcery"

against Jeanne very seriously. The English gained nothing by
her murder. In 1456 the Pope solemnly annulled the decision

against her and declared her blameless. In 1908 she was enrolled

at Rome among the "Blessed," as an immediate preliminary to

canonization by the Church.

The English were still in the land for some time after the mar-

tyrdom of Jeanne, but her work was accomplished. The French

patriotism had been roused, the invaders thrust upon the defen-

sive, and finally a new spirit seemed to possess King Charles. He
Fell under the influence of a mistress, Agnes Sorel, who (however

irregular their connection) seems to have been a contributing

cause to his improvement. He discovered wise counselors and

skillful captains. The Duke Philip of Burgundy was wearying of

the English alliance, and began to quarrel with his old associates.

In 1435 the Duke of Bedford, a great friend of Burgmidy, died.

The English thus lost their best leader and Duke Philip openly
went over to the French. Charles made solemn avowals of sor-

row at the murder of the Duke's father, and as a more material

consideration, ceded considerable territory. The results of this

shift in allegiance came quickly. In 1436 Paris opened its gates

to the King, and the English garrison filed gloomily forth, de-

parting under a capitulation.

After that the war lagged. The French won back Normandy
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and the other occupied countries bit by bit. There were inter-

mittent truces. England was now becoming involved in home

difficulties, thanks to the feeble reign of Henry VI. She no longer

had archers and men-at-arms available to pour across the Chan-

nel. In 1453 came the last important battle. It was in the South

Country near Bordeaux. There at Castillon Charles's troops

defeated a last English army sent over under the old Earl of

Talbot. The English were roundly beaten. Bordeaux was be-

sieged and surrendered (1453). For the first time, therefore,

since the days of Louis VII the English kings held not a single

fortress in the South Country. Nothing now was left of all the

conquests of Edward III, the Black Prince, and Henry V, but

Calais and two adjacent villages in the extreme North.

The "Hundred Years' War" was over.^ It left France terribly

scourged and desolated. Misgovemment, outrageous taxation,

the devastations of hostile armies, the demoralization of trade

and commerce, the exactions of the hosts of mercenaries em-

ployed by all the combatants had almost ruined many once

flourishing districts. Probably France was a less populous, civil-

ized, progressive land in 1453 than in 1328, the year of the first

Valois King. But in any case, the nation had been welded to-

gether, as were then few mediaeval kingdoms, by this awful

visitation of constant war. The necessary common effort to expel

the alien naturally redounded to the advantage of the roj^al

power. One direct and important consequence was that it became

recognized that for the defense of the realm, the King might
continue to levy taxes (beyond the recognized "feudal dues")
without the consent of the States General. The other, of equal

consequence, was that royalty became possessed of a permanent

standing army entirely apart from any feudal levies. These new

forces, "lances" ^ of cavalry, "free archers," etc., could be used
* Of course it really lasted longer, 1337 to 1453, but there were long periods

of truces and of nominal
"
peace."

^ A "lance" consisted of six men: a first-class man-at-arms, liis page, three

archers, and a soldier armed with a dagger— all mounted. Charles VII had
1500 lances — 9000 cavaky; also 16,000 "free archers,"

—
royal footmen.
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by the King without any essential outside control, noble or demo-

cratic. An irresponsible use of the public purse and an obedient

standing army have rightly been counted as corner-stones of

autocracy.

Charles VII, after so feeble a beginning to his reign, died in

a blaze of glory. His son Louis XI (1461-83) had lived on very

bad terms with his father, and was actually in exile at Duke

Philip of Burgundy's court when Charles died. It was generally

expected the new King would prove merely the adjunct of his

formidable vassal, but within two months after Philip had aided

in crowning Louis at Reims, the twain quarreled. As a matter

of fact the greater part of Louis's reign was to be taken up in

a struggle with Burgundy, the swelling greatness whereof had

become a standing menace to the safety of France.

Louis XI has made an interesting place for himself in French

annals. "A bad man but a good king" is a phrase that describes

his policy and deeds not inexactly. Majestic in his person he

certainly was not. "Ungainly with rickety legs, eyes keen and

piercing, but with a long hooked nose which lent grotesqueness

to a face marked with cunning rather than dignity," such was

his aspect. We are told also that he delighted in wearing mean

gray clothes, that he would travel on a mule with only five or

six servants, and that he invariably wore an old felt hat, orna-

mented with the leaden saint's figure, whereon he superstitiously

set much store. He was wont to wander about incognito, and to

select as his associates men of the middle or even the lowest

stations of life, who were delighted to find themselves on familiar

terms with "their lord the King." He distrusted (not unjustly)

the loyalty of many of the higher nobility; by contrast therefore

many of his councillors and even ministers of state were menials

or little better. To be the King's barber meant probably to have

more influence than to be a prince of the blood. This King, too,

was superstitious, pouring out money on gifts to the shrines of

influential saints, worshiping holy relics of dubious authenticity,
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and surrounding himself with astrologers and quack doctors. He
was careless of human life and suffering. His dungeons were

usually full, his hangman close at his hand and always busy. His

most solemn promise was likely to prove unreliable. And yet
—

and herein lies the antithesis to all the above statements— his

deeds in the end greatly redounded to the weal of France. Most
of his victims deserved few tears; and as has been well written

of him, "Louis was one of the few men destined to do really

great things, and yet not himself be great."

Louis did indeed many things, but the most important of his

deeds was this— he blasted the attempt of the House of Bur-

gundy to found a "Middle Kingdom" between Germany and

France, hemming in France and tearing away from her many
essential provinces. In 1467 Duke Philip, "the Good," died. His

son and heir was Charles the Bold. Charles's "ducal" crowTi was

worth far more than the "royal" crowns of Scotland, Portugal,

or Denmark as those kingdoms then went. Probably he seemed

richer and more powerful than the King of England, now that

the latter was driven back to his island. Thanks to inheritance,

conquest, marriage treaties and the like, the Burgundian dukes,

besides their old French duchy, held a great scattering of terri-

tories from the North Sea to the Alps. They were Counts of

Holland and of Flanders, controlling the lion's share of the Bel-

gium and Holland of to-day, and drew enormous revenues from

all the teeming industrious Flemish cities. They had a consider-

able sprinkling of territories going into modern Alsace. The Holy
Roman (German) Empire was now becoming very weak and its

Emperor, Frederick III, was no stronger than the Empire.
Charles confidently expected to be able to bribe or browbeat

him into giving him a royal crown. Then he could write as an

equal to his one-time suzerain and soon-to-be "brother" at

Paris.

There were still obstacles in the way of Burgundian greatness.

Charles's territories were large, but very scattered and hetero-

geneous. The weavers of Ghent and the peasants near the Swiss
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cantons had little in common. Charles's title to some of his

dominions also was not beyond fair dispute. But the new Duke

was a man of much ability as well as ambition. His resources

were vast, he was brother-in-law to Edward IV, the new King of

England, and his energy was too great rather than too little.

Charles the Bold has indeed gone into many histories as Charles

"the Rash." His project on the whole seemed very feasible. He
would take advantage of all the disaffection of many great

French nobles against their niggardly, uncourtly king; he would

egg on the English to renew their invasions to recover their lost

provinces; then he would strike home hard for himself. The

blow at the future of France might have been almost as deadly

in the end as that which Jeanne Dare averted. It was averted

now by a very different character: by Louis XI, one of the most

skillful human foxes who ever knew when to run and when to

bite.

Charles was of course greatly assisted by the fact that Louis

had bitter foes in his own household. Especially did his own

brother, the Duke of Berri, systematically conspire with the

common enemy of France in order to wring money and governor-

ships out of the King. Louis fought back with all the subtle

weapons at his command. He is alleged never to have met his

enemies face to face in fair battle. No man was ever the incarna-

tion of the word "policy" more than this son of Charles VII. A
contemporary likened him to a spider who quietly spun his web,

then calmly waited for the unlucky gnats. There was much force

in the simile.

In 1465 Louis had to confront a general uprising of the French

nobility headed by the Duke of Berri and boldly championed by
the Burgundians. The insurgents hypocritically called them-

selves "The League of the Public Weal," and made cynical pro-

fessions of anxiety for the oppressed bourgeoisie and peasants

(who were indeed being very sorely taxed), but there had actu-

ally never been a movement more selfish. Louis's armies seemed

overmatched. He unhesitatingly made peace with his rebellious
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subjects, giving concessions right and left to their leaders; espe-

cially Berri was given the great government of Normandy, and

to Burgundy was awarded various towns, especially Boulogne
and Peronne.^ Louis had only done this to make his foes quiel

down, that he might divide them, and ruin them piecemeal.
It took him some years to do this. There were more combin-

ations and re-combinations against him. Presently the Duke oi

Berri was induced to exchange Normandy for Guienne, a pleas-

^ The P^ronne Incident

A famous and humiliating incident in the career of Louis XI was when hi<

intriguing nature over-tripped itself at Peronne in 1468.

Wishing to conclude his bargain with Charles the Bold, the King visited th(

Duke in person, coming with only a very small escort, and trusting to his powers
of cajolery and persuasion to induce the haughty Burgundian to give in to th<

royal claims. Charles issued a safe-conduct to the King, and received his guesi

with apparent friendliness, although surrounding him with over-many "guard;
of honor."

Very soon, however, was verified the saying of the contemporary historian

Commines, "Great is the folly of a prince who places himself in the power ol

another!
"
\Miile Louis talked smoothly at Peronne, the news suddenly came thai

his own agents, sent by him some time earlier and not headed off, had stirred up

the citizens of Liege to revolt against their prince-bishop, Charles's ally, and thai

the bishop had been brutally slain in an uprising. The Duke's fury knew nc

bounds. For three days he held Louis practically as a prisoner, almost threaten-

ing his life. Presently he cooled enough to agree to. release the King providec
he would consent to a treaty very disadvantageous to France, and then, as s

crowning humiliation, ride with his own troops along with Charles's to punish
the Liege rebels. Louis, in fear for his skin, abjectly assented to all this, anc

swore "on the true cross which St. Charlemagne wore" to keep his word.

The King therefore appeared with a contingent among the Burgundians a1

the siege of Liege. The wretched citizens vainly displayed the royal standard

upon their walls and shouted "Vive la France!" They were soon overcome, then

town was brutally sacked, and many of the men whom Louis had egged on tc

rebel, were executed almost before his very eyes
— with never a plea from him

in their behalf.

According to the stories of the day, the King (on returning home) had to

issue a proclamation to punish the uttering of "songs, rondeaux, and ballads

reflecting on his conduct," and to send out his officers to seize "all caged pies,

jays, and owls," lest they had been taught to cry in derision "Peronne!" — And

yet this King was permitted to do a far greater work for France than many rela-

tively worthy and honorable sovereigns.

The "Peronne incident," of course, forms the basis for Scott's excellent ro-

mance Quentin Durward.
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ant principality, but one that put him at a greater distance from

his ally in Burgundy. Charles the Bold was alternately fought

with and cozened. In a lucky moment for Louis, his brother

Berri died (1472),^ and Charles could now be treated more

roundly. War was renewed (1472), and the Burgundian with a

great army forced his way down from the North towards Paris.

The Duke penetrated as far as Beauvais. He had sworn to teach

Louis a lesson by putting all his subjects and lands to the fire or

sword; and the country along the Somme was ravaged almost as

pitilessly as in a greater war in more recent times. At Nesle the

Burgundians slaughtered a multitude of men, women, and chil-

dren who had taken refuge in the village church. Such "fright-

fulness" usually brings its own punishment. When Charles

appeared before Beauvais the inhabitants nerved themselves

up to a desperate defense. A stalwart young woman, Jeanne

Hachette, distinguished herself by leading on the fighting men.

The Burgundians lost fifteen hundred men in their assaults and

then had to decamp discomfited. The result was a truce, which

was really equivalent to a great defeat for Charles. The King
was coercing or buying ofiF his French allies one by one, and the

Burgundian would have to face his nominal suzerain without

their help.

Charles had still great hopes from the English alliance. In

1475 Edward IV crossed to Calais with a fine army, but Louis

promptly sought an interview with the invader, convinced him
there was, little to gain by playing the selfish game of Burgundy,
and sweetened his arguments by seventy-five thousand crowns

cash in hand, and the promise of a pension of fifty thousand more

each year. Edward rather ingloriously went home. Charles found

himself most decidedly left in the lurch.

He had still brave prospects and a great power, but he believed

he could gain more by attacking the weak principalities near

* So lucky, indeed, that Louis's enemies charged him with making use of

poison. This is not proved, though this king was anything but squeamish. There
IS not the least doubt, however, as to his joy over the death of Berri.
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Germany than by another attack on Louis. In 1475 he seized the

Duchy of Lorraine, and then in an evil hour he decided to sub-

due the free Swiss cantons. For many years now the Swiss moun-

taineers had defied the mihtary power of Austria, but Charles

had learned no lessons from the old stories of Mortgarten and

Sempach, and other Swiss victories. Louis sat back quietly, al-

lowed Charles to march his pretentious armies into difficult

mountain country where his formidable cavalry and artillery
^

were useless against the rush of the Swiss pike and halberd men,

and shrewdly waited the results. The King had calculated very

correctly. Charles was disgracefully routed at Granson, and fled

for his life (1476). With furious energy he assembled another

army and invaded Switzerland again. This time the highlanders

caught him at Morat, on the verge of a lake, and slew eight

thousand to ten thousand Burgundians besides those who were

drowned.

The exiled Duke of Lorraine now came on the scene to reclaim

his heritage, and seized his old capital of Nancy. Charles had

strength enough to collect still another army to retake it, but

now Louis sent active help to his rival and urged on the Swiss to

take the offensive. In January, 1477, Charles the Bold fought his

last battle under the walls of Nancy. His army was scattered or

slain, and the prince who had almost founded a new independent

kingdom in Europe was among the fallen. Louis did not conceal

his joy.

Charles the Bold left only a daughter, Mary, eight years old.

Louis promptly seized the greater part of her father's possessions

in eastern and northern France. He did not have the power or

hardihood to make a stroke for the great domains in the Low
Countries which were eventually to pass under the influence of

Hapsburg Austria. In 1482, by a treaty with Mary's guardians,

France acquired Picardy, Artois, the Duchy of Burgundy— all

with many dependent lands. Louis had also gained territory

^ Field artillery by this time was developed enough to be of some use in open
warfare, but only under very favorable conditions.
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toward Spain, and absorbed many of the provinces held as gov-

ernments by the great nobles. Since the expulsion of the English

no French king had added such territories to the realm as did he.

Louis did not spend all of his reign either in intrigue or in

battle. Unable to trust the loyalty of the nobles, he not merely
filled many of his great offices with members of the bourgeoisie

("city-folk") or even low-born peasants, but he did not a little

to elevate the whole lot of the lower classes, to better their legal

condition, and to extend the rights of self-government in their

towns. We find him improving highways, summoning to his

court expert merchants to advise on the means of promoting
French commerce and industries, creating new fairs and public

markets, and encouraging Italian craftsmen to settle in France

to manufacture glass. His interests ranged as widely as from the

promotion of mining to considering schemes for the scientific

codification of the royal laws ; and last but not least we find him

founding new universities and schools of law and medicine, and

giving his patronage to the young invention of printing.

Louis XI thus deserves exceedingly high praise for having
been able to fend off the Burgundian danger, and actually to

turn it to the enlargement and strengthening of France, for,

reverting to Philip IV's usage, introducing the non-noble classes

into a share in the government offices, and for once more putting
the great lords in their proper place. He "contributed more than

any one else to establish the French monarchy, and is in certain

respects the representative of the new spirit in politics." Never-

theless, when we return to the personality of this sordid King,
a sense of his repulsiveness returns also. He won necessary
battles with despicable weapons. He not merely kept high-born

conspirators and rebels in needful custody; he held them for

years in noisome "cages" and dungeons with all the refinements

of mediaeval cruelty. To this day the crypts and dark cells of his

grim castle of Loches are a potent reminder of how cruel were the

mercies of this wicked King; and if he was pitiless to the great
lords who defied his power, he was equally pitiless to such of the
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wretched bourgeoisie as resisted his grinding taxation. On one

occasion when these revolted, we hear of the leading insurgents

being hanged on trees all along the roadsides, or being flung into

a river, sewed in sacks, whereon was written, "Let the King's

justice pass!"
His superstition continued to the end. In 1482 the Flemish

envoys came to him to get his oath to the treaty of peace with

Mary of Burgundy. The King lay dying of paralysis : he caused

the Gospel to be brought, upon which he was to swear to the

pact. "If I swear with my left hand," spoke he, "I pray you
excuse it, my right is a little weak." But then, fearful a treaty

sworn with the left hand might seem invalid, by a painful effort

he touched the Holy Book with his right elbow !
— He duly ex-

hausted every possible appeal to the saints and to saints' relics

to prolong his life, but the end came in August, 1483.

It is well written that "there was nothing noble about Louis

XI but his aims, and nothing great but the results he attained,"

yet, however different he might have been, he could not have

done more, for what he achieved was the making of France.

In 1483, at the end of the Middle Ages, France was the most

populous, the richest, most consolidated country in Europe, and

probably the best governed. Thanks to the marvelous recupera-

tive power of the French people, so often displayed, the ravages
of the Hundred Years' War had been completely eliminated.

A great future seemed about to open before the nation.



CHAPTER Vn
THE TURBULENT SIXTEENTH CENTURY: 1483-1610

Louis XI died in 1483. The Turks had taken Constantinople in

1453. At almost exactly that same time Gutenberg at Mainz
had produced the first printed book. Columbus was to discover

America in 1492. Luther was to nail up his famous theses and
to commence the Protestant Reformation in 1517. Manifestly,
therefore, Europe, and with Europe of course France, was on
the eve of that great transition in men's activities and ideas

which we call the beginning of "Modern Times."
In this first "modern" movement, France was not to be pre-

cisely a leader. The reasons for this were several. She had re-

covered from the Hundred Years' War amply in the sense that

the burned hamlets and cities had been rebuilt, but the progress
of French culture had been stunted. French architects, poets,

sculptors, troubadours, philosophers, and churchmen were no

longer giving the example to the artistic and intellectual life of

Europe as they had done in the thirteenth century.
Another and very serious reason was that another great mon-

archy had arisen on the Continent. At first it did not openly
threaten to destroy France, as had the English peril, but for

a long time it certainly overshadowed France, humiliated her,

and mingled most ruinously in her affairs. This power was Spain,
for a long time a congeries of weak, turbulent small kmgdoms,
now at last united in a powerful military monarchy under the

famous Ferdinand and Isabella; and then (following 1510) under
the powder of the Austrian Hapsburg dynasty, which had come
into the old Burgundian heritage of the Low Countries along
with the Austrian lands in Germany; and likewise for much of

the time into possession of the crown of the "Holy Roman
Empne" itself. From the days of Hugh Capet, France had never
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had such a dangerous foreign rival to her east and south. All

this, of course, meant that her destinies were clouded until the

Hapsburg-Spanish menace waned.

In addition to this must be restated the obvious fact that

under a real monarchy, the prosperity of the country depends
to a perilous extent upon the character of the monarch. Charles

VII, in his later days, and Louis XI had been highly efficient

kings, and their country had reaped the reward, but from 1483

to 1589 it is not too much to say that not one of the monarch s

of France deserves more than very stinted praise, and the major-

ity can only be condemned as weaklings or tyrants. The kingdom
was to pay the full penalty for the worthlessness of every king;

this fact constituting, of course, one of the standard miseries Ct

autocracy.

The years between 1483 and 1610 constitute a very well-

defined chapter in French history. At the beginning of this epoch
France had lived down the dangers of the Hundred Years' War,

but was hardly strong enough as yet to adventure herself in

schemes to dominate Europe; at the end of this time the Spanish

menace was fading, and if only France could have great kings

or great ministers she was certainly well able to play the part

of the first power in Western civilization. Within the long period

there are three well-defined divisions: (1) from 1483 to 1559, the

time of so-called "Italian Wars," when the French kings vainly

and foolishly strove to annex at least a large portion of Italy;

(2) from 1559 to 1589, while all France was racked by religious

wars between Protestant and Catholic; (3) from 1589 to ICIO,

when a great king, Henry IV (the famous "Henry of Navarre"),
terminated the religious wars, repelled Spanish intervention,

healed the domestic griefs, and put his kingdom again on the

road to prosperity.

Barring this last sovereign, all the monarchs of France during

this time are mediocrities or worse. There is often no need

of dwelling on their particular "reigns" because they usually
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were the creatures of forces more powerful than themselves. It

is much clearer to dwell upon the different issues of this age
without overnmch reference to the royal actors.

Louis XI left a full treasury, an obedient kingdom, and a

powerful army. It was too much to ask that his successors should

remain peacefully at home, busy themselves with internal im-

provements, and not proceed forthwith to fish in the very
troubled international waters of their day. The condition of

Italy at the end of the fifteenth century was a constant invita-

tion to an invader.

The Italian people were now enjoying the apogee of their

wonderful Renaissance— that revival of the Grseco-Roman art,

letters, and learning, which had begun not long after 1300.

Florence, Milan, Rome, Venice, Perugia, Siena, and dozens of

smaller cities were the centers of a progress in painting, archi-

tecture, and sculpture as well as in all varieties of literature and
erudition with which France had little to compare. The southern

peninsula, too, was very wealthy. Italian craftsmen were the

most skilled technically in the world. Their cities were full of

refinements and luxuries unknown north of the Alps. Along with
all this magnificence, however, went a lack of political unity
that was lamentable. Milan had its own independent prince, or

better, "despot." Venice was an aristocratic republic. Florence

was a nominal republic controlled by the great Medici family.
The Popes dominated central Italy as extremely "secular"

princes. The south was held by the King of Naples. There were
a number of smaller and weaker states. These petty govern-
ments were constantly at war, and were perfectly willing to

invite the foreigner to help them crush their unfriendly neigh-
bors. Italy was thus liable to prompt conquest by any great out-

side power. The only real question was whether it would be by
France or Spain.

It is diflScult not to express moral detestation for these

"Italian Wars." They were entirely without serious provoca-
tion, and they were conducted almost exclusively for the
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"glory" of the various contending monarchs: but the ethics of

1500 were not those of twentieth-century America.

Charles VIII (1483-98), the light-headed and impolitic son

of Louis XI, invaded Italy with a splendidly equipped army
in 1495. He had been invited in by a usurper over the Duchy
of Milan, and he had also vague claims to inherit the cro%vTi of

Naples. During the first advance of his magnificent army,
Charles easily conquered Naples, but he soon found that the

North Italian powers were arming against him. His retreat and

return to France were even more precipitate than his advance.

The native princes and Ferdinand, the canny King of Spain,

who soon intervened, drove out the last French garrisons beyond
the Alps. Charles died of an accident in 1498. ^

Nothing seemed

left of his startling campaign save a memory, but the indirect

results were considerable. The efl'ects of the Italian Renaissance

were now brought home to Charles's subjects. The French had

been brought in direct contact with a civilization far more

advanced and artificial than their own. Italian architects,

artists, cooks, tailors, mountebanks, Greek and Latin pro-

fessors— all alike streamed north of the Alps, in far greater

numbers than before, to receive a warm welcome at the King's

court, at the great noblemen's chateaux, at the University of

Paris, and almost everywhere else. The culture of France was

profoundly modernized.-

Louis XII (1498-1515), the next king,^ was a much worthier

person, but not much wiser in his foreign policy. Considered

merely as a ruler at home he was one of the best monarchs

France ever enjoyed. Taxes were lightened, honest measures

taken to increase the prosperity of the lower classes, and the

^ While passing down a dark gallery, in the chateau of Amboise, he struck

his head on the top of a low doorway, with such violence that he soon died.

^ In 1491 Charles VIII married the Duchess of Brittany and thus brought
that great semi-independent principality into a

"
personal imion

"
with France.

Complete incorporation only came some years later.

' He was not the son of Charles VIII, who died without direct heirs, but the

grandson of a brother of Charles VI. With Charles VIII the original Valois line

ran out.
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expenses of the court were largely confined to the income of the

King's private estates. There was a general cutting-down of

needless pensions and of other extravagances. "I would rather,"

proclaimed the King, "see the courtiers laughing at my avarice

than the people weeping at my extravagance"; and in 1513 he
declared in an ordinance, "On no account will we lay further

burdens upon our poor people, knowing the hardships of their

life and the heavy burdens, whether in the shape of failles [direct

taxes] or otherwise, which they have hitherto borne and still

bear, to our great regret and grief." There is also excellent testi-

mony that this benevolent home policy had its proper reward.

"For one rich and prosperous merchant [it was written] that you
could find in the days of Louis XI at Paris, Rouen, Lyons, or

any other of the great cities of the realm, you may find in this

reign more than fifty," Indeed, the national prosperity was so

great that the royal income nearly doubled, even when the taxes

were abated. The general wealth of France thus made Louis XII
the envy of other kings.

Unfortunately he threw away all this just glory by his fatuous

Italian policy. His whole reign was one succession of treacherous

intrigues, alliances, counter-alliances, wars, truces, and renewed
wars to gain possessions in Italy, especially the Duchy of Milan.

He fought with the Pope, with Ferdinand of Spain, with Maxi-
milian the Emperor, with Venice, and finally with Henry VHI
of England, who had made alliance with Spain. More by bad
luck and by the incapacity of his generals than because of the

feebleness of his armies, Louis XII failed all along the line. For
a time he held Milan, then was ousted from it, and finally, to

fend off an English attack, he had to promise Henry VIII the

city of Tournai and one hundred thousand crowns to boot (1514),
When he died France had no more footing in Italy than it pos-
sessed after the unlucky Charles VIIL Louis's undertakings had
devoured vast sums of money, and cost the lives of tens of thou-

sands of Frenchmen, while his foes, especially Spain, seemed

stronger than ever.
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The next monarch was a distant cousin of Louis, Francis I

(1515-47). His foreign poHcy was on the whole no better, and
his internal policy was much worse. Francis was a showy, preten-
tious man who, by his patronage of artists, architects, and poets
trained in the Italian school, did much to advance French cul-

ture. He was also ready to dip into the treasury for ambitious

building schemes, and he encouraged his rich nobles to do like-

wise. This was therefore the epoch for the erection of many ele-

gant chateaux — stately residences and palaces, not mere com-

fortless, frowning castles as in the now departed "Middle Ages."
The region around Tours is to this day dotted with the magnifi-

cent buildings which recall a stately and luxurious age. Cham-

bord, Chenonceaux, and Blois are merely random examples of the

famous chateaux which were either erected or remodeled in

the days of this splendor-loving king. For wise heed for the weal

of his subjects, however, it was useless to look to"'/ard Francis.

He was immoral, extravagant, and selfish in his person, and the

riches of France, so far as they were not squandered on a court

full of glittering parasites, were spent still more uselessly on a

series of wars for power in Italy; wars which in the end brought
little more than defeat and desolation.

Early in Francis's reign the Hapsburg-Austrian House saw
its heart's desire when the venerable crown of the German

Empire, and the more valuable personal lordship over the Aus-

trian lands, the Low Countries, and the entire Kingdom of

Spain, all passed to the single prince who is known in history as

Charles V (of Germany).^ This ruler was a far steadier and more

adroit man than Francis; he also wielded much greater resources

if they had been concentrated. Practically the whole of Francis's

reign was taken up with a great duel with Charles, directly for

the domination of Italy, less immediately to settle the question

whether Austrian or French royalty was to seize the leadership

^ His power was of course soon to be increased further when by the conquests
in America of Cortez and Pizarro, his captains, he became possessed of the vast

riches of Mexico and Peru.
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of Europe, There followed a weary succession of invasions of

Italy by Francis or his generals, leagues and treaties with the

Pope or against the Pope, as the secular interest of the Holy
See was now pro-French and now pro-Spanish, occasional vic-

tories for Francis, but on the whole far more of defeats.

There were in all four set wars between Francis and Charles.

In the first war, Francis invaded Italy, but was defeated and

taken prisoner at the battle of Pavia (1525). "All is lost save

honor," he wrote back to his mother, the Queen Regent. The

King purchased his freedom by a very disadvantageous treaty of

peace, which he made haste to repudiate as soon as he was at

liberty. The later three wars were less disastrous. Whenever

Charles tried to throw his Spanish and German armies across

the French frontiers, they were roundly repulsed. Henry VIII

of England sometimes appeared as Charles's ally, but he was on

the point of breaking with the Catholic Church (which Charles

stoutly championed) and did not prove a very steady foe to

France. Charles was handicapped also by the constant hostility

of the then formidable Turks, and by the extreme disaffec-

tion of the new party of "Protestant" princes of Germany who

bitterly resisted his efforts to restore the old Church. When
Francis I died (1547) the great debate between Valois-Capetian
and Hapsburg was not ended, but the map greatly favored the

latter. Spanish viceroys were ruling firmly in both Naples and

Milan, while there was hardly a French garrison left beyond
the Alps.

Under Henry II (1547-59), the son of Francis, although the

King was no whit better personally than his father, the struggle

with the Hapsburgs took a turn for the better. Taking advantage
of the civil wars in Germany between the Emperor and the Prot-

estant princes, the French seized the three great frontier cities of

Toul, Metz, and Verdun (1552). Charles made a desperate effort

to recover them, and besieged Metz with sixty thousand men.

The Duke of Guise, Henry's governor, however, made a gallant

and skillful defense. Forty thousand cannon-shot (an unprece-
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dented number for the old-style artillery) were fired into the

town in the course of a two months' investment; but still the

city held out, and Charles, having lost two thirds of his army,
was fain to raise the siege. "I see plainly," he cried bitterly,

"Fortune is a woman. She favors a young king more than an

old emperor!"
In 1556, Charles V abdicated in favor of his son Philijj II of

Spain. Philip had married Mary the Catholic, daughter of Henry
VIII, and thus brought England again into collision with France.

In 1558, by a very sudden attack the Duke of Guise caught the

small English garrison in Calais quite off its guard, and easily

took this gateway to France. Peace was made in 1559. The Span-
iards had won a considerable battle near St. Quentin, but Philip

was anxious to have his hands free to crush Protestantism wher-

ever it lifted its head. He therefore made easy terms with Henry,
who retained alike Verdun, Toul, and Metz, likewise Calais—
notwithstanding the humiliated rage of the English.

Henry II hardly survived the treaty. At a court tournament

he was accidentally wounded by the broken lance of his guard

captain, the Scottish knight, Montgomery. The great religious

wars were about to rack and harry all France, but there is not

the least evidence that Henry II had any abilities to cope with

the situation.

The Reformation movement in France is harder to analvze

than that of Germany, England, or elsewhere. It began assuredly
as a sincere protest against the usages and dogmas of the Catholic

Church, but before it gathered full strength a political element

intruded, perhaps more markedly than in any other country that

was touched by those great convulsions which began with the

posting of Martin Luther's "Ninety-five theses" at Wittenberg,

Saxony, in 1517.

At that time the French Church was being subjected to the

same general criticism of worldliness, degeneracy, and false doc-

trine which Catholicism had to face almost everywhere outside
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of its strongholds in Italy and Spain ; and with probably about

the same degree of justice or injustice. As early as 1520 there

was a group of radical theologians at Meaux, a small city on the

Marne, near Paris, which translated the New Testament and

taught unsettling doctrines. The strong arm of the Government

heresy-hunters soon made malcontents to scatter. But the great-

est of French Reformers did his work elsewhere: Jean Calvin,

born in 1509 in Noyon, the quiet little Picard city which was to

see so much bloody history in 1917-18. He spent most of his life

as the pastor, public prophet, and uncrowned ruler of the Swiss

city-republic of Geneva, on the confines of France, but not under

the King's control. His was assuredly one of the mightiest intel-

lects that ever came out of France. To-day his "Institutes of the

Christian Religion" may seem cold, nay, repellent enough, as a

theological document, but in its generation this famous book,

clever in its appeal and irresistible in its logic, was to send armies

to battle, to make men die cheerfully on the scaffold, and to

array kingdom against kingdom. Between 1541 and 1565, Calvin

lived in Geneva, sending thence a perfect host of eloquent dis-

ciples, trained in the most robust and aggressive type of Prot-

estantism, and able (thanks to their French connection) to ob-

tain much more acceptance in France than the followers of

Luther's strictly German type of propaganda.

Under such stimulus Protestantism grew rapidly during the

reigns of Francis I and Henry II. Both kings, especially the lat-

ter, furbished up the old heresy laws, and did not spare with the

rack, fagots and stake. There were a considerable number of

executions for religious belief, and a prominent member of the High
Court (Parlement of Paris), Anne Dubourg, who ventured to

plead the cause of the persecuted to Henry II, was himself put

to death. Nevertheless, the number of dissidents multiplied far

beyond the ordinary means of repression. Great numbers of the

lesser nobility joined the "Reformed Religion," and they were

presently reinforced by some of the greatest princes of the blood
—

especially the powerful Prince of Conde, by Coligny the High
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Admiral of France,^ and other magnates on the very footsteps

of the throne. By 1560 matters were quite ready to come to a

chmax.

From the outset the French Protestants, however, labored

under a heavy handicap. All sides admit that both in Germany
and in England the desire of the local princes or king to get con-

trol of the church offices and particularly of the church wealth

was a very moving factor in inducing many rulers to listen fa-

vorably to the Protestant theologians. In France this was never

the case. In 1516, Francis I had signed at Bologna with Pope Leo

X a famous concordat (treaty with the Papacy) whereby in

return for an assurance to the Pope of a considerable share of the

income of the French clergy, the appointment and general con-

trol of that clergy, including large financial claims on the same,
were remitted to the King. The King thus disposed of both the

great offices and much of the wealth of the French Church like

so much secular patronage
— of course a matter of incalculable

advantage to the royal power. This concordat reflected little

credit on Pope Leo, who thus sacrificed much of the spiritual

freedom of the French Church for a mess of financial pottage
sent directly to Rome; but the King on his part now had such

a firm grasp upon the Church that there was nothing in the

temporal way for him to gain by risking his soul and embracing
anew religion!

The "Wars of Religion" began in France in 1562 and cannot

be said to have ended until 1598. They form a period troubled,

confused, and one which brought misery to many parts of the na-

tion; on the other hand, there were always considerable districts

which remained in comparative peace. The Protestant party

speedily gained the name of "Huguenots," alleged to have been

a corruption of the German term Eidgenossen (" Confederates").

Its main strength was in the South Country, but the new religion

had also scattered strongholds in the North. Particularly the

' The French "Admiral" served at that time almost exclusively as a land

general.
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Huguenots gained and kept La Roclielle, an important seaport

town on the Bay of Biscay. This harbor sometimes enabled them

to get reinforcements from the Protestants in England and Hol-

land. They also (when they had money) were able to hire mer-

cenaries in the Lutheran parts of Germany. Their great strength,

however, was in their dashing cavalry supplied by the swarms of

petty nobles who had embraced the new religion. Their standing

weakness was the fact that, besides being continually at odds

with the King, court, and of course the whole formidable organiza-

tion of the Church, especially with the admirably directed Jesuit

order, the Huguenots were not able as a whole to make a deep

impression on the peasantry and bourgeoisie of France. In some

few districts the lower population accepted the new religion, but

only a few. The city of Paris also remained fanatically loyal to

Catholicism. A Protestant service, even in times of legal tolera-

tion, could not be held openly within its walls.

Under these circumstances it was plain the chances of Protes-

tant victory were at best dubious. After 1560 the new religion

made few new converts. The question was whether it could win

reasonable toleration alongside of the Catholic majority. Whether

if it had continued as a strictly religious movement it could thus

have secured a legal place is uncertain : the fact is, however, that

the Huguenot nobles soon began mixing with their religious zeal

a distinct animus against the royal authority. Sympathy with

their religious cause or admiration for the high character of some

of their leaders should not prevent moderns from realizing that

the Huguenots often represented a movement for strictly politi-

cal disintegration which menaced the strength and happiness of

France. It was all too frequently another part of the long duel be-

tween central authority and expiring feudalism. If the Huguenots
could have won over the King and the lower population well and

good; if not, they certainly added a political to a religious schism

m the nation.

Between 1559 and 1589 the Kings of France were successively

three sons of Henry II. Each of these rulers died without leav*
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ing a son himself. All three were selfish men of luxurious an(

debauched habits, without the least pretense to statesmanship o

even to ordinary political intelligence. The true ruler of France

was more frequently their mother, the Italian Princess, Cath

erine de' Medici, a woman of no morals, but of considerable lov

shrewdness, who now lied, now conceded, now was clement, nov

was cruel or perfidious, all to keep the royal power intact in j

time of infinite peril to the same.^ The reign of Francis II extendec

only from 1559 to 1560; that of Charles IX, his brother, fron

1560 to 1574; that of Henry III, a third brother and probably th(

worst of the trio, from 1574 to 1589. During this time there wer(

no less than eight civil wars, all nominally between the King an(

the Protestants, but often under conditions that made the roya

family almost as dissatisfied with victory as with defeat.

The facts were that, thanks to the weakness of the kings, tw(

great princely houses were putting forth their hands toward tin

1 Henry IV (who had no reason to love her) spoke thus of Catherine, afte

he had come to power following her sons :

" What could a poor woman have done

with her husband dead and five small children on her hands and two families

who were scheming to seize the throne, our own and the Guises? I am astonishei

that she did not do worse!"

These three kings, sons of Catherine, are the most shadowy of all the ruler

of France since the revival of the monarchy in the twelfth century. It is impos
sible to think of them as solid personalities. They are only important historicall;

because various things were done by others for or against their
' '

royal
' '

authority

Francis II was only sixteen when he became king. His wife was the brillian

and beautiful Mary Stuart, the famous Mary, Queen of Scots, just now at th

beginning of a troublous and ultimately tragic career. Had he lived (he was frori

the first sickly) his energetic wife might have made his reign noteworthy, bu

he died after barely a year upon the throne.

Charles IX was only thirteen when he succeeded his brother. He was "tall

graceful, dignified, sensitive, and intelligent"; he was, however, entirely unstead;

in his likes and prejudices, and very subject to evil counsel. Despite the massacr

of St. Bartholomew's, he was. however, probably the best of these three las

Valois kings.

Henry III was of mature years when he received the crown, but he was be

yond a doubt the rvorst of these three royal brothers. "Scandalous and cfFeminat

in liis life, his palace was the homo of bloodshed and intrigue, of love and murdoi

of the worst passions in fullest license." Such a king was, of course, defied by th

Protestants and bullied by the great Catholic nobles.
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throne. On the Protestant side was the powerful House of Bour-

bon and Condc. Antoine of Bourbon married Queen Jeanne of

the httle Kingdom of Navarre. He was thus something more than

an ordinary "Prince of the Blood"; but the most important item

was that his son, "Henry of Navarre,
"
would by right of inheri-

tance be heir to the throne of France if the reigning Valois dy-

nasty ran out — as there was every chance it might do. Young

Henry was being brought up a Protestant, to the infinite horror

and anxiety, of course, of many pious Catholics. On the other

side were the formidable Dukes of Guise. They had not the same

direct expectations of the crown, but as time went on their ambi-

tions very clearly pointed toward the supreme office. They were

ultra-Catholic. The weak Valois kings (who really were often

more interested in preventing ruinous civil wars than in suppress-

ing heresy) were seldom orthodox enough for them. The Guises

put themselves at the head of the extreme Church party, backed,

of course, by the indefatigable Jesuits, and presently, as the

movement spread, by the money and influence of the King of

Spain. The Guises in fact deliberately traded on their orthodoxy.

Their relations with their royal "masters," in whose alleged be-

half they fought and won many battles, were often the worst.

They aimed to put the kings in complete leading-strings, and

even the feeble Valois were acute enough to realize this fact.

Finally, in the later period of these wars, the Guises organized

the ultra-Catholics into a Holy League, under the patronage of

Philip II of Spain, for the avowed purpose of annihilating the

Protestants, and for the hardly concealed purpose of setting a

Guise on the throne of Hugh Capet.

The details of these wars are confused and very uninteresting.

The fighting was now here, now there, in almost any part of

France where the Huguenots chanced to have some strongholds.

There were vain attempts by moderate men to promote tolera-

tion and concilia,tion. The Chancellor L'Hopital, one of the few

real statesmen of his time, in 1560 made a noble appeal at the

States General at Blois for tolerance.
"
Let us attack heresy," he
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urged, "with the arms of charity, prayer, persuasion, and the

words of God that apply to such a contest. Kindness will do

more than severity. . . . Let us drop the wicked names of [our]

factions. LrCt us content ourselves with the title of Christians."

Such high-souled words were lost on the contending passions

of the day. The wars ran their course, broken by ill-kept truces.

The Huguenots lost most of the pitched battles, but, until 1573,

they had in Admiral de Coligny a leader of admirable firmness in

adversity and skill in averting the worst consequences of a de-

feat. Repeatedly the Queen-Mother Catherine granted them a

"peace" which permitted large elements of toleration, mainly
because the final defeat of the Huguenots would have left the

royal power at the complete mercy of the Guises.

In 1573 came one of the most melancholy incidents in French

history, and one that has left an abiding stain upon the names of

Valois and Guise. In that year not merely was there again a tem-

porary "peace,
"
but the Royalists and the Huguenots were show-

ing marked signs of reconciliation, at least in political matters.

Coligny was in Paris and seemed to have won great influence

over the unsteady King, Charles IX. Many Protestant noblemen

had flocked to the capital in the train of their leader. Great

schemes were on foot for the healing of home quarrels by a gen-

eral attack on the national foe. King Philip of Spain. But at the

last moment the Queen-Mother Catherine seems to have recoiled.

She dreaded a decisive struggle with Spain. She dreaded still

more having Coligny take the place of Guise as the dominator of

the royal counsels. By a curious reaction she swung temporarily
back to the party of Guise, convinced the young King that he

must escape from Protestant tutelage, and joined in the most

sanguinary advice. The Huguenots, it was urged, must be re-

moved by a general massacre. Charles IX, weakling that he was,

hesitated at the proposed crime. ^ At last he gave way, saying

^ To this day the precise motives and lines of reasoning which induced

Catherine to urge this revolutionary change in the royal policy remain consid-

erably obscure.
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angrily:
"

If you must kill them, kill them all, that no one may
be left to reproach me."

On the night of August 23-24, 1572 (the ill-fated St. Bar-

tholomew's Night), a general massacre took place of the Prot-

estants in Paris. Coligny was stabbed in his bed. The city was

full of fanatics who were delighted to execute the commands
of Guise.

"
Comrades," announced the Duke joyously, "continue

your work, the King orders it!" The slaughter continued sys-

tematically for three days in Paris. At least two thousand

Huguenots were slain there in cold blood; then the massacre

extended to the provinces, where, by the lowest estimate eight

thousand Protestants also perished.^

The Huguenots were, of course, staggered by the blow, but

they were not exterminated. On the contrary, they soon made

such desperate resistance that they again gained temporary edicts

of toleration. But no lasting settlement was possible while the

question of the royal succession was open, and while the Guises

and the Holy League were demanding the physical extermina-

tion of every heretic. In 1584 died the last Valois prince who might

be expected to follow upon the throne, and by every law of

France the heir was Henry of Navarre, a Huguenot. The Holy

League and its adherents, who absolutely controlled Paris, were

frantic. The Guises brought extreme pressure upon the feeble

Henry III (probably the worst and weakest as well as last of his

line) to make him submit to their disloyal policy, and they even

schemed at last to dethrone him outright on the ground that he

could not be relied upon to resist the claims of "Navarre." Henrj'

III, however, after many humiliations, turned like a beast at bay.

At Blois in 1588 he caused the Duke of Guise and his brother the

Cardinal Louis to be brutally assassinated. He then made alliance

with the nominal rebel, Navarre, and marched to besiege Paris.

The fanatics of the League soon struck back in true sixteenth-

century fashion, and avenged their champions. A young friar,

^ Other fairly careful estimates carry the numbers to three thousand and

thirty thousand in Paris and the provinces respectively.
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Jacques Clement, made his way into the King's presence, pre-

tending he had "secret matters of great importance to commu-
nicate," and drove a dagger into Henry Ill's abdomen. All was

over with the last of the degenerate Valois. Catherine de' Medici,

the old Queen-Mother, the center of much intrigue and much

evil, had died a little earlier. The House of Bourbon now was to

grasp the crown of France.

Henry IV (1589-1610), or "Henry of Navarre," as he was

familiarly called long after his accession even, is one of the most

sympathetic as well as most honored figures in all the long list of

French royalty. His had been a most turbulent youth. His posi-

tion as Prince of the Blood had made him the chief of the Hugue-
nots' party, and his years had been spent in almost incessant war-

fare. The petty Kingdom of Navarre had given him little more

than a royal title and a standing above ordinary uncrowned

princes. His mother had been a devout Protestant, and had had

him educated in the religion of Calvin, but surely there was little

enough real devotion on his part to the abstract principles of

that iron theologian. Henry IV has been characterized as "affa-

ble to the point of familiarity, quick-witted, a true Gascon [South-

lander], good-hearted, indulgent, yet skilled in reading the

characters of those around him,
"
and, when the need came, se-

vere and unyielding. In battle he was personally brave to rash-

ness. He was not a great strategist, but assuredly he was an ad-

mirable field captain. He knew how to draw competent advisers

around him, to command their affectionate loyalty, and to profit

by their counsels. As for his private morals, they were anything

but "Calvinistic." The story of his irregular love-affairs is more

interesting than edifying; and he had several bastard children by
his principal mistress, the famous Gabrielle d'Estrees. Such pec-

cadilloes did not count seriously against a king in the sixteenth

century. The Parisians were horrified, not at his morals, but only

at his theology!

The day after Henry III died, Henry IV proclaimed that he

would not attempt to use his power to undermine Catholicism in
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favor of Protestantism; but no such simple announcement satis-

fied the frantic nobles and Jesuits of the League. They made
haste to proclaim a superannuated old ecclesiastic Cardinal

Bourbon as "Charles X." The Cardinal was childless and obvi-

ously would soon die; by that time the Leaguers, headed now by
another member of the Guise family, the Duke of Mayenne,

hoped to upset the line of succession altogether. Philip II of Spain

gave them steady support with men and money, although not

entirely because he was everywhere the avowed champion of

Catholicism. Philip had himself arguable claims of inheritance to

the French crown, if the Bourbon line could be eliminated, and
he was biding his time to press them. In fact, had the hated

"Navarre" once been ruined or slain, Mayenne's candidacy and
the hopes of Philip might have clashed in open battle. Thus the

extreme Catholic party was divided in ultimate aims, yet their

power was great enough to make the position of Henry W al-

most desperate.

At first he held only about one sixth of France, a city here and
a district there. Not all the remainder sided with the League. A
good many provinces and powerful nobles remained studiously

neutral, trying to keep the ravages of war at arm's length and

waiting to see how the issues would presently lie. Of course,

Henry could reckon on the Huguenots, but they were probably
less than ten per cent of the nation. He also received certain

succor from Elizabeth, the Protestant Queen of England, but

his best hope was in his own sound legal title to the throne (which
fact presently brought many moderate Catholics over to his side)

and in his good right arm which had never failed him. At the be-

ginning his forces were heavily outnumbered by those of May-
enne, who for three weeks long attacked him at Arques in Nor-

mandy, striving to break his fortified lines, but the Leaguers were

roundly repulsed. Henry delighted in the mere joy of manly battle.
" Go hang yourself, brave Crillon,

"
he wrote to an absent general ;

"we fought at Arques, and you were not there !

"
Mayenne had to

shrink back into Picardy discomfited.
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In 1590, Henry had gathered an army large enough to march

eastward, and at Ivry, about fifty miles west of Paris, he con-

fronted the host of the League. The insurgents had fully fifteen

thousand men against his eleven thousand, but the King was

never daunted. His followers were maddened at the sight of

Spanish auxiliaries ranged under the rebel banner. "My friends,"

ordered the King, "keep your ranks in good order. If you lose

your ensigns, the white plume that you see in my helmet will lead

you always on the road to honor and glory." There was bloody

fighting, lance against lance, between the horsemen, but finally

Henry's gallant cavalry forced the line, and the Leaguers broke

in flight. "Quarter for the French," ordered the King, "but

death to all the foreigners!" The road to Paris was now open,

and he advanced straight to the walls of his capital.

The Jesuit preachers had worked the Parisians up to the last

pitch of enthusiasm to resist the heretic. The city-folk were told

that he who died opposing Henry was worthy of the martyr's

palm. For four months Paris held out, the King ever drawing
his blockading lines tighter, while within horses, asses, and all

manner of unclean animals were devoured, and the tale ran that

starving soldiers were stealing children for the barrack kettles. At

last, when the famine had almost passed the point of endurance,

the Spanish Governor of Belgium, the Duke of Parma, apj^eared

with a relieving army, and skillfully forced his way through the

royal lines, throwing in provisions and compelling Henry to raise

the siege. In 1591, Henry in turn besieged Rouen, but again in the

nick of time Parma, who was possibly the first strategist of his

age, succeeded in saving that city.

The King's prospects accordingly seemed again very discourag-

ing. He had won open battles, but he could not take great towns,

and his army of mercenaries and Huguenot volunteers was very
hard to keep together. His enemies, however, were quarreling

among themselves. Philip clearly wished to have the Salic Law
set aside and to have the States General elect his daughter Isa-

bella as Queen of France. Many violent Catholic leaders never'
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theless repudiated the idea of thus humbUng the country before

the foreigners. Mayenne also made enemies by his high-handed

government in Paris, where he committed many bloody acts of

tyranny in the name of religion. The moderate Catholic party,

the Politiques, as their name ran, grew ever more powerful, and

presently they were greatly strengthened by the King's change
in religion.

Henry had never been a consistent practicer of Huguenot mo-

rality. Probably on general principles he preferred Protestantism

to Catholicism, but what irked him most of all was that he should

seem to change his religion under obvious compulsion. However,

many even of his Huguenot advisers told him that it was his duty
to give peace to the land, by conforming to the faith of the great

majority of his subjects. In 1593 he announced that he was will-

ing to be "instructed" by the Catholic doctors assembled at

Nantes. He then announced himself "converted," knelt at the

door of the church at St. Denis, and professed himself a Catholic

and in 1594 was duly crowned king at the great Cathedral of

Chartres.^

Henry had cynically remarked that "Paris was well worth a

mass!" He was entirely right. The extreme Leaguers still cried

"hypocrisy," and urged the Parisians to resist a prince who had
^'once been" a heretic, but all the more reasonable Catholics

promptly went over, especially as Henry showered their leaders

wnth promises of pensions and favor. On March 21, 1594, the

gates of Paris were opened to him, and he was greeted with cries

of "Hurrah for Peace ! Long live the King !

" The Spanish garrison

quietly capitulated. "Gentlemen," said Henry to its officers,

"commend me to your master, and never come back!" It was
not till 1598, after considerable hard fighting, that the King
made a reasonably satisfactory treaty of peace with Spain, but

already, for four years, he had been lord of his own kingdom.
The "Wars of Religion" were at an end, and Henry IV was in

a position to apply himself to the works of healing.
^
Reims, the usual place for coronation, was then held by the enemy.
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At last the genial, hard-hitting "King of Navarre," the heir c

desperate fortunes, was the very powerful King of France. H
needed all his power for his task. Since 1580 alone it was esti

mated that 800,000 persons had perished by war or its accom

paniments, nine cities had been razed, 250 villages burned

and 128,000 houses destroyed. Commerce and industry wer
of course prostrated, as well as, in many regions, all agriculture

Between the civil wars and the sheer ineflSciency of the las

three Valois monarchs the royal finances were naturally in ter

rible disorder. The public debt amounted to the then astonishing

sum of about $60,000,000. This was merely one symptom of th<

general upheaval.

Thirty-eight years of warfare, usually of a devastating guerrilh

nature, had destroyed the ordinary processes of administering

justice in many districts. Not merely were certain great nobles

the Montmorencys, Guises, Birons, and D'fipernons, treating

their governorships like hereditary kingdoms; the petty nobles

each in his chateau, were ruling like feudal lords before the day;

of Philip Augustus, and playing the part of irresponsible prince

lets. Downright brigandage had multiplied. Roads were imsafe

Merchant caravans were often plundered. In the towns indus

tries were prostrated. All this called for wise handling, and ir

many instances for stern and unswerving justice. It was not unti

1605 that the turbulent nobles were taught to obey the King's

law and not their own. In that year Henry made a progress

through the South Country dealing out Roman justice and ab

ruptly
"
shortening

"
(with the axe !) various great trouble-mak

ers. In Limousin alone, it was pithily wTitten,
" some ten or twelve

heads flew." The unruly Duke of Bouillon was chased over the

border into exile in Germany. All this was much-needed work anc

quite to the King's hand.

Much earlier, however, he had accomplished a capital act o:

healing. For the sake of peace and Paris, he had "taken th(

plunge
"

(as he himself put it) from Calvinism to Catholicism

but he did not forget his old Huguenot supporters, who wen
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now very distrustful. In 1598 he proclaimed the "irrevocable"

Edict of Nantes, giving the Huguenots more ample toleration

than was then permitted to religious dissenters in any other

country of Europe, and putting France far ahead of its bigoted

age. The Huguenots were given liberty of worship within their

own castles, in all towns where they had already established the

practice, and in at least one city or town in each bailliage (dis-

trict) . They were given access to the universities and other seats

of learning, and to public offices. Every three years they were per-

mitted to hold general synods to present complaints to the Gov-

ernment. They were likewise given a share of the judges of the

high courts (parlements) of Paris, Toulouse, Grenoble, and Bor-

deaux, for all cases where Protestants were concerned. Finally

they were given the right to hold several towns with their own

garrisons, as "guarantees" for their liberties, and especially to

hold their beloved La Rochelle. The edict was, of course, too

tolerant to please extremists. The ultra-Catholic party railed

violently against it, and cast innuendoes at the sincerity of the

"conversion" of the King, but Henry forced its general accept-

ance as a part of the law of the land. It remained a fundamental

statute of France until 1685, when, in an evil hour, the great

King's grandson was to repeal it to the capital detriment of his

realm.

It was the glory of Henry IV and of his chief Minister and per-

sonal friend, the Duke of Sully, that, after having been con-

stantly in harness since almost their early youth, they now, un-

like so many victorious captains, were able to conduct genuine

and far-reaching pacific reforms. In truth, so great have always
been the recuperative powers of France, such were the personal

energy, thrift, and intelligence of the run of the French people,

that given ordinary conditions of mere peace, they were reasona-

bly sure to revive and prosper. But Henry IV and Sully went far

beyond this minimum. Their reforms and innovations were not

spectacular, and it is far easier to summarize the result of a great

battle than to describe clearly but briefly a whole series of some*
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what minor administrative and economic measures, each incon-

siderable in itself, but in the aggregate producing national happi-

ness. The best thing that Sully probably did, in fact, was to in-

troduce common honesty and efficient business methods into the

royal administration. A hard-working, strictly upright man him-

self, who shrank from no detail, he gradually cleared up all the

mass of "graft" (to use a significant American expression), ex-

travagance, and downright peculation which had begun in the

court and spread its foul tentacles out to almost every petty

treasury officer.

It was estimated that the "leakage" in the collection of taxes

was such that when the people paid out 200,000,000 livres ^

per

year, the State barely received 50,000,000. All this iniquity Sully

attacked, punished, and abolished. He did not abolish various

institutions derived from the Middle Ages— for example, the pea-

sants' taille (direct tax)
— which were inherently bad, and easily

opened themselves to abuses; but at least for the time he abol-

ished most of the abuses. His economies were rigid. After twelve

years as "Superintendent of the Finances" he could see the pub-
lic debt reduced by one third, the needful expenses of the State

honestly discharged, and in the cellars of the Bastile, the King's
castle in Paris, lay a reserve of 40,000,000 livres against the day
of need.

Such drastic economies and the cutting off of fine perquisites

or spoils of course awakened violent outcry in powerful quarters,

but Henry IV stood by his Minister. King and lieutenant alike

seem to have had a real desire to benefit the lower classes, not

merely because a rich peasantry would add to the royal income,
but because of a genuine benevolence toward their people. French-

men loved to repeat the wish of the King "that soon there might
^ The French livre ("pound") at that time seems to have been worth about

38 cents in silver. Of course its purchasing power was then much higher, say $1.

The value of the livre gradually sank to about 19.5 cents at the time of the

Revolution, when it was renamed the "franc."

The above estimate for
"
leakage

"
in taxation may be exaggerated, but the

waste undoubtedly was outrageous.
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be a fowl in the pot of every peasant on Sunday
"

; and Sully with

more practical energy, used the royal precept and treasure not to

maintain an extravagant court, but to build roads, to make ca-

nals, and especially to introduce better methods of agriculture,

asserting that fertile fields and pastures of fat cattle were "the

real mines and treasures of Peru" for France.

The one point wherein he betrayed the prejudice of an aristo-

crat and a soldier was when he opposed efforts to promote more

extensive manufacturing in the country, declaring that the handi-

crafts "did not produce men fit for soldier work." But here the

Minister collided with the King. Henry seconded all that Sully

did to promote agriculture,^ but he was fain to advance French

industries also. Thanks to Henry silk-culture was introduced into

the kingdom— the beginning of that silk industry which was to

bring such wealth and credit to France. Other industries favored

and introduced by the King were those of fine textiles, of gold

thread so much in demand for the country's wardrobes, of high-

warp tapestries, of gilt-leather, of glass and of mirrors — articles

hitherto almost monopolized by the workshops of Italy.

The King also found time to improve and beautify Paris. The

capital still had great quantities of squalid houses and filthy

streets with here and there an elegant palace or church. Thanks

largely to Henry IV the royal city now began to develop into

the best-built, most refined, and presently the most magnificent

capital in Europe, and he made considerable additions to the

already huge palace of th6 Louvre.

All these things seemed to indicate that Henry IV had ceased

to remember the plumed knight of Ivry, but such was in no wise

the case. Through Sully's economies the King was able to assem-

ble a formidable army without overtaxing his subjects. In 1595

there had been only four regular regiments in the French army.

^
Henry IV showed his interest in agriculture by causing a very sensible book

by a Languedoc gentleman, Olivier de Serres, on The Management of Farms, to
be read to him ever day after his dinner. Thanks to the royal example the book
had wide circulation and decidedly benefited French agricultural methods.
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In 1610 there were eleven. The artillery was greatly improve
and increased, and the royal arsenals well stocked and multipliec

Large bodies of foreign mercenaries were hired. ^

Henry cor

fidently looked forward to the time when he could, with all th

resources of a wealthy and loyal kingdom behind him, strik

another blow at the old national enemy— the Hapsburg dynast
in Austria and Spain. In 1610 that time seemed to have come

The Protestants and Catholics in Germany were already involve^

in those bitter disputes which were soon to lead to the Thirt;

Years' War (1618-48). Henry prepared actively to intervene o:

the anti-Hapsburg (Protestant) side.

The issue was a decidedly secular one over the succession to th

lands of the Duke of Cleves and Julich, but the mere fact tha

the King was mobilizing a great army to strike on the side of th

Lutheran heretics was enough to alarm many extreme Catholicj

They had never accepted his conversion for more than its fac

value and the favors he had shown to the Jesuits had been mor
than offset by the execrated Edict of Nantes. Now malignan

spirits began to work upon a convenient tool for their purposes

In 1610 it was said that the King was gloomy and impressed wit]

dire forebodings, although he was seemingly at the height of hi

power and prosperity. On May 14 he drove in his coach to visi

his old friend Sully, who was ill. In five days Henry was to joii

his great army on the march to Germany. The postillions had neg

lected to clear the way in a narrow street. The lumbering roya

car stopped an instant, when a man scrambled up by one of th'

hind wheels, reached into the coach, and stabbed the King twice

Henry was driven at full speed to the Louvre, but he died befor

any aid could be rendered. The murderer, one Francis Ravaillac

was a weak-brained fanatic, who declared "the King was goin;

to make war on the Pope, and therefore to kill him was a goo(

' The French nobility regarded it as degrading to serve on foot, and traditio

and policy were against arming the common peasantry too freely; consequentl
to get sufBcient infantry recourse was often had to foreigners, mostly Swiss an

Germans.
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deed!" It is needless to say the wretch was executed with every
refinement of post-mediaeval tortures.

Henry IV was by all odds one of the worthiest kings in the

whole French line, probably the worthiest since St. Louis. Looked
at as a private individual one cannot, of course, commend his

social morality : following the death in 1599 of his favorite mis-

tress Gabrielle d'Estrees, "his court showed little more respect

for monogamy than that of the Sultan of Turkey." He cared lit-

tle enough for his lawful consort, the stupid Marie de Medici of

Tuscany. But the seventeenth century judged lightly the vices

of a monarch, and considered as a ruler and builder of France,

Henry IV must be ranked very high, indeed. The results of his

wise policy were to show themselves in the days of his grandson
Louis XIV.



CHAPTER VIII

THE GREAT CARDINAL AND HIS SUCCESSOR

When the news that the dagger of Ravaillac had ended thi

life of Henry IV was brought to the Duke of Sully, the latte

cried out in distress, "France is about to fall into foreigi

hands!" He was not wrong. The new King, Louis XIII (1610-

43), whose nominal reign began the instant his father died

was only a helpless minor. The government passed to hi

mother Queen Marie de' Medici, an Italian lady, "heavy anc

lethargic," of very mediocre ability and quite willing to let her

self be controlled by unworthy favorites. Sully quitted office ii

disgrace, and for seven years the true ruler of France was ai

Italian, Concini, "who had been made a marshal without eve:

having been under fire." Needless to say his domination

foreign birth, and arrogance made him utterly unpopular amon|
the high-spirited French noblemen, and in 1617 he was assassi

nated in a bold and successful plot ; being shot dowTi at the verj

gates of the Louvre, by high-born conspirators who allege(

that he was "resisting the orders" the young King had givei

them for his arrest. Louis XIII was now old enough to asser

himself, although not to rule intelligently. He replaced the favor

ite of his mother with his own favorite, the clever, supple, an(

unprincipled De Luynes, who was practically Prime Ministe;

until he died in 1621.
"* Under such a government, one faction of selfish nobles con

tending against another, and the interests of the nation beinj

recklessly sacrificed, it is needless to say there was lamentabl<

decadence from the brave policies of Henry IV. That redoubt

able monarch had seen a foe in every Hapsburg, and had countec

Austria the dearest rival of France; but Marie de' Medici anc

her custodians deliberately played up to the Hapsburgs, am
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caused the young King to marry the Princess Anne of Austria.

\. government that could not sustain the interests of France

ibroad was not Hkely to be strong at home. The great nobles

began to follow their lawless whims in the good old feudal

nanner. The Protestants and Catholics resumed quarreling
*^

)ver political issues. In 1614 the weak administration tried to

?alm public sentiment by convening the already antiquated

md discredited States General, that inefficient parliamentary

3ody wherein the Nobility, Clergy, and "Third Estate" met in

:hree separate bodies to petition the King, ventilate their

grievances, contend, and then to disband. The meeting of 1614

tvas even more contentious than usual. Practically no effective

neasures for bettering the realm were suggested to the Govern-

nent, and the worthlessness of the States General as a helper

;o the King was so advertised, that the body was never recon-

i^ened until the eve of the great Revolution in 1789.^

Then, just as the feeble government seemed cracking, as

France seemed about to lapse, if not into feudal anarchy, at

least into a long period of weakness and misrule, a firm hand
!:ook the helm of state. Louis XIII was a man of very ordinary

ibilities, but he was a far more fortunate monarch than many
1 more capable king; he had found a truly great Prime Minister

md he had the firmness and common sense to keep him in

^fiice. We thus come to one of the genuine builders of the

splendor of France — Richelieu.

Armand Jean du Plessis, Due de Richelieu, was born near Chi-

tion in 1585. Like that of many another famous man, his family
5vas "poor but noble.

"
His first education was for the army, but

y^oung Richelieu soon found that for him at least the quill pen
was a far better weapon than the sword. He entered the Church,
and family influence was sufficient to get him the bishopric of

^ Of course there were very powerful influences in 1614 which prevented any
democratic tendencies in the ^tates General from becoming formidable and

sflacient; nevertheless the very nature of the body made it almost worthless as

an instrument for the liberalizing and regeneration of France.
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Luson, "the most wretched and disagreeable bishopric ir

France," as he afterwards testily stated. The young prelate wa;

doubtless a sincere Catholic, but no one claimed that he evei
''^ looked on the Church as anything but a means to worldly ad-

vancement. He seems to have spent as little time in the ruling

of his clergy as possible, and devoted his main energies tc

pushing his fortunes at court where his immense practical anc

social talents soon carried him far.

In 1614, Richelieu was a member of the States General, and

became disgusted at the selfishness and political inefficiency ol

its members. In 1616 for a short time he was a minister of state,

but so long as Concini or De Luynes lorded it, there was nc

real scope for his talents in the government. Richelieu steadily

grew, however, as a power at the court. In 1622 he received the

red hat of a cardinal, and in 1624, Louis XIII had the intelli-

gence to realize that in this Churchman was a "First Minister''

who could order his land for him. For the next eighteen years it

may be fairly said that Louis XIII reigned, but that Richelieu

governed. The monarch only shone by the light reflected from

his mighty vicegerent.

Richelieu had a very genuine devotion to the weal of France,
"*

but he saw that weal coming from her glory in war, not from hei

quiet economic prosperity. He was determined to eliminate all

opposition to the royal power at home, and to advance the

boundaries of the kingdom by fair means or foul. He did not
""^ shrink from harsh and utterly unscientific methods of taxation,

He had only scorn for the relics of "popular liberties
"
surviving

-\^ from mediaeval times. The experience of the States General oi

1614 had convinced him that the best government was an intelli-

gent autocracy. He was drastic and unscrupulous in his methods,

but it may at least be said he never descended to wanton

cruelty, and some of the opponents he crushed assuredly de-

served their fate. Early in his career it had been wTitten of

him, "His is an intellect to which God has set no limits," and

his deeds went far to justify the saying.
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Ri^shelieu's performances may be summed up in three sen-

tences: He robbed the Protestants of poHtical importance. He
reduced the nobihty to genuine dependence on the Crown.

He created a formidable army and launched it in victorious war

against Austria. In simpler words, he consolidated the royal

power at home and he made it terrible abroad.

Richelieu's quarrel with the Protestants was political and not

religious. He did not attempt to tamper with their consciences

or their right to hold religious gatherings; but ever since the

Edict of Nantes it had become plain enough that the privilege

therein granted them of garrisoning sundry fortified towns and
of holding meetings for political purposes, were so many oppor-
tunities for unruly noblemen wherewith to undermine the royal

authority and to breed civil wars. Twice Richelieu, in the

King's name, drew the sword against the Protestant nobles.

The second time the war was on a really large and bloody scale.

La Rochelle, the Huguenot stronghold by the sea, made a

desperate defense (1627-28) and resisted Richelieu's blockade

until the children died of famine in the streets. The Protestants

hoped for succor from their fellow religionists of England, but

the incapable Charles I could not find admirals valiant enough
to force their vessels through Richelieu's dikes across the har-

bor. \ATien the English ships retired, La Rochelle surrendered,

having held out until the survivors were "so wasted they re- ^

sembled in looks the dead." Thus ended the Huguenots as a

political party. They had failed, but they had gone down with

honor. Richelieu (wiser than Louis XIV afterwards) left them
their religious privileges, and for fifty years thereafter French

Protestant lived with Catholic in a peace and harmony seldom

seen elsewhere in any part of Europe save in Holland, because

(in the Cardinal's own sagacious words) "we must trust to

Providence, and bring no force to bear against [the Reformed

doctrines] except the force of a good life and a good example." y
This was Richelieu's first hard task: but the curbing of the

high nobility was even more essential and much more difiicult.
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The haughty malcontents were able to carry on intrigue;

against the hated minister in all the closets of the palace. A1

any moment Louis XIII might succumb to some backstairi

influence, yield to the Cardinal's enemies, and fling him out o:

ofiice. But it was absolutely required that the aristocratic dis

sidents should be taught their place if France was to be greal

France, and the Prime Minister did not flinch from the ordeal.

"The four corners of the King's cabinet," he declared, "ar(

harder for me to conquer than all the battles fought in Europe.'
The Cardinal had not merely to fight against subtile intrigue;

and ordinary conspiracies, but against wholesale lawlessness or

the part of the majority of the entire nobility. The practice oj

dueling among the French aristocracy had risen to a nationa

evil. A competent writer affirmed that more gentlemen hac

perished in these private combats than in the entire
" Wars oJ

Religion." Duels took place on the most trifling possible provo-

cation: because two "men of honor" would not step aside on tlu

street, because one chanced to look at another coldly or arro-

gantly, because he would not look at all, because the two hac

touched one another in passing, etc. Each adversary had h'n

witnesses; the "witnesses," who in no wise shared the origina

provocation, did not content themselves merely with seeing

fair play, they fought personally, possibly without in the leiisl

knowing what the dispute was supposedly about. The quarre.

of a nobleman thus sometimes involved all his near friends

The combats were frequently waged in deadly earnest, anc

not one, but five or six persons might perish in the sword-

play. There were royal ordinances against all this, but the

French aristocracy were as accustomed to laugh at such enact-

ments of the King as at very many other laws. These seven-

teenth-century duels were therefore becoming really more de-

structive to life than the old mediaeval tourneys and ordeals

by battle!

Of course under all this blood-letting rested the ancieni

feudal notion that it was discreditable for a true nobleman to
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let his quarrels be determined by any means save his good

right arm. Richeheu set himself stubbornly against this whole-

sale dueling, probably quite as much because it implied defiance'

of royal authority as because it was morally outrageous. In

1626 the Cardinal applied the anti-dueling edicts with a severity

which soon alarmed the malcontents. A certain gentleman, the

Count of Bouteville, a scion of the great House of Montmo-

rency, had been exiled to Brussels for having had part in twenty-
two duels. After pardon had been refused him by the

Government, he had the boldness to beard the lion, by delib-

erately coming back to Paris and fighting a combat at high
noon in the Place Royale (1627). The hand of the Cardinal was

instantly upon him. Bouteville and his second, the Count de

Chapelle, were promptly arrested, tried, and condemned to

die. The protest from the high nobility against this "cruelty"
was tremendous. Every kind of influence, social and political,

open and backstairs, was invoked to induce Louis XIII to par-

don the offenders. But the King, though probably not without

sympathy for the "high sense of honor" of the victims, dared

not discredit his great minister by an act of pardon. The offend-

ers died, and as Richelieu observed, "Nothing serves better to

keep the laws in full vigor than the punishment of persons
whose great rank is equal to their crime." Dueling was not

indeed completely swept away by acts like these. It long con-

tinued to curse the French nobility, but its worst features

disappeared, and in any case a vigorous lesson had been taught
the lawless.

About this same time Richelieu struck another and far more

effective blow at the bold spirits who might feel tempted to defy
the King. There were still many venerable castles over France,

strong enough to defy anything but a regular siege with heavy

artillery. Their mere existence was a suggestion to their noble

owners of schemes for insurrection. The Cardinal ordered the

wholesale dismantlement or downright destruction of these

castles. To the French middle classes and peasantry, long the
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victims of feudal insolence or even of wholesale oppression, this

was the most popular edict imaginable. Thousands of willing

hands aided the royal officers to throw down battlements or

to demolish entire donjons. As a consequence, a great number
of once magnificent castles sank into ivy-clad ruins : the remain-

der would be made over into elegant, but undefendable open
chateaux. Antiquarians of a later day might regret this destruc-

tion of the stately relics of feudalism, but the peace of the land

was infinitely the gainer. Hereafter if there were to be soldiers

or strongholds, they were to be ever increasingly at the sole

service of the King.
So long as Richelieu was dealing only with the seigneurs of

petty or average rank, his position was secure enough. It was

different when his policies collided with the King's own kins-

folk. In truth, the Cardinal was so masterful a ruler that no

dignitary could be very comfortable in his presence, and even

the King himself dreaded and somewhat disliked him, at the

very time when he told himself that his redoubtable "servant"

was indispensable. In 1626 several very formidable personages

combined against Richelieu. Gaston of Orleans, the brother of

the King himself, and heir to the throne, was nominally the

center of the conspiracy, but he was a decidedly stupid man
and the brains of the undertaking were really with Marshal

d'Ornano, whom Richelieu had earlier favored and promoted.

Nearly all the other French princes seem to have known some-

thing of the plot. Their object seems to have been to depose the

Cardinal by force, since the King refused to dismiss him, and to

substitute some more pliable and obsequious minister. These

high-born gentlemen speedily learned, however, the dangers of

plotting against one who admirably combined the fox and the

lion. Richelieu got wind of their schemes: let them drift along,

then suddenly began arresting the leaders right and left. Ornano

was clapped into the fortress of Vincennes and in a few months

died in custody. The Count of Chalais, another leading spirit,

had to die on the scaffold. The cowardly royal princes were let
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off easily, mostly with a term of exile, and Gaston of Orleans,

after a fit of helpless rage, went through the forms of reconcilia-

tion with the King and his Minister. The Cardinal had wisely

refrained from touching the blood royal, and for a time his credit

was higher than ever. The King granted him a bodyguard of a

hundred men, as if he too were a royal personage, while the

great offices of "Constable" and "Admiral of France" (posts

that had hitherto given two great nobles a considerable control

respectively over the army and the navy) were suppressed, thus

bringing the armed forces more completely under the monarch's

authority.

So Richelieu met and flung back the first personal danger
which confronted him. But he had now won for himself the

standing enmity of the two queens. The Queen-Mother, Marie

de' Medici "had turned against her 'ungrateful' minister with a

hatred intensified, it is said, by unrequited passion." Anne of

Austria, Louis's consort, had been on very bad terms with her

mother-in-law; her dislike of Richelieu, however, had presently

led to a reconciliation with the older princess. In September,

1G30, Louis lay very ill at Lyons, and the Queens, working upon
him, won his tentative promise to dismiss the Cardinal. The

King declared, however, nothing could be done until peace
should be made with Spain. When tidings of the truce of

Regensburg reached the court, Marie hastened to recall the

promise. If she had been more tactful and less violent, probably
she would have had her way. On November 10, 1630, when the

court had returned to the Luxembourg Palace in Paris and the

King had recovered, the Queen-Mother created a scene before

her son, denouncing Richelieu and his favorite niece, Madame
de Combalet, "in language that would have disgraced a fish-

wife," and driving the Cardinal, who did not venture to defend

himself, from the room. It was one of those moments when, as

is possible in monarch-ridden countries, a violent domestic quar-
rel can make or mar the fortunes of empires. Richelieu, and, it

is not unfair to say, the immediate hopes of France were lost if
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Louis wavered. The King, however, though loath to quarrel,

and listening to his mother in silence, was still more loath to

dismiss a minister whose chief fault obviously consisted in be-

ing more devoted to the Sovereign's interests than to those of

the Queen Dowager. After Marie had left him, Louis did noth-

ing, and certain of Richelieu's friends confirmed him in his reso-

lution not to jeopardize the weal of France by succumbing to

female tantrums.

Meantime the Queen Dowager had swept out of her son's

cabinet conveying the impression of triumph. The courtiers

crowded around her with time-serving congratulations. The

rumor spread that the Cardinal was packing his valuables

for flight. This was hardly true, but Richelieu was in genuine

fear lest the King had deserted him, as indeed had almost all

others; but while he desponded, and while all the toadjang
Parisian world waited for the name of the new "First Minister,"

there came the messenger of the King announcing that his

master had no intention of displacing his great vicegerent.

"Continue to serve me," said Louis, "as you have done; and I

will sustain you against all who have sworn to destroy you."
This "Day of Dupes" (November 11, 1630) was therefore to.

become famous in French annals. Many pompous magnates who
had shown their joy at the Queen-Mother's alleged triumph were

promptly stripped of their dignities. Marie de' Medici vainly

attempted a reconciliation with the Cardinal, but her humilia-

tion was too great
— in 1631 she fled to Brussels and never again

entered France, dying in gilded exile.

If the Queen-Mother could not displace Richelieu, no lesser

worthy surely could turn the trick, although there were other

conspiracies. In 1632, indeed, Henry, Duke of Montmorency,
imdertook an open revolt in Languedoc— a blunder which

promptly cost him his head. In 1642 a young favorite of the

King, Cinq-Mars, a vain and futile coiu-tier, dabbled also in

treason, and perished in turn upon the scaffold. On the whole,

however, from 1630 onward Richeheu was the uncontested
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master of France. He could devote himself to greater things than

nipping closet intrigues and boudoir conspiracies.

Richelieu was by no means a skillful civil administrator. Tax-
ation meant to him simply the means of raising huge armies,

without respect to the miseries of the taxpayer. The tnille

(the main tax on the peasantry) was doubled to meet the cost

of the wars with Spain. The distress of the rural population was
often extreme. In 1634, in the South Country, and in 1639 in

Normandy, there were serious insurrections of the peasants, and
the name of the Cardinal became execrated by all the lower

classes even as by the great nobles.

But the Cardinal surpassed as a master diplomat and organ-
izer of wars and coalitions. Probably no statesman, in the days
when diplomacy was said to consist of "lying for one's country,"
ever handled the sinister weapons of intrigue, private corre-

spondence, and underhanded bargain more adroitly than he.

Besides his accredited ambassadors and open agents, he made

incomparable use of confidential representatives and dowTiright

spies. A certain Father Joseph, a supple and sanctimonious ec-

clesiastic, was his special private deputy at various important
conferences, and probably had a large part in the making of

much significant history.

The aim of Richelieu's foreign policy was very simple: to

humble the House of Hapsburg and to make France recognized
as the first power in Europe. The Hapsburgs were a divided

dynasty: one branch was reigning in Austria, another in Spain,
but the family alliance was fairly well maintained. Spain was
still theoretically a great monarchy, with vast dominions and
a redoubtable army, but already there were plenty of signs of

that dry-rot within her fabric which was to bring her low with-

out any one crushing disaster. In 1618 the Emperor of Austria

(or more officially the "Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire")
had become engaged in a life-and-death war, at first largely over

religious issues, with the German Protestant States. By the

time Richelieu grasped power, however, in 1624, it was evident
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enough that the question was partly this— Could Austria, with

the aid of Spain, subjugate and consolidate under her centraliz-

ing sway all the lesser princes of Germany, especially those of

the North? The Protestants were being steadily defeated,

thanks to Spanish gold and Spanish pikemen. For several ye&TS

it seemed likely they would go under. In that case a huge Haps-

burg dominion would hem in France from the East, with a ter-

ritory running clear down from the Baltic to the Adriatic.

Against such a disaster to France, Richelieu struggled with all

his might.

For years, however, this very belligerent and secular-minded

Cardinal could hardly draw the sword along the Rhine. He was

too busy at home crushing rebellious Huguenots and malcon-

tent noblemen. But the same warrior-prelate who pressed the

siege of La Rochelle against the French heretics was busy pull-

ing wires and sending money in behalf of the German heretics

who were the foes of his hated Austria. The inconsistency of this

policy troubled Richelieu not a whit, even if his enemies de-

nounced him as "The Pope of the Huguenots, and the Patriarch

of atheists." Finally, in 1631, Richelieu made a direct treaty

with Gustavus Adolphus, the Lutheran King of Sweden, paying
that great captain a heavy subsidy if he would invade Germany
and humble Austria. Gustavus, of course (as Central Euro-

pean history duly records), fulfilled his entire share of the bar-

gain. He broke the power of the Hapsburgs over the North

German Protestants by his famous victory at Breitenfeld

(1631), and although he fell himself in battle in 1632, there was

no longer any serious danger of the extermination of German
Protestantism. Richelieu, however, was interested, not in the

safety of Teutonic heresy, but in the prestige of French mon-

archy. His hands were now becoming untied at home. He could

therefore devote his main energies to organizing France for

foreign war.

Hitherto, despite the vast resources and martial population

sustaining them, French campaigns had been conducted mo^t
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unscientifically. The standing army had been very small. There

were plenty of country gentlemen to make a dashing militia-

cavalry, provided the term of service was short and the disci-

pline lax. A good many of the infantry regiments had been made

up of mercenaries— German, Swiss, Scotch, Irish, etc., who
found the King a steady paymaster. The generals had often

been royal courtiers and favorites, but by no means always men
of military ability or even of decent training. All in all, the

French armies up to 1630 could not be compared in organized

effectiveness with the best of those of Spain.

Richelieu deserves the honor of being the first real builder of

the modern French war-machine, later so terrible to every ad-

versary. He made grievous mistakes. He too often mistook mere

numbers of men for disciplined armies. He sometimes selected

very incompetent generals ; but he profited by his own blunders ;

repaired defeat and disaster with dauntless energy; and before

his death he began to reap his reward.

The history of the foreign wars of Richelieu is largely a his-

tory of the later phases of the miserable Thirty Years' War in

Germany (1618-48); a war which began as a struggle over

religion, and which, after 1632, continued almost exclusi^'ely

over the sordid question whether Austria on one side or France

allied with Sweden on the other should reap the greatest material

advantage at the expense of the helpless, devastated lesser

states of Germany. In 1635, France actively intervened in the

war, beginning active hostilities against Spain and Austria.

Richelieu had gathered very large armies, but they were still

only partially trained, and in 1636 the Spaniards were thrusting

down from the Belgian provinces and were even threatening

Paris, only halting at Corbine-on-the-Somme. By courageous
efforts Richelieu turned this stroke aside, and soon the tide

flowed steadily in his favor. In 1638 the German leader Bernard

of Saxe-Weimar, fighting, however, in the French pay and

interest, took the greater part of Alsace (excluding Strassburg),

and on his death in 1639 this coveted territory was turned
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directly over to France. By this time Richelieu's armies were

everywhere on the offensive, and before the great Cardinal died

in 1642, they were striking at the Hapsburgs and their allies

across the Pyrenees, in Italy, in Flanders, and across the Rhine.

The older Spanish Monarchy was being pushed at every point

upon the defensive.

A year after Richelieu departed, the forces which he had

organized under the generals he had commissioned won a

smashing and decisive pitched battle at Rocroi in Champagne
(1643), when the stout squares of Spanish pikemen crumbled

and collapsed under the charges of the French cavalry, and 7000

Spaniards fell and 6000 were taken prisoners. "The victory of

^Rocroi marked the end of the military preponderance of Spain,

and the beginning of the military preponderance of France."

It was won by the superior intelligence of the French leaders

and soldiers as stimulated and organized by Richelieu, though
the Cardinal never heard with mortal ears the tale of his greatest

triumph.

However, Richelieu died a happy and fortunate man, even if

he did not live till the day of Rocroi. Everywhere the power of

his royal master had been consolidated; and victories were

being already reported from every frontier. In 1621, Louis XIII

had possessed an army of 12,000 men. In 1638, it had risen to

150,000. In 1642, it was still greater. Above all, Richelieu had

fostered the training of two young generals
— the masters of

war, who were to enable France almost to dominate the world
—

generals known to history as Conde and Turenne. The House

of Hapsburg was already very hard-pressed in Germany. In

six years it would have to sign the humiliating Peace of West-

phalia; and already French standards were floating over the

Alsatian fortresses beside the Rhine.

Richelieu died late in 1642. His life had been one of inces-

sant intrigues and wars. Probably if a more peaceful exist-

ence had been granted him, he would have proved a lavish

patron of art and letters. As it was he dabbled in literature him-
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self, left some interesting and significant memoirs, gave legiti-

mate patronage to the poet Corneille, and in 1635 found time

amid his martial cares to found the famous French "Academy,"
which was to have so important an influence upon the life of the

nation.

It was fortunate, of course, for the Cardinal, that his royal

"master" was not a man of sufficient sensitiveness and energy

to feel his dignity hurt by the princely state affected by this

overpowering "First Minister." Richelieu built for himself the

great "Palais Cardinal" at Paris, later the well-known "Palais

Royal." He was never modest in appropriating his share of the

royal revenues. In 1617 as a "poor bishop" his income had been

25,000 livres. In his later years it was 3,000,000. His table cost

him 1000 crowns per day, and he delighted in sumptuous fetes.

His nephews and nieces ranked almost as
"
Children of the

Blood," and great nobles were compelled to lacquey this om-

nipotent ruler of the King.

Richelieu is described to us as having looked his stately part,

despite a sickly fra,me and a draw^n face. Before his stern, august

presence all France quailed, including Louis himself. Cunning,

unscrupulous, and sinuous in all his ways, and adamantine to

every foe, the Cardinal was nevertheless capable of acts of high

courage and even of generosity. His interpretation of the

"public weal" was pitifully narrow, and excluded a thousand

acts which governments now count needful to make the gov-

erned happy; but at least he was never swerved from what he

considered his duty to France and her King, by reason of

threats, danger, or desire to win popularity and applause.

More than any other great Frenchman he can be likened to

another famous Prime Minister of a later day — Otto von

Bismarck. Their moralities and ambitions were very much the

same; but with this extenuation for Richelieu —he lived in the

fetid atmosphere of the courts of the seventeenth century.

Bismarck lived in the later nineteenth — an ample time for the

standards of the world to change.
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Louis XIII died seven months after his great minister (May
14, 1643). He had been, to say the least, a very inconspicuous

king, but he deserves a place in history for one crowning virtue

— in the face of infinite opposition he had kept Richelieu for

eighteen years in power.
Those eighteen years were to prove decisive in the history of

France. Under the successors of Louis XIII and of Richelieu,

France was in a position to advance from strength to strength.

That the next decade, following the death of Richelieu, was

not one in which the full power of France was brought to bear

upon Europe, is largely due to the fact that the great Cardinal's

nominal master left only a boy of five years to be his heir. Once

more the kingdom had to undergo the sorrows and weakening
of a regency. Anne of Austria, mother of Louis XIV (whose

official reign was to extend for the extraordinary term of

seventy-three years, from 1643 to 1715), was no woman to play

the part of Blanche of Castile, the regent for an earlier Louis.

She was perhaps a shade more capable than her mother-m-law,

the unlamented Marie de' Medici, but in any case she was ab-

solutely under the influence of the new First Minister, Cardinal

Mazarin, around whose policies and destinies the next eighteen

years were largely to revolve.

Mazarin was a smooth, shrewd, supple, and extraordinarily

calculating Italian ecclesiastic, who had come to France in

1634 and had become an invaluable lieutenant to Richelieu.

That magnate had promoted him, secured him the Cardinal's

hat, and doubtless would have been pleased could he have

known he was to be his successor. Mazarin was certainly al

lesser man than Richelieu, less original, daring, or willing to use

courageous methods; but he was nevertheless a statesman of

genuine ability who faced great difficulties and skillfully over-

came them, albeit not always by heroic methods. The fact that

he was an Italian naturally made the native aristocracy hate

him; the other fact, that the King was a minor and that the
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grasp of the Regent and her Minister on the government was

none too strong, of course made these same lords also feel that

the time had come to throw off some of the humiliating re-

straints cast upon them by Richelieu. When that master of

men at length vanished, for the last time France was racked by
an aristocratic reaction.

The days were long departed when the great feudal vassals

had dreamed of dismembering the kingdom. What the noble

counts, marquises, dukes, and "Princes of the Blood" now

really wanted was to be allowed to have their full share of the

royal offices, patronage, and treasury receipts. The idle, frivo-

lous life of a seventeenth-century court put a premium on

boudoir plottings and parlor conspiracies, merely as a means of

escaping ennui. ^ No higher motives than these stated led certain

lace-collared monseigneurs and mesdames into hatching schemes

against "the Italian"; but it must be said there were other more

legitimate causes of discontent with the Government. Richelieu

had been an abominable financial manager. Mazarin was

little better. The superintendent of the treasury was an Italian,

Emeri, who shared his patron's unpopularity. Taxes were being

collected with merciless rigor. Public offices were being sold to

eke out the exchequer. Money was being borrowed at twenty-
five per cent, yet the Thirty Years' War was still dragging to

its expensive as well as its painful close, and Mazarin was

charged, not unjustly, with feathering his own private nest at

the cost of the State.

Such conditions enabled the high-born conspirators to obtain

considerable popular sympathy, especially in the city of Paris,

when they talked much of drawing the sword to rescue the young

King from "his evil ministers." In addition to that, the high

* The irresponsible spirit of the Fronde leaders is well summed up in this

description of the Duchesse de Longueville, the most prominent of the noble

ladies who fanned the revolt: "She was impelled by vanity and ennui in to re-

bellion to her king, treason to her country, and infidelity to her husband, until

at length a penitential retirement to Port Royal rescued her from the intoxi'

eating grandeurs, cares, and pleasures of the world." (Stephen.)
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judicial court of France, the Parlement of Paris, was quite

willing to assert its power. The members of this court were all

of them noblemen, holding office as a matter of hereditary-

right, and they had long claimed the privilege of a practical

veto upon the royal decrees by refusing to "register" them —•

that is, enroll them as legally binding.^ They had also under

their eye the example of the much more powerful legislative

"Parliament" of England, which was just then gaining the

mastery over Charles I in the Puritan Revolution.

These three elements, therefore— discontented nobles, dis-

satisfied taxpayers, and a self-assertive judiciary
— came to-

gether in a series of insurrections which made yoimg Louis XIV
sit very uneasily upon his throne. In 1648 began the wars

known as the "Fronde" (1648-53), the detailed history whereof

is not important, although it forms the basis for numerous racy
and romantic court memoirs. For some time the two great

royal generals, Conde and Turenne, were the mainsprings of

the action. Both had their grievances against Mazarin, both

were for a while in revolt against the Government, although not

always simultaneously, and both (though more particularly

Conde) struck hands with the Spanish enemy against their own

King. The battles in these wars were sometimes bloody, but

seldom were very decisive. The Parlement, and presently the

Parisian city-folk, came to realize that the lofty aristocrats, who

professed such zeal for the woes of the lower classes and for the

respect due the laws, were themselves fighting mainly for pen-

sions, patronage, and high commands. When the tempest was
at its height, Mazarin had sagaciously withdrawal from court,

but the moment the royal armies gained the advantage he was

back (1653) and more powerful than ever. In that year Paris

surrendered to Turemie, who was now again firmly on the King's

' The King could indeed overcome this veto by holding a solemn session (a

"bed of justice"), at Avhich he declared the proposed law binding without the

consent of the Parlement. This method, however, was cumbersome and highl/

unpopular.
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side. The Parlement and the citizens made their peace with the

young King, and Conde fled into exile among the Spaniards.

The old aristocracy, which had been a thorn in the side of every

king since the crowning of Hugh Capet, had fought its last battle.

Peace did not come instantly with the collapse of the Fronde

commotions. Spain had not shared in the pact of 1648, when the

Treaty of Westphalia, with the German Powers, had awarded

the bulk of Alsace to France. The proud Castilians had been

very loath to confess that their dream of world domination was

forever ended, and that north of the Pyrenees had risen a power

mightier than they. When Conde fled his native land, he was

welcomed at Brussels by its courtly governors, and they gladly

gave the famous general the command of their armies. But

Conde probably misliked the part of a rebel. In any case his

new Spanish troops were not equal to his old French regiments.

He won few successes over his one-time comrade and now

opponent Turenne. In 1657, since the war dragged, Mazarin

put his pride as a Catholic into his pocket, and made alliance

with Cromwell, the redoubtable Puritan "Protector" of Eng-
land. The latter sent over to the Continent a division of his

stoutest, psalm-singing "Ironsides." In 1658, Frenchmen and

English fought shoulder to shoulder against the Spaniard in the

once famous Battle of the Dunes, on the sands near Dunkirk.

The Spaniards were routed. Their power was near its end; and

the proud Phihp IV submitted to the terms dictated by the

two nations which Philip II, his ancestor, had hoped to conquer.
Dunkirk was ceded to England.^ France received parts of Artois,

Roussillon (in the Pyrenees), and also various districts in Lor-

raine, whose unlucky Duke had sided with Spain. It was also

agreed that Louis XIV should marry the Infanta Maria Theresa.

The Princess was to bring a dowry of 300,000 gold crowns, in

consideration of which she was to waive all claims to her

father's throne.^

' It was sold by the venal Charles II to France in 1662.
^ The non-payment of this dowry was to have very serioiis consequences

(See p. 189.)
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This Peace of the Pyrenees (1659) definitely settled the ques
tion whether Spain or France was the first power in Europe
The only issue remaining was whether France would push he

ambitions fm'ther. Mazarin's foreign administration thu

woimd up in a blaze of glory. The young King was seemingh
his obedient pupil, content to imitate his father and let a ca

pable minister steer the ship of state for him. The last power
of resistance had been squeezed out of the great nobles. Hence
forth they were to be merely gilded, obsequious ornaments of j

splendid court, or at most the faithful commanders of the roya
armies.

In Richelieu's time (or possibly earlier) there had, however

developed a new type of royal administrator in districts roughb

corresponding to the various provinces. These new adminis

trators, intendants, were men of humble origin who owed every

thing to the King, and expected everything from him; anc

although they did not formally replace the old royal governors
who were still great nobles, they speedily stripped them o

most of their functions. The intendants by 1660 were becoming

indispensable agents of monarchy, and were enabling the roya
ministers to centralize the government at Paris, so that nevei

since the fall of the Roman Empire was any pretentious mon
arch to have a more complete grasp upon the persons anc

property of his subjects than did Louis XIV.
In 1661, Mazarin died. He had completed the work of Riche^

lieu, and he left his master the most splendid and powerfu
monarch in the world. If he had let the public debt accumulate

and otherwise proved himself a worse civil administrator thai

he was diplomat and court intriguer, he had at least looked wel

to his private fortune. He bequeathed an estate valued a1

100,000,000 livres, had married his numerous nieces to greal

Italian or French noblemen or princes, had made his nephe\^

a duke, and his brother (once a poor Italian monk) a cardinal

To crowai his success, he had found in tlie young King a doeik

ward and admirer, and he had tried diligently to implant ir
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him all those devious methods of statecraft which the age

accounted the highest worldly wisdom.

Louis XIV was twenty-two years old when this minister and

mentor left him. Hitherto the young King had seemed content

to lead a life of courtly pleasure. It was expected he would

immediately name a new First Minister and resume his royal

vanities, but when after Mazarin's death the lower ministers

came to him asking to whom they should report for orders they
received an astonishing answer. 'To we/" replied the young

King.
Louis XIV had determined not merely to reign, but also to

govern.



CHAPTER IX

LOUIS XIV, THE SUN KING— HIS WORK IN FRANCE

We come now to the most important reign in French annals

save possibly that of Philip Augustus. Louis XIV was a very

imperfect ruler, but no one can deny that in a limited but genu-

ine sense of the word he was "great"
— that is, he exercised a

profound mfluence over the lives, actions, and imaginations

not merely of all Frenchmen, but of all Europeans. For at least

four decades in his reign it seemed possible that France might
become not merely the most powerful, but the overwhelmingbv"

dominant power of Europe, ambitious to make Paris another

Imperial Rome. To understand the circumstances which en-

abled this king to occupy the very center of the world's thoughts
it is needful to study his personality, the principles of his govern-

ment, the achievements of his ministers, the discipline of his

armies, the ceremonial of his court. Only then can we see how

he was able to make France the cynosure of Europe.
On the day after the death of Mazarin, Louis XIV, as nar-

rated in the last chapter, assembled his Secretaries of State,

"Hitherto," he announced, "I have let others transact my
business. For the futiu^e I will be my own. First Minister. I will

be glad of your advice when I request it. I request you to seal

nothing without my orders and to sign nothing without my
consent." The Monarch thus indicated his will to be really king.

He was then twenty-two years old. He died at the age of

seventy-seven. In this period of fifty^-five years (1661 to 1715)

the wish which he had manifested on the first day of his actual

government, never left him for an instant. He nev^er had a First

Minister. He was constantly the King.
Louis XIV was of moderate height, but he imposed himsell

on all beholders, thanks to an air of nobility and of majesty
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without arrogance, which expressed itself in his least gestures,

and which, as said his contemporary, the Duke of Saint-Simon,

"in his dressing-gown even as at the fetes," at the billiard table

even as at the head of his troops, caused him to appear "the

master of the world." He had only moderate intellectual acute-

ness; but he had much good sense, and he seldom decided a

tnatter until he had been well informed by those supposed to

know. He was naturally inclined to the right, "He loved truth,

5quity, order, and reason." He had also much moral courage and

a. firmness of character which appeared especially in his dis-

astrous later years, when he saw his armies beaten, his country

invaded, and nearly all his family carried away by death.

This King had few personal ideas. He had ojie, however, that

From his youth had become embedded in his intellect and which

dominated his whole life. From infancy he had been told that

be was a "visible divinity," a "Vice-God." The first copy-book
set for him to learn writing read, "Homage is due to kings.

They do that which they please." He was penetrated with this

dogma — that he was a being set apart, holding his crown by
the divine will, King by the grace of God, His lieutenant upon
the earth. To God, but to God alone, he must some day render

account for his deeds. ^

Practically all the French world then admitted the validity

of this idea. One of his subjects. La Bruyere, wrote bluntly:

"He who considers that the face of the monarch causes the

felicity of the courtier, whose life is occupied with the desire of

seeing him and being seen by him, may understand how the

sight of God suffices for the glory and the bliss of the saints."

For Louis XIV such views had two very important consequences.

' Louis XIV wrote in his own historical memoirs, or
"
Instructions for his

Son": "The worst calamity which can befall any one of our rank is to be re-

duced to that subjection in which the monach is obliged to receive the law from
his people. ... It is the essential vice of the English monarchy [contrasted with

the French] that the King can make no extraordinary levies of men or money
without the consent of Parliament, nor convene Parliament without impairing
his own authority."
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In the first place, as lieutenant of God he had to be the absc

lute master — free to dispose of the goods, liberties, and eve

the lives of his subjects, who owed him implicit obedience

"without discernment." In the second place, he had the obligJ

lion upon his conscience to discharge, to use his o^vm expressioi

"his profession as king." He ought to "do everything for tli

weal of the State" and only to employ his power "to labor moi

efficaciously for the prosperity of his subjects."

Louis XIV did not always provide this prosperity, but £

least he was a faithful worker. "It is only by labor that oe

may reign," he wrote for his son; "and it is ingratitude an

defiance toward God and injustice and tyranny toward man t

wish for the one thing without the other." As a consequence
certain proportion of every morning and afternoon was devote

by the King to public business, either working alone or with h

Secretaries of State. Every day and hour was arranged accorc

ing to a rigid schedule, so that, as Saint-Simon wnrites, "with a

almanack and a watch, though you were three hundred league

away, you could tell exactly what the King was doing."

The idea that he was the lieutenant of God had filled Lou

XIV with indescribable pride. He rejoiced in the name th

"Sun King." He almost allowed his obsequious courtiers t

"adore" him after the manner of a saint or a demi-god. II

dependents, if traversing his empty chamber, when they cam

before the royal bed or the chest in which was kept the royj

napkins, made a profound reverence as they might before th

high-altar in a church. They organized "the cult of the royf

majesty," and each of the King's ordinary acts of daily lif<

arising, dining, taking a walk, hunting, having supper, going t

bed, became a public ceremony with minutely regulated detail

— all known as the "royal etiquette."
^

^ Students of antiquity will take cynical interest in noticing how intelliger

Frenchmen of the seventeenth century were thus allowing their conduct t

revert to the elaborate ceremonial which made the Egyptian Pharaohs the firs

slaves of their own "divinity."
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The "Sun King" rose at eight. The courtiers were Intro-

duced into the bedchamber by groups, known as entrees. For

the lever there were six entrees, and after the last of these some

hundred persons at length found themselves in the royal

presence. The most favored were those admitted at the moment
svhen His Majesty arose from bed and assumed the royal dress-

ing-gown. The least fortunate were those who entered only

when he wiped his hands with a napkin moistened in alco-

tiol and finished putting on his garments. The "etiquette" in-

iicated what persons should present each separate garment:
"or example, the "day-shirt" wrapped in an envelope of white

silk had to be presented by a son of the King, a Prince of the

Blood, or, failing them, by the Grand Chamberlain. The right

^love had to be presented by the First Valet of the Chamber;
the left glove by the First Valet of the Wardrobe. The Master

5f the Wardrobe passed the lieutenant of God his breeches and

assisted him to button fast the same.

Having thus been clothed, the King entered his cabinet, gave
bis orders for the day, and then went to mass. Quitting the

chapel he held council with his ministers until one o'clock. Xt

that time he dined, alone, in his chamber. The "
etiquette

"
then

svas no less minute than for the lever. Each plate was borne in

by a gentleman, preceded by an usher and by a mattre d'hotel

md escorted by three life-guardsmen, musket on shoulder.

Five gentlemen stood regularly behind the King. If he wished to

irink, it required three gentlemen to provide him with a glass

3f water or wine. This was the "etiquette" for ordinary days.
On gala days, and days of the grand convert, usually Sundays,
the King, although still alone at table, had around him some

thirty persons, about half of them armed guardsmen. On those

days the public was permitted to come in and contemplate the

jrand monarque eating.

After dinner the King would go outdoors; either for a walk or

more often for a trot on horseback, and frequently for a hunt.

A. regular multitude would follow him. On return he changed his
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dress with all the morning ceremonial; then shut himself aga

in his cabinet to read the reports of the State Secretaries >

to write his own letters. Thus he would work one or two houi

At ten o'clock he supped with his family, again with great cer

mony. After supper came a game of cards; then finally came tl

solemn coucher— going to bed, a process as public and cor

plicated as the lever.

The French court had become elaborate and brilliant in tl

days of Francis I. During the
"
Wars of Religion

"
it had be(

entirely disorganized. Under Henry IV it had become extreme

simple and even severely military. Now, under his far fro

simple grandson, it received an astonishing extension. It co;

sisted of the military household, some ten thousand men

magnificent uniforms, a guard corps worthy of the most formii

able monarch in Christendom; and of a civil household, coi

taining at least four thousand. The service of the
"
Kitchen >

the King" (la bouche du roi)
— that is, the group of individua

employed for the royal table and the royal table alone, -

contained 498 persons. But besides the King's household the

were those of the Queen, Dauphin, Dauphiness, and those '

their children. A daughter of the Dauphin, when aged two year

had for herself a "household" (maison) of 22 persons, inclm

ing three governesses and eight waiting maids.

The chiefs of these "services" were drawn from the highe

nobility. The "Grand Master of France," chief of the service <

the royal table, was none other than the first Prince of tl

Blood, the Prince of Conde himself, who might also be tl

selfsame terrible general whose victories smote fear into a

Europe. Usually these functions were actually discharged i

person, and were not handed over to deputies It was a covete

honor to pass the King his shirt or to hand him a dish. Thei

were plenty of inferior noblemen who merely waited around i

the royal presence, hoping that after the evening game of care

the King might make them happy above their fellows by askit

them to carry a candle to light him to bed.
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The King thus had the once arrogant and self-sufficient

nobiUty of France completely tamed. He wished to see the

noblesse^ways dancing attendance upon him in the huge royal

residence at Paris, or, after he built it, at the still vaster

Versailles. Daily he passed in review his courtiers as he went

along his galleries, or the alleys of his great parks. Whoever did

not come to court could hope nothing from the royal favor.

*'He is a man I have not seen," the King would say, when asked

a boon for some one absent. "/ do not know him" — which was

the most terrible possible criticism.

All the nobility of France, therefore, which could find the

means drifted to the royal court. The country chateaux were

deserted by all save the poverty-stricken, the disgraced, or the

scandalously unambitious. The nobility, to live in state, built

their own elegant "hotels" around the royal residence, and

consequently, when Louis XIV moved to Versailles, they aided

to create a regular city.

Although the nobility thus became really his nobility, Louis

XIV only gave to it very meager opportunities for a career. A
v..

nobleman could serve in the King's army or navy; he could

enter the "civil household" to pass a napkin or to uncover a

dish ; he could hang around the palace as an obsequious courtier

wTtFout definite functions. But the King almost never em-

ployed the nobles in the ordinary civil government and adminis-

tration. "It is not in my interest," he once wrote, "to choose

men of the highest eminence. It is important that the public

should know, by the rank of those who serve me, that I will

never share my authority consciously with them."

The regular agents of the Central Government were the

Chancellor, the Controller-General of the Finances, four

"Secretaries of State," various "Ministers of State," and also

"Councillors of State." These functionaries for the most part
had existed in earlier reigns. The Chancellor, the Controller-

General, and the Secretaries formed what would be called to-day
in France the "Council of the Ministers." The Chancellor was
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J the head of the administration of justice; he was likewise

president of all the royal councils in the absence of the King.
The Controller, of course, had charge of the treasury and all

its problems. The four Secretaries were those of the "Royal
Household," of "Foreign Affairs," of "War," and of the

"Marine," but each of them, in addition to these designated

functions, was entrusted (following a rather old usage) with the

charge of the general civil administration of an assigned portion

of the country. Theoretically these secretaries were mere record-

ing agents for the pleasure of the King, to whom they were

bound to report everything, and then to execute his commands
"without rejoinder." In fact, of course, they had large powers
and much personal leeway.

Under these high officials were four great councils made up of

"ministers" (who were really only high councilors), and ordi-

nary "councilors." The King himself, if he wished, presided

over these councils. They were the "High Council" for many
major affairs, but especially for war and diplomacy; another of

"Finance"; another of "Dispatches" (that is, from local offi-

cials, to handle interior administration); and finally that of

"Parties" which conducted all important legal business in

which the Government was interested.

This was a decidedly simple machinery for governing a great

autocratic state, where all kinds of public business was being
concentrated ever more firmly at the King's court. Obviously

everything depended on the abilities of the Sovereign, the

Chancellor, the Controller, and the four State Secretaries.

Their grasp upon the realm was maintained by the all-important

intendants. There were still, indeed, provincial "governors," each

set over an old province,
— for example, Toulouse, Normandy,— and appointed from the highest noblesse. But the once vice-

regal governor had had his powers so sadly curtailed that his

was now little more than a pretentious honor. Usually in any
case his royal lord kept him in residence at court far from his

"government." The actual working administrator was the non-
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noble intendant, set over a generalite (a district often consider-

ably smaller than an^ average province).^ Unless the King^
ministers stopped him there seemed little an active intendant

might not do. If he wished he could sit as presiding judge in the

courts. He supervised and controlled the local finances, the

administration of the cities, and all the public works. He levied

and led the militia of the district if there were disturbances and

handled any military situation which did not demand a regular

royal general and elaborate warfare. In short, as was then said

of him, "The intendant is the King present in the province."
Thus he remained until the Revolution of 1789.

For the first and by far the most prosperous portion of the

reign of Louis XIV, the most important Royal Minister was
Jean Baptiste Colbert. Sumultaneously he was Controller-

General, Secretary of the Marine, and Secretary of the Royal
Household. He was the most powerful of all the King's subjects,

and without him his master could hardly have risen to the

wealth and power which made him overshadow Europe.
Colbert (1619-83) was the son of a dry-goods dealer

("draper") of Reims, In his youth he went to Paris, and be-

came the manager of the private estate of Mazarin. That clutch-

ing ecclestiastic was quick to recognize the financial talent

which conserved and increased his property. At his death he

formally commended Colbert to Louis in his will as being

"very faithful." At this time the future Controller was forty-
two years old.

When Mazarin died the finances had been in the hands of a

certain Fouquet, a man of great abilities and ambitions, who
seemed so intrenched in his position that he could enrich him-

self with impunity and use his vast wealth as a basis for schemes

* For practical purposes "provinces" and generalites may be considered
the same from this time down to the abolition of both in 1789; there were, how-
ever, important differences often in their precise boundaries, and their names
were by no means always identical.
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to win permanent political power. One of Louis's first acts of

personal authority was to depose this overweening minister, strip

him of his dubiously acquired wealth, and condemn him to per-

petual imprisonment (1661). In his place was set Colbert, a man
whom the King discovered would never abuse his authority.

Colbert had a genuine mania for work. He was heard to

declare that "he could not live six years if condemned to idle-

ness." At half-past five in the morning he would enter his cabi-

net, and if he saw there his desk loaded with dispatches he would

rub his hands as a gourmand before a feast. His regular working
hours were sixteen per day. To disturb him at his labor was an

unpardonable offense, and his icy habits gained him the epithet

"The North." The tale runs that once a lady fell on her knees

before him while soliciting a favor. Colbert promptly fell also

on his own knees facing her, saying, "I beseech you to let me
alone!"

[""^
The activities of Colbert can best be understood by stating

' that for twenty-two years he united in his person official posi-

tions that are to-day shared in France by no less than nine

cabinet ministers. He has been styled the "work ox" of Louis

I
XIV. He toiled, however, not merely out of personal inclina-

tion, but because of genuine patriotism. His devotion to his

King and to France was unlimited, and he labored for them
because he wished them to be the first king and the first king-

dom in the world. To them he dedicated all his unbounded

[
talents.

Colbert's leading idea was very simply to make France rich.

For this end he used every possible means to attract money to

the kingdom, and also to reduce the wealth of rival states;'

and very specifically he strove to reorganize the public finances,

to develop industry, and to promote commerce.

In handling the finances he first of all dealt rigorously with all

^ Those, of course, were the days of the crude economic theory that to make
a country prosper and grow wealthy, it was necessary to impoverish its neigh-

bors.
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vho, under Mazarin's lax regime, had plundered the treasury.
5ome hundreds of wealthy magnates were prosecuted and com-
)elled to disgorge the equivalent of over $85,000,000. At the

ame time the general disorders of the finances were abated,

rhe exchequer management was always the weakest point in

he French royal regime down to the great crash in 1789, but

hings went better under Colbert than ever before or after. He
nforced a rare thing then in Government financial circles —
, strict accounting for every sou; and also a genuine attempt to

:eep expenditures inside of receipts. He had, indeed, something
ike a very elementary budget. From 1661 to 1672 it may be

aid that France was kept away from the threat of a deficit.

?hen, following 1672, the incessant wars and the endless ex-

lenses of building the royal chateau at Versailles brought back
he evil days. Colbert lived to see the public finances sinking

gain into deplorable disorder.

His real achievement was in developing the manufactures of" \

iVance in a way which made her a great industrial power — a

losition from which she has never permanently declined. He
ook up the lines of development dropped too long since the

[ays of Henry IV. Thus he put the energies of the Government y
ehind the older industries which already existed— cloths,

'

'YK

apestries, and silks; and then went on to introduce and pro-
aote industries hitherto almost unknown in France, such as

;lass, porcelain, laces, and iron-work. It is from his day that

iates, for example, the steady output of admirable silks from

^yons, porcelain from Sevres, lace from Chantilly, etc. — arti-

les or objects of elegance which made the name of France^
lOnorablj'Famous wherever there were persons of taste. Colbert

ecured this progress partly by means of large money prizes to

uccessful artisans, partly by granting privileges to foreign
raftsmen who would settle in France, but especially by ad-

'^ancing funds for the purchase of raw material and for the

rection of factories of a size remarkable for that age. In place
if the "family work-room" where a master-craftsman and a
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few apprentices labored on a very small scale, there w€

developed really large manufacturing plants such as are famili

to the present age. Thus certain of Colbert's industrial found

tions employed hundreds of workers each, and at least one —
cloth-works at Abbeville, in Picardy

— employed sixty-fi

Hundred "hands" — a number not unworthy to be ranked wi

the largest type of factories of the present day. Colbert wj

therefore, not remotely, one of the fathers of the modern facto

system.
The great Minister's ambitions, however, went beyond mere

making France economically independent. He intended to ha

foreign lands economically dependent upon France. For th

end he desired that French products should be the most reliab

durable, and elegant of their kind in the world. Accordingly i

the processes of manufacture were carefully prescribed by la

There were no less than thirty-two sets of regulations and o

hundred and fifty edicts issued on the subject. For example, t'

length and width of pieces of cloth were carefully regulated ai

the number of threads in the warp and woof. Every craftsm;

had to put his distinguishing mark upon his products. The

were carefully inspected, and in case of defective workmansh
the offending articles were seized, exposed publicly upon a pc

with the name of their manufacturer, and then deliberate

torn to pieces and burned. If the offense was repeated, the ma
ufacturer himself was exposed upon the post for two hou

along with his dishonest wares. Colbert defended these sevei

ties by saying pithily, "I have always found manufacture

very obstinate in sticking to their errors!"

Colbert achieved his end by these measures. FrCTich-ma(

articles speedily gained a rej)utation of being the very best

the entire market. "Such is the vogue of these products th;

orders flow in for them from every quarter," wrote a Venetij

ambassador. It is thus to Colbert that French industry owed i

reputation for the high quality of its articles — a reputatic

which has remained one of its best assets even to this day.
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To promote the sale of these products Colbert made a corre-

sponding effort to promote French commerce in general. His

attempts to improve the conditions of interior trade were,

indeed, not entirely fortunate, but he certainly gave the

foreign trade of France a marked impetus.
Within the kingdom each French province was almost an

independent state economically. It had its own customs, bar-

riers, and s]:>ecial weights and measures. A merchant of Auvergne
paid a tax for the privilege of introducing his goods into Langue-
doc, those of Champagne to enter Burgundy. This, of course,
was one of the evil remnants of feudalism. The roads were also

few and very bad.

Colbert could not sweep away many evil conditions which
were to defy reform until 1789; but he greatly improved and

multiplied the roads, and particularly he developed the river and
canal system already exploited by Henry IV. From his day
onward the inland waterway system became a decisive fact in

the economic life of the country and even a passing substitute

for railroads. In foreign commerce the great Minister could

accomplish more. This had the greater importance in his eyes,
for it enabled France to extend her power among the nations.

To grasp at the valuable "spice" trade with the Orient, which
had brought such wealth first to Venice and later to Holland,
he created several elaborate "Companies for Ocean Commerce"
whereof the most important was naturally the "East India

Company
" — a formidable rival to similar English and Dutch

corporations. As an inevitable part of this undertaking he de-

voted himself to fostering an efficient French merchant marine.
The existing taxes levied on foreign ships (especially Dutch)
that entered French harbors were carefully maintained, and

simultaneously a system of bonuses for the building and main-
tenance of merchantmen was introduced. As a consequence
French cargo-carriers began to compete withthe Dutch and the

English on all the oceans of the world.

Behind a great merchant fleet, however, Colbert realized
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there must be a great war navy. Richelieu had undertaken to

make his king formidable upon the seas, but Mazarin had less

advisedly allowed the royal navy to dwindle. In 1660, Louis

XIV was master of only 18 very inferior men-of-war. In 1683,.

when Colbert died, the King had 276 vessels of greatly im-

proved types
—

galleys, useful indeed only on the Mediter-

ranean, ships-of-the-line carrying up to 120 guns, and frigates

for scouting and cruising. Instead of using the outrageous

"press gang" in the port towns, a barbarous method which

kidnaped French seamen at haphazard intervals into a regular

slavery, Colbert substituted a regular method of naval recruit-

ing among the seafaring population. Qualified persons were

obliged to serve one year in four in the royal navy between the

ages of twenty to sixty. In recompense they were assured a

pension in their old age. The King thus disposed of 60,000

reliable seamen. Thanks to Colbert's efforts Louis XIV, during
the first twenty-five years of his reign, was almost as powerful
on the ocean as he was upon land.

Colbert thus put his quickening hand on French finance,

industry, commerce, merchant marine, and navy. In him we see

the solid, constructive qualities of the great bourgeois class

given a real opportunity to show what they could accomplish
for the nation. Far more than any other minister he was the

builder of the glories of his King. Yet before he died he saw much
of his work in ruins. The King's head had been turned by pride,

victories, and "glory." The treasury was again showing a

deficit. Louis was no longer trusting a minister who forever

preached peace, economy, and the promotion of very prosaic

and workaday industrial projects. Colbert died in 1683 with

France already embarked on a series of disastrous wars which

were to blast her prosperity.

The aggressive military policy of Louis XIV brought about

a complete transformation of the military system of France;

earlier, in fact, than in the other gi*teat states, and this in large
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measure accounts for the success of French arms up to 1700.

Richeheu had, indeed, paved the way by his energetic innova-

tions, but the war machine of the Bourbon Monarchy did not

see perfection until the next generation. The fundamental

alteration was, of course, the substitution of a regular standing

army for armies improvised from war to war. The leader in all

the innovations was Louvois.

Without the genius of Colbert, France could not have been

rich enough to sustain the grandiose projects of Louis XIV;
without the genius of Louvois, it would have been impossible,

in a military sense, to have attempted them.

Louvois was the son of one of Mazarin's Secretaries of State.

Tn 1666 he succeeded his father in the great position of Chancel-

lor. He was much younger than Colbert, but had a large share

of that great man's unemotional character, zeal for hard work,

and love of order. Unlike Colbert he never risked his royal

master's favor by contending against the extravagances of the

court, and especially against the waste of public money in

building Versailles. On the contrary, he was a systematic

flatterer and presently he gained much greater influence over

Louis than was possessed by the Finance Minister. We find him

brutal, violent, and harsh, and to him are attributed the idea

of the dragonnades of the Protestants, and of the devasta-

tion of the Palatinate — two of the foulest blots on the history

of the Sun King. No one can deny, however, Louvois 's ability

as a secretary of war. Hitherto it had been usual, even in a great

monarchy like France, to disband the bulk of the armies the

moment peace was declared. When a new war began, its first

stages were consumed, not in fighting, but in painfully muster-

ing troops, hunting out competent officers, and improvising a

new organization, etc. Li case of a sudden attack by a better

prepared foe, the situation was soon desperate. Also since

Gustavus Adolphus the Swede had demonstrated in his German

campaigns that the art of war could be put on pract^ally a

scientific basis, the tim^^equired to train competent officers
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and men had been greatly increased. The inevitable conse-

quences were: (1) the preparations for war had to be made in

times of peace, and (2) the royal army had to become a strictly

permanent force.

Louis XIV had already in 1661 a body of regular troops which

other kings duly envied: especially the Household Troops

{maison du roi), an excellent guard-corps; and twelve standing

regiments of infantry. Around this basis Ix)uvois built a great

military organization. In 1670 there were some sixty infantry

regiments; about 1690, ninety-eight; and, when the War of the

Spanish Succession broke out (1701) Louis had the then almost

incredible number of tv/o hundred, although some of these,

indeed, were certainly created for the emergency. But even in

peace times the "Grand Monarch" issued his daily orders to

47,000 cavalry and 127,000 foot; all properly barracked and

armed, and supplied on a well-matured system. No other king

in Europe had anything equal to this peace establishment.

Unlike other armies of the day this French army had also a

uniform dress, discipline, and system of tactics, in great con-

trast to the previous age when every regiment had been a

distinct law unto itself. It was, for example, a great gain when

all the ordinary field guns in the army could use the same cannon

balls interchangeably. The troops were recruited by private

enlistment, for conscription in our sense of the term was un-

known, though the plausible recruiting sergeants made a

practice of visiting famine-stricken or otherwise unhappy dis-

tricts and inducing the despairing peasants to enlist by lying

tales of the luxury, fine quarters, and lax discipline of the

King's service, when actually on reaching the barracks the re-

cruit found that "one bed for three men, some bad bread, and

five sous per day for sustenance
"
was the real life before him.

Discipline in seventeenth-century armies had been often so

slack as to compromise decisiv^e battles. Louvois's forces were

held down by martinets. Floggings were the lot of disobedient

privates; but the War Minister insisted upon equal obedience
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from officers also. No longer could irresponsible young noble-

men lead a gay life around the camps. Breach of orders brought

them quickly to the guard-room. Vainly the high-born lords

protested that Lou vols was insisting on their "learning to obey
before they could command" — which was precisely what he

had intended.

The changes introduced in arms and tactics were not radical,

but it is worth noticing that with this age armor practically

disappears from the soldiery, except in certain elite corj)s of

cavalry, where it remained more for splendor than for defense,

and with the armor went also the pike, practically the last sur-

viving form of the venerable spear of antiquity. Hitherto it had

been absolutely needful to keep a certain number of pikemen in

every regiment to avoid its being ridden down by a bold charge

of cavalry against its files of slow-firing musketeers. But well

before 1700 there appeared the now familiar bayonet, which

transformed every musket into a pike in an emergency, and

made special pikemen unnecessary. The first bayonets had,

indeed, the great drawback that when fixed they covered the

muzzle of the musket so that it could not be fired, but about

1701 means were found to attach them so the firearm could still

remain in full play. This invention, therefore, not merely re-

tired the old spear to practical oblivion, but went far to give

the infantryman a great advantage in resisting the charges of

cavalry. He could shoot down the onrushing horsemen, even

while maintaining a hedge of steel points against the charge.

This army would, of course, have been worthless had there

not been ability and often even genius in the higher command.

In Conde and Turenne, Louis XIV inherited from Mazarin's

regime probably the two best generals in Europe. Conde, indeed,

was more a dashing tactician than a great strategist; Turenne

was certainly the best soldier seen- in Europe between the days
of Gustavus Adolphus and Frederick the Great, and possibly

was the peer of either. In 1660, Louis had made this modest,

well-poised man "Marshal General of the Camps and Armies
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of France." He possibly lacked Napoleonic inspiration, but he

could execute with magnificent audacity the schemes which

he had previously worked out with scientific precision.' His

movements were of lightning rapidity compared to the average

general of the day, whose maneuvers would be so slow that

whole campaigning seasons would be wasted while working up
to a single siege or unimportant battle. "Our father" his de-

voted men nevertheless called him on account of his long calcu-

lations to avoid needless sacrifices. When Turenne died in 1675,

Louis XTV had no captain really equal to taking his place. He
had still two more than ordinarily competent generals, how-

ever, the Duke of Vendome and Marshal Villars. But in the

King's later days he seems to have run through his first-class

leaders, and he was unable to find successors to any but their

high titles. French generalship exj^erienced a great decline after

1700, and king and kingdom alike suffered.

Turenne also surpassed most of his contemporary generals

in his willingness to force and to accept battles. Considering the

amount of campaigning in the period, this time, like the height

of the feudal era, saw comparatively few great pitched engage-

ments. The ideal campaign was one in which an invader out-

maneuvered the defending army and forced it to watch help-

lessly while one fortress after another was besieged and taken.

It was almost reckoned as something wrong in a general that he

should get caught in a situation which made a regular battle

unavoidable. He might win the battle and yet fall slightly

short of playing the best military game. Louis XIV in his wars

took peculiar delight in sieges. Repeatedly he would let his

generals arrange for the investment of a Flemish or German

city, and then appear in person at camp to watch at safe range
the advance of the trenches, and finally to receive the sword of

the commandant on surrender.

The "Grand Monarch" took just pride in "his" sieges, for

^ It is not unfair to say that in his scientific military methods Turenne was
the intellectual father of Von Moltke (the elder) and of Foch.
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the art of attacking and defending towns had been brought to

an even higher perfection by his Commissioner-General of

Fortifications, Vauban, than had ordinary strategy and tactics

by Turenne. Vauban in fact was possibly a greater mihtary
asset to Louis than even his more famous contemporary. Con-

sidering the short-range artillery of the day, his schemes of

attack by parallels, "ricochet" fire, "batteries of approach,"

etc., seem marvels of ingenuity. When once a town was taken,

Vauban would devote all his superb genius to remodeling its

defenses so as to render them impregnable. It was boasted that

"no city which Vauban fairly attacked was ever saved: no city

he had once fortified was ever taken." In a word, to this officer,

whom Louvois and Louis discovered as a simple captain and

honored as a Marshal of France, is due the system of siege war-

fare and fortification which lasted clear up to the present age,

when changes were forced by the coming of long-range artillery

and extra high explosives.^

Thanks to the genius, therefore, of Colbert, of Louvois, of

Turenne, of Vauban, and last but not least of Lionne, a remark-

ably adroit and effective Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Louis

XIV not merely possessed a great realm, but one in which the

full economic and military resources lay completely under

the King's hand, and with highly capable public servants and

generals ready to do their master's bidding. Considering the

education, ideas, and ambitions of Louis, there is therefore no

difficulty in seeing how he was able soon to spread his name to

every corner of Europe.

1 Vauban was more than merely an engineer and soldier. He was a man of

high general intelligence and wide humanity. Before he died in 1707 he had

fallen somewhat into disgrace because he had dared to make very keen criticisms

upon some of the worst abuses of his master's reign; to plead the cause of the

down-trodden peasantry and to make pertinent but unwelcome suggestions fol

reforms.



CHAPTER X
LOUIS XIV DOMINATOR OF EUROPE

The nature of the monarchy and power of Louis XIV have been

set forth in the preceding chapter. It remains to be told what

use this king made of an opportunity hitherto unparalleled in

French annals. It was not merely that Louis's own power w&s

great. The old rivals of his dynasty were falling away. Spain
was sinking into hopeless lethargy caused by disastrous wars,

an utterly unenlightened government, and the intellectual

numbness inflicted by the Inquisition. The Thirty Years' War
had left Germany rent into some hundreds of weak, poverty-
stricken principalities, with their nominal leader, Austria,

shaken and discredited. Italy was, of course, as divided and as

helpless as ever. In England the mighty Cromwell was dead,

and in his place was coming the profligate Charles II, a prince

so absolutely without royal self-respect that he was presently

willing to become his cousin Louis's actual pensioner, Holland

seemed strong upon the seas, but the Dutch Republic, as events

were to show, lacked the population and physical resources to

make successful head by land against the first monarch of his

age. The remoter Powers, such as Sweden and Poland, hardly

counted, although the matchless French diplomatic service often

arrayed them upon its master's side. As for Turkey, still a pre-

tentious empire of belligerent infidels, her Padishah was very

willing to strike hands with "The Very Christian King "so long
as the object was alike a war against Austria, their common

enemy. The whole situation in Europe was thus most favorable

to grandiose schemes on the part of France.

Louis, nevertheless, did not engage in warfare for quite a few

years after he assumed the personal government. This was the

happy time when Colbert was allowed to give his reforming
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genius full scope, and when the treaisury figures steadily re-

flected the growing prosperity of the kingdom. Louis gave

speedy evidence, however, that he intended to claim the leader-

ship among all monarchs. In 1661 the Spanish Ambassador in

England, in an evil moment, ventured to claim precedence at a

court function over his French colleague. A curious armed brawl

took place in London between the Spaniards and French there

resident, as to the rights of their respective envoys to prece-

dence in Charles II's court processions, with the English watch-

ing the fray with grinning neutrality. The Spanish party won
and killed the horses to the French Envoy's coach, while the

Spanish Envoy's coach drove away triumphantly after the

coach of King Charles. The news of this insult had no sooner

flown to Paris than Louis thundered for revenge and made

ready for war. Conscious of its weakness, the Spanish court

made abject apologies, disgraced its over-zealous London Envoy,
and formally ordered its ministers in all the courts of Europe
never to claim precedence over the representatives of France.

Such a diplomatic triumph over what had been hitherto the

proudest monarchy in the world was a proclamation to the four

winds of the prestige of the "Sun King."

In 1662 Pope Alexander VII was also to feel the breath of

his anger. The then Pope had been on bad personal terms with

Mazarin. When, in an affray, the Papal Corsican Guard fired

into the palace of the French Ambassador to the Vatican, and

killed several of the suite, no serious punishment was inflicted

on the rioters. Louis was a sincere Cathobc, but he never hesi-

tated to bully the Holy Father in any matter of secular interest.

Now he hastily ordered an army of 24,000 men to enter the

Papal States,^ while the University of Paris learnedly con-

demned the doctrine of Papal authority over kings. Alexander

* Louis took pains to show that this was a strictly "Catholic" army, dealing

with purely temporal matters. The soldiers were ordered to pay special atten-

tion to fast days, and the commissary was to serve nothing but fish and cheese

on Fridays in lieu of meat.
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vainly looked for help to Austria and Spain, and a few days
before the French army penetrated to Rome he had to present

profound apologies and indemnity, and to send his own nephew
Cardinal Chigi to Paris as special envoy to convey the pro-

found regrets of His Holiness. Louis could, therefore, boast of

having humbled the Pope, no less than the heir of the terrible

Philip II. A great awe of the King of France and of those whom
he protected fell on all the potentates and peoples of Europe.

In 1662 Louis also added a fair city to his dominions. Dun-

kirk," on the edge of Flanders, had been wrested from the

Spaniards by Cromwell; but Charles II now needed money and

had no pride in keeping a second Calais for England. He

promptly sold this important place to France for 5,000,000

livres. Louis thus at a relatively trifling expense obtained a city

which might have been a perfect thorn in the side of his realm

if held by a more aggressive English Government.

In this manner, down to 1668, the King continued to increase

the prestige of his monarchy without any serious fighting.

Colbert was winning bloodless economic victories every day.
The old nobility had ceased intriguing and conspiring

— it was

becoming content with its position as gorgeous butterflies in

the splendid court. The industrial and commercial genius of

the French middle and lower classes was receiving unhindered

encouragement. The Huguenot minority was living at peace with

the Catholic majority. If the King was an autocrat, in these

years autocracy was showing its fairest and most eflScient side.

Never for a very long period, earlier or later, was France to seem

more prosperous, tranquil, and happy than in this golden

epoch of 1661 to 1668.

Not unnaturally this orderly government and wade material
'

prosperity were accompanied by a literary and intellectual

movement worthy of a truly "great" age. Corneille, the

founder of modern French tragedy, did not die till 1684, al-

though perhaps his greatest works had been produced before

Louis XIV began his direct reign; but to the Sun Kmg's own
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brilliant day belonged Racine (1639-99) whose tragedies

deserve almost equal fame with Corneille's, and above all

Moliere (1622-73), that prince of comedians, the Galilean

Aristophanes, whose characters have become immortal literary

types, and whose genius would possibly be reckoned equal to

that of Shakespeare if only he could have added the tragic to his

comic muse. These are only three names out of very many
contemporaries enrolled among the Olympians, such as La

Fontaine, whose fables became a classic; Bossuet, the eloquent

court preacher whose sermons and discourses exi:)ressed all

that was best in Catholic Christianity; Fenelon, that other

literary ecclesiastic of hardly lesser renown; Pascal, the mathe-

matician and philosopher ; and, to select a quite different type
of genius, Madame de Sevigne, whose "Letters" give us an

inimitable picture of the life and intellectual horizon of the

court and noblesse of the age.

The literary life was not unnaturally accompanied by a

development of the fine arts, architecture, painting, sculpture,

especially such as was calculated to minister to the magnificence

of costly palaces and noble "hotels." The art was formal, heavy,

over-elaborate: but none might deny its elegance or the genius

that often breathed through the florid fagades, or the ingen-

iously wrought battle-pieces and galleries of portraits. Had he

determined to pose as a purely pacific king, Louis could have

justly argued that the rapid development of his people in every

kind of peaceful endeavor and conquest would speedily give to

France the cultural mastery of the world without the need of

firing one cannon shot. Considering, however, the nature of his

education, his own inherent bents and talents, and the temptation
set for him by the distracted state of Europe, such renunciation

of martial schemes lay in the land of the impossible. Louis XIV
was to make his attempt to become military master of Europe.

Four times since the end of the Middle Ages has a great

military power made a distinct and formidable bid for some-
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thing that may be fairly called "world-empire," and until that

soaring project has been firmly thwarted, there has been no

peace for the world. The first attempt thus to imitate ancient

Rome was made by Philip II of Spain, and was defeated by the

combined valor and skill of Elizabeth of England, William of

Orange, and Henry IV of France. The second attempt was

made by Louis XIV in the name of Bourbon France. The third

attempt w^as by Napoleon, also (albeit under very different

auspices) in the name of France. The fourth was to be made by

Germany in 1914 when the hosts of William of Hohenzollern

marched forth to "world-power or downfall."
'f

Louis XTV did not, of course, consciously announce, perhaps
even to himself, an intention of conquering the entire world.

He simply started his monarchy along lines of least resistance

which, since one conquest invariably leads to another, would

have brought about such a colossal expansion of France that

the planet could hardly have contained another power which

might be treated as a free equal. The King's more obvious and

avowed ambition was to execute a formula attributed to Riche-

lieu: "Extend France to every place where once was Gaul."

Such a project, of course, implied im.mediately very consider-

able territorial expansion; the conquest of all the Low Countries,

at least as far as the Rhine, and perhaps beyond it
;
the annexa-

tion of all the small German States west of the Rhine; and

finally the absorption of those relics of the "debatable lands"

east of France, such as Lorraine and the "Free County of

Burgiuidy." This last was a part of the old dominions of

Charles the Bold, not permanently annexed by France when
that potentate came to griei, and which had been long held in

a very uncertain grasp by Spain.

By 1668 Louis had thoroughly imposed himself upon the

imaginations of all Europe. "Each morning the princes of the

[German] Empire, the grandees of Spain, the merchants of

Holland, and the cardinals of Rome asked eagerly for the latest

news of the King of France. The dangers to be feared from his
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ambition, and the magnificence which characterized, his life

were discussed in every council chamber, in every coffee-house,

in every barber-shop in Europe." In 1668, Louis, hitherto (his

position considered) a remarkably pacific prince, began a series

of four wars which at first added immeasurably to his "glory,"
but ended by leaving that glory tarnished and the prosperity
of his kingdom absolutely destroyed. These wars ran until

1714, one year before the King's death. Between them there

were conditions of truce and of uneasy quiet rather than of

genuine peace. They were nearly always waged against the same
set of inveterate antagonists, and upon nearly the same fields

for campaigning. All civilized Europe participated in them or

preserved at best a very uneasy neutrality. These contests,

therefore, constitute a long and important period in general

world-history.

These wars, however, are extremely uninteresting. Down to

the last and decisive struggle they are marked (as has been

already indicated) by few great pitched battles, by very few in

fact which decided the fate of a campaign. In almost every
case they consist of advances by one side or the other against
the enemy's fortresses, the siege of the same, and the efforts of

the defending side to raise the investment. In the earlier wdrs
the French are nearly always on the offensive. They are the

besiegers; their foes are happy if by delaying tactics they can

prevent too many fortresses from being taken. In the later

struggles the fates begin to turn, and finally we see France

defending her national boundaries with the courage of despair.
This monotony and lack of exciting incidents in Louis's wars
make it needless to do more than state in a few words their main
events and decisions, and to explain a little of the diplomatic

setting which led to each renewal of the protracted struggle. In
this attempt to secure dominion over Eiu-ope there was not a

Salamis nor a Waterloo nor a Marne.
In 1667 Louis laid claim to a considerable part of the

Spanish Low Countries (Belgium) on the strength of certain
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terms (defensible only by very special pleading) in the Flemish

law. The King alleged that his wife, a Sj>anish princess, was

entitled to inherit these lands rather than her half-brother, the

feeble-minded Charles II of Spain. Turenne easily overran a

great fraction of Flanders and Hainault. It was clear enough
that left to herself Spain could only take the decision from her

great northern neighbor. However, this threat to the territories

that had been a barrier betwixt themselves and France smote

fear into the then rich and influential Hollanders. The Dutch

made hasty alliance with England and Sweden to halt the

French advance by their united threats and pressure. Such was

the power of Louis that he might have rushed ahead, defying

the whole alliance, but prudent counsels for once prevailed, and

he signed the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle (1668), whereby Spain
was let off by the cession of certain Flemish towns, especially

Lille and Tournay. The great King was merely biding his time.

1 When next Louis struck it was not directly at Spain. The ter-

ritories of that vast ramshackle empire would be his far more

promptly when once he had disposed of certain less pretentious

but more solid opponents who had vexed him sorely. France and

Holland had long been friends and allies, but Louis hated the

Dutch, not merely because they had checked his schemes for

the conquest of Belgium, but because they were Republicans,

whose system of government ran counter to his whole idea of

lawful authority; because they were Protestants; and finally

because in commercial relations they had proved themselves

very shrewd dealers with France. He took first of all the pre-

caution to make close friendship with Charles II of England,
that base monarch who welcomed a foreign pension to render

himself free from dej^endency upon the money grants of his

Parliament. In 1670, this heir of Edward III and Henry V
deliberately sold himself by the formal though secret Treaty of

Dover to the heir of Philip of Valois. English foreign policy was

to be subservient to that of France and in return the "Merry
Monarch" was to receive £200,000 per year while the projected
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war lasted and 6000 French troops to repress any insurrection

in England when Charles declared himself a Catholic — as he

solemnly agreed now to do. "Charles told the French Minister

that he wished to treat with Louis
'

as one gentleman with an-

other,' and on this basis of easy courtesy he proceeded to sell

himself and his people." Louis was now confident of the help

and not the hindrance of English sea power and he could deal

roundly with Holland, having aheady secured (as he thought)

the neutrality of the v^arious German States by wholesale money
gifts to their several princes. Louis had no genuine grievances

against Holland, but, as he wrote in 1674, "the origin of present

war may be charged to the ingratitude and the unsupportable

vanity of the Dutch !

" As he also more candidly wrote of himself

at another time, "When a man can do what he wishes, it is hard

for him to wish only what is right." He therefore attacked the

Dutch in 1672 with all his incomparable forces.

Holland then possessed what was possibly the first navy in

Europe, but her land defenses had fallen sadly into decay, and

her chief statesmen, the brothers De Witt, up to almost the

last were fatuously unconvinced of the evil designs of the King.

Turenne easily conducted his sovereign and 100,000 men across

the Rhine, took the few Dutch fortresses that attempted resist-

ance, and seemed on the point of seizing Amsterdam. The terri-

fied Hollanders in vain offered large concessions for peace.

Carried away by a belief in his omnipotence, Louis demanded
such terms as would have stripped the Dutch of a large fraction

of their lands and left the remainder in abject vassalage to

France. He forgot he was dealing with the descendants of men
who had proved too much for Philip II of Spain. A great popular
revolution at Amsterdam swept the Francophile De Witts from

power. The young Prince William of Orange, a direct descendant

of the famous William the Silent, was proclaimed Stadholder

(captain-general). The Dutch armies rallied with the courage of

despair, and while Louis waited in his camp for the trembling

delegation to come to announce submission to his terms, he was
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informed that the defiant Repubhcans had cut the dikes, letting

the sea flow in as an impenetrable rampart before Amsterdam.

There was nothing for it but for the Sun King to retrace his

march rather ingloriously, and settle down to a long, grueling

war with the various powers that were now hastening to the

aid of the Dutch.

The conquest of Holland would have been a direct prelimi-

nary to the conquest of Belgium from Spain and to unlimited

aggressions in Germany. Now that the first rush of attack was

past, Austria, Spain, and various German princes, especially the

powerful Elector of Prussia-Brandenburg, intervened actively

in the war. Seemingly France was fighting nearly all Europe,
save only England, which, despite Charles II's promises,

proved only a very halting ally. But so great were Louis's

resources, so excellent the war-machine which Louvois had

built for him, that he not merely held his own, but made steady

gains at the expense of his enemies — mainly at the cost of

Spain. The coalition against him had, indeed, no general who

seemed a fair match for Turenne, or even for Luxembourg, after

Turenne was killed in 1675. William of Orange, for all this,

proved himself a resourceful and indefatigable leader. It was,

indeed, spitefully alleged by the French that "no other 'great

captain' had lost so many battles, or been forced to raise so

many sieges as he"; but though William was often defeated, he

was never disastrously defeated; he never lost courage when the

situation was dark, and what is more, he never let his associates

and followers lose courage for themselves. His distrust and

detestation of Louis were extreme. He consecrated all his

matchless talents as a diplomatist to building up against

France one great coalition after another; and in the end this

cold, unsympathetic, iron-tempered man was to go far in pulling

down the whole power of his mighty rival.

In 1678, however, both sides had wearied of the war. France

had made great gains, but had not "knocked out
'

the hostile

coalition. The coalition had been utterly unable to disable
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France, The Treaty of Nimwegen (near The Hague) restored

to Holland her territories intact; Spain, however, had been

forced to cede still another slice of Flanders including Valen-

ciennes and Cambrai, also the whole of Franche-Comte, and

various small concessions were made by Austria along the

Rhine. Louis had not ruined Holland as he had designed in

1672, but his acquisitions from this war had been large enough
to send the court poets and historians into ecstasies. He had

fought almost all Europe and come away tlie gainer. There were

already signs, however, that his wars were undermining griev-

ously the general prosperity of France.

Between 1678 and 1688, the formal beginning of the next

great war, Louis was to see his position seriously compromised.
Colbert died in 1683. The finances of France were already in

disorder. The great minister had preached economies, and had

been nearly repudiated and disgraced by his master as a conse-

quence. After his death, however, Louis had good reason tc

regret him. Never again was the King to see the civil adminis-

tration entrusted to ministers of more than very mediocre

capacity. The fine company of able civil servants which Mazarin

had bequeathed to the Government was running out.

It is doubtful if Colbert could have dissuaded the King from

what a liberal Catholic (Duruy) has called "the greatest mis-

take in his reign
" — the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

Since 1630 the Protestants had ceased to be the slightest menace

to the peace of the State. They had been loyally quiet during all

the turbulent years of the Fronde. Very many of the great

noble houses which had once supported the Huguenot cause,

the Condes, Colignys, and the like, had drifted back to Catholi-

cism now that early reforming fervor had cooled, and court favor

had been clearly for the friends of the old religion. But the

bourgeois and peasant elements of the Protestants had stood

fast— thrifty trades-people and artisans for the most part,

respected for their industry, sobriety, and honesty. Colbert had
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found them very useful in his schemes and employed them fre-

quently in his new factories or commercial ventures, Ducjuesne,
one of the greatest seamen of France, and Van Robais, the chief

manufacturer of Abbeville, had been Protestants.

These harmless, self-respecting, and highly valuable people
were now decidedly less than ten per cent of the whole popula-
tion. Worldly-wise Catholics decidedly favored letting them
alone. "This little flock feeds on poisonous herbs," said Mazarin

the Cardinal, "but it does not w^ander from the fold." When
Louis XIV took over the government he distinctly declared that

while he would show the Protestants no favor, he would respect

the rights the laws secured to them. He was himself a bigoted

Catholic w*ho had little room for liberal theological opinions,

but it was not until after 1678, when peace existed and the

King felt his hands free, that serious moves were attempted

against the Huguenots. Louis was probably sincere in his

detestation of heresy, but he had at least two extra-religious

motives. In the first place, he was on chronically bad terms with

the Papacy over questions of secular interest, and was anxious

to prove to the world that he was still "The Eldest Son of the

Church" even if he wrangled with the Pope over the right of

his embassy at Rome to give asylum to outlawed cut-throats,

or over the question of the election of a pro-French candidate

as Prince-Bishop of Cologne. Secondly, it probably irked him
sore that in a realm where he claimed plenary authority, and

considered his own autocratic decrees as the law for all his sub-

jects, a considerable body of Frenchmen should declare that in

one very important matter their ways were not the ways of the

King.
At Louis's elbow were many powerful elements which urged

him to play the persecutor. Great courtiers, ladies of irregular

morals but unblemished orthodoxy, and eloquent and eager

bishops and leaders of the Church, brought constant pressure

upon Louis to undertake the cojiversion of his dissenting sub-

jects. The first step was to cut off all privileges from the Protes-
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tants not carefully secured to them by the existing law; they

were excluded from the teaching and medical professions and

from all public offices. The next step was to send preachers into

Huguenot communities to attempt by eloquence, cajoleries, and

threats to sow the good seed. The next, and far more sinister,

was to enact that at the age of seven a child could select its

own religion. If a boy or girl could be tricked into making some

statement indicating that he or she wished to be a Catholic, the

child could be taken from its unbelieving parents and placed in

some kind of non-heretical custody, although the parents had

still to pay a pension for its upkeep. The next stage
—

begjjming

especially in 1681 — was the deliberate process of "dragoon-

ing"; billeting soldiers in the houses of peaceful Protestants who
did not encourage "instruction," and allowing or even inciting

barrack topers to insult the women and to carouse all night like

beasts. "They entered an orderly and religious household, and

existence there became like life in a brothel or dramshop."
Under these circumstances tens of thousand of Protestants

professed themselves convinced of the tenets of Catholicism.

The Archbishop of Aix "confessed that the fear of the dragoons

persuaded many more than either his money or his eloquence,"

but although it was admitted that many "conversions" were

rotten or debatable, it was also boasted that at least the chil-

dren would be brought up in the true faith. The court was

delighted at exaggerated tidings of the numbers of the converts.

"Every bulletin," writes Madame de Maintenon, "tells the

King of thousands of conversions"; while Te Deums were sung,

guns fired, and the palace grounds illuminated at each victory

of true religion.

In 1685 Louis was honestly convinced that practically all

the French Protestants were converted, and that the Edict of

Nantes could be repealed, as having become needless for the

present, and merely a blot upon the statutes of "The Very
Christian King." The Royal Council voted unanimously for

revocation. On the 18th of October, 1685, the King signed
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the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and ordered all Protestant

forms of worship forthwith to cease and all Protestant chapels

and "temples" to be immediately destroyed.

The Catholic population of France received the mandate

with unconcealed joy. The aged Chancellor Le Tellier exclaimed,

"Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace!" as he put
the great seal on the document abolishing heresy. Bossuet, the

enlightened and humane court preacher, was delighted. "The
w^ork is worthy of your reign and of yourself," he told the King:

"heresy is no more. May the King of Heaven preserve the King
of earth," while Madame de Sevigne, a mild and estimable

noblewoman, wrote ecstatically in a letter, "Nothing could be

finer: no king ever did, or ever will do, anything so memorable."

Hardly were the rejoicings over before it became clear that

a great mischief had been wrought to France. Thousands of

Protestants had turned under coercion, but thousands more had

kept their faith. There seemed no alternative to the most brutal

type of persecution.

Under the terms of the new law all the Huguenot pastors

were to be banished from France, but none of their laity were

to be permitted to quit the realm under extraordinarily heavy

penalties. Protestants who refused promptly to conform were

subject to more brutal dragooning than ever. "His Majesty
decrees," wrote Louvois, who highly approved of the persecu-

tion, "that every means shall be used to make it clear that no

rest or mercy is to be expected by those who persist in a religion

which displeases the King." The prisons and galleys were soon

full of Protestants convicted of various offenses against the

new edict, or of trying to save themselves by sham conversions

and then of lapsing from the Catholic faith. But despite threats,

brutal soldiery, bonds, and gibbet the consequences of the

persecution were almost instantly disastrous for Louis. By
tens of thousands the Protestants smuggled themselves across

the frontiers. They filled England, Holland, and Lutheran

Germany with their outcries. Themselves among the best
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artisans and merchants of France, they transferred their com-

mercial abilities and industries to her most bitter national

rivals. In all, over two hundred thousand Huguenots seem to

have emigrated, giving thus of the very life of France to Eng-

land, Holland, and Brandenburg, and also to the English and

Dutch colonies, notably to South Carolina and to the Cape of

Good Hope.
The persecution had thus been one of the most suicidal acts

by any French king. Not merely had Louis's enemies been

strengthened economically, but the revocation, coming just at

the moment when the great war costs of the Government were

already undermining the wealth of France, produced an eco-

nomic crisis by ruining a great fraction of the thriftiest citizens.

Some years later, Vauban, who was a careful student of public

problems as well as a great military engineer, formally charged
that the emigrants carried an enormous amount of wealth out

of the country; that many arts and manufactures were utterly

destroyed; that French commerce was prostrated; that eight to

nine thousand of the King's best sailors had gone over to the

enemy, and with them some twelve thousand soldiers and over

five hundred admirable officers. Certain it is that in the next

war one of William of Orange's ablest generals, Schomberg,
was a Huguenot exile, and several of his doughtiest regiments

were made up of these outcast Frenchmen, who had forsaken

native land, though only at the call of conscience.

Even the persecution within France did not succeed. The

Huguenots lost over half of their numbers, but in the South

Country a sturdy remnant held out and maintained their wor-

ship "in the desert," in the open air among the hills, with scouts

watching to give warning of a raid by the soldiery. In 1703 in

the Cevennes district there was the serious armed insurrection

of the Camisards.^ A royal army had to be sent against the rebels

at a time when all the regular troops were sorely needed else-

^ So called from the habit of the insurgents putting their shirts on over their

clothes, to identify one another in a night attack.
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where. Even then the Government had to make terms with the

malcontents and oflFer pardon to those who submitted. After

that all men realized that the Huguenots of France could not

be exterminated. They continued despised, maltreated, under

heavy legal handicaps and without formal toleration for their

religion until shortly before 1789, but their mere existence was

a proclamation that here was a task too hard for "Louis the

Great." Then with the Revolution came full religious toleration

and the Church of the Huguenots remains a potent factor in

French life unto this day.^

While Louis was thus committing a blunder which tarnished

his splendor and cost France dear, he was also drifting into lines

of extravagance which added grievously to the economic bur-

dens of the kingdom. What he did not spend on wars and upon
a super-magnificent court he spent on colossal building projects.

The King disliked Paris. It had memories of the disloyal Fronde

of his boyhood. Its palaces also reminded men of earlier princes

before his own blaze of glory. The Tuileries were, indeed, en-

larged, and more structures piled upon the already colossal

Louvre, but the King was deliberately resolved to build a

residence city. Unconsciously he was perhaps determined to

imitate other mighty despots, as the rulers of old Egypt and

Assyria, or Alexander the Macedonian who scattered his new
"Alexandrias" over a conquered world. As early as 1664 Louis

authorized the architect Mansard to undertake a royal settle-

ment at Versailles, then an insignificant hunting chateau of

Louis XIII, some ten miles southwest of Paris.^ Here the Sun

King created an enormous palace and all the lesser buildings,

parks, recreation grounds, and other necessary impedimenta for

the most pretentious court in Europe. Thirty thousand soldiers

were needed to work upon the aqueducts and other channels

^ Many Protestants were lost to France when Alsace was seized by Ger-

many in 1871. These, of course, reverted to reinforce French Protestantism

in 1918.
^ The royal residence was not ready for occupancy until 1682, and not actu-

ally completed until 1695.
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which brought the water from a great distance to this low, flat,

sandy locahty. The building of the palace and residence city

went on steadily despite the gToans and protests of Colbert.

"Who cares to gain a just conception of what manner of man
Louis XIV was, cannot do better than to stroll through the vast

and tasteless gardens of Versailles, where even Nature ceases to

be beautiful, and look upon the great row of monstrous build-

ings which close the view. The palace resembles its master. It

is grandiose, commonplace, and dull. It was the place which, of

all the world, Louis XIV most loved ."^

On this great mass of structures and gardens was expended
the sum of about $20,000,000, or the equivalent of twice that

sum to-day. Colbert so long as he lived saw that the work was

at least done honestly, and that contractors were not allowed to

batten on the treasury; but the Sun King, who wished to build

a Versailles, could not afford the second luxury of preventable

wars. This was precisely what Louis XIV refused to avoid.

Of course no worldly-wise man in the seventeenth century

asked Louis to set an example of morality as well as of economy.
The King treated his Queen, a Spanish princess; "wath friend-

ship if not with affection," but he openly flaunted his connec-

tions with other women. Great prelates who incited the Chris-

tian King to stamp out heresy dared breathe not a word against

this same pious monarch's adulteries. Louise de la Valliere was

the first to obtain the proud honor of being the acknowledged
mistress of the "first gentleman of Eiu-ope." She was presently

replaced by the haughty Madame de Montespan, a coarse and

self-seeking woman who had nothing but her physical lures to

commend her. Then she in turn was supplanted by a i^r superior

rival— the famous Madame de Maintenon, a clever widow,
who presently exercised an extraordinary ascendancy over the

King, affected to be virtuous, urged him to acts of piety, and

in 1684 (after the Queen was dead) was actually married to

Louis privately. She was henceforth the most powerful womaa
^ Perkins.
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in France, although she never was openly put forward as the

royal consort, and exercised her great influence very discreetly

behind the scenes. Thanks to her tactful efforts there is little

doubt that Louis became less luxurious and immoral, and that

an atmosphere of religion, if not of genuine decency, overspread

the court in the last two decades of the reign. There were other

reasons, however, for this quieting change. France had been

plunged into two very unhappy wars.

After the peace of Nimwegen, Louis had gone to no pains to

conciliate his rivals. In 1681, in a time of international quiet, he

had seized the "free-city" of Strasbourg, to the no great anguish
of the inhabitants, it is true, but to the enraging of its nominal

overlord, the Emperor of Austria. In 1688 he quarreled so bit-

terly with Pope Innocent XI over various issues, but especially

over the Pope's right to "invest" the Prince-Bishop of Cologne,

that the Holy Father was willing to wish fair fortune to William

of Orange, the champion of Protestantism, when that potentate

went from Holland to England, overthrew the Catholic James II

(Louis's ally and co-worker for tyranny), and became William III

of England. In this year another great war blazed up. Louis's

ambitions seemed to know no bounds. He had enraged every

Protestant Power by his treatment of the Huguenots. He had

almost equally offended the Catholic States by his bullying

treatment of Innocent XL Austria, with most of the lesser

German States, Holland, Spain, England (now under William),

and Savoy (Northwestern Italy), all joined in a mighty coali-

tion against the common danger.

This war, waged against Louis by the "League of Augs-

burg," was even less interesting than the one that preceded it.

England was now definitely against France. Her navy, plus

that of Holland, gave the coalition the control of the seas, but

Louis tried to strike back at his rivals by giving his unwilling

guest, the exiled James II, an armament and an army, with

which to reduce Ireland as a preliminary to recovering England.
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James landed in Ireland and seized the greater part of that

afflicted island, but in 1690 all his hopes were blasted l^

crushing defeat at the hands of William in the battle of the

Boyne. Soon James was back in France, thrusting himself again

upon the hospitality of Louis.

On the Continent the war was bloody and indecisive. Most

of the fighting was in luckless Belgium, for all the centuries

the battle-ground of Frenchman and German. Louis's general,

Luxembourg, as a rule proved more than a match for William

who led the armies of the coalition, and in 1693 the French

King himself joined his own host and confronted his great rival

close to Louvain. William had barely fifty thousand men and

the French nearly one hundred thousand. It was in their power
to force a decisive battle. Luxembourg is said to have gone

down on his knees while begging the King to strike a great blow,

but Louis declared himself contented with the results of the

campaign and returned to Versailles. Various reasons could be

given -for his decision, but the real fact seems to have been that

the Grand Monarch feared, despite the apparent odds in his

favor, that something might slip and his splendor be compro-
mised by a defeat. He seems never to have played the general

again, but a similar opportunity for a great victory was never

given to his various lieutenants.

Peace came in 1697. Louis had had the advantage in perhaps a

majority of the sieges and battles on the Continent, although he

had been defeated in Ireland and on the sea.^ French military

prestige had not been shaken, although it was now evident that

the King could not carry off so many successes as in the days
of Turenne. But two factors disposed Louis strongly to i>eace.

His ministers could not conceal from him that France was now

suffering terribly from taxation and commercial prostration

and must not fight on indefinitely. Also every day increased the

likelihood of the wTctched Charles II of Spain dying without

^
Particxilarly the French lost a decisive naval battle ofif Cape La Hogue (on

the Breton coast) in 1692.
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direct heirs. It was very needful for Louis to clear up all his

former disputes in order that he might be free to protect what he

considered the interests of his dynasty, in case the huge, lumber-

ing Spanish Empire were suddenly dissolved. The war was

therefore wound up by the Treaty of Ryswick. Louis XIV was

very conciliatory. He recognized William III as King of Eng-

land, thus leaving the exiled James II in the cold. He restored

nearly all the Belgian and German cities he had seized since

1678, although retaining Strasbourg. He made various conces-

sions to Holland. It was, in short, by no means the kind of a

treaty the Great Monarch might have been expected to make,

but the facts were that he was intensely interested in the fate

of the Spanish Empire, and expected to win for his family at

least several rich provinces if not the throne of Philip II itself.

Peace thus came in 1697. France sorely needed a long rest,

with an economical government by a Sully or a Colbert. She

was to have fitful quiet for four years, and then twelve years of

a new grueling, exhausting, and utterly disastrous war.

Few matters are less easy to explain briefly and clearly than

how Louis XIV had a discussable claim for his sons to the

throne of that selfsame Spanish kingdom with which he had

spent so much of his reign in hostilities. It is one of the miseries

of monarchy, that under the principles of hereditary succession

empires can be handed about or split up and parceled out, like

an estate of farms or dwellings among a number of distant and

quarreling heirs. In all the bloody debate which was to rack

Europe the obvious question, "Which ruler was capable of

doing the most good to the Spanish people?" seems never to

have been discussed. The Spaniards themselves appear to have

been so despot-ridden that at first they hardly expressed a wish

in the matter; their only national desire apj)arently was to have

the great dominions of Charles V and Philip II kept intact and

undivided. Wliat manner of man might be their personal master

hardly troubled the most intelligent grandee.
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Out of the great snarl of diplomacy preceding this execrable

"War of the Spanish Succession," the following bare fr^cts

x: merge:
1. Charles II of Spain, a prince feeble alike in body and intel-

lect, was without children, and his nearest direct heirs were

the sons of Castilian princesses, especially Louis XIV and the

Emperor Leopold of Austria, each of whom in their turn had

married a Spanish infanta. Each of these ambitious rival poten-

tates had thus a good chance of doubling his realm, if only the

other Powers would stand aloof.

2. For either France or Austria to get such a vast increase of

power as would be implied by taking over all the Spanish

dominions was sure to be resisted to the death by all the rest of

Europe. Schemes were therefore entertained for a parceling-out

of Charles's dominions; for example, another less formidable

claimant, a Prince of Bavaria, was to have Spain, but the

Milanese province in Italy was to go to Austria, and Naples and

Sicily to the Dauphin, the son of Louis XIV, etc. This was

(according to the notions of the day) a fair division of the inheri-

tance. Unfortunately in 1699 the Bavarian Prince died, and all

the ambassadors at the rival courts had to resume their long

interviews and hurried correspondence.

3. Louis still hesitated to claim all of Spain's dominions

for his sons (pressing for their mother's alleged rights).^ He had

the good sense to realize that France could ill afford a great war

to the death, and he therefore negotiated with his old rival

William III of England. It was agreed that Spain itself was to go

to an Austrian archduke, but that other territories, somewhat

larger than previously agreed upon, especially including Lor-

raine, were to be assigned to the Dauphin of France.

4. Charles was terribly angered, fool and weakling that he was,

to hear that his dominions were being thus portioned out while

he was still living. His Spanish pride demanded that his vast

1 The non-payment of her dowry was alleged to have cancelled her renunci*

ation of rights to the throne. See p. 149.
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territories should still be kept intact. Acting as if the empire
that embraced Spain, Belgium, much of Italy, the Philippine

Islands, and most of South America, could be treated like a

private country-seat, he determined to make a will. There was

a great contest and infinite intriguing between the Austrian

and French Ambassadors at Madrid. The French Envoy was

far more clever. He won over the dying king's confessor and

other powerful ecclesiastics, who worked on their superstitious

master. In 1700, Charles II made a will giving his entire domin-

ions to Philip, Duke of Anjou, Louis's second grandson.^ In less

than a month this utterly incompetent king was dead, leaving

a heritage of disasters for all Europe.

5. Louis was faced with an overwhelming temptation. He
had feared that if Charles made a will, it would be in favor of

Austria, hence his willingness to compromise. Lo! the whole

Spanish Empire was proffered to his own grandson. The King
called a solemn privy council at Versailles, Should the treaty

just made with the other Powers be kept.? There were various

considerations, of course, suggested to palliate the charge of

bad faith against France, On November 16, 1700, a great levee

was held at Versailles, The courtiers gathered eagerly when the

great doors of the King's chambers were thrown open, and the

now aged monarch emerged leaning on Philip, his second grand-

son: "Gentlemen," spoke Louis, "behold the King of Spain!"

Philip was promptly received by his new Spanish subjects

who were glad to have the young monarch's mighty grandsire

guarantee to him the integrity of his dominions. There was, of

course, one cry of rage from Austria, from Holland, and pres-

ently from England. It was firmly believed, erroneously as it

turned out, that Spain was about to become hopelessly subject

to France, thanks now to the kinship of the neighboring mon-
archs. A great war was from the outset inevitable.

' The Spanish Empire was not given to the Dauphin, or to the elder grand-
son, because the Spaniards did not wish the same man to be king both of

France and of Spain. It was generally believed, however, that Spain would
become completely subservient to French influences.
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'^iiis may have consulted his own greatness when he thus

treated a solemn treaty as a "scrap of paper," He certainly

ignored with studied deliberation the happiness of France.

The French nation had not the slightest interest as to who

might reign at Madrid, provided Spain continued a weak, un-

aggressive power— as under any ruler she was very sure to do.

For the glory of Louis's family and the interest of one of his

grandsons, Frenchmen were called upon to engage in an utterly

exhausting general war. The Spaniards were now, indeed, their

nominal allies, but were allies who demanded much and who

gave little. The main burden fell on France alone.

In 1701 began the war of the "Grand Alliance" (England,

Holland, Austria, the German States, and Portugal) against
France and Spain, The Elector of Bavaria was on Louis's side,

his only important ally, indeed, except his own grandson.
William III, the King's old and implacable foe, died in 1702,

but Queen Anne, his sister-in-law, continued the war for Eng-
land. And now it was that the numbing effects of the Grand
Monarch's despotism began to be painfully evident. The
finances, already in a slough of despond, were abandoned to

very incompetent ministers. The army absolutely lacked first-

class generals. Turenne had left no real successor. On the other

hand, the enemies of France for the first time found two really

great leaders, the Duke of Marlborough, a man of despicable per-

sonality, but possibly the ablest Briton who ever commanded
an army,i and Prince Eugene, the highly capable chieftain of

the hosts of Austria. Marlborough and Eugene, unlike many
"allied" generals, usually worked together in confidence and

harmony. Before their united attack France was destined to go
down to humiliation.

The annals of this long War of the Spanish Succession (1701-

13) are needless to trace. There was fighting in Italy and much
* Of course Cromwell was an infinitely greater as well as better statesman

than Marlborough, but it may be doubted if he was quite equal to the vn\y
Duke considered merely as a military leader. In any case Marlborough was
in command of much larger masses of troops in battle.
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fighting in Spain, but once more the main collisions were in

Germany and Belgium. In 1704 Marlborough and Eugene, hav-

ing skillfully united their forces, gave battle to the French and
Bavarians under Marshal Tallard and the Bavarian Elector at

Blenlieim in South Germany near Augsburg. The French fought

bravely, but Marlborough's cavalry broke their line, and pres-

ently all was lost. Tallard himself was taken prisoner, and all

Germany east of the Rhine was lost to Louis. There had not

been such an utter disaster to France since the battle of

Pavia.^

Campaigning was still very deliberate, even wh^n it was not

unmercifully slow. The next decisive stroke came in 1706.

Marlborough here forced a pitched battle on Marshal Villeroi

at Ramillies, near Namur, in Belgium. The French were not

merely beaten, but routed. They were then cleared out of nearly
all of Belgium, and only great exertions saved French soil

itself from invasion. The humiliation of Louis was extreme. So

far from winning the war, he was now hopelessly on the

defensive.

The King, however, held his ground manfully even when

every day brought new tidings of ill. He had no word of re-

proach for brave if unsuccessful generals. "Monsieur le mare-

chal," said he to the elderly Villeroi, when the latter appeared
at court after Ramillies, "at our age one is no longer fortunate!"

In 1708 the French lost another great battle at Oudenarde; the

kingdom itself was invaded. Louis doffed his pride, and for the

sake of his people, of whose miseries he was at length becoming

conscious, he asked for peace. Had his foes been reasonable the

war would have ended speedily, but although Louis was willing

to leave Philip in Spain to fight for himself, he refused to send

a French army to drive him from a throne where the Spaniards
were anxious to keep him. "Since I must make war," declared

Louis,
"
I would rather fight my enemies than my children."

For the first time in his reign Louis condescended to make a

1 See p. 113.
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public appeal to rally to save sovereign and native land from
humiliation and invasion. The appeal was not in vain. Volun-

teers streamed into the army. In 1709, at Malplaquet, although
the allies won a technical victory, the battle was practically a

draw. There was no longer danger of a general collapse of the

French armies; and in the meantime events were working some-

what in Louis's favor. It was becoming very evident that the

Spaniards would never endure the Austrian Archduke whom
the allies were trying to thrust upon them. In England also

Queen Anne was falling out with the Whig (pro-war) faction

which had been Marlborough's mainstay, and was going over

to his pacifistic Tory enemies. Englishmen also realized that if

Philip remained in Spain, he was not likely to be subservient to

France, and they were not anxious to continue fighting merely
to aggrandize Austria.

Negotiations began in 1711, but the main treaty was not

signed at Utrecht until 1713, and that with Austria at Rastadt

until 1714. Considering his great defeats Louis did not lose as

much as might have been expected. He retained Strasbourg,
which earlier in the war he had seemed likely to lose, although
he had to cede Newfoundland and Acadia (Nova Scotia) in

America to England, and to grant the English also a favorable

commercial treaty. What the war really effected was the break-

up of the European dominions of Spain. Belgium, Milan, and

Naples all passed for the moment to Austria, and Sicily to

the Prince of Savoy; while Gibraltar, seized in this war by the

English, was duly retained by them. So ended a struggle that

by a little good faith and tactful policy on the part of Louis

could have been readily avoided. The finances of France were

in utter confusion. In 1683 her indirect taxes had brought in

118,000,000 livres: in 1714 they had fallen to 46,000,000. All this

told a story of commercial and industrial prostration, and of

widespread hardship and famine for the lower cla3ses. The glory
of the Grand Monarch had been sadly dimmed by these long

sufferings inflicted upon his people.
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Louis XIV, it must be said, bore his disasters more nobly
than he had his prosperity. He met ill-fortune with dignity and
without complaining. His last years were personally very sad.

All the great administrators who had contributed to the

!=plendors of his early reign were dead. His grandeur had left

him without true friends. In 1711 the Dauphin died; then one

member after another of the royal family was stricken as if by
some relentless curse upon the dynasty. In 1715 the King found

himself nearing his end with his nearest heir his great-grandson,
the Duke of Anjou, a child of only five years. The unavoidable

regency would have to go to the King's nephew, the Duke of

Orleans, a man for whom Louis had profound personal dislike.

On September 1, 1715, the Sun King, no longer dazzling

Europe as of old, departed forever. In his last moments he

seems to have realized many of his errors, and his dying words

were not without grandeur. "WTiy weep?" he said to his do-

mestics in tears; "do you think me immortal.^*" And then he

commanded that his little great-gTandson, the boy about to

become Louis XV, should be brought to the bedside. "You are

soon to be King of a great realm," spoke the djang monarch.

"^^^lat I commend most earnestly to you is never to forget the

obligations you owe to God. Remember that to Him you owe
all that you are. Try to keep peace with your neighbors. I have

been too fond of war: do not imitate me in that, or in my too

great expenditure."

Louis XIV died at the age of seventy-seven, ha\'ing reigned

seventy-two years. There were in France many white-haired

men who had never knowm any other king. His passing seemed

to be the withdrawal of one of the hitherto immutable things
in the Universe. "God alone is great, my brothers," INIassillon.

the famous court preacher, had need to say at the beginning of

his funeral oration. Louis had raised his realm at one time to a

pinnacle of glory, but all he had in the end added to France, in

return for the treasure and blood poured out in his behalf, were

a part of Flanders, Franche-Comte, Strasbourg, and a few lesser
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cities. His death marked the close of a distinct epoch in European

history.

"In spite of his faults," wrote Guizot a century and a half

later, "and his numerous and culpable errors, Louis XIV had

lived and died like a king. The slow and grievous agony of

olden Fiance was about to begiuo"



CHAPTER XI

THE WANE OF THE OLD MONARCHY

Louis XIV had enjoyed an unprecedentedly long reign. His

successor, Louis XV, was to enjoy one almost equally long. He

occupied the throne of France from 1715 to 1774. These two

kings between them covered a decidedly wide span in the world's

history. When the earlier of them was proclaimed, the first

Puritan settlements were just fairly taking root in New Eng-
land. WTien the second of them reached his dishonored end, the

British colonies in North America were almost in the very act of

organizing that armed resistance which was to lead straight to

the battle-smoke of Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill. It

is the transition from the age of Charles I and of Cromwell to

that of Franklin, George Washington, and the Declaration of

Independence. Much water surely had run through the nation's

mills!

During all the long reign of Louis XV there were to be no

important changes in the system of government for France.

Wars there were to be, but they were to change the Euro]>ean

boundaries of the kingdom very little, though they were to cost

her most of her colonies and bring her grief and not glory. The

epoch was not to be one of any great outward strokes of public

policy, but of a gradual intellectual and social change, which,

radiating from France, was to affect the philosophy and cul-

tural life of all Europe, and then, passing at the ripe mome-t
from the realm of theory to that of action, was to produce tlie

greatest political explosion the world has so far knowTi — the

French Revolution, a revolution which affected by no mer.ns

only France, but all civilized Europe,
The domestic annals of the reign of Louis XV are seldom sig-

nificant. The old monarchy seems to stand as before; there is
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a semi-divine king with the solemn levers and cult of royalty,

and Versailles with all its pomp and circumstance; but the

master, Louis XIV, who, with all his faults, knew how to put
on genuine majesty, is no longer there. The splendors become

tawdry; the ceremonial hollow; and men come to recognize

ever more clearly that instead of worshiping a god they are

only bowing before an idol. At length the pretense wears thin.

The Old Regime is then approaching ruin.

Probably the march of events would then, in any case, have

ultimately destroyed the prestige and authority of the "Lieu-

tenant of God" such as Louis XIV felt himself to be. But the

process was assuredly intensified and hastened by the wretched

personality of the new King. The Grand Monarch, despite his

sins, knew how to look and to play his part. His great-grandson
did everything possible to destroy the "divinity which doth

hedge a king," not merely by the evils of his private life, but

by his utter lack of dignity, his unabashed frivolity, and his

gross and notorious neglect of public business. No man was ever

a more dangerous if unconscious foe to autocracy than this very
absolute Louis XV.
The new King was only five years old, when amid an awful

hush the French courtiers were told that "Louis the Great" had

passed away, A regency was of coiu'se indispensable, and the

first Prince of the Blood was Philip of Orleans. The late King
had left a will carefully designed to hamper this magnate whom
Louis XIV had disliked, but Philip promptly swept the docu-

ment aside, aided in his purpose by the Parlement of Paris,

glad to assert its authority now that its great master was

gone forever. The last years of the late reign had been spent in

an atmosphere of piety and even of a kind of asceticism, as

Louis XIV outgrew his youthful dissipations. Instantly now the

restraining hand was relaxed. All France breathed easier. The

Regent hardly pretended to be a pious Catholic. He is said to

have celebrated Good Friday with an eleborate feast and revel.

Everywhere there was a letting-down of old barriers and prohi-
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bitions. The oppressed Protestants lifted their heads a httle.

There were some attempts to reform the finances. A number of

royal prisoners were let out of their dungeons. It was, in short,

a general period of mental, moral, and political relaxation.

France was learning to live her life without the oppressive

supervision of her long-time autocrat.^

Philip of Orleans was a debauchee, but he was no fool. He
was on bad terms with his kinsman, the King of Spain, and
therefore he leaned to friendship with England. France needed

rest from wars, and down to 1733 she was, for all practical pur-

poses, given conditions of prosperous peace. The Regent had

as his main confidant and Prime Minister Cardinal Dubois, a

man of low birth and equally low character, who had nothing
sacred about him but his red robe,^ but who was, like his patron,

^ A famous episode in the Regency was the attempt at a financial revolution

lay John Law. The latter was a clever Scotchman, half-charlatan, half-6nancier,

who gained the favor of the Regent by his financial proposals, and by various

successful private banking ventures in 1717. In 1718 he was allowed to open a

"Royal Bank," with practically the entire credit of the State behind it. Sup-

plementing the bank was a marvelous "Mississippi Company" for exploiting
the newly acquired colony of Louisiana. The shares in this company (which

accomplished little that was practical with its vast capital) were soon manipu-
lated to enormous values. Speculation convulsed the French financial world.

At the same time the Government was paying off its obligations with notes of

the bank, which were issued recklessly, and without the slightest sound system
behind them.

In 1719 all classes of Frenchmen seemed plunged into stock-jobbing. A
tailor was reported to have made 70,000,000 livres; thus beating out the Due de

Bourbon who, with his mother, had to be content with 60,000,000. The Regent

speculated himself, along with the meanest upstarts.

By the end of 1719 the Bank had issued over three billion livTCs of notes,

more than four times the entire specie in France. Prudent persons began to

withdraw their deposits, or to sell their shares and turn them into solid wealth
—

lands, gold, jewels, etc. Law vainly struggled by desperate expedients to

head off the inevitable crash, but he fled the kingdom in 1720 an impoverished

man. The speculators who hung on too long were of course ruined also. The net

result of the whole adventure (besides many broken fortunes) was the addition

of some $2,500,000 to the annual interest on the public debt. The Regent was

naturally left a sadder and wiser ruler, after this lesson in "high finance."
-
Saint-Simon, who hated him, tartly says, "All vice, perfidy, avarice, de-

bauchery, ambition, and the basest flattery, struggled in him for the mastery."
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clever and not without insight into what France required. It

was therefore not at all as calamitous an epoch for the country

as the personal character of its rulers might have indicated. In

1723 Louis XV was declared of legal age, although only thirteen.

Orleans and Dubois expected to retain their essential power,

for a boy of thirteen cannot actually govern, but both of these

very equivocal men died in that same year.

After a brief interval the young King entrusted the manage-
ment of affairs to another adroit churchman, the Cardinal

Fleury; a personage of considerably superior quality to Dubois,

and one who rejoiced in a singular piece of good fortune. He was

one of the very few individuals for whom Louis XV maintained

a real affection. So long as he lived, Fleury retained office, and

he consistently favored peace and kept out of wild-goose

foreign adventures. Diplomatic events were too strong for him

at times. Twice he had to see France drift into serious hostili-

ties,^ but at least the faults of the aggressor were not his. Ac-

cording to his light, and so far as his master let him have the

power, he tried to reorganize the state finances and to do away
with abuses which seemed to have become inveterate. In 1738

there was an event rare in the annals of the Old Regime. The

royal finances balanced. It was the first time since 1672, in the

days of Colbert, that a year had closed without a deficit. There

was not to be another such year in France till the days of

Napoleon Bonaparte. In 1743 the aged Fleury died. Hence-

forth in name at least Louis XV governed for himself.

France was still passionately attached to its monarchy,

which seemed to sum up the glory of the country. Frenchmen

taunted Englishmen with having murdered their king, Charles I

— no such stain rested on the annals of "the Great Nation!"

Louis XV was, for the first part of his reign, the recipient of an

amount of popularity and affection which nothing in his char-

acter could warrant. "Louis the Well-Beloved" his subjects

styled him. When, in 1744, he lay sick at Metz, all Paris seemed
^ The War of the Polish Succession, 1733-35; the War of the Austrian Sue

cession, 1740-48.
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rushing to the churches to say prayers for his recovery. In the

chapel of Notre Dame alone six thousand masses were required

by the people in his behalf. Toward the end of his reign this

popularity ceased completely, but there was never an end to the

flattery and lip-service before the King's face.

Louis XV was, indeed, utterly unfortunate in his childhood

and in his education. He was first left an orphan, then he be-

came a monarch at five. His tutors taught him to bow and to

dance gracefully, and to carry his part at court functions;

otherwise they left him profoundly ignorant of everjiihing that

pertained to his great-grandfather's "profession of king."

The young boy was filled with extreme notions of his own irre-

sponsibility and importance. "Sire, all these people are yours!
"

said his tutor, the supple old Marshal de Villeroy, when from, a

balcony the King saw thousands of Parisians gathered to catch

sight of him. The King was personally handsome: he was

(when he chose to amuse himself by thinking) not without a

fair amount of intelligence; but there is universal testimony to

his selfishness, sensuality, and brutality. Said Choiseul (who
served him later in the reign as a high minister), "He was a man
without love, without spirit, liking the evil as children like to

torment dumb animals, and having the faults of the vilest and

most sordid." It is probable that he realized that all was not

well in the Government, and that the whole State was drifting

toward calamity. Deliberately he remained inactive — reforms

would require unpleasant exertions, and as he remarked with

iniquitous cynicism, "The machine [of government] will last

through my time!" Louis XIV had, at least, always devoted

weary hours to all the minutiae of state policy. His successor's

ministers counted themselves lucky if their master could spare
them half an hoiu* per day for serious business. Hunting— of

which he was very fond— chatter with his favorites, drinking
coffee in the apartments of his daughters, reading the reports
of the secret police, and going through private correspondence
which had been intercepted by his agents, consumed most of
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his time — when he was not indulging in pleasures ultra-sen-

sual. Possessing all the world, this king could really enjoy noth-

ing. "From youth to age the King was bored. He wearied of

his throne, his com-t, and of himself: he was indifferent to all

things and unconcerned as to the weal or the woe of his people,

or of any living person."

All through the reign of this unworthiest of monarchs the

royal prerogative seemed absolutely untouched. The fortunate

ecclesiastics who were invited to preach before royalty in the

chapel in Versailles exhausted their ingenuity in what was

technically known as "the complement." Said one preacher in

1742, "The Lord has rendered Your Majesty the support of

kingdoms and empires, the subject of universal admiration,

the beloved of his people, the delight of the court, the terror

of his enemies; yet all this will but raise your great soul above

what is perishable and lead you to embrace virtue and to aspire

to universal beatitude." Louis's own theories of his power

would have rejoiced his great-grandfather. He wrote in 1766, ten

years before the American Declaration of Independence: "In

my person alone is the sovereign authority. Legislative power

belongs to me alone. Public order emanates from me. I am its

supreme guardian."

Louis was entirely wrong in his assertions of autocratic inde-

pendence. The most powerful personage in France was by no

means always himself, but was very often the woman he chose

to take as his chief mistress. The King's life was vile; his concu-

bines numerous enough for a Solomon; but there was usually

one female whom he chose to honor above all others and to

allow to interfere freely in the public destinies of France. From

1745 to 1764 this woman was Jeanne Poisson, a clever, merry,

artistic bourgeoise, whom Louis XV made famous under the

title of the Marquise de Pompadour. She lived at Versailles,

and everybody recognized her high position and honored her

accordingly. She made and unmade ministers, gave or withdrew

the command of armies. Great state treaties were discussed in
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her boudoir. It was thanks to her, very largely, that France

threw over her old alliance with Prussia, made league with her

ancient foe Austria, and embarked on the utterly disastrous

Seven Years' War. She was not without refined tastes, and gave
to Voltaire and other prominent men of letters a modest amount

of patronage. No ordinary woman, indeed, could have main-

tained the ascendancy which she did over a creature like Louis

XV down to the very time of her death; but it was useless to

look to such an uncrowned queen for any wise policy for France.

Her whole aim was to use the State to reward her favorites, to

pay off her grudges, to gratify her whims, and to confirm her

hold on the King. Obsequiousness to her interests was a surer

passport to high office than great abilities and years of faithful

public service. The treasury to her and her minions was not a

trust, but an opportunity. Such was the woman to whom Provi-

dence consigned the destinies of France in years when the na-

tional enemies were to be led by Frederick the Great of Prussia

and the elder Pitt (Chatham) of England. Not "WTongly did

the French people declare her to be the author of their public

woes and execrate her name before she died.

After she departed, Louis presently (1769) consoled himself

with another "first" mistress, a woman of much coarser grain,

the notorious Countess du Barry. She was little better than a

handsome prostitute, selfish and brazen, on whom the now senile

old King squandered his wealth and affection. One of the first

acts of the next reign was to dismiss this woman from court,

but her evil memory was not to be forgotten. In 1793, when the

Revolution was ruiuiing its coiu-se and the guillotine was very

busy, the Jacobins arrested her, revived old scandals, and sent

her to the scaffold. They slew more innocent victims.

With such a king and such female dictators the only ministers

who could keep office for long were those who made it their

first object to serve the royal pleasures, their second, possibly,

to benerit the State. Not all of the Fifteenth Louis's ministers

were hopelessly mediocre men. The King could make intelligent
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choices when he tried, and the Pompadour also understood the

practical advantages of having things go well rather than go

ill; but no minister could count on any consistent support in a

given policy, much less on anything but opposition if he under-

took any radical reform; and as a matter of fact France became

involved in two serious wars, the first expensive and indecisive,

the second expensive and absolutely calamitous, which between

them made anything like a firm home policy impossible. As for

"economies" the very word was hateful to Louis XV. Were not

the revenues a synonym for the privy purse of an absolute

monarch?
"
Wlien you speak to His Majesty about economy and

retrenchhig court expenses," ruefully wrote d'Argenson, "he

turns his back on the ministers who talk to him!" The expenses

of the royal court ate up a calamitously large percentage of the

entire national revenues. The Pompadour seems to have en-

joyed alone the personal spending of about $1,000,000 per year.

The King was very fond of fireworks displays. On these nearly

$1,000,000 was literally "burned up" in 1751. Even in times of

peace there lacked funds to pay the army, while the salaries

of the officers were in chronic arrears. Always the treasury re-

ceipts were being "anticipated"; always, after Fleury, there

was a deficit; always borrowing was resorted to as an ordinary

source of public income. The King was told all these things and

cynically ignored them: "The only way to pay these debts is

to declare bankruptcy," he coolly remarked
— and continued to

send in his sight drafts on the treasury.

The external history of France in this long, bad reign is

largely summed up in two wars. Neither of these wars was quite

so wantonly provoked as that of the Spanish Succession; but

both could have been avoided by firm, peace-loving diplomacy.

In 1740 the Emperor of Austria, Charles VI, died without a

son. Could a daughter, Maria Theresa, inherit all that huge

conglomerate of peoples even then ruled by the German Haps-

burgs? Instantly every other covetous Power began scheming
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to dismember her dominions. France supported the claims of

Frederick II of Prussia to the great province of Silesia. Prussia

then seemed a very young and feeble kingdom, quite useful to

France as an agent for humiliating and tearing to pieces her old

Austrian rival. Louis XV plunged into this war wholly unj>ro-

voked by Maria Theresa, and against the advice of his shrewd

old minister Fleury. The war soon took on a wide scope. JNIaria

Theresa resisted stoutly, England came to her aid, attacked

France by sea and sent armies to the Continent. Louis had
indeed the good fortune to find in Marshal Saxe a really compe-
tent general. In 1745 he won a famous and hard-fought battle

at Fontenoy in Belgium over the allied Dutch and English. It

was a combat conducted with chivalrous bravery on both sides. ^

and the result reflected great credit upon the victors, but Louis

XV lacked the energy to follow up such a success. Frederick

having gained Silesia was anxious to drop the war, and almost

everywhere else Maria Theresa, the Austrian Empress-Queen,
was holding her own. In 1748 peace was signed at Aix-la-

Chapelle. Each side gave up all its more important conquests,

save only Silesia which was kept by Prussia. The French had

overrun much of Belgium, but Louis made no serious attempts
to use these conquests to get better terms for France, In the

meantime the English navy had nearly ruined the commerce of

her great rival and driven her fleet from the seas. This war
therefore brought nothing to Louis XV and his subjects except
some glorious but useless victories, economic prostration, and a

debt increased by the equivalent of nearly $600^000,000. The
next war was to bring things even worse.

In 1750, despite governmental torpor and blundering, France

^ It was in this battle that when the French had advanced to within fifty

feet of the British line, Lord Hay stepped in front of his regiment, pulled off

bis hat to the French officers (who promptly returned his salute), and said

coiu-teously, "Tell your men to fire." "No," replied the Comte d'Auteroche,
with equal politeness, "we never fire first." Such sometimes were the usages of

war rather long before the days of Hindenburg and Ludendorfi!
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seemed on the point of possessing a great colonial empire. Th(

story of her attempt to use Canada as the center for a great

adventure to make all North America subject to Versailles

rather than to London, is a tale reasonably familiar to every
American who has studied the history of his own country. It is

by no means so well understood how close the French were to

becoming the lords of India at the very moment their voyageurs
and traders were building blockhouses along the Great Lakes

and the Mississippi. There can be no higher tribute to the in-

herent genius and capacity of the French people than this fact,

that at a time when their Government seemed addicted to almost

hopeless blundering^ this same Government's subjects, not be-

cause of it, but in spite of it, seemed on the point of making their

King the lord alike of North America and of the Golden East.

This attempt, however, was now about to fail, and the failure

was not entirely chargeable to the gross ineptitude of Louis XV,
the Pompadour, and their selected minister.

It may be fairly granted that as a people the French have

taken less readily to maritime hazards than have their English

contemporaries, and that their talents have been less naval

than military. Also, it may be granted, the French peasantry
was held more firmly by home ties than the English, emigTated
less readily, and were less open to the lure of foreign adventure.

These facts, however, do not go to the root of the matter. The
truth was that in the seventeenth century Louis XIV was

throwing dice for the military supremacy of Europe. To humili-

ate and to cut short Austria, Spain, and Holland by land fighting

demanded all his best energies, and in the end the task proved
too great even for him. The efforts of Colbert had created for

the Grand Monarch a navy able to compete on fairly equal
terms with that of either England or Holland. The French shiT)s

were excellently designed, the sailors brave, the admirals skill-

ful. When, however, the King's policy drove Holland and Eng-
land into alliance, his sea power was simply overmatched. A
great naval defeat at La Hogue (1692) had left the French hope-
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lessly at a disadvantage upon the seas. They could not hope to

regain the maritime leadership, unless their Government saw fit

to resign nearly all its Continental ambitions and to devote the

main energies of the nation to building and sustaining a navy
and a great merchant marine. This neither Louis XIV nor

Louis XV was ever able or willing to do.

French naval power, therefore, continued as merely second-

rate. Holland was sinking in decline, but the English fleet was

becoming ever more formidable. The French colonies as a conse-

quence remained a risky exj^eriment. However they might

prosper, the link that bound them to the home country might
be severed and each colony left isolated, and doomed to be

reduced separately the moment the English asserted their

mastery of the seas. Nevertheless, despite this second-class

navy, the attempt to found a great colonial empire came very

close to success.

In 1750 France held, besides Canada, Louisiana, and her

great claims on the rest of North America, the rich "sugar"

colony of Hayti (western San Domingo), Martinique and Guade-

loupe in the West Indies, some trading posts on the Gold Coast

of Africa, other posts in Madagascar, the prosperous islands of

Mauritius and Reunion in the Indian Ocean, and a whole string

of valuable trading posts on the coasts of India itself — these

last so many potential starting-points for the actual conquest of

India. Devoted Jesuit missionary, hardy trapper or trader,

indomitable Norman or Breton seaman, clever and insinuating

Bordeaux merchant — all these had cooperated first with

Richelieu, then with Colbert, then with less prominent ministers

to make the white flag of the Bourbon monarchy float over

northern woods and tropic seas. It was a great heritage, and in

the eighteenth century it was growing rapidly. The French

traders, missionaries, and administrators were on the whole

more flexible and adroit in conciliating the various t;yT^s of

natives they dealt with and ruled, than were their English

rivals. The English colonial and commercial enterprise was
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however, growing by leaps and bounds even faster than the

French. Colhsion, humanly speaking, was inevitable. Had
Louis XV and his ministers been statesmen, they would have

recognized that there were only two things France might do:

either (1) to keep out of every kind of land hostilities near

home, and to concentrate the national wealth and energies upon

crej^.ting a naval power fit to compete with the Erglish: or (2)

frankly to resign all schemes for colonial dominions, give up
the seas to the English, and expect greatness for France solely

as a land power. They did neither. They neglected the fleet, they

mishandled their army, and they very naturally met with a

great disaster.

The period between 1748 and 1756 was one of the most pros-

perous, economically, which France had ever known. All the

port towns reported increased exports and imports. The sugar

and coffee of the French Antilles were driving out the similar

Droducts of the English colonies. In the Turkish Levant, French

commerce was likewise flourishing. It was, however, only a lull

before a calamitous hurricane. Already in India an enormous

opportunity was being frittered away. In 1740 the English and

French alike had possessed a number of small "factories" or

trading stations, mostly along the east coast of Hindustan. The

English headquarters had been at Madras and Calcutta, the

French at Pondicherry.^ So long as the power of the Mogul

Emperors had been formidable, both sets of European visitors

had been content to pose as mere traders. But the Mogul

Empire was now breaking up. The various nawabs (viceroys)

and rajahs (petty princes) had been eager to put themselves

under the protection of whichever foreign invader could give

them the amplest guarantees against their rivals. Native troops

(sepoys) were quite willing to fight under European orders, pro-

vided the Western leaders could have a small body of their own

countrymen to stiffen their armies.

^
Pandicherry was on the east coast of Hindustan, ninety miles southwest of

Madras. The French still h»ld it.
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In India the Governor of Pondicherry had been Dupleix, a

man of remarkable adroitness and energy, very skillful in win-

ning the allegiance of the natives. He never ceased dreaming
dreams and seeing visions of a great Indian Empire governed by
.I^rance. In 1746 the French had actually taken Madras from

the English, but it had been handed back by the treaty of

peace in 1748. Had Louis XV realized that in Dupleix he had a

servant who might win for him the splendid crown of the

Indies, and sustained him heartily, French and not English

might at this day be the official language for three hundred

million Hindus. But no such support was accorded the Governor.

He made various blunders which impaired his power over the

natives. In 1754 he was most foolishly recalled at the very mo-

ment when the English were finding in young Robert Clive the

very conqueror and proconsul that Dupleix might have been

had he been well seconded by his King. The natives were not

slow to discover which of the European intruders seemed the

more aggressive and successful power. In 1757 Clive was to win

the Battle of Plassey, which immediately gave his country con-

trol of the great province of Bengal; and which ultimately de-

termined the fate of mighty India. A new French governor had

been sent out, the brave, incompetent Lally; who came too late

to prevent Clive from getting complete ascendancy over the

natives. France and England were now again at open war.

Lally was defeated in a pitched battle at Wandewash (1760),

Pondicherry was taken, and the whole chance for an Indian

Empire escaped from the French forever. It was one of those

chains of blunders and disasters which make world history.

Simultaneously another like chain of disasters was destroy-

ing "New France" in North America. The friction between the

two mighty colonizing powers in the Great Lakes region and at

the head waters of the Ohio had already become acute before

formal war was declared. The French, thrusting out from Can-

ada, had nominally preempted vast regions in the Northwest

and the Mississippi Valley, hemming in the British seaboard
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colonies by their line of forts and trading posts. But the inherent

weakness of the French colonial system was already evident.

There had been a vast deal of tactless interference and unintelli-

gent regulation of Canadian affairs from Versailles; and above

all French peasants had been as a rule very loath to quit their

ancestral farms in sunny Touraine or Champagne to settle in a

cold and utterly primitive country a thousand leagues away.

At this very moment when Canada was trying to extend its

boundaries so as to cramp its British neighbors, it barely reck-

oned 90,000 inhabitants to its rivals' 1,200,000 or more.^ Left

to itself, therefore, Canada was bound to be cut off and

destroyed, except as it was constantly sustained by men and

supplies from France.

All this implied sea power and an intelligent policy at Ver-

sailles, things not to be expected in the days of Louis XV. The

Government did, indeed, at the outset send to Canada an ex-

tremely able general, the Marquis of Montcalm, a leader of the

best French type, also a small body of reliable regular troops to

eke out the Indian allies and the Canadian militia; but from

1756 onward "New France" was practically left to shift for

itself. No effective help was sent across the Atlantic, and

superior British sea power was to throttle the French navy so

effectively that a warship with the Bourbon colors was hardly

able to show itself upon the great waters. In 1759 the battle of

the Plains of Abraham, when Montcalm was slain gallantly

fighting before Quebec, was to register a situation absolutely

certain to have come to pass unless Louis XV made a great

naval effort to relieve Canada — an effort under the circum-

stances simply impossible.

Formal war between England and France had been resumed

in 1756. This was the once famous Seven Years' War, when by a

reversal in alliance, Austria and Russia joined with the old foe

' Of course, too, the more enterprising and progressive character of most of

the English settlers in America, compared with the extremely conservative

Canadian habitants, was an additional handicap upon the French colony.
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of the Hapsburgs, the Bourbon Monarchy itself, in an attack on
the upstart power of Frederick of Prussia — a prince who had
thus to fight three great Powers at once with only England for

a powerful ally. Not the slightest good reason really existed for

this reversal of all diplomatic traditions by Louis XV. He was

under no obligations to Maria Theresa of Austria to recover for

her the Silesian province which Frederick had seized earliero

Every sign pointed to a desperate struggle with England that

would consume the full resources of France, but Kaunitz, the

clever Austrian Ambassador to Versailles, had worked suc-

cessfully on the Pompadour to incline her favorably to his

mistress, Maria Theresa, and Frederick had earned the bitter

wrath of the royal favorite by his pungent criticisms of her

frivolities.^

In this war, although occasionally the French armies were

sufficiently well led to live up to their old traditions, the national

record was one of general incompetence and disaster. The

Pompadour often took upon herself to name her favorites as

generals. They were pitifully unequal to dealing with Frederick

the Great, who ranks among the very first captains of modern

times, barring only Napoleon Bonaparte. The French armies

were wretchedly organized, munitioned, fed, and led into battle.

If Frederick had possessed a greater kingdom, and if his

Austrian and Russian enemies had been as incompetent as their

ally, he woidd have been overwhelmingly victorious. As it was,

with little more than financial and naval assistance from Eng-
land, he fought the three greatest empires in Europe and held

his own. In 1757 the French were not merely beaten but dis-

graced at Rossbach in Saxony, where the amazingly incapable

Soubise, the nominee of the Pompadour, with 50,000 men was

utterly routed by Frederick with 20,000. The French lost 7000
^ Frederick's over-ready tongue won him potent enemies. He is alleged to

have remarked that "three old cats were governing Euro]>e." The "old cats" were

Maria Theresa of Austria, Elizabeth, Czarina of Russia, and the Pompadour,
the left-handed ruler of France. This boii mot did not ingratiate him with these

powerful felines!
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prisoners and 63 cannon. It was as great a disaster as Blenheim

and far less honorable.

In the maritime struggle with England the French were at

first aided by the mediocrity of King George II's Minister, but

in 1757 the power passed to the elder Pitt, one of the mightiest

war ministers ever known to history. Against the genius of his

leadership the appointees of the Court of Versailles had piti-

fully slight chance. In 1759 Quebec was lost; the battle of

Quiberon Bay destroyed the remnant of French naval power;

and, if Pitt had continued in office, it is likely he would have

enforced conditions utterly ruinous upon France. As it was, in

1761 he was forced out of the Ministry by the new King,

George III, but his work was largely done. In 1763, completely

at the end of his power to save his colonies or to accomplish the

scheme for destroying Frederick of Prussia, Louis XV assented

to the Peace of Paris. It was one of the most humiliating docu-

ments ever signed by an heir to Philip Augustus. France ceded

Canada to England and part of her holdings on the African

coast; she received back, indeed, her small factories in India,

but under conditions which condemned her to look on help-

lessly while her rivals rapidly extended their power over the

Hindu natives. The war both by land and by sea had exhibited

the entire incompetence, not merely of Louis XV, but of the

whole system for which he stood, and the pride of the French

nation had been wounded to the quick by the unprecedented
defeats and losses. When Wolfe won the battle before Quebec
he had not merely decided that North America was to speak rot

French but EngHsh; he struck a deadly blow at the prestige and

very existence of the Old Regime in France.

But as Louis XV had wickedly remarked, the old order

"lasted through his time." After the treaty of peace there was

a reasonable recovery of commercial prosperity, while a really

patriotic, though not great, Minister, Choiseul, devoted himself

not ineffectively to rebuilding the fleet, and succeeded so well

that in the next war the French navy was to be able practically
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to liold its own upon the seas. He also was successful in 1768 in

purchasing the island of Corsica from the decrepit Republic of

Genoa. The consequence of this was that in 1769 a certain infant

there born, who was christened Napoleon by his parents,

came into the world as a French citizen.^ Various reforms were

to be attempted in the judiciary
^ and other half-hearted efforts

were made to bring about better things. The Government con-

tinued, however, in its evil courses. The Pompadour was dead,

but Du Barry, her successor, was even viler. Choiseul refused

to cringe to her, and she united with his other foes to work on

the King to dismiss him. In 1770 he was deposed as minister

and banished to his estates. From this time until the end of the

reign France was ruled by unprincipled and supple courtiers,

whose one object was to keep office by pleasing the senile King.
Louis XV continued in his debaucheries to the end. Wlien

threatened with illness he would vehemently profess his peni-

tence ("because his sole religion consisted of a fear of hell")

only to resume his old usages when health returned. Suddenly in

May, 1774, he was smitten with smallpox, and Du Barry's

power vanished abruptly on the 10th of that month when with

"a mighty noise absolutely like thunder" a crowd of courtiers

rushed down the great staircase at Versailles to announce to his

grandson that Louis XV had gone to his long account.^ The new

rulers, Louis XVI and his wife, Marie Antoinette, fell on their

knees at the tidings: "God help and protect us," they prayed
aloud, "we are too young to reign!"

They had need of the prayer. No great nation was ever more

^
Imagination breaks down when speculating on the destinies of Europe, if

Choiseul's negotiations had broken down and the
" Man from Corsica

""

had grown
up as a humble Genoese subject.

2 Sec p. 220.
^ To the shame of the French ChiU"ch this King received many eulogies. The

Bishop of Arras declared: "I will not talk of the great achievements of this

mighty king, his glory, his successes, his victories. A prince so dear to human
hearts must have been according to God's heart." The Bishop of Alais more

honorably spoke of the evil example which Louis XV had set before his

people.
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sorely in need of drastic reforms than was France in 1774; and
for now over a generation there had been internal forces at

work vrhicli might have warned any clear-sighted man that if

her rulers could not gi\^e her reforrr they would themselves

become the first victims of revolution.



CHAPTER Xil

FRANCE THE HOMELAND OF NEW n)EAS

The War of the Spanish Succession had blasted the dream of

making France the physical dominator of Europe. The Seven

Years' War had almost destroyed her claim to be the first single

Power in Europe, and yet, by a most ciu*ious paradox, never

was French influence, throughout the civilized world, more

potent than during this evil, degenerate reign of Louis XV.
There had scarcely been a like instance since the distant day
when Athens, overpowered in arms by Philip and Alexander

and their unpolished Macedonians, saw her language, her

letters, her art, and her philosophy imposing themselves upon
an intellectually conquered world.

In the eighteenth century French was the invariable language

of the diplomatist and the statesman. Frederick the Great spent

much of his public energies in fighting the King of France; he

spent much of his private energies in writing decidedly mediocre

French verses. The world had its fashions for wigs, silk breeches,

and ladies' gowns dictated from Paris. French dancing-masters
ruled every ballroom. French novels lay on every great lady's

table. French was chattered in preference to Russian by the

great boyars and princesses of Czarina Catherine's showy and

wicked court at St. Petersburg. The habits and ceremonies of

Versailles were likewise slavishly cojjied by all the jiretentious

little "Highnesses, Graces, and Serenities" who ruled over and

afilicted the hundred petty states of Germany. Things were

about the same in the insignificant courts of Italy. Every young

English nobleman would try to spend a year in Paris and

Versailles to learn the language and to acquire the indefinable

polish of what were admittedly the "politest" people in the

world.
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This leadership of France was not merely confined to the

realm of the dancing-master and the costume-maker, nor to the

purveyors of risques novels or vivacious comedies. A great intel-

lectual contribution was being made to Civilization. A series of

writers upon the most serious themes was coming forward,

which was to dictate the thought of the nations. These writers

were not to excel merely as literary artists. There was no

Sophocles, no Cicero, no Shakespeare among them. Outside of

France comparatively few save historical students read their

works to-day; but in their generation they were to have an

incalculable effect, first on all theories of physical science, moral

philosophy, political science and government, and then upon the

application of those theories to very practical life. "Liberty,

equality, and fraternity," the great doctrine of the Revolution,

was the direct product of ideas advanced by \\Titers who in the

days of Louis XV, frequented the fashionable salons, or were

perhaps flung for a disagreeable interval into the Bastile.

It is also not quite correct to say that under this sinful

monarch there was no change in the political life of France. On
the contrary, there arose something which might be described

in modern language as a regular "opposition party." This

party came to center around the oft-discussed Parlement of

Paris. After the unlucky wars of the Fronde the high law court

of the capital had perforce been obliged to adhere pretty closely

Ho merely legal business, and to refrain from political meddling.

Louis XIV had been only sixteen when, probably at Mazarin's

suggestion, he had appeared before that pretentious tribunal,

"booted and spurred and with whip in hand, to tell the mem-
bers roughly that he demanded an unquestioning obedience." ^

Under the weaker rule of the Regent Orleans and of Louis XV
this corps of hereditary "noble" judges grasped eagerly for its

old authority. Especially did it claim the right of refusing at

^^odern criticism has attacked the tradition that Louis XIV actually caiv

ried his riding-whip ^vhen he stalked before the Parlement. There is no doubt

however, that he read its members the severest kind of a lesson.
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will to "register" (that is, enroll, promulgate, and put into

effect) the royal edicts. This amounted to a veto upon the

King's power of legislation, and the only method of overcoming
the same was by means of a formal session called a "bed of

justice," at which the King was present in person, where the

monarch on his own direct authority commanded that the

edicts should be registered.^

The Parlement of Paris was far from containing men of un-

selfish and progressive ideas. Its members were quite ready to

defend all kinds of old abuses so long as those abuses were

profitable to themselves and to their class. Quite as many worthy-
edicts were refused registration as iniquitous ones; but when all

was said, here was one body that was not absolutely at the

mercy of King and favorites ;
that could interpose a very modest

constitutional opposition to royal autocracy; and that could be

a focus for something like real political life. The Parlement,

therefore, often commanded an attention and a popularity

which it did not always deserve.

The latent friction between royalty and the Parlement ex-

pressed itself most characteristically in a struggle nominally

centering about religion. As early as 1638, when Richelieu was

lording it in France, a certain Catholic bishop, Jansenius, had

died in Flanders. This prelate had \\Titten a theological work of

wide acceptance in which he ventilated certain opinions about

"grace" and "predestination." In the age of Louis XIV many
distinguished Frenchmen had held these views, but they had

awakened the angry criticism of the powerful Order of Jesuits

The matter had seemed to end when the Jansenist opinions werC

condemned as heretical and squinting toward Protestantism,

first by Louis XIV, and then in 1712 more officially by the Pope.
But the Jesuits, by their arrogance and intrusion into worldly

affairs, as well as by their influence at court, had rendered

themselves extraordinarily unpopular with the French legal

classes and with the upper bourgeoisie. It was claimed, not

1 See also p. 148, note.
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without plausibility, that the Pope had. only condemned the

Jansenist doctrines because of extreme pressure from the

Jesuits, and consequently a friendliness toward this very mild

form of religious dissent became one of the methods of register-

ing disai)proval of the whole decadent political regime.
The adherents of Jansenism enjoyed all the advertising which

comes from a spasmodic and very unpopular persecution. In

1732 it was claimed that miracles were being wrought at the

tomb of a certain prominent Jansenist at the cemetery of

Saint-Medard in Paris. The Archbishop of the city gravely
attributed the alleged wonders to the Devil and induced the

Government to stop the scandal by closing the cemetery. A
satirical epigram was soon spread all over France —

"
By order of the King : it is forbidden to God
To work miracles, in this place!

"

The official clergy were ordered by their bishops to refuse the

last sacraments, unless the dying man had accepted the Bull
"
Unigenitus

"
condemning Jansenism. Thence naturally arosa

scandals, contentions, bitterness, and finally lawsuits. The
Parlement claimed that the much-disputed bull had never

become legally part of the laws of France. Finally, in 1752, it

ordered the Archbishop of Paris's excommunication of dissenters

to be burned by the public hangman, seized his "temporalities,"
and issued an order, which American lawyers would call a

"mandamus," commanding priests to administer the com-
munion to the sick, even if suspected of Jansenism.

All theological issues had now been utterly lost in a grievously
secular political broil. The King stood unequivocally com-
mitted to defend the Archbishop and the Bull "Unigenitus."
How the case would have been handled by Louis XIV admits

not an instant of doubt. But Louis XV had inherited onty the

Grand Monarch's formal prerogatives, not his masterful energy.
He indeed ordered the Parlement to refrain from interfering

with the clergy; then in 1753, when its members proved recalci-
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trant and proceeded to resign office by way of protest, he com-
manded them to be exiled by lettres de cachet, and talked of

abolishing their com*t altogether and substituting a more sub-

servient tribunal. But on the side of the Paris Parlement were

all the lesser provincial Parlements and the entire legal body
of France. The King recoiled before the evident popular sup-

port for the dissidents. The Parlement was reinstated after

consenting to register a decree ordering silence on all religious

matters, and in 1756 the Vatican tactfully intervened with

conciliatory counsels. While, therefore, in theory, the decisions

against the Jansenists still stood, the whole affair had wrought
harm alike to the King, the clergy, and their Jesuit backers.

In this same year (1756) the Parlement protested again
—

this time on a very vital political matter, the right of the King
to impose new taxes to meet the expenses of the war. It required
a very solemn "bed of justice" to make the obstinate lawyers

give way. Their motives were actually selfish. They feared lest

they were in danger themselves of being exposed to taxation,

but their attitude took on the color of patriotism. "We demand
oiu* rights," they declared in their protest, "only because they
are the rights of the people." This was an utterance calculated

to call the very ghost of Louis XIV in horror out of its grave.

A little later the Parlement was also destined to win an un-

equivocal victory. Its old enemies the Jesuits were losing alike

their popularity, their piety, and w^orst of all their astuteness.

They still felt secure in the friendship of the King, but at the

critical moment the all-powerful Pompadour turned against

them, and allowed them to go down in ruin.^ The Jesuits had

engaged extensively in trade in the West Indies. This decidedly
secular occupation involved them in a bankruptcy proceeding
which turned into a serious lawsuit that was brought before

the Parlement of Paris (1760). The Parlement rejoiced in its

' The Jesuits had no cause to feel ashamed of the enmity of this -woman.

They had endeavored, with a zeal for good morals they did not always display,
to get the King to dismiss his chief concubine.
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chance to investigate the whole nature and organization of the

Jesuit Order, and imder the cover of a judicial decision gave

the opinion that the Jesuits as a body should be suppressed in

France, as dangerous to the good of the realm, that their schools

should be closed and their great property confiscated to the

Crown (1764).^ Pope Clement XIII vainly interceded in their

behalf; so did the Queen, so did the Dauphin. All these digni-

taries weighed far less with the King (with whom the final

decision lay) than did the influence and enmity of the Pompa-
dour. Besides, Louis XV was genuinely afraid of the Parlement,

and did not wish to quarrel with it on what was to him no vital

matter. In November, 1764 the once powerful Jesuit Order—
the persecutor of heresy and of advanced opinions everywhere
•— was itself suppressed in France, and in 1774, largely at

French instigation, it was to be temporarily suppressed by Pope
Clement XIV throughout the entire Church.

The contest between royalty and Parlement, however, had

only reached a truce. In 1770 there was again a bitter contest

over the attempt of the King to interfere in an important trial

then going on before the High Court. The Parlement loftily

declared that "the exercise of absolute power, against the spirit

and letter of the constitutional laws of France, revealed a design

to change the form of government." Louis XV was a weakling,

but some of his ministers were men of a certain bravery. When,

early in 1771, most of the high judges resigned and closed their

law court as a means of coercing the King, the latter struck back.

On the night of January 19, 1771, the royal musketeers

routed all the Parlementarians out of their warm beds, com-

manding them to sign "yes" or "no" to the question, "Will

you reenter the service of the King?" The tale is, that it was

Du Barry who had worked Louis up to the striking point, by

pointing to a portrait of Charles I of England and saying,

^ The Jesuits had already been attacked in Portugal and expelled from that

kingdom by the reforming Minister, Poml)al (1759). The Jesuits were detested

by many other branches of the Catholic clergy.
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"Your Parlement will also strike off your head!" Most of the

high judges refused to sign "yes"; and all the malcontents

were at once sent into various places of exile. The provincial

Parlements sustained the senior body. "You are King," warned

the Parlement of Dijon, "by virtue of the law, and without the

laws you have no right to reign." There was even talk of "the

States General." But Louis XV had for once plucked up cour-

age. The entire system of parlements, greater and lesser, was

declared abolished, and in their place were set up various

"Superior Councils" which would transact legal business

quietly without meddling in politics. By the end of 1771 fully

seven hundred French magistrates were in exile, and a great

blow seemed struck at the main source of opposition.

This change lasted only till Louis XV was dead and Du Barry
was in helpless banishment from court. The new judiciary

had been absolutely unpopular and its members were very
mediocre men. Public opinion clamored for a return of the

Parlements, and Louis XVI, the inexperienced new King, was

anxious to have as few enemies as possible. The old high judges

were all summoned back and their old tribunals reestablished.

They were ordered to abstain from "fatuous opposition to the

decrees of the Crown," but the future was to show that their

temporary suppression had taught them no meekness. They had

really been champions of privilege, not of liberty, but their

quarrels with the monarchy had been so many deadly blows to

the existence of the Old Regime.

The Parlement of Paris had been able to defy the
"
absolute '*^

authority of the King because of a profound intellectual change
which had penetrated the minds of nearly all the intelligent

elements in Europe and especially in France. This change is

best summed up by stating that educated men came in the

eighteenth century to accept (in name at least) the guidance cf

"reason, that is to say the affirmation of truth, evident or

demonstrated. Reason could not fail to be revolutionary, be-
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cause it denied tradition and built on a tabula rasa. It seemed

at first to be entirely disinterested, lofty and serene, but very
soon it stooped to regard life, manners, and politics. Finding
these unreasonable, it began to wage war against unreason, and

became the philosophy of the eighteenth century."
^

From 1517 down to say 1700, the efforts of human thought
had been mainly directed to the attack or defense of the

Catholic Church during the Protestant Reformation and all

the struggles that came after it. By 1700 most of the Western

world had settled down as either permanently Protestant or

permanently Catholic. Neither by blows nor arguments could

cither side eliminate the other, and the zest of contest was

therefore lost. Men were drifting away from the questions of

admission to heaven or hell, and (even as in the Italian Renais-

sance) were reverting to the problems of this present world.

The interest in natural science was intense, old mediaeval

notions were sloughed off, and the foundations were to be laid

for nearly all the great achievements of the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries ; but the practical inventions and discoveries

were to be often by Anglo-Saxons and not by Frenchmen,

James Watt the Briton was to invent the steam engine. Benja-
min Franklin the American was to demonstrate the connection

of electricity and the lightning. Nevertheless, the French

achievements are not to be slighted. Lavoisier (1743-94) was
to lay many of the foundations of modern chemistry; and
Buffon (1707-88), a man of enormous and curious learning,

was to make notable contributions to the understanding of

natural history, and was even to drive one of the wedges which

led to the doctrine of evolution.

What the French writers of the eighteenth century excelled

in was handling the literature of politics. For the first time in

many centuries the relations of man to his government, the

nature of that government, its claims to obedience and to mere

existence, its various kinds of faults, and the expedients whereby
^ Lavisse.
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^t might be made better, were to be subjected to a violent, pene-

trating, and extremely skillful scrutiny, and the results of that

scrutiny were told in such a striking literary form that they
received instant attention.^ These writers "passed in review all

the ideas hitherto accepted, criticized them, and in place of

those which they judged vicious or false proposed new ones,

which would serve as the basis for a general reorganization" of

mankind.
' It is needless to say that the instant the government and social

organization of France was surveyed critically in the eighteenth

century, the only question for a bold man of clear vision could

be, "^Yhich evil shall I first attack?" In government there was

the absurdity of "divine right" ; in society, the existence of out-

rageous "inequality"; in religion, a regime of abominable "in-

tolerance." Everywhere also in minor matters there were relics

of feudal barbarism, excessive and wrongful regulations and
restrictions upon economic liberty

— shackles, in short, on mind
and on body repulsive to every intelligent, freedom-loving man.

The precise evils of the Old Regime will be discussed a little

later.- It is enough here to say its armor was utterlj^ penetrable.

These critics had the incalculable advantage that they wrote

in the most lucid, animated language in Europe. The great

authors of Louis XIV had been anything but champions of

liberty, but they had at least evolved from the French tongue a

magnificent literary vehicle, in which it was easy
— even when

dealing with very sober themes — to be brilliant and almost

impossible to be dull. Furthermore, French seemed then in a

fair way to becoming a universal language for all Christendom.

A book by Voltaire needed neither translator nor lexicon before

it could be read by almost every cultivated Englishman, Ger-

man, Italian, or Russian. This literature, therefore, though
^ Of course there had been other very important wTiters on political science

in other lands— for example, Machiavelli, Locke, etc. — but they had ad-

dressed only limited contemporary audiences and were by no means part of a

great general literary movement among their countrymen.
2 See pp. 243-67.
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primarily for Frenchmen, was to win its way quickly through

all the world.

It is far easier to summarize the causes and results of a war

than of a great intellectual movement. Between 1730 and 1789

the literary activity of France was to be intense and Paris

became "the brain of Europe"; nevertheless, the spirit of the

age may be summed up in four words— Montesquieu, Voltaire,

Rousseau, and the Encyclopaedists. In them were to lie almost

all of the Revolutionary law and the prophets.

Montesquieu (1689-1755) was a South Country nobleman,

who became a "President" of the Parlement of Bordeaux.

There was nothing of the revolutionist about this thoroughly

worthy and responsible high magistrate. He was the least

radical of the men we shall mention, but not the least to be

responsible for pregnant ideas. In 1721 he wrote a brilliant satire,

the "Persian Letters," which, under the guise of letters sent

home by two Orientals traveling in France, forms a clever and

really scathing criticism of the foibles and vices of the day.

Subsequently he visited England, became acquainted with

English leaders and institutions, and in 1748, after twenty

years of meditation and composition, published his great work,

"The Spirit of Laws," possibly the most important book on

political science since Aristotle wrote his "Politics." Montes-

quieu was not a rabid iconoclast. He undertook to seek out the

foundations for various types of laws and political institutions;

he analyzes the different kinds of governments, so far as known
in his day, and states their weaknesses and excellencies. He is

bitter in his arraignment of "despotism," and although the most

obvious type of despotism was found in the East— for ex-

ample, in Turkey— he hardly conceals his opinion that France

was a despotism also. He makes still less concealment of his

admiration for the already well-developed constitutional liber-

ties of England, which he pretty plainly commends to the

French for a national example. Very calmly and deliberately

also he attacked other evils of the day, such as religious intoler-
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ance (Protestants were still occasionally being executed in

France) and slavery. The book produced a great effect
"
in a

society which is sometimes described as wholly frivolous. In

eighteen months there were twenty-two editions."

But Montesquieu was the mere forerunner before a more

famous and loud-voiced prophet of the new liberalism. Not

many persons to-day can realize the influence and prestige

enjoyed in the second half of his life by Frangois Voltaire.^

Certainly no other writer in modern times received half of the

honors showered upon this "prince of philosophers" by con-

temporaries. Kings were presently to be his correspondents and

patrons, and to tremble at his sarcasms. The Pope in the Vati-

can was to dread him like a second Mohammed. He was, it is

fair to say, the most terrible personal foe the Catholic Church

ever encountered, barring only that very different champion,
Martin Luther, and on the political side he was the most for-

midable enemy the Old Regime ever encountered, barring none.

To-day only a sprinkling of Americans and probably not very

many Frenchmen read even a twentieth of his voluminous

writings, yet in his day a new book or pamphlet by Voltaire

would be on every parlor table in Europe. He was, in short, a

man of his age, and with the passing of his age his influence

declined correspondingly, for he was, when all is said, a propa-

gandist, not a literary artist; and the worst evils he attacked

are to-day as a rule buried in the limbo of history.

Voltaire (1694-1778), be it noted, came of a good bourgeois

family and was duly sent to school at a Jesuit seminary, to be

given the preliminary education for the bar. He became dis-

gusted alike with the life of a lawyer and with his sanctimonious

professors. By 1717 he had fallen into evil courses, quarreled
with his family, and got himself clapped into the Bastile for a

violent lampoon on the Regent. He was not imprisoned long,

but for some years he led a struggling existence, writing plays

^ "Voltaire" was a name he assumed in 1718 when he began his Uterary
career. His father's name was Arouet.
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which had only slight success. Then finally he had a personal

quarrel with a member of the powerful Rohan family; was flung
once more into the Bastile, and when again released was ban-

ished to England (1726). This banishment was to cost the

champions of the Old Regime sorely. Voltaire made the ac-

quaintance of many English rationalists and advanced thinkers,

and became steeped in the more destructive parts of Locke's

philosophy.^ When he came back to France in 1729, he had been

equipped with a full battery of radical ideas about politics,

philosophy, and religion, which his own versatile genius soon

expanded, then used with terrific effect.

Voltaire had from the outset displayed a willingness to criti-

cize Church and State, and to attack religious persecution as

iniquitous and irrational. Now he became far more confessedly
the champion of "reason" and "philosophy" as the true guides
for intelligent men, as against "superstition," which it was clear

enough was veiy concretely the Catholic Church. Christianity
to Voltaire meant simply Catholicism,^ and that too the griev-

ously worldly *nd unspiritual Catholicism of the French

Church.' How <asy to hold up to ridicule a bishop who was

clamoring for -i new dragooning of the Huguenots, when the

^ Any complete study of French political thought in the eighteenth century
would have to take into account the influence of the theories and political

philosophy of several famous English writers and thinkers. Locke (1632-1704).

by his economic writings and his discussions of the basis and justification, etc.,

of governments, had an influence on French
"
liberals

"
which can hardly be

overestimated. Another Englishman of far less steadiness and integrity than

Locke, but who probably did much to modify French thought, was that brilliant

non-moral free-lance— deist, philosopher, and political theorist— Viscount

Bolingbroke (1678-1751).
The French students of these ^Titers, more logical than Englishmen, and less

fettered by the conservatism which is inherent in every Briton, took up the

theories of their preceptors, expanded them, and gave them a new, brilliant, and

ultimately startling dress, before which the grave and modest Locke at least

would have recoiled in dismay.
^ He never seems to have made a genuine attempt to study the better types

of Protestantism, and it must be admitted that the Protestantism of his day
had many weak joints in its armor.

* See pp. 256-239.
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holy man himself enjoyed all the palaces, valets, and love*

intrigues of a luxurious marquis! The Church was the ccrner-

stone of all the traditionalism, medisevalism, intolerance, and

political absolutism as it then existed in France. It defended the

abuses of the monarchy, because the monarchy provided it

with dungeons, fetters, and gallows to repress heresy, and also

with revenues for its luxurious prelates. Therefore Voltaire

turned loose his full batteries of ridicule, sarcasm, and direct

criticism upon the Church. He was himself, he professed, not

an atheist, but a "deist." To-day he would probably be found

connected with some vague form of Unitarianism. Late in his

life he was to fall out with the extremists who after attacking

the Church were to attack the need of a deity also.

By almost every possible literary means Voltaire smote upon
the old order, ecclesiastical and political. He had a long life and

he was an astonishingly prolific writer. Satires, novels, epic

poems, dramas all came from his pen, in unending succession.

He wrote a "Treatise on Metaphysics," an historical sketch on

"The Age of Louis XIV," risque comediettas and also pompous
tragedies. Soon after his death in 1778 there appeared a final

edition of his w^orks. It required seventy volumes. Voltaire was
not a literary artist of the very first order, but he was a past-
master of an extremely pungent style. His paragraphs cracked

like a whip over the backs of hypocritical ecclesiastics and
obscurantist defenders of old abuses. In their day many of his

books and pamphlets were a delight to read. Even those who

cringed and cried out at his attacks on themselves, were en-

chanted with his genius the moment he turned to attack some
rival. Had he been living to-day he w^ould doubtless have won
fame as the editor of an incomparably audacious, widely read,

hated, and popular newspaper.
This man's personal history cannot quite be ignored. His

private life gave no lessons in morality. After his return from

exile in England, he lived in relations of notorious intimacy
with a clever, licentious, married lady of quahty, Madame du
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Chatelet. For a short time, about 1745, he made his peace with

the court and was made royal historiographer at the instigation

of none other than the Pompadour herself; but within a little

over a year he outwore his welcome and was glad to quit
Versailles. Madame du Chatelet died in 1749 ending a very
sordid romance.^ In 1751 Voltaire visited Bc-lin at the pressing-

invitation of the other most distinguished European of the

eighteenth century, Frederick the Great. The King of Prussia

boasted that he was a philosopher and guided his state by the

rules of enlightened reason. Why should he not patronize this

second Plato .'^ But the King was too masterful, and Voltaire, as

a guest, did not prove well-mannered, discreet, or submissive.

In 1753 the great Frenchman quitted Potsdam in high dudgeon,
after having lost all his favor by publishing a satire upon
Frederick himself. In 1758 he settled on a handsome estate

near Geneva and there spent his old age, his pen busy up to

the end, delighting in innumerable controversies, often in be-

half of the oppressed Huguenots. Finally in 1778 he revisited

Paris after an absence of twenty-eight years. The court gave him
little welcome, but by the Academy, by distinguished foreigners,

and by all men of science and letters he was hailed as the chief

champion of "enlightenment" in the world. At the performance
of his play "Irene," he sat in his box crowned with laurel amid
the plaudits of a great audience; but the excitement of the

celebrations w^ere too great. On May 30 he suddenly sickened

and died. The tale is that the priests thrust themselves to his

bedside, but that he petulantly motioned them away, and the

Church was denied the final capitulation of one of its most
inveterate enemies.

From such a versatile writer it is impossible to expect any
' The morality of a certain type of society in this age can he judged b\ the

story told after the death of this lady. After her departure Voltaire and her
husband "opened a locket the dead woman had worn most sacredly. The two
strangely suited mourners looked at the portrait the locket contained — and
silently closed the case. It [the picture] was of neither of them, but of a third

man."
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well-defined programme or philosophy. Voltaire's boast and

aim was to dethrone "superstition" and to substitute "reason,"

He worked in the eighteenth century, when modern science was

in its childhood, and when many solutions for natural problems,

which as answers had seemed delightfully sound and plausible,

had not yet been exploded. It was his constant puncturing of

shams, his pitiless and ceaseless attacks on old abuses which

stood merely because they were venerable, his ardent champion-

ing (sometimes at considerable personal risk) of individuals

obscure and oppressed, that made his main impression on the

life of the age. Full as he was of dreams for the future, he

believed the world was about to reform itself without serious

struggles and without bloodshed. He expected kings to learn

to govern in the spirit of philosophy, and that these "en-

lightened despots" would render popular rights unnecessary.

He was no believer in democracy. "We have never pretended
to enlighten shoemakers and servants," he wrote. "\Miat the

populace wants is guidance and not instruction." Although he

had quarreled with Frederick the Great, he recognized in that

extraordinary Prussian all the benefits which a thoroughly
eflBcient king could confer upon his people. Voltaire's ideal was

simply of another Frederick with whom he could live in per-

sonal harmony! But the lesson which Voltaire impressed upon
his age was not that of submission to a superior type of kings

—
it was to question or actually to deny every kind of existing

authority.

The part of constructive philosopher for the new day fell to a

very different genius. Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-78) was

the son of a Geneva watchmaker. He was therefore born in a

small Swiss Protestant city that was not subject to France, but

his whole influence lay in the greater country, and he there

spent much of his life. In him again we meet an individual of

deplorably vagabond and non-moral tendencies, whose life was

a flat contradiction to very many of his famous dogmas and
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preachments. By his own statement he had, during his hfe in

Paris, five children by a certain mistress, all of whom were

promptly consigned to the foundling hospital. Later he became

famous as an author, received the patronage of the great,

visited England, and although his later years were turbid, he

died in a state of comparative reputability in 1778. In the final

decade of his life he was certainly abnormal, and very likely

was not quite sane; indeed, there is a tinge of abnormality run-

ning through all his writings, a fact which no doubt tended,

within certain limits, to add to their effectiveness.

Rousseau's writings almost defy classification. They can

hardly be called novels, though some are cast in a very thin

narrative form. They are not poems, not even high-falutin prose

poems. They are hardly formal essays. He is extremely, from a

modern standpoint he is absurdly, sentimental, but this quality
was received with far more sympathy and enthusiasm in the

eighteenth than in the twentieth century. Above all, he is "a
describer— a describer of the passions of the human heart and
of the beauties of nature"; and able, it should be added, to ap-

ply this interest in the passions to the problems of economics,
laws, and political science. In other words, with Rousseau

political philosophy became intensely human — and conse-

quently easy to understand by persons who would have been
left numb by any formal treati^ft-

Rousseau's most famous work was the "Social Contract," in

which his doctrine for the State was stated in extremely remark-
able language. More than any contemporary he not merely
denounces the abuses of the age, but argues that man has gone
through a long process of degeneracy, thanks to the iniquitous

developments of civil law, church authority, and social custom.
Rousseau had read many travelers' tales, and he solemnly held

up the unclothed islanders of Tahiti (about the most remote

region he could think of) as unspoiled, virtuous, and happy
beings, to whose innocence it would be no disaster for us to
revert. "Man is born free," he declared in a most striking
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sentence, "and everywhere he is in chains."^ He goes on to

examine the basis for all kinds of authority, and describes

society as growing "out of an ideal primitive condition of indi-

vidual independence, by means of a 'social contract' whereby
all individuals consented to abandon their individual liberty,

not into the hands of any King or Governor, but of the com-

munity." The corollary of this doctrine was very plain. Mon-
archs had usurped the authority which had once belonged to

the sovereign people. But no length of time could make this

usurpation valid. The right of the community to determine its

own destinies was inalienable and inviolable, and "all the rulers

of the earth were mere delegates of the people, who, when they

are displeased with the government, have the right to alter or

abolish it."

It recjuires little insight to see where such a theory left the

power of Louis XV. The "Social Contract" naturally did not

make pleasant reading for the royal censors. It was wisely pub-

lished in Amsterdam in 1762,^ and its appearance was one of the

reasons why Rousseau was obliged to depart very suddenly
from France to Switzerland that same year. But it was bevond

the power of King, censors, or Parlement of Paris, as things

then went in the realm, to prevent the book's wide circulation.

Government displeasure added to the reader's zest and drove

home the argument. Rousseau did not stop at criticizing

monarchy. He not merely attacked the Catholic Church (Vol-

taire was doing that): he proposed a kind of denatured "Civil

Religion" with all dogmas about the supernatural omitted, and
accent laid on the mere existence of the deity and the bare

^ In his Emilc or Education, 'Rousseau expands his "bark to nature" views
much more clearly. "All our wisdom consists in servile prejudices. All our
customs are but suggestion, anxiety, and constraint. Civilized man is born,

lives, dies in a state of slavery."
"
The Carihbeans are more fortunate than ive by

half. Observe Nature, and follow the path .she traces for you."
^ French authors of that day regularly published in Holland such books as

were likely to be prohibited in France, then duly snaiiggled the edition home.
A great fraction of all the best French works thus came from Amsterdam or

Leiden.
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moralities. He denounced all forms of religious intolerance a3

great sins against the State, because the moment the priest,

began to make the civil magistrates do their bidding to punish
heretics, "the sovereign is no more a sovereign even in temporal
matters. From that time the priests are the true masters, the

kings are only their officers."

Rousseau also expressed a marked distrust for what we
should call "representative" pohtieal institutions. The best

type of government for him was that in which all citizens par-

ticipated very directly. He was thus the advocate of extreme
democracy. He knew very little of the history of his own times.

His examples were frequently drawn from old Athens and Rome
as he imagined them from a reading of Plutarch, and as was
later to be confessed of himself by one who accepted Rous-
seau's doctrine and followed it to the bitter end (Vergniaud),
"he had dreamed they were in Rome, and he woke to find they
were in France!" All this is simply saying that the acid tests

of time and experience have made sore havoc with Rousseau's

dogmas and theories. But their influence and effect in a feebly

critical age were electric. The "Social Contract" and its asso-

ciated and hardly less famous books, were passed out by the

lending libraries, not by the day, but by the hour. To half-

educated young lawyers like Robespierre, to generous young
girls like the one who became Madame Roland,^ they seemed a

new gospel, an infallible interpretation of life, and a clear mes-

sage of how to remedy its many evils. "They did not merely

gain an intellectual adherence from many, but they inspired

a fanaticism equal and closely akin to religious passion. The
'Social Contract' became the 'Bible of the Revolution.'

" ^

These three writers were the moving personalities, but the

spirit of the new age expressed itself also in a great literary

1 Madame Roland was so caught by the admiration for classical "liberty"

then prevalent, that she declares "she had often wept to think that she was not

born a Spartan girl."
^ Grant.
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work, the "Encyclopaedia." There had been earlier compendi-
ums of human knowledge, and in fact the work in question was

directly inspired by "Chambers's Encyclopaedia" in England.
But the eighteen formidable tomes of the set which appeared in

France between 1751 and 1772 were much more than a catch-all

for what then passed as sound information. The moving spirit

and editor was Diderot (1713-84), a profoundly iconoclastic

philosopher, who could far exceed the skepticism of Voltaire,

and he was assisted by a kindred spirit, the famous mathema-
tician D'Alembert (1717-83).

Their famous "Encyclopaedia" sought not only to give in-

formation, but also to guide opinion. The prospectus announced

it as "a general tableau of the efforts of the human mind in all

its variations and through all the ages." It was manifestly

opposed to the Church and it committed the unpardonable
crime of treating religious dogma historically. As it progressed,

as the opposition to it and the vain' attempts to suppress it

increased, it developed into a regular "war-machine" attacking
both the Church and the still more despotic Government in

general, as well as the whole Christian religion. All this made
the history of its publication very troubled. Repeatedly its

issues were suspended, its editors harassed, the sheets and plates

solemnly seized at the printers and carted to the Bastile, only to

be released after anxious delays. But the best intelligence of

France was supplying the subject-matter for the "forbidden"

book. The non-controversial articles fof course an extremely

large part of the work^ were authoritative and admirably
written. Voltaire encouraged the undertaking and was a con-

siderable contributor. Kings and emperors were on the list of

subscribers despite the censor's oft-repeated (and oft-remitted)

bans. It was impossible in the end to suppress a work edited by
such a man as Diderot whose fame was such that when he was in

personal difficulties Catherine the Great, Czarina of Russia,

helped to pay his debts; and when manj^ of his colleagues and col-

laborators were of hardly less influence and prestige in Europe.
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The "
Encyclopfedia

"
popularized and made widely available

the new science and the new philosophy. It supplied a perfect

arsenal of well-assorted facts for every critic of the old institu-

tions. The articles were alike clear and clever, and possessed

readable qualities rare indeed in works of reference. The view-

point of the new "philosophy" cropped out everywhere. At

each turn of the pages there were arguments for freedom of

person, freedom of thought, freedom of the press, as well as

commercial and industrial freedom, coupled with a constant

war on all religious institutions as forming an obstacle to

liberty.

Space fails, to discuss the other intellectual leaders of the

day, especially the "Economists" who added their pungent
criticisms to the existing economic order. Quesnay, court phy-
sician to Louis XV, was supple enough to retain his important

post, while constantly preaching a doctrine of non-interference

by the authorities in ordinary human affairs, which would have

seemed utter heresy to Colbert. "Not too much government:
not too much regulation!" were his constant maxims.

And so these ardent "philosophers" wrote their books, spun
their theories, or conversed in the salons of duchesses. As was

said of the hospitality of one of them, Holbach, at his house

"ten or twenty guests gathered to enjoy good fare, excellent

wine, superior coffee, and the best talk in Europe. Religion,

philosophy, and government, literature and science were dis-

cussed in their turn ; there was no theory too bold to be advanced

or to find supporters."

Only slowly, very slowly, was all this fine talk by the "en-

lightened" to penetrate outside of the circle of bag-wigs and

silver buckles into the lesser nobility and lower bourgeoisie and

then into that great vulgar mass of the unenlightened in whom
these elegant gentlemen who started the movement took such

great theoretical interest. Yet there is ground for saying that

there was a great, if almost silent, penetration of a large fraction

of the French people, at least of the population of Paris, between
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say about 1750, when Voltaire first displayed his ascendancy,
and 1789, when the full results of the new gospel were to become

astonishingly manifest. In the meantime these good philoso-

phers went happily on their way, believing that merely by ex-

pounding correct theories society would painlessly reconstitute

itself. As a distinguished historian, Lavisse, wrote of this age:

"When, owing to the faults of its kings, the country detached

itself from royalty, it raised itself all at once to the idea of human-

ity. French writers in the eighteenth century rediscovered this

idea, which had been lost since the time of Plato, Seneca, and

Marcus Aurelius, or, at least, had been replaced in the Middle

Ages by the ecclesiastical idea of Christianity, and later on by
the political idea of [a united] Europe."

It remains to see the events which preceded the hour when the

new theories were to be translated into action.

Louis XVI (1774-92) was the grandson of Louis XV. If he

had walked in the evil ways of his predecessors few might have

blamed him, but thanks to a wise and pious mother he was

a far more excellent man. Even as he himself protested, it was a

misfortune that he came to the throne so young. He had been

trained in paths of personal rectitude, but he had received no

serious education in his "profession of king." Few rulers ever

had better intentions, and few had greater difficulties in giving

effect to honest desires. When he was proclaimed at the age of

twenty, he is described as "a large boy, hea\"y, powerful, with a

great appetite, very fond of physical exercises, of hunting, or of

working as a lock- or black-smith." Such a personage would

never make an effective "Sun King" or a "First Gentleman of

Europe."
The real question was, of course, would he make a tolerable

ruler? He was honest and high-minded, but he soon showed that

he was without acute intelligence. He distrusted himself greatly,

and was constantly weighed down by the fact that "every one

of his actions influenced the fate of 25,000,000 human beings."
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This consciousness did not, however, spur him on to resolute

action. It made him awkward, self-conscious, and very willing

to lean on others, and those others were not usually the wisest

men in France, but the King's own family and familiars who

had the right of access to him. He was often painfully unstable.

His own brother declared that the King's mind was like two

oiled billiard balls, impossible to keep in the same place together.

To Louis's own great hurt he was especially in the hands of

his wife, the famous and unfortunate Marie Antoinette.

The Queen was the daughter of the puissant Maria Theresa of

Austria, a sage lady who wrote the younger Princess many
letters of excellent advice which she seldom followed. Marie

Antoinette was one year younger than her husband. At first it

had not been a very happy marriage
— a vivacious, pleasure-

loving young Queen, and a King awkward, shy, and ponderous.

Gradually, however, the two grew together the marriage was a

really happy one; but the increasing influence of his wife was

to bring no good to Louis.

Marie Antoinette had the saving qualities of being really a

pure woman with good intentions and physical courage. If she

hardly knew how to live, she in the end knew how to die. But
she was destined to be the evil genius of the Old Monarchy in

France.^ Thanks to her, more than to any other single culprit,

the last chance of peaceful evolution was to be thrown away.
She was ignorant, frivolous, impatient of all restraint. She

let herself be involved in compromising positions, and she

enjoyed compromising friends among the nobility. Her high-

born confidants gained an evil fame for their rapacity, their

defense of all kinds of abuses, and for their efforts to check any
reform which threatened their own precious profits and pleas-

ures. This Queen, who loved to whirl in masked balls at the

' Modern critics, comparing her with the unfortunate Czarina Alexandra

("Alix") of Russia, and her malign influence in that country, 1914-17, will

soften their judgments upon Marie Antoinette. For all that, her iuQuence was
disastrous to France.
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Opera, could never view the political situation from other than

a personal standpoint. She could be a gracious hostess at an

extravagant court fete at Versailles, but could never discover

wherein the public treasury really differed from the King's

private purse. There is no real evidence that she looked on the

widespread miseries of the French lower classes as calling for

more than so much patronizing charity, or discovered that the

crown of France was not given her husband for one form or

another of kingly enjoyment. It was therefore a national

calamity when this beautiful, versatile, strong-minded woman

gtaned a mastery over the weaker mind of Louis XVI.
Her malific influence was directly supplemented by the

King's two brothers, the Count of Provence and the Count of

Artois. Both of these princes had views substantially as short-

sighted as their sister-in-law's. They consistently opposed all

reforms, and intrigued against every minister who threatened

to show himself a reformer.

The reign of Louis XVI between 1774 and 1789, when the

Old Regime ceased to control the destinies of France, revolved

mainly about two things; they were very different theoretically

in their nature, but both of them aided to topple down the

Monarchy. These were the desperate struggle to put through
certain reforms and to avert national bankruptcy, and secondly
there was the war with England in behalf of America.

Louis XVI began his government a,dmirably, by taking for

his Finance Minister Turgot, one of the ablest and most enlight-

ened statesmen in the kingdom, a man who had collaborated in

preparing the
"
Encyclopaedia," and who, as intendani of the

great district of Limoges, had shown himself a first-class prac-

tical administrator and reformer. Turgot made a truly noble

attempt to put a stop to the almost eternal deficit, to cut off

the grosser forms of extravagance in the royal household, which

ate up so much of the revenues, and most important of all, to

uplift the economic prosperity of France by abolishing the

absurd and famine-producing restrictions upon the free trade
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in grain throughout the kingdom, also to work to the same good

end by destroying the hopelessly outworn trade corporations

which had been strangling French commerce and industry.^

Finally he abolished the royal corvees upon the peasants; that

is to say, the obligation to render a certain amount of unpaid

labor upon the roads and other public works. In place of this

forced labor for the peasantry alone was to be substituted a

"territorial tax" to be spent for the same objects, but to be

paid by all the proprietors of the district benefited— noble or

non-noble.

These were not fundamental or revolutionary reforms, but

they might have been the opening wedge for greater things.

Turgot was not a democrat. What he did, he strove to accom-

plish only by means of the royal authority, or, as the age loves

to call it, by "enhghtened despotism"; but instantly all the

beneficiaries of privilege, all the petty recipients of pickings and

stealings, all the great magnates who battened upon the old

abuses, were at him in wrath. The Parlement of Paris (just

reestablished over Turgot's protest) hastened to protest against

his edicts, and finally the King, who had put him in power, and

who had tried honestly for a while to sustain him, deserted

Turgot when Marie Antoinette added her criticisms. "Only
Monsieur Turgot and I really love the people," remarked Louis

plaintively
— but he let him depart May 12, 1776, not heeding

the prophetic words his Minister had written him a little earlier,

"Do not forget. Sire, that it was weakness which brought the

head of Charles I to the block."

With the dismissal of Turgot went the last real chance—
though men knew it not— that the Old Monarchy could reform

the country and itself without a cataclysm. From 1776 to 1789

all that the royal ministers could do was to try to stave off the

inevitable.

Turgot's successor was, however, in a narrower way, a really

capable man— Necker. Being a Protestant and a citizen of

1 See p. 263.
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Geneva, he was only given the title of "Director" of the King's

finances, but he was in truth a most formidable minister. Necker

was a financier pure and simple. His aim was not to reform rotten

social institutions, but to administer in a business-hke manner

the King's resources such as they then were. Wealthy men
trusted him and loaned the Government money on favorable

terms; but constant loans are an unsatisfactory method of

filling the treasury, and to make things worse, in 1778, France

went to war with England to secure American independence.

The cause was a good one, but modern wars are never inexpen-

sive. The embarrassments of Necker were increased by the

heavy demands for war funds. He had perforce to render him-

self unpopular at the court by constantly preaching "economy"
to King, Queen, and satellites, even if less harshly than had

Turgot. Finally in 1781 he pubUshed a formal ofiicial statement

of the condition of the finances. For the first time it seemed

possible to tell just where the public moneys went. The court

favorites and pensioners were scandalized to have all the

details of their great incomes from the treasury blazoned over

France. Their rage against Necker was indescribable. In May,
1781, the King sent him the way of Turgot. The Old Regime
had set its face, not merely against reforms, but even against a

decent business administration.

After an unimportant interval, in 1783 there came a new
Finance Minister, Calonne, who pleased the royal circle much
better. Calonne was a supple courtier. He knew his post de-

pended on the good graces of a rapacious cabal. He had an

avowed philosophy which carried him a considerable distance.

The only way to get money was to borrow it, "but a man who
needs to borrow, must appear to be rich, and to appear rich one

must dazzle by one's extravagance!" For the three years fol-

lowing life at Versailles had never seemed so gay, the court so

luxurious, money so easy. It was as if Calonne was giving the

royal and noble ladies and gentlemen their last brave fling

before exile or the scaffold. Pensions, palaces, extravagant
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f^tes, every kind of lavish expenditure
— Calonne found monej"

for everybody and everything. Peace had been made with Eng
land, but Calonne did not curtail expenses. In three years Ik

borrowed the equivalent of $280,000,000— more than Necker
had borrowed to sustain the whole war for America, For a little

while he succeeded in his policy: rich bourgeois bankers loaned

him great sums. Then suddenly in August, 1786, the fact

dawned on the court that the treasury was empty, that another

loan was impossible, and that something desperate had to be

done.

What followed is the mere succession of one stop-gap after

another: a meeting of "Notables" (selected noblemen) to

counsel with the King on the evil state of the nation; the dis-

missal of Calonne (1787); the assumption of the finance ministry

by a worldly churchman, the Archbishop of Brienne; a fierce

quarrel between the new minister and the Parlement over some

proposed edicts, followed (1788) by an audacious decree of the

Parlement declaring that "France is a monarchy governed by
the King according to the laws," and asserting that only the

States General could change the fundamental laws of France.

Matters were obviously drawing to a climax.

Bankruptcy was not the only force, however, which was

hurrying the Monarchy along to the precipice. The story of how
France intervened in our behalf in the War for Independence is

of course known to all Americans. The motives of Louis XVI
and his ministers who took up arms against England in 1778

were not entirely those of sympathy for the struggling demo-
crats beyond seas, whatever might have been the enthusiasm;

of the young Marquis de Lafayette. Vergennes, the Foreign

Minister, was a cautious and crafty old statesman who would
not send more than money, munitions, and other indirect aid

to America, until the surrender of Bourgoyne made it fairly

evident that the colonists stood more than an even chance of

victory. Then the opportunity to inflict a great humiliation on
the old British foe, and to avenge the loss of Canada and India
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was not to be resisted. But it is not to be denied that France

would never have entered upon an expensive and distant war,

where the chances of direct gain were scanty, if the best intelh-

gence of the nation had not been swept into sympathy with the

ideals of the homespun colonials three thousand miles away.
When Jefferson, inspired by the philosophy of Locke, ^ wrote

that "all men were created free and equal," he struck an answer-

ing chord in the hearts of the great intellectual class that had

saluted Voltaire as a sage, and studied the books of Rousseau

as those of a prophet.

In this war the French fought far better than they had twenty

years earlier. There was little land fighting save in America

where Rochambeau with a sturdy corps of French veterans

rendered invaluable service in strengthening Washington's

army, and delighted their allies both by their valor and their

good discipline. It was on the sea that the French showed they
had not lost the grim lessons of the Seven Years' War. Their

navy had been largely rehabilitated. The English were put to the

unwonted experience of having to fight several drawn naval

battles; and, finally, in 1781 the crowning mercy for Americans

at Yorktown would have been impossible save for the presence

of the great blockading fleet of Comte de Grasse, which hemmed
in Cornwallis by sea while Washington throttled him by land.

De Grasse was indeed the next year to lose a considerable naval

battle in the West Indies, but the whole course of the war

showed clearly enough that it had not been national ineptitude,

but sheer governmental inefficiency which in the past had kept
the French navy from fighting the English squadrons on equal
terms.

The war had ended in 1783. The English had not been beaten

badly enough to warrant demanding severe terms, except, of

course, the release of America, but France recovered several of

her minor colonies which had been seized earlier and the whole

MVhose influence on the movement for enlightenment and "reason" in

France was very demonstrable.
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struggle ought to have added to the prestige of Louis XVI.

That this did not happen was partly due to the new strain upon
the treasury, but still more to the inevitable reaction from con •

tact with America. Thousands of young Frenchmen were to

return home to tell of an unspoiled land, without privileged

classes, artificial customs, or high taxes; and where seemingly

all the more practical parts of Rousseau's theories were being

put into execution most happily. In Paris itself, Dr. Benjamin

Franklin, that canny Bostonian, who was American Envoy to

France between 1776 and 1785, exerted an incalculable influ-

ence, not merely in behalf of his country, but of democratic

ideals in general. Lofty monseigneurs and bejeweled countesses

went into delight over this seemingly guileless Yankee, with

"his bland face, his unpowdered hair, his gray clothes, and his

general patriarchal simplicity which seemed like the incarnation

of the 'natural man.' "^ And the envoy had received all the

homage with never a smile upon his crafty old lips, doubtless

glad of anything which might serve his country. He was inno-

cently and probably unconsciously undermining the power of

the very King from whom he was soliciting men, money, and

ships.

Peace with England had been made in 1783. Five years later

Brienne had been defied by Parlement when he tried to get it

to register new laws, to give the King more money. After that

events marched rapidly. In the provinces local parlements and

estates (representatives of the three "orders") were calling for

a "States General" — the representatives of the whole French

nation— as the only authority entitled to cure the grievously

diseased body politic. There had not been a States General

since 1614, but its memory was not lost. It seemed the one

thing possible and needful. The treasury was empty. New taxes

might have meant a revolt. On August 8, 1788, Brienne an-

1 Jefferson later \%Tote of him, "more respect and veneration attached to

the character of Dr. Franklin in France than to that of any other person in the

same country, foreign or native."
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nounced that the King would convene the States General of

France on the 1st of May, 1789. In the meantime, to tide over

the finances, the King soon dismissed the incompetent Brienne

himself and restored Necker, at the magic of whose name
trustful capitalists consented to arrange a new loan.

The fall, winter, and spring of 1788-89 were spent in intense

political bustle and anticipation.^ A great nation, pathetically

ignorant of free political life, was trying to hold a general

election of popular representatives, to conduct an orderly dis-

cussion of public affairs, to make up a programme of reasonable

reforms, and to set its face toward a changed future.

All Europe was watching France. She was confessedly the

intellectual and cultural leader of the Continent, yet the kings

and emperors beyond her borders were not greatly disturbed at

happenings around Paris. Surely, they comforted themselves,

their "brother" Louis XVI was in a perilous way with his sub-

jects, and would be in no condition to attack his neighbors.

That the ideas just penetrating the French masses would also

penetrate and agitate the masses of Germany, Italy, and Russia

entered no man's head. Governmental Europe heaved a sigh of

relief when it saw the nation of Louis XIV seemingly engrossed
with wholl}': domestic problems. Where was the prophet to tell

them that eight years after 1789 a young man, born beneath

the French flag in Corsica, would be dictating the Peace of

Campo-Formio to the trembling Princes of the House of Haps-

burg, and that the world would be on the eve of another, and a

most skillful and almost successful attempt, to found a new

Roman Empire.''

' The Government stimulated a flood of pamphlets by openly requesting
information as to the methods of holding the States General, its historicaJ

powers, etc.



CHAPTER Xm
OLD FRANCE ON THE EVE OF THE REVOLUTION

The French Revolution can be understood only by a careful

examination of the political, economic, and social conditions

from which it sprang. It did not appear, first to convulse France,

and then to confound the entire world, because France was more

miserably afflicted by public ills than other quieter nations. On
the contrary, it was precisely because the French were probably,

all things considered, the most progressive, enlightened, and in

general fortunate people of Continental Europe, that they were

the first who dared to throw aside the great barriers which

medisevalism still erected in the way of human development.

If we examine the condition of average sections of Germany,

Austria, Italy, or Spain as compared with France, those condi-

tions would have seemed decidedly worse; old abuses and

hoary tyrannies much more obnoxious; the governed still more

severely exploited by the governing classes; the traces of popu-

lar liberty even less in evidence. But while Italians, Spaniards,

Germans, etc., were as a people too helpless and ignorant to do

more than mutter in despair, hopeful at best of a "good king"

and a slight mitigation of the worst abuses, in France a great

fraction of the people were becoming keenly alive to two great

facts: (1) that very many things in the body politic were abso-

lutely wrong; (2) that, as men of energy and intelligence, it was

alike their right and their duty to take the remedy into their

own hands. These specific evils and this consciousness of both

the need and the power to remedy the evils : to which, it should

be added, the whole philosophic temper of the age, which pre-

disposed men to an optimistic faith in "reason" and in the

perfectibility of human nature by merely changing its envi-

ronment, led as a consequence to di'astic but wholly untested
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schemes for reform. The result was to produce the French

Revolution, the most far-reaching pohtical and social explosion

in all European history.

In 1789 France presented the utterly anomalous picture of a

great kingdom, of nearly 25,000,000 inhabitants, leading the

world in most of the civilized refinements and luxuries of life,

and numbering a high proportion of high-spirited, educated, and

well-intentioned men, but which nevertheless was cursed with

political and economic institutions which had been growing
threadbare ever since Louis XI. In its heyday Capetian royalty

had been an enormous asset to France. It had been the kings

who had rescued the land from feudal chaos. In the olden days

the King and the lower classes had more or less made common
cause against their common enemy and oppressor

— the barons.

Only by the loyalty and the unfeigned consent of the lower

classes had French royalty been able to rise to power. Often had

the King fought against his dukes, counts, and seigneurs, but

very seldom against the burghers of his "good towns" or the

peasants of his villages. But when the victory had been won,

the monarchy had promptly kicked aside its humble helpers.

Louis XIV had no more intention of asking the Third Estate to

aid in his government than he had of sharing his throne with a

Conde or a Bouillon.

The Monarchy in 1661 had seemed to be absolute and owing
no duty to any Frenchman, save the general duty of governing

with responsibility "only to God" the people with which Heaven

had entrusted it. The monarchical theories of Louis XVI we
have already seen.^ We have seen, too, the circumstances, espe-

cially the disastrous and disgraceful wars, which undermined

the prestige of the Monarchy both with the world at large, and

with its own subjects. Nevertheless, in 1789, in legal theory,

Louis XVI possessed a power not a whit less absolute than his

several-times grandfather Louis XIV. That earlier monarch had
» See pp. 236-37.
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said, "All the State rests in me: the will of the entire people is

shut up within myself." In 1787 Louis XVI had said, "This

thing is legal
— because I wish it!" and again, "I am answer-

able only to God for the use of the supreme power." The

"States General," that feeble attempt at a legislature which had

developed in the later Middle Ages, had not been convoked

since 1614; and very few men, until shortly before 1789, claimed

that this half-forgotten body had possessed much more than

consultative powers. The King could make war, make peace,

spend the public revenues as he would, and also make new laws,

all by his own arbitrary fiat. In theory, and partially in practice,

too, he held authority over the very lives and thoughts of his

subjects. No book, no paper, could appear without the consent

of his censor. The King could confiscate a man's entire property

without obligation to give payment.
Worse still, he could take away his liberty without any process

of law. In the days of Louis XVI, even as in the days of Riche-

lieu or of Louis XIV, the usage remained of issuing the famous

lettre de cachet (literally "sealed letter") which was simply a

royal order to seize and lock up the special individual named in

the document in some designated fortress— the Bastile at

Paris, Pierre-Ancise at Lyons, Pignerol in the Alps, etc. No
crime had to be mentioned; no period set for the imprisonment.

It was all "at the King's pleasure." Louis XIV had thus kept
the unhappy Duke of Lauzun in close custody for ten years.

Other victims had probably languished longer. Under Louis XV
these notorious documents seem sometimes to have been

solicited by noble families for locking up and bringing to repent-

ance unruly sons who were on the point of contracting impru-
dent marriages. Under Louis XVI, probably, they were not often

issued save for dealing with very unworthy persons who deserve

scant sympathy; but issued they still were, over a thousand of

them between 1774 and 1788. The mere fact that the King could

use them proves the "first gentleman of Europe" to have been

essentially a despot, only a little more varnished and self-*
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restrained than the Sultan at Constantinople.
^ There was, how-

ever, this important difference. Turkey was described as a

"despotism tempered by assassination." France was now surely

a "despotism tempered by inefficiency." The royal power was

wearing thin in places. The King's commands were being only

imperfectly executed. The amount of inertia the monarch had

first to overcome in order to execute any unwelcome change
was inconceivably great. Whatever the theory of his authority,

long before 1789 the Eang of France had to take into very serious

account two forces— the wishes of the court around him, his

family and noble intimates; and also the trend of public opinion

in France. For the ruin of the Monarchy these two forces seldom

failed to collide. This "absolute" King in the end was to be

destroyed largely because of the 'practical weakness of his power.

Versailles was still the center of the court and of its royal

master. Here were some eighteen thousand persons directly in

the service of the reigning family, or at least eating of the King's

bounty. About half were in the "military household," a guard

corps which had perhaps been a little reduced since the days of

Louis XrV; the remainder were in the "civil household" which

had grown rather than diminished. Besides the King's host of

attendants there were the households of the Queen (at least

five hundred souls), those of his children, his brothers, sisters,

sisters-in-law, aunts, and cousins— each with an establishment

worthy of a second-class sovereign.

The court was extremely luxurious and with an utterly dis*

orderly type of luxury. There were nineteen hundred horses in

the royal stables and two hundred carriages. To maintain the

King's stables required annually the modern sum of $4,000,000.

The service of the royal table (after certain very unpopular

economies had been ordered!) cost some $1,400,000 per annum.

1 Of course the French claimed that their King could not sit as judge of his

own cause, order a man to be executed without forms of trial, or do other

things familiar in the Orient. The fact remained that there was no legal way of

checking the King if he chose to do these things.
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Tlie waste and downright embezzlement was incalculable.

Every one of the highly salaried and seldom employed servants

had his or her special line of well-defined perquisites. Thus the

group of "first waiting-women" between them added fully

$30,000 per year to their incomes by disposing of the partly

burned candles used in lighting the palace. Queen Marie Antoi-

nette required (according to the royal account-books) four new

pairs of shoes each week— but probably no such number ever

touched the royal feet. It was notorious also that everything
sold to the King was charged at a far higher price than when sold

to humbler mortals. Thanks to utter lack of management,

"graft," and downright pilfering, in 1789 the total cost of the

royal household, civil and military, it is alleged, mounted to the

equivalent of nearly $17,000,000.

Yet the cost to the King did not really stop here. His Majesty
was expected constantly to make "royal gifts" on a scale corre-

sponding with his greatness; also to award pensions to favorite

courtiers, and to friends of the Queen; for example, to families

of noble harpies like the Polignacs who had particularly the

Queen's ear.^ Between 1774 and 1789 the able finance minister

Necker calculated that the King had thus given away to his

family or courtiers what amounted to $114,000,000. Already
under Louis XV it had been said, "The court is the tomb of

the nation." This was still more true under his well-meaning
successor.

The Government of which this court was the axis was still the

same in form as under Louis XIV. Great ministers and royal
councils were at Versailles, and France at large was divided

into thirty-six generalites each under its omnipotent intendant,

who, taken from the bourgeois class, found himself a petty

king in all governmental matters so long as his lord and master

deigned to keep him in office.

One royal minister, however, was standing out beyond all the

* This particular notorious family seems to have fastened on to pensions equal
to nearly $400,000 per year, modern reckoning.
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others. The Controller-General of the Finances was coming
more and more to be the chief servant of the Monarchy. His

salary was over $112,000 per annum. He was gaining power,

because the one test of successful administration in France was

coming to be the ability to satisfy the insatiable demands of

the treasury. Without money the "Very Christian King" was

helpless.

In the generalites the provincial regions were subdivided into

smaller districts usually known as "elections," and each was

ruled by the intendant's appointee and direct agent, the "sub-

delegate." The power of these petty officials was very great.

They could override every other kind of local authority, but

in turn had to refer almost every variety of question to their

intendant and he often to Versailles. If a bridge was to be

repaired, the roof of a public building retiled, a prison made
secure or habitable, the papers usually had to go a wearj^ way
to the King's court and come back again. Delays were inter-

minable and all governmental agencies seemed strangled with

red tape. France thus was a highly centralized monarchy, but

there was none of the prompt efficiency which can characterize

the less iniquitous forms of despotism.

France was also, if a centralized monarchy, anything but a

unified monarchy. Within the kingdom were all the economic

barriers and variations which one would expect to-daj- when

passing across a dozen separate nations. Thus the weights and

measures differed radically going from district to district. In

Paris a "perch" implied the equivalent to thirty-four square

meters, but it was fifty-one meters in some provinces; and it

was forty-two meters in still others. France was divided into at

least seven customs districts, each with its own barriers and

special tariff, as if between unfriendly kingdoms. There were

also seven different groups of territories (each with its own

sets of rates) for the obnoxious and notorious salt tax. In a

minor fraction of the provinces, pays d'Etats (literally "Coun-

tries with Estates"), there were local bodies which partially
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represented the people and which had something to say about

the levying of taxes. In the rest of the provinces, pays dfElection

all this lay directly with the agents of the King.
There was also no legal unity in France. Practicality all the

southern half of the realm was subject to the so-called
"
Written

law," to a system based very directly upon the old Roman
codes. In the northern half there was the "Customary law,"

"a confused jumble of 295 different codes" derived from old

feudal usage, and traceable in theory back to Frankish times. ^

Going across France, therefore, as Voltaire well said, "one

changed the laws as one changed post-horses." This line of

legal differences cut across France in a most arbitrary manner,
and especially the great province of Auvergne was split in twain

by the distinction, one city, Aurillac, being under the civil law

of the South and the next, Clermont, under the customary law,

though both towns would be subject to the jurisdiction of the

Parlement of Paris as their high court.

These divergences had originally arisen because the Cape-
tians, in making their conquests, had wisely refrained from

treading on local customs while their own power was just con-

solidating. But long after the reasons for any such tenderness

had vanished, inertia on the part of the Government and the

influence of magnates interested in the old systems, had kept
the latter in vogue. Despite their harmfulness, many districts

were proud of the barriers that cut them off from their neigh-

bors, and even up to 1789 they strove to maintain their pro-
vincial insularity. As Mirabeau was to say in a striking phrase, f ,

France was, up to the Revolution, "an unconstituted aggrega- J
tion of disunited peoples."

If the laws were complicated, the administration of the same
also left much to be desired. There were still plenty of remains of

the old seigneurial justice of the Middle Ages. In most villages,

^ This very complex and imperfect legal system was well adapted to breed a
host of clever, hair-splitting lawyers who were to come to the very front of

public affairs in 1789 and onward.
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petty crimes and complaints went before a judge named by
the old feudal lord of the manor. His jurisdiction, however, was

subject to appeal to the king's courts in all important cases.

The only practical effect, therefore, of the feudal courts was to

delay the final decision, and to make extra pickings for the insig-

nificant seigneurial judge. Once a case, however, was in the

royal courts, it was caught in a perfect network of tribunals.

The ordinary superior judges were known as "presidents,"

about one hundred in number. It was complained there were not

enough of them to attend to the legal business of the realm, and

consequently every kind of litigation was grievously delayed.

Above the presidents were the parlements. The most dignified

and honored of these parlements was the famous one of Paris,

but really it was the supreme court for only about one third of

France. There were twelve other parlements each acting for

some province or group thereof or subdivision of the realm.

They were less esteemed than the Paris tribunal, but not sub-

ject to it. If there was any higher jurisdiction, it could come only

directly from the councils of the King.

All the high judicial magistrates held office on a basis incred-

ible if not diabolical to modern ears. They gained their posts

\

either by inheritance— for example, a son inheriting his father's

position as judge
— or by downright purchase, one incumbent

selling his position to an aspirant. This rule of venality of posi-

tions applied as a matter of fact to a multitude of high govern-
mental posts.

^ There were some required precautions to prevent

notoriously unfit men from securing places which it would ruin

the King to have them administer; nevertheless the fact re-

mained that under the "absolute kingship" the monarch could

not prevent a great judicial office from changing owners like a

country house. Another set of grotesque customs made it incum-

bent on litigants to present a regular gift to their judges: the

^ The sale of public offices was a regular expedient in difficult times to fill up
the treasury. After they had once beeo awarded, their disposition lay largely
with the purchaser.
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only thing expected was that these "spices" should be fixed in

an equal amount for each side.

The methods of these courts were, as might have been

expected, often abominable. The criminal law was terribly

severe. The hangman punished many "crimes" which to-day
would be settled by a small fine. The penalties for poaching on

hunting rights approximated those for arson and murder. As
was complained in 1789, "the life of a rabbit was balanced off

against that of a man." Torture was a regular feature of a

criminal trial. In 1780, by a great reform the "preparatory"
torture, before condemnation, was given up; but until 1789 the

"preliminary question"— that is, use of the rack after condem-
nation and before execution— was carefully retained to extort

from the wretch some facts about his accomplices. The sight of

the gallows, with corpses hanging in chains and with the carrion

crows busy around them, was terribly familiar in every region

in France. Condemnation to the galleys (a living death in life)

was only a pretense at mercy.
^

Really serious crimes would be

punished by breaking on the wheel, drawing and quartering,
and every other refinement of cruelty which had lived on from
the truly "dark" ages.

The Achilles heel of all this strange and evil polity, or rather

demi-chaos, was the financial system. It must never be for-

gotten that the immediate reason why the Absolute Monarchy
broke down was because the Lieutenant of God could not pay
his own most necessary debts. Had the King of France remained

decently solvent his old government might have survived some

years longer.

In 1789 the financial situation was briefly this: The annual

expenses came to about $265,000,000; the receipts to $238,000,-

* Once chained to the oar as a galley slave, prisoners were often kept for

years after their legal sentences had expired. A case was brought up in 1G79 of a
man sentenced for five years in 1660, and not yet released through sheer ad-
ministrative inertia.
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000, and the interest on the public debt came to $105,000,000

(well on to half the total receipts!) Under Louis XVI alone the

public debt had increased by $570,000,000 (2,850,000,000 francs

present French money). This deplorable situation was not due

alone to the blunders of Louis XVI and of his ministers. It V\'as

traceable back to the policy of every French king since Francis

1, save only Henry IV and Louis XIV during the golden days

/ of Colbert. The whole spirit of the royal policy, however, had

been summed up by the Count of Artois (brother of Louis XVI
/ and himself the later unhappy Charles X): "The expenses of

/ the King ought not to be governed by his receipts, but his re-

I ceipts by his expenses!"
A deficit was the standing situation in the treasury depart-

ment. The only way to meet this deficit was by such doubtful

expedients as the creation and sale of new offices or privileges,

or by the regular contraction of a greater debt. The situation as

to taxes was so bad that almost any proposal to augment them
V would have shaken the nation. The "Absolute Monarch"

could not arbitrarily increase a poll-tax lest the consequences

destroy his throne. Therefore the drift to bankruptcy con-
'

tinned.

The existing taxes were numerous and most of them of long

V standing. The chief direct tax was the famous taille. It was

traceable back to at least the Hundred Years War with Eng-
land. In the South Country it was usually levied on lands and

houses; in the rest of France it was personal, levied on the pre-

sumed fortune of the tax-payer, whatever its origin. In any
case it was wholly arbitrary and was imposed without any
rational basis for the assessment. The sight of a few hen feathers

at a wretched peasant's door, implying that he was acquiring

more than a starving living, was in itself enough sometimes to

increase the poor wight's taille. Such acts, of course, put a

deliberate discount on the habits of thrift.

/ The taille was the roturiers (non-noble's) tax. It fell onlj'- on

peasants, craftsmen, and bourgeois. The lands and incomes of
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the noblesse and the Church (the two wealthiest classes) were

proudly exempt. The noblemen paid the King by their "blood"

when they served in battle; the ecclesiastics paid by their

prayers. They were not to be subject to this grievous impost
which was in itself a sign of inferiority.

There were, however, two other taxes which the nobles and

the clergy were supposed to pay along with the peasants
—

despite much groaning. These were the "capitation tax," and

the "Twenty" (vingiibme) . The first tax was a proportional levy

of so much per head, according to the twenty-three classes

into which all the King's subjects were assigned. The first class

was headed by the Dauphin, who was taxed in theory about

$1000. The poor folk of the twenty-third class paid nothing.

The "Twenty" was supposed to be a general income tax of

five per cent. Such was the letter of the law. In usage, how-

ever, the privileged classes received almost wholesale exemption.
With the upper bourgeois the chances of exemption would vary.

The clergy "redeemed" their taxes by a "free gift" to the King,
much less than their lawful share. As for the nobility, their

quotas were always estimated with calculated leniency. The
"Princes of the Blood," who should have paid about $1,200,000

as their total "twentieths," actually paid only about $90,000.

In the region around Paris, when a marquis was levied for $200

\n place of his just $1250, a bourgeois was held for $880 in place

of his just $35.

These taxes were levied so harshly upon those tney struck,

and the exemptions of wealth and privilege were so wholesale,

that it is reckoned that fifty per cent of the entire earnings of

the non-noble classes were swept in by the taille, the capitation

tax, and the "Twenty" alone — and yet that was by no means

all for which the tax-gatherer stretched out his hands !

Besides the direct taxes there went the elaborate indirect

^ Suc'i estimates are of course highly general. Many non-nobles, by fair means
or foul, were more fortimate. But their share in the tax-burden was always
excessive.
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taxes. What made these worse was the fact that they were regu-

larly "farmed out" — that is, the privilege of collecting them

was sold to "farmers," speculators, who paid a lump sum to

the King, then levied as much as they could stretch the law to

allow them in order to get a fat profit. This was a sinister revival

of the "publicans" who disgraced ancient Rome, and who were

justly execrated in New Testament Palestine.

J The gabelle, the salt monopoly, was open perhaps to the most

grievous abuses. Every subject above the age of seven was

legally obliged to purchase at least seven pounds of salt annually.

Not to purchase this was almost as serious a crime as perjury or

house-breaking. This salt had to be used exclusively in cooking

or on the table. To use such a supply for salting provisions

implied a fine equal to at least $150. The agents of the

public salt-dealers frequently would search dwellings from attic

to cellar to make sure that no unauthorized stores were therein

secreted. They could easily tell the government salt— it was

of such very inferior quality! Naturally there was a great trade

in contraband salt. The risks were great, but the legal price of

the article was so high that it paid to take chances. In 1787 a

high official (Calonne) asserted that 30,000 persons were arrested

per year for breaking the salt laws and 500 were condemned to

the galleys or gallows for contraband salt running. Of course a

small army of detectives and revenue officers had constant em-

ploy, enforcing this gabelle alone. All this did nothing to increase

the respect of the lower classes for the laws against genuine

crimes.

The aides were petty taxes almost as intolerable as the

gabelle. They struck various articles, but especially wine— in

France a staple of consumption such as Americans can hardly

understand. Wine was subject to a small tax when it was manu-

factured; another when it was sold to its first handler; and then

again, while in transit, at every possible halting-place on the

road (thirty-five to forty separate places in going from Langue-
doc to Paris) ; again when it entered a city; again when it passed
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to the retailer. A cask of wine worth 150 francs ($30) in Mont-

pelher in the South had paid out 122 francs in these small taxes

before it was drunk in Paris. Most vexatious of all was the

check kept upon the consumer. Every family, whatever its

size, was entitled to four puncheons of wine per year, without

extra tax. If they needed more, however, it had to pay a sur-

tax; this on the principle that the extra wine might be sold

sub rosa and the Government cheated.

The aides and the gabelle alike were most unequal over

France. In some regions the salt tax was so small as to constitute

no serious grievance. In others, it was almost the chief public
burden. As for the aides, we find certain parishes on opposite
sides of a river; on one bank the inhabitants were subject to a

heavy aide on their wine, on the other they were wholly exempt.
The evils of this taxation system were so patent that no one

attempted to defend them. Even the privileged classes recog-

nized that these fiscal iniquities were the source of a large pro-

portion of the violent unrest which was aflflicting the country
and threatening the whole social order. No finance minister

dared propose heavier taxes until a better system could be

devised, and yet the system could not be changed without touch-

ing the whole edifice of social and financial privilege upon which

the French upper classes doted. The absurd situation was v

therefore presented of an "absolute monarch," with a realm

well able to pay much larger taxes than actually existed (pro-

vided they were evenly adjusted), but not daring to add a

fraction to the imposts already laid upon his people, and there-

fore himself drifting into bankruptcy. The statement would be

comical had not the results been tragic. Behind the shadow of

the deficit was rising the guillotine. ^^
The abuses in taxation were inextricably tied up with the

abuses in personal privilege. The kings had stripped the nobility

of their political authority, but they had done anything but

establish a dead level of subjects all under one common master^

Inequality was the principle of French society, and all the na-
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tion was legally and avowedly divided into three great orders —-

the Clergy, the Noblesse, and the Third Estate. The first two
orders were styled "The Privileged." Their precious rights

varied from that of preferred admission to the royal court to

mere exemption from the taille which smote all the lower classes.

So far as numbers went, the privileged orders were in a glaringly

small minority. The whole population was then about 25,000,"

000. The two noble orders each reckoned about 130,000 to

140,000 members; say 275,000 "nobles" in all. To these, in

fairness, should be added about 300,000 bourgeois who held

official positions and enjoyed exemptions and prestige far above

most of their contemporaries. In all not over 600,000 French-

men were thus singled out by law and custom for a position

highly enviable as compared with 24,000,000 less fortunate

fellows.

The clergy nominally ranked higher than the noblesse since

the affairs of God took precedence over the dignities of man.

Rather less than half of the clergy were "regular"
— that is

monks and nuns under the monastic "rule"; the majority were

"secular," bishops and parish priests mingling with the laity,

and having the "cure of souls." These two branches of the clergy

had a well-defined organization; sending deputies to an assembly
which met every five years to deliberate on the interests of their

order, and to vote "free gifts" to the King in lieu of ordinary

taxation. The clergy, too, if involved in the courts, were entitled

to a judgment by their own ecclesiastical tribunals. They were

of course in theory subject to the Pope, but actually
— in view

of the Concordat of Francis I and the vigorous assertion of the

"Gallican liberties" under Louis XIV— a wise Pontiff would

let the affairs of the French Church pretty strictly alone; and

the King was more influential in most ecclesiastical matters

than the Holy Father.

The Crown was justified in taking a keen interest in matters

religious. It was reckoned that one fifth of the whole soil of
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France belonged in one way or another to the Church. In the

province of Artois the clergy controlled three quarters of the

entire real estate. Besides the regular revenues of these wide

lands, the Church received a "tithe" on all agricultural prod-
ucts everywhere;^ also the income from many "feudal rights"
levied upon the inhabitants of the Church estates. The whole

revenues of the French Church in 1789 are set at over $100,-

000,000 modern money.
Some of this huge income was indeed spent on hospitals,

orphanages, the upkeep of churches, and legitimate alms to the

poor. The "free gifts" of the Church to the King, and such other

taxes as the clergy were willing to bear, came to about $6,000,-

000 (30,000,000 francs) per year. The rest of the revenues were
distributed far otherwise.

Splitting the French Church asunder, in a manner ruinous to

all its spiritual weal, was the division between the higher clergy
and the lower clergy. The higher clergy were recruited almost

exclusively from the noblesse. The younger son of a ducal house
would seek a bishopric while his elder brother took the family
chateau. The archbishops, bishops, abbots, canons, etc., reck-

oned together about 5000 or 6000 persons. They monopolized
by far the greater share of all the Church revenues. Few bishops

struggled along in "apostolic poverty" with less than $50,000

(250,000 francs) income per annum. Many were far happier.
The Cardinal-Bishop of Strasbourg enjoyed $300,000 per year.
At his palace at Saverne he could entertain two hundred guests
at once. One hundred and eighty fine horses champed in his

stables. The greater abbots were sometimes more lucky than
the poorer bishops. The Abbot of Clairvaux displayed his

monastic indigence by taking an income of $190,000 per year.

Very few members of this "higher clergy" were not of noble
birth. It was almost impossible for a base-born monk or priest— whatever his learning, practical abilities, or devout piety

—
' In theory, a tenth sheaf, pig, chicken, etc., but the tithe was usually ccm-

«iuted according to local custom into a fixed money payment.
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to cross the magic line which admitted him to the great dignities

of the Church.

Under this higher clergy were at least 60,000 poor cures and

"vicars," recruited from the Third Estate. Often, indeed, the

nominal occupancy of the parish would belong to some absent

ecclesiastic of rank, who was perhaps busy pushing his fortunes

at court. Tlie regular parish duties would be discharged by some

humble assistant who received a mere fraction of the income

wrung out of the neglected tithe-payers. The legal pay of these

parish priests was pitiful
— $350 (1750 francs) for the cures, $175

(875 francs) for the still less exalted vicars. Even these poor

stipends were not alwa.ys paid completely. The upper clergy

mulcted them at every turn, and threw on them the greater share

of the "free gifts" and other payments of the clergy to the King.

Between the cure and the bishop there was therefore little love

to be lost. When the Revolution came and the Church was to

need the support of all its sons, not merely was the cure to be

found refusing to sustain his old superiors in their privileges : it

would be lucky if he were not egging on the peasants of his

parish to some gross act of insurrection.

In this French Church there were many devout and pious

souls in whom burned the spirit of true Christianity. But they
were not in power. There were almost none of them among the

higher clergy. Worldliness, irreligion, if not downright infidelity

were the order of the day among the luxury-loving bishops ana

abbots who fluttered around the court, and who seemed to

differ from the secular noblesse only by a variety in their gor-

geous costumes and an inability to have legal wives. The Hugue-
nots had been reduced to a persecuted minority, but it had never

come home to the complacent French churchmen that while

driving out the demon of heresy, their idle and utterly "secular"

lives were giving room for the seven greater devils of open

hostility to all forms of religion whatever. French Christianity

to this day is paying the penalty for the uttef lack of spiritu-

ality in its life during the eighteenth century. Louis XVI once
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feebly protested, when asked to name a certain candidate as

bishop, that "He thought a bishop should really believe in

God!" And when the bishops as a body were urging a revival

of the anti-Huguenot laws, and a well-informed Paris ecclesi-

astic was asked,
"
did they really believe the doctrines they were

insisting on?
"
he promptly replied, "There may be four or five

[out of one hundred and thirty-one].
"

Such a Church, wealthy, socially divided, and deliberately

ignoring its divine mission, was to prove veritable dry tinder

for the flame of Revolution once the latter was started in

France.

The noblesse were less hypocritical, but not less vulnerable

than the high churchmen. They were, in the first place, sub-

divided into the two great fractions of the "noblesse of the

sword" and the "noblesse of the robe."

The noblesse were all of them exempt from the ignoble

taille, the chief direct tax. As already seen, they were partially

exempt from the other direct taxes. Also, although they had
lost all their political power as feudal lords, they had kept the

right to make certain levies upon the peasants upon their for-

mer dominions : thus they could hold the peasantry to tolls for

the use of bridges and roads which the lords were supposed once

to have constructed for the benefit of the community; and for

the privilege of using the local grist-mill, which at one time every
lord had built to grind his peasants' meal. They had frequently
the "right of the dove-cote" — to keep swarms of pigeons

—
which the peasants could not shoot however much they devoured

the crops, and the "hunting right"
— that is, of following the

fox, with hounds and horses, over a wide range of country to the

infinite ruin of the standing grain.
^ All of the order had thus

certain general rights; but above the run of the "nobles of the

^ What made these privileges the more obnoxious was that the nobles did not

always exercise them themselves, but sublet their privileges to greedy specu-
lators who exploited their rights mercilessly.
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sword" was the "high noblesse," numbering not over one

thousand persons who were far more honored.

The "high noblesse" were the descendants of the once

mighty feudal lords who had measured strength with the King.

Since Louis XIV's time they had lived almost exclusively at

the court, "in ruinous luxury and idleness." A few bearers of

great names lived, indeed, in their ancestral chateaux and tried

to take honest care of their great landed properties
— but they

were verj' few. Only when poverty-stricken or under royal dis-

pleasure would a great nobleman, as a rule, quit Versailles.

They were the companions of the King and had to live on a

corresponding scale. Many of them were accordingly deep in

debt, even if their master awarded gifts and steady pensions.

We hear of a Prince of the Blood who had a nominal fortune

of $28,000,000, but who actually owed more than half of this.

One could therefore prosper only by constant intrigues for royal

favor. The King's bounty would rescue the mortgaged domains!

The higher noblesse, therefore, stood as a rule for the perpetua-

tion of all the old abuses in the government.
This upper nobility was none too well liked by the less fortu-

nate lower nobility, not to mention the bourgeoisie and the

peasants. The insatiable demands for money by life at Versailles

made the great lords merciless in enforcing payment for the

rents, feudal dues, etc., on the country estates which they

seldom visited, and if they "farmed out" their rights to specu-

lators, they, of course, became still more unpopular. There

were, indeed, some great nobles who held very enlightened views,

patronized the "philosophers," and assented to proposals for

"a new order." The Marquis of Lafayette belonged to the gilded

circle itself. Nevertheless as a class the great noblesse were

among the most vulnerable defenders of the Old Regime.
Under them, were about 100,000 "noblesse of the province."

These were country gentlemen, often with meager incomes

down to $600 to $800 per year. They had large families, and

since in France every son and daughter of a lord was "noble"
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also (and the younger did not become a mere commoner as in

England), the task of providing for them so that they could live

without vulgar trade was often a sore problem for their parents.

In some regions, especially in the West of France, these lesser

nobles treated their peasants well, and tried to improve the

condition of the countryside. They were therefore fairly popular.

Elsewhere they were merely grasping, discontented lords of the

manor, anxious to sweep in enough money to be able to depart

and push their fortunes at Versailles— hated by the peasants

and deserving the hatred. In the main, however, being in closer

touch with the lower classes, they were as a body less outrageous

landlords than the great noblesse, and more open to liberal sug-

gestions. Between the great noblesse and this "noblesse of tlie

province" there was all the jealousy between rich and poor
cousins. When the crash came, the dukes and marquises were

to look in vain for real aid to most of the country barons and

"sires"; although the latter were, as a class, profoundly loyal

to the Church and to the person of the King.

Besides these two great section^^f the
"
noblesse of the

sword" there stood the
'

noblesse of the gown^N^Tliey reckoned

about 40,000. They were looked down upon by their nominal

equals, because many of them had struggled up from the

bourgeoisie and in almost every case they had owed their

status originally to wealth and not to ancestry. They were men
who themselves (or their forbears) had won the various official

posts which carried with them "nobility"
—

membership in the

King's councils, "presidentships" in the law courts, and other

governmental positions
—

positions which (as seen) were often

hereditary. Besides, a very rich and successful bourgeois could

often invoke enough influence at Versailles to get some kind of

a patent of nobility. Many of these "nobles of the robe" were

arrogant, self-seeking, and grossly incompetent in the public
oflBces to which they clung: as a class, however, they were far

more enlightened than the old-line nobility, more willing to

dabble with "philosophy" and to praise the daring of Voltaire
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and the violent theories of Rousseau. When it came to actually

surrendering some of their beloved privileges, however, these

nobles of the courts and "parlements" were hardly less obsti-

nate and pigheaded than were the princes and dukes who
snubbed them. The French reformers in the end were to owe

them very little.

To sum up the noblesse, it should be said that a French

nobleman of the eighteenth century was likely to be a man of

charming social manners to his equals, much personal intelli-

gence, chronically in debt, extremely lax in personal morality,

though with a high sense of "honor" in such matters as cheat-

ing at cards. He had, indeed, a keen contempt for physical

danger whether on the battle-field, or, in days to come, before

the guillotine. But taken as a class, from him was to come not

one constructive idea for the salvation of France, and very

little willingness to sacrifice his privileges for the general public

weal. He was the ornament of his royal master's court, but a

great nation was not to be saved by faultless bows and delicate

compliments to high-born ladies. The noblesse did little else

beyond these to justify its existence, and it shared the speedy
ruin which was to sweep down upon enfeebled King and de-

generate Church.

The bulk of the nation was comprised in the "Third Estate."

This great mass of people was, of course, split up into very

distinct groups. We may at once block out the bourgeoisie, the

artisan class and the peasants. Each group had its peculiar

problems and grievances.

/ The bourgeois had certainly risen and enriched themselves

in the eighteenth century. Despite the misgovernment and dis-

astrous wars of Louis XV, commerce and trade had often pros-

pered, because of the great natural ability of French merchants.^

* Despite the gross misgovernment, such was the enterprise of the French

trading class, that the total volume of external trade iocreased between 1716

and 1787 from 214,900.000 to 1,153,500^000 francs.
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The gain had all been to the bourgeoisie. The King had come to

^epend on the great capitalists to "farm" his revenues and to

advance huge lqp,ns when the revenues were insufficient. With-

out them he would have been helpless, and they had to be paid—
indirectly at least— by honors and exemptions despite the

grumbling of the old-line nobility. The rich, intelligent bourgeois, -

however, detested the existing system by which they were '

still subjected to the taille, and to many unfair laws, and also

were still treated with social frigidity by the noblesse. They
constantly dreaded lest the royal finances fall into complete

bankruptcy to their own direct ruin. They were, therefore,)

cheerful advocates of elaborate political reforms. I

These rich folk were likewise the very best pupils of the new

"philosophers." Montesquieu, Rousseau, Voltaire, and the

"economists" were nowhere read so eag'^rly as in the parlors of

great bankers and merchants. The new dc /:rine of "equality'**^
was also never more welcome than with persons who had the

wealth, breeding, and ideas of true ladies and gentlemen, but

who would be snubbed, set off at a "second table," or treated

with deliberate rudeness by a bankrupt and immoral count.

Such great bourgeois, with their high claims to considera-

tion, of course, tapered down into the "middle" and "lowC
middle" classes (to use an English expression) of worthy trades-

men, shopkeepers, and small manufacturers — good folk with

just social pretensions enough to expect to be called "Mon-
sieur" and "Madame" — till one reached the regular artisan

class in the towns. Outside of Paris there were few sizable cities

in France, and the rural element still formed the great bulk of

the population; however, the artisans reckoned say 2,500,000,

about one tenth the whole French nation. They were grouped
in guilds and trade corporations of the mediaeval style,

^ institu-

tions which had long outlived their usefulness. It was highly

difficult for any but the son, or son-in-law of a member— for

example, of the wig-makers' guild
— to be admitted as an

1 See p. 79.
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authorized wig-maker in a given city; and the law j^ave a

monopoly of the craft to the guild members. They in turn were

strictly prohibited from engaging in anything b^t a very narrow

line of trade. For the "ladies' shoemakers" of Paris to have

ventured to make and sell children's or men's shoes would have

occasioned instant outcry and a ruinous lawsuit. Enlightened
men recognized how numbing, how ruinous to the true develop-

ment of industry, this regime was, which stifled competition
and all kinds cf mitiative, but to abolish the system seemed

impossible. Turgot, the great finance minister of Louis XVI, had

attempted to abolish the guilds, and the turmoil evoked ruined

his schemes and drove him from office, although he declared he

was fighting "for the first and the most undeniable of all rights— the right to work!
"

^

The industrial class, therefore, in France was under sore

handicaps and added its own problems to the general problems
of the nation.

But we come at length to the real backbone of the French

people. Nearly nine tenths of the population, over 21,000,000,

lived by agriculture. About a million of these were still legally

serfs,^ but the bulk were reckoned "free." The great ambition

of a French peasant was to possess unencumbered land; but

only about 500,000 had reached the happy state of actual

ownership. Some of the rest were "colons" engaged on the

great estates by the year, in return for clothes, food, lodging,

and a very small wage; some "day-workers" toiling at a pit-

tance of sometimes only twenty-five cents per day; some

metayers working an estate assigned them by the great owner on

shares, but sharing also the taxes, which were likely to be enor-

mous. The remainder were likely to possess little farms which,

indeed, they called their own, but which paid to the local seig-

» See p. 2S7.
- They were mostly in Brittany, long an autonomous principality, and

Franche-Comte, long under Spain, in I'rance proper there had been general

emancipation.
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iieur a perpetual rent, extremely heavy, in addition to the

numerous, "feudal dues." These were the unlucky cens pay-

ers — among the most unhappy of all the peasants. As stated,

the real freeholders, self-respecting farmers subject only to the

ordinary taxation, were in a great minority.

According to Cardinal Richelieu the peasant was "the mule

of the State!" This had been true in 1630. It remained pitifully

true in 1789. Every kind of public burden was shifted upon his

much-enduring back. Even the bourgeoisie and the artisans

could usually throw off the brunt of severe taxes by increasing

the price of their wares. The peasant was helpless. He had to

pay the King, as Turgot reckoned, more than fifty-five per cent

of his receipts. He had to pay his "tithe" to the cure, or more

exactly to the Church tax-gatherer, who would probably be the

agent of the distant and luxury-loving bishop. He had to pay all

the aforementioned "seigneurial dues" — the "banality" (spe-

cial tax)
— of the mill, the olive press, etc., and to pay these

even when no real service was rendered; for example, when the

mill was out of order or non-existent. He had, of course, also to

pay the salt tax, and many indirect taxes on staple commodi-

ties. All in all, responsible students have estimated that eighty

per cent of the whole income of the average peasant was swept

away by King, priest, or seigneur.^ No wonder there were

misery and bitterness throughout the land. The least misfortune

— bad crops, sickness, or even lack of extreme thrift— meant

instant ruin for a peasant family. It would have no savings, no

protection. It is a witness to the plodding conservatism and

inherently law-abiding qualities of the peasantry that as a rule

they had suffered for generations in silence. They were, of course,

in most cases deplorably ignorant. There was no free school

system. In many poverty-stricken villages, the cure might be

the only literate inliabitant. In a dumb, ignorant way the i:)eas-

1 Other investigators have declared this estimate excessive; there is no doubt,

however, that the proportion of a peasant's income so consumed was outra-

geously and amazingly high.
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ants might obey the outward teachings of rehgion, and honor

the name of the King; but the sense of misery, injustice, and

oppression was penetrating deep into their souls.

In 1789 conditions were pecuHarly ready to produce an explo-

sion among the French lower classes. The harvest of 1788 had
been very poor. The winter of 1788-89 was unusually severe.

The rivers froze. The cities had never seen so much ice. "The

peasants," wrote the Archbishop of Paris, "are reduced to the

last extremities of poverty." Sturdy beggars, tramps, and abso-

lute robbers multiplied on all the roads. The population of

Paris was then about 700,000; of these 120,000 were reckoned

ras

being in direct want. Of course, much of this misery could

never be abolished by merely enacting statutes, but only by a

careful process of uplift and reform; yet naturally, when the

peasants were summoned to tell their desires and griefs to the

States General in 1789, the cry was very great. "If you could see

the poor cabins we inhabit," wrote the peasants of Champagne,
in one of their bills of complaint {cahiers), "the wretched

food we eat, you would be touched— that would tell better

than our words, which we cannot make more, and which we

ought to make fewer." ^

p-^
The peasants had no fine political theories: they wanted

; directly two things : abolition of the feudal dues and a great

/ lightening of taxes. Behind these lay an intense desire to get

direct control of more land, especially the seigneur's land and

the bishop's land. The moment the opportunity was given, they
vi^'ere ready to strike.

The above is a very imperfect picture of some of the complex
woes of the Old Regime in France. Obviously here was an enor-

mous amount of gunpowder, bound to shake the world when
once the match was applied. And yet the imminent danger was

' Of course some clever, small-town lawyer may be imagined as drawing up
this bill of complaints for a very ignorant constituency. The cahierx (peti-

tions presented by each district, listing the grievances it desired to have re-

dressed) were a regular part of the process of choosing a States General.
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recognized by few or none. It was generally believed that there

would be reforms, yes
— but by very gentle and painless proc-

esses. "With no regret for the past," wrote a French nobleman,

after the stunning event, "and no apprehensions for the future,

we danced gayly along a carpet of flowers stretched over an

abyss."

And so Clergy, Noblesse, and Third Estate came to 1789.



CHAPTER XIV
THE FIERY COMING OF THE NEW REGIME: 1789-92,

"No country ever influenced Europe as France did between

1789 and 1815. Impelled by two dreams — the dream of a

war against kings on behalf of the people, and the dream of the

foundation of an empire of the Caesarian or Carolingian type—
the French armies overran the Continent, and trampled under

foot, as they went, much rank vegetation which has never

arisen again." So an authoritative historian has written, and

his words are entirely true.^ Indeed, they are not sufficiently

strong. There is not a single civilized man on the earth to-day
whose life, thought, and destinies have not been profoundly
influenced by what happened in or near France during those

five and twenty years of action, wrath, and fire.

It is a matter of extreme difiiculty, in a sketch of the entire

story of France, to describe with any sufficient detail the events

of those tumultuous years v/hich covered the "French Revolu-

tion." An adequate record would consider the happenings, not

by years, but by months and even by days: it would describe

and analyze numberless personalities; it would try to disen-

tangle extraordinarily complex forces; it would deal alike with

Paris, the French provinces, and the foreign foes of the nation.

Even then it would seem very inadeqviate. Under the circum-

stances it is best to confine ourselves to a very bare and jejune
enumeration of the most important facts, in order to tie the

story of the Old Monarchy to that of France in the nineteenth

century. He who desires a vivid and truly informing narrative

will, of course, turn to the many excellent special studies.

\ In 1789 practically the entire French nation, barring a few
^ Lavisse: Political Uistory of Europe (Eng. trans.), p. 138.
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selfish pensioners, mole-eyed noblemen, and worldly ecclesias-

tics, was convinced that the state of the country was bad, and
it was ready for radical measures and remedies. The earlier

steps of reform were taken with the high consent of nearly all

the intelligent men of the nation. As, however, difficulties thick-

ened, as it became increasingly hard to translate the political

theories of Rousseau into efficient practice, as the immediate

efiPect of the first reforms was to produce confusion, poverty,
and misery almost everywhere, the situation soon changed for

the worse. Faction rose against faction, with a radical element

always calling for more drastic remedies for the public ills.

Foreign war and the threat of Germanic invasion were soon

added to domestic discords, although the mere threat of foreign

danger was to lead to an intensified patriotism. This led to still

more pronounced radicalism, until the Government passed to

an increasingly narrow circle of fanatics, who were ready to

take the life of any man that stood in the v.ay of that dictator-

ship which was "to secure the people's happiness." Then, at

last, the cord snapped. The fanatics were overthrown by a

return of courage to the saner part of the French nation. The

foreign foe was repelled, and in 1795 France found herself,

bruised, rent, bleeding, but with her mediaeval king and her

mediaeval institutions gone, and a whole new set of institutions

political and social. These did not, indeed, give her the "Liberty,

Equality, and Fraternity" her patriots had demanded until

after nigh a century more of weary struggles and delays, but

these new institutions were after all infinitely better calculated

to promote prosperity and happiness than was the rotten Old

Regime.
This in a few words was what was to happen in France. The

whole tumultuous process involved was the famous Revolution.

The first part of 1789 was spent in France in the novel excite-

ment of what Americans would call a great political campaign.
"Nominations" and "elections," as we understand them, were
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almost unknown in the country which claimed the primacy of

Europe. There were very few precedents unless one delved into

the musty records of 1614. The government having ordered the

elections for the States General grievously failed to arrange very

many details needful for the smooth working of the electoral

process. The voting had to be by an indirect method, the ordi-

nary voters choosing a smaller number of "electors" and these

in turn naming the actual deputies to go to Versailles, a compli-

-^ cated system that could have been avoided. The nobles, clergj%
'

and Third Estate in each district met separately, chose their

own deputies and also prepared their own special cahiers (bill of

complaints to lay before the King). It is a testimony to the

solid, practical qualities of the average Frenchman that on the

whole this unfamiliar process passed off quietly and success-

fully. When the lists were made up there were in all 1214 mem-
bers: noblesse, 285; clergy, 308; Third Estate, 621. The nobles

contained many ultra-conservatives, but also a fair sprinkling

of open-minded, liberal men like Lafayette. The clergy were
'"

sharply divided between the great reactionary ecclesiastics, and

a very strong element (205) of country cures, men in close

touch with their parishes and very unwilling to take the law

from their wealthy superiors. In the Third Estate two thirds

f were various classes of lawyers
— of the non-privileged classes

the men who had done the most reading and had enjoyed the

most leisure. There were only a very few downright peasants,

who hardly as yet understood what all the talking and voting

was about. The States General, in short, was a most solid and

eminently respectable body.
Louis XVI and Necker allowed this large company to assem-

ble at Versailles on May 5, 1789, for a magnificent procession

and opening session in a great hall of the palace. To the utter as-

tonishment of many, it soon became clear that neither King nor

minister had a definite programme for the States General, either

as to how it was to organize or what next it was to do. The

speeches of Louis XVI and of Necker dwelt on benevolent gen-
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eralities or treated the deficit as being the one thing important.
The States General (it seemed) had been convened primarily to

help the King escape bankruptcy by some changes m the taxa-

tion system
—

hardly for anything more. There was profound

disappointment .

Greater disappointment and confusion followed. Was the

voting to be "by order" or "by head." If "by order," then each

of the three estates must meet separately in its own chamber,

and legislation to be valid must be agreed to by all three, and

the majority of any one chamber, say of the nobles, could block

a measure on which the great bulk of the other two orders had

set its heart. If "by head," then all the three classes would sit

together. The Third Estate would have a clear majority and

could also count on help from the country cures. All the liberal

element obviously wanted this second solution; but the King
and Necker, curiously enough, had not arranged beyond cavil

how this cardinal point was to be settled. The nobles at once

began to organize by themselves. The clergy hesitated; the

Third Estate, however, flatly refused to organize for business,

declaring it was a "mere collection of citizens" until the others

joined them in one body. Thus was created a most awkward
deadlock.

Presently, however, some of the cures began to come over to

the Third Estate, whose members at last plucked up courage to

declare themselves to be the true "representatives of the nation,"

and to announce that they would go ahead without waiting for

the others, being legally (so they called themselves) "Tb"^

National Assembly of France."

The reactionary nobles were now in distress. They won the

King's ear, and got him to agree to put pressure on the States

General to organize in three bodies. On the 20th of June the

Third Estate members discovered that their hall was closed;

and they were told that there was to be a "royal session" very
soon. In wrath they adjourned to a public "tennis court" on a

back street in Versailles and there, led on by Bailly , their presi-
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dent, they took a solemn and fateful oath— "They would not

disperse until they had given a constitution to France!" In

this exalted mood they went to the royal session on the 23d,

Louis XVI had mustered up courage to read the deputies a

round lecture. They must meet, he said, as three separate

houses, and not meddle with questions of the feudal dues and
tithes. "If you abandon me," was his warning, "alone I will

work out the welfare of my people!"
The nobles and the bulk of the clergy filed out of the hall after

the King. The Third Estate remained stolidly sitting. A pomp-
ous court official appeared

—
Breze, master of ceremonies.

"Messieurs" — he spoke sharply
— "you have heard the

King's orders." Then up rose a deputy, who had already marked
himself as a leader, Mirabeau.^ "Yes, Monsieur, we have heard

what the King has said," rang his voice, in words that were to

reecho through applauding France, "but do you tell those who
sent you that we are here by the will of the people, and that we
will not leave our places except at the point of the bayonet!'*
Breze shuffled out. The Third Estate held its ground. It would
not disperse. It voted its members "inviolable" — not subject
to arrest. It undertook to do business for the whole kingdom.
What was Louis XVI to do? Disperse the members by the

soldiery .f* Perhaps the latter would have obeyed orders, but

what of the uneasy, expectant nation? Where was the chance of

new taxes to stave off bankruptcy? The King was too humane to

enjoy drawing the sword against his own people. At the end of

^ Mirabeau (1749-91) was born of a noble family of Provence and ranked as

a marquis. However, he had quarreled with his kinsmen, and was charged with

leading a disgracefully irregular life. Be that as it may, he became a profound
student of economic and political problems and developed an intense hatred of

despotism. In 1789 the noblesse of Provence would not elect him, but he was
chosen (though himself a nobleman) to represent the Third Estate. During
the Assembly he developed the clearest and most constructive projects of any
presented. Almost alone of the French liberals he knew Avhen to advise to halt.

His ignoble past life, however, rose up to blast his influence and rob his counsels

of weight; but his death in April, 1791, robbed France of probably its greatest

statesman.
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four days he capitulated. He asked the upper orders to join the

Third Estate as one body. The clergy and most of the nobles

promptly did so. The National Assembly was complete. The

Third Estate had, of course, the majority. The whole body at

once proceeded to organize into committees, to draft the

legislation which was to redeem France.

The King had yielded, but not the Queen and the court. To

Marie Antoinette and her giddy, money-grasping associates the

whole action of the disobedient canaille had been outrageous.

Quick action was needful or the realm was lost. Pressure was

brought to bear on Louis. Marshal de Broglie began mustering

troops, and strange regiments of reliable foreign mercenaries

swung into Versailles. On July 11 a royal decree suddenly

ordered Necker (still counted a champion of reform) to be

banished instantly from France. As for the Assembly, that was

now to be scattered, or subdued by the soldiery whom Mira-

beau had defied. Then it was that, almost like a bolt from the

clear sky, Paris sprang to arms. The Parisian mob supplied the

fighting force which saved the Assembly, overawed the King,

and continued the Revolution.

The great city had been in wild excitement for several days.

All sorts of rumors were flying across the ten odd miles from

Versailles. The gardens of the huge building known as the

"Palais-Royal" had been the center for thousands of buzzing,

gesticulating young men and of sorely anxious elders. On the

l'-2th of July came the tidings that Necker had been dismissed,

the clear sign of reaction to autocracy. A young journalist,

Camille DesmouUns, leaped upon a table, a pistol in each hand.

"Citizens" (a new title in France!), so he called to the heaving

throng, "there is no time to lose! The dismissal of Necker rings

a St. Bartholomew bell for patriots ! To arms !

"

Paris shook herself. All the disorderly forces in a great, wicked,

luxurious, turbulent city, but withal a city full of men devoted

to the new ideas of liberty and human brotherhood, blazed up

together. The feeble poUce were brushed aside. The "French
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Guards
"

(a kind of militia garrison) fraternized with the rioters.

Arsenals were broken open and supplied weapons. The "elec-

tors" ^ set up an extemporized city government, and began to

enroll a "National Guard." ^ After a day of utter confusion

came a kind of orderly action. On the 14th of July the armed
multitude cast itself on the King's castle, the old prison for

prisoners "at the royal pleasure," the Bastile. Its dungeons were

no longer full, but it was the emblem of autocratic power.
De Launay, the governor, had cannon and strong walls and

could have held out, but his small garrison was terrified at the

thousands raging before their gates. He parleyed, surrendered,

and then was shamefully massacred by the mob, while his

captors were haling him to the City Hall.

Messengers in hot haste carried the news to Versailles. The
Duke of Liancourt broke the tidings to Louis XVI. "This is a

revolt !

"
cried the King.

"
No, Sire," answered the sagacious duke,

"it is a revolution." The whole plot of the court party tumbled

like a house of cards. To conquer raging Paris was a very differ-

ent thing from dispersing the unarmed deputies. Necker was re-

called. The position of the Assembly was left stronger than ever.

Despite provincial barriers and many other lines of division,

France was in one particular an extremely centralized country.

Paris dominated alike the political and the intellectual life of

the remainder of the nation. Organized public effort of every
kind seemed almost impossible away from the great city. The

ignorance and political apathy of many rural districts was

extreme. On July 4, 1789, an intelUgent English traveler ^ had

found himself in the thriving town of Chateau-Thierr3^ He
could not discover a single newspaper (then abundant in Paris)

1 These were the persons chosen by their fellow citizens to make the final

selection for members of the National Assembly: they could thus claim

something like a popular mandate for taking power.
2 This enrollment of the "National Guard" — a military force at the dis-

posal of the radicals and not of the King — was a much more important
step practically than the capture of the Bastile.

* Arthur Young, an observant English gentleman. The account of his travels

in France during 1787-89 is one of the classic authorities ^r this whole period.
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to inform himself about the great public events. "What stupid-

ity, poverty, and lack of circulation!" he records. "This people

hardly deserve to be free; and should there be the least attemjjt
with vigor to keep them otherwise it can hardly fail of succeed-

ing." But now the news of the storming of the King's grim
castle spread out to all the little villages and farms. Instantly
there was a muttering, then fierce action among the peasantry.
No more hated "feudal dues," extortionate taxes, tyrannous
corvees. If "rights of the people" meant anything, they surely
meant that! Soon in many districts the evening skies were red

with the burning chateaux of the helpless noblesse. Elsewhere

with less violence the peasants simply burned the record books

for the feudal dues, thinking so to abolish them.

There was disorder everywhere and the threat of things worse.

The army was not to be trusted. After the 14th of July the King
had capitulated. He had visited Paris and had been met at the

gate by the Mayor just elected by the new city government.

"Henry IV," spoke the upstart functionary to Majesty, "recon-

quered his capital. Now the capital has reconquered its King!"
Everywhere shone the new standard and the cockade of the

revolution— the famous tricouleur destined to fly on a hun-

dred stricken fields in the battle for liberty.
^ "National Guards,"

a kind of patriot militia, were springing into being everywhere
to defend what men now gladly called "the Revolution."

The Assembly for some time strove to continue its elaborate

debates on the "Rights of Man" and the fundamentals of en-

lightened government, but on the 4th of August a committee

made a more practical report on the disordered state of France :

rioting and arson everywhere, murders by mobs ("lynchings"
Americans would call them) very frequent, tax-collecting sus-

pended— anarchy threatening. Instantly a liberal-minded

nobleman, the Vicomte de Noailles, declared it was needful to

go to the root of the trouble. Let them abolish all feudal rights!

^ Red and blue were the colors of Paris : white (the color of the Bourbons)
was added out of respect to the King.
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Soon in a spirit of self-sacrificing enthusiasm nearly all the old

mediseval abuses and exactions were declared ended. The

clergy surrendered some of their most cherished fiscal privi-

leges. There was a frenzy of generous self-abnegation. Louis

XVI, absent and ignorant of the debate, was voted the "Re-

storer of French Liberty!" A vast mass of venerable iniquities

seemed swept from the law books. There had never been a like

night in French history.

Admirable it was to vote this; infinitely less easy to rebuild

on the old shattered foundations and to translate fine words

into performance. The diflSculty was increased by the promise

given that all the losers of the old feudal dues should receive

compensation. Whence were to come the funds — with Necker

already at his wits' end to fend off bankruptcy, now that the

taxes had almost dried up? The 4th of August, 1789, is a noble

date in history, but it was to be not the end, but the beginning
of strife and confusion unutterable.

The Revolution had now caught its full stride. The power had

barely slipped into the hands of the bourgeois elements, the

solid intelligence of the nation which was anxious for sane and

enduring reforms and was equally anxious to fend off anarchy.
But the lower classes were already almost unmanageable. If the

court and noblesse failed to give the Revolution an honest sup-

port, the bourgeois might not control the situation and every
chance would be given the extremists. The King was perhaps

honestly willing to accept the new order. Not so the Queen and

the vapid princes and princesses who buzzed around her. The
whole situation to them was monstrous and unbearable. To

preserve their escaping privileges they were willing to throw

dice for the peace and safety of France. The old intrigues of

July were resumed in September. Again more troops (this time

they hoped reliable) were moved up to Versailles. On the night

of October 1 there was a great banquet to the newly arrived

officers. There was much wine and much loose talking. The

Queen was there in her sparkling beauty to draw out the loyal
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shouts of the officers. The health of the royal family was drunk

amid the waving and flashing of swords, while the orchestra

crashed out the royalist song, "Oh, Richard! Oh, my King, all

the world abandons thee . . . but not /." Then it is said that the

tricolor cockade was spitefully trampled under foot, while white

cockades, the color of Bourbon royalty, were distributed; and

lovely ladies mingled with the officers to confirm their loyalty

and pin on the white ribbons.

It was a foolish demonstration, worthy of the intelligence of

the Old Regime. The men whom the court party needed to make
sure of were not the officers, but the rank and file of their regi-

ments. The tale of these doings, of course, spread to Paris with

due exaggerations. Again the capital boiled. The new liberty

had not brought cheap bread. Very many were hungry. On
October 4 a riotous demonstration took place before the City
Hall. Coarse, strong-armed market-women and, it would seem,

men masquerading in dresses, led the demonstration. The new
National Guard confronted them, but could hardly be relied

upon to take stern action. "You'll not fire on women!" rang
the cry. Then, probably to divert them from a riot in Paris,

some one began pounding a drum, and shouted, "To Versailles!"

Off the whole throng swept, headed by the women yelling for

"bread." Lafayette, commander of the National Guard, un-

certain of his men and in sore perplexity as to the whole affair,

followed them with most of his force.

The King at Versailles was parleying with a delegation of the

Assembly over accepting the newly drafted "Rights of Man"
when the motley host swept up from Paris. At first the gates of

the chateau were closed, and when Lafayette arrived the danger
seemed over. But as the next day broke the watch relaxed.

Some of the mob (the worse for liquor) forced their way into the

residence, and killed several of the royal bodyguard while they
were defending the chambers of the Queen. Lafayette at length

rallied enough reliable men to stop the rioting, but the whole

temper of the multitude (including the National Guard) was
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such that there could be no assurance of safety until the King
consented to depart with all his family for Paris. Thither he

went, escorted by Lafayette, but also by the wild throng of

viragoes, tossing their arms around the royal coach and howling

in glee, "We have got the baker and the baker's wife and the

baker's little boy!
— Now we shall have bread." (October 5.)

The King was lodged in the old palace of the Tuileries. The

Assembly (probably not sorry to see the court thus humiliated)

/made haste to follow to Paris and resumed its debates in a great

riding-school near the palace. Once more the Revolution had

been saved from a Royalist reaction. But it had been saved at a

price. The court had been constrained by no orderly process of

law, but by sheer mob violence. King and Assembly alike were

now in Paris, the city of a thousand passions. They were always

subject, in case they resisted the gusts of popular opinion, to

physical coercion by unkempt rioters. Henceforth, more and

more, the extremists of the Paris faubourgs came to take the

will of their own narrow circles for the will of entire France; to

assume to speak for the entire nation, and, if resisted, in the

name of the nation to justify every deed of blood.

These sinister elements, however, were not at first pre-

dominant. There was abundant good-w ill and patriotism in the

Assembly, and it now at length devoted itself to the great task

of reorganizing France. For two years there was relative calm,

and it could even be argued plausibly that the Revolution had

been accomplished with, all things considered, a commendably
small amount of bloodshed. There is still great difference of

opinion as to the excellence of the new institutions which the

Assembly now gave to France. On the whole it may be said that

considering the absolute lack of political experience hitherto per-

mitted to Frenchmen, the blunders were by no means greater

than might be expected.^ Many of the enactments of 1789-91

remain the law of France to this day, and many of the others

•
Comparisons of Revolutionary France with Revolutionary Russia vnW leave

modern students very lenient in their judgments on Frenchmen of 1789-95.
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probably did not deserve to perish. Nevertheless the melancholy

spectacle remained of a great constitutional edifice being labori-

ously erected, next proclaimed as being substantially perpetual— and then vanishing in smoke and blood within a year after it

had been changed from proposals to practice.

It is better to state the principal enactments of the Assembly
in these years than to hint at the reasons for each particular

change. There was still in France no serious movement to estab-

lish a republic. The men who drafted the Constitution of 1791

were, however, profoundly under the influence of the dogmas of

Rousseau and Montesquieu. They wished to vest all the power
in the people, yet they did not abolish hereditary kingship.

They wished an eflBcient executive, but they feared still more

lest the executive should encroach upon the popular rights.

They were also in great dread lest the King should somehow
ruin the new liberties by corrupting or cozening the national

legislature. The result was a constitution which, despite much
that was excellent, failed to function properly the minute it

was put in practice and thereby exposed to inevitable criticism

and opposition.

If liberal intentions could make a great nation prosper, the

Assembly could easily have put France upon the highroad to

happiness. All the old restraints on commerce and industry were

swept away. The Huguenots and Jews were given complete
toleration. Primogeniture and such other rights of inheritance

as tended to perpetuate an aristocratic society were abolished.

All titles of nobility were also abolished, and priests were re-

duced to the mere status of public functionaries. The death

penalties for many crimes were removed. All Frenchmen were

declared equal in legal privileges, in liability to taxation accord-

ing to their ability, and in their rights to public employments.
The old provinces had been serious promoters of isolation and

particularism and local pettiness. They were now done away.
In their place France was divided into eighty-three "depart-
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ments," about equal in size, and named after their rivers,

mountains, etc. The departments were subdivided into "dis-

tricts," these into "cantons," and these in turn into still

smaller "communes," the primary units of the country, 44,828

in all. France thus became a highly articulated nation organized
I Upon a uniform plan, with everything radiating from the nerve

centers of government at Paris.

The inefficient old law courts were likewise abolished. A
supreme Court of Cassation for the entire country was set up,

with a system of local courts tapering down to the justices of

the peace in the cantons. The magistrates were to be elected by
their fellow citizens for ten years, and the great safeguard of

jury trials was instituted for the more serious criminal cases.

The Assembly also voted that a uniform civil code of laws should

be compiled
— a great task only to be executed by Napoleon.

The ancient abuses in taxation were cancelled in their turn.

The provincial customs barriers perished with the old provinces.

The other taxes were simplified and put on a reasonably scien-

tific basis. Schemes were set on foot for a general system of

V education. In short, the Assembly was entitled to high credit for

much eminently successful or promising legislation along social,

economic, or administrative lines, and a great fraction of what

it accomplished in these directions was destined to endure—
and to endure because it was worthy.

Probably the members took the highest pride (and very

rightly) in their solemn pronunciament, "The Declaration of

the Rights of Man," the seventeen articles of which became the

veritable Credo of the Revolution. Although couched in terms

instantly reminiscent of Rousseau and Montesquieu, few genu-

ine Americans will cjuarrel w^ith its main principles. "Men are

born and remain free and equal in rights," ran Article I.

"Social distinctions may be founded only upon the general

good."
1

^ This Declaration was very far from being a radical document. It expressed

the moderate good sense of the bourgeoisie. Article XVII expressly said.
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It was in devising the political machinery which was to

insure the smooth working of all these desirable laws or theories

that the Assembly made its most serious blunders. Truth to tell

the situation would have been immensely improved could the

legislators have had to deal with a different type of king. Louis

XVI did not frankly reject the Revolution and trust himself to

the risks of a civil war, nor did he with dignity abdicate. He
never, however, clearly and unfeignedly accepted the New Order

which took away from him all rights to make laws and merely
left him the honor of being the chief functionary in the State.

He made concession after concession, but never in a manner that

convinced his contemporaries that he was glad to pass from the

giddy honors of autocracy to the safer life of a hereditary presi-

dent. He was simply a well-meaning, much-bewildered man
driven from point to point by an overwhelming situation.

Worst of all, he never gained the courage to silence his wife in

her openly reactionary counsels. He gained the ill-will of many
powerful leaders he should have conciliated, and he could not

conceal his disgust at many innovations he was powerless to

prevent. From his great nobles and even from his own brothers

he gained little enough of support and sage promptings. They
were openly angry at his unwillingness to resist with force the

popular demands. The best chance for Louis would have been

to have taken the lead openly in championing the New Order,

to have constituted himself a real "Citizen-King," champion
and "tribune" of the people. All elements would then probably
have rallied to him and his personal position would have been

secure. But no such boldness was possible for the dull, kind-

hearted individual who had inherited the titles of Louis XIV.

However, in any case the Assembly prepared a constitution

for France whereof the working would have been hard, even

for a very able King-President. There was to be only one cham-

"
Property is an inviolable and sacred right," and not to be tampered with

except the owner be "previously and equitably indemnified." Ultra-radicals

^ould hardly accept this doctrine to-day.
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ber in the Legislature, partly out of real detestation of a House

of Lords, and partly it would seem because of a deliberate

desire not to seem to imitate England. This united body was to

be elected for a term of tv/o years by the votes of all citizens

aged tw'enty-five who paid a direct local tax equal to three

days' work.^ The King could not dissolve it or coerce it in any

way. As first proposed, the King was not to be allowed to have

any effective veto. On the other hand, he was supposed to choo.se

the ministers to execute all the laws and to be responsible for

the smooth working of the government. It was directlj' for-

bidden the King to take his ministers from among the members

of the new "Legislative Assembly." Even under the circum-

stances, it is amazing that the majority of the constitution-

makers did not see how such an arrangement was adapted to

promote endless discord between executive and legislature,

with no way out of the difficulty save a new revolution. Mira-

beau did, indeed, understand matters clearly and uttered his

warnings, but the radicals were already counting him "too

moderate." They marched onward to disaster.

But the heaviest handicap for the New Order came by the

gratuitous act of the Assembly in picking a quarrel with the

Church. The deficit had not been met. Necker was more desper-

ate than ever in seeking funds. Without counting all the inevit-

able cost, in 1790 the Assembly ordered the "nationalizing"

(that is, the practical confiscation) of the ample Church lands.

The clergy were, indeed, promised remuneration for the incomes

they thus lost, but the immediate effect was to enable the

Assembly to embark on the issuance of assignats (paper money
secured by the expected sale of the Church lands), at first in

moderate amounts, but then more and more until France was

involved in all the perplexities and sorrows of an extremely

depreciated paper currency.

^ The sum involved would vary according to local custom. This discrimina-

tion against the very poor ("passive citizens") was bitterly reseated, and helped
to make the new constitution unpopular.
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This act, of course, made every churchman anxious. It was

speedily followed by something worse. The "Civil Constitution

of the Clergy" was enacted. All priests were obliged to take

oath to obey it. The Assembly undertook to reorganize the

French Church as if it had been directly authorized to do so by
the Pope. Instead of one hundred and thirty-five bishops there

were to be only eighty-three (one for each department), and
these and the parish cures were to be chosen by the same elec-

tors that chose the secular oflScials. The number of convents was

reduced; the taking of monastic vows made difficult. No attempt
was made to define points in theology, but the whole effect of

the law was to make the "Catholicism in France different from
that in Rome, at least in respect to discipline, canonical institu-

tions, and spiritual jurisdiction."

The result of this unhappy law was soon evident. The

Assembly surely had enough secular problems to settle without

embroiling itself with the Catholic Church. Hitherto most of

the cures and some of the worthier bishops had sided with the

New Order. Now nearly all who were not worldly time-servers

obeyed the Pope when he forbade the taking of the required
oath (1791). They quitted their bishoprics and parishes, ejected

by the less worthy remainder who, as "sworn" or "constitu-

tional priests," usurped rectories and churches. The ejected
clinics became instantly a dangerous dissenting element, vener-

ated by the pious laity and a standing source of great danger to

the whole work of the Revolution. Above all, the King (a very
pious Catholic) was outraged and angered almost beyond recon-

ciliation. The "Civil Constitution of the Clergy" was the

greatest single blunder of the Constituent Assembly.
In April, 1791, Mirabeau died, the sanest leader of the Revo-

lution, and one who, in 1790, had vainly tried to hold back the

extremists and come to a fair understanding with the King.
With him passed the only prominent man who understood just
whither France was drifting. Louis XVI was now desperate. He
had consented to the new Church laws only because he con-
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sidered himself coerced and unable to resist. His brother, the

Count of Artois, and many "emigrant" nobles had already

fled abroad and were stirring up the rulers of Austria, Prussia,

Spain, and Savoy to intervene in behalf of a brother monarch

whose subjects were teaching to all the peoples of Europe daily

lessons in disloyalty. Louis and Marie Antoinette were ahke in a

mood to call in foreign armies to prop up the throne of the once

arrogant Bourbons. What a throne maintained by such humili-

ating means would have been worth, neither King nor Queen
seemed in a mood to answer.

On June 21, 1791, Louis XVI and the Queen escaped from

Paris, Marie Antoinette disguised as a Russian lady and her

husband as her valet. They were headed toward Lorraine where

there was supposed to be a loyal general and army, and whence

in any case they could easily flee over the border. The whole

flight was one series of blunders. The royal party delayed mat-

ters by insisting on traveling with considerable state in a lum-

bering coach with much impedimenta including the Queen's

bathtub. Had they been willing to fly post-haste, they could

doubtless have got away safely. As it was the alarm was given.

At Varennes the party was halted and arrested, held prisoner

ignominiously over a grocery shop, and then driven back with

every humiliation to Paris. The flight had failed. The true senti-

ments of the King had been revealed. He stood branded before

all the world as being out of sympathy with his people. The

capital received him back with "reproachful silence" as ominous

as open threatenings, while the Assembly suspended him from

office.

The situation was such that nothing but abdication or down-

right deposition ought to have awaited Louis XVI. But the

Assembly was very loath to turn the power over to his brother,

the reactionary Comte de Provence, himself an "emigrant"
who would logically have become regent for the very young
Dauphin. It was still far from willing to proclaim a republic.^

' An agitation to remove Louis was actually couducted by Danton, already
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Intelligent men realized that Louis's position deserved sympa-

thy as well as blame. The King on his part, in a very chastened

mood, showed himself willing to ratify the new Constitution.

At last a solemn truce was arranged. On September 14, 1791,

Louis XVI wrote to the Assembly: "I accept the Constitution.

I engage to maintain it at home, to defend it from all attacks

from abroad, and to cause its execution by all the means it

places at my disposal." Under these circumstances the King was
reinstated in power. On the 29th of September, he closed the

Assembly amid congratulations, expressions of good-will and

applause, after a friendly speech "worthy of Henry IV," as a

voice cried across the hall. It was an enthusiasm which events

were not to justify.

"The Revolution," announced Robespierre, of whom the

world was to hear more hereafter— "the Revolution is fin-

ished!" These words were spoken September 29, 1791. The next

day amid great rejoicings the Constituent Assembly broke up.
Its members had redeemed the Oath of the Tennis Court. They
had given a constitution to France. Some of their work was

admirable, some was very faulty. Much of it was to crumble

instantly. Intentions had been of the very best, but the subse-

quent history has justified the verdict of a sane and clear-

minded Frenchman: "The Constituent Assembly would have
done better to have suppressed royalty outright, and to have
made a republican constitution. Unfortunately, despite its de-

fiance of Louis XVI, it was profoundly monarchical in many of

its tendencies. The men of 1791 thought they were creating a

monarchical constitution. They actually made one that was
neither monarchical nor republican. It was not even a parUa-

mentary constitution." ^

The "Constituent" Assembly dissolved. Its creation and

becoming a power in Paris; but it was suppressed. The bourgeois National
Guard was still opposed to a republic, and Danton and his fellow radicals were

temporarily silenced.
1 Malet.
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child, the "Legislative" Assembly, which was to enact the

ordinary working legislation of France, met immediately. The
earlier body had committed one crowning blunder. Despite
much of error and mediocrity, the "Constituent" had come to

contain many men well experienced now in public affairs.

These members should have undertaken to govern the coun-

try, but on the unhappy proposal of Robespierre the "Con-
stituent" had passed a self-denying ordinance. None of its

members were to be eligible to the new "Legislative." The
latter body, when it convened, therefore, October 1, 1791, was
made up entirely of untried men who knew little of the legal

instrument they were expected to work. This blunder was

equivalent to a lost battle for French liberty.

In October, 1791, however, what the men of 1789 had fought
for appeared to have been won. The grievances of the Old

Regime were vanished. A constitution that seemed to satisfy

the national demand had been granted. The average French-

man, tired of the unfamiliar excitement and confusion of

politics, desired nothing better than to return to his civil occu-

pations. Despite the flight to Varennes, the great majority of

the people still desired to keep Louis XVI, and they certainly

did not desire the bloody adventure of a great foreign war; but

the foreign war came in April; the King was a helpless prisoner

in August; and France was formally proclaimed a republic in

September. Seldom had there been such a rush of capital events.

The Legislative Assembly met immediately after its parent,

the Constituent, disbanded. It was a lumbering, over-large

body of 745 members — very inexperienced, as has just been

stated. In the election many moderate, substantial citizens, who

might have taken a leading part, had become weary of the

scramble of politics, and stood back to let inferior men be

chosen. It is also charged that the radicals in many districts

resorted to various forms of coercion to get extremist members
elected. In any case the "Legislative," along with not a few

honest patriots, contained many small-caliber adventurers who
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were quite willing to urge "change" merely for the sake of self-

advertising.

Soon well-defined parties showed themselves. There was the

respectable party of "Constitutionahsts," friends of the New
Order, but who desired to go no farther. They might have held

their own had they been heartily supported by the old court

element. The Royalists were impotent to defend themselves, but

they were quite able to dream of a reaction, and to undermine

the influence of any party that stood for the hated compromise
of 1791. A considerable body of deputies had come to Paris

frankly without a fixed programme; they were amiable oppor-
tunists willing to let things drift. But there was a still more

formidable body of radicals, who (thanks to the very numbness

and genteel inertia of their opponents) were soon able to domi-

nate the "Legislative." These radicals fell roughly into the

groups of the "Girondists" and of the "Mountain."^

The "Mountaineers" were the true ultra-radicals, whose

leaders were presently to dominate France. The Girondists, who
took their name from the Department of the Gironde whence

came their most prominent leaders, were hot-blooded, clever,

generous-hearted young lawyers, full of Plutarch and Rousseau,

very ready to imagine that what was good for Athens was

necessarily good for France, and frankly anxious to substitute

a moderate republic for even the denatured Monarchy left in

power. Some of their members— for example, Vergniaud,

Brissot, etc. — were persons of remarkable eloquence and

equally lofty ideals, but one of their chief guiding spirits could

not sit in the "Legislative"; she was Madame Roland, "a

bright ambitious woman, with a touch of genius, a taste for

clubs, and a great fondness for attending to her elderly hus-

band's business."

These nimble-witted persons were not, however, the extreme

men of action. Already we meet the influence of the famous

' ?o called from the location of the high tiers of seats which they occupied
in the hall of the

"
Legislative."
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"Jacobin" Club,^ which had begun in Paris in 1789 as a legiti-

mate debating society with many very conservative members,
but which, by 1791, had become the center for all the radicalism

of the capital, with a very great influence upon the unwashed

masses of the great city. From the pulpit of the Jacobin Club

endless daring theories could be ventilated that would be sup-

pressed in the Assembly or the "Legislative," and under the

stimulus of this irresponsible theorizing, it was easy for one

proposition to lead, with stern fanatical logic, onwards to an-

other. The Jacobin Club, therefore, in time became the center

for the propaganda of the extreme Rousseau doctrines, with the

genuine propagandist's corollarj^ that since the doctrines were

true, all means were lawful in giving them effect. Three men of

historic fame were the soul of this Jacobin agitation
— Marat,

Danton, Robespierre.

Marat was a physician and scientific man of some attain-

ments. In 1789 he began an agitation of the utmost virulence,

not merely against the King, but against all the more moderate

Liberals like Lafayette. He constituted himself the champion of

the lowest classes— the "proletariat," to use a recent phn;se,

as opposed to the bourgeoisie. His paper, "The Friend of the

People," became the oracle and the inspiration of all the lewd,

loose spirits in Paris. He excelled in coarse invective, and seemed

to delight in appealing to the most sinister passions. Against all

constituted authority he had the animosity of a tiger. It would

not be fair to call him an anarchist. He seems to have had his

dreams of an orderly elysium
— but only after the ruthless

destruction of nearly everything which men had hitherto hon-

ored or called lawful.

Danton was a far less repellent figure. He was a young Paris

advocate of remarkable eloquence and no slight practical ability.

He had at first welcomed the Revolution of 1789, but its changes
had not been radical enough to please him. Soon the Jacobin

^ The name came from the old convent of the "Jacobin" monks (Monks of

St. James) in which the meetings of the club were held.
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Club was accustomed to ring with the great voice of this tall,

brawny man, of harsh and daring countenance, and beetling

black brows, as he thundered against "the aristocrats." Danton

exercised extraordinary power over what may be called the more

respectable elements in the Paris mob, even as Marat was the

darling of the basest. Danton wished to establish a republic and

he was ready for very drastic means to gain his ends, but as

events were to prove he was no friend either of needless blood-

letting or of anarchy. He was by all odds the worthiest leader of

the Jacobins.

Robespierre was another advocate, not however from Paris

but Artois. He had served in the "Constituent," and then, when

that body disbanded, he shared with Danton the honors of

chief orator at the Jacobin Club. He was a "precise, austere,

intense, mediocre little man whose life had been passed in

poverty and study." No other leader of the Revolution ever

accepted the teachings of Rousseau more implicitly than he.

Probably with perfect sincerity he claimed and boasted himself

to be "virtuous and incorruptible." The multitude believed him,

and he gained all the prestige and following that always comes

to a leader widely accepted as being unselfish and good. Robes-

pierre was, indeed, more a man of talk than of action. Very

likely from the first he was being thrust forw^ard by others who

arranged the deeds and needed a mouthpiece. He was destined,

however, to become the most notable single figure in all the

fiery second stage of the Revolution.

The Girondists, in short, were amiable theorists willing to se

King overthrown and a republic established, but they werelth£_King

incapalmipable ot tierce action and willing to let matters somewhat)

drift. The Jacobins were equally theorists, but they were not so

amiable. They were ready and willing for action, and did not

intend to let matters drift. No prophet was needed to tell w^th

which faction lay the future.

With such members it did not take the Legislative Assembly

long to pass first to pin-pricks and then to drawn daggers with
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the King. The deputies abolished the use of the terms "Sire"

and "Your Majesty" in addressing ro3'alt3\ There were other

small matters of friction, but the first real issue came when the

"Legislative" undertook to consider the foreign dangers now

confronting the nation. Ever since 1789, now singly, now in

scores, the great nobles of France had been packing their jewels

and fleeing the realm. Both of Louis's brothers by this time

were across the frontier; and at Treves and Mayence in

Germany a small army of these highborn "emigrants" had been

collecting. The noble exiles were loud in their boasts and threats

of bloody return and vengeance. They were using all their per-

sonal influence to get the Emperor of Austria and the King of

Prussia to intervene in arms. In August, 1791, these two mon-
archs had issued the non-committal "Deidaration of Pilnitz,"

announcing that they considered the cause of Louis X\T the

cause of all the crowned heads of Europe. Nothing had followed,

but how soon might not a foreign army strike? In view of the

flight to Varennes how far were the French King and Queen to

be trusted not to welcome an invader.^ To all the privileged

classes of despot-ridden Europe, the Revolution was coming to

be »-imply an outrageous thing, a menace to every man of wealth

and coat-armor. If the nation that had posed as the intellectual

leader of civilization could reduce its king to a position of little

more than hereditary high-sheriff, could destroy all the rights

of the nobility, could put a bargeman politically on a level with

a Prince of the Blood, what would be the effect of the example

upon the peasants of Prussia, Bohemia, Tuscany, and a dozen

regions more? The undeniable excesses of some of the Revolu-

tionists, of course, kindled hotter the flames of indignation.

There was genuine sympathy for the plight of the beautiful

Queen held prisoner in the Tuileries. There was anger, especially

in Germany, over the abolition of feudal dues in certain parts of

Alsace, the financial claims upon which had been retained by
various German princes when they had relaxed their political

dominion.
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The situation was full of menace, especially as it was well

known that the discipline of the French army and navy had
been utterly shaken by recent events. Matters came to a climax

in the spring of 1792. The attitude of the Austrian Government
had seemed so equivocal that the "Legislative" had addressed

it a formal demand to state its intentions. The answer came from

the young Emperor Francis II, the nephew of Marie Antoinette,^

who sent a flat demand for indemnity to the offended German

princes (who claimed certain feudal rights in Alsace) and for a

reestablishment of the Old Regime, on the basis proposed by
Louis before the fall of the Bastile. After that, indeed, there w^as

only one answer for France to make, unless she was to confess

that her domestic broils had removed her from the list of the

great nations of Europe. On April 20, 1792, Louis XVI appeared
before the deputies and asked for a declaration of war on Austria,

and it was at once voted with only seven voices opposing; and so

began a struggle that was to last, with short intervals of truce

rather than of peace, three and twenty years till Waterloo.

There had been two French parties in favor of the war—
from very different motives. Marie Antoinette and the court

party seem to have been reckoning that either the public enemy
would march to Paris— in which case the Revolution would

collapse
— or at least a victorious war v/ould bring such prestige

to the King that his position W'ould become more endurable.

The Girondists also favored the war. They believed, and

rightly, that the foreign struggle would bring about such a

domestic reaction as to sweep away the Monarchy. Only the

extreme Jacobins had argued for peace. A war was likely to give

the King a kind of dictatorship, and the burdens would all fall

upon the lowdy. "Who is it that suffers in a war?" wrote Marat;
"not the rich, but the poor; not the high-born oflBcer, but the

poor peasant."

^ He was genuinely concerned for his aunt, and anxious to save her from a
most humiliating and dangerous position, but he took the worst possible means
to accomplish his end.
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Already there were abundant signs of a complete schism

between the King and his legislature. The "Legislative"

passed a bill ordering banishment for priests who refused to

take oath of allegiance to the New Order. The King had vetoed

this act— as under the Constitution he had the right to do.^

The proposed law had certainly been harsh, possibly cruel; but

popular belief made the "non-juring" priests so many agents of

sedition. The Queen was accused of stopping the legislation,

and loud were the curses in Paris against "the Austrian" and

"Madame Veto." Louis also struggled vainly, in an effort to

find ministers who would be acceptable to the dominant fac-

tions in the "Legislative" and could at the same time give

France orderly and firm government. Such men were not to be

found. If they were agreeable to the majority of the deputies,

they could not really sustain the Constitution. If they failed to

sustain the Constitution, they of course were intolerable to the

King and let the land drift off into misrule. The treasury was

in a worse plight than ever. Necker had long since retired hope-

lessly discredited. Probably there would have been an explosion

in any case; but the foreign war assuredly hastened it.

Prussia had made prompt alliance with her old foe Austria.

Truth to tell, though there was much cursing of the Revolution

in Vienna and Berlin, and many commiserations for Marie

Antoinette, there was also a keen appreciation that France, the

nation which had once dominated the Continent, was in such

grievous agony that a smart military blow might end the menace

to her rivals forever. The French army was in an utterly de-

plorable state. In all 300,000 men had been reckoned for it on

paper, but the bands of discipline had been loosed. Many
officers had been cashiered or had fled the country. The men
were sorely out of hand. Not more than 82,000 men were avail-

^ By the Constitution of 1791 the King had finally been given the "suspens-
ive" veto; the right to halt the enactment of a proposed law until it had been

passed again by two successive Legislative Assemblies— that is, to delay the

measure for four years.
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able as mobile field armies. Against these the Duke of Brunswick

(reputed an able general of Frederick the Great) prepared to

move a considerably larger force of excellent troops. Fortunately

for the French, the Allies advanced very slowly, and instead of

striking boldly at Paris, they were anxious to reduce the frontier

fortresses, but in practically every engagement the French were

worsted. In some cases they were not merely defeated, but fled

in disgraceful panic. Everywhere, in the army, in the provinces,

in Paris, spread the desperate cry, "We are betrayed!" The

Jacobins roundly declared that the courtiers in the Tuileries

were praying to see the Allies enter Paris, bringing back all the

"emigrant" nobles with their schemes of vengeance, and freely

it was suggested that these disloyal monarchists were not con-

fining their treasons to wishes and prayers. This military failure

destroyed the last real chance for preserving the Monarchy and

the Constitution of 1791.

The story of the last days of the Monarchy need not halt us

long. As the military situation grew worse, the position of

Louis XVI grew increasingly impossible. His Queen, at least,

was a traitress. In March, 1792, she had sent to the Austrian

court a memorandum of the French plan of campaign. As the

news of disaster drifted into Paris the excitement of the city J^
increased. On June 20 there was a riotous demonstration beforty

the palace. It ended in a mob of the most sordid elements forc-

ing their way into the royal apartments, thrusting the red

"liberty cap" upon Louis's head, and offering gross familiarities

to the Queen and Dauphin. The royal couple carried themselves

with courage and dignity, and so averted deeds which might
have ended with a lynching. There was a momentary reaction

among the better elements in favor of the King. Honorable and

moderate men realized that the whole country was in danger of

anarchy if its rulers could thus be insulted. Lafayette came back

from the army and demanded punishment of the Jacobin agi-

tators. But Marie Antoinette and the court nobles were appar-

ently anxious to hasten their own way to the scafiold — they
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could not forgive Lafayette and his fellow Liberals for assisting in

the original Revolution of 1789. His offers of assistance were

haughtily waved aside. Lafayette thus was left a discredited,

nigh powerless man, hated by the Jacobins and rejected by the

Royalists. He returned sorrowfully to his army and let matters

take their course.^

The Girondists were now thundering in the "Legislative"
that the King ought to abdicate. Why were the Austro-Prussians

advancing.f^ "Because," cried Brissot from the tribune, "a man
— one man— the man whom the Constitution has made its

chief, and whom perfidious advisers have made its foe [has para-

lyzed it!] . . . You are told to fear the kings of Hungary and
Prussia: I say, the chief force of these kings is at the court, and
there it is that we must conquer first! . . . This is the secret of

our position. This is the source of the evil, and here the remedy
must be applied."

Under such promptings, on the 11th of July, the "Legislative
"

solemnly voted the declaration— "Citizens— the country is

in danger!" and attempts were made at a levy en masse, to hold

back the invader. There were also clear indications of organiz-

ing armed action in Paris, for fighting foes much nearer to the

King's residence than were the foreign armies. But the deadliest

stab against the Monarchy came from a nominal friend. On

July 28 the Prussian army began its advance from Coblenz. In

a moment of utter folly, its leader, the Duke of Brunswick,

published a manifesto in the name of Austria and Prussia.- He
announced that he was entering France to rescue its King from

captivity; that the inhabitants of towns who "dared to stand

on the defensive" should be instantly punished as rebels and

their houses burned; that martial punishment would be meted

^ ^\^len the Monarchy was overthrown on August 10, 1792, Lafayette was
at Sedan. He attempted to rally his army to uphold the Constitution of 1791

and to fight the Jacobins. When his attempt failed, he endeavored to flee to

America, but was captured by the Austrians and held prisoner several years.
^ It is alleged that the document was really by a French "emigrant" noble,

but Brunswick signed and published it, possibly against his better judgment.
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out to all members of the National Guard if the city of Paris did

not restore to the King full liberty; and finally that if the King's

palace were attacked the invading princes would make an

example by "delivering Paris over to mihtary execution and

total destruction."

Such a manifesto was enough to drive every Frenchman to

desperation. As was written by a historian whose parents lived

through these days of vv'rath: "There was but one wish, one

cry of resistance from one end of France to the other : and who-

ever had not joined in it, would have been looked on as guilty

of impiety toward his country and the sacred cause of inde-

pendence."
^ From the moment that copies of this woeful dec-

laration reached the capital the only question was
— how would

the Monarchy faW?

Some of the Girondists were probably still willing to trust to

"moral suasion" to induce Louis to abdicate, but not so the

more ardent of their faction, and not so the robust Jacobins,

On July 30 there sv/ung into Paris a swart, grimy column,

five hundred and thirteen men "who knew how to die," tug-

ging two guns. They were the "men of Marseilles," volunteers

of the National Guard from the southern seaport, who had in

four weeks trudged up to the capital to save the nation and end

the rule of "the Austrian woman." They were singing a hymn
that had really been composed in Strasbourg as the "Song of

the Army of the Rhine," by Rouget de Lisle, but which now

was caught up by these stark, determined men as their battle-

song. Soon all Paris, then all France, was singing this "Marseil-

laise" — the most passionate, soul-stirring of all national

anthems, the best of all fighting songs to make strong men

march onward to win or to die. Before this arrival the "Legis-

lative" had been tossing about the question of some peaceful

means to end the Monarchy. Now the radicals forced the issue.

The Marseilles volunteers made the nucleus for a fighting

force. Danton and his friends were indefatigable in the lower

*
Mignet.
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quarters of Paris. A large part of the National Guard had been

won over. Fetion, Mayor of the capital, was on the insurgents'

side. There were still very many respectable men who wished

the King well; who preferred in fact that he should be kept in

power; but very few of these worthy people were anxious to die

in behalf of a very discredited Monarchy. They were paralyzed
also by the rumors (not unfounded) that there was treason

\ within the palace, and the clearer knowledge that the foreign

foe might soon be marching upon Paris. Against them were the

radicals, sure of their goal and without fear or scruple.

On the 10th of August the plot was sprung. The city govern-
ment (commune) of Paris was in the hands of the Revolutionists.

The commander of the palace, Mandat, was a loyal defender of

the King, but outside of the royal Swiss body-guardsmen (some

800), he had very few troops on whom he could rely. Just as

matters were coming to a climax, Mandat was first kidnapped

by the insurgents, then brutally murdered. The King's weak

forces were left thus without a commander. Soon after dawn a

threatening crowd was before the Tuileries. For safety's sake

the King and royal family took refuge in the hall of the Legis-

lative Assembly and spent a most unhappy day in the small

"reporters'" room. Then, in his absence, the Marseilles bat-

talion forced its way into the palace court, followed by the other

insurgent elements. The Swiss Guards were foreigners, without

interest in French disputes, but honorably loyal to their good

paymaster the King. Soon a volley rang out. The Swiss were

trained infantry. They cleared the palace courtyard, and then

maintained a deadly fire from the windows. A young oflScer was

spectator of the fighting. His judgment was that if the Swiss had

been properly led and allowed to keep up their resistance, they

would have snuffed out the whole insurrection — at least for

the instant. His judgment was worth heeding, for his name was

Napoleon Bonaparte. But the sound of the firing was terrifying

to Louis. He had no confidence that the Swiss could resist, and

his heart was torn at the thought of shooting down his felloW
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countrymen. He sent orders to the guardsmen to stop firing.

Some of the Swiss made a safe retreat. Some were separated

from their comrades and massacred as the exultant Revolution-

aries swarmed back into the palace. So fell the Bourbon mon-

archy. It did not even honor its end by an heroic resistance to

the last cartridge.

All through the firing, the royal family and the Legislative

Asseml)ly had shivered together. Might not the unpent insur-

gents involve King, Queen, and deputies in one common
massacre .f^ Now, as the musketry ceased, deputations of angry,

imperious men came thrusting into the great hall with demands

rather than petitions. The Paris Commune required the instant

deposition of the King. The deputies hesitated to take so heavy
a responsibility, but Vergniaud, leader of the Girondists,

mounted the tribune. "I am to propose to you," spoke he, "a

very vigorous measure. I appeal to the afliiction of our hearts

to judge how needful it is to adopt it immediately." His motion,

which was unanimously carried, was to dismiss all the royal

ministers, to suspend the King in ofiice, and to convoke a new

national convention which was to give yet another constitution

to France. So ended this memorable 10th of August, 1792.

Louis XVI ("Louis Capet" as they were already beginning to

call him) was transferred to the Luxembourg Palace, where

at first he was treated with decent consideration. ^

Feudalism had seemed to go in 1789. Monarchy had gone in

1792. The question now was were the respectable bourgeois, the

men of education, honest substance, and moderation, who had

overthrown the Old Regime, to be themselves engulfed by the

rising spirit of the lower classes, the sans-culoUes, the "men
without short breeches," who did not dress as gentlemen, whose

hands were grimy and horny, whose heads were full of wild

passions and equally wild dreams of happiness supplied them

by Danton and Marat.? Twentieth-century Americans who have

^ lie was later removed to more prison-like quarters in the "Temple" on the

pretext that at the Luxembourg he might be attacked by the mob.
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witnessed the fate of Russia after the collapse of czardom, know
the modern equivalent of Jacobinism— Bolshevism : the turn-

ing of all political and economic power over to the unkempt

proletariat with no preliminary attempt to make the new
master worthy by careful education. The sequel was to show

how much more heroic before a Teutonic peril, were the follow-

ers of Danton than the followers of Lenine.

Be that as it may, the overthrow of the Monarchy was to

cut the last lashings holding France to her historic past. The

"Sovereign People," extolled for their natural simplicity and

innocency by Rousseau, had at last come fairly into their own.

Wild scenes there were in the narrow streets and in the wine-

shops of Paris those days in 1792; excited men and brawny
women joining in headlong demonstrations,

"Dance we the Carmagnole I" ran their song. "Hurrah for

the roar of the cannon!"

The cannon were to roar in France all that year, and the

next, and the next. We reach the second : the more lurid stage of

the Revolution.



CHAPTER XV
THE YEARS OF BLOOD AND WRATH: 1792-95

France, as already observed, was a highly centralized state.

Seven hundred thousand Parisians, affecting to speak for the

entire nation, had accomplished a new revolution without pre-

tending to consult the wishes of their 24,000,000 fellow citizens

in the departments. When the news spread of the downfall of

the King, the rest of France received it dumbly. Many of the

more radical were, of course, glad to have Louis go, out of mere

hatred of monarchy. The bulk of the peasantry would doubtless

ha^^e been pleased to have matters quiet down, so that they

might Uve peaceably on their little farms. But the foreign foe

was advancing. Would not the feudal dues and the hated taxes

return if the Prussians took Paris? Would any of the newly won

personal liberties then be secure? With the nation in tumult,

with the foe advancing, with everything, public or personal,

that was precious at stake, what was there left but to accept a

republic and to arm for the great emergency? That was the

spirit of France in August and September, 1792. It was practi-

cally impossible to refuse to be a radical, because the radicals

were the only people that had a programme which promised

safety for the nation.

While the election to the new "Convention" was taking

place, the old "Legislative" continued nominally in power-

ruhng France by means of an Executive Council of Five, but it

was speedily evident that the real disposing power lay with the

Commune of Paris,
^ men of ultra-Jacobin stamp, that speedily

1 These "representatives" of the twenty-eight sections of the city had

forced the original legal representatives to resign, and thrust themselves into

their places xsithout the slightest warrant save that of mob rule.
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showed intense jealousy of the more moderate Girondists who
seemed to represent the departments rather than the turbid

capital. There was no time for petty bickerings, however. At
the mouth of the Loire the pious peasantry in the Vendee

district had taken arms, mainly because of the laws against

the non-juring priests. The Prussians were pressing forward.

Longwy was taken; then came the fell tidings that Verdun,

already one of the keys to an advance on Paris, had surrendered.

The news stirred the capital to frantic energy. There were hasty
"levies and military preparations, but the Jacobins feared an

attack from the rear no less than from the front. The King and

Queen were helpless, but not so the thousands of Royalists and

upper bourgeoisie who might be praying for reaction. Late in

« August the gates of Paris were closed, and the whole city
' searched by detachments of the National Guard for suspects

and sympathizers with the fallen regime. Soon three thousand-

odd persons were in the overflowing prisons, but Danton at

least was not satisfied. "To stop the enemy," he said bluntl}',

"we must make the Royalists jear."

Danton in fact was working himself and his followers up
into that heroic condition of mind which presages great vic-

tories or overwhelming defeat. Even across the century sounds

his voice, as it trumpeted in the "Legislative" on September 2.

"The signal-gun thunders! It sounds the charge upon the ene-

mies of France! Conquer them! Boldness, and more boldness, and

ever more boldness, and France is saved!" This was an appeal

which sent the blood of his countrymen tingling, and caused the

"Legislative" to vote that every man who could not march to

the frontier should give his weapons to one who could, or be

branded forever as infamous.

But Danton and Marat (then his coadjutor) knew well how
"to make the Royahsts fear." Possibly the actual deed of blood

was without Danton's instigation. Marat was certainly more

able to manage such a project. We do not know just how the

acts which followed were organized. The fact is that between
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September 2 and 7, a band of three hundred assassins, the scum
of humanity, directed and paid six francs per day by the

Commune, proceeded from prison to prison. They dragged out

the pohtical prisoners, gave them the barest travesty of a trial,

or no trial at all, and then slaughtered the victims in cold blood.

A very few prisoners were spared by some caprice or a flash of

mercy, but eleven hundred persons thus perished in Paris. The

rage of the murderers went out particularly against the priests.

Two hundred and fifty of them were slaughtered. Moderate men
in the "Legislative" wrung their hands, but were helpless. The
soldiers would not defend the prisons when the band of assassins

drew nigh. The Jacobins had ended the danger of a Royalist

uprising in Paris for a surety!

The slaughter ceased on September 7. On September 20 was

fought a battle which terminated the last hope of rescue and

vengeance for the shivering survivors of the Old Regime. It was

not a mighty battle as battles went, even in the eighteenth

century, but its importance was to outlast that of scores of

other more extensive passages-at-arms.

The new Republican rulers of France had found a fairly ca-

pable general
— Dumouriez. He hastened to the front and held

council with the officers of the nigh demoralized army that was

trying to halt the Prussian advance from Verdun. Many
opinions favored a hasty retreat to Reims, north of the Marne.

This would have saved the army, but it would have uncovered

the road to Paris. Dumouriez was resolved to risk a battle, and

saw the great possibilities of the Argonne Forest in checking an

attack from Verdun. With thirteen thousand men he took his

stand at Grand-Pre where one hundred and twenty-six years

later other Republicans were to grapple with other Prussians.

He sent a grandiloquent dispatch to the War Minister at the

capitol: "Verdun is taken: I await the Prussians. The camp of

Grand-Pre is the Thermopylae of France, but I will be more

fortunate than Leonidas!"

The Duke of Brunswick, however, presently pushed forward

1
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and turned his flank, and Dumouriez fell back rather inglori-

ously from Grand-Pre without a battle. His policy, neverthe-

less, was not an absolute failure. The Prussians had beheved

that they had only to advance and enter Paris without resist-

ance. They had brought very scanty provisions. It was raining

incessantly. The bad roads were knee-deep in mud. Dysentery
was ravaging their files. Besides, all was not well between Prus-

sia and her "dear ally" Austria. There was grievous friction in

the East over the spoils of unhappy Poland.^ The Duke and King
Frederick William II his master had not the least desire to be

chivalrously rescuing Marie Antoinette, while Francis II was

taking a firm grip on Warsaw. Catherine, the mighty Czarina

of Russia, was also making every sign of wilHngness to take

advantage of the fact that Prussia might be tied up in a serious

war with France. Every day, therefore, that the French blocked

the road diminished the chance of getting to Paris. So it came to

pass that, on the 20th of September, Brunswick tried out the

French lines to see if there would really be serious resistance —
and learned to his satisfaction.

About six miles east of Sainte-Menehould on the present

railway from Reims, going to Verdun, there is the small village

of Valmy. Here Brunswick found the heights lined with the

battalions of Kellermann, Dumouriez's most efficient lieutenant.

There was a brisk cannonade with the old-style six- and nine-

pounders. Then the Prussian infantry swung forward with the

rhythmic step and discipline made famous by Frederick the

Great. Kellermann's men waited their coming steadily, never

answering the musket-fire until, when close at hand, they

charged forth with the bayonet, and for perhaps the first time

upon a stricken field rang out the battle-cry of the revolution-

^ The final dismemberment of Poland was largely connected with the French

Revolution. France had been friendly to Poland. The minute it was evident

that France was too distracted to intervene in Poland's behalf, schemes were

pushed for the "second" and then the "third" and final partition of that

unhappy country between Russia, Austria, and Germany. The "second"

partition took place in 1793, the "third" in 1795.
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ary, militant France— "Vive la nation!" The Prussian lines

recoiled. Brunswick hesitated to press home a second do-or-die

charge. The cannon boomed till dusk, but the infantry fighting

was over. An indecisive repulse for the Prussians: tliat seemed

the whole of the matter.

But in fact the Duke had found the answer to his question.

The French had not fled. To get to Paris he must fight a great
decisive battle, which, if lost, might leave the Prussian army so

shaken that the Austrians could strangle their hated rival. ^

Brunswick halted, negotiated. The French "emigrants" vainly

urged another advance, but he had learned how they could lie

to him in saying that Paris could be reached without a desperate
effort. He vainly offered to retire if the French would restore

Louis on the basis of the wrecked Constitution; but the stern

word came back from Paris, "that the French Republic [just

officially proclaimed] could hsten to no proposition until the

Prussian troops had entirely evacuated French territory." And
the Prussian promptly bowed to the order! Truth was he was

only too anxious to quit a losing game. On September 30, the

formidable army that was to have "restored the Bourbons"
was in full retreat. It did not even try to hold Verdun and

Longwy. The frontiers were cleared of the enemy— and so the

Republic won its first great triumph.
As might be imagined, considering the time when the elections

were held, the balloting (open to practically all Frenchmen over

twenty-five years of age) sent to the Convention an even

greater number of radicals than those in the "Legislative."
^

The new body that was "to give happiness to France" con-

tained 782 members. Of these, 75 had been in the "Constitu-

^ The alliance of Austria and Prussia was extremely unnatural, and sure to

break down. "Oil and vinegar: fire and water: Prussians and Austrians are

Tinited to carry war among 20 iliillions of men!" So wrote Arthur Young sar-

castically in 1792.
^ It was claimed that owing to the turbulence of the times, intimidation,

etc., only a small fraction of the total number of voters (but that of the most

radical) got to the ballot boxes.
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ent" and 183 in the "Legislative." Among the members were

not lacking a decidedly large number of men of moderate views

and with no cast-iron theories for exploitation, but these depu-
ties were not organized and therefore they were at the mercy
of a compact, aggressive minority. Besides, the members from

the departments were frequently weakened and intimidated by
the atmosphere of Paris — the eagerness of the leaders o' the

capital for a regime of "thorough" and their equal wilhngness
to carry their end by very brutish physical means.

The Girondists numbered about 120. They were full of zeal

for a Republic, but it was to be a well-poised, reasonable

Republic, restrained from flying off into social and economic

-^vagaries. The Jacobins could not count on more than 50 reliable

members, whereof 24, however, came from Paris. They desired a

far more complete overturning of the world and "breaking of fet-

ters" than did the Girondists. Had passions been less deep, and

blood been cooler, the Girondists and Jacobins would have dis-

covered that they did not differ so violently in theories but that

they could reach a fair compromise. The gulf betwixt them
was really personal and temperamental. The Girondists were

amiable idealists. The Jacobins, with all their sins, never left

the earth for the clouds. While Vergniaud was saying, "I would

conquer the world by love," Robespierre was expediting schemes

for the prompter use of the guillotine.^ The Girondists, however,

far outnumbered the Jacobins. They could also make the better

appeal to the unattached majority of moderates; but the Con-

vention, for its sorrow, met in Paris, and the Commune and

mob of Paris, affecting to speak for the masses of France, could

give the Jacobins the persuasive support of muskets and pikes

when their projects needed a majority. This great fact explains

much which followed.

^ This famous instrument for execution was invented (or rather revived

from media-val models) by a "Dr. Guillotin," who suggested it to the govern-
ment in 1789 as a more merciful way of ending criminals than the old hangman's

rope or headman's axe. There is no doubt that it was swift and practically

painless.
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The Convention met on September 21, 1792. It at once con-

firmed the proclamation of the Repubhc. It then devoted its

whole energies to the great project for rebuilding France on a

completely democratic basis. "To make the people" was the

phrase of Camille Desmoulins, Danton's clever friend. When,

however, the crude theories of Rousseau were rigidly and

mercilessly applied by inexperienced men, what could follow

but a heinous form of despotism?

The Girondists at first seemed to have the upper hand. They
had the habits of gentlemen, preferred clean Unen, and did not

appreciate Marat's sordid rags or the obscenity of Hebert,

darling though the latter was of the dregs of the Paris populace.

They were soon at odds with the Jacobins before whose savage

attacks their power drifted away, although for a while they kept

control of the public ministries.

The "Mountain" (that is, the Jacobins and their allies) now

determined to press for the trial of the King. The Girondists

realized that Louis was largely the victim of his rank and of

circumstances, and that the Republic would gain by a show of

mercy, but Saint-Just, Robespierre's especial admirer, and a

very ardent Jacobin, spoke thus for his party: "The death of

the tyrant is necessary to reassure those who fear that one day

they will be punished for their daring, and also to terrify those

who have not yet renounced monarchy." And Robespierre him-

self uttered the accepted philosophy on the case: "When a

nation has been forced into insurrection, it returns to a state of

nature with regard to the tyrant. There is no longer any law hut

the safety of the people.""

The unfortunate King was therefore tried before the whole

Convention. He was charged with "conspiring against the pub-

lic liberty and an attempt against the general safety." In other

words, he had not faithfully accepted the Constitution of 1791,

and had not done his best to resist the Austrian. Probably these

charges were true; but wise statesmen would have said that to

have punished Louis XVI for swerving from the path of tech-
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nical duty in 1792 was cruelty merely disguised as legal justice.

The Jacobins were determined to have his blood, both because

they hated him and still more becaiise they wished to discredit

the Girondists. The latter knew that the King ought to be

acquitted, but they made only ineffective efforts to save him.

The Jacobin shouters and rabble packed the gallery of the

Convention, cheered the prosecution, howled and threatened

when words were said in defense. Nevertheless Louis was given
the forms of a fair trial.

^ He was skillfully defended by his old

minister Malesherbes. There is little doubt that the Convention

rendered a legally just verdict when it unanimously declared

Louis "guilty." The real question came on the penalty. The
Jacobins clamored for blood. The Girondists made frantic

appeals for moderation, but could not set themselves effectively

against the shoutings and coercion. On January 20, 1793, Louis

was ordered immediately to the scaffold by a majority of one

vote. The clamor of the galleries had affected the nerves of

enough Girondists to decide the issue.

The King was guillotined publicly on January 21, dying

bravely, and spending his last hours in a manner worthy of

a monarch and a Christian— thus effacing much of the evil

impression he had given the world during the last troubled

years of his reign. The Jacobins openly rejoiced at the tragedy.

"Your party is ruined!" Danton told the Girondists, and more

openly he defied the hostile Powers of Europe, proclaiming,
"Let us fling down to the kings the head of a king as gage of

battle"; while Marat exulted because "We have burned our

ships behind us."

Already, before this tragedy, the actions of France had

driven the old monarchies of Europe to a frenzy. The Conven-

tion openly advocated carrying the blessings of Republican
freedom to every other nation. On November 19, 1792, Danton

^ He was treated much more fairly and was executed with far more attention

to the outward forms of justice than the unfortunate Nicholas II of Russia

seems to have been dealt with before his reported execution in 1918.
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had persuaded it to decree that France would grant "assistance

and fraternity" to all peoples who wished to recover their liber-

ties. What was that but a direct invitation to the subjects of

every king to revolt? It had been issued at the very minute

when, by a reversal of previous fortune, the valiant young
armies of the Republic were driving the Austrians out of Bel-

gium, following an amazing victory at Jemappes near Mons.

The seizure of Antwerp, a city which England could never

tolerate in the possession of a powerful maritime rival, forced

Britain into war (February 1, 1793). The order-loving English

people and ministers were already horrified at the steady trend

of the tidings from across the Channel. Spain, Holland, and all

the lesser States of the German Empire now made haste to

imitate the greater Powers, and by their hostile attitude forced

the Convention to declare war upon them.

By the middle of March, 1793, France was at war with prac-

tically every important state in Western Europe. While the

Republic was thus ringed around with foreign enemies, the

peasants of the Vendee were likewise in dangerous insurrection.

Promptly on the heels of these serious tidings came actual

reports of disaster. The French army, that had penetrated into

Belgium, was driven thence with heavy loss. Mayence, which
had also fallen into French hands, was retaken by the Germans.

Worst of all, Dumouriez, the best general of the Republic,
turned traitor and went over to the Austrians. The situation was
in some respects more serious than just before Valmy.
Once more it was Danton who rose to the crisis. No demagogic

leader ever carried himself more dauntlessly than did he in the

face of the crowding perils. His opponents had made bitter

attacks upon his character. Disdainfully he swept all these

aside. "What matters my reputation," said he on March 10.

"May France be free, and my name forever sullied. . . . W^e

must break the situation by a great effort. Let us conquer
Holland. Let us reanimate the RepubUcan party in England.
Let us make France march forward, and we shall go down
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glorious to posterity. Fulfill your great destiny. No more de-

bates! No more quarrels
— and the nation is saved!"

r To meet the emergency Danton and his fellow Jacobins

forged a terrible weapon— a multi-headed dictatorship. It was
the famous "Committee of Public Safety," at first of nine, then

of twelve members, clothed with almost autocratic power to

crush all foes of the Republic without and within. Marat
- summed up its theory in a word :

"We must estabhsh the despot-
ism of hberty to crush the despotism of kings."

^

The Girondists were still nominally in power, appointing the

ministers and otherwise conducting the Government. The Com-
mittee was now set over regular ministers, and was allowed to

send commissioners to each of the armies to supervise and spur
to activity the generals, and summarily to remove and punish
the inefficient and treacherous. Once a week the Committee
was supposed to report to the Convention, but its own delibera-

tions were secret. The checks upon it were very slight. "The
Convention soon became the slave of the Committee. As for

the Ministry, it was left with a mere shadow of authority."

Working with this all-powerful executive committee was its

counterpart the "Committee of General Security," a secret

body which controlled the police, drew up lists of suspects, and
sent the accused before the terrible "Revolutionary Tribunal."

This was a standing court martial, whose judges and juries dealt

out wholesale penalties to practically all the unfortunate Royal-
ist aristocrats and reactionaries, or even "moderates," haled to

its judgment bar. Soon the public executioner began to work
with increasing frequency. "France," ran the saying, "was be-

coming Republican to the strokes of the guillotine."

The Committee of Public Safety and its adjunct committed

crimes the record whereof abides through all history, but this

^ Modern readers will not fail to note the similarity of this sentiment to

those used by the Russian Bolsheviki in 1917-19 to justify their class tyranny.
The Jacobins of 1793 seem, however, men of much greater physical courage
than the doctrinairea who cringed before Germany in 1918 in the Treaty of

Brest-Litovsk.
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awful body can plead at least one great merit— it saved France.

With astounding energy the new dictators plunged into their

work. Danton had done much to get the Committee initiated,

but he declined a position upon it. He was a master agitator

rather than a great executive. The Jacobins forced the Conven-

tion to choose persons of practical ability rather than glib

talkers. Robespierre was elected, but he and his devoted fol-

lower, Saint-Just, were the only members who can be put down

as steady orators in the Convention, except possibly the slippery

Barere. Only one of twelve could claim anything like genius,

but he was of sufficient abihty to make up for much patriotic

mediocrity
— Carnot, who took over the special charge of the

army, and who was to become the "Organizer of Victory" and

a real savior of France.

But while the Committee summoned the nation to arms and

bade every Frenchman brace himself for the national emergency,

the Jacobins had their grim reckoning with the Girondists.

These clever idealists were still talking much and doing little.

They denounced the September massacres and the politicians

who were responsible for them; but they let the King be done

to death, though they knew that the act was one of cruelty, and

they were unable to enforce any steps whereby new massacres

might become impossible. The majority of the Convention was

still under the spell of their oratory, but coming as they did

nearly all from the Southern Departments, they had little

influence over the Commune of Paris and its mob. On June 2,

1793, the Jacobins and the Commune deliberately surrounded

the hall of the Convention with a pack of hired ruffians, and

held all the deputies prisoner until they would consent to order

the arrest of thirty-one members, for the most part prominent

Girondists. "You see, gentlemen," announced the radicals'

spokesman ironically,
"
that you are respected and obeyed by the

people, and that you can vote on the question which is sub-

mitted to you. Lose no time, then, in complying with their

wishes!" The Convention was helpless. It had no armed force to
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rescue it from the mob. The thirty-one were ordered suspended,
and by this one stroke the Jacobins had completed their

triumph. All the other deputies understood now who were the

masters of the situation.

So in Paris, but not in France. In some respects the contest

was one of the departments against the capital. Already not

merely in the Vendee, but elsewhere, were the Royalists showing
\ their heads. There was grave discontent at the proceedings in

Paris. Many Girondist deputies now fled to their home districts

and endeavored to commence an insurrection against the capital

and its despots of the Commune. Had there been a common

organization and rallying-place for the insurgents, they might
well have succeeded; probably they commanded much more

than half of the population and good-will of France. But they
were scattered, ill-organized, and lacked all first-class leader-

ship. The Jacobins accused them of coquetting with the Royal-

ists, or with a scheme to make the regions of France into a loose

"federation" as opposed to "the Republic, one and indivisible,"

and in view of the crowding foreign peril many patriotic men,

naturally merciful and reasonable, saw nothing to do but to

sustain the Paris dictators.

The Jacobin Committee crushed this spasmodic insurrection

which flared up in many districts, with all the ruthlessness of

fear and anger. Lyons which had risen, mainly at the Girondists'

behest, was captured by the Republican army, and a solemn

decree of the Convention ordered, in the words of Barere,

"Lyons warred against liberty. Lyons exists no more." It was

directed that the city should be actually destroyed. In practice

only about forty houses were demolished, but a great number of

the unfortunate inhabitants were put to death, not by the

guillotine, but by grapeshot. At Nantes, where the Royalist

Vendeans had had sympathizers, the notorious Carrier rejoiced

in wholesale executions of the well-born and bourgeoisie, as

well as of less genteel victims. Some hundreds were shipped to

Paris for trial before the Revolutionary Tribunal, but at least
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eighteen hundred prisoners were shot by firing squads without

any trial; and then to complete the work Carrier ordered whole-

sale "drownings" in the Loire, "Republican marriages" —
men and women bound together and sunk in the current. This

was an extreme case. But there were hideous scenes at Mar-

seilles, Bordeaux, Toulon, and other cities that had dared to show

favor to the Girondists. The whole attempt to defy the Paris

Government was thus stifled in blood.

While the Committee was thus handling a desperate internal

situation, it was performing an even greater work upon the

frontier. The war had become almost a death-grapple between

all the old monarchies of Europe and the young Republicanism

of France. Hitherto armies had almost invariably consisted of

professional soldiers, slowly enlisted, slowly drilled, and their

numbers strictly limited to those which a given king could

conveniently pay, outfit, and ration. A general levy of the

masses would have been abhorrent to the average monarch. It

would have taught his peasants the use of arms which they

might speedily turn against authority. No such scruples held

back the Jacobins. A levy en masse was decreed at first of

300,000, then of more, until by the end of 1793 France had at

least 750,000 men under arms — a prodigious number consid-

ering the difficulties then of transport, commissariat, and mu-

nitions. Church bells were cast into cannon, every available

workshop became a weapon factory. Carnot, the war minister,

displayed an amazing genius in overcoming all the practical

difficulties in maintaining so great a host.

The new levies were often very ill-trained, but they had a

passionate courage, a willingness to die for France and the

"Rights of Man" beneath their beloved tricolor, which made

them terrible foes to the mechanically disciplined mercenaries

sent up against them. In the days before machine guns and

barbed wire there were few battle-lines that could be held

against a bayonet charge of reckless enthusiasts who cared not

if they fell provided their comrades behind could carry on the
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flag to victory. It was this dashing ardor of a people Just learn-

ing to be free that decided many a stricken jQeld. Another very
decisive factor was the admirable, tough physique and the

sustained marching qualities of the French peasants, who, man
for man, probably constituted far better fighting material than

part at least of the larger, bonier Northern soldiery pitted

against them — even as the poilus of France were to teach the

world again in 1914.
^

Bravery, enthusiasm, and stamina could not do everything;
above all they could not give the French generals skill in the

technique of war. This was the weakest link at first in the na-

tional armor. The old officers from the noblesse were dead or in

exile. The new officers — traders, tapsters, and ploughman's
sons perhaps

— had yet to learn a great deal. But under the

whip and spur of circumstance this corps of new and very young
officers developed rapidly. The Central Committee was ruthless

in weeding out mediocrity and in punishing incompetence.
With every army went at least two "deputies on mission" from

the Convention, to see everything, to report everything, above

all to suspend the commanding general if he showed any signs

of incapacity. "The generals of the raw levies knew that thej'

must win if they must live. Failure was interpreted by the

deputies and the Revolutionary Tribunal to mean treason, and

not a few officers, like Westermann and Gustine, expiated their

defeats on the scaffold."

The effort of this army of liberated France, the most intelli-

gent, devoted national army which the modern world up to

that time had ever seen, was bound to produce enormous results.

The kings and the comfortable military bureaucrats of Europe
were confounded at this advent of a new force, as much moral

as it was material, which met their well-trained but rather

apathetic "regulars" in battle after battle. During the greater

part of 1793 the French held their frontiers only by the most

desperate exertions, but in the autumn the struggle definitely

shifted in their favor. The English and Hanoverians vrere forced
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to raise the siege of Dunkirk, the Austrians were defeated at

Wattignies (near Maiibeuge) by Jourdan, one of the most com-

petent leaders discovered by Carnot,^ and at Weissenburg in

northern Alsace the Austrians were hurled back beyond the

confines of France. Likewise in December, Toulon, the great

r.outhern naval port, which had gone over to the English, rather

than submit to the Jacobins, was retaken— thanks to the skill

of a young artillery officer named Bonaparte. "Better that

25,000,000 human beings should perish than the Republic, One
and Indivisible!" had been the saying during these months of

crisis— and the Republic had 7iot perished.

While thus the spirit of a great ideal, the ideal of a world

emancipated from slavery and dedicated to liberty, fraternity,

and human happiness, was animating the youth of France to

fight and suffer on the frontier, their masters, the Jacobins,

were more grimly holding their own and trying to execute their

programme at Paris. The Revolution had, of course, been

accompanied by widespread economic prostration. Factories

lacked alike customers, raw material, and workmen. Peasants

were hesitating to till their farms and to dispatch their grain to

market. Paris grew increasingly hungry and therefore danger-

ous. The assignats were depreciating to a point almost equal
to that of the Confederate currency in America in 1865. The
Convention and the Committee fought against this crisis with

weapons condemned by every modern economist, but they
were used not wholly in vain. Speculators in corn and assignats

found themselves often and very suddenly before the dread

Revolutionary Tribunal. A drastic "Law of the Maximum"
regulated the price for grain and flour, and fixed the death

penalty for transgressors. Farmers and dealers who refused to

open their stores at legal prices were arrested wholesale. Owing
to the good fortune which sent a very fair harvest in 1793,

and to the inherent ingenuity of the French lower classes in

^ Jourdan, it is interesting to observe, seems to have served, when he waa

only sixteen, in the French forces sent to help Washington in America.
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meeting trying conditions as well as to these Draconian edicts,

this year was tided over without unbearable suffering. Eco-

nomic conditions continued bad until well after 1795, but they

were by no means so intolerable as in Russia in 1917 and 1918.

The French bourgeoisie and peasants (even the most doctri-

naire of their leaders) were to prove far more practical and in-

telligent than the Russian Soviets, bolshevists, and mujiks in

the first two years of their national reconstruction and agony.

Paris, therefore, lived her life, while the Convention listened

to endless speeches, while the Committee and the Tribunal met

for their grim work, and while Carnot organized his fourteen

armies. The theaters were open, there were innumerable news-

papers, mostly devoted to violent personal politics; and all the

little wine-shops buzzed and sometimes thundered. But the

entire time the fear of the "Republican razor" lurked in the

heart of every man. After this epoch was over, it was asked of a

prominent member of the Convention, Sieyes, what he did dur-

ing those years.? "/ lived," came back the brief but sufficient

reply. For these were the years of "The Terror."

Even despite the clangor without and the tension within, the

Convention found time to give serious attention to permanent

questions of reform. By no means was all the legislation then

enacted bad. A new system of weights and measures was

introduced— the famous metric system — so excellent that

presently it was to be adopted by nearly all civilization outside

of the English-speaking lands. A special committee worked

bravely on a sagacious scheme for national education, with

primary schools, central schools, and a normal school to equip

competent teachers. A second committee wrestled with the

question of a codification of the Civil Law— a problem not to

be solved till the doys of Napoleon. Less commendable was the

attack of the old established "slave style" calendar, with its

names and divisions recalling Roman despotism ("July,"

"August") and Christian holy-daj's and festivals. In its place
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iiiame a "natural" calendar conceived in the very spirit of

Rousseau. The new era was made to date from the establishment

of the RepubUc, September 21, 1792. Then began the "Year I."

Within the reformed year were twelve months, with new names, ^

and divided, not into weeks, but into "decades" of ten days

each. The initial day of each decade was a holiday for the cele-

bration of the "Republic virtues," to the complete abandon-

ment of Sunday with its reminiscences of "superstition."

Everything else connected with the Old Regime seemed on the

point of being consigned to the rubbish heap. It was no longer

patriotic (or therefore safe) to address a person as other than

"Citizen" or "Citizeness." The royal tombs in Saint-Denis

were violated; the dust of the kings who had made France great

was flung into a ditch. The Christian religion was rot formally

proscribed, but only the services of the time-serving schismatic

clergj% who would take the oath of obedience to the "civil

constitution
"

for the Church, were permissible
— a fact which

put all the more upright and devout of the priesthood under the

ban. The piety of the "constitutional" priests may be judged

by the fact that in November, 1793, Gobel, the Bishop of Paris,

and other prominent churchmen came before the Convention

and seem to have openly disavowed Christianity. The churches,

in most parts of France at least, were being changed into

"civil temples," their altars pillaged, their glorious stained-glass

windows smashed to bits^ as reminiscent of superstitions and

slavery which Republican enlightenment had abolished.

As to what was to be put in place of the Church, which was

become almost as objectionable now as the Monarchy, good

Republicans were divided. Robespierre and the more consistent

followers of Rousseau's theories were quite sure there ought to

1 These months began with September 22. They were named for their char-

acteristic cUmate; for example, Nivose (snow month), Floreal (flower month),
etc. The five extra days in the year were hoHdays.

* As a consequence, only here and there was the fine old stained glass to be

found in French cathedrals; for example, in Reims imtil the new Barbarian

invasion of 1914.
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be a "pure" cult of the "Supreme Being." The grosser Jacobins

of the Commune of Paris, led by their chief spirit Hebert,

wanted only an atheistical worship of "Reason"; and ori

November 10, 1793, the Convention declared this last to be the

official cult, marching as a body in red liberty caps to Notre

Dame, while an unprudish actress sat upon the altar as "The

Goddess of Reason," and even coarser women danced the

carmagnole under the gray vaulting of the nave. Elsewhere

in France there were even less edifjdng spectacles
— at Lyons

a donkey was adorned with a miter, made to drink from the

sacred chalice, with a crucifix and Bible tied to his tail. All this

disgusted Robespierre, who wished to be anti-Christian without

being atheistic, and some of these viler outrages were presently

suppressed; but not till after 1795 was it to be altogether safe

to hold Catholic worship publicly without fear of molestation.

All this, however, was mere detail compared with the great

task of reorganizing France on a new basis as laid down by
Rousseau's doctrine. The controlling Jacobins had perforce to

divide up the management of the problems of the hour between

themselves; and the main energies of Carnot, and to a certain

extent of Danton, were devoted to flinging back the invader.

To lesser men they left the task of making the home front safe,

and insuring the coming of the longed-for Utopia. This was the

prosperous hour of Robespierre. The foreign danger, the do-

mestic peril, the fear of a Royalist reaction (which under the

circumstances could not be other than vengeful and bloody),

all these were reasons for hideous action, for silencing every

possible dissident under the falling knife. Robespierre, with

every quality of a fanatic,
— intense conviction of the justice

of his philosophy, equally intense conviction of the criminality

of every person who could not accept its logic and dicta, —
was thus to have his way; until men really abler and more power-

ful than himself came to feel in peril for their own lives. Then

suddenly the whole bloody Terror stopped.

The earlier months of the Reoublic had not been stamed by
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many executions despite the tragedy of the King. Now, while

1793 advanced, the Revolutionary Tribunal was divided into

two sections to double its speed and its victims began to multi-

ply. The property of the condemned was confiscated to the

State, which income helped to meet the deficit. "We coin money
by the guillotine," said Barere cynically in the Convention. In

September was voted the terrible "Law of Suspects" subjecting

to arrest not merely the courtiers of the Old Regime and others

who had probably a motive in halting the Revolution, but all

others who were detected "speaking of the misfortunes of the

Republic and the shortcomings of the authorities."

This sinister change produced instant results. The prisons,

already full, now were soon overflowing. In October, 1793,

twenty-two of the luckless Girondists were sent to the scaffold,

the heroic Madame Roland making her famous saying, as she

stood before the guillotine, "O Liberty, how many crimes are

committed in thy name!" Her male comrades went also to their

fate with like serene courage. "I die at a time when the people

have lost their senses," said Lasource to his judges. "You will

die when they recover them." And the whole band sang with

perfect steadiness the "Marseillaise" while they waited their

turn before the executioner.

Already a more remarkable victim had been the widowed

Queen herself. Had Marie Antoinette been prosecuted for

treason immediately following the downfall of the Monarchy,
there would certainly have been more justice in condemning
her than her unfortunate husband. It was now little less than

bloodthirstiness to send her to death. A good legal charge of

aiding the Austrians might have been made out, but her trial

was only a farce. Like the King, Marie Antoinette died bravely
and nobly, as became the daughter of the great Maria Theresa,

obliterating by her courage as a condemned prisoner the memory
of many of the blunders and worse things chargeable against

her as a queen.

From November, 1793, onward fBarere had cheerfully put it
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as early as September), "Terror became the order of the day."
The Revolutionary Tribunal became increasingly busy, and the

guillotine seldom missed a prisoner once he was placed before

the dread judge, prosecutor, and jury. For a man once a "sus-

pect" practically the only escape was a satisfactory answer to

the question,
" What have you done worthy of death if the Royal-

ists come back to power?" After the recapture of Toulon every
citizen who failed to show signs of joy fell under suspicion. It

was enough merely to prove that a defendant had not been an

enthusiastic supporter of the latest ukase from the Jacobin

Club. There were even victims sent under the knife for being

"moderates
" The cold statistics of the executions in Paris in

1793-94 tell the story of increasing recklessness and fanaticism.

In December, 69 perished; in January, 1794, 71; in February,

73; in March, 127; in April, 257; in May, 353; and in June and

July together 1376.^ "This sudden increase in the number of

executions," it is well written, "was due to the efforts of Robes-

pierre to establish his Utopia."

There is a difference of opinion among modern specialists as

to how far Robespierre personally was responsible for the deeds

which have rendered his name execrable to every honest man,
and sacred to every anarchist.^ Certainly other members of the

Committee of Public Safety
— for example, Billaud-Varenne

and Collot d'Herbois— were no less bloodthirsty than he.

However, Robespierre in any case was often their spokesman in

their conventions, covered their most drastic propositions with

elegant phrases about securing the public "happiness" and

"liberty," and probably toward the end he was, indeed, little

less than an uncrowned dictator, possessed by the horrible gos-

pel that since he understood the sole means of securing justice

and prosperity for France, whosoever failed to applaud his

^ Some of this great increase may have been due to the closing of certain

provincial tribunals and the sending of their victims for 6nal judgment to Paris.
"^ In 1918 the Boisheviki were charged with setting up statues in his honor in

Petrograd and Moscow.
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extreme doctrines was worthy of death: and he certainly was

inflexible in carrying out this theory.

Robespierre rapidly divested himself of possible rivals. One

coadjutor, and it might have been competitor for popular

influence, had already passed away. Marat, the "Peoi)le's

Friend," had been murdered in July, 1793, by the heroic Char-

lotte Corday, striking her dagger in behalf of the outlawed

Girondists. There remained two other presumptive adversaries:

Hebert the brutal, obscene leader of the Paris Commune and

champion of the most stalwart atheism, and the redoubtable

Danton. Robespierre hated Hebert because the latter was dis-

gracing the Revolution by his "Festivals to Reason" and also

his travesty of Rousseau's naturalism by his sheer bestiality.

Hebert was powerful in the Paris Commune and among the

dregs of the populace, and it strained Robespierre's influence to

get him at last sent before the Tribunal. Nevertheless, on March

24, 1794, Hebert, the roaring blasphemer, perished.^ Had

Robespierre stopped here, some things might have been for-

given him.

But the "dictator" turned next on Danton himself. Of all

men who should have been immune before the Tribunal, Danton

ought to have been the first. For the overthrow of Monarchy,
the September massacres, the execution of the King, the drastic

measures to beat back the foreigner, the defiance of Europe,

nay, for the setting-up of the Committee of Public Safety and

the Revolutionary Tribunal itself, Danton was more responsible

than any other single mortal. But Danton, despite all these

things, was committing a deadly crime against the "beneficial

and good" theories of the Jacobins; he was becoming a "moder-

ate."

Danton could probably have scattered all his assailants by
one resolute charge had he but willed to do so; but he remained

singularly passive. He was a man of spasmodic achievement, not

^ Hebert had carried his antipathy to Christianity so far as to incite his fol-

lowers to destroy all church steeples as
"
an insult to equality."
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of continuous action. He had declined a place in the secret

Committees and for a time had withdrawn partially into private

life. At length he and his friends had begun to hint plainly that

since the national crisis, caused by foreign foes and by rebels,

was largely past, there was no need for continuing the wholesale

executions. If this meant anything it meant that Robespierre
was not to bring to pass immediately his Elysium, into which he

evidently intended to drive all Frenchmen at the point of the

sword. That was enough to settle the fate of the greatest of the

Jacobins.

When told he w^as threatened, Danton refused to use revolu-

tionary means (which he might have invoked) to confound his

adversaries. "I would rather," he said contemptuously, "be

guillotined than be a guillotiner; besides, my life is not worth the

trouble, and I am sick of the world." Nevertheless, when he was

arrested and placed before the Tribunal, the prosecution dared

not allow him to make even the limited defense allowed to ordi-

nary victims. He was silenced as "wanting in respect to justice"

and condemned practically without a hearing on charges so

ridiculous and insignificant that his condemnation sinks to the

level of a common murder. With him was sentenced his friend,

Camille Desmoulins, the first to raise Paris in arms before the

taking of the Bastile. "Show my head to the people," ordered

Danton haughtily to the executioner; "they do not see the Uke

thereof every day." And so he passed (April 5, IVO^).

It was well said that the French Revolution, like the god Sat-

urn of ancient mythology, "devoured its own children."

Marat was gone, Hebert was gone; and now Danton also. Of

the great ideahsts whose Bible was the "Social Contract," and

who had dreamed of making a new universe according to the

gospel of Rousseau, who save Robespierre and his immediate

satellites remained? The dictator (it is fair now to call Robes-

pierre that) had destroyed the Hebertists as "impure men of

faction"; the Dantouists as "indulgents and men of immoral-
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ity." Now surely there was nothing to hinder the regime of

"thorough"! By this time probably only a minor fraction of

Parisians and a much smaller fraction of Frenchmen at large

had anything but abhorrence for the Terrorists, yet so absolute

had been the suppression of every act of resistance, so prompt the

punishment even for "incivism" (that is, the least suggestion

of lukewarmness) that the entire nation seen:ted hypnotized and

helpless before an aggressive, organized, and perfectly unscrupu-

lous minority. Robespierre's real reign dates from the 5th of

April to the 27th of July, 1794. During that time he seemingly
exercised a power of life and death over Frenchmen incalculably

greater than that of Louis XIV. He might have continued his

power longer had he possessed the wisdom not to smite terror

for their own lives into men who had either been his cowardly
tools or his bloody accomplices.

During April, May, and June, Robespierre and his ever-

narrowing band of prime counselors drove straight toward their

mark by decree after decree calculated to silence dissenters from

"the Doctrine," and to concentrate all power in Paris where

"the pure" could control all public acts. All the Parisian clubs

were closed except the Jacobin Club, that the others might not

become centers for insurrection. All the extraordinary tribunals

in the departments were ordered to stop working, and to send

their cases to the greater and more pitiless central assize in

Paris. When Robespierre rose to move a decree in the Conven-

tion, opposition for the nonce seemed absolutelj^ hushed. No
man knew better than he how to proclaim a pohcy of ruthless-

ness and to cover it with words dripping with philanthropy and
idealistic benevolence. The Terror was blandly advocated as a

necessary expedient to introduce the reign of "virtue"; the

guillotine was for "the amelioration of souls." His coadjutors

were more frank. "The dead alone do not return," said Barere,

while Collot d'Herbois cynically declared, "The more freely the

social body perspires the more healthy it becomes."

Robespierre himself was now, of course, the subject of the
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grossest flattery. "The great Incorruptible" was everyrvhere

praised for his virtue, his genius, and his eloquence. The apogee
of his career came on June 8, 1794, when, at his instigation, an

enormous festival was held "in honor of the Supreme Being,"
on which day the Convention proceeded in high procession to

the garden of the Tuileries, with Robespierre walking fifteen

feet ahead of his insignificant colleagues, attired in all the brave

dress of a dandy of the period, and carrying an offering to the

Deity of flowers and ears of corn. Then, after burning three

huge effigies of "Atheism," "Discord," and "Selfishness," this

high-priest of the new Deism delivered a pompous speech, con-

taining the ominous words: "People! Let us to-day surrender

ourselves to the transports of pure delight. To-morrow we will

renew our struggle against vices and against tyrants!"

Two days later Couthon (one of the dictator's spokesmen)

imparted to the Convention what Robespierre had had in

mind. The Revolutionary Tribunal was not working fast enough.

There was still some small loophole for the defense. Hereafter

the court was to sit daily, and the process of bringing indict-

ments was greatly expedited. No counsel was to be allowed the

accused, and "moral proofs" could suffice for a conviction. All

"enemies of the people" (a frightfully indefinite phrase) were

liable to prosecution, and the jurors need not follow the law,

but "only their own consciences" when they voted. Possibly

the Convention would have authorized all this without a

whimper, but hitherto, to get the arrest of an accused deputy, it

had been needful to ask the consent of a majority of his fellow

members. This had been a considerable safeguard. Now the

deputies themselves could be put on trial on a mere order from

the terrible Committee. In substance this was asking every

member to look to the safety of his own neck. The weakest

animals will turn at bay. Such a request was therefore a grievous

blunder.

Robespierre committed a second great blunder when (chal-

lenged in the Convention) he refused to name the deputies
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presumably to be accused.
"
I will name them when it is neces-

sary," he announced loftily: words which set every member who
had ever crossed his path to trembling. In "profound silence"

the new decree was passed. From this time the "Terror within

the Terror" became more direful than ever. Executions took

place in large batches. Often fifty wretches were sent under the

knife per day. But the end was drawing nigh.

With all his fanaticism, the dictator hated corruption, im-

morality, and such forms of cruelty as he had not himself

authorized. Powerful and wicked men, high in the Government,
who had misused their opportunities had come to fear him. At

least three members of the great Committee, including the

mighty Carnot, were beginning to oppose him. His attempt to

manufacture a new religion was laughed at by presumable sup-

porters. "Your Supreme Being begins to bore me!" sneered

Billaud-Varennes. Robespierre had still a great following among
the Parisian lower classes, and the reorganized Commune of

the capital was devoted to him, but things were obviously

moving to a straining point. Late in July the cord, long undet

tension, snapped.
As things neared a climax the dictator became morose and

distrustful. Sturdy Jacobins with clubs accompanied him as a

bodyguard. His denunciations became ever more ominous.^

"All corrupt men," he declared, "must be expelled from the

Convention." Who were these corrupt men.? Out of despair for

their lives, the members who felt themselves threatened made

ready to pull the tyrant down. Robespierre knew that there

were murmurs and combinations against him, but on July 26

he harangued the Convention in his usual mood: "There exists

a conspiracy against the public liberty, that owes its strength

to a criminal intrigue within the very heart of the Convention.
' The battle of Fleurus (June 26), a great French victory over the Austrians

in Belgium, really cut the ground from under the dictator's feet. "\Miy any need

now of the Terror? Robespierre realized this, and is charged with giving orders

to suppress or minimize the glad news of the military success as much as pos-
sible.
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. . . Punish the traitors! Purify the Committee! Crush every

faction, and estabUsh upon their ruins the power of justice and

liberty!" Instead of applause he met flat opposition. Cambon

(a brave man) said openly: "It is time to speak the whole

truth. One man paralyzed the resolution of the assembly. That
man is Robespierre."

The debate ended with a flat rebuff for the dictator. The next

day each side having mustered its partisans, he endeavored to

face the rising storm, but he was howled off of the tribune by
the yells not merely of the moderates, but by most of his old

Jacobins. "Let the veil [of restraint] be wholly torn aside!"

thundered Tallien. "Down with the tyrant!" reechoed from the

members. Robespierre tried vainly to get a hearing. "Pure and
virtuous men!" he pleaded, holding out his arms to his one-time

laudators — and was met with stony looks or shrill hootings.

"Wretch," some one called from an upper bench, 'Hhe blood of

Danton chokes thee!" With an ppproving shout the Convention

voted the motion that Robespierre, his brother, and three ad-

herents, notably the wild and eloquent young Saint-Just,

should be put under arrest. "The Republic is lost, the brigands

triumph!" groaned the deposed leader as they dragged him out.

But all was not quite over. The Commune was still on Robes-

pierre's side and controlled the Paris prisons. None of the jailers

would receive him. A band of municipal officers took him from

his guards and brought him in triumph to the City Hall. "Long
live Robespierre!" rang in the streets. A band of armed men, led

by the notorious desperado and agitator Henriot, put them-

selves at his disposal. For some hours the Convention was in

agony. Was it not about to be attacked by the mob and all its

members massacred? However, the National Guard, after some

wavering, decided to support the Convention and not the

Commune. The Government's troops, therefore, closed around

the City Hall, and seized the band that had already been de-

clared "outlaws." Robespierre shattered his jaw with a pistol

while trying to commit suicide. He was still alive, when on the
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famous "10th of Thermidor" (July 28, 1794) at 5 p.m. he

rumbled in the death-cart along the streets, through a crowd
that cheered, raved, and screamed for his blood. Twenty-two of

his friends mounted the scaffold and then the dread "dictator."

When his head fell, the air shook with the applause.^ The Terror

was ended.

The men who had pulled down Robespierre were many of

them no more pitiful or scrupulous than their enemy; but they
had gained immense popularity by seeming to stop the Terror,

and they dared not endanger their position by renewing it.

The long intimidated Convention reasserted its liberty of action.

The surviving Girondist deputies returned from exile. The
Jacobin Club was closed. The worst abusers of justice in the

Revolutionary Tribunal were executed themselves. A great

many political prisoners were released; the remainder were in

no danger of death without fair trial. France, and particularly

Paris, shook off the incubus of fear that had brooded over it.

Not merely was there a reaction toward moderation; there was
even a reaction in favor of Monarchy, especially as it was
believed that the kings could be brought back upon conditions

that would insure the preservation of the great liberties won in

1789. The Royalists were weakened, indeed, by the report that

in 1795 the unlucky Dauphin, son of Louis XVI (a frail boy-

bereft of parents or decent guardians), had died in prison, ap-

parently by the sheer neglect or worse of his brutal keepers.^
The heir to the Bourbon claims was now the late King's brother,

the Comte de Provence, in exile and notorious as a reactionary.

However, the Royalist feeling grew. The bourgeois elements in

Paris had reasserted themselves, and supported the reaction.

1 There is a story that just as the fallen tyrant was bound to the plank, a
voice from the crowd shouted, "Yes, Robespierre, there is a Supreme Being."

- This is no place to discuss the stories that the Dauphin really escaped
was taken to America, and there lived and died in an obscure private station

These reports cannot be set aside, however, as nothing more than improbable
fabrications. They deserve serious consideratioa.
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In 1795 there was even a Royalist outbreak that came close to

succeeding.

In 1793 the Convention had adopted a constitution of an

ultra-democratic nature, strongly tinctured with Jacobin views.

It had never actually been put in force and the moment Robe-

spierre fell it was disregarded altogether. In 1795 the deputies

produced another constitution which was an honest, if not

wholly successful, attempt to avoid the mistakes of the 1791

arrangement, and to set up a Republican Government which

should alike steer clear of ultra-radicalism and of Monarchy.
There was a much-needed list of the "duties" as well as the

"rights" of citizens, and a more debatable effort to exclude the

lowest classes, by giving the vote only to men who had lived a

year in one place and paid a tax. Such voters could choose

"electors," who in turn chose a legislature of two houses, a

"Council of Five Hundred" to initiate laws, and a "Council of

Ancients" (two hundred and fifty older members) to revise and

accept them. For executive the Convention set up neither Presi-

dent nor King, but a five-headed commission. Five "Directors,"

controlling the ministers, the diplomatic policy, and the army
and administrative officers, were to be chosen by the Councils

for terms of five years,
^ with one Director retiring annually.

Three Directors could speak for the whole. In this way it was

hoped that a firm executive was to be created withcut fear of a

dictatorship.

Such a system was in fact too artificial to work well even in

peaceful times and with a friendly and submissive citizen body,

but the Convention now passed a measure sure to make the new

scheme unpopular. The members, especially those wdio had

voted for the death of Louis XVI, were in mortal fear lest the

elections should give the Royalists a majority in the newly con-

stituted legislatures. So great was the disgust at the Terror, so

great the desires of Frenchmen to settle down in peace after the

^ At the beginning, of course, all five Directors were chosen and it was the^*

determined by lot in what order they should retire.
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years of confusion, that such a reaction was extremely probable.

The Convention, therefore, in self-protection decided that two

thirds of the new legislatures must be elected from among the

members of the retiring Convention, thus making sure that the

Royalists, at least for a few years, should not be more than a

minority.

The respectable element in Paris had now completely gained

the upper hand over the Jacobin lower classes, and it was driven

to fury by this plain undertaking of the hated radicals to per-

petuate their power under a new guise. The National Guard,

as reorganized; was at the disposal of the reactionaries, and on

October 5, 1795 ("13th of Vendemiaire"), some 40,000 armed

Royalists were marching on the hall of the Convention to

attempt by violence a change in the Government, thus using a

method well taught them by Danton and Marat.

The position of the Convention was serious. It had now

decidedly few friends in the city, but the regular army (d'

votedly Republican) was on its side, and the rather sma^

garrison present was enraged at the idea of recalling the hated

Bourbons. The deputies appointed as their leader the energetic

Barras, who in turn selected as chief lieutenant a young artillery

officer who had won success at the siege of Toulon and who was

now waiting idly in Paris— one Napoleon Bonaparte. The
latter promptly seized all the artillery at the Sablons camp, and

posted it with his 6000 to 7000 men to good advantage around

the Tuileries where the Convention was in session. The Royal-
ists marched up to the old palace boldly, expecting to prosper
even as had the Dantonists in 1792; but Bonaparte and his

artillerymen were not as Louis XVI and his Swiss Guards. The

Royalists were met by a deadly cannon fire, which raked the

quays by the Seine, and their columns were literally mowed
down by the "whiff of grapeshot." After a vain attempt to

rally, the insurgents broke, fled, and the battle was over.

The Convention was nominally ':he victor. The real victor

was the army. Bonaparte had arbitrated between legislators
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and citizens with his cannon. From this time onward until 1815

the army is the true disposing body in France. It was to remain

loyal the longest to the Republic, and when its allegiance

changed, it was not to be to the Old Monarchy, but to a new
Csesarism.

In October, 1795, the new directors took over the Govern-

ment. The "Directory" lasted until November, 1799. It is not

needful to trace its annals. The real history of France from 1796

onward was to be written in great battles in Italy and then in

Egypt by the young officer who had aided Barras. As for the

Directors, nearly all of them were mediocre men, however often

their personnel changed: they could wrangle much, though

accomplish relatively httle. Law and order returned in a toler-

able extent to France in 1795, although there was still much

persecution of the old nobility and of the Catholic clergy. The
admirable practical talents of the French people brought back

a fair degree of economic prosperity. As early as April, 1795,

Prussia had withdrawn from the war in disgust at her Austrian

ally, and her Hohenzollern king had made peace by the Treaty
of Basel with the radical Republic. The decrepit despotism of

Spain had made peace the same year. England, Austria, and

Sardinia still continued the war, but they could not really

threaten the integrity of France or the fruits of the Revolution.

As might have been expected, the five directors (chosen

without the slightest attempt to select persons likely to work

together) presently quarreled among themselves. They also

wrangled with the legislature, whose relations to the executive

had been very poorly adjusted by the new Constitution. In 1797

three Directors combined against two, charging them witli

"reaction," and with the aid of the army they drove the minor-

ity from power. In 1798 and 1799 Bonaparte, who had already
overshadowed completely the five little men in Paris, was fight-

ing in Egypt. In his absence the Directors mismanaged affairs

outrageously. By the valor of Bonaparte, France had made a

victorious peace with Austria in 1797 (Treaty of Campo-
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Formlo). The Directors now became involved in a second war

with the Austrian Emperor, and when Bonaparte returned from

Egypt in 1799, they had little to report to him but defeats in

Italy and Switzerland and even a renewed danger to the fron-

tiers. Under these circumstances it was perfectly easy for the

scheming and ambitious "Little Corporal," already the darling

of the army, to pull down the luckless Constitution of 1795.

On November 9, 1799 ("18th of Brumaire"), by a bold stroke

of state, aided by the soldiery and by three of the Directors,

Bonaparte chased the other two Directors from office, and dis-

persed the Council of Five Hundred. At the roll of the drum the

grenadiers marched into the building of the legislature, and

"advancing slowly across the wide width of the hall, presented

their bayonets."
What Louis XVI dared not accomplish following the defiance

of Mirabeau after the "royal sitting" in 1789, had been dared

and done by the man from Corsica. France had again a mon-

arch, albeit a very different kind of a monarch from Louis XVI.

Bonaparte proposed to reorganize the government with a very
firm executive of three "consuls." His colleagues, provisionally,

were to be the supple politician Sieyes and another ex-Director,

Ducos. When the trio then gathered for their first session,

Sieyes asked mildly, "Who will preside.?" "Don't you see,"

answered Ducos, "^/te general is in the chair!
"
There was nothing

more to be said.

From this time onward, even more than from 1796, the his-

tory of France and the biography of Napoleon Bonaparte are

absolutely intermingled until the greatest of all adventurers

crashed down at Waterloo.



CHAPTER XVI
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE, AS MASTER OF EUROPE

This volume is a history of France. It is not a biography of

Napoleon. It is not a history of the wars and diplomacy of

Europe between 1796 and 1815. To write the first without the

other two things is, however, a matter of extreme difficulty.

The wisest policy is to state a few threadbare facts about the

life and personality of the Corsican, then to give a very thin

outline of his more important wars and international policies.

In more detail we can next explain what he did for France, and
show that his restless genius by no means confined itself solely

to military achievements. Finally we can trace over the story

of his last years of power and of downfall, when, as a result

of his personal catastrophe, France was obliged to remould her

constitution and to take back for a while the outcast Bourbons.

It is useless to try to write anything new about Napoleon

Bonaparte. It is unavoidable also not to restate facts contained

in the most meager work of reference.

The future confounder of Europe was born at Ajaccio, Cor-

sica, in 1769, the son of a "typically poor but noble family."

His father, Charles, was of Italian extraction and was by pro-

fession an assessor for the local royal court. The young Napoleon
must therefore be thought of as an Italian in birth and early

breeding. His genius, virtues, vices are nearly all of them

Southern. If he became a Frenchman, it is only one by adoption,

however completely for a time he dominated the sympathies
and enthusiasms of the entire Gallic race. In 1779 he was sent

to the Continent to the military school at Brienne. In 1784 he

went to the mihtary academy at Paris. In 1785 he was commis-

sioned sub-lieutenant in the artillery. A shy, ill-dressed lad, who
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did not speak French over-well, he was not particularly popular
with his comrades or his teachers; although one of the latter at

Paris made a note that "He will go far if circumstances favor

him." He was only the forty-second in his class when he received

his commission. During the Revolution he presently became

jjossessed with an honest or affected enthusiasm for Jacobin

theories and was made a captain in 1793. He achieved his first

reputation at the siege of Toulon by his skill in planting a

battery which drove the British fleet from the harbor. He was
made brigadier-general when he was only twenty-four, but was

practically dismissed from the army after he refused to com-

mand an infantry brigade against the insurgents in the Vendee.

Then by a turn of Fortune's wheel, in 1795, Barras suddenly
summoned him to defend the Convention against the Royalists.

His well-aimed cannon-shots alike crushed the chances of a

reaction and put his superiors under a heavy obligation to him.

He was given command of the "Army of Italy," the most im-

portant force at the disposal of the Directory, always excepting
the great armies on the Rhine. He was at once hailed as one of

the rising men of the hour, and before he left Paris he was able

to marry the beautiful Creole widow Josephine de Beauharnais,
one of the central spirits of fashionable life in the capital. Ten

days after the wedding (March 11, 1796), he left his bride to

assume his new command in the South, and within a month
after his arrival with the Army of Italy, he was able to report

very important victories. A new era had dawned not for France

only, but for all Europe.
The young man who was now to send terror down the spines

of all the Highnesses, Serenities, and Majesties in Christendom
has of course become a familiar figure, thanks to hundreds of

authentic portraits. Wlien he began his career we may think of

him as distinctly "Southern" in aspect, an Italian rather than

a Frenchman, "small, of poor physique, with long, lanky, dark

hair, but with deep-set eyes and a pale, impressive face, set over

a shabby uniform." Later he was to become stouter, and his
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valet was to provide him sometimes with a costume befitting

his rank, but he was never to develop an imposing stage

presence.
^

Upon his appearance with the Army of Italy he was not

enthusiastically welcomed. Many of the under-generals were

men of longer service and of much greater years than he. They
treated him with half-concealed sneers and almost latent insub-

ordination. It took him an amazingly short time, however, to

fascinate them all by the magnetism of his presence. "I'm
afraid of him," confessed Augereau, one of his chief lieutenants,

"and I don't understand his ascendancy over me, so that I feel

struck down just by the flash of his eye!" In a word, Bonaparte
in 1796 took a discouraged, poorly disciplined, and miserably

equipped and provisioned army of 37,000 men, flung it over the

Alps, and in a few weeks' time began to report back to Paris a

series of victories such as no general had ever reported to Louis

XIV. "The First Italian Campaign" (if he had fought no

other) was sufiicient to establish Bonaparte among the world's

great captains. When after the desperate charge over the bridge

of Lodi (May 10, 1796), a deputation of sergeants of the grena-

diers waited on their general in his tent and informed him that

he had been elected a "corporal" in their corps, they were

simply anticipating the opinion of every student of military

history. "The Little Corporal" was to make a name beside

those of Alexander and Julius Caesar.

And yet Bonaparte was no magician who with a stroke of a

wand called up for himself obedient and irresistible armies. On
the contrary, he could never have gone far had not the Revolu-

tion presented him with one of the most formidable fighting

machines in the world. The machine was nearly ready. It needed

only the master-engineer to perfect and direct it. The force that

had cast back the Prussians and Austrians after Valmj', that

had justified Danton's call for "boldness," that had already

wrested the whole western bank of the Rhine from the then
1 See p. 368.
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tottering German Empire and taken Belgium from Austria, had
been one of the fairest products of the Revokition. In the

"
Army

of the Repubhc
"
genuine patriotism and love for the new-found

liberty had burned the keenest, along with a passionate willing-

ness to die for France or to conquer, as well as to convey the

blessings of the "Rights of Man" to less fortunate nations. In

the army there had been as a rule little opening for the sangui-

nary contentions between Girondist and Jacobin, Dantonist and

Robespierrean. The one thing the army was resolved upon was
that the Bourbons should not return— and it had therefore

been the bulwark of the Directory in the days of Royalist re-

action. It was to desert the Directory in 1799 and overthrow it

because of the widespread feeling that the inefficiency of that

five-headed executive was ruining France and thereby insuring
the return of the hated kings. The soldiery in that year honestly
believed that their idolized general would reestablish in some
better form their beloved Republic. They were mere wax in the

Corsican's astute Southern hands.

But the Republican army was more than intensely anti-

royalist. It was a magnificent fighting force. It was composed,
or at least dominated, by men who were not professional mer-

cenaries earning the pay of a king, but devoted patriots battling

for an ideal. Hitherto, in the average battle, two long lines of

carefully deployed infantry approached each other slowly; when
within easy musket-shot they fired on one another till the

weaker side — perhaps after hours of this exchange
— broke

under the volleys and let its enemies march deliberately for-

ward. This traditional battle order was cast to the four winds

by the new armies of France. The superior courage of their

volunteers enabled their generals to form them in headlong
columns and fling a regiment like a solid battering-ram against

the enemy. The van of the column might perish. The rest would

charge through to victor3^ In general also the new French

armies were in no wise hampered by the traditions and rule-of-

thumb methods which were the delight of the mediocre old-
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school martinets. 1 We are told that the French battalions often

were in rags, that they marched with a long, slouching step
—

unlike the smart movements of the Austrians; that even their

officers sometimes lacked boots — that their generals failed to

carry themselves with top-lofty dignity. But the great fact

remained that repeatedly on decisive fields they had defeated

these same mechanical Austrians, and men remarked on "the

fierce, swaggering spirit and patriotism that went far to explain
their success."

The Revolution, under whip and spur, had produced several

very competent generals; for example, Hoche (whose early

death in 1797 rid Bonaparte of a dangerous rival), and Moreau,
who was to win Hohenlinden in 1800 and next to win Bona-

parte's deadly jealousy, but now this splendid fighting instru-

ment was to fall into the hands of an incomparable military

genius. No wonder he was to go far!

Bonaparte's military methods were extraordinarily simple
when stated: it was their just application which made him a

giant among the captains. He took advantage of the admirable

physiques and marching qualities of the French peasants, and
drove his men to the limit. The movements of his columns were

infinitely more rapid as a rule than those of his foes. He de-

pended on requisitions upon the country, and was not tied to a

distant base by an uncertain supply train. When it came to

battle, his invariable principle was to leave small forces con-

taining or hindering the minor detachments of his enemy, then,

by a swift concentration of his full fighting strength, to fall

suddenly on that division of the foe which he had selected as

his prey. Infinite study of the maps told him when to strike

where the enemy would be most divided, and the French the

most concentrated; and also where, with a victory once won it

^ It is said, too, that partly because of the experience of some of their officers

in America under Washington, the French adopted sharpshooter tactics, the

use of trees, rocks, hedges, etc., as shelters, and other devices which scandalized

the old-school tacticians— and won many victories!
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could be exploited to best advantage. This principle of rapid

concentration, rapid attack, and making everything bend to

catching the enemy piecemeal, marked all his campaigns from
1796 to 1814.

Bonaparte was, of course, greatly aided by most efficient

lieutenants. Like Julius Csesar his personaUty was so dominant,
his presence so ubiquitous, that even his most capable generals
had their faculties for initiative somewhat numbed, and were
at a loss when offered independent commands far from their

great taskmaster's eye. But given his presence within the range
of a fast courier, and not a few of the Corsican's subalterns

could show themselves tacticians of a very high order, Augereau,
the son of a Paris fruit-vender; Davout, Bonaparte's fellow

pupil at Brienne; Lannes, the gallant son of a provincial stable-

keeper; Ney, the son of a poor cooper of Saarlouis; Soult, the

son of a Southland notary; and finally Murat, the son of the

Cahors innkeeper
— such were the leaders whom their chief

was to make marshals, "dukes," and "princes," or even

"kings"
^ in the days of his prosperity, and who, by their rise

to glory, proved the saying that in the new army "every private
carried a marshal's baton in his knapsack," They were nearly
all of them great captains, who have written their names with
honor into military history, Bonaparte also was extremely for-

tunate in possessing a very competent chief-of-staff almost
down to the time of his downfall— Berthier; an officer whose
keen intelligence and great precision in preparing orders relieved

his superior of infinite vexatious detail.

But in the last analysis it was the rank and file which was to

give the Corsican his glory. How the poilu could fight was to be
rediscovered by Europe in 1914; and the men of the Marne were
after all the great-grandsons of the men of Lodi, of Rivoli, and
of Austerlitz, Even with a less gifted generalissimo great vic-

tories were possible with such divisions as Massena's in the

^
Murat, Napoleon's brother-in-law, was made King of Naples in 1808 —"

King Joachim I,"
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1797 campaign, when the troops fought a pitched battle on the

13th of January at Verona; marched over snow-cumbered roads

all the following night
— twenty full miles— till the next morn-

ing they were on the plateau of Rivoli; fought again victoriously

the same day (14th); set forth again that night; marched all the

next day (loth), covering then nearly forty-three miles in thirty

hours: and on the 16th came up in time to decide the battle of

La Favorita. Sixty-eight miles of marching and three battles in

four days! While the "Army of the Republic" and its traditions

lasted, what wonder that its beloved general went forth con-

quering and to conquer?

That the continuity of events may not be forgotten, the

military annals of Napoleon Bonaparte must be stated thus

very succinctly. When he took command at Nice in 1796, the

French held all Belgium and the western bank of the Rhine,

but they were still at war with England bj^ sea and at war by
land with all the minor States of Italy and with Austria. On the

German battle-line the contest with Austria had practically

reached a deadlock; but in Northern Italy there opened un-

limited prospects of attack and manoeuver once the initial ad-

vantages were gained by the French. Bonaparte began his

attack on the allied Austrian and Sardinian forces in April.

Almost immediately he won his first victory at Millesimo. Two
weeks later the terrified King of Sardinia desired an armistice.

Bonaparte then invaded the Austrian province of the Milanese.

He won the notable battle of Lodi in May and entered Milan,

and soon began the siege of Mantua — the kej^ fortress to all

Northern Italy. Four times the Austrians strove to relieve that

stronghold. Four times they were utterly repulsed. The last

battle of Rivoli (January 14, 1797) was decisive. Mantua sur-

rendered, and Bonaparte was threatening to cross the Alps and

enter Vienna, when the Hapsburg government hurriedly ne-

gotiated for peace. In April, 1797, it signed the humiliating

treaty of Campo-Formio, by which it was agreed that France
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should keep Belgium and the western bank of the Rhine, and

also that the "Cisalpine RepubUc" (under French protection)

should be set up in Northern Italy. Austria herself was allowed

to annex the neutral and decrepit Republic of Venice— an act

of sheer spoliation in which the old Hapsburg Monarchy and

the new French Republic alike iniquitously joined.

Bonaparte was now the darling of the French people. The

Directors could not honor him too highly, but, small men that

they were, they felt oppressed at his popularity and his influ-

ence in Paris. They were relieved, therefore, when he undertook

to defeat England by winning the back door to India— Egypt.

In 1798 Bonaparte sailed away on a prodigious Oriental adven-

ture — with an armament carrying 35,000 seasoned French

troops, headed for Alexandria. He took Malta en route. He
landed safely in Egypt, routed the Mameluke armies, ruled in

Cairo like a Moslem emir, but had his schemes nearly paralyzed

by the destruction of his fleet at Aboukir Bay
^

by the English

Admiral Nelson. Bonaparte, however, made a bold incursion

into Palestine and defeated the Turks there, though not deci-

sively. The loss of his fleet in any case made his whole position

precarious. He feared to be cut off in the East while great things

were happening in Europe. When he learned that Austria,

Russia, and various lesser states had renewed their alliance with

England and were again attacking France, he deserted his army
in Egypt. None too magnanimously, he loaded with the pick

of his officers one of the frigates he had left, and escaped

through the British cruisers. ^ The political situation in France

was such that so far from blaming him for deserting his men, all

the numerous critics of the Directory rejoiced at his coming.

As already stated,^ he promptly overthrew the Directors and

1
"
Battle of the Nile," August 1, 1798.

2 The French force in Egypt, thus left isolated and without reinforcements,

•was presently attacked by an English expedition and forced to surrender.

Speculation exhausts itself over the question of what would have been the

history of Europe if Bonaparte's frigate had been taken by the British and he

had spent the next few years in a prison camp.
8 See p. 329.
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became "First Consul" just thirty-two days after his arrival in

France.^

Bonaparte now became practically a dictator. The new
"Constitution of the Year VIII" is described elsewhere.- It was

not much more than a clever method for concealing the return

of Monarchy. The Corsican always contended that the French

were not really profoundly devoted to a Republic and "Uberty"
so much as to the essence of "equality"; they wanted chiefly

a firm, efficient administration, economic prosperity, a chance

for men of talent to rise on their merits, a scope for the daring
and ambitious, and above all "glory "and a flattering of their

national pride. All these things Bonaparte felt well able to give.

The Directors had bequeathed him a new war with Austria

and Russia. In 1800 he was again in Northern Italy and won the

battle of Marengo. A little later his general Moreau won the

very decisive battle of Hohenlinden in Bavaria.^ Austria again

made peace
^
by which the Campo-Formio arrangements were

in the main confirmed, French domination over the minor

Italian States was extended, and the old "Holy Roman Empire"
(that is, the loose federation of Germany under the presidency
of Austria) was formally put in liquidation. The dissolution of

mediaeval Germany was to be substantially completed in 1803,

and in 1806 the Hapsburg Monarch was to drop his claims to

being the successor of Caesar and Charlemagne, and to call him-

self simply "Emperor of Austria." If Bonaparte had perished

at this time, he would probably have died followed by the

blessings of subsequent historians. He had destroyed much that

was rotten and had rendered an improved organization of

Europe inevitable. He had not yet begun, to any large extent,

'
"
Coup d'fitat of the 18th Brumaire"— November 9, 1799,

2 See p. 350.
'
Bonaparte did not enjoy this victory by a subordinate. Moreau became the

viqtim of his master's jealousy, was charged with conspiracy, and was banished

to America. After a residence in New .Jersey, in 1813, he entered the Russian

service against Napolt-on and was killed iu the battle of Dresden.
*
Treaty of Luneville, 1801.
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to violate strictly national rights or to play the insatiable

aggressor. But henceforth "glory" led him on.

England still held out doggedly. Her blockade was cramping
the economic life of France and was cutting off the French

colonies. But deserted by her allies England made the Peace of

Amiens in 1802, on terms which practically left France dominant
on the Continent while her rival retained her vast sea-power.
It was really a truce, however, between two irreconcilable

forces — free Britain and a restless Southern despot. In 1803

there were new quarrels, nominally over the questions of Malta
and Hanover which had been seized by the English and French

respectively. The "peace" ended in a little less than a year, and
the war was renewed with full energy on both sides.

The English fleet could cripple the economic life of France,
and the "Grand Army" of the First Consul seemed helpless.

In 1803, indeed, Bonaparte concentrated a great force of veter-

ans at Boulogne, ready for a great scheme to cross the Channel
in flatboats when for a few days the British armadas had been

chased away. But that moment never came. The "wooden
walls" of England were too formidable to be stormed by the

many times conqueror.
In 1804 came the political change which any keen observer

might well have predicted as inevitable since 1799— Napoleon
Bonaparte, the son of the poor attorney of Ajaccio, became

Napoleon I, Emperor of the French. There was a certain amount
of grumbling among sundry generals who had not forgotten

1793, but the more vehement were silenced with punishments,
and the more reasonable were stifled with honors. The real fact,

of course, appeared patent, that Napoleon had founded a

despotism, albeit an infinitely more efiicient, intelligent, and
therefore tolerable despotism than that, say, of Louis XV.
However, the avowed theory of this despotism was that France

had chosen out the best of its citizens, as a great tribune of the

people, to embody in his person the championship of her honor
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and the advancement of her prosperity. The Emperor's nephew,
destined himself to sit upon an uneasy throne as Napoleon III,

was to describe his uncle in a book as "the testamentary execu-

tor of the Revolution" who had hastened the reign of Liberty;

and then next was to state, "Now the nature of democracy is

to personify itself in one man." Views like these were doubtless

what Napoleon I desired Frenchmen to hold of his power. Yet

he had too firm a grasp on the realities not to know that nothing
in this world succeeds like success. If he could give prosperity,

glory, and honor to France, there would be plenty of his sub-

jects ready to explain that thej; were "free" albeit under a

Caesarian despotism.

The precise nature of this new "Empire" arid of its glittering

officials and court is recounted in another chapter.
^ The thing

to notice now is that on December 2, 1804, "the new Charle-

magne
"
was consecrated with imposing ceremonies at Paris, by

none other than Pope Pius VII himself, although to prove that

he held his power by no priestly authority, Napoleon ostenta-

tiously set the crown with his own hands upon his head.

Hardly was this ceremony completed before the Emperor
was resuming the congenial task of marshaling his legions to

war. His assumption of the crown, a crown won for him solely

by the sword, sent new terror into all the old-Hne hereditary

monarchs of Europe. What manner of man was this who had

risen from nothing and who was now overshadowing them.'' Eng-
land had been long ready with her subsidies; Russia, Austria, and

Sweden had now joined in another great coalition. Only Prussia

(among the great Powers) held equivocally aloof. The Emperor
Napoleon made haste to teach the world that the touch of the

crown had not spoiled the professional cunning of the one-time

General Bonaparte. The great camp at Boulogne was broken

up, and the army streamed away toward Southern Germany-
Of all Napoleon's campaigns this of 1805 perhaps won him the

most satisfaction. His "Grand Army" was now completely
1 See pp. 364, 369.
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developed as a war-machine. It had not yet suffered such terrible

losses of veterans as to lose efficiency by dilution with raw levies.

In several converging columns the great masses of French swept

into Southern Germany. In October, the Austrian General

Mack, a very ordinary drill-master pitted against a great cap-

tain^ surrendered at Ulm with 30,000 men. Napoleon marched

straight onward over the mountains, and led his hosts in triumph

through Vienna. On December 2, 1805, he won the most famous

of his victories at Austerhtz in Moravia, when with 65,000 men

he met some 85,000 alUed Austrians and Russians, and drove

the survivors of them in rout from the battle-field. Twenty-four

days later Francis II, the terrified Hapsburg, signed the peace

of Pressburg, by which Austria practically resigned all her

claims in Italy, leaving the French to reorganize that peninsula

as they listed; ceded likewise to France Istria and Dalmatia—
the old Venetian lands along the Adriatic— handed over the

Tyrol and many adjacent districts to Bavaria, Napoleon's ally,

and finally recognized Bavaria and Wiirtemberg as independent

kingdoms. For practical purposes Austria was henceforth

obliged to wash her hands of both Germany and Italy and to

let the terrible Corsican mould them as he willed. The famous

"Third Coalition" against France had been smashed to pieces.

Russia still continued nominally in the war; but young Czar

Alexander I was very far away from Central Europe and could

hardly send an army against Napoleon without crossing neutral

territory. No wonder the cathedrals of France were ordered to

reecho with Te Deums!

There was a fly in this ointment of happiness. Four days after

Mack surrendered at Ulm, the English Admiral Nelson had

caught the allied French and Spanish^ fleets at Trafalgar off the

Spanish coast. Twenty-seven British ships-of-the-line were ar-

rayed against thirty-three enemies. However, the Spanish con-

tingent had been very ill-found. The French were brave, but the

^
During most of this period Spain had been in half-hearted alliance with

France, giving her little aid save for some blundering attempts with her navy.
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best blood and intelligence of France in that day was going inta

the army, not into the marine. Nelson fell, but not before his

dying ears caught the shouts of the victory. The Franco-Spanish
fleet was practically destroyed. Henceforth the tricolor was

hardly met upon the seas flying from any save light cruisers and

privateers bent on commerce-destroying. The British blockade

closed down upon the ports of France and her allies tighter

than ever. Napoleon could dictate terms of peace to the Haps-

burg, but so long as he was nigh helpless upon the ocean what

real hope of realizing his grandiose schemes of world dominion.''

Against the almost intangible influence of British sea-power the

Corsican was to beat himself quite as furiously and ineffec-

tively as did the Hohenzollern in 1914-18.

Hardly was the ink dry upon the Treaty of Pressburg be-

fore the Prussian monarchy came close to committing suicide.

That kingdom had stood ingloriously neutral since 1795. Na-

poleon had cozened its ruler, Frederick William III, into refrain-

ing from joining the Third Coalition, holding out vague hopes
of great reward if the King would keep the peace at a time when
one more potent ally for Austria might have ruined France.

Now, when Austria was beaten and helpless, in a spirit of utter

folly Frederick William took umbrage at various diplomatic
insults and declared war, with hardly an ally save distant and
ineffective Russia. Prussia's provocation was great, for the

moment the need of cajolery had jjassed Napoleon dropped ths

mask and showed himself ready to outrage the Hohenzollern 's

dearest interests. But the military odds were now so heavy

against Prussia that her action seemed very reckless. Few men,

however, realized how feeble could be her fight, and how com-

pletely the famous army of Frederick the Great had been worm-
eaten by traditional methods and the senile inefficiency of its

generals.^ In the double battle of Jena-Auerstadt, October 14,

' One of these superannuated worthies is alleged to have boasted,
"
Hia

Majesty the King [of Prussia] has several generals far superior to Monsieur

Bonaparte."
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1806, the Prussian war-machine was not merely defeated— it

was smashed to fragments. The great Prussian fortresses made
indecent haste to surrender at first summons. By 1807 Frederick

WilHam was a refugee at Memel in the extreme northeastern

corner of his dominions.

Czar Alexander I tried, indeed, to come to his rescue. The
Russians fought an indecisive battle with the French at Eylau— and an indecisive battle against Napoleon was ranked by his

foes as a victory. A little later, however (June 14, 1807), the

French defeated the Russians unequivocally at Friedland.

Alexander was near the end of his fighting strength. On a raft

in the river Niemen he held a conference with Napoleon. The
Corsican's stronger personality easily cast its influence over the

impressionable and none too steadfast Czar. Russia and France

were to make close alliance, and divide the empire of the world.

Alexander was to adopt Napoleon's scheme for a "Continental

Blockade" of the English and to allow Prussia to be reduced to

a third-class power; in return he was given great, if vague, pros-

pects of conquests in the East. As for Napoleon, he was now free

to deprive Prussia of nearly half of her territory; lay on her a

crushing indemnity, and force out of her a pledge to keep an

army of only 42,000 men. Austria seemed already helpless.

Prussia was now helpless. Russia was an ally. Nowhere on the

Continent could Napoleon meet a rival. This Treaty of Tilsit,

concluded in July, 1807, in many respects marks the apogee of

his career.

Only England with bull-dog tenacity defied him. The eco-

nomic strain of the war upon the Britons was great; the taxes

were heavy, the chances of winning a peace which did not

leave Napoleon the dominator of the entire Continent seemed

sUght enough, but the islanders held grimly on. Helpless to scat-

ter their blockading squadrons, the Corsican struck back by
his famous "Continental Blockade." By his "Decree of Berhn,'*

issued in that conquered city in November, 1806, he declared

the British Isles under blockade, and prohibited the least
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commerce between them and France and all the latte.^s allies,

To refuse to accept the blockade, to allow the least intercourse

with Britain, to decline to declare British goods confiscate and

subject to destruction, was practically to invite war with

Napoleon. What Continental prince dared risk it? "I desire,"

announced the Emperor, "to conquer the sea by the power of

the land!" 1

To enforce such a drastic decree was, however, impossible even

for the victor of Austerlitz and Jena. A great fraction of all

Oriental wares and of all manufactured goods had come into

Europe either by way of England or direct from English looms

and forges. The profit from smuggling was enormous. Indeed,

Napoleon's own high officers sometimes connived at it and took

bribes for looking the other way.- The docks of the great com-

mercial cities were idle. Powerful mercantile classes were alien-

ated. Factories stood silent for want of raw material. Despite
the unpopularity of the decree, Napoleon adhered to it and

sharpened it. Russia, Austria, Prussia, and Denmark all kissed

the rod, and joined the "blockade" of Britain. When Napoleon's
own brother Louis Bonaparte (whom he had made King of

Holland) refused to ruin his subjects by a strict application of

the system, the Emperor forced him off his puppet throne and
annexed Holland to the already swollen Empire of France (1810).

Earlier he had laid a like hand on Italy, and in 1807 had over-

run Portugal, because that weak kingdom had vainly talked of

"neutrality."

By 1808, however, there had begun to be signs that the

clear, hard intellect which had carried the sublieutenant of

* The Corsican, in his efforts to circumvent the pressure of sea-power by
means of irregular and unusual devices, was only anticipating the more desper-
ate expedients of Germany (1915-18) with her "unlimited" submarine policy.
It is fair to assume, however, that Napoleon would never have embarked on
such a policy unless he had been far more assured of the practical efficiency of

the submarines than were the Germans. Napoleon was seldom cruel unless he
was very sure his cruelty would win success.

- It is alleged that even the Emperor himself had to wink at certain forms of

smuggling.
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artillery up to a new throne of the Caesars, had begun to be

warped by unbroken successes. Spain was now a crazy and

utterly decrepit monarchy that for some years had been trailing

along in helpless alliance with France. She seemed an easy prey.

Her great American colonies had not yet become independent
—

they might serve a lofty purpose once under the power of

France! With absolute lack of scruple and with not the slightest

real pretext, Napoleon took advantage of a family squabble in

the Spanish royal house; bullied the execrable old Charles IV

into abdicating; extracted a second abdication out of the Crown

Prince Ferdinand, and then openly sent a French army into

Spain to put in his own brother, Joseph Bonaparte, as the

crowned successor of Ferdinand and Isabella.

Hitherto Napoleon had had to fight only against kings. He
had found them very easy prey. Now to his amazement he had

to colhde with peoples. The results were not as he expected. The

proud Spanish nation rose almost as one man against the aggres-

sor. It was not difficult for the disciplined French troops to

defeat the hasty levies of the Spanish patriots, but Napoleon

was soon to learn the truth of the saying, "Spain is an easy

country to overrun; a hard country to conquer." The Spaniards

were past-masters in guerrilla warfare : skirmishes, raids, attacks

on convoys, petty sieges. A vast number of French troops were

immobihzed holding down the peninsula
— and yet "King

Joseph" had never a comfortable minute on his throne. An

English army under Sir Arthur Wellesley (later the Viscount,

then Duke of Wellington) came to the Spaniards' aid. At first

it was barely able to save itself from being driven into the sea

by the superior hosts of the French, but, for all that, the drain

upon Napoleon's resources caused by this unhappy Spanish

venture continued. He could not subdue the entire country.

He could not withdraw from Spain without great loss of prestige.

And at this juncture he had yet another war with Austria.

The Hapsburgs had reorganized their army. They now (1809)

called on all the German people to imitate the Spaniards and to
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rise against the oppressor. The attempt was premature. Prussia

was helpless and only stirred ineffectively. The South-German

kinglets cheerfully followed their French master. Only in the

Tyrol was there a brave but abortive uprising under Andreas

Hofer, the innkeeper. Napoleon promptly invaded Austria, took

Vienna a second time, but at Aspern, on the Danube near the

capital, he had an astonishing experience: he met with an unde^

niable defeat. It was not a decisive disaster, however. The excel-

lent French war-machine was still functioning. The Emperor
declined to retire from Vienna, held his ground, and on July 6,

1809, retrieved his tarnished glory by an old-form victory at

Wagram. Austria had not been badly worsted. But no allies had

joined her; she could endure the strain of the war no longer. In

1809 Francis II again consented to peace. By the Treaty of

Vienna Austria ceded fully 32,000 square miles, mostly to

Napoleon's ally Bavaria; and gave up the last districts which

connected her with the sea. She meekly reentered the Conti-

nental System. The prestige of the Corsican seemed higher
than ever.

In 1809 Napoleon had divorced Josephine.
^ She had borne him

no children, and his position would be strengthened if he had a

son to succeed to his power. After vain negotiations for a Rus-

sian princess, the diplomats arranged an alliance with Maria

Louisa, daughter of Francis the Hapsburg himself. The Arch-

duchess was sent with due ceremony from Vienna to Paris, and
on the 1st of April, 1810, the Emperor and she were married in

Notre Dame. The train of the cloak of the new Empress was

borne by five queens. In March, 1811, Napoleon seemed more
fortunate still— he became the father of a son, the ill-starred

"Napoleon II," never destined to reign, who, in his very cradle,

was given the soaring title of the "King of Rome."
^ There is no doubt that the putting aside of Josephine was a cold-blooded

act of state policy. Nevertheless her conduct when her husband had been absent

in Egypt (1798-99) had been so scandalous as to give good grounds for a divorce

At that time, however, Bonaparte consented to a reconciliation. This fact mit-

igates the blame for his later conduct, but does not excuse it.
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The year 1811 seemed to present Napoleon still at the summit

of his prosperity. If there were murmurs in France at his auto-

cratic government, if Te Deums were becoming wearisome in

the churches, if the Continental blockade seemed ruining French

commerce but not coercing England into peace, if the remorse-

less conscription for the army was awakening deep resentment

throughout the nation, the fact nevertheless remained that the

Corsican's power seemed more imposing than ever. One of his

brothers, Jerome, was King of Westphalia in Northwestern

Germany; Joseph was King of Spain, thanks to French bayonets;

Louis had, indeed, refused to play the puppet in Holland and

had just renounced his regal honors, but that simply meant

that his brother had annexed the old "Dutch Republic" to

France itself. In Naples, Murat, the Emperor's brother-in-law,

and his most dashing cavalry general, was reigning in the room

of the exiled Bourbon dynasts. The minor States of Germany
were organized into the "Confederation of the Rhine," helpless

under the "protection" of the Emperor. Prussia appeared
crushed and passive. Russia seemed still to be an ally. The

Emperor of Austria was now the Corsican's father-in-law. As

for France herself, her boundaries grew monthly by ever fresh

decrees of annexation. Besides Holland and the western Rhine-

lands and Belgium,^ new "departments
"
were now being organ-

ized clear across the northern coast of Germany, including

Bremen and Hamburg, even to the Trave. In Italy a portion

of the northeastern regions had been organized into the new

"Kingdom of Italy" with Napoleon himself as "king," al-

though ruling through a viceroy. Murat, of course, kept his

Neapolitan kingdom in the South. But Piedmont, Genoa, most

of Tuscany, and a strip of western coast including even Rome
itslef was annexed outright to the "Empire" — governed by
French prefects and taking the law direct from Paris. The Pope
in person was a political prisoner in France.^

1 The Rhinelands and Belgium, of course, had been annexed under the

Republic.
2 See p. 375.
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The army still appeared the perfect war-engine of ten years

earlier, although the battle of Friedland had cost Napoleon
a pitifully great number of veterans, and the ceaseless Spanish

campaigns were a constant drain upon the military reserves

and budget. Despite all his court ceremonial at Paris, when

Napoleon was with his troops he often seemed the "Little

Corporal" again, able to catch their imaginations by his fiery

proclamations, and to command their implicit loyalty by such

acts as mingling among the grenadiers in their bivouacs, tasting

their soup, calling out by name and decorating brave privates

with his own hand, and manifesting intense interest in the wel-

fare of "his comrades." Each soldier, in short, believed himself

in the confidence of the Emperor, and that the Emperor's eye
was personally upon him in all that he did. To the veterans who
had followed him all through his wars, loyalty to the Emperor
had passed from a duty to a religion. "I cannot tell Your

Majesty," wrote a marshal in 1813, "how much my men love

you; and never was one more devoted to his wife than are they
to your person." As for the "Old Guard" that surrounded the

Emperor in all his campaigns, in 1815, after Waterloo, when all

was over, one of the officers was to lament openly, "You see

that we have not had the good fortune to die in your service."

Such seemed the position of Napoleon and of his Empire at

its height. After such successes it is not unreasonable to say
that he might not merely have consolidated all his vast domin-

ions, but have added others also, even to the establishment of

a new Roman Empire, had he learned moderation in the hour

of greatest triumph. Unfortunately for him, however, even in

1811 his ruthless aggressions were enkindling so much resent-

ment from outraged nations — Sjmin, Prussia, etc. — that the

Emperor's position was probably less secure than it seemed.

Before, however, stating very briefly how "glory and mad-
ness" led to his abject downfall, it is needful to examine with

some care the less dramatic, but more lasting, work of civil

reformation which he brought to France.



CHAPTER XVII

THE NAPOLEONIC REGIME IN FRANCE THE CONSULATE
AND THE EMPIRE

Napoleon Bonaparte is usually thought of solely as the resist-

less "man on horseback" who for nineteen years hypnotized

France and intimidated all the world by military achievements

which probably surpass those of Alexander, Hannibal, or

Julius Csesar. Or if not as the master of armies, he is studied as

the supreme disposer of thrones throughout Europe, the creator

and re-creator of all boundaries, the wizard at whose summons

kingdoms appeared and as quickly vanished. His permanent

work is sometimes imagined to be solely that of the "De-

stroyer," who shattered so completely the effigies of medisevalism

on the Continent, that not all the malign genius of Metternich,

and of his fellow reactionaries who watched the Corsican's

downfall, could halt the march of mankind toward relative

efficiency, happiness, and liberty.

All these things concerning Napoleon's forfeign activities are

true, but when we look solely at France it is important to realize

that his universal genius allowed him to be a great civil inno-

vator at home as well as a conqueror abroad. To Napoleon,

France owes many peaceful institutions which were to endure a

century after his victories and blood-stained "glory" had van-

ished into the cupboards of history. The "Kingdom of West-

phalia" and the "Confederation of the Rhine" are dead forever.

The Code Napoleon is still the law for many milUons of enhght-

ened Frenchmen. Therefore we devote this chapter, not to the

details of military achievement, but to an examination of the

Napoleonic Regime in France under the Consulate and the

Empire. There is the more excuse for this because relatively

few popular histories dwell on the achievements of the Corsican

as a civil ruler.
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The Consulate, established after the revolution November 9,

1799, lasted until the 18th of May, 1804. In this period Bona-

parte, as "First Consul," gave to France her fourth constitu-

tion, the "Constitution of the Year VIII," and followed this

with a complete administrative, judicial, and financial reorgan-

ization of the nation. The Constitution then adopted, and

partially modified in 1802 and again in 1804, lasted only to the

downfall of the Empire in 1814; but the administrative, judicial,

and financial organization exists to-day in France at least in

its essential characteristics: its details are therefore far from

possessing merely antiquarian interest. Such achievements and

creations were of far greater moment than many of the Corsi-

can's famous battles.

France at the time of the coup d'etat of 1799 was again, thanks

to the unrepaired mischief wrought by Revolutionary violence

and the inefficiency of the Directors, partly submerged in

anarchy. In appearance, she presented, according to reliable

witnesses, "the aspect of a country devasted by a long war or

abandoned after a number of years by its inhabitants." In the

south the districts, painfully redeemed from the marshes, were

again covered by water. In the east the port of Rochefort was

blocked up with sand. In the north the dike which at Ostend

protected a part of Flanders (then annexed) from the sea

threatened to collapse. Everywhere the roads were practically

impassable for want of repairs. In the environs of towns and

villages the pavements even had been torn up by the inhabi-

tants, who used the stones to repair their walls. In the open

country the roads were also cut up by bogs where carriages

were engulfed and sometimes ran the risk of disappearing.

Bridges were collapsing everj'^where.

The lack of public security and the general lawlessness was

even more deplorable. Bands of brigands, particularly in the

east, the center, and the southeast (where they were recruited

from deserters), succeeded in rendering traveling nigh impossi-

ble. They pillaged the government strong boxes and halted the
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stage-coaches. The pubUc coach from Nantes to Angers was

once held up five times in a single journey in a distance of forty

miles. The bandits robbed the travelers, kidnapped well-to-do

peasants, whom they held to ransom, and attempted to storm

isolated houses. In the east the brigands
— the chauffeurs (fire-

men)— singed the feet of their prisoners to force them to reveal

the hiding-place of their silver plate. At certain points, for

example, in the Dordogne districts, even as more recently in

Albania and Macedonia, travelers bought a safe-conduct in

cash from the chiefs of the band. In the departments of Var,

of the Lower-Alps, of the Mouths of the Rhone, and elsewhere

the Directory, again like the Turkish Sultan, had to furnish

to important travelers armed escorts in order to guarantee their

safety.

Industry and commerce seemed practically ruined despite a

certain recuperation. At Paris there could not be found in the

workshops one eighth of the workmen employed before 1789.

At Lyons the number of weavers in silk had decreased from

eight thousand to fifteen hundred. At Marseilles the number of

commercial transactions did not equal in one year the number
of like exchanges in six weeks before the Revolution.

The power of the State was anything but respected. Taxes

were not paid or were paid very slowly. On the day Napoleon
seized power there were only 187,000 francs ($37,000) in the

public treasury. Two years' arrears were owed to the national

bondholders and pensioners. Patients died of hunger in some of

the hospitals; in the hospital at Toulouse there were only seven

pounds of food a day for eighty patients. The soldiers were re-

ceiving neither proper food, clothes, nor pay; they deserted by
the thousands, or, while still in France, conducted themselves

as in conquered territory. In the newly created departments of

Belgium and in the borders of the Rhine they treated the inhabi-

tants, according to an official report, "not as their fellow citi-

zens, but as enemies disarmed or as prisoners." In these regions,

too, the population, in all its prayers invoked its "liber*
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ators," that is, the Austrians. In a large number of the depart-

ments the conscripts refused to join their regiments. The Vendee

and Brittany were again urged to insurrection in the name of

Louis XVIII, and in Central France insurgent "Chouans,"

grouped into small armies under regular leaders, seemed vir-

tually the masters.

Among the majority of the population there was a universal

sense of weariness, of disgust for politics and the turbulence

thereof, and of indifference even to startling news coming across

the frontier. "It seems that in reading the account of our own
battles we are reading the history of another people," an official

report states. "The changes in our internal situation did not

arouse much emotion." After ten years of convulsion the French,

beyond anything else, felt the need of order, security, and repose.

This disposition on the part of the public mind rendered more

easy, however, the unescapably difficult task which the three

provisional Consuls, Bonaparte, Sieyes, Roger Ducos, had

assumed— a task in which Bonaparte, a man of genius in

war, revealed himself a great statesman and a powerful civil

organizer.

The Consuls and the parliamentary Commission appointed
on the evening of the last coup d'etat to draft a new Constitu-

tion set about their work without delay. Their deliberations

lasted a little more than a month, and the Constitution was in

the last analysis the personal work of Bonaparte. At the begin-

ning it was thought that Sieyes had a project all in readiness.

But he produced only two drafts which were decidedly confused,

or, according to Bonaparte, he contributed "only shadows, the

shadow of legislative, of judicial, of executive power." Bona-

parte rejected them. He did the same with the two projects

prepared by the assisting Commission because these seemed to

him embarrassing to his ambition. In the end he himself dictated

the principal clauses of the draft to which the commissioners

were forced to acquiesce, and which became the "Constitution

of the Year VIII." This Constitution was pubhshed December
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24, 1799, and was immediately put into effect, without awaiting

the results of the plebiscite
— that is, the vote of the people,

prescribed by the Constitution. This plebiscite only took place

February 7, 1800. Less than sixteen hundred voters in all

France voted "No," while the new Constitution was accepted

(so it was announced) by more than three million votes. For the

moment there could be no doubt of its success.

This "Constitution" was a document all in favor of the com-

ing autocrat. The difference between avowed monarchy and

"liberty" became faint, indeed, but the time was not quite ripe

to cry ''Vive VEmpereur !" and Bonaparte prudently waited.

Under this new type of "Republic" there was an executive of

three "Consuls," but only the "First Consul" had genuine

power. He, indeed, practically controlled the entire govern-

ment and appointed and dismissed all important officials. The
"Second" and "Third Consuls" were to be merely consulted by
him in important matters : final decision lay with him alone. All

three held office for ten years and then could be reelected by

popular vote.

Under this uncrowned autocrat there was a three-headed

legislature
— Council of State, "Tribunate" and "Legislative"

body — pretentious assemblies, but with highly conflicting

prerogatives and unable really to handle a single question not

first submitted by the First Consul. There was, too, a pompous
"Senate" to be the "Guardian of the Constitution." The
French people did not have even the privilege of electing this

weak and cumbersome legislature. The voters could only choose,

by indirect and clumsy processes, a hierarchy of "notables."

From this decidedly large number of "notables" (of various

grades and distinctions) the First Consul selected, virtually at

his own sweet will, the members for the legislative bodies, the

Senate, and for the numerous government offices. Thus Bonaparte
practically chose his own legislature. And yet Robespierre was

barely six years dead! The "constitutional power" of the First

Consul hardly fell short of the "divine power" of a Louis XIV.
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This resemblance to the days of royalty was made clearer by
the reorganization of the local administration of France in 1800.

The local elective officers of 1790 were replaced by appointive

officers named by the Central Government. Over the depart-

ment was now set the ubiquitous prefect, with the sub-prefects

and communal mayors beneath him. Even the local councils

were named by the central power. Thus was created a vast

swarm of functionaries — agents and creations of the Paris

Government, instantly removable by it, and completely sub-

servient to its wishes. Prefects and sub-prefects had replaced

the submissive intendants and sub-delegates of the Old Regime,
their direct heirs in authority, allegiance, and servility. The
Consulate thus restored the highly centralized form of govern-

ment which the reformers of 1789 had labored to destroy. This

bureaucratic, ministerial-controlled system has been maintained

by all the Governments which have succeeded the Consulate.

Amended somewhat after 1870 and under the Third Republic
it still exists even in our own day.^ For no slight reason, there-

fore, we have dwelt on this great administrative change by

Napoleon Bonaparte.
The reorganization of the judiciary closely followed the

administrative reform (March 18, 1800). There, too, the elec-

toral system was abolished except in the case of the justices of

the peace. All other judges were named either by the First

Consul or by the Senate. To assure their independence and self-

respect, however, in the face of the Government, there was

established in the beginning the just rule that they were irre-

movable, except for crime. Like the administrative machinery,

this judicial system substantially exists to-day. Again the

Corsican was building something more permanent than many
of his ephemeral kingdoms.

It was the same with the financial organization and the system
^ There is very bitter criticism of this centralization by Frenchmen; the

reorganization of the administration of the Third Republic, involving the

granting of greater local liberties, was one of the problems confronting the

Republic at the end of the Great War in 1918.
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for the collection of taxes. Here Bonaparte's quick intelligence

produced prompt results even before the new Constitution had

been drafted. He knew how wretched had been the financial

plight of the Convention and the Directory and that this dis-

tress had been caused not only by the enormous expenses of the

war and the depreciation of the paper assignats, but also by the

poor system for the collection of the taxes. The task of assessing

and of collecting these had been entrusted by the Constituent

Assembly to the administrators of the communes and of the

departments, who had utterly neglected their tasks. Here, as

everywhere, Bonaparte substituted for these feeble bodies,

elected by the citizens, agents named by himself. His power

gained and also the comfort of all honest Frenchmen.

Thanks to the reforms of the Consulate the national finances

were put on a firm foundation and the taxes collected in a way
to be no menace to the country's prosperity.

The Constitution, the administrative reorganization, the

judicial and the financial reforms were the labor of the first four

months of the Consulate. These permitted the prompt reestab-

lishment of order throughout the entire country and, therefore,

the rapid revival of France. All these things were put in force

under the constant and active direction of Bonaparte with his

selected officials. The civil ofiicials the First Consul had re-

cruited without concerning himself with their political theories,

present or past, or whether even they had been Royalists or

Republicans, considering only the services which they were

capable of rendering the State; his ambition, as he stated muc)

later, being only to impel into the service of the country all it

talents.

Two other measures of great consequence mark the later

history of the Consulate : the signing of the Concordat with the

Pope and the drawing up of the Civil Code.

Since he was anxious to restore internal peace to France,

Napoleon could not neglect to terminate the religious crisis so
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unfortunately provoked by the "Civil Constitution of the

Clergy." In spite of the persecutions, which were brutally

yenewed by the Directory after the year 1796, the majority
of the people were probably still attached to the "non-jur-

ing" clergy and to Roman Catholicism. Therefore, one of the

jBrst acts of the Consul was to revoke the decrees of banish-

ment against the priests and to assure them entire freedom of

worship.

But more than this, Bonaparte was convinced that religion

was the most valuable element of order. Concrete theological

beliefs of his own, he hardly possessed; unless it were a blind

faith in his destiny. He is alleged to have spoken respectfully at

times of Jesus Christ, and it is not proper to call him an atheist.

But as the ruler of France he went at the religious problem from

a strictly utilitarian standpoint. The Church properly handled

would serve to strengthen the new autocracy he was founding;

therefore he must patronize and control it. "A society without

religion is like a vase without a bottom," he said. "It is only

that which gives to a state a firm and lasting support." The

clergy, preaching love for all that is good and hatred for all

evil in the name of the God of eternal justice, seemed to his

mind the safest guardian of the public peace. He therefore under-

took to order about priests just as he ordered about gendarmes.
To achieve this it was necessary to treat with the Pope, since

the attempted organization of a national Church by the Revo-

lutionists had failed disastrously. Pope Pius VII, a man of

conciliatory spirit, favored rapprochement on his own side.

The negotiations were commenced immediately after the sign-

ing of the Peace of Luneville (February, 1801) through the

mediation of Abbe Bernier, a Vendean priest who before, at

the beginning of the Consulate,, had already negotiated and

procured the submission of the insurgents of the Vendee and

Brittany (January, 1800). These negotiations were carried on

laboriously at Paris and finally ended on July 15, 1801, with the

signing of the Concordat.
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By this treaty "the Government of the Republic recognized
that CathoUcism was the rehgion of the majority of the French

people." It promised to insure its free and public exercise. On
the other hand, the Church agreed to the reduction of the dio-

ceses, which the Constituent Assembly had claimed the right

of enforcing on its own authority. These were now set at only

sixty, including ten archbishoprics. The Pope also consented,

"for the sake of peace," to recognize the "assumption" by the

State in 1789 of the property of the Church. In return the

French Government promised, as it already had solemnly done

through the Constituent Assembly, to assure adequate salaries

to the bishops and the cures, and to authorize an endowment for

the benefit of the Church.

As for the nomination of the bishops, this would be done

jointly by the French Government and by the Pope. The Gov-

ernment would appoint them, the Pope would then "invest"

them with their spiritual power, without which they had no

authority in the eyes of the Church. They would be obliged to

take an oath of allegiance to the head of the State. They could

in turn nominate the cures of the canton without the assent of

the Government. The nomination by the State, the salaries,

and the oath transformed the bishops into public functionaries

and practically placed them in the hands of the Government.

So long as a Napoleon Bonaparte ruled France, the Papal con-

trol of the French Church, whatever the letter of the treaty,

was almost insignificant.

The Concordat went into effect in April, 1802. It was destined

to govern the relations between Church and State for more than

a century, up to 1905. It was received with real satisfaction by
the majority of France, and met with disfavor only among the

old politicians of the Revolution and in a part of the army,
where the prejudices and passions of 1793 were still strong.

Immediately after he had thus reorganized the State, the

First Consul turned his attention to completing and solidifying
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the social work of the Revolution, by embodying its entire

achievements into a single great "Code"; that is, a collection of

the laws which governed the relations of individuals in the new

society. The preparation of a code had, indeed, been ordained

in 1790 by the Constituent Assembly and by the Convention,

while the Council of the Five Hundred under the Directory had

prepared several plans, none of which had materialized. But in

August, 1800, Bonaparte appointed a commission of six mem-
bers with Tronchet, the President of the Court of Cassation, as

its chairman. In four months the Commission decided on a new

project. This was first submitted to the legal bodies for examina-

tion and later was reviewed by the Council of State, where,

according to Cambaceres, the First Consul took the most

active part in the discussion and often amazed the jurists by his

strictly juridical viewpoints and by his real understanding of

law. The various parts of the Code were then successivelj' sub-

mitted to the Tribunate and voted on by the Legislative

Chamber. The "Civil Code." inspired by Roman law and the

royal ordinances as well as by the enactments of the Revolu-

tionaries, was concluded on March 21, 1804. It later received,

and the title was regularly applied to it abroad, the name, "the

Napoleonic Code." It is in force in France to-day, and has been

imitated or at least has had an important influence upon the

legal systems of the majority of European States.

The political and administrative institutions, the Concordat,

the Code, were only a part of the work accomplished from 1800

to 1804. No government, in fact, has abounded in more activi-

ties than that of the Consulate; and no other period in French

history has been marked by so many lasting achievements. To
mould future civil officials the First Consul went on to reorgan-

ize secondary education in the lycees (or high schools), providing
them with numerous foundations for the maintenance of poor
scholars. As a means of rewarding public services he instituted

the Legion of Honor (1802), organized in military fashion and

divided into cohorts with a hierarchy of knights, officers, com-
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manders, and grand officers. To aid in the reconstruction of

industry and commerce, a group of bankers, yet again on the

initiative of the First Consul, founded the Bank of France

(1800) whose bank notes were soon on a par with gold and silver

money, and which later became, save possibly the Bank of

England, the most powerful financial establishment in the world.

These were not all of the First Consul's schemes and projects;

he was tossing about great plans for pubUc works and the en-

couragement of industry and commerce when the renewal of

the wars diverted all the energies of France.

At the time of his seizure of power the Royalists fondly

imagined that Napoleon would work for the return of the

Monarchy and would be glad to play the part of Monk who
reestabUshed Charles II in England. "Louis XVIII," at the

time a refugee in Poland, had also written to the First Consul

asking his support and offering to let him fix his own reward

(1800). Far from dreaming, however, of restoring the Bourbons,

Bonaparte was already aiming to perpetuate his own power and
to create a dynasty in his own name. He reached this goal in two

stages; in August, 1802, he succeeded in having himself ap-

pointed Consul for life; in May, 1804, he was named Emperor of

France.

After being elected "Consul for life," by a plebiscite of all

French voters (3,600,000 "yes" against only 9000 "no," said

the official announcement), the Constitution was immediately
modified. To the former powers of the First Consul was now
added the right to sign treaties with no other counter-sanction

than that of a Privy Council named by himself. The hsts of

"notables" were abolished and replaced by equally dependable
"electoral colleges"; supposed to be elected by cumbersome
indirect processes by the citizens. The legislative bodies (espe-

cially the "Tribunate") were shorn of part of their already very
limited powers. On the contrary, the numbers of Senators and
their influence were increased. The Senate henceforth had the
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right to "interpret" the Constitution and to govern by decrees

called, according to the old Roman expression, "Senatus

consultum." This increase of power was bound, of course, to

profit the First Consul, especially as he received the right to

nominate directly one third of the members of the Senate, and
could in any case count on a devoted majority of this pretentious

body.
The establishment of the Life Consulate ruined the hopes of

the Royalists. Already, after Napoleon Bonaparte had refused

to assist them in the restoration, certain "emigrants" had

essayed to slay the usurper. One evening in December, 1800, at

the time when he was on his way to the Comedie Frangaise,

they had attempted his life by means of a barrel of powder
concealed under a hand cart and thrust in the way of his car-

riage. The recollection of that attempt did not prevent the First

Consul, however, from attempting to win over those of the old

nobility who were in Paris. He went farther; he abrogated the

Revolutionary decrees against the "emigrants." They were per-

mitted to return to France on the condition that they take an

oath of fidelity to the Republic, and the Consul caused such of

their property as had not already been sold to be restored to

them (April 26, 1802).

All this could not conciliate the extremists, however. In

August, 1803, a group of "emigrants" living in England, among
whom was the notorious Polignac, formed an elaborate con-

spiracy; the English Government furnished the funds for the

execution of the plot. An old leader of the Royalist insurgents

(Chouans), George Cadoudal, at the head of a resolute band,

was to attack and kill the First Consul in the very midst of his

bodyguard. Under cover of the disturbance caused by the death

of the Consul, General Pichegru, who had gone over to the side

of the Royalists in the days of the Directory, was prepared to

restore the Bourbons by a military revolution. To accomplish

this, Pichegru invited the cooperation of Moreau, another

distinguished general who was at personal variance with the
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First Consul. Moreau declared himself ready to assist in the

overthrow of Napoleon; but he refused to work for the resto-

ration of Louis XVIII, preferring to play somehow for his own
hand.

The plot was uncovered in January, 1804. Moreau, Pichegru,
and afterwards Cadoudal, who concealed themselves in Paris

for several months, were successively arrested (February 15,

March 7, 1804). Cadoudal confessed that he had been awaiting,
before attempting his crime, for the arrival in France of a

Prince of the royal family who was to be promptly on hand as

soon as the First Consul had been disposed of.

A fatal concurrence of circumstances, a report of the police

pointing out the mysterious journeys of the Duke d'Enghien

(which reached the ears of Bonaparte at the same time as the

confessions of Cadoudal), led the Consul to imagine that the

Prince whom Cadoudal had expected was the selfsame Duke
d'Enghien, son of the Prince of Conde. This exiled nobleman
lived just across the Rhine from Strasbourg, at Ettenheim, in

the Duchy of Baden. The Corsican's rage was furious. "Am I

then a dog whom one can beat to death in the street?" he

exclaimed.
"
I shall not allow myself to be killed without resist-

ance. Verily I will cause those people to tremble and teach them
how to hold their peace!"

In spite of the remonstrances of Cambaceres and Lebrun, he

had the Duke d'Enghien kidnapped from Badenese territory by
a detachment of dragoons. The prisoner was transferred to a

fort at Vincennes, where he was immediately brought before a

court martial for having borne arms against France— a fact in

which he gloried. He was condemned to die at midnight and was
shot immediately in the moat of the citadel. His execution

naturally terrified the RoyaUsts and snuffed out the entire con-

spiracy. A little later Cadoudal was guillotined; Pichegru was

strangled in prison; Moreau was banished. But the 'scutcheon

of the conqueror was eternally stained by the death of d'Enghien
who was nothing less than murdered.
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The conspiracy of Cadoudal hastened the transformation of

the Consulate into an hereditary Monarchy. Several days after

the arrest of the conspirators, the Senate at the suggestion of an

old Jacobin Terrorist, Fouche, now the obsequious tool of the

new "Csesar," had requested that Napoleon, le grand homme,
"should complete his work by rendering it as immortal as his

glory!" A tribune put this request into more intelhgible lan-

guage; he demanded that Napoleon Bonaparte be proclaimed
the "Emperor of the French" and that this imperial dignity be

declared hereditary. Carnot, the old Terrorist war-chief, alone

had the courage to resist this motion. It was adopted by the

Senate that issued a "Senatus consultum" on the 18th of May,
1804, by virtue of which "the government of the Republic was

entrusted to the Emperor Napoleon." The imperial title was

hereditary, from father to son in the order of primogeniture in

the Bonaparte family. In default of direct descendants, the

brothers of Napoleon, Joseph and Louis, were named to suc-

ceed him. This new modification of the "Constitution of the

Year VIII" was submitted to a plebiscite and was ratified by
more than three and one half million votes; while not three

thousand were oflBcially counted as opposing it. France was,

indeed, then completely hypnotized by the adventurer from

Corsica. It was in a mood to vote him anything.
And so the wheel of fortune had completely turned. After the

Old Monarchy, the Limited Monarchy of 1791; then the Radi-

cal Repubhc of 1793; then the Conservative Republic under the

Directors of 1795; then the Dictatorship (for such the Consulate

was) of 1799; and now a Monarchy again, with a ruler more

masterful and powerful than Louis 'KIV. Surely in the Under-

World the shades of the Bourbon monarchs must have indulged
in ghostly laughter! It was a monarchy very different, however,
from that of the Sun King which Napoleon I was founding.
The Empire lasted ten years

— from May 18, 1804, to A{)ril

6, 1814. In so far as foreign affairs were concerned, they were

ten years of continuous warfare. They opened with the French
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armies occupying the majority of the European capitals, they

closed with the defeat of France and with the abdication of

Napoleon, vanquished by Europe, at the castle of Fontaine-

bleau. At home Napoleon, who had retained the institutions of

the Consulate, completed the centralization of his absolutist

government. He created, however, a few new institutions,

whereof the most important and the most characteristic was the

"University," founded in 1808.

The suppression of all political liberty and of all forms of

popular control, and the return to the arbitrary rule of the Old

Regime detached from Napoleon the support of the wealthy

educated bourgeoisie. The violence of his measures against the

Pope, caused by foreign political factors, added to the religious

complications within France and detached from the Imperial

Government the support of the clergy and the Catholics. The

ceaseless levying of conscripts at last alienated even the masses

of people, the artisans and the peasants, who had, nevertheless,

remained faithful for a long time, because Napoleon maintained

civil liberty and equality and assured them of the tranquil

possession of their farms— in their eyes the most important

acquisitions of the Revolution. By the time this internal revolu-

tion in public opinion was completed, the disaster of 1814 was of

course near at hand. Napoleon was at length defeated because

France had reached the limit of her willingness to make sacri-

fices for him.

The transformation of the Consulate for life into an hereditary

Empire necessitated modifications and amendments to the

"Constitution of the Year VIII." These changes had for their

goal the surrounding of the new autocracy with all the external

pomp and ceremony of the Ancient Monarchy, as well as that

of increasing still more the powers of the sovereign. The Consti-

tution, nevertheless, continued to be called the "Constitution of

the Year VIII," albeit all its "Republican" reminiscences had

almost vanished.

The Emperor, like Louis XVI, received a civil list of twenty-
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five million francs ($5,000,000). The Constitution created an

imperial family and gave the title of French princes and prin-

cesses to the brothers and sisters of the Emperor. The Emperor,
like the vanished kings, was surrounded by a hierarchy of

august personages whose titles had been for the most part bor-

rowed from the old court : the grand dignitaries, the marshals of

France, the colonels-general, the grand ofiicers of the Crown,

etc. There were six "grand dignitaries": the Grand Elector, the

Arch-Chancellor of the Empire, the Arch-Chancellor of the

State, the Arch-Treasurer, the High Constable, the High
Admiral — all these enjoyed glittering distinction. The mar-

shals and the colonels-general were chosen by the Emperor from

among the most illustrious generals of the Revolution, rhe

grand officers of the Crown were known as the Grand Chaplain,

the Grand Chamberlain, the Master of the Hounds, the Master

of the Horse, the Grand Master of Ceremonies, and the Grand

Marshal of the Palace. The royal residence under Louis XIV
had not been more complete or more brilliant. Several of the

grand officials were in fact men of the old court; the Grand

Chamberlain was the former Bishop of Autun, Count Talley-

rand, already Minister of Foreign Affairs; while the Grand

Master of Ceremonies was the Count of Segur, former Ambas-

sador of Louis XVI to the court of Catherine II of Russia.

The Senate under the Empire lost the most important of its

prerogatives, the right to pronounce on the constitutionality of

laws. Its decisions in other like matters were only valid after

ratification by the Emperor. As a result the Emperor hence-

forth had as much legislative as executive power: "Cassar"

would do everything!

All things considered, Napoleon has been the most formidable

and commanding figure of Christian times. Outside of Julius

Caesar, there is almost none to be reckoned his compeer in all

human history; whatever be the estimate put upon his character,

"A man of mammoth proportions, fashioned in a mould apart."
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according to the description of Taine, "he could not be de-

scribed, according to the remark of one of his enemies ^jMadame
de Stael], in the words which have been accustomed to serve our

purposes."
At the time of his taking the throne he was thirty-one years

of age; and his genius and character had attained their full

development. His striking characteristics were power of intel-

lect and imagination, a passion for glory and power, combined

with an extraordinary capacity for work.

His prodigious intellect, as spontaneous and lucid as it seems

possible for a mortal to possess, was regulated and disciplined

in a remarkable fashion. "Various matters," he said candidly,

"are arranged in my head as in a cupboard. When I leave off

one affair, I close its drawer and open up that of another. These

do not become confused one with another and they never

bother nor tire me." The intense objectivity of his spirit, always

predominant, could not endure mere theories or theory-makers;

such men he heartily detested, calling them, "Ideologues
— a

mere rabble!"

Nevertheless, his imagination was as remarkable as his intel-

lect. "I never see more than two years ahead," he remarked, but

it is evident enough that he had plenty of dreams and cherished

visions. His reign was in large part consecrated — his enemies

furnishing the pretexts and occasion — to the task of giving

life to these children of his imagination. These dreams, revealed

by him in various conversations, were to make of the French

Empire "the mother country of other sovereignties." Napoleon,
the heir of Charlemagne, the supreme ruler of Europe, was to

distribute kingdoms among his generals, and he would even

condescend to retain the Pope as his spiritual lieutenant. Paris

was to become "the one and only city" {la ville unique), where

the chief works of science and art and all those things which

had rendered preceding centuries illustrious were to be treas-

ured; she was to become the capital of capitals and "each

king of Europe was to be forced to build a great palace," where
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lie was to dwell on the coronation day of the Emperor of the

French.

To this inordinate imagination was added the passion for

glory and power, a passion so inordinate that it caused Napo-
leon to regard Europe as a "molehill" where nothing could be

accomplished on a large scale. He openly regretted that "he had

come too late
"
and that he had not lived in ancient times when

"Alexander, after he had conquered Asia, announced to his

people that he was the son of Jove, and was proclaimed to be

such by the entire Orient." This power, which he desired in its

entirety, was incapable of division; Napoleon never dreamed of

having a colleague, or even a junior regent to share his vast

responsibilities; everything must be done by him, even as all

the nations must be bent under him. This passion for omnipo-
tence increased ceaselessly up to the final catastrophe. More-

over, notwithstanding the fact that in the earliest stages of his

career he had endeavored to surround himself entirely with men
of merit and had solicited their counsel, from 1801 onward, he

would allow no real advisers. In all of their activities he desired

his subordinates to be simply his submissive servants, incapable

of initiative, blind executioners of his wishes; as a result, he

gathered all too many men of mean talent, and toward the close

of his reign in the truest sense he was governing alone over half

of Europe.
He performed this colossal task gracefully, as a result of that

capacity for work such as has never perhaps been equaled by
any other man, Colbert excepted. Louis XIV, the industrious

king, when compared to Napoleon, seems almost a dilettante.

"Work is my element," the Emperor remarked, and added that

he had never realized "the limit of his capacity." He rarely

labored less than eighteen hours a day, nearly always without

any relaxation. He toiled everywhere and anywhere; while

dining, during the fifteen minutes which he allowed for his meal,

while walking, at the theater. He had the singular faculty of

awaking and sleeping at will, and at night he would often
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interrupt the three or four hours which he devoted to slumber,

by rising and resuming the endless reading and answering of

dispatches. The task which occupied him for the moment
absorbed him completely, to a point where he could forget

everything else and render himself during such hours quite
insensible to fatigue. Only he could have made the time suffice

for all the multifarious things which he had to do; yet that he

knew remarkably well how to distribute the precious hours was
the testimony of those who worked with him. One of these

helpers confessed admiringly that the Emperor could "accom-

plish more at governing in three years than the old kings in a

hundred!"

Once a week on a fixed day Napoleon assembled all of his

ministers. Each one gave an account of the affairs of his own

department. No one could come to a decision on his own author-

ity. Likewise all of the correspondence of these ten ministers

was submitted daily to the Emperor. In fact, the ministers were

reduced to the role of mere bureau chiefs, expected simply to

present questions and to transmit commands. The Emperor
dictated his orders in a conversational tone, while pacing to and
fro in his cabinet, without ever repeating a word, and talking
so swiftly that the expert secretaries — for he dictated several

orders at the same time — sometimes had trouble in copying
down one half of what he said. One can understand what a

prodigious amount of labor Napoleon accomplished by merely

considering that twenty-three thousand articles of correspond-
ence in thirty volumes have been published, and that neverthe-

less there still remain, scattered about in the archives, nearly

fifty thousand letters of his dictation.

The character of Napoleon explains alike the institutions and
the collection of governmental measures which constitute the

Imperial Regime.
His powerful imagination and, on the other hand, his convic-

tion which laid hold on men, especially in France, by reason of

personal vanity, urged "His Imperial Majesty" to surround
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himself with pomp and magnificence; therefore, he reconsti*

tuted the court and created a new nobiUty.

Jealous despot that he was, Napoleon would support nothing
in the present which could threaten to become an obstacle in

the future. He suppressed the Tribunate, developed the police

system on a tremendous scale, reestablished the state prisons,

and abolished the freedom of the press. Henceforth he wished

to be master of men's minds as well as their bodies, and there-

fore to mould their intellects to suit his own convenience. It

was to this end that he created the "University."^
The Emperor personally was very simple in his tastes. He

lived like a high-rank officer, whose thousand military duties

did not allow much personal nonsense. He was always in a uni-

form, usually the somber costume of a colonel of the light

cavalry (colonel de chasseurs)
— a green coat with white trou-

sers. The soldiers saw him go about as one of the most shabbily

dressed officers in the army. But those around him, the officers

and members of the court, were decked out with plumes and

bedizened with gold and embroideries. At the Tuileries, the

ordinary residence of Napoleon, to a large extent, there had

been reestablished around the Empress Josephine, the cere-

mony of Versailles. The costume of the ancient court, the coat,

the trousers, the sword, the shoes with buckles, the long-trained

robes, were again in vogue. And, just as in 1789 there had ex-

isted in addition to the palace of the King, the palaces of the

Queen and of the King's brother, so now in 1804 besides the

Imperial palace there were those of the Empress, of the mother

of Napoleon, and of the brothers and sisters of the Emperor,
the Imperial Princes and Princesses. Nevertheless, there was no

genuine return to the worst abuses of the Ancient Regime. Most

vital fact of all, there was this profound difference between the

royal and the imperial courts — the latter did not have any

political importance and neither women nor mistresses had the

slightest influence over the Government.
1 See p. 372.
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After the triumphs at AusterHtz, Jena, and Friedland, and

the defeat of the Austro-Russian and Russo-Prussian coahtions

(1805-07), Napoleon in 1807 estabhshed an imperial nobility.

The origins of this new noblesse often, indeed, could ill bear

peevish scrutiny. We have seen^ the humble birth of some of

Napoleon's most distinguished generals who now stood on the

very footsteps of the throne. Of course many of the old nobility,

who accepted the new regime, were welcomed to places of dig-

nity; none the less the new court was really a court of parvenus.

But these parvenus, as so often elsewhere, stood stifHy for their

prerogatives and honors. It takes little time to create a pre-

tentious "aristocracy" under an efficient and rewarding auto-

crat.

This nobility was one made up of officials. Just as in the

famous tchin established by Peter the Great in Russia, there was

a hierarchy of titles corresponding to the hierarchy of offices.

The ministers, the Senators, the Councilors of State, the arch-

bishops, various members of the Institute, and certain favored

generals-of-division received the title of "count." The presidents

of the High Court of Cassation, and of the various courts of

appeal, the bishops, the presidents of the electoral colleges, and

certain mayors rejoiced as "barons"; while the members of the

Legion of Honor were made "knights." The titles of count and

baron could under certain conditions be rendered hereditary in

favor of the eldest sons of the original holders— thus perpetuat-

ing an aristocracy.

In the same manner the Emperor bestowed the titles of

"dukes" and "princes" on many of the marshals and certain

of the grand civil dignitaries. These titles awaited the marshals

as a reward for their most illustrious services under the Republic

and the Empire. Thus Kellermann, the old sword of the Jaco-

bins, was made the "Duke of Valmy
"

; Augereau, the "Duke
of Castiglione";Lannes, "Dukeof Montebello";Ney, "Duke of

Elchingen," and later "Prince of Moscow"; Davout, "Duke
1 See p. 335.
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of Auerstadt," later "Prince of Eckmuhl," etc. Among the ci-

vilians, Talleyrand, Minister of Foreign Affairs, received the

title of "Prince of Benevento"; Fouche, the adroit and utterly

unscrupulous Minister of the Police, that of the "Duke of

Otranto." To each of these hereditary titles the Emperor
added pensions, often decidedly large; Davout, for example, re-

ceived nearly one million francs ($200,000) a year. Some of these

pensions were still paid by the French Government to the heirs

of the original holders until comparatively recently.

At the same time that he created an imperial nobility, the

Emperor suppressed the unlucky "Tribunate" because in that

assembly, Napoleon said, there were still evidences of "that

restless and democratic spirit which so long had agitated

France!" The fifty tribunes were seated in the Legislative

Chamber. Later that Assembly too was practically destroyed;

the duration of its sessions was reduced to a certain number of

weeks, and there were even certain years in which the Legis-

lative Chamber was not convoked. Napoleon then illegally

demanded of the Senate, which was very subservient, the rati-

fication of various acts, such as the levjang of conscripts, the

establishment of a budget, etc., for which, according to the

Constitution, the vote of the legislative deputies had been indis-

pensable. The Emperor also proceeded, in 1813, to draw up the

budget himself and to establish new taxes on his own authority,

in the precise manner of Louis XIV. Thus disappeared the most

important of the political liberties acquired in 1789; the right

of the people to determine for themselves their expenses and

receipts. It would have been better to have abolished the pre-

tense of a constitution altogether.

Under such a system, individual liberty was of course no

longer respected. An enormous police system, so numerous and

so active that a special minister had been instituted to direct it,

held Paris and the departments in its clutch. The official agents,

the "commissioners," in all the villages, and the "secret agents"

everywhere, inspected, spied upon, denounced to the courts, and
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arrested luckless folk suspected of being hostile to the Empire.

The state prisons were therefore reestablished and citizens were

interned without regular trial, "as a measure of safety," on a

mere order of the Emperor, executed by the police, just as the

subjects of the King before 1789 had been flung into the Bastile

by virtue of a "lettre de cachet." In 1808, Napoleon issued an

order to the Minister of Police, Fouche, to prepare for the send-

ing of a certain number of young boys "whom their parents,

former emigrants, maintained in vexatious idleness," to the

military school of Saint-Cyr. "If any one makes objection," the

Emperor added, he should make no other response than "this

is His Majesty's good pleasure." That was almost exactly the

formula of Louis XIV and the Absolute Monarchy.
The same "good pleasure" suppressed the freedom of the

press, just as it had suppressed the men of the Terror and of the

Directory. Many newspapers had been seized at the beginning

of the Consulate. Over seventy-three political journals were

appearing in Paris in 1799; sixty were immediately silenced. Of

the thirteen others, four alone, in 1811, were authorized to con-

tinue their issues. Moreover, their editors-in-chief were named

by the Emperor, and no article could be published without first

having been submitted to a censor named by the Minister of

Police. Outside of Paris, journals could be published in only

eighty cities, and only one in each place. This solitary journal,

likewise, was published under the surveillance of the prefect of

the department and could insert only official announcements,

various harmless items of news, accidents, fires, etc. Free dis-

cussion, even in a perfectly loyal spirit, was rigidly discouraged.

Books and printers were treated no better than newspapers

and editors, and here again the Emperor restored the usages of

the Absolute Monarchy. He established a censorship (1810)

which even prohibited the publication of a translation of the

Psalms of David, because, the censors said, "certain passages

could be found in them which contained prophetic allusions to

the conflict between Napoleon and the Pope." As for the
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printers, their number was limited. No one could become a

printer without a license, that is, an imperial authorization. The

Press, Napoleon frankly declared, is "an arsenal which must

not descend to the level of the whole world, but only to those

who are in the confidence of the Government." This was again

going back to the days preceding Voltaire.

Napoleon desired above all things, however, that in the

future the Government should have the confidence of the ma-

jority of Frenchmen. To accomplish this the Government must

needs have control of their intellects, and must mould the same

to its own good pleasure, taking charge of its citizens from

their infancy by means of an elaborate system of education.^

This was a new idea which Napoleon had borrowed from the

Assemblies of the Revolution. Under the Ancient Regime, in

fact, the King had not interested himself in the education of his

subjects. Practically all education worthy of the name was in

the hands of ecclesiastics, frequently Jesuits; and a great frac-

tion of the lower classes had been pitifully illiterate. The men of

the Revolution and their leaders occupied themselves with pre-

paring a scheme for instruction by the State. Napoleon built

upon their work and attached the utmost importance to the

development of this type of instruction, because "he wished to

form," he declared, "a block of granite on which to build the

strata of the new society." As Consul he had organized the high
schools (lycees). As Emperor he established the "University."
The Imperial University was founded (March 17, 1808), in

order, the decree stated, "to assure uniformitv of instruction

and to mould for the State citizens devoted to their religion, their

prince, their fatherland, and their families." It was to teach

"faithfulness to the Emperor and to the Imperial Monarchy,
the guardian of the prosperity of the people."

Under the direction of a "Grand Master," who ranked among
^ A somewhat similar idea seems to have acliuiled tlie German Government

in its control of education during the generation preceding 1914.
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the principal dignitaries of the Empire, and who later became
the Minister of Pubhc Instruction, the University comprised a

graded system with three types of instruction— primary, sec-

ondary, and higher. For the sake of administration it was

divided into academies, each supervised by a Rector. This

hierarchy of instruction and administrative organization exist

to-day just as they were established by Napoleon.

Primary education was not, indeed, organized by the State.

The Emperor entrusted it to the care of the "Brothers of the

Christian Faith." They received an annual subsidy of only
4250 francs. This was the entire budget for primary instruction!

All this meant that elementary instruction, too elementary to

convey any political knowledge, was turned over to the Church
and its charities. So far as Napoleon was involved, it did not

greatly matter if ploughmen and vine-dressers remained illit-

erate.

Secondary instruction, however, was organized with great

care, because it was to mould the future military and civil

officials through whom the Emperor was to control France.

This instruction was given in the colleges and high schools

(lycees). The programmes were stripped almost completely of

all those studies which might tend to create or develop the criti-

cal spirit: philosophy and history, etc. The professors and pupils
were subjected to military discipline. The ordinary high schools

were governed by a uniform regulation, where their entire pro-

gramme was carried out to the tap from the drum, and had all

the aspect of military schools.

Higher education was given in the "Faculties" (Facultes)
—

the faculties of theology, law, medicine, sciences, and literature.

In all of these the instruction was of a purely practical charac-

ter. The aim was to fashion not only men of science, capable
of contributing to the progress of human knowledge, but also

specialists
—

magistrates, advocates, physicians, professors
—

fitted to carry on their professions. The specialized estab-

lishments reorganized or created by the Revolution (the College
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de France, the Ecole Normale) for the preparation of professors

of the sciences and hterature were also skillfully woven into

this great centralized system. It is idle to deny that, whatever

Napoleon's motives, many of these arrangements for the high-

est learning were to prove of great utility to France and to

all civilization.

Secondary and higher education thus became the monopoly
of the State; they could be given only in government establish-

ments taught by government professors. The pupils of the lower

"free schools" were constrained to follow the course of study
of the high school if they hoped to continue their programme.
This monopoly by the University was to be maintained for

almost half a century, clear up to the Second Republic and the

Law of Falloux (1850). It greatly affected the life and thought of

France, but of course military disasters had toppled down the

Empire long before all educated Frenchmen had been drilled

to believe that "Napoleon the Great" was their only possible

ruler.

Napoleon essayed to make the Church as useful to him as the

University for controlling the minds of the younger generation.

The catechism, alongside of the "duties owed to God," enumer-

ated those also due to the Emperor, and stated them to be:

"love, respect, obedience, fidelity, military service, and the

taxes imposed for the preservation and the defense of the

Empire."
"
Those who disregarded these duties to our Emperor,"

the catechism stated, invoking the authority of St. Paul, "re-

sisted the order established by God himself and rendered them-

selves liable to eternal damnation." The doctrine was plain that

the conscript who refused to join his regiment, the merchant

who would not pay for his license, exposed themselves forever

to the torments of hell!

However, it was not merely the French clergy ("his clergy"

according to Napoleon's own expression), but the Pope himself,

whom the Emperor endeavored to harness into the service of
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his statecraft. As a result there was a conflict between Pius VII
and Napoleon which commenced in 1806 and lasted down to

the end of the Empire and which reveals with remarkable viv-

idness the despotic instincts of the Emperor and the brutality
of his character.

When the war against England recommenced, Napoleon
treated the Pope, an independent sovereign, as he treated his

own prefects. He enjoined him at first to expel the English who
were living in the Papal States, and later he ordered him to

close his ports to all forms of English merchandise (November,

1806). To justify himself for this high-handed procedure, Na-

j)oleon referred to Charlemagne, "his august predecessor," the

donor of the patrimony of St. Peter, and supreme master of

Rome. "Your Holiness is the Pope of Rome, but, as for me, /
am the Emperor," he wrote to the Pope. Pius VII affected to

remain neutral, whereupon Napoleon first occupied the Pontif-

ical States (1807) ; later he annexed them outright to the Empire
(May, 1809). The Pope excommunicated him, upon which act

the Pontiif was immediately arrested and transferred to Savona.

He was there treated as a criminal; he was deprived of every-

thing with which to write and a police officer posted to guard
him day and night.

These events had their reaction on Fi^ince. The Pope, while

prisoner, refused to give spiritual investiture to the bishops

appointed by Napoleon and twenty-seven dioceses were there-

fore vacant. The Emperor attempted to induce the French

bishops to forego their Papal investiture. In spite of his threats,

however, and the imprisonment of several bishops in the dun-

geon at Vincennes, they all, even the most devoted and obedient

to Napoleon, announced that their highest allegiance was to

the Pope. Napoleon attempted to break that allegiance by a

great struggle. In 1812 he transferred Pius VII, then in very
frail health, to Fontainebleau. Through deception he wrested

from him a new Concordat (1813) which reduced the authority
of the Pope to nothing and made him, now formally dom-
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iciled in France, merely a kind of spiritual lieutenant of the

Emperor.
- But the aged Pius VII recovered his physical strength enough

to disavow the signature which had been forced from him during

his illness. As for the rest, successive military defeats shortly

forced Napoleon to restore the Pope to liberty (1814) and Pius

VII promptly retook possession of Rome. In 1815 he magnani-

mously offered an asylum to the Bonapartes who had been

forced to flee from France, and a little later he intervened among
the allied sovereigns to obtain a mitigation of the sentence which

banished Napoleon to St. Helena. This was a Christian ven-

geance worthy of the heir of St. Peter.

This religious struggle had its political consequences. The

clergy and the Catholics who were favorable to "Napoleon,
Restorer of the Faith," speedily became hostile to "Napoleon,
the Persecutor of the Pope." The fear which the Corsican

inspired to the very last of his reign prevented that hostility

from manifesting itself in public acts. But the clergy were

already reconciled to the recall of the Bourbons, and the royal

restoration in 1814-15 found among its ranks most devoted

partisans.

The Imperial Government ended at last with discontent

spreading widely among the majority of the French people.

About 1809, scarcely five years after the establishment of the

Empire, practically all classes of society began to detach them-

selves from the selfsame Napoleon, who had been so popular

during the time of his Consulate. This disaffection lasted pretty

generally up to his actual overthrow in 1814. The suppression of

all political liberty, the elaborate system of inquisition by the

police, the despotism which claimed the right to rule even the

thoughts of men, encountered the intense dissatisfaction of the

educated bourgeoisie. The Continental Blockade paralyzed
commerce on a large scale, and if it favored the development of

industry, it also favored immoral speculation. As a result in
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1811 there was a terrible economic crisis, numerous bankrupt-

cies, with general dissatisfaction in all circles, especially of

manufacturers, shipowners, and merchants.

On the other hand, the Government of the Empire never

ceased its aggrandizements and ended by comprising one hun-

dred and thirty departments with sixty million inhabitants,

until by constant annexations of very alien lands it stretched

from Rome to Hamburg, from Brest to Ragusa on the eastern

Adriatic. The cost of maintaining the Empire was enormous

even though expenditures were very carefully regulated. Like-

wise, although the immediate costs of the wars were largely

imposed upon the vanquished, the cost of constantly equipping
new armies could not but react terribly upon the imperial

budget. The amount which direct taxes yielded speedily proved

insufficient, and the Government sought new resources. As a

result a system of indirect taxes was established; in 1805 France

found herself under heavy imposts on liquor, on cards, and on

vehicles; in 1806 appeared an impost on salt, and in 1811, a

monopoly on tobacco. The revival of these taxes abolished by
the Revolution, the return to the old "aides," and especially to

the salt tax, the very memory of which was odious, irritated all

those who were put under the burden.

But the principal and most general cause of the dissatisfaction

was the continual levying of conscripts, made necessary by the

incessant wars. Conscription was unpopular from the begin-

ning, because all danger of invasion appeared now to be very

remote, and consequently the necessity for military service was

not understood in France. At the time of the Consulate, Na-

poleon had attempted to make the burden lighter by not levy-

ing more than a small part of the entire contingent, some

30,000 men from a total of 200,000 or 250,000 nominally avail-

able. He established a lottery system under which all those con-

scripts drawing the
"
lucky numbers " — that is, the highest

numbers— were freed from service. Presently, too, he author-

ized substitutions; that is, he permitted a wealthy conscript to
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"buy a man" to serve in his place. But at the beginning of 1805

the disadvantages of this system were evident. The contingents
which had already been levied were increasing annually and the

levies became more frequent. The Emperor decided not only to

take men by entire groups, but also to recall conscripts previ-

ously discharged and to le\y the various classes one and even

two years in advance of the legal age. The levies in 1813

amounted to very nearly twelve hundred thousand men. As

early as the beginning of 1808 young men by the thousands at-

tempted to escape service either by mutilating themselves or

by fleeing into the mountains or the forests. Quite futilely

Napoleon endeavored to make kinsmen responsible for desert-

ers; he fined them severely
— in a single year 170,000,000

francs ($34,000,000)
— or he quartered soldiers among them

who were to be maintained at their expense, billeting the

gendarmes and bailiffs upon the offenders, even as Louis XIV
had coerced the Protestants. In spite of all this, there were 160,-

000 refractory conscripts in 1810, and 55,000 men, organized
into small columns, were employed to chase them down. In

1813 in Paris, while Napoleon was walking along in the suburb

Saint-Antoine, a conscript insulted him; and women attacked

the agents of the police who arrested the offender. Complaints
were arising on all sides, and everywhere the antipathy had

penetrated. Men flung at the Emperor the epithet of "The

Ogre." It took the cruelties committed by the Allies when they
invaded France in 1814, the national humiliation of the first

Treaty of Paris, and the blunders of the Bourbons after the

first Restoration to make Frenchmen forget their hatred and to

restore Napoleon to his former popularity.

The Emperor, however, was at no time entirely the despot.

He continued very energetically the reorganization of France

which he had projected during the Consulate. In the matter of

legislation he added to the Civil Code a Code of Civil Procedure

(1805-07), a Commercial Code (1807), a Code of Criminal
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Cases (1808), and a Penal Code (1810), all of which, in their

essential character, are still in force.

Likewise, even more than under the Consulate, he now prof-

fered encouragements to industry in the form of bonuses to in-

ventors and to manufacturers, or of profitable orders to stimulate

them, or even at times of direct financial assistance. For exam-

ple, he lent a million and a half francs ($300,000) to Richard

Lenoir, who established the cotton industry in France; and dur-

ing the commercial crisis of 1811 he secretly advanced the sal-

aries of their workmen to the master weavers of Amiens. The
Continental Blockade, as a matter of fact, created a need for

such benevolence; the entrance of English products into France

was prohibited, and France was forced to provide herself all kinds

of manufactured articles, a good share of which she had for-

merly bought in England. The old woolen and silk manufactures

as well as the new cotton, iron, and beet sugar industries, in

particular, were aided by the Government. Napoleon not only
desired France to be self-supporting, but he wanted her to pro-

vide all the manufactured articles required by Europe. It was

all part of his scheme for world empire.

Lastly the Emperor carried on the great public works which

he had inaugurated during the Consulate. At Paris there was,

for example, the opening up of the Rue de Rivoli, the construc-

tion of many noble bridges over the Seine, the building of the

"Temple of Victory"
—

to-day the church of the Madeleine—
of the Bourse, of the Arch of Triumph, the completion of the

passage from the Louvre to the Tuileries, and the erection of

the Vendome Column made from the bronze of the cannon

captured at Austerlitz. In the departments there could be reck-

oned the embellishing of Lyons, the completion of the Canal de

Saint-Quentin, and also of the canal from Nantes to Brest, and

from the Rhone to the Rhine; likewise the large additions to the

ports of Brest and Cherbourg, and other great havens. To the

public works in France were added the public enterprises in

Italy: in Milan, Venice, and Rome and on the Adriatic even
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beyond Dalmatia. Nor can any deny that wherever the French

rule spread it brought with it good roads, elegant public build-

ings, the sweeping away of feudal abuses and inefficiency, and

the advent of law and order.

The methods of Napoleon's proconsuls and generals were not

always nice, but they did not come solely as plunderers and

destroyers. To many regions of wretched Italian or Germanic

peasants French administration often meant the first just and

efficient rule the subject population had ever known. All these

were the achievements of less than ten years; enterprises, too,

that were undertaken amid constant wars, when the Emperor
was spending his major energies in violent campaigning and

preoccupying diplomacy. Consequently these great public

works, more than anything one can write, are the tangible proofs

of the Corsican's prodigious activity and of the abounding

versatility of his genius.

When touching upon Napoleon, whether for praise or for

blame, almost perforce one must write in superlatives.



CHAPTER XVIII
*' GLORY AND MADNESS " — MOSCOW, LEIPZIG, AND

WATERLOO

In 1811, thanks to his ruthless pohcy of aggression. Napoleon
was towering above the common rulers of Europe, terrible as

the Miltonic Fiend. He had never lost a campaign, very seldom

had he lost a battle. He still kept his grip on struggling Spain.
There were signs that, thanks to the Continental Blockade,

England was suffering economically and was becoming very

weary. Had the Emperor merely kept the peace upon the main-

land and maintained a resolute front toward England, he might

presently have forced the latter into a compromise treaty which

would really have been a victory for France. Wisdom in any
case dictated that he take on no new enemies. As just stated,

his autocracy was becoming very unpopular at home; the Conti-

nental Blockade was proving even more severe economically

upon France than upon England; the blood tax of conscription
was setting every mother of a growing son against the Emperor:
and even some of his stanchest lieutenants were growing weary
of war. They had been well fed with rewards, and wished quiet
and leisure wherein to digest their honors and pensions. In short,

there had been a surfeit of "glory" for all France, save only for

its never-resting master.

The most serious situation of all was really in the imperial
armies. There were still an abundance of competent officers,

but the rank and file, the veterans of the old Republican vic-

tories, of the First Italian campaign, of Austerlitz, and of Jena,

had left their bones on a score of battle-fields. The young con-

scripts were not their equals. Napoleon was, indeed, using his

vassal allies wherever possible
—

Italians, Bavarians, Holland-

ers, Westphalians; even Prussians marched now in great num-
bers under his standards. These troops were not unfaithful so
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long as things went well with him, but they would make no

great sacrijfices for the French cause, and a few defeats would be

sure to shake their loyalty. Napoleon simply could not continue

flinging the youth of Western Europe, like tinder into the fur-

nace of his incessant wars, and expect his supply of man-power
to remain unexhausted. Neither could he expect France and her

dependencies to undergo unnecessary agonies merely to gratify

his restless ambition. Probably it is true that his position at

home would have become an uneasy one, had he frankly said

"Enough!" when urged to new conquests, and had settled down
as the peaceful regenerator of France. The demand for civil

liberties would have been instantaneous the moment the pres-

sure of war conditions had been removed, and although one can

imagine Napoleon doing many things, it is hard to imagine him

for any length of time as the strictly constitutional sovereign

of a limited monarchy, conscious of his people's rights and

respectful toward opposition.

After Tilsit the Emperor had for some time worked in real

harmony with Czar Alexander I; but the friendship had pres-

ently cooled. Napoleon thwarted the Russian schemes for the

conquest of Turkey— already he had marked Constantinople
as his prospective prey. He had also angered the Czar by de-

throning the German Duke of Oldenburg, to whom Alexander

was related. The Russians again saw their commerce being

ruined by Napoleon's insistence upon their enforcement of the

Continental System. In 1812 the two great Empires of Eastern

and Western Europe exchanged defiances, and Napoleon led

forth again the "Grand Army" — its van headed toward

Moscow.

There is little doubt that the Emperor was showing himself

the spoiled child of fortune. His campaigns were not being

planned with the same concentration upon all-important details.

He was trusting too much to spontaneous strokes of genius. He
was too willing to assume that because his intuitions had been

right in the past they would therefore always be right in the
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future. It is probably not true that he was suffering from a

disease that weakened his faculties, but he possibly had lost

much of that physical alertness which made men marvel during
the first campaign in Italy. But all these things were only to be

appreciated after the great event. What Europe knew in June,

1812, was that with over 553,000 men— very many of them

Italians, Poles, and Germans as well as Frenchmen— he was

marching into the heart of Russia.

\^^lat followed taught the nations that the Corsican was a

man, and not a perfectly functioning and pitilessly intelligent

mechanism. The story of the Russian campaign is one of the

most familiar in all history. In June Napoleon had crossed the

Nienien with the "Grand Army" and was headed for the heart

of Muscovy. On September 7 he had won the battle of Borodino,
the most sanguinary struggle in all his wars.^ Seven days later

he marched into Moscow, and made his headquarters upon the

deserted Kremlin. But his main army had already shrunken to

95,000 men. Not all the rest had perished, of course, but his

numbers had been terribly drawn upon by the need of keeping

open a perilously long line of communication. From September
15 to 19, Moscow was burning, it is needless to question now
whether by accident or by deliberate Russian design. Napoleon's

position was obviously uncomfortable. He expected the Czar
to sue for peace, but Alexander sued not. The imminence of the

Russian winter was ignored, until by October 19 the situation

was so critical that the Emperor evacuated Moscow, and gave
the unfamiliar orders to retreat.

Early in November the terrible Northern cold settled down.
One disaster followed another as the starving, freezing

"
Grand

Army" trailed its way toward Poland. At the crossing of the

Berezina, the French were nearly cut off, and were only saved

by the valor of Ney and Oudinot. From that time the retreat of

^ The French lost 32,000 and the Russians 47,000. These casualties, great as

they of course are, have lost part of their grimness since it has been possible to

compare them with the hecatombs of 1914!-1S,
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the invaders degenerated into what was Httle better than a

rout. Had the Czar's Cossacks been ordered to push theij

attacks more resolutely, probably the entire host of their

enemies would have been taken or perished; but toward the end

the victory seemed so complete that they let Napoleon and his

last remnants escape. At last, near the Prussian frontier, the

Emperor "decided to leave the army for Paris, where his pres-

ence was urgently demanded." A great calamity could not be

concealed or denied, but by the famous "Bulletin No. 29" the

main blame was cast upon the severity of the winter. About

20,000 men straggled over the frontier in an organization some-

what resembling an army. Of the remainder of the invading
host many were prisoners in Russia, others had made their

escape in small detachments; but a conservative estimate is

that to France and her allies the lives of 300,000 able-bodied

young men had been lost. When before had there been a like

military disaster.?

It was a great misfortune for his foes, however, that the

Cossacks had not pressed Napoleon harder. He had lost nearly

all his rank and file, but the remnant of the French that escaped
included a very large proportion of his best officers; men whose

professional abilities made them worth their weight in gold.

Given time and raw material he could thus hope to rebuild new
armies. Time he could scarcely have; for the instant the news

of the great defeat was spread, Prussia made haste to throw off

her chains and to rally not merely her own people, but many
other North Germans to arms, also to make prompt alliance

with the victorious and advancing Russians. England would

again furnish subsidies to maintain a great coalition against her

arch-enemy. Austria still talked "neutrality," but was not to be

relied upon by Napoleon
— she was merely waiting her chance.

The Emperor returned to Paris, however, in anything but a

crestfallen mood. For the first time the dice had fallen against

him, but he had still plenty of stakes to lay against Fate. Once
more by a remorseless conscription, levies of almost every able-
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bodied man and boy in France were hurried to the colors. The

Emperor accomplished prodigies in securing the arming and

uniforming of these new forces. The conscripts were brave and

although their parents cursed the relentless policy that dragged
their sons away, the young troops acquitted themselves loyally

like Frenchmen in the ensuing battles. But no good-will could

make them into hard-bodied, experienced veterans. Napoleon
entered his last campaign in Germany with infinitely poorer

human material sustaining him than in any previous adventure

with Destiny. He committed also the serious blunder of trying

to hold too many of the North-German fortresses— Danzig,

Stettin, Kustrin, Hamburg, etc. — placing in them some of his

best troops. These garrisons were presently blockaded by groups
of Prussian local militia, and thereby immobilized and rendered

useless in the open campaign. With their numbers added to his

field army Napoleon had a chance of victory; without them, it

turned out that he had none.

So the campaign of 1813 began with one arm of the Corsican

tied behind his back. He was weaker than before and his foes,

as he ruefully confessed, had learned much of his own military

art. In May he defeated the allied Prussians and Russians at

Liitzen (near Leipzig), then again at Bautzen. But these were

anything but decisive victories. Then in June he committed

another grievous blunder. He granted an armistice (June 4 to

August 10, 1813) nominally to let Austria mediate and patch up
a peace; actually to allow both sides to secure reinforcements.

Austrian "mediation," however, was very insincere, and the

Emperor had fewer reinforcements to bring up than his enemies.

Napoleon's marshals were becoming very anxious that the war
should cease. If the Empire went down, where would be their

own fine principalities and emoluments? But their moderating
counsels weighed little with their master. Up to the last he pro-

tested that the French would never endure him if he once made

public confession of defeat by consenting (as his foes now de-

manded) to relinquish a large share of his former conquests:
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and he kept a dogged confidence that by some hghtning mihtary
stroke he could still recover everything.

The crisis came at Dresden, June 26, when Metternich, the

astute Austrian prime minister, had his famous interview with

the Emperor, vainly urging a spirit of reasonableness. Napoleon
was in an entirely arrogant mood. He had learned nothing from

adversity. "So you want war," were his words: "well, you shall

have it. I have beaten the Russians at Bautzen : now you wish

your turn to come! Be it so, the rendezvous shall be in Vienna."

Vainly Metternich reminded him that his army was depleted;

that his troops were not men, but boys; to which the great

egoist tossed back: "You do not know what goes on in the mind

of a soldier: a man such as I does not take much heed of the lives

of a million men" — and he threw aside his hat. Metternich did

not pick it up. Thus the interview ended stormily. TNTien the

Austrian minister went out, the French generals in the anteroom

crowded up eagerly, hoping for a report of real peace negotia-

tions. "Were you satisfied with the Emperor?" anxiously asked

Berthier. "Yes," came back from Metternich. "He has ex-

plained everything to me: it is all over with the man."

Manifestly for the safety of the world, this colossal vampire,

who despite a thousand admirable qualities was literally sucking

away the best blood of France no less than of all Europe, must

be flung from power. In August, 1813, the war was renewed,

after Napoleon had proved utterly unconciliatory. Austria

joined his other foes. For the first time since 1795, Prussia,

Russia, Austria, and England were all at war with France, and

all fighting heartily in alliance: the struggle was now for life

and death. The old cunning had not deserted Napoleon. He
held out for more than two months in Central Germany, de-

fending the line of the Elbe. He repulsed the first attacks, and

even won a great battle at Dresden (August 26) ; but the num-

bers against him were too great.
^ Sweden was joining the coali-

'
Napoleon's blunder in making his generals almost completely dependent

upon his direct orders now cost him dearly. They lacked proper initiative when
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tion, and on October 16, 17, and 18, the xlllies at last bayed
the terrible lion at Leipzig. Here in a three days' battle ("The
Battle of the Nations" the Germans called it) 150,000 French

stood against 300,000 Russians, Austrians, Prussians, and

Swedes. The young conscripts fought bravely, but they were

being asked to achieve the impossible. On the 19th Napoleon
was obliged to order a general retreat toward France. The

losses in the battle and in the subsequent hasty flight across

Germany were terrible. With barely 70,000 men, none too well

organized, the Corsican found himself again behind the Rhine.

The situation was now, from a military standpoint, all but

hopeless. The veteran field army was gone; the new conscript

field army was almost gone. The garrisons were being starved

out one by one, in the now distant and isolated German fort-

resses. The good-will of France had been alienated by the

Continental Blockade and the blood tax. The English were

sweeping Napoleon's generals out of Spain and crossing the

Pyrenees. The South-German vassal states were all making their

peace with the victors. Nevertheless the Allies would probably

have left Napoleon his throne and a territory much larger than

that of Louis XVI in 1792, had he promptly and sincerely

treated for peace. He would not do so. Even when the Allies

were crossing the Rhine in great force, he fought against the

inevitable. He sent delegates, indeed, to a Peace Conference at

Chatillon (on the Seine), but allowed his representatives only

to play for time. And so he went on to the end.

Napoleon's campaign of 1814 was in some respects his best —-

considered merely from a military standpoint. He had barely

50,000 mobile troops left. The French nation would not rise

against the invader. The old fires of 1792-93 had burned out.

There was, of course, some anger at the cruelties inflicted by the

conquering Allies, but, compared with 1914, the invaders of

1814 seem to have been fairly humane and loath to stimulate

he was absent. The French were now beaten almost everywhere, save for long
at the point where the Emperor led in person.
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French patriotism by a policy of schreckiichkeit. With all these

handicaps, with odds three and four to one against him, the

Corsican fought brilliantly; hurling himself now against one,

now another of the columns advancing on Paris, and repeatedly

he won temporary victories which brought the whole Austro-

Prusso-Russian advance to a stand. But in the end the attempt
w^as impossible. The army became weary of its hopeless struggle.

The masses of the invader were too great. On March 31, in the

absence of Napoleon— after the Allies had stormed their way
to the very gates of Paris— Marshal Marmont, commandant
of the capital, capitulated and the victors marched in triumph
into the city from which, after Valmy, Brunswick had turned

back twenty-two years before.

Napoleon could still muster 50,000 men around him at Fon-

tainebleau. Many of the privates and lower officers seem to have

been willing to keep up the struggle, such was their devotion to

the leader who would have sacrificed them with scarcely a sigh.

But the marshals and upper oflBcers recognized that the game
was up; to fight longer meant their personal ruin, and they de-

sired neither poverty nor exile. In Paris, the Allies were forming
a provisional government presided over by an ex-minister of

Napoleon's, the supple, immoral, and infinitely clever Talley-

rand, who now cheerfully deserted his master, proclaimed that

the Emperor had forfeited his throne, and who hastily prepared
for the restoration of the Bourbons. Under the pressure of his old

comrades, on April 4,^ Napoleon signed a formal act of abdica

tion. The Allies, with a magnanimity they doubtless regretted

a year later, consented to assign him the small island of Elba

in the Mediterranean as a "sovereign principality," and per-

mitted him to keep the poor consolation of the formal title of

"Emperor."

Napoleon w^as very unpopular at this time in France. The
nation longed for peace, and his ambition had seemed alone to

'

Napoleon then abdicated in favor of his son. That compromise being re^

jected, in a few days he abdicated unconditionally.
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stand in the way of checking the pubHc ruin. When he traveled

through Languedoc and Provence he was cursed to his face and
stones were flung at his carriage, while mobs howled after the

"Hateful tyrant, punished at last!" and at Orange and Avignon
there were even fears of a lynching. The fallen despot, much
cowed possibly for the moment, was taken to Elba, and there

he was to wait ten uneasy months — while many things hap-

pened in France.

Louis XVIII, the eldest of the brothers of Louis XVI, had been

placed on the throne by the Allies, not because they had any
great love for him personally, but because they were resolved to

have an end to "Bonaparte" and his family, and they objected

heartily to a Republic. To recall the old dynasty then was really

the only thing possible. The conquerors assigned to France

slightly larger boundaries than she had in 1790, before the be-

ginning of the great wars, and they imposed no indemnity upon
her. They also compelled Louis XVIII to give his subjects a kind

of a constitution and to guarantee that the great social and

personal liberties won in 1789 should not be abolished. This was

worldly wisdom— the Allies feared to drive the French people
to desperation. Then the main interest of the world shifted from

Paris to the Congress of Vienna. At the Austrian capital, under

Metternich's artful presidency, the diplomats met in the famous

peace congress to quarrel, threaten one another, but presently
to agree on the territorial and other arrangements which, it

was fondly hoped, would last for many generations; and which

were, indeed, to cast their shadow over Europe till 1914.

Meantime France, chastened, economically smitten, invaded,
cut short, bereft of the flower of her youth, was flung back very

unhappily upon herself. The character of the new King, and the

Restoration, and its political institutions will be stated later,

it is enough to say here that the new Government was soon

extremely unpopular with influential classes. When the peace
was made, all the captive ofiicers and veterans of course came
back from Russia and Germany. They were outraged at finding
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a new and unwelcome King in Paris, and the Bourbon w^hite

flag with its HHes flying in the place of the beloved tricolor of

Lodi and Marengo. Instead of public thanks and triumphs, they
received black looks and distrust from the new masters of the

Tuileries, and no better material rewards than being put on the

retired list on half-pay. The professional army, in short, speedily

became intensely dissatisfied at the whole situation, and the

bulk of the people were soon displeased enough with many acts

of the new dynasty to lose much of their recent hatred for

the Corsican^ — all of which facts competent agents promptly

brought to Napoleon in Elba.^

On March 1, 1815, the Emperor landed at Cannes with

fifteen hundred troops he had been allowed to take with him
into exile. On March 20 he entered Paris, while King Louis

XVIII had made a hasty exit to Ghent.

"I shall reach Paris without firing a shot," Napoleon had

said, as his small vessel approached the French coast. Near

Grenoble a battalion of the now "royal army" had been drawn

up to halt his advance. The Corsican had come forward in the

face of the leveled muskets. "Soldiers," said the well-known

voice, "if there is one among you w^ho wishes to kill his Emperor
he can do so. — Here I am." "Long live the Emperor!" burst

from the ranks, and the whole force went over to the returning

leader. Marshal Ney, who had turned against Napoleon in 1814

with peculiar bitterness, marched out with six thousand troops
from Besangon to "bring him back in an iron cage." His troops

began to desert. Ney's loyalty for the Bourbons oozed out, and

he called his officers around him and again proclaimed the

^ A very serious factor was the fear of the peasantry, lest the Bourbons
disturb the titles to the real estate confiscated from the Church and the noblesse

in 1789-93, and give the property back to its former oiiSTiers.

- He was also greatly encouraged by report of the serious discords between

his late foes now at t.ie Congress of Vienna. Russia and Prussia seemed on the

point of crossing swords with England and Austria. The discords were, indeed,

violent, but they were not quite serious enough to prevent all four Powers from

uniting to attack him the minute he returned from Elba.
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Emperor. It was amid vast rejoicings by the army and all the

jubilant half-pay officers that the returned exile swept into

the Tuileries. For an instant it seemed as if the whole effect

of the disasters of Moscow and Leipzig had been undone.

But Napoleon did not conceal from himself the fact that while

the army was delighted to have him return, the rest of the

nation was more or less indifferent to his prospects, although
without the least enthusiasm for Louis XVIIL "My dear fel-

low," said the Emperor to an intimate, "people have let me
come just as they have let the Bourbons go." Probably, other

things being equal, the bulk of Frenchmen greatly preferred

Napoleon to the restored Royalists, but other things were not

equal. Frenchmen were terribly anxious for peace, and the

Emperor announced (perhaps with sincerity) that he intended

to try to keep the peace and not to make any attempt to restore

the swollen boundaries of France in 1812. But no sooner had

the news of his landing in France reached Vienna, than the allied

diplomats dropped their serious squabblings and united in a

general decree of outlawry. Russia, Austria, Prussia, and Eng-
land joined in declaring that "Bonaparte" had broken the

compact which established him at Elba, and "placed himself

outside the bounds of civil and social relation" and was to be

punished as "an enemy and disturber of the peace of the

world."

So the Emperor stood again with all the other great Powers

embattled against him, and not a single ally. His only chance

lay in the enthusiastic support of the entire French nation. He
endeavored to conciliate pubhc opinion by announcing liberaliz-

ing changes, technically known as "The Additional Act," in

the former "Constitution of the Empire." These changes on

analysis, however, did nothing to weaken the Emperor's auto-

cratic disposal of the entire State. Intelligent Frenchmen were

angered at being obliged thus to continue under the absolutist

regime; and all Frenchmen, outside the army, were aghast at

the prospect of the renewal of desperate war. It is not surprising
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then that almost the whole of Napoleon's famous "Hundred

Days" were spent in hurried preparations and in intense

anxiety.

Attempts to get the great Powers to keep the peace having

completely failed, the Corsican once more threw dice for the

supreme stakes in war. He had, indeed, an admirable army —
so far as it went: 180,000 veteran troops devoted to him; men
who had been shut up in German fortresses in 1813 or had sub-

mitted unwillingly in 1814. His foes were concentrating infi-

nitely greater numbers, but he had the bare chance of crushing

their armies piecemeal before they could effect a junction. To
this end he flung his main forces into Belgium in June, 1815, to

strike the Prussian Bliicher and the English Wellington before

the Austrians and Russians could bring up their myriads.
The master of legions had not lost his old-time cunning. On

June 15-16 he fell on the Prussian army of Bliicher at Ligny
and he roundly defeated it. The first misfortune came when the

Emperor was led to believe that Bliicher was much more badly
beaten than was actually the case, and that the victors were

free to turn elsewnere. As a matter of fact the Prussians, though

worsted, were able soon to halt their retreat, while Grouchy,
the French general ordered to pursue, lost touch with them. On
June 18 Napoleon then smote against the Duke of Wellington
wnth his mixed English, Dutch, and North-German force at

Waterloo. The French had about 70,000 men, W^ellington rather

less. \Miat Napoleon did not know, however, was that Bliicher

was drawing nigh with 30,000 men to reinforce Wellington.
The battle that followed almost resulted in a French victory,

thanks to the splendid charges of the imperial cavalry; but the

Emperor, who had never really fought against the English

before, was astonished at the stubborn resistance of the hostile

squares. Outnumbered, and the non-British part of his troops of

very mediocre quality, W^ellington hung grimly on, praying for

"Night or Bliicher!" And at length, when the fight was practi-

cally at a deadlock, Bliicher came. A last charge by the imperial
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"Old Guard" was driven home heroically, but broke down with

sanguinary losses. Then the whole English line advanced, and

realizing the hopelessness of their situation, the bulk of the

French army scattered in rout.

One or two squares of the Guard made off the field in the

semblance of order, but there was no chance to stay the panic.

Never was there an overthrow more complete than Waterloo.

Seven times the fugitives paused to make their bivouac. Seven

times they were driven on by the pursuing cavalry. "Cowards!

Have you forgotten how to die?" Ney is said to have called to

his men. The taunt was unjust. The French army had done for

the Corsican more, perhaps, than any other army had ever done

for a leader. His restless ambition had created a situation in

Europe by which there could be no peace for the world nor for

France if he were to keep the throne. Even had he won Waterloo,

the Russian and Austrian hosts were drawing nigh. The only

result would have been a new vista of great wars. The French

leader himself did not court a soldier's death. Dazed by the rout,

he fled with the foremost fugitives. When he reached Paris on

June 20 he found his case was hopeless. No one would fight for

him. A provisional government, headed by his old minister

Fouche, provided a kind of order until the Allies arrived to

restore the Bourbons.

Once more Napoleon abdicated "in favor of his son." He
fled to Rochefort on the seacoast hoping to get ship for America,^

but the English cruisers were blockading him, and the case

being hopeless he went on board a British man-of-war and cast

himself on the magnanimity of his oldest and most constant

foes. WTiat was then done with him has been often criticized for

its severity, but it must be realized that this fugitive and pris-

oner had caused nigh twenty years of capital warfare and the

^
Speculation easily exhausts itself considering what the Corsican might have

done had he reached America. His fascinating personality might easily have

won a following, and he would speedily have compromised our relations with

all Europe.
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death therein of some millions of human beings.^ After the escape
from Elba the statesmen of the day felt it to be criminal negli-

gence to risk allowing this firebrand to enkindle the world

again. As all men know, he was sent by the British on the ship-

of-the-line Bellerophon to the island of St. Helena in the South

Atlantic; and there he remained an unhappy and quarrel-

seeking prisoner until his death by cancer in 1821. When the

news of his passing spread, many Frenchmen mourned, but all

over the world there was a general relief that the arch-destroyer
could threaten the nations' happiness no more.

After reviewing the deeds of Napoleon Bonaparte, it is im-

possible to resist the conclusion that had Heaven given him a

modicum of unmixed humanity and patriotism and of real

unselfishness, he could have approached the very limits of

human achievement. As it was, despite the service he rendered

mankind in destroying the decrepit institutions all over Europe,
and in creating various admirable civil institutions for France,

the latter part of his career was calamitous to the world, and
most calamitous of all to the great nation of which he boasted

himself to be Emperor,
-

The Corsican could fascinate the planet by his brilliance, but

it was the brilliance of Satan arrayed as an angel of light.

^ Readers of the present age, familiar with the problem of the disposition of

the German Kaiser William II, after his downfall in 1918, and with the gen-
eral exasperation of the world against him, will be lenient in their judgments
upon the statesmen of 1815 in their treatment of Napoleon.

^ Of course it is possible to credit Napoleon with many charming acts of

geniality, comradery, or even of magnanimity : but hardly with one which, on
close analysis, seemed to involve the imselfish sacrifice of a keen personal
ambition.



CHAPTER XIX
THE RESTORED BOURBONS AND THEIR EXIT

Louis XVIII returned to Paris in 1815, not because the French

nation wanted him, but because the bayonets of the victors of

Waterloo imposed him on his not very wilhng subjects. A
second time foreign armies marched into the great city by
the Seine. Nevertheless France was not grievously depressed.

There had been no anxiety to make costly sacrifices for Na-

poleon. The enthusiasm to carry "liberty, fraternity, and

equality" to the ends of the earth, the ardor that had kindled

the young armies of the Republic, had been burned away on a

hundred battle-fields. A new generation had grown up which

knew not Rousseau, and which was very anxious for peace and
for solid bodily comfort. The great estates of the Church and of

the old noblesse had been redistributed, and their new owners,

men of short pedigrees but often of large fortunes, desired static

conditions. The mothers of tall sons rejoiced at the end of con-

scriptions; and men who had been Jacobins in their youth were

willing to shudder at the excesses of the past five and twenty

years and thank Providence that they had emerged from them
all safe and much wiser.

After the great days, great passions, great crimes of the

Revolution, after the colossal Csesarisra of the Empire, it is a

more petty and infinitely more prosaic France which we en-

counter. Most of the heroes of 1789-93 were dead. Lafayette,

indeed, was still alive; we shall meet him again, but the guillo-

tine, as it worked up to 1795, and after that date the blood tax

of the Napoleonic wars, had robbed the nation of a great pro-

portion of all the keenest intellects which might have built'for

the future. The terrific drain of the battles is even said to have

pulled down the physical stamina of the country. It is alleged
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that the physique of the average young Frenchman of 1815

was poorer, his stature shorter, than that of his father in 1789.

In any case, France was a terribly disillusioned nation. From

being apparently on the point of founding an empire greater

than the Roman, she had beheld her soil twace overrun, her

capital occupied, her ruler dethroned by foreign armies. True,

the very circumstances of the defeat were somewhat flattering

to French pride. To overcome her all the rest of Europe had had

to form a common league against her; it had almost been France

against the world. But that did not obliterate the great fact

that the end of all the Napoleonic "glory" had been a smashing

military defeat.

The Allies had treated France with comparative generosity

in 1814. In 1815 when they brought back Louis XVIII the sec-

ond time, they were thoroughly exasperated and imposed harsher

terms. France was given the boundaries, not of 1792 (as in the

first treaty), but of 1790. Thus she lost various fortresses on the

frontiers of Alsace-Lorraine, and ceded back to the King of

Sardinia the province of Savoy. She had also to pay a war

indemnity (huge for the day) of 700,000,000 francs ($140,000,-

000) and submit to the military occupation of some of her

border towns until the sum had been discharged. These terms

were not crushing, but they were humiliating. They served to

start Louis XVIII upon his renewed lease of power with very
little glory.

France was still a very great nation, but she hardly held

even her old position before 1789. British sea power had seem-

ingly given its possessor a strangle hold upon the commerce of

the world, and British industries were incomparably more

developed than those of any rival. The most powerful politician

in Europe was not at Paris; he was at Vienna, and he was the

clever absolutist Prince Metternich. The greatest military

power seemed to rest with Czar Alexander I, who was now no-

toriously at Metternich's beck and call. France was thus thrown

back upon herself. Most of her colonies had been seized by the
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English. The treaty of peace returned to her only a few small

islands in the West Indies and some trading factories in Africa

and India. The great colonial empire which had existed before

1760 had, of course, vanished much earlier. The second great

colonial empire, which was to cover Northern Africa before 1900,

was not yet even planted. Frenchmen had therefore few outside

problems to take their thoughts away from their home troubles.

The France of 1815, nevertheless, was very far from being the

France of 1789. The Jacobins had decidedly failed. Their de-

spised and berated predecessors, the men of 1789, had largely

succeeded. The "privileges" and most of the other gross abuses

of the Old Regime had vanished never to return. There were no

privileged "classes," and property was widely divided among a

large fraction of the population: all Frenchmen were equal in

the eyes of the law and had, theoretically, equal claims to

public office. The Church had been shorn of its overweening

prerogatives. The national finances were in relatively good
order. There was pretty complete religious toleration. In short,

in 1815 "the nation was already provided with its social and

administrative organization; it remained — as it still remains—
a democratic society, whose affairs are managed by a centralized

administration. The mechanism of the central government, was

not, however, yet constructed France has labored to establish it:

she has spent the nineteenth century in making herself a politi-

cal constitution." ^ The importance of this statement can be

realized only if it is understood how completely the Govern-

ment in Paris dominated the entire life of the nation. America

and most British communities would remain essentially demo-

cratic and liberal even if the National Government were sud-

denly to become non-liberal; local autonomy is so strong. But

there was and still is (to American thinking) very little local

autonomy in France. The Paris ministries extend their power to

the obscurest commune. Therefore our gaze is continually upon
the capital.

^
Seignobos.
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In 1815 the great bulk of the French nation was not. It should

be said, profoundly interested in politics. The population had

risen, despite the long wars, to some 29,000,000. The great

majority of the people were still the peasants. The Revolution

and its destruction of the estates of the noblesse and the

Church had brought to many of these their heart's desire — a

solid little farm with a modest competency. They constituted,

on the whole, the most thrifty, self-respecting, stable, home-

keeping peasantry in the world: with a deplorably high element

of illiteracy and superstition, indeed, but comparing very fa-

vorably with those of any other country. They were the real

strength of the nation. The Revolution and the Empire had

done more for them than for any other class of Frenchmen, but

they cared relatively little who was their ruler so long as he

gave them peace, good order, and prosperity. Again and again

the peasantry of France were to redress the blunders of the

more obvious parts of the nation: to repress revolutionary

excesses; to pay enormous war debts and indemnities; and

finally, in 1914-18, to supply the great majority of those sturdy,

indomitable -poilus who were to be the living bulwark of the

freedom of the world. ^

In the cities there were, of course, considerable industrial

classes, but French cities were, by present comparisons, neither

numerous nor large. Outside of Paris, probably only Lyons had

over 100,000 inhabitants. French manufacturers were by no

means so far developed as were the English. A very large frac-

tion of these artisan classes were, of course, in Paris, the seat of

government. On several occasions a sudden uprising by them
was therefore to have extremely serious political consequences:
for their fingers were always close to the administrative wind-

pipe of France. Ten thousand howling working-men in Paris

^ As is well known, a great fraction of the "defeatist," "Internationalist,"

pro-German propaganda which threatened to ruin France in 1917-18, at the

height of the struggle with Germany, found its best reception among the

industrial elements in Paris. It made relatively little head among the peasantry.
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could accomplish far more in the way of a revolution than

100,000 malcontent peasants scattered through the depart-

ments. But when the revolution had once been accomplished,

its cheerful acceptance by all the rest of France could by no

means be assumed. The peasantry could more slowly, indeed,

but none the less emphatically, express their dissent. This was

to be peculiarly true in 1848.

Above peasant and artisan was the great class known as the

bourgeoisie
—

property-owners of more or less social preten-

sion, public officials, great and small, professional men, etc.

They were charged with being intensely conservative, leading

"a simple, quiet life, the life of a small town— monotonous,

without comforts, without amusements, without intellectual

activity, a slave to public opinion." They were also accused of

having almost as few political ideas as the peasants, and with

being grossly selfish in their efforts, especially in those to pre-

vent the artisans from bettering their wages and conditions of

labor. The sodden state of French public opinion is testified to

by the extremely small number of newspapers in circulation.

True, under the "Restoration" there was, most of the time, a

severe press censorship and a tax of ten centimes (two cents) on

every copy, also a very heavy postage; still it is an amazing fact

that an official report of 1824 makes a formal estimate that

there were only 55,000 copies of papers with political articles

circulated in all France. These papers it must be admitted were

usually stupid and unenlightening enough
— but the public for

the while seemed hardly eager for anything better.

Of course there was a saving minority in the nation that

looked intelligently toward the future — that planned for a

better day. These men were as a rule members also of the

bourgeoisie, or were scions of the old noblesse who had enlight-

enment enough to stop plotting reaction and forget their pedi-

grees. Yet in the main it may be said that what spurred enough

Frenchmen to accomplish political changes between 1815 and

1848 were these four factors: (1) The fear lest a complete reac'
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tion of the Old Regime (as seemed repeatedly threatened)

would upset all the fortunes and property-titles established

since 1789; (2) a demand from the property-owning classes that

the Government should be efficient, and give stable conditions

calculated to promote profitable commerce and industry; (3)

a demand from the Parisian industrial classes that something

should be done to mitigate their grievously unfavorable condi-

tions of labor; and then (4) a gradual return to the ideas and

idealism of a former generation, with the demand for genuinely

liberal institutions and a realization of the theories of democracy.

All these things combined at length to pull France out of the

soulless mire into which she seemed to have been cast in 1815,

and to set her on the way to nobler things,

Louis XVIII, installed in 1814 and reinstalled in 1815, had

been placed in power by the Allies, because Metternich and

Czar Alexander could not find any other possible monarch for

France, and they abhorred the idea of admitting that the people

could choose their own government. "It would be," affirmed

Metternich, "a new breaking forth of the Revolution [to do

this]. Besides what question is a [popular] assembly to decide.''

The legitimate King is here."

Louis XVIII ^ had been nominally "king "since 1795 when his

nephew, the luckless "Louis XVII," the unhappy Dauphin of

the French Revolution, had died in captivity because of the

brutality of his keepers.^ He had lived weary years in exile,

mostly in Russia and England, hoping against hope for the

ruin of the Corsican and a return to France. Now at last fortune

had favored him. The Great Powers twice placed him on the

throne. Truth to tell he was not a very majestic substitute for

the "Little Corporal." A portrait, published with official con-

sent, shows him fat, gross, and with hands and feet deformed

with gout. He was sixty years old in 1815. In 1789 he had been

notoriously a champion of absolutism and reaction, but fortu-

1 The former Comte de Provence, eldest brother of Louis XVI.
2 See p. 325.
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nately in his exile he had absorbed not a few useful ideas. He
realized that much had happened since he had fled in disguise

from France in 1791. As a contemporan* well says, "he had in

him a ven* firm desire io die upon the throne"; and obviously

the only method by which he could fulfill this wish was by ac-

cepting ail the more significant innovations which had com-

mended themselves to the nation. During his reign from ISlo

to IS-^^ he showed considerable inteUigence and firmness in his

policy, and on the whole he left a worthy memo^^^ To the best

of his ability he endeavored to unite the champions of the Old

Regime and of the Xew, saying that "'he did not wish to be

king over two peoples," and that "the children of one father-

land should be a people of brothers."

If, however, Louis XVIII realized that the only condition on

which he could remain in France was to recognize what had

happened since 17S9, ver^' few of his family and personal associ-

ates did this. In 1S14-15 a great swarm of "emigrant" noblemen

had hastened back to Paris. Exile proverbially makes men

warped and bitter. The returned outlaws, whose kindred verj*

likelv had died under the guillotine, could see nothins: good in

anything the Xew Regime had accomplished. They clamored

for vengeance, for the return of their lost estates, for the upset-

ting of every enactment since the good old days of Calonne's

and Marie Antoinette's garden fetes at Versailles. Professing

extreme lovaltv to Louis XVIII. thev were soon disinisted

because the King did not at once embark on a policy of extreme

reaction. In this they were supported by the King's brother, the

Count of Artois, who (since Louis lacked a son) was obviously

to be his heir as Charles X. Artois was full of the most ab-

solutist notions conceivable.
" He would rather," he later averred,

"saw wood than 'reign' in tlie fashion of a king of England!"
On the day Louis XVIII proclaimed a new Constitution i^the

"Charter"), Artois feigned illness that he might not have to

swear fidelity to it. His palace was the constant center for

Ultra-Royahst intrigues. The King realized that his brother's
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influence was malignant and would ruin the dynasty, but for the

sake of family peace he often yielded to him. Considering, there-

fore, the kind of man the future Charles X was, it is perhaps

slight wonder that the Bourbon regime lasted as long as 1830.

The European Allies had brought back the Bourbons, but

they did not try to bring back Absolutism. Metternich wished

to have no constitution in his own Austria, but he assented to

the suggestion that if France were forced back under a purely
"^ autocratic rule, there would soon be a new revolution which

would menace the peace of other countries. Louis XVIII was

therefore very strictly compelled to publish a constitution for

France, as a condition to being set upon the throne. This Con-

stitution was the once famous "Charter." Circumscribed as it

now seems, in its day it gave France, on the whole, a more
liberal government than that of any other kingdom except

England, and it was very decidedly more liberal than the system
in France under Napoleon.
From 1815 to 1848 France was governed by this "Charter,"

although very important changes were made in that document
in 1830. Since nearly all public life in that time revolved around

the attacks upon or the defense of the document, we cannot

avoid discussing its main provisos.

Louis XVIII claimed to reign "by the grace of God" even as

had his unlucky brother, and the Charter was declared to

emanate "from the free exercise of the royal authority." It was

therefore in theory the gracious concession of an autocrat, not

the expression of the popular will. Also it was dated from "the

nineteenth year of the reign," as if Louis XVIII had been a

ruling monarch since 1795 when his nephew died. The theory of

the Charter was thus wholly illiberal. Yet in its text are con-

tained clauses that made it possible to argue that France was a

somewhat limited monarchy; and the chief flaw in the letter of

the document was not the great powers granted the King, but

the great powers it granted the wealthy classes.

The King was, of course, the head of "the executive power."
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He led the armies, declared war, made peace, signed treaties,

and (an ambiguous clause destined to work mischief) "made the

regulations and ordinances necessary for the execution of the

laws and the safety of the State." He named all the public

officials, and governed through "responsible" ministers. If the

latter misbehaved, they could be indicted by the lower house of

the legislature and tried before the upper house.

The "legislative power" was shared by the King with the

"Chamber of Peers" and the "Chamber of Deputies." The King
initiated the proposal of laws. They had to be discussed and
ratified by the two Chambers, then the King promulgated them.

The "peers" seem to have been an obvious imitation of the

British House of Lords. They were at the outset all named by
the King from among the great personages, marshals, civil

notables, etc., of France. Some were appointed simply for life.

Others could transmit their honor by hereditary succession.

The "deputies" were elected for a term of five years, one fifth

of the Chamber to be chosen annually so that there should not

be too many sudden changes. No tax could be established or

levied without the consent of the Chambers, which consent

must be annually renewed; and this in theory should have

given the new parliament a very heavy hand upon the Crown:
but all this apparent evidence of liberalism was vitiated by the

one important fact that only the well-to-do and wealthy were
allowed to vote for members of the Chamber of Deputies.
To be an elector a Frenchman must be thirty years of age

and must pay a direct tax of 300 francs ($60).
^ To be eligible to be

chosen a member of the lower House himself, he had to be forty

years old and to pay a direct tax of 1000 francs ($200). Under
such a franchise, to be known as a "voter" would be a somewhat

conspicuous honor: in a rural community probably it would
come to only two or three of the most important landowners.

There were in 1815 in all France only above 90,000 ordinary

^ Of course a much greater sum relatively then than to-day: saj^ two to three

times as great, all changes considered.
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electors, and of these less than 12,000 were qualified to be sent

to Paris. A new kind of privilege was thus arbitrarily created:

one of the most obnoxious varieties and sure to awaken heart-

burnings
— the privilege of wealth.

Apart from this great error the Charter contained many excel-

lent provisions. The judicial organization of the Empire was

maintained and the judges were given self-respect and i)roper

power by their irremovability save for direct crimes. Individual

liberty was guaranteed, as well as religious liberty, although
Catholicism was declared the religion of the State. Also liberty

of the press was affirmed, provided it "conformed to laws which

should repress the abuse of that liberty"
— a qualification

destined to breed much woe.

No property was to be seized without compensation, and as a

concession to the popular feeling which had helped to pull down

Napoleon, conscription for the army was abolished. Special laws

were to provide for military reorganization.

In spite, then, of many limitations and of one grand fault, the

Charter was a document which, if handled and developed in a

proper spirit, would have given France contentment and pros-

perity. The essential conquests of 1789 had been preserved,

liberty, equality in all private rights at least, and the theoretical

right to a share in the government. The practical effect of the

Charter was, of course, to entrust the franchise to the upper

bourgeoisie, usually landowners, but also often mill-owners and

bankers. These men were naturally devoted to the "rights of

property," but they were no friends to the claims of the noblesse

who talked wildly of reestablishing the Old Regime. They were

not inaccessible to new ideas, and small a fraction as they were

of the total manhood of France, they were presently to show

themselves conscious of the drift and force of public opinion.

The result was that following 1815 we have something verj^ like

a real limited monarchy, with parties, programmes, an "opposi-

tion," elections, etc., although the whole scheme of government
was anything but democratic.
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The "Restoration" had not lasted long before three parties

were developing rapidly in French political life: (1) the Ultra-

Royalists; (2) the Independents; (3) the Constitutional Royal-
ists. The first element was frankly reactionary. It regarded

everything that had happened since June, 1789, as a crime, and

the granting of the Charter as a direful blunder. This was the

party of the returned exiles, and its whole ambition was to turn

back the clock of history just as far as possible. The Independ-
ents also regarded the Charter with extreme dissatisfaction.

It did not grant enough of popular liberties, and the Independ-
ents nursed the secret desire of sending the Bourbons again

upon their travels. This party was, of course, the child of the

old Republicans and the father of the later Republicans. With

it lay the future; but for the moment it was very weak. The
whole current of the reactionary epoch was against it. Midway
between these disturbing elements were the Constitutional

Royalists. They believed the Charter presented a good working
scheme calculated to satisfy France, and they were resolved to

keep it in operation with practically no changes. Whether they

could succeed or not, largely depended on the support they might
receive from the King.

If Louis XVHI had been left to himself there is little doubt he

would have tried earnestly to make the Charter a success. He
had found the throne "a most comfortable easy-chair," and

wished to do nothing to send himself on another flight to Ghent,

chased out by a new uprising. But he found poor enough allies

in the returned "emigrants," the "Ultras." More absolutist

than the King, these noblemen who surrounded him, and whom
he could not disregard, avowed they wanted an Absolute Mon-

archy
— then they could get whatever they wanted. They

demanded a complete "purification" of the civil and military

service, the dismissal of all the parvenu Napoleonic prefects,

generals, etc., and their replacement by aristocrats who suffered

poverty and exile "for the good cause." They demanded, too,

huge indemnities for their lost estates. The press and education
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were likewise to be entrusted only to reliable Royalists, or to

their very ardent and reliable helpers, the clergy. When the

King failed to endorse these projects, the fuU acceptance of

which would have cost him his throne, they wrathfuUy drank

to the toast, "The health of the King in spite of ererything,"

and hopefully looked ahead for the day when the Count of

Artois would take the royal seat.

When after the "Hundred Days," the Chamber of the new

legislature assembled, it was speedily evident that in the con-

fusion attending the faU of the Empire the Ultras had won a

great majority among the deputies. In the South Country the

Royahsts were conducting wholesale rabblings and lynchings of

their opponents in a regular "\Miite Terror." At Paris the new
Chambers were hardly less ardent for swift and bloody revenge

upon the men who had again set up the hated Corsican. Every-

thing in France was to be "purged"; and as Louis XVIII

angrily declared, "If these gentlemen had their way completely,

they would end even by purging me .'

" The King strove to

moderate them, but he could not save some of their \-ictims.

^Marshal Xey had earned their particular wrath because he had

deserted to Napoleon after promising the Bourbons to arrest

him. When the Rovalists returned to Paris, Nev failed to take

warning promptly and to escape. He was seized, to the great

disgust of the King: "By letting himself be caught, he has done

us more harm than he did on March 13 [when he deserted],"

exclaimed the Monarch testilv. But Louis could not rescue Nev.

The "Bravest of the Brave" was dragged before a court of

generals who were completely intimidated by the cries for blood

rising from the salons of the noblesse and from the Chambers.

Xey wasconvicted of treason, and was shot on December 7, 1815,

in the Luxembourg Gardens. Thus ended the career of one of

the most distinguished officers who ever fought for France. His

fate left a stigma upon the Restoration that did nothing to

lessen its impopularity ; and for this stigma not the King, but his

"loyal" nobility were responsible.
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Truth to tell the Ultras were without the least rational

political programme, and after ha\-ing thus destroyed Xey and
certain other objects of especial vengeance, they made haste to

weave their own rope. They foolishly rejected the budget, thus

striking fear into everv' wealthy magnate interested in French
financial stability. The King promptly dissolved the Chamber,
and the electors, terrified at the storm of sanguinary passions
that had been loosed, returned a "moderate" majority. France

was thus saved from another spasm of revolution, with possible

foreign inters-ention.

Although Louis's ministers had had to wrestle with this

intractable element, they were not unsuccessful in handhng the

grave problem of rehabilitating the nation. Once again the

enormous practical genius of the French people asserted itself.

Mere conditions of peace, law and order, gave back a large

measure of prosperity. The hea\'y' indemnity due to the Allies

was paid off steadily, and in 1818 the last of the foreign armies

of occupation quitted French soil, instead of going in 18-20 as had
been originally expected. "I can die in peace." said the King,
"since I shall see France free, and the French flag floating over

everv citv of France."

Another problem not unwisely handled was that of the army.
The Napoleonic conscription had been abandoned, and the

magnificent fighting machine for rather all of it that had sur-

vived Waterloo) was being aDowed to dwindle away. But the

nation could not hold up its head again in Europe without an
efficient military force. There was nothing for it but to go back
to a form of conscription. A^ many troops as possible were to be

recruited by volimteering; then for the remainder all the young
men of twenty were to draw lots, and those recei^ing "bad
numbers" (a small proportion) were obliged to ser\-e six years
vrvXh. the active army and six years more in the reserve. In this

way an army of about -240,000 was pro^ided, nearly all of them

long-service, professionalized soldiers. Compared with other

European armies, this was a sufficient force; but it was very
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easy for a young man of good family to avoid this kind of con-

scription/ and the bourgeoisie usually hated military service.

France thus drifted onward, almost until 1870, with the bulk of

her youth untrained, v/hile Prussia was making "universal

service" a reality. This danger, however, did not become press-

ing until the 1860's. What awakened controversy at the time

was the proviso in the new law that promotion and appointments
as officers were equally open to all classes. This blasted the

Ultras' hopes of monopolizing again the officers' corps in the

army, and drew their violent though useless protest. The meas-

ure passed in spite of them, and another rock had been set in

the path to reaction.

The thing which did, however, for the moment tend to pro-

mote reaction was the evidence that the "Independents" —
the radical party which talked of the tricolor flag and even of a

republic
— were again becoming a serious factor in the Chamber

of Deputies. In 1817 they had had only 25 voices out of 258; in

1818 they had had 45; in 1819, at least 90. One of their leaders

was the notorious Gregoire; a bitter foe of the Catholic Church,
an ardent old-line Jacobin and member of the Convention, who
had said that "kings were to the moral world what monsters

were to the physical." Even the moderate "Constitutionalists"

joined with the Ultras in voting to banish him from the Cham-
ber. On top of this excitement came the murder by an isolated

fanatic of the Due de Berry, the son of the Count of Artois, and

a presumable heir to the crown. The Republicans had had no

part in the crime, but of course they reaped in full its unpopular-

ity. In 1820 there was another inevitable Royalist reaction,

which Louis XVIII could not withstand. "It is all over with

me," remarked the King gloomily, meaning that he could no

longer hold back the pressure of the Ultras. The result was ten

years of steady tightening of autocracy, and then the cord

' The purchase of substitutes was not unknown. The Government did not

dislike this. With the extra money could be hired professional soldiers far more
efficient than young bourgeois gentlemen serving against their will.
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snapped : France escaped to a somewhat more liberal regime by
the bloody road of revolution.

Just before 1820 there had been signs of a gradual liberalizing

of the Government. In 1819 a law had been passed permitting
trial by jury for press cases, and doing away with the censorship,

although newspapers were still subject to a heavy tax and had

to make a deposit of money ($40,000) as security for good
behavior. Now all this came to an end. The Ultras reestablished

the control of the press, and then proceeded (1820) to juggle

with the organization of the deputies to their own great ad-

vantage. The membership of the lower Chamber was increased

to 430. Only the original 256 could be voted for by the ordinary
300-franc taxpayers. The remainder, 172, were to be chosen

solely by the ballots of the 1000-franc taxpayers who were them-

selves eligible as legislators. This practically gave a double vote

to the very rich. The new elections (November, 1820) rejoiced

the Ultras with an enormous majority. The Independents (the

"Tricolor Party") sank to a helpless handful in the Chambers.

The Royalists, of course, were enchanted. They seemed to have

crushed opposition. As a matter of fact the radicals— denied

now the ordinary means of pressing their cause— fell back on

good revolutionary expedients
— secret societies, intrigues, and

presently on downright conspiracies. In 1830 they were to show
their power at the barricades.

Surrounded by such reactionary influences in 1823, Louis

XVIII was induced to intervene in Spain to overthrow an at-

tempt of the Liberals in that much-vexed country to compel
their tyrannous King to establish Constitutionalism. It is true

Metternich would have probably induced some other autocratic

power to intervene if France had hung back, but it irked patri-

otic men sorely that the country, which in 1793 had endeavored

to carry liberty to all the oppressed lands of Europe, should now
seem the servile gendarme of Absolutism. In 18C4 the Ultras

had such success in a new election that there were only 19 Liber-

als in the entire Chamber, and the majority openly entertained
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schemes to reestablish a landed aristocracy and the authority

of the clergy. The Royalists were thus in a mood to disregard

jauntily the warnings of such old but still venerated leaders as

Lafayette. In 1824 that famous general revisited the country

where he had first drawn the sword for liberty, America, and

was received with unparalleled honors and rejoicings. To his

American friends Lafayette spoke his mind very freely:

"France," he declared, "cannot be happy under the rule of the

Bourbons; and we must send them adrift!"

Lafayette's desires were greatly promoted that same year by
the death of Louis XVIII and the accession of his brother as

Charles X (1824-30), The new King never attempted like his

predecessor to steer a middle course between the Moderate

Royalists and the Ultras. Charles was always avowedly an

Ultra. He hated Constitutionalism and doubtless would have

restored the Monarchy of Louis XIV the instant that it might
have become possible. He was also an extreme partisan of the

Church. It was to this Prince
" who never learned anything and

never forgot anything," that there was very largely due that

fatal alliance of "the Altar and the Throne" which was to afflict

alike French political life and the Catholic Church of France

down to the very eve of 1914. For practical purposes, after 1815

the ecclesiastics of France had entered into a v/orking agree-

ment with the Ultras. The churchmen were to do everything

possible to promote a return to Autocracy. The Ultras were to

secure to the clergy a complete control of education, and

to get back for them, if possible, all the wealth and influence

they had possessed before 1789. Charles X, as Crown Princr

and as King, never concealed his intense sympathy with thi£

movement.

The new King, indeed, at his accession announced his inten-

tion to "maintain the Charter." Political prisoners were re-

leased, even the press censorship was for a little while re-

abolished. Every sovereign is naturally gracious and popular

the week after he comes to power; but Charles soon showed his
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hopelessly mediaeval temper. In 1825 he had himself crowned at

Reims with all the elaborate ceremonial used before 1789, and
in the precise costume of the ancient kings

—
tunic, dalmatic,

golden scepter, and the rest. Frenchmen had a keen sense of the

ludicrous. It did not add to the prestige of the Monarch in the

nineteenth century to have himself "anointed on seven parts of

his person with sacred oil, 'miraculously preserved,' and dating
from the time of Clovis." Nor did many of Charles's subjects

take seriously his claim to heal the sick "by the King's touch."

Such proceedings only moved the godless to laughter, but there

was worse than laughter when this "Son of St. Louis" under-

took to urge his ministers to execute a violently reactionary

political programme.
The returned noblemen had long demanded compensation, if

not actual restoration, for their confiscated estates. This was
now done by voting them 1,000,000,000 francs indemnity; but

to raise the money the interest on the earlier public debt was
"converted" from five per cent to three per cent. The numerous
and powerful bondholders were enraged at the change, and were

more distrustful of the Restoration than ever. The ecclesiastics

everywhere showed their hand in the Government. The death

penalty was established for stealing sacred vessels from churches.

The number of bishops increased. The teachers in the State

educational system were put under the supervision of the Church

authorities, and there were general dismissals of civil officials

who did not show zeal for the new policy.

Inevitably all these undertakings raised up enemies right and
left. The electoral body in France had been a small enough part
of the nation in any case; now even the electors began to desert

the Government. To the Liberals were joined many great manu-
facturers and bankers— wealthy, powerful men despite their

short pedigrees, who were furious at the way things were going.
An attempt to carry a law reestablishing primogeniture in the

transmission of large estates, a necessary preliminary to reestab-

lishing a privileged aristocracy, broke down in the Chamber of
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Peers. ^ Another attempt to carry a press law, which would have

required every newspaper to deposit with the Government the

manuscript copy of every issue ^I'e days before publication, was

similarly thwarted.

In anger the Ultra prime minister Villele proceeded to swamp
the Liberal majority in the Chamber of Peers by getting the

King to name 73 new peers from among picked reactionaries.

But the Government went on to dissolve the lower Chamber and

precipitated a new election (1827), hoping to get a wholly
tractable parliament. Instantly it was discovered how utterly

out of touch ministers and King had become with even the most

privileged classes in the nation. A strong anti-Ultra majority
was returned, despite the very limited franchise. To Charles's

open sorrow Villele resigned, and the King in order to do busi-

ness had to take the Moderate Martignac as his prime minister.

But Charles hated the Martignac policies and he quickly
showed his hand. The last thing he desired was to play the part

of a genuinely constitutional king. In 1829 he deliberately dis-

missed his Moderate ministers and gave the power to a personal

friend, the "emigrant" Count Polignac, who was to help him

most admirably in pulling down the dynasty. He was a narrow-

minded Ultra, "with the fatal obstinacy of a martyr, and the

worst courage of the 'let the heavens fall' sort."- Minister and

King charged cheerfully ahead, confessing that a majority of

the Chamber was now against them, but resolved to let nothing
swerve their purpose. Such statesmen seldom fail to precipitate

revolutions.

The great weakness of Polignac's position was that he could

not legally collect taxes without the consent of the Chambers.

Men began to talk of "legal resistance." The Liberal Journal

^ The "peers" under the Restoration were sometimes more hbcral than the

"deputies." The "peers" contained a large sprinkling of intelligent magnates
taken over from the Napoleonic regime.

^ A fair sample of his "liberality" was his refusal in 1814 to swear allegiance

to the Charter because it guaranteed freedom of worship to Jews and Protes-

tants.
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des Dehats, in August, 1829, flatly said, "The people will pay a

thousand millions to the law : they will not pay one franc to the

ordinances of a minister"; and wound up its warning article

with "Unhappy France! Unhappy King!"
^ The minister and

the Monarch, however, seem to have hugged the delusion that

since only the well-to-do and wealthy could vote for deputies,

the rest of the nation had no interest in how the administration

might coerce the parliament. As a matter of fact, serious schemes

were now on foot for effecting a radical change in the Govern-

ment, and the rights of the deputies were being generally felt to

be identical with the rights of the people. Associations began to

be formed to resist the payment of taxes in case the ministers

should try to collect them illegally, and to one of these bodies

joined the famous historian and "Constitutionalist" Guizot,

possibly the leading literary man of France, who had been

dismissed from the University because his lectures had not been

reactionary. Lafayette made a tour of the South Country. The
acclamations which greeted him showed how numerous were

the Liberals and the violently anti-clerical Free Masons. In

Paris the hitherto feeble little Republican clubs took courage
and began to form schemes to throw up barricades. The clever

young political writer Thiers also lent his pen to an organized

attack on the policy of the Government. And so Polignac and

Charles X marched onward to their fall.

In March, 1830, the deputies by a formal vote declared their

lack of confidence in the Polignac Ministry. Charles retaliated

by dissolving the Chamber and ordering a new election. "This

is not a question of the Ministry, but of the Monarchy," he said

bluntly. Hitherto it had been possible to claim that the King
was merely the victim of bad advisers. Now he invited all criti-

cisms directly upon himself. The King himself went into the

political lists to get a favorable majority. "Perform your duty,"

he told the electors, "and I will do mine." Louis XIV had been

^ The author of this article was prosecuted and condemned, but the courts

inally acquitted him on appeal.
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charged with saying, "I am the State." Charles X was practi-

cally saying, "I am the Ministry."

The instant the election was held, the eyes of the Ultras

should have been opened. Public opinion had the few electors in

its clutches. In place of a majority of 221 against Polignac in the

Chamber, there was now one of 274. Tallej^and, the time-serv-

ing minister of Napoleon, who had done so much to secure the

recall of the Bourbons and who was now shrewdly watching
events in retirement, summed up the situation very crisply.

"In 1814 the return of the Bourbons secured the repose of

Europe. In 1830 or 1831 their departure will secure the repose of

France." But the King and his myrmidon did not allow matters

to drag out until 1831.^

The last events in the Bourbon Monarchy were so inevitable

they need not detain us long. Only with the aid of a great and

loyal army could Charles X have adhered to his policy and kept
his throne. On the strength of a vague clause in the Charter

which gave the King power to issue ordinances "for the safety

of the State," on July 26, 1830, Polignac suddenly placarded

Paris with four "ordinances" that changed the fundamental

laws of France. The first ordinance completely suppressed the

liberty of the press. The second dissolved the Chamber just

elected. The third modified the electoral law so drastically that

practically only great landed proprietors could vote, barely

leaving some 25,000 "electors" in all France. The fourth ordered

new elections and the convocation of a Chamber elected as

prescribed in the third ordinance. Four days later the Govern-

ment and the dynasty had been overthrown by armed insur-

rection.

The fighting was confined to Paris, and its episodes can be

omitted. It was merely a case of spontaneous combustion.

When the unconstitutional ordinances were issued, the editors

^ Czar Nicholas, an extreme Absolutist, advised the King to be cautious, for

nobody wanted to plunge France in revolution, but Charles X doggedly replied

"Concessions ruined Louis XVI."
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of the liberal papers of Paris issued a protest. "The Govern-
ment has violated the law. We are under no obligation to obey.
. . . We shall resist [the Government]. It is for France to judge
how far the resistance shall extend." The editors by themselves

were, of course, physically helpless, but now, as in 1789, the

populace of Paris came to the rescue with a fighting force. The

"Party of the Tricolor" arose. Its leader, Cavaignac, the son of

a member of the Convention, wished clearly to establish a re-

public: many who followed him had no exact programme, but

"hatred of the Bourbons and love of the Tricolor flag kept them

together." Not more than 8000 to 10,000 men took arms against
the Government at first, but physical conditions in Paris greatly
favored them.^ Many of the wards of the capital formed laby-
rinths of crooked lanes lined with tall old houses. A few paving-
stones, an upturned cart, some chairs flung into the street with

their legs pointing outward, made a formidable barricade. It

was before the days of machine guns and shrapnel. The soldiers

could use little except their muskets in forcing their way down
streets cut up, block by block, with barricades, and with the

insurgents pouring in flanking volleys from every window.
Marshal Marmont, who commanded the King's troops, was very

unpopular in Paris. He had commanded in the city when it was
surrendered to the Allies in 1814. He had only 14,000 available

men. The troops were neither cowardly nor mutinous, but they
had no such love for the Bourbons that they would make reck-

less sacrifices to aid them, and they hated to fire on the beloved

Tricolor flag which the insurgents everywhere hoisted. The
result was that while Charles X complacently played cards at

his suburban palace, the capital and then the throne was lost to

him.

On the 26th of July, 1830, had appeared the illegal ordinances.

On the 27th the barricades were springing up over Paris by

i Modern readers, recalling the street fighting in Berlin in 1919, can rather

easily picture the struggle in Paris, taking, however, into account the existence

of very crooked, diflScult streets.
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magic. On the 28th the insurgents held the City Hall and Notre

Dame and were yelling, "Down with the Bourbons!" Mar-

mont's men were being driven out of the east of the city and

were taking refuge near the Louvre. On the 29th the insurgents

were on the offensive, and an executive committee in the City

Hall was organizing again the "National Guard," to protect

life and property, and was putting it under the command of its

vyld leader Lafayette. As for Charles X, he was at last terrified

enough to dismiss Polignac and to announce that the fatal

"ordinances" were repealed. When his envoys reached the City
Hall they were not received. "Too late," was the answer, "the

throne of Charles X has already passed from him in blood."

The moment the Republican insurgents had sent Marmont's

legions skulking backward the liberal Royalists acted. They had

taken possession of the Chamber of Deputies and affected to

represent legal authority. They had a candidate for the throne

of a strictly constitutional monarchy, Louis-Philippe, Duke of

Orleans, of whom more hereafter. A proclamation, drafted by
the skillful Thiers, was posted, urging all Frenchmen to com-

promise on the Duke. "He awaits our call. Let us issue this call,

and he will accept the Charter as we have always wished it to

be. It is at the hands of the French nation that he will receive

his crown."

The Duke of Orleans took possession of the royal palace,

although for the moment he only affected to be "Lieutenant-

General of the Kingdom." He made the famous promise, "The
Charter shall henceforth be a reality."

Cavaignac and his Republican committee still held the City
Hall. They had wished, not for a better king, but for no king
at all; however, it was clear enough that they only represented
a minor fraction of the nation. Louis-Philippe rode across the

city to their stronghold, praised and cajoled them, embraced

Lafayette, and stood out with him upon the balcony of the City

Hall, draped in the Tricolor and receiving the applause of the

people (July 31), The Republicans perforce made the best of the
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situation. As Cavaignac said frankly: "You are wrong in thank-

ing us [for retiring] : we have yielded because we are not ready
for resistance."

The rest of France cheerfully accepted the decision of the

capital. Charles X vainly tried to abdicate in favor of his grand-

son, but the Chamber promptly declared Louis-Philippe "King
of the French" (August 7, 1830). The deposed monarch then

retired wearily to England and ended his days in exile, dying
at Goritz in Austria, in 1836. No king was ever more clearly the

author of his own troubles than he. ^

And so the nation was to have another government and an-

other dynasty. Louis-Philippe, "the King of the Barricades,"

was to substitute for the rule of the Ultras the reign of the

bourgeois.

^ An opinion worth quoting is that of Queen Victoria of England who T^Tote

in a letter to King Leopold I of Belgium in 1836, that Charles X "from his

despotic and harsh disposition upset all that the other [Louis XVIIl] had done,
and lost the throne."



CHAPTER XX
THE " CITIZEN-KING " AND THE RULE OFTHE BOURGEOIS

The "July Revolution" of 1830 caused a great rumbling and

tumbling in Europe. It seemed as if France was about to start

again on her old path of being the trouble-maker for the world.

Almost before the tidings of the new king in Paris had become

cold, the report spread of the outbreak in Brussels (August 25,

1830) whereby the Belgians declared their independence and

put an end to their uncomfortable union with Holland. In

November was to come a revolt in Poland against Russian au-

thority, and before the year closed there had been also move-

ments in many of the smaller German States aiming to wring
constitutions from their unwilling rulers. Early in 1831 there

were new uprisings of Liberalists in several of the wretched little

Italian principalities in a vain effort to get better government
and less tyranny. For all these upheavals, which threatened to

wreck the whole precious system laid down in 1815 at Vienna,

the autocrats of Austria, Russia, and Prussia, and their second

cousins the Tory party in England, were prone to blame Louis-

Philippe. Would France fly off at a tangent.'* Would she quickly

degenerate into a new Jacobinism at home, and encourage every
kind of disturbing propaganda abroad? Therp was a serious

possibility that German, Austrian, and Russian armies might
even, at Metternich's behest, invade France again, to restore

the Bourbons as a preventive of a new spread of Revolutionary

heresy.

All these fears were in vain. The whole history of the reign of

Louis-Philippe is one of dull anti-climax. The new regime was

very little different from that of the Restoration. The real change
v consisted in giving power to a new set of men. Instead of the

Bourbons, tied by tradition and obligation to the old noblesse
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and the clergy, there was the Orleans family, half bourgeois and

"Voltairean," and forced to lean on the semi-liberal middle

classes. Theoretically, indeed, this "July Monarchy" ^

repre-

sented the acceptance of the sovereignty of the people. Thiers

in a proclamation said, "It is from the French people that he

[Louis-Philippe] will hold his crown." Guizot, another promoter
of the new dynasty, announced, "He will respect our rights,

for it is from us that he will hold his own rights." The new ruler

himself declared that he was "
King of the French by the grace of

God and the good-will of the nation"; and he took particular

pains to swear allegiance to the Charter. It was written into the

law that the Charter was not merely granted by the Monarch,
but handed down by the nation and agreed to by the King;
also that the King had no power to issue ordinances which sus-

pended or altered the regular statutes. So far all was excellent.

France was to become a limited monarchy in fact as well as in

name. But although the King was to be "limited," he was
nevertheless still a king. The question of his personality and

policy became all-important.

Louis-Philippe was the son of a Duke of Orleans who in 1789

would have possessed a clear title to the throne had anything
cut off the reigning family of the Bourbons. The elder prince
had been on very uncousinly terms with Louis XVI, had pan-
dered demagogically to the Revolutionists, had called himself

"Philippe Egalite (Equality)
" when the old titles were shipped

overboard, and had finally been elected to the Convention and

actually voted for the execution of the King.^ Citizen "Egalite"
himself fell under the guillotine in 1793. His oldest son was

Louis-Philippe. That heir to a great title spent a wandering and

^ The French, as the reader has of course noted, delight to describe political

institutions, etc., from the date which saw their birth. The "July Monarchy,"
of course, originated with the revolution of July, 1830.

2 This truckling to the mob did not win him the least respect from the more
honorable Jacobins. One of them declared he would vote to acquit Louis XVI,
and not to convict (as he had intended), "that I may not tread in the steps of

the man who voted before me."
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poverty-stricken youth. He taught mathematics in Switzerland.

For a httle while he lived as an exile in the United States near

Brooklyn; then he drifted back to England, the Government

whereof gave him a pension. He married the daughter of the

King of Sicily and in 1814 came back to Paris with the Bour-

bons. His kinsmen naturally detested him, and gave him just as

little favor at court as possible, but he recovered most of his

family property, and made himself very popular by his demo-

cratic habits — walking the streets under his green umbrella,

talking and rubbing elbows with working-men, sending his sons

to the same schools as did well-to-do bourgeois, and welcoming
to his palace artists and literary men who were of avowedly
"liberal" tendencies. His habits were those of a jovial English

gentleman rather than of a French grand seigneur, and when in

1830 it became needful to make a hurried dispatch of the

Bourbons, no candidate for the throne seemed more likely to

meet the requirements than he. He would steer France to liberty,

it was said, without plunging her on the rocks of Jacobinism.

Nevertheless this "Citizen-King," who even after reaching

the throne seemed so delightfully democratic in his habits, was

as a matter of fact intensely tenacious of authority, anxious to

dictate to his ministers, and almost as obstinate as Charles X.

He had a large family. He devoted a large part of his energies

to the eminently "bourgeois" pursuit of marrying off his chil-

dren advantageously and adding to the great personal wealth

of the Orleans princes. He took pains not to violate the terms of

the Charter as it was revised in 1830-31, but he set his face like

flint against any proposition to amplify the modest liberties

therein granted. He knew the other Great Powers regarded his

advent with distrust if not with aversion. He carefully dis-

couraged, therefore, any proposal by the French liberals to carry

diplomatic and military aid to the struggling revolutionists in

other countries. His private life was virtuous and dignified, but he

never was guilty of constructive statesmanship, and he hugged
the delusion that by playing for the favor of a single influenti?^!
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class of the nation he could avoid the need of conciliating all

the rest. This delusion was the final cause of his downfall.

The Charter had presented certain features which even the

most moderate Liberals in 1830 demanded should be altered.

Of course the Republicans desired universal suffrage. They were

told in substance to be content with their beloved Tricolor flag

and a very modest enlargement of the electorate. By the new
law of 1831 the double vote for the very rich was suppressed.
For the electors, the legal age was lowered to twenty-five, and
the tax rating from 300 to 200 francs ($40). Certain professional

"capacities"
—

lawyers, judges, professors, physicians
— were

allowed to vote even if they only paid 100 francs. To be a can-

didate for the Chamber of Deputies one had to pay 500 francs

tax, not 1000 as formerly. This raised the whole electoral body
to about 190,000 out of a population of 30,000,000. The 190,000

were known soon by an arrogant name, insulting to the rest of

the nation; they were the Pays legale ("the country before the

law"), as if the rest of their fellow citizens counted for nothing!
To defend this aristocracy of wealth the ruling powers now

proceeded to reorganize the National Guard, and make it into .

a really formidable fighting force. Its purpose, however, was
not so much to defend the frontier against a new Prussian or

Austrian invasion as to defend the July Monarchy against the

assaults by the radicals. Pains were taken that only reliable

bourgeois should be enrolled in the lists of the new "legions."

The reorganized militia found in truth that its task was no

sinecure. It had to handle serious riots and even rebellions.

In the first years of Louis-Philippe more than two thousand

Guardsmen were killed or wounded fighting insurgents. The

Corps was in short the bulwark of the Orleanist regime. While

it was faithful the Constitutional Monarchy held its own.

When it deserted, in 1848, Louis-Philippe fled quickly into exile.

So then we have a fairly complete and formidable personal"

monarchy "veiled under a middle-class disguise." Just as

Augustus Csesar called himself, not "king," but "first citizen,"

'y
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to hoodwink his fellow Romans as to the true nature of his

government, so Louis-Philippe erased the royal lilies from the

panels of his carriages, and on reception days caused the doors

of his palace to stand open to almost any decently dressed

citizen who cared to come in and shake hands with the head of

the State. But the true philosophy of his government revealed

itself in the speech of his prime minister, Casimir-Perier, in

March, 1831, "France has desired that the Monarchy should

become national : it does not desire that it should become power-

less."

No recent period of French histoiy is so exempt from striking

episodes as this reign of Louis-Philippe (1830-48). There were

no serious wars except in Algeria
— a colonial conquest to be

discussed later, no important crisis in the Government, abso-

lutely no important political reforms. The Church now paid the

penalty for the much-vaunted alliance of "the Altar and the

Throne" under Charles X. Without being actually persecuted

and deposed as a State religion, the Church party was made to

feel clearly enough that the new Government owed it little and

loved it less. On the other hand, the Republicans, without

whose brave if undisciplined fighting behind the barricades the

overthrow of the Bourbons would have been impossible, were

soon angry and vengeful. They had dreamed of some kind of a

return to the brave days of 1792-94: and behold, the new rulers

of France were barely adhering to the most essential things

won in 1789 ! The result was a series of insurrections by the work-

ing-classes bent on completing the task they had dropped in

1830. There were two days of fierce street fighting in Paris in

1832; while in 1834 in Lyons the ill-paid silk-workers rose in

insurrection giving the city over to a five days' riot, and only

succumbing to a serious military effort.

These attempts should have been a warning to Louis-Philippe

and his "Liberal" ministers that a genuine attempt should be

made to conciliate the lower classes, both by enlarging the elec-

torate and by legislation calculated to improve the economic
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condition of the industrial elements. Nothing substantial was
done except in the way of repression. The courts were clogged
with prosecutions of Republican newspapers, and the Tribune

(a leading radical organ) was prosecuted 111 separate times, and
condemned to fines in the aggregate of 157,000 francs ($31,400).

The hatred for the King grew: between 1835 and 1846 six dis- *^

tinct attempts were made to murder him. The 1835 attempt was

especially diabolical. A Corsican, one Fieschi, manufactured an
"infernal machine" with a hundred gun-barrels, which were

fired simultaneously at the King when he rode with his suite

through a street in Paris. Louis-Philippe and his sons all es-

caped: but twelve other persons perished. The natural answer

to such a deed was more repression. Special courts were set to^
handle offenders attacking the security of the State. Convictions

could be given by a mere majority vote of the jury, seven out

of twelve.^ Exceedingly heavy penalties were provided for all

"excesses" by the press; for example, it was forbidden to pub-
lish the lists of jurors; and if a newspaper was fined, it was for-

bidden that sympathizers of the editor should take up a sub-

scription to discharge his penalty.

There seemed now as little real liberty in France as in the

palmiest days of the Ultras. Louis-Philippe was thus subjected
from both sides to the most biting manner of criticism; the

friends of the Church and of the old Bourbons (still to be reck-

oned with) of course would have none of him, and as most
unnatural allies they now had the Republicans. These elements

of dissatisfaction continued to grow until the new explosion of

1848.

The one class the King did stand well with was his sworn

partisans, the upper bourgeois. This was an age for stock-

jobbing and expanding commercial enterprises. France was

prosperous, although it was not a prosperity that was shared i^

fairly by the artisan classes. Wealth was creating a host of pre-

^ Note, however, French law at that time did not require unanimity in a
jury to convict: eight out of twelve could bring in an adverse verdict.
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tentious parvenus who found the prevaihng atmosphere of

Paris much to their hking, Thiers and Guizot, the most im-

portant of Louis-Phihppe's ministers, were nothing if not ardent

defenders of "the rights of property." The novels of Balzac,

written in this period, give typical pictures of the spirit of sordid

acquisitiveness which seemed to dominate the life of the nation :

a spirit whose loftiest gospel was that "honesty is the best

policy," and which often seemed to treat bankruptcy as a less

pardonable offense than murder. With lighter and more roman-

tic touch, the elder Dumas, in his "Count of Monte Cristo,"

gives a commentary upon the "higher circles" of this period
—

the great financiers who think in terms of millions, the vulgar

scrambling for wealth as the key to power, the sham aristo-

crats who boast their nobility while they conceal a very recent

family skeleton: the willingness of great and small to cringe

before any adventurer who seems to have a vast banker's

credit. It was as if the nation that had given the world the the-

ology of Calvin, the philosophy of Rousseau, the heroic idealism

of the Girondists, was running to seed in an inglorious commer-

cialism which made wealth the superior of breeding, intelligence,

and religion. This was not so, but it was certainly true of the

men who seemed leading the policy of France for these monot-

onous eighteen years.

While Louis-Philippe maintained pretty stifHy his personal
control of the Government, he did not make the mistake of

trying to do without real ministers. On the contrary, by using
4 competent administrators he boasted that he alike confirmed

his own power and satisfied the "country-before-the-law." He
was obliged repeatedly to use as prime minister Thiers, one of

the Liberals to whom he largely owed his throne in 1830. But
Thiers was not sufficiently subservient. He held that the King
should choose his ministers from the party predominant in the

Chamber and then let them govern in their own way, until they
lost the confidence of the deputies. That, however, was far too

"constitutional" for Louis-Philippe. He desired to choose his
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own ministers, and mark out for them a policy of his own selec-

tion, leaving to them the task of manipulating the Chamber so

as to avoid friction, and getting it to ratify cheerfully the propo-

sitions submitted.

Thiers was a personage of very high ability, who was re-

peatedly summoned to power prior to 1840 because the King
could find no other man able to handle the Chamber, but in

1840 there came a crisis over foreign matters. England, Austria,

and Russia were interfering in the affairs of Egypt, whose

viceroy, Mehemet Ali, had placed himself under French pro-

tection. Thiers was willing to risk even a war with England to

vindicate French interests in the Near East, and he urged
a bellicose policy. Louis-Philippe understood clearly enough,

however, that his beloved bourgeois wished for anything sooner

than a capital war. At best, it would interrupt speculations and

dividends; at worst, it would see France invaded by a new coali-

tion. He dismissed Thiers from office, pocketed the national

pride, and summoned as prime minister Guizot (another Liberal

of 1830 fame), who by a somewhat inglorious surrender of

French claims in Egypt tided over the crisis. At last the King
had found a lieutenant after his own heart. Guizot and Louis-

Philippe remained in close working alliance from 1840 to 1848

when they suddenly and simultaneously had to take the road

to exile.

Before Thiers left power he had apparently, with the hearty

consent of the King, taken a step which was to have important

consequences. Ever since 1815, the Napoleonic legend had been

growing and gripping the imaginations of the rising generation

of France. The Corsican was no longer the pitiless "ogre" of the

conscription; he was the peerless champion of France against

her old enemies, the hero of Lodi, Jena, and Moscow. Thiers

had himself greatly contributed to this rehabilitation of the

Emperor's memory by his literary efforts,^ he being already one

* His famous History of the Consulate and the Empire, however, did not appear
"ntil after his retirement from office in 1840.
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of the most famous historians as well as politicians of France.

Napoleon had expressed a wish in his will to be buried on the

banks of the Seine, "in the midst of the French people I have

loved so well." In 1840 the Government sent a frigate to St.

Helena, and Louis-Philippe's third son. Prince de Joinville,

honored the famous dead by commanding this vessel that

brought the casket homeward. In December, 1840, Paris went

into extravagant excitement over the most magnificent State

funeral which the capital had ever seen. As the catafalque passed
under the Arch of Triumph the old cry once more rang out—
"
Vive rETnpereur!

" The numerous veterans of the great captain
dissolved in tears. And so the procession swept on to the Dome
of the Invalides.

This funeral was undoubtedly a serious political blunder.
^ It seemed to revive and to stimulate the "Napoleonic legend

" —•

the belief growing in the hearts of all too many Frenchmen
that the Emperor had been a true patriot who had been over-

thrown only because he had defended the honor and liberty of

the nation. Within less than ten years the friends of the July

Monarchy were to lament this celebration in their exile, and

yet in 1840 the proceedings seemed harmless enough. If there

were dangers to Louis-Philippe were they not from the old

Bourbons or the new Republicans.'* As for the Bonapartist pre-

tensions, tlie leader of the party was a certain Louis Napoleon,
son of the one-time "King of Holland." He was considered a

very impractical adventurer. In 1836 he had attempted a fili-

bustering raid upon Strasbourg. It had failed comically. In

1840 he had just attempted another raid upon Boulogne. It had
failed even more comically, and this time its leader had been

lodged tightly in prison. The King and his ministers had more

dangerous foes to dread.

Louis-Philippe had had ten prime ministers in the ten j^ears

preceding 1840: now he was to have only one for eight years.

vj Francois Guizot was frankly a Monarchist. "The throne," as

he put it, "was not an empty armchair." He was a native of
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Nismes in the South Country and was born of a Protestant

family at a time when to be a Protestant meant pubHc disfavor

if not regular persecution. He had been professor of modern

history in the University of Paris,
^ but in 1822 the Ultra min-

isters found his teachings "too liberal" and suspended him.

From that time until 1830 he had been one of the leading

defenders of constitutionalism against reaction, and he might
have been expected to go on and advocate a progressive regime

under the
"
Citizen-King." This was not to be. As he had

opposed anything less than the terms of the Charter before

1830, so after 1830 he opposed the slightest enlargement of its

very narrow "liberties." Constitutionalism to him meant the

rule of the upper bourgeoisie
— the only part of France edu-

cated, but not medisevalized. He was entirely willing, with all

his Calvinist tenacity, to put his talents at the disposal of

Louis-Philippe. He had been first tried in lesser positions. Now
he was made prime minister. The King was delighted with him,

declaring, "He is my mouth!"

This last phase of the July Monarchy is extremely unevent-

ful. The Government had neither a reform programme nor even

one of deliberate reaction. Its sole ambition was for the static

prosperity of the dynasty and of the favored classes. There

were no serious wars (save in Algeria), and Guizot deliberately

endured the taunt that he was "for peace at any price" in his

foreign policy. Louis-Philippe continued to play the "Citizen-

King," although after the Fieschi affair in 1835 he no longer

dared to walk along the Paris streets, and when he drove out

he sat with his back to the horses, as being thus a less exposed

target for assassins. Thirteen times in all he is alleged to have

been shot at, and it must be admitted that the King faced with

considerable bravery the constant chance of being murdered;
but he never seems to have endeavored to make his existence

safer by conciliating public opinion with liberalizing reforms.^

' His printed lectures on The History of Civilization are epoch-making in the

new scientific study of history as it developed in the nineteenth century.
"^

Louis-Philippe and his Queen, Marie Amelie, seem to have kept up all their

y
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.,^,The brilliant orator Lamartine summed up the situation when
in 1842 he said of Guizot and his master, "A stone post could

carry out their policy!" And in 1847 another protesting deputy

cried, "\Vliat have they done in seven years?
—

Nothing, noth-

ing, nothing !" To all of which criticism Guizot calmly replied

„ that his aim was "to satisfy the general body of sane and calm

citizens" rather than "the limited body of fanatics" affected

with "a craze for innovation."

y And yet this was a strictly constitutional regime. The min-

ister and the King could declare they were living up to the

precise letter of the Charter. Not merely did Guizot have a

majority in the Chamber in 1840; it was increased by the

elections of 1842 and of 1846. How, therefore, could it be truth-

fully said that the policy of the Government defied public

opinion? As a matter of fact the ministers, with admirable

adroitness, had made themselves very secure with the "country-
before-the-law." The body of electors was so small that it was

possible for the Government to offer direct inducements to their

disposing fraction to get it to select deputies who would be after

the "Citizen-King's" own heart. Readers familiar with the

means whereby Walpole in eighteenth-century England retained

his majority in the House of Commons will have a keen idea of

the methods of Guizot. The average "electoral college" con-

tained such a number of public officials (who owed their posi-

tions to the good-will of the ministry) that the Government

could count on a solid block of devoted friends in every district.

Petty governmental favors— for example, patronage with

licenses to sell tobacco, opportunities for good speculations in

the new railways, and actual gifts of Government contracts,

etc. — would secure the votes of more waverers. After a deputy
had been elected, it would be lucky if Guizot did not soon have

him bound hand and foot. There were no salaries to the mem-

bourgeois virtues to the end. Shortly before 1848 an American lady in Paris

was visiting a prominent dressmaker. Observing an old black silk dress hanging
over a cliair she remarked, "I did not know you would fix over old dresses?"

"/ do so only for the Queen
^ came the prompt answer.
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bers of the Chamber. The Government would offer them all

kinds of chances to get railway franchises, and what was worse,

downright official positions. Presently about 200 deputies,

nearly fifty per cent of the entire Chamber, were holding
Government offices and drawing Government pay— which

they were naturally loath to forfeit by unfriendly votes and

speeches! "Corruption" (the name was almost openly used)

thus became a regular system of government, and the numerous

scandals, revealed in 1848, proved sufficiently that the subal-

terns practiced the system as well as the austere prime minister,

"What is the Chamber.?" cried a deputy in 1841 — "A great

bazar, where every one barters his conscience, or what passes
for his conscience, in exchange for a place or an office."

There was, indeed, an opposition to Guizot that vented itself

in protests about his inert foreign policy and in demands for

electoral reform. It was only a helpless minority. Part of the

protests came from sincere liberals, who desired either an

orderly republic, or at least a monarchy with infinitely greater

popular rights than existed under the "Citizen-King." There

was rising, however, a party of protest which aimed for economic ^
as well as merely political reforms. French industry was de-

veloping. The factories were increasing in size. The use of the

steam engine and of the new machinery was driving out the

old hand work.^ Labor conditions were bad, the hours long, pay

pitifully small, and the legitimate grievances of the working-
class many. The bourgeois administration met the rising indus-

trial discontent with few concessions, almost no intelligent

reforms and much repression. Better working conditions im-

plied, for the moment at least, smaller dividends for the great

manufacturers who swore by Guizot. It was well known that

the Paris industrial quarters were full of socialist theorizing and
that a very clever author and thinker— Louis Blanc— was

' Steam stationary engines came into France much more slowly than in

England. They were hardly used in industry prior to 181.5; in 1810 thrro had
been only 15 or 16, employed solely for pumping. In 1830 there were still only
625: but in 1850 these had risen to 5322.
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advocating not merely a democratic republic, but the creatior

of "national workshops," owned by the State, controlled by
their workmen, and suppressing, or at least gradually succeed-

ing, all private industrial establishments. As early as 1842, an

acute German observer, Stein, asserted, "The time for purely

political movements in France is past: the next revolution must

inevitably be a social revolution,"

The King, the Prime Minister, and the bourgeoisie heeded

none of these things. Guizot met the demand for an increase of

the voting body with arrogant disdain.
" Work and grow rich!"

he declared. "Then you will become voters!" — although his

whole policy toward the artisans made it practically impossible

for the average Frenchman even to hope to "grow rich." ^

There were, indeed, certain desirable changes made by the

July Monarchy. Some of the terribly severe penal laws were

modified. An honest attempt was made to introduce better

primary schools. Hitherto elementary instruction for the chil-

ren of the poor in many communes had been simply a farce.

Henceforth the communes were required not merely to appoint
a schoolmaster, but to provide him with a lodging, a school-

room, and a fixed salary. These primary schools, however, were

not strictly free, and this fact put them still at a heavy discount.

It was to be a good while before the French school system was

on a satisfactory basis.

The July Monarchy was thus mainly a period of shams,

sterility, and growing discontent. Nevertheless Louis-Philippe
did witness one great change for France which was to react

mightily upon her future and, one may say, upon the future of

other nations, especially that of the great continent of Africa.

In 1815 France had possessed one foothold on African soil,

' He had also said, "This world is no place for universal suffrap;e, that absurd

system which would call all living creatures to the exercise of political rights."
This from a leader who had suffered much for liberalism under the Bourbon

Monarchy !
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the insignificant trading post of Senegal. In 1914 she was to

possess nearly one third of the entire African continent, acquir-

ing this by one of the most important feats of colonial expansion
in the history of the world. The foundations for this amazing
success were laid by the otherwise inglorious monarchs Charles

X and Louis-Philippe.

Algeria was one of the Mohammedan North African States

between Tunis on the east and Morocco on the west. Since the

Arabs had conquered the country in the seventh century, sweep-

ing out the remnants of Roman and Byzantine power, the

country had lapsed back into semi-barbarism. The native

Moors had become completely Mohammedanized, and under

Islamic conditions the country, which had given to the Christian

world St. Augustine, was as lost to progress as if sunk in the

bottom of the sea. The government had been nominally under

d "dey" supposed to be the vassal of the Turkish Sultan, but

his authority over the interior tribes of "Arabs" and "Berbers"

was very uncertain. It became still more uncertain when,

beyond the heights of the Atlas Mountains, Algeria wandered
off into the limitless sands of Sahara. Under good government,

however, Algeria was capable of great fertility, and was one of

the most promising lands not yet occupied by Europeans.
In 1815, Algiers, the chief city, was still the center of a law-

less piratical power whose ships were the terror of Mediterranean

waters. Most Americans know that in 1815 the United States

declared war on the Dey, and sent a squadron under Commo-
dore Decatur which avenged the depredations against American

commerce and forced the Corsairs to promise good behavior

for the future. There were also English demonstrations against
the Dey in 1816 and 1819, but nothing real was accomplished.
Oriental promises are easily broken, and the Algerine pirate
diiefs were irresponsible and incorrigible. In 1827, however,
a dispute arose between France and Dey Hussein over a

commercial matter. The local despot lost his temper during a

discussion and struck the French consul in the face with his
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1*jBy-flapper. This was a direct insult to Charles X's Governmeri

which could not be overlooked unless the French wished to lose

all prestige before Orientals. French warships blockaded Algiers

Harbor, and in 1829 the corsairs added to their insults by firing

on a French vessel carrying a flag of truce. The Paris Govern-

ment was now compelled to very resolute action.

A regular expeditionary force was sent to Algeria, the Dey
was attacked by land and sea, and on July 5, 1830, the city of

Algiers surrendered. This act was almost simultaneous with the

July Revolution. The victory came too late to prop up the

prestige of the tottering Bourbons, and Louis-Philippe found

himself faced with the question of following up the conquest or

at once evacuating the country. In France there were soon two

parties. The majority of the Chambers favored letting Algeria

alone. To the average bourgeois elector the region seemed far

away, with only remote commercial possibilities, but with a

very great certainty of being a heavy drain on the taxpayer.

Popular sentiment, however, was decidedly in favor of pursuing
a conquest fairly begun. With characteristic sluggishness the

July Monarchy decided merely to occupy the chief harbors and
"to await events." The natives, however, provided the "events"

themselves. They made formidable attacks on the French troops
and it was needful to take the offensive to avenge the out-

breaks.

Nevertheless, the French hold on Algeria for long was con-

fined merely to the coast. For several years only the towns of

Algeria, Oran, and Bona were occupied by garrisons, although
some attempts were made to negotiate with the local "beys"
of the interior (former dependents of the "dey"), that they
should put themselves under French protection. While matters

were in this inchoate state, however, the Moors found a re-

doubtable leader: the Emir Abd-el-Kader, "a man of rare

intelligence, a fearless horseman, and an eloquent orator."

This gallant chieftain, a veritable new Jugurtha on the old

Numidian soil, united the scattered tribes under his sovereignty.
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and for fifteen years waged fairly even warfare with the whole

power which France could send to Africa.

For Louis-Philippe to have evacuated Algeria now, in the

face of such an attack, would have shaken the prestige of his

Government alike in all the Levant and in France itself. This

became increasingly true after 1835, when the Emir defeated

General Trezel in a regular battle on the banks of the Macta.

Abd-el-Kader continued to fight so successfully that in 1837 the

French were fain to make a treaty with him by which, in return

for a vague acknowledgment of "French sovereignty,'' the whole

of western Algeria was resigned to his direct rule. But the Emir

looked on this treaty only as a truce preparatory to a regular

Jidad ("Holy War"). He devoted his great energies to organiz-

ing a formidable army partly on the European model, and

assembled not merely field artillery, but a park of siege guns.

It was claimed that 50,000 cavalry and a still larger body of

footmen would answer his summons. He prepared arsenals,

powder factories, cannon foundries, and posts for supply a'ong
the probable strategic positions. When he believed that all was

ready, in 1839 he broke the truce, and drove his attack up to

the very gates of Algiers, burning the farms and massacring
the unlucky French colonists who fell into his hands.

There was nothing for it now but for Louis-Philippe to send

a really formidable army into Algeria. General Bugeaud was

given first 80,000, then 115,000, men to handle a decidedly

serious military situation. He made a deliberate change in the

French system of warfare in Africa. Hitherto the invaders had
held on to the coast towns, but had made no effort to grasp the

hinterland. Bugeaud lightened the equipment of his regulars,

used small cannon that could be carried by mule-back, and

multiplied the number of his swift, mobile columns. By this

principle of the "resolute offensive" Bugeaud carried the war
into the western Oran district, whence Abd-el-Kader drew most

of his resources, captured his strongholds and magazines one

by one, and by 1843 he had chased the Emir and the remnant of
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his forces into Morocco. This was not quite the end, however.

Islamic fanaticism made a supreme effort. A devotee, Bu-Mazu

(the "Goat Man"), called the faithful again to arms and Abd-

el-Kader appeared again in Algeria. But by this time the Berbers

and the other Moorish elements were splitting into parties. A
strong faction had come to regard French rule as a lesser evil

than that of falling under the despotism of the Emir. Finally,

in 1847, Abd-el-Kader surrendered to the Due d'xA.umale, a son

of Louis-Philippe (Bugeaud having recently retired), and the

period of conquest was over.^

The French had still, of course, their problems in Algeria.

To handle the warlike and fanatical mountain or desert tribes

required much firmness and very much tact. There was to be a

spasmodic insurrection in 1864, and a decidedly serious one in

1871, when the prestige of France was everywhere lowered by
the defeat by Germany, and when the restless Moors were fain

to believe that her power was broken. They learned to their

cost that Frenchmen could still fight, although it required a

bitter struggle to reassert European authority at a moment
when the home Government was sorely beset with many nearer

problems.

By 1890 the French hold on Algeria was so consolidated that

the attempt could be begun to reach out across the Sahara and

to couple up with the French post developing in the great region

of the Niger and the Senegal. Finally in 1914 the relations be-

tween European and Algerine had become so mutually trustful

that France was able, not merely to withdraw a large fraction of

her entire army of occupation to meet the German crisis but to

recruit many tens of thousands of fiery Berbers to fight val-

iantly and loyally for the cause of the world's freedom on the

fields of Picardy and Champagne.
^ Abd-el-Kadcr was sent (contrary to the terms of his capitulation) to France,

and there held prisoner until Louis Napoleon came into power. The latter

gave him a pension and allowed him to retire to Damascus in Syria. He died

there in comfortable exile in 1883. One of his grandsons seems to have been an
oflBcer in the French army in 1914.
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The surrender of Abd-el-Kader was only two months, almost

to a day, before the downfall of Louis-Philippe. The July

Monarchy continued apparently prosperous and pretentious up
to the very end. The suddenness of its downfall indicated how
rotten had been its foundation. Its prestige and popularity had

been, indeed, undermined by the notorious "Spanish mar-

riages," wherein the King had clearly shown his willingness to

advance the private interests of his family even at the expense
of the general interests of France.^ The downfall of Louis

Philippe had, indeed, been foreseen for years by many shrewd

observers. Metternich, who (with all his narrowness) was no

fool, remarked early in the reign that the Orleanist regime
rested neither on popular enthusiasm, the authority of a pleb-

iscite, the glory of a Napoleon, nor the sanction of a "legiti-

mate" dynasty. "Its durability rests solely upon accidents."

That it lasted as long as it did was mainly due to the inherent

conservatism of the French masses outside of Paris, the sordid

worldly wisdom of the King's bourgeois politicians, the gener-

ally peaceful state of Europe, and to a large amount of mere

good luck. In February, 1848, that good luck suddenly deserted.

Year by year the demand for "reform" — mainly electoral

reform — had been rising. Even with the very limited franchise

there was a respectable amount of protest in the Chamber.
Outside of the Chamber there was still more protest. In 1847 I

there began to be a series of "reform banquets," as a substitute

for parades and for regular public meetings which the Govern- I

ment resolutely discouraged. The participants in these banquets^
often claimed to be loyal to the King, but that they were simply

desiring a wider franchise. Sometimes the agitators, however,

* The details of this rather sordid family plot need not be discussed. The
essential fact was that Louis-Philippe arranged for the marriage of one of his

younger sons to a Spanish princess who was likely to inherit the throne of

Spain. This marriage enraged the English, who believed the King had broken
a pledge given to them in the matter; and it did France no good whatever. It

merely enabled Louis-Philippe to provide for an unattached member of his own
family, while embittering relations with a great foreign power.
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expected something more. There began to be "Repubhcan"

banquets at which the Monarchy's right to existence was at least

indirectly criticized. Nothing was done to meet the demands

of the moderates, so it was not surprising that the radicals made

headway. It could not be denied that the existing franchise

made the Chamber a mere "club of capitalists"; and when

charges of corruption were hurled against the body, Guizot felt

it enough to ask his own nominees in the deputies whether they

felt themselves corrupted? The whole situation was summed

up in the striking assertion of Lamartine, ^'France is bored."

Omitting picturesque and merely personal incidents the over-

throw of the July Monarchy came briefly thus: on the 22d of

February, 1848, the Opposition elements in the deputies re-

solved to hold a grand banquet of protest against the "do

nothing" policy of the Government. The authorities, however,

foolishly prohibited the banquet. The original holders thereof

peaceably decided to give it up, but the news of its abandon-

ment was not spread in time. There was excitement and ex-

pectancy of a clash, and on the 22d many Parisians were on the

streets. Turbulent elements were soon shouting recklessly,

"Hurrah for reform!" All day there were petty riots and some

gun-shops were plundered. The police, however, seemed to have

the situation well in hand.

The leaders of the radical movement considered the case

unpromising and did not issue a summons to arms, but on the

morning of the 23d unattached bodies of working-men began

casting up barricades. The Government then called out the

National Guard. That body, however, "bourgeois" as it was,

was disgusted with the ministry. Many of its members in turn

began yelling, "Hurrah for reform!" — often adding, "Down
with Guizot." This defection of the Guard shook the resolution

of King and premier. Guizot resigned and the word spread that

there would be a "reform ministry" and a genuine recasting of

the Constitution. What more was there to fight for? That night

all respectable middle-class Parisians first illuminated their
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windows and then quietly went to bed. The victory was won
and the crisis seemed over.

But the crisis was not over for the Repubhcan radicals.

They realized that there was no time like the present, when
barricades were up and arms were still in the hands of the

industrial element. In front of the Foreign Office a body of

anti-monarchists was fired upon by the police. Placing several

dead bodies on a cart and parading the same by torchlight

through the artisan quarters, the radicals called the people "to

arms!" The Monarchy had been slaughtering the people; now
let the people turn out the Monarchy. On the 24th the cry was
no longer for "reform," but, "Long live the Republic!"

Vainly Louis-Philippe now began announcing concession after

concession. The soldiers, as in 1830, proved none too valiant

when fighting for a Government highly unpopular. The eastern

quarters of the city were soon held by the insurgents. Every-
where were the placards, "Louis-Philippe massacres us as

Charles X did; let him follow Charles X!" The elderly King
showed considerable energy in exhorting the National Guard to

resist the radicals, but when he heard discordant shouts from

its ranks he returned discouraged to the Tuileries and hastily
abdicated in favor of his young grandson, the Comte de Paris.

Under a popular regent for the lad the dynasty might be saved.

But no such eleventh-hour subterfuge could deliver the

Orleanists. At 4.30 p.m. on that turbulent 24th of February the

mob forced its way into the Tuileries. The Chamber had in the

meantime proclaimed the young Comte de Paris as king. The
lad's "reign" lasted only a few minutes. The mob surged into

the hall. The Republican fraction of the deputies hastily took

charge of the situation and proclaimed a provisional govern-
ment to rule France until a more regular executive could be

chosen. The last relics of royalty vanished. At the City Hall a

still more radical body of "Democratic Republicans" had also

proclaimed a new government, but the two factions presently
reached a compromise by which the conservative Republicans
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took most of the governmental portfolios, and the radical leaders

were put in as "secretaries" to the various ministers.^ The next

day the new provisional rulers sent out their proclamation,
"The Republic is the Government of France!" A few days
later they decreed the convocation of a national convention to

draw up a constitution. Meantime the Orleans princes were

fleeing, not very heroically, across the Channel to join their

Bourbon cousins in dreary exile.

Old Louis-Philippe died in England in 1850. He had been

neither a knave nor a fool, but by his sordid, self-centered, obsti-

nate policy he had destroyed the chance that France could find

a peaceful happiness as a democratic government with an heredi-

tary president as in England. Needless to say his opinions of the

acts of his countrymen remained bitter unto the end. "All is

possible," said he, to a visitor in his exile— "all is possible to

France— an empire, a republic, the [Bourbon claimant] Cham-

bord, or my grandson; but one thing is impossible
— that any

of these should last. The nation has killed respect."
^

This judgment was, of course, harsh and untrue. But it was

quite true that an insurrection by only a limited fraction of

Paris had overthrown the Government and substituted another

without making the slightest attempt to discover what kind of

a reformed regime would be most w^elcome to the rest of France.

The departments had accepted the new revolution in a kind of

stupor, unprepared, unconsulted, unorganized for prompt
action and confronted with a completed deed. Speedy develop-

ments, however, were to show the great gulf fixed between the

^ Modern readers will not fail to see the similarity to the case of the
" Ma-

jority" and the "Independent Socialists" when the German Monarchy was

overthrown in Berlin in November, 1918.
2
Louis-Philippe's Prime Minister long survived him. Guizot escaped to Lon-

don in 1848. In 1849 he returned to France, but soon found that chances of

restoring the Orleans Monarchy were hopeless. He then retired definitely from

politics, and devoted himself with dignity and success to literary work. His old

age, when he was recognized as a national "sage," went far to redeem the

blunders of his ministry. He was a devout Protestant, and took a distinguished

position as a leader of the French non-Catholics. He died in Normandy in 1874.
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explosive faubourgs and the conservative solid peasantry. As a

very competent judge (Jules Simon) thus sums up the 1848

Revolution: "The agitation, set on foot by certain Liberals,

resulted in the Republic which they dreaded, and at the last

moment, universal suffrage, set on foot by certain Republicans,

resulted in promoting the cause of socialism which they

abhorred.
"

Aspects of French Life under the Restored Monarchy:
1814-1848

Despite the fact that this is mainly a political history, certain phases
of French life, the development of conditions in Paris, etc., have a

considerable importance in illustrating the conditions under which the

events of 1814 to 1848 were possible.

The revolutions of 1830 and 1848 were both largely of Parisian

manufacture, and to understand them a certain understanding of

affairs in the capital is highly necessary. French society in this period
reflects the general state of transition from the days of the Old Regime
to the Modern France of to-day, and like every era of social transition

it presented various phases which have to be accounted for in ordinary

history.*

French society has never seemed more refined than during this period
when the nobility, who had profited by recent adversity, and the bour-

geoisie, who had never forsaken their habits of cold restraint, set their

stamp upon society. It is true, however, that there were now political

dissensions which gave rise to at least two political parties, and we
no longer find a single, unified upper society as in the France of the

eighteenth century. On the one side were the salons of the Royalists;
on the other, those of the Liberals. When the Chaussee-d'Antin or the

Faubourg Saint-Honore entertained and held their revels, it might
safely be concluded that the Faubourg Saint-Germain was depressed
and had no interest in the lists of invitations and in the succeeding
festivities.

Royalists and Liberals alike, however, shared a predilection for

unostentatious elegance, took a keen delight in the life of the salon, and

enjoyed the society of elegant women. The old type of French conversa-

tion, with its deference and spirited gallantry, was revived. The polish

' The following is largely adapted from M. Alfred Rarabaud's excellent

Histoire de la Civilisation Contemporaine en France, pp. 491-515.
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and the etiquette peculiar to these circles have in fact never again been

witnessed since their decline after the year 1848. In the salons of 1820

and 1840 there lived again that same ingenious type of conversation

with its clever retorts, its pleasantries and witticisms; even the very

madrigals and other poetic affectations of the Ancien Regime. Politics,

philosophy, art, literature were discussed, but just as in the period

before the Revolution, much less mention was made of natural science

because the interests of the people were essentially literary. The
dramas of Victor Hugo, the works of Ingres or of Delacroix, the lyrical

compositions of Meyerbeer or Berlioz held a much more prominent

place in conversation than the discoveries of Ampere the electrician,

or of Arago the astronomer.

The influence exerted by the ruling classes on the life of society had
not yet been menaced by the counter-influence of the lower classes.

It was rarely that any person of social pretensions allowed even a single

word of "slang" to intrude into his conversation. Nor had society as

yet been affected by those stormy petrels of the middle classes, the

artists or the "daubers," the litterati, or above all the literary "bo-

hemians." The ideas, the manners, the artistic and literary tastes of

these parvenus in letters and in learning, were still simply the occasion

for jests and caricatures on the part of good society; and to stamp a

thing as "bourgeois" was to damn it as equivalent to all that was

hopelessly out of date.

Society, however, had its caprices; for example, about 1820 it sud-

denly became completely infatuated with the poetry of Byron, with

Goethe's "Werther," with "Rene," by Chateaubriand; and as a con-

sequence of this mania it became actually fashionable to look "dis-

pirited" and "weary of life." "The younger set, who were usually in

the best of health, posed as consumptives." The seraphic poetry of

Lamartine was popular with large coteries of ethereal and fragile ladies

who, with their eyes lifted to heaven, "affected to live on nothing else

than the perfume of roses!"

Very little is heard of the court of Louis XVTII; the King, who was
of a studious nature, a scholar and a classicist, in short, an urbane old

gentleman who recited Horace and who made really clever jests, was
infirm and afflicted with gout, and had no fondness for society. When
his daughter-in-law, the Duchess de Berry, ceased to do the honors

of the court after the tragic death of her husband, very httle enter-

taining was indulged in except at the residences of the Duke and
Duchess of Angouleme or at the Pavilion de Marsan where the

Count of Artois, the heir-presumptive, held his state. Under Charles X
these receptions were limited to a small circle of Royalists of good
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standing, or to such individuals as had given proof of their loyalty to

the Monarchy. Under the Orleans regime there was of course a de-

cidedly marked change.

Louis-Philippe, who held his throne as a result of the combined
efforts of the Paris masses and of the bourgeois, had caught the alle-

giance of the former by singing the "Marseillaise" on the balcony of the

Tuileries, of the latter by his practice of admitting them freely to his

salons. The first receptions given bj'^ Louis-Philippe at the Palais

Royal were in fact a curious spectacle. By the indulgence of the King
practically any orderly person who desired was allowed to attend, and
the officers of the National Guard from the market districts and from
the suburbs arrived in full dress, their wives on their arms, to pay their

compliments to the "Citizen-King."
The personal virtues of the King and Queen and the simple, un-

affected manners of the entire royal household naturally delighted the

bourgeois. They were gratified when the King authorized them to

promenade in the Garden of the Tuileries under the very windows of

his apartment, which was in turn thrown open to them on certain days.
Visitors were impressed, while passing through the salons, and even
the bedchambers of the royal couple, to see everywhere evidences of

good management in both the public and private life of the court.

They enjoyed and appreciated the familiar sight of the King going
about with his green umbrella, an act and article which was to the

average bourgeois a symbol alike of economy and of foresight. They
were also greatly impressed on learning that the King like themselves
carved his own fowl at table even in the presence of ambassadors.
The sons of the King received the same education as the sons of the

bourgeoisie, and attended the public lycee; when they had finished the

general course there, a reception was held at the Tuileries to which their

comrades were invited. And in fairness it should be said, that notwith-

standing all the charges hurled against the July Monarchy, no Prince,
even under the Old Regime, has been more lamented than was the
Duke of Orleans after his tragic death in 1842.

In literature the bourgeois had abandoned the drama of the "Boule-
vard" to the people and had been shocked from the very first by the
invasion of Victor Hugo at the Comedie Frangaise. The favorite

authors were Scribe and Musset. They were by no means averse to

certain types of gayety; even in the best homes of the bourgeois after a
particularly good dinner it was the custom to remain around the table
and sing the songs of Beranger, the refrains whereof were sung in a
chorus.

The best society attended the masked ball at the Opera; here every-
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body danced together, met the leaders of feminine society, and learned

the methods of polite intrigue. As the population of Paris grew, the

originally modest character of these balls vanished. More and more

they were attended by adventurers and strangers. The management
began to hire professional dancers; Musard with his brass band,
strident and roisterous, with his symphonies of pistol shots and falling

chairs, and with his infernal "gallop"; Chicard, with his gauntlets, his

helmet, and extravagant plumes, took possession, and one by one the

respectable people deserted these heterogeneous fetes.

The Restoration had retained the State lottery which had been sup-

pressed in 1793 and reestablished in 1797. It had an enorm ,us fascina-

tion for a certain type of people; they attempted to divine the winning
numbers, to see them in dreams, to obtain them from fortune-tellers

or from clairvoyant mediums. There were five lottery bureaus —
respectively at Paris, Bordeaux, Lille, Lyons, and Strasbourg

— and
there were five ''drawings" per month. There was also a system of

public gambling which was highly popular. It was played at Paris

under the patronage of the State, just as later it went on at Baden or

Monte Carlo. Even this, however, did not drive out private gambling-
houses, and during a spasm of public righteousness in 1836 both the

private and the public establishments as well were ordered suppressed.
In 1839 the lottery was likewise forbidden as "immoral." It has been

calculated that these two institutions cost the French nation very

nearly four hundred million francs annually ($80,000,000).

Social customs were borrowed wholesale from England in this period,

despite the alleged national antagonism. One of the most important
and desirable of these usages, introduced following 1814, was that of

personal hygiene. People began to pay more attention to cleanliness

than they had during the preceding twenty-five years of military

campaigns, bivouacs, and nomadic life. "They began to use perfume
less and water more." In their homes they devoted less attention to

elegance and thought more of "comfort," a word which was English
both in spirit and in form. British cooking, which was wholesome and

simple, also largely replaced the super-refined dishes of the French
chefs. Even in France they came to know thoroughly the meaning of

"a good beefsteak."

At first theis was a rage for the woven fabrics, for the steel, and for

the thousand and one little knick-knacks which England could sup-

ply; a passion held in check only by very stringent customs duties.

"Coats, shoes, needles, razors, in fact there was nothing that was

good, beautiful, or convenient but what came from across the Chan-
nel."
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The word mode was replaced by that of "fashion" and every one

prided himself on being "fashionable." People spoke glibly of the

'courses," "horses," "Irish banquets," "the steeple-chase," the

"turf," "jockeys," "starters," and quite after the English fashion, of

"bets" with "bookmakers." Horses, and even in fact strictly French

songs, were given English names.

The Second Restoration excited the most intense hatred because of

the harsh treatment it awarded the leaders of the Napoleonic army,
whereas the ruthless slayers in the "Massacres of the Midi" (South

Country)
^ were treated with extreme indulgence. The alliance between

the Royalists and the invaders^ was an additional cause for dis-

affection.

Among the elements which proved most irreconcilable to the Res-
toration were the officers of Napoleon who had been put on half-

pay, whereas the State had lavished military promotions on the de-

tested "emigrants" who had flocked back with the Monarchy. Some
of these unhappy officers had gone to Texas under the leadership of

General Lallemand to establish a military colony called the Champ
d'Asile (the "Place of Refuge") which was supported in France by a
national subscription (1819). It was given the name of the Canton de

Marengo and its chief town was Aigleville ("Eagle-town"). Other
retired half-pay officers, riding-coats buttoned up under their chins

and with their hats, ornamented with the rosette or red ribbon, cocked
over one eye, contented themselves with assisting in the instruction of

recruits on the parade grounds, an act which irritated many of them,
however, because of the consciousness of their own inaction and un-

merited disgrace. Still others mixed in regular conspiracies and became
the chief source of danger to the dynasty.
The Cafe Valois was the rendezvous of the peaceful Legitimists, the

old "emigrants" who were called the voltigeurs of Louis XVIII. The
Bonapartists frequented the Cafe Lamblin. When the bodyguards
announced their intention, in 1814, of coming thither to set up a bust

of Louis XVIII, three hundred officers of the Empire garrisoned the

^ Marshal Brune had been assassinated by a Royalist mob at Avignon in a
most dastardly fashion; General Ramel was slain by another at Toulouse. The
excesses of the "White Terror" recall those of the Terror of 1793.

^ France's enemies, not her friends, were officially her allies at this time.

"Long Uve our friends the enemies," B^ranger ironically remarked. A captain
on half-pay was arrested for calling his horse the "Cossack." The magistrate
who examined him asked him how he dared give his horse a name which was
dear to all good Frenchmen!
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place CO protect it, and even the intervention of the authorities failed

to prevent bloodshed.

After the return of the Emperor in 1815 the Cafe Montansier at the

Palaise-Royal became the headquarters of the Imperial officers. They
converted the stage of the music hall into a political rostrum, substi-

tuted themselves for the actors, and uttered the most abusive tirades

against the Bourbons. After the second return of the King the royal
musketeers and the bodyguards in their fury for reprisal took this cafe

by storm, shattered the glasses and dishes, and hurled the silver and
furniture out of the windows.

In the provinces the old seigneurj of the village, who were very often

in league with the parish priests, disturbed the purchasers of "national

property,"
^ treated the mayor and the municipal council with con-

tempt, and maintained that they still had the right to sit in the old

scigneurial pew and to receive the consecrated wafer in church before

the rest of the congregation. These pretentious country squires soon

became the victims of open satire and caricature, and stock figures for

the jests of the Liberals.

It was as if in France two nations, two armies, stood facing each

other. Liberals and Bonapartists at this time held common cause. In

a thousand ways, some of them quite absurd, the antagonism between
them and the Legitimists showed itself. The Royalists punned on the

two W'ords libereaux and liberes (that is, "returned convicts"), they
more seri;jusly distributed pious books and "Legitimist" pamphlets.
The Liberal publisher, Touquet, retaliated by multiplying the editions

of Rousseau and Voltaire which were sold in all sizes and at all prices.

This same Touquet also sold Liberal snuff-boxes under the cover of

which was concealed the text of the Charter. The Royalists adopted
this same device, substituting the will of Louis XVI or the portrait of

their "martyr king." In 1819 canes were manufactured with adjustable

heads, which revealed, when opened, a statue of Napoloen. The fad

w^as also conceived of selling tricolored braces and of manufacturing
alcoholic beverages which were called "Liqueur des Braves" or "Larmes

[tears] du General Foy." In 1815 the clergy refused burial in the church

of Saint-Roch to an actress. Mile. Raucourt. Incensed by this insult,

the Liberals forced the doors of the church, broke down the gratings,

and deposited the coffin before the High Altar. Louis XVIII indulgently

disjjatchcd a chaplain to repeat tlie last rites over the dead and the

threatening mob subsided. In 1817 the Liberals and Royalists crowded

1 This comprised the Church lands and estates of the noUcsses confiscated

during the Revolution.
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into the Theatre-Frangais for a presentation of "Germanicus" by a
mediocre tragedian Arnault who was famous solely because of his well-

known fidelity to Napoleon. On both sides officers drew their swords in

the riot which ensued, and it was necessary to call out the gendarmes.
The epilogue was a half-dozen of duels on the morrow !

Dueling, indeed, had never been so common as during the first years
of the Restoration. Every morning (reports had it) the ofiicers of the old

Imperial Guard and the new Royal Guard had their combats.

There were also the parliamentary duels which followed the discus-

sions in the Chambers, such as the duel between General Foy and M.
de Corday (1820). In these encounters pistols were ordinarily used.

If the first one to fire missed, the other out of courtesy w^ould fire in

the air. Of these duels the most celebrated during the July Monarchy
was that one in which Emile de Girardin killed a fellow journalist,

Armand Carrel; a duel which was much more famous from the uproar
it created than were the principals themselves (1836).

Freemasonry, to which nearly all Liberals belonged, was not nearly
so active during this period as were some other types of secret societies.

On one side was the Congregation, which was under the supervision of

the Jesuits; on the other was the Carbonari (French, Charbonnerie)
which was established by Buchez, at that time a medical student. The
Carbonari, or, as the Italian word signifies, "Charcoal-burners," were

organized in imitation of their fellow members in Italy. They swore

over a dagger their "eternal hatred to the King and to Monarchy."
Members were charged an assessment of a franc a month. They organ-
ized in groups of twenties. When numbers increased, new "twenties"

were formed until they enveloped the entire country, and even the

army, with a network of organizations. They were modeled like a

hierarchy, and at the top was the "Supreme Council" of whose com-

position the thousands of members themselves, as well as the Bourbon

police, were ignorant.
"
Carbonarism

"
invaded the army and the

results came in the military conspiracies of Saumur and Belfort, the

plot of Captain Valle, and the attempted insurrection of Lieutenant-

Colonel Caron in Alsace. One of the most celebrated trials occurred at

this time and ended in the execution of "the four sergeants of La
Rochelle" (18'22), on whose tombs the people of Paris placed flowers

every year. This redoubtable association disappeared when the hatred

for the Bourbons began to wear off.

Under Louis-Philippe there were, however, other societies, more or

less secret; such as the "Friends of the People," the "Friends of

Equality," the "July Union," the "Rights of Man" (which numbered
more than sixty thousand adherents in 1833), "Action," the "Seasons/*
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the "Families," all of which continued to organize riots and insurrec-

tions, became the subjects for judicial proceedings, and provoked the

restrictive law of 1835.^

The new Government, following the Old Regime, had permitted a

peculiar type of working-men's associations to survive when it abol-

ished the others. The guilds which did not include "stationary work-

men" — that is, laborers who settled in one place
— served to gather

into groups the "journeymen" who went from one town to another in

search of work, or, as the saying went, who made "the tour of France."

In every town of this "tour," the guild received any traveler who was a

member of the "company." It attempted to secure work for him; he

was entertained in their appointed tavern, and he was taken in charge

by the "mother of the guild" whose members were called her "chil-

dren." If he fell ill, he was nursed by the "mother," watched over by
his companions, and visited by the "rouleur," one of the dignitaries of

the society. If he died, his body was suitably accompanied to the ceme-

tery, where it was buried by the members of the association.

All those who joined the guild were initiated to certain "mysteries."
When two workmen encountered each other, they exchanged certain

formulas and signs of recognition. A very elaborate ritual accompanied
this ceremony, on account of which it became customary for members
to carry canes and ribbons during public celebrations, and to hold their

drinking-glasses over the table, etc. At the funeral of any member,
after the eulogy had been pronounced by one of the company, the rest

would utter a groan and would then pass alongside the grave, two by
two, placing their canes on the ground in the form of a cross. At the

corners of the grave they would place their feet in a certain manner.

After the ceremony the attendant members then embraced each other.

These corporations still retained certain of the quaint vices of those

of the Old Regime. The title of "journeyman" was purchased only
after a long and painful apprenticeship. The apprentices were called

the "aspirants," the "youngsters," or "foxes." The journeymen usu-

ally took advantage of them and harassed them in a thousand different

ways. They always took the best of the work for themselves and sent

the apprentices into the broussailles or "brambles" — that is, the sub-

urbs or little villages. They did not allow them to sleep in the same room

as they did themselves nor could the novices sit dow'n at the same table

with them at the fetes. "Renard, fetch me my boots," a journeyman
would cry and the apprentice was bound to obey.

i See p. 428.
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The two most celebrated of these associations at the beginning of the

century were the "Children of Solomon" and the "Children of Master
James." The former claimed that their society had been established

by Hiram, the architect of Solomon, who had been assassinated in the

original Temple by three traitors to whom he had refused to reveal
the secrets of the guild. The latter prided themselves on being able to
trace their society back to their master, James, a Provencal architect
who had been a colleague of Hiram, and had been murdered by a
jealous enemy after his return to Provence from Jerusalem.
The "Children of Solomon," who asserted that they were the older

organization, were extremely arrogant. Their rites had been com-
municated to only four guilds: the stone-masons, the locksmiths, the

carpenters, and the joiners. These received workmen into membership
without any religious distinctions, and as a result recruited members
very largely from among the Protestants. The "Children of Master
James" were more hospitable and had confided their mysteries to a

large number of guilds, but they received only Catholic journeymen
into membership. They stvled themselves the "Companions of Duty,"
or the "Dutiful."!

These companies were jealous of one another and treated each other
with downright hostility. The locksmiths of "Solomon" would have
nothing to do with those of "Master James" in the village where
they happened to be working. Frequently scrimmages arose between
these gavots and devoirants. At Sens in 1842, a devoirant ("Master
James" member) conceived the idea of mounting an ass and riding

past the shops of the locksmiths of the rival association crying "Gee-up,
Gavot" ("Solomon" member). The result was a bloody quarrel. In
1845 at Nantes the bakers prepared to celebrate the feast of their

patron saint with the insignia of the regular "companies" — the canes
and ribbons. Infuriated by this usurpation, the journeymen fell upon
the procession and a regular riot ensued.

These "associations" very frequently lost sight of their real object.
Their affection of the "mysteries," the oppressions of the journeymen
over the apprentices, and the constant warfare and bickering naturally

prevented mutual assistance. The Old Regime had tried to proscribe
the guilds and the Constituent Assembly renewed this proscription by
its restrictive law of 1791. Nevertheless, among the laborers of lower

capacities and more quarrelsome natures, with whom this system had
become entrenched, the companies long survived.

^ There were also other associations like the "Children of Father Soubise"
and the "Good Cousins," but these two mentioned above were the most

important.
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In 1823 the apprentices revolted against their masters and estabhshed

the Societe des Independants. In 1839 another revolt produced a new
and bstter type of association. It was at this time that preparations for

the expedition to Algeria were under way, and were attracting a large
number of working-men to the southern seaport of Toulon. The
"mother" of the company proposed that the journeymen allow the

apprentices to occupy the same rooms. They refused, and were offended

by the proposition, whereupon they deserted the "mother" and or-

dered the apprentices to follow them. The Juniors, however, refused

in turn, threw off their signs of bondage, and established the Societe

deV Union. They no longer made use of insignia such as the canes and

ribbons, had no password, no rallying cry, and no martial hymns. The

society had a single purpose, that of mutual aid and succor. This was,
of course, the legitimate type of labor organization which in the end

prevailed. Little by little the old system of guilds therefore fell into

disuse.

The growth of national activities and of national wealth was begin-

ning at this time to be realized in Paris, a growth which Napoleon had

succeeded in stimulating only by despoiling the entire world for his

own personal "glory." Paris was now developing rapidly. In 1816 it

numbered 710,000 inhabitants;
^ in 1826, 800,000; in 1836, 909,000;

and in 1846 more than a million (1,053,000).

Under the Restoration the Pont des Invalides, the Pont d'Arcole^

and other bridges were built across the Seine. The statue of Louis XIII..

by Cortot and Dupaty, was erected in the Place Ro\ale, that of Louis

XIV by Bosio, in the Place des Victoires, and in 1818 was set up that of

Henry IV by Lemot, made of the bronze in the statues of Napoleon and

Desaix. A system of gas lighting was introduced during this period, an

omnibus service was developed, and an efficient police system estab-

lished.

Under the July Monarchy Paris owed a great deal of its development
to the efforts of the Prefect of the Seine, Rambuteau. It was he who at

this time constructed the bridge of Louis-Philippe and the Pont du

Carrousel. The Rue Rambuteau was laid out, and the Place de la

Concorde, with the Obelisque de Luxor surrounded by the eight

statues representative of the eight principal cities of France, was

planned. The column in honor of the July Monarchy (Colonne de

1 Probably its population had long been stagnant. It was very hard to feed

an inland city of more than a certain size, before the development of modern

transportation methock.
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Juillet) was also erected, the Arc de I'Etoile finished, and the two mar-
vels of mediaeval Gothic architecture, Notre Dame and the Sainte-

Chapelle were restored. Among other things which were completed,
were the Church of the Madeleine, the Pantheon, the Palais Bourbon,
and the Palais de Quai d'Orsay. The School of Fine Arts (I'Ecole de
Beaux-Arts), the school of medicine (I'Ecole de medecine), and the

normal school of the Rue d'Ulm were likewise built. The squares of

Louvois and Saint-Sulpice were laid out, the latter with its beautiful

fountains of Visconte.^

Finally, Thiers and Guizot gave to the capital the system of barriers

which surround it, and the detached forts (1841) which the Opposition
press denounced at the time as no better than "prisons" the despotism
of the Government was arming against Paris, but which were to prove
of great value in the siege of 1870.

At this period Paris was far from presenting the appearance which it

does to-day. In the center of the capital the most important streets

were, as at present, Saint-Denis and Saint-Martin. At this time the
Avenue de I'Opera, the Boulevard Saint-Germain, the Rue des Ecoles,
and other famous thoroughfares had not been laid out. The wealthy
districts lay along the boulevards, Maleshcrbes, Haussmann, and
Pereire, and the Avenues de Villiers and de Courcelles, or along the
broad streets which radiate from the Arc de Triomphe. The thickly
crowded districts and the slums along the northern and southern
boulevards were not yet in existence. Paris included only a dozen
arrondissements (wards) instead of as to-day twenty, the last eight

having been formed later by including within the city the suburban
communes. When vaudeville actors wished to poke fun at illegitimate

love-affairs, they spoke of them as the "marriages performed in the
town liall of the thirteenth ward!"

There were still a number of inextricable labyrinths of narrow streets

in Paris, with high old houses on either side, naturally verj^ damp
because the rays of the sun rarely penetrated thither. It was these

rows of houses that gave excellent vantage to the barricade fighters, in

the various revolutions that racked the city in 1830 and 1848 as well as

during the less successful uprisings. One of the most famous of these

^
Louis-Pliilippe, who was accused of avarice because he was so economical,

levied on his own "Civil List" for thirty millions of francs, which he used for

the restoration of the chateaux at Versailles, Fontainebleau, and Pau, wliich

were not inhabited by the court at this time and which he generously opened
up to the public.
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labyrinths occupied the space which hes between the Arc du Carrousel

and the old Louvre. Along these narrow streets were to be found the
huts where the dealers in parrots and other exotic birds had set

up their shops. Many of these huts almost seemed to hem in the

Tuileries.

During the Restoration very few of the streets in Paris had side-

walks. In 1830 there were in all only 16 kilometers (about 10 miles) of

such footways. The July Monarchy did much to remedj^ this evil state

and increased the sidewalks to a total of 195 kilometers (about 140

miles). At best, however, these sidewalks were narrow and uneven.

Pedestrians could protect themselves from passing vehicles only by
hugging the walls or by stepping upon the doorsteps of the houses.

The dwellings in turn were usually small and narrow although with

oftentimes five or six stories, with tiled roofs which were very sleep
and with gutters which often disgorged rainwater in torrents on the

heads of passers-by. Many streets, so far as they were paved at all,

were made of limestone blocks, very irregularly and poorly laid, and
were so much ready material for the master-builders of the barricades

during the insurrections. Macadamized paving, invented by the Scotch

engineer, John Loudon MacAdam who died in 1836, was not used in

Paris until after 1849. The sj'stem of sewerage was likewise very inade-

quate. In 1806 there were only 24,297 meters (say 75,000 feet) thereof.

The Government of Louis-Philippe, especially during the prefecture-

ship of Rambuteau, increased this number to 78,675 meters (over

240,000 feet). Subterranean Paris, however, dates especially from the

Second Empire.^ "Conveniences" were still being installed in the

houses of Paris before 1848 precisely' in the manner thej' exist in rural

French communities to-day. What wonder that the cholera epidemic of

1832 had so many victims!

The streets, instead of being raised in the center as at present to

assure the drainage of water, were deliberately made on two planes
with a depression in the center of the street which formed a gutter.

To cross from one side of the street to the other after hard rain-storms

was like crossing a veritable torrent. On occasions like these, enterpris-

ing fellows would place a board across the gutter and would assist

pedestrians across dryshod in return for a fee of a sou. Carle Vernet

has depicted this popular scene in one of his engravings entitled "Pass,

Pay" (Pa^sez, payez). In the middle of the street at regular intervals

there also were openings into the sewer. They were covered, indeed,

' The development of the sewers under the engineer Belgrand was so great

that the extent was then increased to 772,846 meters.
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with an iron grating, but clumsy vehicles often shattered them to the

great detriment of goods or passengers.
The population of the capital was so congested that there was not a

square where people could go for a breath of fresh air even in the heat
of summer. To mention another nuisance, the water of the Seine was
practically never fit for drinking purposes but provincial visitors who
were not so aware of this fact as were the Parisians, often were not

sufficiently careful and had to pay the penalty by all sorts of plagues
and epidemic diseases. There was no more thought then of having
water in the houses than of having gas on every story. Water was
drawn either from wells or "water posts," or it was carried into the
house by water-carriers. Some of the more prosperous of the latter had
a two-wheeled cart drawn by a horse and went from door to door. All

Parisians of this period could recall having seen these lusty

"auvergers"
^
(so-called because nearly all of the water-carriers came

originally from Central France) who climbed the stairs every morning
with two buckets of water hanging from a yoke across their shoulders,
and from which they served their customers. One bucket cost a sou or

even more. Nothing was more astonishing to visitors than to find that
in Paris ivater like everything else had to be paid for.

Markets and market-places were not very numerous. All the provi-
sions for ordinary households were bought from small merchants who
passed from house to house, pushing their hand-carts before them.
These were called the "merchants of the Four Seasons" and preserved
the tradition of the "criers" of old Paris.

Shop-fronts, which were much less numerous and less elegant than

they are to-day, were not closed at night by metal gratings locked by
some mechanical device, as is now the case in most European cities.

Instead the shopkeeper would have to unlock, one after another, the

eight or ten shutters which protected the shop-front, and which were
fastened at the top by a hook and at the base by a latch. It was not

unusual, after he had unlatched the narrow entrance to his place of

business, and was passing along with his shutters on his shoulder, to
knock violently against some unsuspecting passer-by. The basements
of the shops were reached by means of trap-doors which opened out

upon the street and were consequently another source of danger to the

pedestrian.
All these things indicated how tenaciously "the good old ways"

1 The "auvergnat" water-carrier, the charcoal merchant, the vender of

fagots, and the errand boy were types especially dear to romance, song, and
the vaudeville at this time.
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still hung on the French capital. Nevertheless the period of the restored

Monarchy was undoubtedly a time of progress in the aspect of Paris

as in so many other things. For example, the lighting of the city streets

was vastly improved. In 1848 there were still 2608 old-style lanterns,

but there were also no less than 8600 of the far more efficient new-style

gas lamps.

Such were some of the social customs and physical conditions of the

France and of the capital, which bridged the gap from the Old Regime
to the Third Republic we know to-day.



CHAPTER XXI
RADICAL OUTBREAKS AND THE REACTION TO C^SARISM

THE SECOND REPUBLIC: 1848-51

Never had the fact that all governmental power in France was

centralized in Paris reacted more decidedly, and on the whole

more unfortunately, upon the nation, than in February, 1848.

The departments had had almost no part in the new revolution:

they certainly had little sympathy with the extreme radicals

who had fought the movement through to physical success.

The average peasant, or bourgeois in the small towns, was only

very mildly interested in politics. He wanted assured conditions

for his farm or business, light taxes, personal liberty, and a

government at Paris which appeared to be reasonably pro-

gressive and which would maintain for France a leadership

among the nations. The country was frankly disgusted with the

policy of absolute prudence (Americans would say of "safety

first") in foreign affairs which seemed to make France cringe to

outsiders, especially to England, lest by any show of resolution

the financiers in Paris should see their bonds go down in value

during foreign complications. But as for constitutional details

the provincial Frenchman cared next to nothing. It is a damning
indictment of the Guizot-Louis-Philippe rulers that notwith-

standing this state of political quiescence, they were unable to

keep their hold upon the Government. It is true, it was radical

Paris which expelled them. It is also true that nowhere in the

departments was there the slightest hope of any material action

to prevent their expulsion.

And so France found a "republic" thrust upon her over-

night. This result was accepted with reasonable submission if

with very little enthusiasm. But any acute student of public

opinion would have said that to make the republic succeed, it

must be a very orderly, reasonable, moderate republic, care-
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fully respecting the rights of property, and not endeavoring to

produce Utopias too rapidly. This is precisely what the "Second

Republic" did not do. The result was a reaction to dictatorship

and then to open imperialism, on the ground that Csesarism was

far better than anarchy. The violence of the Paris Socialists in

1848 was the best argument for the founding and for the exist-

ence of the "Second Empire."

On account of its experiment with part of the programme
of socialism, the Second Republic presents great interest to

students of economic theory and sociology. As historical stu-

dents, however, the episodes of 1848 need not detain us very

long. Their main importance was: (1) to disgust the French

nation with half-baked experiments of radicalism
; (2) to hasten

thereby the coming to power of Napoleon III, as the champion
of "order."

The Republicans who overthrew Louis-Philippe were them-

selves seriously divided. The moderate Republicans, whereof

the eloquent Lamartine was a typical leader, aimed for a

democratic republic with the beloved tricolor flag. The radical

Republicans, led notably by Louis Blanc, desired a socialistic

republic with the red flag of extreme revolution. The moderates

and the radicals at first worked together. They both wished some

kind, at least, of a republic. The moderates had on the whole

the upper hand in the new provisional government, but they
had to make heavy concessions to the radicals who struck while

the iron was hot. In March, 1848, "all citizens" were to be

enrolled in the National Guard. It ceased to be merely a bour-

geois affair. Soon in Paris it contained 190,000 instead of 56,000

members— most of the reinforcements coming from the indus-

trialists. Political clubs, often controlled by the most violent

type of agitators, sprang up like mushrooms. There were

repeated armed demonstrations before the City Hall, where the

provisional government had its seat; and the terrified adminis-

trators were driven to one concession after another.
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On February 25, following such a demonstration, Louis Blanc

carried the decree, "The Government of the French Republic

undertakes to guarantee the existence of the working-man by

labor, and to provide labor for all citizens." This was soon fol-

lowed by a decree ordaining "national workshops."
On February 28, following a second demonstration, the admin-

istrators created a "government committee on the laboring

class with the express mission of looking after their interests."

Blanc and Albert as heads of this committee took their seats

in the Luxembourg. They were able to issue some useful and

highly proper orders: for example, reducing the normal working

day to ten hours in Paris and eleven hours in the departments,^

All sorts of excellent schemes were mooted. The employers,

however, sullenly resisted the committee. The radicals demanded

that it should produce instantaneous results. The committee

(with very little power to enforce its mandates) wasted its time

in futile conferences, while both sides, of course, grew distrustful

and angry.

Finally, on April 26, the radicals attempted to coerce the

Government again. The working-men's clubs paraded en masse

to the City Hall to demand "the abolition of the exploitation

of one man by another, and for the organization of labor by
association." Just what was implied by this demand was not

wholly clear. Seventy-five years later the world would have

called it "Bolshevism"— perhaps unjustly. But the moderate

Republicans were taking fright. The east of Paris might rage for

socialism, but to submit to it would be about the surest way to

send the rest of France back to monarchy. Ledru-Rollin, one of

the most prominent leaders in the anti-Orleanist movement,
called out various reliable companies of the National Guard,

which met the working-men before the City Hall with the

^ Hours of labor in France had been abominably long: and in general French-

men seem to have be^n willing to spend a jrreater fraction of the day at work
than in certain other countries. The regulation stated was a very considerable

gain.
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counter-cry of "Down with the Communists!" For the instant

the radicals quailed and dispersed.

So all the socialistic schemes seemed to have fizzled out, save

only the "National Workshops." Even these institutions were

conducted, it would seem, by men who secretly desired that

they should fail, although in fair truth it must be said that any
such project would obviously require the most careful introduc-

tion and the working-out of details to have any hope of success;

and the Socialists were demanding that the new organizations

should spring up like mushrooms and function overnight. The
disturbances in Paris produced an abundance of unemployed
labor. There were 6000 "national" working-men early in

March, 1848. There were soon 25,000; and there were over

100,000 in May. Obviously great factories could not be pro-

vided at once for all of these, without wholesale expropriations

from which the Government shrank. The men were therefore

employed in building fortifications around Paris at two francs

(forty cents) per day. Presently to save money (the treasury
was in a most sorry condition) these laborers were kept busy

only two days of the week. For the other four they were left

idle on only one franc (twenty cents) per day. Paris was thus

full of disgruntled and often ignorant men, with all too much
time on their hands and very ready to listen to extremist orators

with their catalogues of grievances.

Meantime the provisional government was trying desperately

to get its young republic really started. The finances were in

confusion. Loans could not be floated. The only expedient was

to increase the direct taxes about forty-five per cent— a pro-

ceeding which naturally made the peasants and bourgeois very

angry. Under this unpleasant condition the elections were held

for the Constituent Assembly which was to arrange the per-

manent government of France. The balloting was by universal

suffrage, and 900 members were chosen from the various de-

partments. The Assembly was to administer the government,
until it completed its labors, by means of an executive com-
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mittee of five. Under the circumstances the expected happened.
The old Bourbons had few friends; the Orleanists were for the

moment utterly discredited; the Bonapartists had had no time

to organize and to lift their heads. The great majority of the

Convention therefore professed to desire a republic. But very
few Socialist deputies were elected, and a considerable number
of delegates represented the great landowners and the clergy

—
elements still very powerful. The radicals would obviously get
little comfort from such an Assembly.

It did not take long for the Paris Socialists to discover the

facts of the case, and to determine that
"
there 's no receipt

like pike and drum for mending constitutions." Not to be

thwarted now had they fought behind the barricades in Febru-

ary. On May 15 armed bands thrust themselves into the Assem-

bly Hall, and were in the very act of declaring that the whole

body was dissolved and that a new "Provisional Government"
was set up, when a sudden rally of the National Guard chased

them out. There was no bloodshed. But the Assembly was ren-

dered justly fearful. It made arrests, closed the political clubs,

and decided to strike at the heart of the matter by winding up
the "national workshops." They were costing 150,000 francs per

day, and were accomplishing little save to
"
tear up the paving,

and to remove earth uselessly" at the Champ de Mars. Doubt-
less Louis Blanc's enemies were bringing this to pass in order to

discredit his whole set of Uberal and not wholly impractical

proposals. But in any case the situation was intolerable. On the

21st of June, 1848, the Assembly ordered the national work-

shops closed. The younger workmen could enlist in the army;
the older would be given jobs on the public works in the depart-
ments.

The Assembly thus flung down the gauntlet. The Socialists

promptly took it up. They had now an elaborate organization
and plenty of muskets, though they were short of artillery. All

the east of Paris, from the Pantheon clear to the Boulevard

Saint-lVIartin, was turned into an entrenched camp with over
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400 barricades, often built scientifically and elaborately, with

moats and battlements sometimes rising higher than the first

stories of the houses. Behind these were at least 50,000 insur-

gents. The Government had for the moment only 40,000 troops,

regulars and reliable National Guards, to send against them;
but it was now a case of the working quarters of Paris against

nearly all the rest of France. The bourgeois National Guards

from the suburbs, and later from the out-lying cities and com-

munities in a wide circuit, came gradually swarming in "all

eager to exterminate the Socialists." The Assembly gave
General Cavaignac, an old Republican agitator but no Socialist,

dictatorial powers to crush the radicals. Four days long the

desperate struggle lasted, bloody to the last degree. The streets

of Paris were raked with artillery. The Archbishop was shot

down while trying to interpose between the raging combatants.

On June 26 the last entrenchments of the "Reds" were stormed

in the Faubourg Saint-Antoine. How many thousands perished
in these bloody "Days of June" can never be safely guessed.

Eleven thousand prisoners were taken by the Government

troops, and of these 3000 were exiled to Algeria without trial,

by a simple decree of the Assembly.
This explosion had very important consequences. The indus-

trial classes were crushed and beaten for the moment, but their

hatred toward the bourgeois and the peasants (who had clearly

sided with the bourgeois) was intense and lasting.
^ It was to

mark an evil schism in France. On the other hand, the bourgeois

themselves were terrified and threatened in fortune. The
national bonds had sold for 116 in February. They were worth

only 50 in April; the June commotions did nothing to restore

their value! Many worthy merchants and small manufacturers

^One should observe that neither now nor later were the French industrial

classes so strong as they were, for example, in England. French manufactures were

very largely of objects of elegance and luxury: not coarse staples made in

huge grimy factories. The proportion, in France, of small handicraftsmen work-

ing in their own shops and of thrifty peasants fahvays conservative folk) was very

large. Outside of Paris, "labor," as we understand the term, was decidedly weak.
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were utterly ruined by the existing business prostration. What
but evil had this much-vaunted Repubhc brought them? Was
it not better to have a "strong government" well able to assure

"order." As for the peasants they found that the changed
regime had merely brought forty-five per cent higher taxes, and

they were led to believe (perhaps unjustly) that the execrated

"Reds" intended to begin a wholesale division of farm lands.

They, like the bourgeois, sighed for a government that would

permit none of these things.

The Assembly, however, had been elected before this revul-

sion of popular feeling. It continued to be mildly Republican.
With much labor a new constitution was drafted which it was

hoped would avoid the evils of the brave efforts of 1791 and
1795. The United States had by this time been in existence long

enough to present some pretty clear examples of how to get

along without monarchy. Unfortunately, however, the As-

sembly failed to borrow many excellent points in the American

Constitution, and it woefully failed to recognize the essential

difference between many things in America and in France.

Briefly speaking the "Constitution of 1848" set up a President,

elected for a term of four years by direct universal suffrage.

He was clothed with very large executive powers, but was not

eligible for reelection immediately upon retirement. Over

against him was set a single Legislative Assembly of 750 mem-
bers also chosen by universal suffrage. The means for securing
reconciliation between President and Assembly in case of

friction were, to say the least, very scanty and imperfect. It

had been proposed that the Assembly should choose the Presi-

dent, but Lamartine, the silver-tongued orator of the year, the

historian of the Girondists and himself partaking of their

Utopian spirit, had cried magnificently, "Let God and the na-

tion speak
—

something must be left to Providence!" And so

"God and the nation" were allov/ed to choose "Napoleon the

Little."

"Thus," says a penetrating French historian (Seignobos),
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"was the American mechanism transported from a federal

government, without an army and without a functionary class,

into a centralized government, provided with an irresistible

army and a body of office-holders accustomed to ruling." AYhat

wonder the life of the Second Republic was a short and unhappy
one!

By December, 1848, the new Constitution had been pro-

claimed, and France was in the throes of a presidential election.

Instantly there came on the scene a man who was destined to

stand in the center of the politics of Europe for two and twenty

years, then to disappear amid a great national catastrophe.

Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, born in 1808, was the son of

Louis, the brother of Napoleon I, who from 1806 to 1810 had

been King of Holland. He, with the rest of the Bonaparte family,

following 1814, had spent his life in various forms of exile. His

branch of the family had had a decent private fortune, and

young Louis Napoleon was brought up partly in Switzerland

and partly in South Germany. There, it is said, he acquired a

slight German accent which he never wholly lost. His ambitious

mother did not cease to fill him with the consciousness that he

was the heir to a great potential heritage. "With your name,"
she would say, "you will always count for something, whether

in the Old World of Europe or in the New."
In 1832 there died in Austria the unfortunate Duke of

Reichstadt, "Napoleon II," son of Napoleon I and Maria

Louisa. The passing of this poor youth, "the Eaglet," left

Louis Napoleon the best claimant in the family to the Bona-

partist heritage. Henceforth he began to take himself very

seriously, to gather up the loose threads of old Bonapartist plots

and conspiracies, and to begin a literary progapanda in favor

of a new "Empire" as the true solution for the political ills of

France. He appeared to be a hopeless visionar3% and the July

Monarchists did not regard him as in any way dangerous, until

suddenly he appeared in Strasbourg in 1836 and made a desperate
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attempt to seduce the garrison. He was arrested, placed on a ship
bound for America, and released in New York in April (1837) ; but

in August he slipped back to Switzerland. Later he spent much
time in London. The disgust already developing against Louis-

Philippe's regime prevented this pretender's claims from perish-

ing under sheer ridicule. He gathered a certain number of ardent

friends. "Would you believe it," the bluff old Duke of Welling-
ton wrote of him, "this young man will not have it said he is

not going to be Emperor of the French ! His chief thoughts are

of what he will do 'when he comes to the throne.'
"
In 1839 he

published a book, "Napoleonic Ideas," to justify his hopes and

propaganda. This book "a curious mixture of Bonapartism,
socialism, and pacifism," represented Napoleon I absurdly

enough as the supreme champion of French liberty, having been

entrusted by the people with the task of protecting their freedom

against reactionaries.

In 1840 Louis Napoleon strove once again to seize the throne.

His attempt this time was by means of a small "filibustering"

expedition across the Channel to Boulogne. The attempt failed

even more abjectly than the one at Strasbourg. Its leader was
held prisoner in the fortress of Ham, but in 1846 he escaped
thence in a somewhat cheap-novel manner, and got back to

London. There he remained two years more, still in good counte-

nance, dreaming dreams and seeing visions. "Though fortune

has twice betrayed me," he would say, "yet my destiny will

none the less surely be fulfilled. I wait." In 1848 he waited no

longer.

After the fall of the July Monarchy he promptly turned up in

France. He had influence enough, thanks to the awakening of

Bonapartist memories, to get elected to the new Constituent

Assembly. But he would not take his seat at first. He realized

that the Assembly was likely to make mistakes and he did not

wish to share the blame for them. He had thus no part in the

notorious Days of June. However, in September he took a seat.

When in October a law was proposed intended to make it im-
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possible for him to run for the presidency, he made so poor a

speech defending his position, that Thouret, who had made the

hostile motion, contemptuously withdrew it on the ground that

such a proviso was wholly unnecessary. Hardly two months

later, however, this "pretender," whom shrewd politicians

treated as little better than a dreamy fool, suddenly became a

most formidable candidate for the presidency.

He had powerful backing. The great Church element, which

had been under disfavor in Louis-Philippe's day, believed it

saw in him a candidate who would put the Clericals once more

into at least part of their power. The peasants were scared and

angry at all that the Republican leaders had done or produced
since February. The memories of the glories of the Empire had

become increasingly gilded by distance. The peasants knew that

above all things Napoleon I had stood for "law and order."

They hated Cavaignac the "Democratic" candidate, and

Ledru-Rollin the "Socialist" candidate. The Royalists of both

persuasions resolved to vote Bonapartist: the pretender, they

argued, would probably make a quick failure, then the Mon-
archists could return. The result was that nearly all the depart-

ments of France "went heavily," as Americans would say, for

this obscure idealist and petty conspirator. Over 5,430,000

Frenchmen voted for Louis Napoleon; 1,450,000 for Cavaignac;

only about 370,000 for Ledru-Rollin.

The new President promptly seized the reins of power. He
took oath "to remain faithful to the democratic Republic . . .

and to regard as enemies all who may attempt to change the

form of the government." He then promptly showed his hand

by naming ministers who were mostly ex-Orleanists and Catho-

lics. The Republic was to find in him a peculiar "guardian"
indeed.

From the moment Louis Napoleon took over the presidency

(December 20, 1848) to the moment he overthrew the Consti-

tution which he had sworn to defend, it was perfectly safe to

predict that he would make some effort to harden into perma-
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nent power. Considering his Bonapartist blood and theories to

ask anything else of him was unreasonable. The change, how-

ever, might have come less violently. It might also have been

entirely thwarted had there been a sane and united opposition.

As it was, almost everything played straight into the adroit

adventurer's hands.

In May, 1849, the new "Legislative Assembly" had been

elected. Anti-Republican reaction was in full swing. Over 500

of the 750 members were of one stripe or another of Monarch-
ists. The Republican minority was not itself united; some were

moderates, some "Reds." France thus faced this bizarre situa-

tion: the legal government was a Republic, but the President

desired to transform the government into one form of monarchy;
the majority of the deputies into still another form of monarchy.
It was easy for the President and the majority to work together
to make a return to radicalism impossible. The rub came when

they attempted a constructive programme for the future.

The policy of Louis Napoleon from 1849 to 1851 was extraor-

dinarily clever. He confirmed himself in the good graces of the

Clericals by sending an army to Rome to overthrow the revolu-

tionaries there, and to renew the temporal power of Pope Pius

IX. He sat back while the Legislative Assembly, on its own
initiative, passed laws gagging the press, suspending the right

of public meeting, and finally, in May, 1850, ordering that

hereafter three years' residence in a district was necessary in

order to be a voter. This struck off the list over three million

migratory workmen and laborers. The law was very unpopular,
but the Assembly reaped all the blame. "I cannot understand

how you, the offspring of universal suffrage," said a friend to

Louis Napoleon, "can defend the restricted suft'rage?" "You
do not understand," replied the President; "I am preparing
the ruin of the Assembly." "But you will perish with it,"

was the suggestion. "On the contrary," Louis Napoleon de-

clared,
" when the Assembly is hanging over the precipice I shall

cut the rope!"
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Very soon it became evident that the President's chief public

asset was the fact that he had had a very famous uncle. "The
name of Napoleon," he said in an address, "is itself a pro-

gramme. It stands for order, authority, religion, and the wel-

fare of the people in internal affairs; and in foreign affairs for

the national dignity." Great reviews were held of the army,
likewise public festivals, at which loud-voiced individuals (pos-

sibly not without monetary inspiration) would cry, "Long live

Napoleon!" or even, "Long live the Emperor!" A general who
ordered his men not to do this was cashiered. Around the Presi-

dent was soon gathering a group of short-pedigreed, bold,

adroit, political and military adventurers, who saw every kind

of personal profit in lifting a fellow adventurer into permanent

power. The ministers and most of the public officials were com-

pletely controlled by the President. A change in the presidency
would pretty plainly imply a change in all their well-paid com-
fortable offices. As Americans would assert, a great political

"machine" was speedily in the making.
The immediate object of this machine was to insure Louis

Napoleon's reelection as President. His term would run out late

in 1852. The Constitution forbade his reelection. But the As-

sembly could change this arrangement by a two-thirds vote.

The change was requested and was denied in a very untactful

manner (July 19, 1851). The President could say that he had
been chosen by the wills of the vast majority of all Frenchmen:

very likely this same majority wished to reelect him. Was the

mere letter of a constitution, hastily drafted and wholly un-

tested by experience, to set aside the deliberate will of the

nation.'^ When a political leader once abandons himself to such

questionings all the rest is easy.

From 1848 to 1851 Louis Napoleon was thus taking every

possible measure to transform his presidential chair into a

throne. At his palace, the Elysee, he appealed to all kinds of

interests. He enjoyed being called "Prince," "Highness," and

"Monseigneur," but listened calmly when styled plain "Citi-
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zen." He flattered the clergy at every turn, distributed sausages

and cigars to soldiers, chattered to sedate bourgeois about the

need of "order in the streets," and then went out on tours in the

provinces and was all friendliness and benignity to the peasants.

But while the President thus pursued a course of wise modesty,
his friends were acting for him. The men who erected the Second

Empire were neither elegant noblemen, wild-eyed radicals, nor

sword-clattering soldiers. They were men who might have felt

in congenial company around a gambling table or manipulating
unstable bonds and stocks. One of the President's prime coun-

selors and men of action was his illegitimate half-brother, De

Morny, "well fitted to keep secrets, to conduct plots, and to do

the crudest things in a jocund, offhand way." Another adven-

turer was a De Persigny who had changed his name, probably
for good reasons, from Fialin. Another was Saint-Arnaud, a

headlong, courageous soldier who had won a considerable fame

in Algeria, where daredevil leadership counted for more against

the Arabs than did textbook strategy. He also had changed his

name, having once been Le Roy, and then again Florival, while

he had been an actor in a small Paris theater. Saint-Arnaud was

counted "an excellent administrator, a cultivated and agreeable

companion, perfectly unscrupulous, and ready to assist in any
scheme of what he considered necessary cruelty." There were

other satellites of the President— De Maupas, Rouher,

Magnan, etc. — all of about the same dusky character. To
make Louis Napoleon autocrat meant for them, of course,

incalculable personal gain.

The Constitution of 1848 had made it possible for a gang of

greedy adventurers like these to conspire with the President to

subvert the nation. The divisions and the utter political inepti-

tude of the Legislative Assembly made it possible for this

conspiracy to proceed with very reasonable hopes of success.

By December, 1851, all was ready for springing the plot.

The conspirators were satisfied (1) that public opinion in
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France would acquiesce in the overthrow of the Assembly; (2)

that the Republican movement was for the time being nearly

dead; (3) that the army (carefully flattered and manipulated)
could be relied upon to obey orders from "Napoleon."
To handle the army, on whose action in the last analysis

everything depended, Saint-Arnaud was put in as Minister of

War. Men realized something was coming. A prominent deputy

declared, "When you see Saint-Arnaud a minister, say, 'Here

is the coup d'etat.'
"

Another congenial spirit was De Maupas,

appointed now as prefect of the Paris police, a most ticklish

office in the crisis. The President said to him, "Here I am on the

edge of a ditch full of water. On the other side I see safety for

the country. Will you be one of the men to help me across?"

De Maupas was charmed at the responsibility.

However, up to the very last, Louis Napoleon hesitated to

take the leap or the plunge: halting "between the desire to

establish himself firmly in power without risking anything, and

the fear of losing that power if he risked nothing." It was

De Morny and the rest who at last overbore his doubtings, and

forced him to take action. On the evening of December 1, 1851,

the President was greeting casual guests at his reception at the

Elysee. When the last visitor had departed, the chief magistrate

of the Republic went into his smoking-room with De Morny,
Saint-Arnaud, and a few others. Orders then flew fast, and every-

thing moved like clock-work. A time schedule had been drawn

up, adjusted down to minutes: at such a fixed time certiiin ob-

noxious generals were to be arrested; at such a time troops were

to assume given positions; at such a time every printing-office

in Paris was to be surrounded. The plan, in short, involved the

arrest of practically every man in Paris prominent in politics

since February, 1848, saving only the President's sworn

myrmidons.
The execution of the coup was a masterpiece. Gendarmes

seized the Government printing-office. Proclamations were set

up, but the copy for each split into such short sections that no
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compositor could get an idea of the entire document. WTien

dawn broke on December 2, the Parisians found the soldiers

patrolling the streets and the walls placarded with the Presi-

dent's manifestoes. The Assembly was declared dissolved, uni-

versal suffrage was restored, and a plebiscite was ordered to be

held very shortly to determine the future constitution. Two
regiments of regulars held the "Legislative Palace," and soon

the news spread that practically all the leaders of the deputies.

Royalists, Republicans, and "Reds" alike, were safe in the

Mazas Prison. ^ A wholesale arrest of journalists and unofficial

agitators w^as going on. The President's aim was of course to

deprive all the elements that might resist the coup of any
possible leaders.

However, it was impossible to seize all the deputies. About
two hundred of them made their way to the "Mairie" of the

Tenth Arrondissement of Paris. Here they hastily organized,

declared the President deposed for treason, and announced

that the Assembly was still in lawful session. But theirs was

merely so much empty thunder. De Maupas sent General

Forney to break up the gathering, and the end of this despairing
session was the departure of these last supporters of the Consti-

tution marching away to prison between two lines of soldiers.

There was one last recourse. Victor Hugo, the famous author,

Jules Favre, and other prominent Liberals tried it. The Fau-

bourg Saint-Antoine was still the hotbed of radicalism. At the

summons of the Liberals a number of the old radical fighters

took up arms. Barricades rose on the evening of the 3d; but not

until the 4th was there any serious bloodshed. Then Saint-

Arnaud drove his troops over the barricades, and used grape-

shot pitilessly even upon unarmed spectators. The resistance,

that had been too much for Charles X and Louis-Philippe, and
^ The imprisoned deputies, to get food, ordered in a luncheon from a neigh-

boring restaurant. There were very few drinking-glasses. Royalist and radical

deputies drank together. "Equality and fraternity!" cried a conservative noble-

man, passing his tumbler to a "Red" fellow captive. "Ah!" was the answer,

"but not liberty!"
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which had almost baffled Cavaignac in 1848, had been snuffed

out now by the regulars. Paris was firmly in the hands of the

nephew of the Corsican.

Paris was won: but Paris was not the whole of France. As

the news of the Coup d'l^tat spread, there were serious uprisings

in several centers of democratic sympathies; especially in the

South Country and around Marseilles there was resistance

which taxed the local gendarmerie. De Morny, who had been

appointed Minister of the Interior the moment his half-brother

seized Paris, crushed these demonstrations with an iron hand.

The Bonapartists exaggerated the amount of disturbance in

order to pose before the bourgeois and well-to-do peasants as

"saviors of the country" from general upheaval and ruin. De

Morny authorized his departmental prefects to replace all

mayors, schoolmasters, and local justices, who were in any
sense unreliable. Suspected persons were to be arrested instantly.

On December 6 he ordered that no newspaper could appear
unless one of his trusted prefects had first seen the proofs.

"The Administration," De Morny proclaimed, "needed all its

moral force to accomplish its work of regeneration and salva-

tion." And on the 8th, he ordered wholesale arrests, as convicts

and criminals at common law, of "all those rascally members of

secret societies and unrecognized political associations."

Under these circumstances, bewildered, fed only with abso-

lutely censored, and often with deliberately perverted, informa-

tion, with all free agencies of opinion enchained, or at least

intimidated by the military, what possible chance was there for

a proper expression of national judgment when the plebiscite

was held on December 20, 1851? There was martial law in 32

departments, while 26,642 persons had been arrested, and these

victims were being tried by special tribunals acting without a

jury. The people were asked whether they were willing to allow

Louis Napoleon to draw up a new constitution. No alternative

was presented. If a majority had been registered against the

President, he ought logically to have -retired from office and
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resigned the administration to sheer anarchy. De Morny used
all the machinery of the Government to "insure the free and
sincere expression of the will of the nation," and to insure that

it expressed itself in one particular way. Every kind of expedi-
ent was to be used by the public officials "in the smallest

hamlets" to get a favorable vote. "Liberty of conscience" was

granted, De Morny wrote to the departmental prefects, "but

the resolute and consistent use of every allowable means of influence
and persuasion is what I expect of you."
Such eminently practical methods produced results. Choos-

ing between Louis Napoleon and anarchy, the French nation

chose Louis Napoleon. There were cast in his favor 7,481,000
votes: 647,000 against him.^ He promptly proclaimed himself

"President for ten years," with almost autocratic powers and
with a legislature entirely at his mercy. Few were greatly inter-

ested in this last phase of the "Republic" and of its "Prince

President." All knew what was speedily to come.

To clear the way for the final step, De Morny, who never

flinched from "dirty work," hastened the judicial forces in

which prominent radicals were hurried before rigid tribunals and

finally before a special Court of Justice — a kind of reversed

Revolutionary Tribunal to deal summarily with political of-

fenders. "The number of guilty persons and the fear of public

strife," said De Morny in a circular, "did not admit of acting
otherwise." All in all, well over 20,000 such cases found their

way into these special courts. There was little to fear from the

old conservatives: they were soon released. With the Republi-
cans and even with moderate Liberals it was different. Of these

SOOO were imprisoned in France, about 10,000 were exiled to

Algeria, and about 6000 were allowed to live at home under

police "supervision." But a very great number more, including

^ It was, of course, alleged that these returns were "cooked" by the Govern-
ment, but it cannot be denied that a very large majority of the votes were cast

for the Bonapartists. Various footings of the election returns differ considerably,

although they all agree in the general effect.
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some of the most distinguished men in the nation, were in exile

in England, Belgium, or Switzerland. As George Sand wrote in

1852, "When you go into the provinces and see how crushed is

the spirit, you must bear in mind all the force [of public opinion]

lay in a few men— now in prison, dead, or banished."

On March 29, 1852, the Prince-President solemnly proclaimed

the new Constitution, announcing grandiloquently, "The dic-

tatorship entrusted to me by the people terminates to-day."

It might well terminate. A higher title than "Dictator" was

awaiting him. When he toured through France he was received

literally with royal honors. He made speeches clearly indicating

he was soon to be a monarch, and promising how excellent would

be his rule. Many conservatives had feared he would imitate

his uncle and plunge France into dangerous wars. He strove

hard to reassure them. At Bordeaux he made his famous state-

ment, "The Empire means peace." Then came the climax. The

"Senate," newly created by the new Constitution, proceeded

to pass a decree to the effect that France was an Empire and

that "Napoleon III was Emperor of the French." Again there

was the inevitable plebiscite (November 21, 1852). The radicals

were crushed and without heart. There was no organized oppo-
sition: 7,824,000 Frenchmen voted "Yes" to the question of the

enthronement of the Bonapartist; 253,000 were allowed to be

counted for "No." On December 2, 1852, the anniversary of

Austerlitz and of the Coup d'Etat, "Napoleon III" became

hereditary Emperor, and took to himself all the splendid trap-

pings of French autocracy. And so the circle from monarchy to

monarchy was closed.

Thus was completed one of the most remarkable personal

successes in history. A man who a very few years earlier had

been (to quote Queen Victoria's own words) "in exile, poor and

unthought of," was now practically the autocrat of what was

then counted the most wealthy and powerful country in Conti-

nental Europe.
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Louis Napoleon was, during the next ten years, to become the

most commanding figure in Europe, filhng men's thoughts and

imaginations to an extent the present age can hardly realize.

But all through his days of greatness the memory of the treach-

ery and brutality of the Coup cfEtat was to cling to him and

from their exile implacable enemies were to brand him as

"Napoleon the Little" and "the Pinchbeck Napoleon." In

1870 the world was to learn that these names were justified.



CHAPTER XXII
NAPOLEON THE LITTLE: HIS PROSPERITY AND

DECADENCE

Once again a Bonaparte was in the Tuileres. But he was far

from being a resolute, egotistical "little corporal." With all his

sins, and they were many. Napoleon III was not without noble

ambitions and humanitarian impulses. He desired to have power

partly at least because he was genuinely persuaded that he could

give France a good fortune and a happiness impossible under

Bourbon, Orleanist, or any type of Republic. He was above all

things a dreamer, and many of his dreams were worthy. His

portraits show him with his clear blue eyes always gazing
neither downward nor forward, but upward, as if in a constant

reverie. His air was frequently melancholic, his personal actions

usually kindly and benevolent. The man who turned Saint-

Arnaud and his Janizaries loose in the Paris streets was by no

means impervious when brought face to face himself with human

suffering. It was his sight of the vast numbers of wounded after

the battle of Solferino which went far to induce him to make a

speedy peace with Austria (1859). Wliether he would ever have

screwed his courage to the sticking point for the Coup d'etat, had
there been no De Morny and other like spirits close at hand, is

something that can never be told.

Napoleon III had boasted much of playing the part of the

champion of the people. He, or his advisers, took peculiar pains
that the French nation should not choose any other champions.
The Constitution of 1852, under which the Second Empire was

governed until 1860, was a "constitution" only because that

word was written near the head of the document. Grim Czar

Nicholas I, Autocrat of all the Russias, hardly exercised more

complete power than his "great and good friend,"
^ "the

Emperor of the French."

^ This was the title Nicholas used toward Napoleon III. The latter was
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The "Man of Destiny" did not, indeed, endeavor to govern
without the forms of a hmited monarchy. On the contrary, there

was seldom a time when so much was said about "popular ^^
sovereignty" and "consulting the national will." But special ^^^C^

care had been taken by the authors of the Constitution of 1852

that the "national will" should always coincide with the

Emperor's. In his own right the powers of the Emperor were qO\x
vast. He declared war, signed treaties, and appointed and dis-

missed all public officials. The ministers of the great depart-

ments of state were the mere creatures of his pleasure. He alone

could propose new laws. Naturally, therefore, his power of

sanctioning them after passage and of giving them validity by

promulgation completed his grip on all legislation. The actual

bills for the legislature were drafted by the Council of State

(named by the Emperor), and if the feeble legislature mustered

courage to make any amendments, the Council could advise the

Emperor whether to accept or reject them. '^'"^

The regular "Legislative Body" (Corps legislatif) consisted of \J^
261 deputies, elected by popular vote for a term of six years. It ^^
was completely under the rein and curb of the Emperor. It met

at his summons, he could adjourn it and dissolve it. He named
its president and vice-president. It could consider no bill except

what was proposed by the imperial ministers, except with

the special consent of the Council of State. The sessions were

indeed public in that auditors were allowed in a gallery, but

nothing of the debates could be published, beyond a very sum-

mary official abstract prepared by the president of the body,
himself of course the Emperor's nominee and obligated to sup-

press any remark unwelcome to the Government. The deputies

were supposed to vote the appropriation bills (budget), but if

the Government desired, it could always get funds for an object

by shifting them from one account to another. The deputies, in

extremely incensed because the Czar would not write to him as "my Brother."

The crowned heads of Europe generally looked on Napoleon III as an unwcl'

come upstart with no claims to social equality.
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short, did not in any real sense possess the decisive power of the

purse.

Xy In higher honor than the Legislative Body was the new

:^ "Senate" of 150 members, some sitting in "their own right,"
—

admirals, marshals, cardinals,
— the rest named for life by the

Emperor. They examined the laws passed by the deputies, and

no measure could be promulgated until they had given approval.

Thus theoretically they had a kind of veto power, but of course

they in turn were completely at the Emperor's disposal. If there

were any matters in the Government not adjusted by the Con-

stitution, they could promulgate the necessary laws— therel>y

practically amending the Constitution. Finally, it should be

said, this very self-important body met in secret, another aid to

manipulation by its lord and master,

j^ Much was always being said by Napoleon III about the
—

"privileges" of being a voter in France. These often-flattered

*-
voters, however, found little left to their discretion. The Gov-

ernment undertook to "enlighten them" (to use an official

formula) how to cast their ballots. "Official candidates" favored

by the Emperor were announced. Every public functionary was

obliged to work for their election. Their appeals and proclama-

tions were printed on the official white paper.
^ The departmental

prefects distributed ballots for the favored candidates, and on a

thousand pretexts could repress the appeals and meetings of the

Opposition candidates. Ballot boxes were solely in the custody

of Government officials, and very strange things doubtless

happened while depositing and counting the vote.

15 Nominally there was no press censorship. In practice it was

nigh impossible to subject the Government to real criticism. A
heavy deposit (50,000 francs [$10,000] for a paper in Paris) had

to be made for the good behavior of a journal. Press cases were

tried in special courts without a jury. If a paper displeased the

Government, it might be "warned." If there was a second warn-

' In France only Government placards and notices could be posted on ivhite

paper: all private appeals and pronunciamentoes had to be on colored paper.
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ing, the paper miglit be suppressed outright. It was an offense

to publish "false news"; and since to err in trivial matters is

not an unknown newspaper error, almost any unwelcome jour-

nal could be prosecuted out of existence. The administration of

these laws was often left to local officials anxious to curry favor

at Paris, by showing themselves busy prosecutors. Some of

the "warnings" were for utterly comical reasons; for example,
two papers were admonished for printing a discussion of the

value of certain chemical manures
"
because this can only bring

about indecision in the minds of the purchasers."
^

Never in modern France had the country been more infested

with spies, "agents of police," and all the despicable small-fry jp^^
of oppressive officialdom : making arbitrary arrests everywhere,
and often selecting their victims out of sheer caprice. The most

innocent expressions were enough to bring persons to the lockup.

At Tours a woman remarked, "The grape blight is coming

again." She was seized and the prefect of the department him-

self threatened her with life imprisonment "if she spread any
more bad news."

Education was, of course, completely in the clutches of the -<j^a.

new Government. Instructors of all classes had to take oath to

the Emperor or be dismissed, and consequently many honorably

resigned. History and philosophy were discouraged as studies;

they might lead to dangerous political discussions and "discon-

tent." The Minister of Education (Fortoul) undertook to reduce

all the teaching in France to an automatic lifeless system, and

issued the oft-quoted order that professors were to shave their

mustaches "that they might drop from their appearance as well

as from their manners the last vestiges of anarchy."
^

' More famous even is the case of the paper which reported a speech by
Napoleon III which "several times evoked cries of 'long live the Emperor!'

"

The paper was promptly "warned" because "this doubtful expression is un-

suitable in the presence of the wild enthusiasm which the Emperor's words

excited."
^ At that time the wearing of a mustache or beard was sometimes regarded as

a sign favoring Republican or radical theories. This notwithstanding that

Napoleon III wore his well-known "imperial
"

goatee.
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Under these circumstances the question, of course, is, "How
could the French nation, hberty-loving, keenly appreciative of

wrongs and shams, and highly intelligent, endure this regime?
The first answer is that the measures of repression made any
kind of resistance highly difficult. But in any case Napoleon III

had three great assets: (1) The army was his. The soldiers were

delighted to obey the man who promised to imitate the tradi-

tions of his mighty uncle, and who flattered and pampered them
at every turn. (2) The run of the bourgeois were his. They asked

only for law and order, and for steady material prosperity. The
Second Empire undertook to provide them with these. (3)

The clergy were at first devotedly on the side of Napoleon III.

The Clericals had hated Louis-Philippe's regime. They had more
or less welcomed the Second Republic. Now the Second Empire

promised them honor and influence; while political conditions in

Italy were such that Pope Pius IX might at any time need the

support of French bayonets. In return the Clericals praised

and supported the imperial regime, and (most valuable help of

all) the parish priests often mustered their docile peasants down
to the ballot places to vote for the "official candidates."

Napoleon III was always hated by the industrial element in

Paris and other sizable cities. He was irreconcilably opposed by
most of the intellectual and literary leaders of the nation. But

bayonets and ballots were what for the moment counted. For
not a few years the Emperor could defy all mutterings of

opposition.

Nevertheless, Napoleon III and the eager spirits around him
never deceived themselves into believing that they were firmly

rooted in power, and could remain in the Tuileries if once they
became highly unpopular. To attract and retain popular

imagination there must be wars, victorious, of course, and as

bloodless and inexpensive as possible, but adding to the "glory"
of the Napoleonic name. To satisfy the bourgeois there must

also be a steady promotion of railways, steamships, commerce,
etc. To conciliate the hostile industrialists, measures must be
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taken for the benefit of the working-men. The Emperor, in

short, set out to play the benevolent despot, and it must be
admitted that his intentions were good. He intended to make
the Second Empire justify itself by the vast and genuine benefits

it conferred upon France.^ ,

Unfortunately, to be a successful despot one must haverQJup
efiicient helpers: men of probity, capacity, and self-respect, jf^
But the Coup d'Etat had made it impossible for Napoleon III

' ^'
ever to command the best brains of France. The men who should

have been in his ministries were in exile, or at least muttering

helplessly in private life. In their stead were the personages who
had managed the deed of the 2d of December, and of course

many other spirits like them. It was the time for every broken-

down soldier of fortune, for every nobleman of tarnished title,

for every reckless promoter who seemed nearest home when he
leaned over the roulette wheel, to flock to Paris from all Europe
and offer his "services" to the Emperor or his ministers.-

Napoleon III created a magnificent and glittering court, an

elegant nineteenth-century counterpart of the splendors of

Louis XIV, but "it was composed of men and women all more
or less adventurers. It was the court of the nouveaux riches and
of a mushroom aristocracy. There were prizes to be won, and

pleasures to be enjoyed, and it was 'like as in the days of Noah,
until the flood came and swept them all away.'

"

With such coadjutors it is perhaps a testimony to the ability
of the Emperor that he was able to hold his throne eighteen

years, and that the first half of this reign was on the whole a

great outward success. Europe was in ferment from 1848 on-

ward. Italy and Germany were painfully achieving their national

unity. The huge conglomerate of the Austro-Hungarian domin-

^ See note, pp. 494-495.
^ It was well said that the revived imperialism of Louis Napoleon was not, like

the Old Monarchy, a cause (to be fought and died for), but to most of its ad-

herents, a speculation. They had to be attracted and held by direct hopes of

personal gain : not by any appeal to their patriotism or personal fealty
— rotten

foundations for any government!
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ions, which young Franz Josef was already ruling, was in un-

happy labor. Russia was reaching out her iron hand once more

toward Constantinople and the rest of the heritage of "the

Sick Man of Europe." Foreign complications could hardly be

avoided even had Napoleon III so desired, and how could he be

a Napoleon and wish to avoid foreign complications? In the

French army, fired now by careful references to the memories

of Lodi and Jena, he had a fighting instrument which seemed

the best in Europe until sudden collision with Von Moltke's

new war-machine taught men otherwise. It is not fair to say

that the Second Empire deliberately soughTwars of aggrandize-

ment as did the Pan-Germans in 1914, It is fair to say that the

Emperor seemed well content when Russia and Austria in their

turn took measures which enabled him to declare that "the

struggle was forced upon him." Despite the famous promise,

"The Empire is peace," Napoleon had to go to war with Russia

in 1854, and with Austria in 1859. He won both of these wars, if

not overwhelmingly, at least in a manner which increased his

prestige, his hold upon France, and his claim to be the first

figure in Europe.
It is no purpose of this volume to untangle the diplomatic

mazes in which Europe was involved from 1848 down through

1870, and in which Napoleon III and his foreign ministers were

tangled for their full sharetjt is needful, however, to see how his

foreign policy reacted upon the prosperity and destinies of the

great French people which had placed itself, somewhat reluc-

tantly, indeed, under his leadership. In the first of his wars

Napoleon III had the alliance of the old national enemy, Eng-

land, against Russia. The Crimean War (1854-56) was not

entered upon by France against Czar Nicholas I for precisely

the same reason as by the British. The latter were fearful that

the dreaded Muscovite was about to seize Constantinople as the

outer door to Egypt and India. The French had long regarded

themselves as the protectors of the Latin Christians of the much
distracted Turkish Empire, and as the preferred Christian
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Power in all the Sultan's dominions. Nicholas was thrusting
forward the claims of the Greek Christians as against those of

their very uncordial brethren of the West, and in the Levant
was certainly overshadowing all other non-Moslem nations by
his constant interference in Turkish affairs. The personal rela-

tions of the Czar and the Emperor were also very cold. Nicholas

regarded Napoleon as a mere upstart with only fictitious claims

to pose as a fellow monarch. The Crimean War could have been

avoided in 1854, alike by England and France, if only they had
been willing to treat with the Czar in a conciliatory spirit for

the liquidation of the nigh-bankrupt Ottoman Empire. It is now

generally agreed that the Turks were not worth saving, and
that their preservation was therefore little short of a crime. On
the other hand, Russian policy was certainly aggressive, brutal,

and seemingly was menacing to the Western Powers. The blame
is therefore fairly distributed.

This war lasted two years (1854-56), As is well known, the

superior Anglo-French navies held the Russian squadrons in

close blockade. The Czar's armies soon evacuated the Balkan

States, and the struggle practically resolved itself into the

prolonged and desperate siege of Sebastopol, the chief fortress

in the Crimean peninsula. This siege began in October, 1854.

The stronghold held out until September, 1855. The story of the

valor of attackers and defenders — of the Alma, Balaklava,

Inkermann, and the storming of the Malakhoff and the Redan,
can be left to other books. As for the French part in the struggle,

it is fair to say that if the English supplied the greater part of

the necessary shipping for the war, the French land contingent
at the siege was always the larger, and therefore did proportion-

ately more than the English to win the open battles, repulse
the sorties, and finally to force the Russians to evacuate the

city. The French troops were said to have been more resourceful

than the British in meeting the awful cold and hardships of the

Russian winter. Their original commander had been Saint-

Arnaud of Coup d'etat fame, but he died of cholera almost
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before the siege was begun, and Canrobert and Pelissier carried

the struggle through at last to military success. ^

The bad roads of Southern Russia and the miserable adminis-

trative service of the Czar perhaps did more than French or

British valor to bring about a victory for the Western Allies.

Nicholas I had died a chagrined man in 1855. The hated par-

venu and the despised English were defeating him. His succes-

sor, Alexander II, was fain to make peace, albeit on decidedly

humiliating terms.

In March and April, 1856, Napoleon III had the congenial

honor of entertaining the leading diplomats of Europe at the

once famous Congress of Paris, which "settled" the ever un-

settled Eastern Question. With the precise terms of this treaty

we need not deal : enough that Turkey was given a new lease of

life under the fostering protection of Britain and France, and

that Russia was obliged to renounce most of her claims to

meddle in Turkish affairs and even the right to keep warships

on the Black Sea. The Emperor played a great part at this

conference. He seemed laying the law down to obedient Europe,

He dictated a settlement of the problems of Roumania that was

very unwelcome to Austria. He allowed the delicate question

of the oppression of Italy, and of the misgovernment of the

Austro-Italian provinces, a question even more distasteful to

the Hapsburgs, to be raised by Cavour, the prime minister of

Sardinia. The princes of Europe recognized his great power and

ceased to treat him as an upstart. The members of his family

were "taken in" to the various royal houses. French pride was

immensely flattered by seeing their ruler— almost as in the

days of Louis XIV— treated as the first sovereign of Europe.

The Crimean War, in short, had been neither very sanguinary

nor very expensive and it had paid Napoleon III excellent

dividends.

* Most Americans read of the Crimean War only in English narratives.

These inevitably fail to accent the fact that the French did the lion's share

of the fighting and won corresponding right to credit for the victory.
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So within five years after the Coup dfEtat the Second Empire
was at its height. Paris was the center of wealth, elegance, and

fashion. Never had all the questionable amusements of the

glittering capital been so attractive, never had the famous

city been so "gay." It was a time of sudden prosperity and cor-

responding profusion. If Napoleon's ministers and proteges

were often adventurers, they were most interesting adventurers,

who lived most admirably by their wits. The imperial court had

needed a mistress in 1852. The Emperor's advisers cast eyes on

a Hohenzollern princess
^ and one or two other high-born eligi-

bles; but before 1856 the old dynasties had no great ambition

to mate up with a Bonaparte. Napoleon, therefore, married

Eugenie de Montijo (January 29, 1853), a young Spanish lady

of fairly noble descent, whose family had been especially faith-

ful to the cause of Joseph Bonaparte when he posed as King of

Spain. The new Empress was "
tall, fair and graceful, with hair

like one of Titian's beauties." She made an admirable arbitress

of costume and etiquette, to be copied by every robe-maker and

in every drawing-room in Europe. Her personal character seems

to have been on the whole benevolent and worthy, but her

political views were largely limited to an intense partisanship

with everything friendly to the Church and a corresponding dis-

like of everything anti-Clerical or Protestant. Her influence was

against the Italian patriots because they were anti-Papal, and

against Prussia chiefly, it would seem, because Prussians were

Lutherans. On the whole, therefore, she tended to embroil her

husband with elements he needed as his friends.

While the Crimean War was raging, Queen Victoria and the

Prince-Consort Albert visited their mighty ally at Boulogne.

The Prince was a shrewd observer and in his memoranda gave

interesting sidelights upon the Second Empire and its master.

1 She was sister to the Prince of Hohenzollern, whose candidacy for the

throne of Spain in 1870 precipitated the Franco-Prussian War. Royal marriages

have seldom kept the peace, but it is worth speculating, whether if Napoleon had

married this princess the struggle of 1870 would have occurred — at least in

the form it actually did.
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"The gentlemen composing the Emperor's entourage** wrcte

the Prince, "are not distinguished by birth, manners, or educa-

tion. The tone [of the circle] is rather that of a garrison, with a

good deal of smoking. . . . Upon the whole, my impression is

that neither in home nor in foreign politics would the Emperor
take any violent steps, but that he appears in distress for means
of governing and is obliged to look about him from day to day.

Having deprived the people of any active participation in the

government, and reduced them to mere spectators, they grow
impatient, like a crowd at a display of fireworks, whenever
there is any cessation of the display."

This was in 1854. In 1855 Napoleon and Eugenie made a

return visit to England, and were received with magnificent

hospitality at Windsor, passing through London "where seven

years before he [the Emperor] was wont to stroll with his faithful

dog at his heels to the news-vendor's stall by the Burlington
Arcade to get the latest news." In 1856 came, of course, the

Congress of Paris, and higher glories still. A little son had just

been born to the imperial couple, the promise seemingly of a

long and prosperous dynasty. The Heir Presumptive of Prussia

came to accept the Emperor's bounty for a brief visit. With the

Prussian suite was a modest oflScer, Major von Moltke. He had
not yet risen to fame but, like Prince Albert, was well able to

see under the surface. His letters home to Germany praised

many things in the Second Empire, and dwelt much on Na-

poleon's good-humor and benevolence, but declared: "He
suffers from the want of mto of ability to uphold him. He can-

not make use of men of independent character, who insist on

having their own notions, as the direction of affairs of state

must be concentrated in his hands." Von Moltke commends
the Emperor, however, for not forgetting that "the French

people like to see their sovereigns surrounded by a brilliant

court."

So the Congress of Paris came and went: and Napoleon
drifted on to his second great war— with Austria in behalf of
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Italian freedom. The Emperor had been in his youth a member
of a secret society for the hberation of Italy from the Austrian

yoke. His generous impulses made him sympathize with the

bitter complaints arising from the peninsula at the oppressions

by the Hapsburgs and by the lesser princes, their dependents.
His own political theories, about the right of every nation to

settle its own destinies by plebiscites, inclined him also to listen

favorably to the pleas of Cavour, the very astute prime minister

of Sardinia-Piedmont, '^ that France should intervene in Italian

affairs and should at least drive the Austrians out of Lombardy
and Venetia.

Again we must turn aside from the highly interesting diplo-

matic story. In 1858 Napoleon made a secret alliance with

Cavour and Victor Emmanuel to aid them to drive the Austrians

from Italian soil. In return for great additions to his territory

within the peninsula, Victor Emmanuel would cede to France

his French-speaking districts of Savoy and Nice. In 1859, after

a most exciting diplomatic flurry, Cavour maneuvered Austria

into declaring war upon Piedmont, under circumstances which

permitted Napoleon to say he was merely coming to the rescue

of a weak ally. This Italian war, however, was not universally

popular in France. Behind the Austrian stood the Pope fearful

for his "temporal power"; consequently the Empress and the

French clericals discouraged the whole undertaking. The bour-

geois element too disliked the military uncertainties and the

war taxation. Nevertheless Napoleon threw a considerable army
into Northern Italy. Neither the Austrian nor the French gen-

erals displayed the least real capacity as strategists, but the

French infantry were incomparably the better fighters, and

under blundering leadership they carried the Tricolor gallantly

through the two great victories, first of Magenta and soon after

that of Solferino.

1 Victor Emmanuel, King of Sardinia-Piedmont, the northwest portion of

Italy, alone of all the Italian dynasts had resisted the pressure of Austria to

maintain a harsh autocracy, and had allowed his people a liberal constitution.
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The Austrians, nevertheless, were not yet crushed. There

was danger of an unfriendly move on the Rhine by Prussia.

The Clericals in France were anxious and angry. Therefore,

leaving his Piedmontese ally somewhat shabbily in the lurch.

Napoleon concluded peace with Franz Josef very suddenly at

Villa Franca (July 11, 1859). Lombardy alone was to be ceded

to Sardinia-Piedmont, and Venetia was still to lie in Austrian

bondage. Since he had not completed his part of the bargain,

the Emperor did not now insist on getting Savoy and Nice;

but when a little later (1859-60) the Central and South Italian

States themselves expelled their local "grand dukes" or papal

legates, and united under Victor Emmanuel as "King of Italy,"

Napoleon exacted the promised districts as his price for closing

his ears to the cries of the outraged Clericals at the direful cur-

tailing of the territories of the Pope. So France gained two new

departments, made from Savoy in the Alps, and also a fair city

(Nice) on the Riviera, but at the expense of some decidedly

ungracious bargaining on the part of her Emperor. The Italian

war left Napoleon with perhaps greater military prestige than

ever, but at the cost of the good-will of the Clericals, while in

turn the Italians did not love him. They felt that he had left

them in the lurch as to Venetia, and then had exacted an unfair

price for letting them consolidate most of the rest of their

country without his intervention.

Nevertheless in 1859 the glory of the Second Empire was

probably at its height. France was remarkably prosperous.

Great public works were undertaken to win the industrial

classes. Railroads were developed. Huge stock companies were

floated with more or less Government patronage. Paris had been

systematically rebuilt with wide, stately boulevards by Baron

Haussmann. The expense was vast, but the effect was magnifi-

cent. Paris became somewhat less picturesque, but was now

more clearly than ever the superb, clean, modern capital. An-

other object was also gained. The wide, straight avenues could

hereafter be easily swept by artillery. The elimination of the
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crooked, mediaeval-looking streets made barricade fighting a

hundred per cent harder.

After 1859 it was evident that the Pope was likely to lose his

entire temporal power in Rome and become, as indeed happened
in 1870, the "prisoner of the Vatican." For this result the

Clericals blamed Napoleon, and their support cooled. To replace

them he began to favor the long-despised Liberals.

The Republicans had been suppressed with an iron hand.

Prior to 1857 they had not had a single representative in the

entire body of deputies. In 1857 and down to 1863 they had only
five — "The Five"— chosen by districts in Paris and Lyons
which even the police and the official candidates could not

entirely coerce. The two brands of Royalists had been a little

less persecuted, but were about equally helpless. Mails and

travelers' baggage had been regularly searched at the frontiers

to prevent the incoming of anti-Bonapartist literature. Now,
however, the pressure was a little released. In 1860 the official

Moniteur was allowed to reprint the full debates in the Cham-
ber. In 1861 measures were taken to have the items in the budget
voted separately, with some real control by the deputies over

the treasury. The Chamber was allowed to reply with an ad-

dress to the speech from the throne. The press restrictions were

also partially lifted. Very moderate criticisms of the Govern-

ment were permitted. In 1863 there were elected 35 Opposition

members to the deputies.^ This was a very small fraction of the

Chamber (set by the Constitution of 1851 at 251 members),

but it involved real debates, and compelled the Government to

defend itself in a parliamentary way against a genuine Opposi'

tion. In Paris only Opposition deputies were elected. This meant

that Napoleon could not count on the loyalty of the nerve-

center of France, a very dangerous situation in case for an

instant he lost control of the army.

1 Many of these were, indeed, Orleanists or regular old-line BourbonSv
"
Legitimists;

"
but they merged their issues in common hostility to Bonapartism,

and called themselves the
"
Liberal Opposition."
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However, having taken the first steps toward a Hberal regime,
it was impossible to tighten up again. In 186-i the Emperor
strove to conciHate the industriahsts by a law giving the work-

ingmen a right to form labor unions (hitherto prohibited in

deference to bourgeois interests), and also, of course, to "strike"

to better their condition, a measure of the greatest importance
for the future economic and social development of the country.
Whatever popularity Napoleon III may, nevertheless, have

gained by such a step was completely offset by the loss of pres-

tige he brought on the Second Empire by his utterly disastrous

and discreditable adventure in Mexico.

The "Man of Destiny" had watched the American Civil

War with cynical interest. If the great Anglo-Saxon Republic
could have been rent » sunder and eternally weakened, there

was an end to the Monroe Doctrine, and a delightful vista was

opened in Latin America for every kind of imperialistic ex-

ploitation. Probably Napoleon III would have intervened in

behalf of the Southern Confederacy had he been sure of the

support of England, and also of French public opinion, which

may not have understood all the issues in America, but which

balked at spending blood and treasure to uphold a government
founded on slavery.^ But after American hands seemed firmly

tied in 1862, the Emperor determined at least to interfere in

Mexico. His intervention there was the beginning of the end of

the Second Empire.
Once more we have a story familiar to Americans, and only

indirectly concerning the life of the French people. Mexican

finances were in their normal grievous disorder, and French,

English, and Spanish banking interests brought about a joint

intervention by their three nations to secure the payment of

the debt. But soon it was evident that Napoleon intended a

direct political occupation of the offending nation. England and

1 It is alleged that Napoleon III told Southern sympathizers that he wished,

indeed, to interfere in their behalf, but feared that if he did so there would be

riots in the streets of Paris.
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Spain hastily withdrew. A French army was sent up from Vera

Cruz into the interior, and after some initial defeats took

Mexico City (1863). The anti-Republican clericals in Mexico

now played into Napoleon's hands. They caused a monarchy
to be proclaimed and offered the "Empire of Mexico" to the

Archduke Maximilian of Austria,^ an amiable prince who knew

nothing of Mexican problems, and who rashly trusted to the

solemn promise of Napoleon to support him with French bayo-
nets till his new Government was well settled. In 1864 Maxi-

milian arrived in Mexico, but the Republicans continued their

resistance. The French forces sent over were not large enough
to conquer the country, and the whole expedition was so ex-

pensive that the French taxpayers began to become very vocal

in the Chambers. Then in 1865 the Southern Confederacy col-

lapsed. The United States sent stern "notes" to Paris about

Mexico, the Monroe Doctrine had a most ominous resurrection,

and an army of Northern veterans concentrated significantly

in Texas. A desperate conflict with the nov/ armed and victori-

ous United States was the last thing Napoleon wanted. Despite

his solemn promise to the Austrian Prince, in 1867 he withdrew

the French troops from Mexico and left Maximilian to his fate.

How the latter remained, resisted the Republicans, was taken,

and then shot is one of the best-known stories of North American

history.

The Mexican affair cost Napoleon a vast deal of money; it tied

up French troops in America at a time when they were sorely

needed to protect national interests in Europe; it ended with the

disgraceful death of Maximilian, whose friends blamed Napoleon

severely for luring him to his ruin; and, of course, it brought no

"glory," but only an immense onus of failure at the end. By
the time it was finished, the Second Empire had lost all the

splendor which had followed the Congress of Paris, and was

itself obviously drifting on the rocks.

Those rocks and quicksands were now clearly lying in th«

^ Brother of the Emperor Franz Josef, who died in 1916.
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direction of Germany. In 1862 Bismarck became first ministe."

of Prussia, while Von Moltke was building that great scientific

war-machine which the world was soon to learn to know so

well. It had been a serious blow in certain quarters to French

pride when the bulk of Italy had become united in a single

powerful kingdom. Now, as by successive steps Bismarck begtfn

erecting a great well-compacted German State directly across

the Rhine, the anxiety and the injured feelings grew infinitely

faster. In 1864 this astute minister of King William I had

induced Austria to join with Prussia in a common attack on

Denmark, which was duly overwhelmed by the two Great

Powers and bereft of Schleswig-Holstein. It was patent enough
that the two victors in this inglorious war were bound to quarrel

over the supremacy of Germany. In the issue of that quarrel

France had every possible interest. If Napoleon III announced

his intention of aiding Austria, all Bismarck's schemes for

making Prussia dominant in Central Europe would vanish in

thin air, and never did that clever Junker use his great gifts of

cajolery and insinuation to better advantage than in 1865, when
he visited the Emperor at Biarritz, and in several confidential

interviews talked Napoleon into promising neutrality in German

affairs, in return for some utterly vague hopes, and repudiable

half-promises of giving France additional territories west of the

Rhine while Prussia adjusted matters with Austria.

Napoleon agreed to neutrality. He did not believe that either

of the Germanic Powers would be victorious promptly. The

result (he expected) would be a dragging, indecisive war, into

which he could presently plunge as the irresistible arbiter. So

he sat back, permitted Italy to make alliance with Prussia

against Austria— and waited events.

Events came with a vengeance War was declared between

Prussia and Austria on June 16, 1866. On July 3, seventeen days

later, the power of Austria lay crushed and nigh helpless after

the great battle of Sadowa (or Koniggratz). On August 23, the

final Treaty of Prague was signed, and the war was over.
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Austria had been obliged to resign all interest in German affairs

and to cede Venetia to Italy. As for Prussia she annexed Hano-
ver, Hesse-Cassel, Nassau, and other German States and pro-
ceeded to organize all but South Germany into the formidable

North-German Confederation— very strictly under her own
leadership. Prussia had thus increased her area nearly twenty-
five per cent. She had increased her power and prestige in

Europe infinitely more.

The news of the catastrophe of Sadowa was hardly less terrible

in Paris than in Vienna. From the French standpoint the

Emperor had committed a hideous mistake. He had watched a

great aggressive military power spring up on the very bound-
aries of France, and had done absolutely nothing to prevent a
vast national danger. In vain now he tried to remind Bismarck
of his alleged promises of more territories for France— the

Bavarian and Hessian lands west of the Rhine.? — or (no
creditable proposal) the permission to seize part of Belgium.?

Anything in short to save the shattered prestige of the Second

Empire ! Bismarck, more or less bluntly, refused to remember

any of his fine words at Biarritz. He encouraged the Belgian

proposition only enough so that he could let it leak out in 1870
to discredit France with England. He made it very plain that

Prussia intended to organize Germany in her own way, and
would snap her fingers at French intervention. Napoleon would

willingly have considered going to war, but the Mexican adven-
ture had tied up part of the army, while other regiments were
in Rome protecting the Pope against the seizure of the Eter-

nal City by the Italian patriots. Even with his whole forces con-

solidated, competent generals told the Emperor that he would
still lack strength to attack Von Moltke's terrible new war-

machine. In infinite anguish Napoleon resolved to keep the peace.
One last attempt he made to solace French pride by an an-

nexation. The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg belonged to the

King of Holland. The latter needed money and took no joy in

this c^inor principality. In 1867 it was arranged to sell the little
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country to France.^ Matters seemed almost completed, when

suddenly Bismarck announced that he could not consent, and
informed the King of Holland if he went ahead with the sale

"public opinion" in Germany might force war. Of course the

King dropped the matter at once. Napoleon had again been ut-

terly rebuffed by the Prussian, and all Europe, and especially

all France, knew it.

Between 1867 and 1870 the Second Empire enjoyed its Indian

summer. France was still very prosperous. Commerce and

industry showed gratifying gains. The great increase of wealth

enabled the munificent patronage of the fine arts. Paris was more

than ever the abode of comfort, luxury, and of all alluring forms

of amusement and "wickedness." In 1867 the Emperor was the

host to many of the crowned heads of Europe at the Great

Universal Exposition, held now a second time in Paris. ^ But no

one could conceal the fact that Napoleon III was losing pres-

tige. He was suffering painfully from a disease of the bladder,

and was unable to concentrate his attention on public affairs.

The Mexican fiasco and the full consequences of the Prussian

aggrandisement both came home to the French people in 1867.

As Thiers, the veteran statesman, now again in politics, bitterly

exclaimed, "There are no blunders left for us to make."

In 1868 a rising journalist, Henri Rochefort, dipped his pen
in gall. In his organ, the Lanterne, he launched attacks like

this: "I am a thorough Bonapartist: but I must be allowed to

choose my hero in the dynasty. As a Bonapartist, I 'prefer

Napoleon II. It is my right. He represents to me the ideal of

the sovereign. No one can deny that he occupied the throne, be-

cause his successor was Napoleon III. What a reign, my friends,

what a reign! No taxes! No war! No Civil List! Oh, yes. Na-

poleon II, I love and admire you without reserve!" Rochefort

' The inhabitants of Luxembourg seem to have been reasonably willing for

the change.
2 The first "Exposition" held in 1855 had also been a great success and an

excellent advertisement for the prosperity of France in the early years of the

Second Empire.
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paid for this utterance with prosecution and exile; but the dis-

semination of this "scarlet pamphlet" could not be stopped.

The Second Empire was being ruinously discredited.

Under these circumstances there was nothing left for the

Emperor to do save to try to regain his popularity by increasing

concessions to the Liberals. An attempt was made by the Gov-

ernment to create the "Democratic Empire." In 1868 the press

laws were still further relaxed. Political meetings could be held

if they were vouched for by seven responsible citizens. In 1869

there were still more ample concessions. After some discussion

the Emperor granted ministerial responsibility. Hereafter the

Chamber was to have real control. It could initiate laws, de-

mand explanations of policy from the ministers, and control its

own organization. The ministers were supposed to be responsible

to the majority of the Chamber, although it was not until 1870

that this last step was put in practice. In this last stage the

oflfice of premier was accepted by Ollivier, the leader hitherto of

the moderate Opposition, who now announced that he intended

to govern according to strictly Liberal and parliamentary
views. So again the wheel had turned. From Autocracy Na-

poleon III was swinging over to Limited Monarchy. He boasted

in 1869 that he was founding at length a system of government

"equally removed from reaction and from revolutionary

theories"; and he appealed to the nation: "I can answer for

order: help me to save liberty!"

WTiether if there had been no foreign disaster the Second

Empire would have lasted is at best doubtful. The memory of

the crime of the Coiip d'Etat clung around it like a poisoned
Nessus shirt. The Republicans lifted their heads the moment
the pressure of the police relaxed. In the elections for the new
Chamber in May, 1869, the Government candidates had in all

only 4,438,000 votes. The Opposition had 3,385,000. The city of

Paris went against the Government by 231,000 votes to only

74,000. Fully ninety Opposition deputies were chosen. ^

^ Or 116 if some very lukewarm "Bonapartists" be taken into account.
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On the 2d of December, 1869, the date of the seizure of power

by Napoleon, the RepubHcans held a celebration in honor of

the Frenchmen who had died in 1851 defending Republican
liberties. A young advocate, Gambetta, appeared to defend

those who were promptly accused of "insulting the Govern-

ment." His speech smote heavily upon the defenders of the

Bonapartist regime. "Listen, you who have for seventeen years
been the absolute master of France. The thing that character-

izes you best, because it proves your own remorse, is the fact

you have never dared to say,
' We will place among the solemn

festivals of France, this Second of December.' . . . Good! This

anniversary we [Republicans] take to ourselves. We will observe

it always, without fail, . . . the anniversary of our dead, until the

day when the country having become once again master itself,

shall impose on you the great expiation in the name of liberty,

equality, and fraternity."

After the Liberal reforms of April, 1870, notwithstanding all

this, Ollivier undertook to assure the Emperor of a "happy old

age." To bolster up the prestige of the new Government, an-

other referendum vote was held. France was asked to ballot on

the proposition: "The nation approves of the Liberal reforms

made in the Constitution since 1860, and ratifies the senatorial

decree of April 20, 1870." As might be expected, a great majority
was cast in favor of the Government. The question had been

cleverly worded so as not to make the voters reply whether

they really liked the Second Empire, but only whether they

approved the moves toward liberalism: 7,358,000 voters replied,

"Yes"; 1,571,000 "No." The Republicans denounced the whole

scheme as a dishonest trick. For the moment, however, the

Second Empire seemed to have been given a new sanction and a

new lease of life. Very possibly this referendum actually con-

tributed to bring on the final disaster, convincing Napoleon
III (as Lebon wrote later) "that he still possessed the confidence

of the country, and that a little external glory succeeding upon
so many reverses, would restore his shaken authority."
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In 1869 had come the Emperor's last foreign sunshine. The
Suez Canal (the work of a remarkable Frenchman, De Lesseps)

had been completed. Napoleon himself could not go to Egypt to

attend the opening, but Eugenie went on a man-of-war, to be

the guest of honor of Khedive Ismail and to shine as the "bright

particular star" of the fete along with the Emperor Franz

Josef and very many other European royalties. The interna-

tional horizon seemed fairly clear in 1869 and in 1870, France

had apparently submitted to the consolidation of North Ger-

many. No great issues appeared pending. Nevertheless all men
knew there was serious tension. Frenchmen talked of "avenging
Sadowa" as if it had been their own defeat. Prussians talked of

the need of humbling "the hereditary enemy."
In France it was keenly realized by military men that all

was not well with the army. The new Prussian organization had

been an eye-opener. In 1866 a genuine attempt had been made in

France to reorganize the military system. The term of army
service had been too long. The troops were practically profes-

sional soldiers, not short-term conscripts. There was no ade-

quate reserve. A law of 1855 had actually allowed the payment
of a money commutation for army service, and most bourgeois

were glad enough to hand over the cash and to save their sons

from an irksome duty. Marshal Niel proposed universal service,

but the Chamber of that year (1866) had refused to listen and

tlie Emperor had declined to force the matter through. Finally

certain imperfect reforms had been voted in 1868. Had they
been effected, they would have given an army of 800,000 men.

For the most part, however, they were still on paper in 1870,

when the great crash came. France faced Prussia in that year

with her old professional army, and with practically no efficient

reserves or other trained organization behind it. It was easy to

be wise after the event.

Nevertheless in 1870 as in 1914 the half of the year passed

with the world appearing very peaceful. The policy of Ollivier,

the new Liberal prime minister, was so pacifistic, that in Janu-
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ary, 1870, he offered to reduce the size of the French army pro-

vided Prussia would do the same. Bismarck, who knew his own

plottings, waved this well-meant proposal aside. Matters thus

drifted calmly on until early summer. The Second Empire
seemed in less danger of foundering than at any time since 1866.

Europe had quieted down. OUivier seemed resolved to let

Prussianized Germany strictly alone. It was publicly said that

the international horizon was singularly clear, and many diplo-

mats departed for their vacations. Then suddenly the great

gusts blew. On July 19, 1870, war existed between France and

Prussia. On September 2 "Napoleon the Little" ceased to reign.

Note on the Economic and Material Progress of France:
1852-1870

It is idle to deny that the Second Empire contributed much to the

material betterment of the nation. In fact, it was incumbent on

Napoleon III and his fellow adventurers to popularize their rule by
improving the condition of the masses. The Emperor furthermore had
an honest love of humanity — so long as that love did not conflict with

his own aggrandizement. Many Government hospitals and convalescent

homes were founded, and steps taken to establish a system of public

physicians and free medicines. Self-help societies were encouraged, and
the Government fostered benefit funds for the relief of old men and

women; also for insurance against sickness and accidents; and in 1868

there was founded the "Prince Imperial's Fund" to advance to work-

ing-men the money wherewith to buy their own tools. The commercial

treaty with Great Britain (18G0) was much denounced by the manu-

facturing interests, but it certainly aided to reduce the cost of many
essential articles for the poor. The establishment of the right of work-

ing-men to organize and to strike for better conditions has been men-
tioned. By one of those back-washes of reaction, which are so curious,

the lawmakers of the Revolution had actually made organized "strik-

ing" a penal offense. All this was now changed.

Railroad-building was pushed with energy. There had been almost

no railroads in France before 1842. There were only about 2100 miles

of them in 1851. There were nearly 10.000 miles in 1870.

The magnificent reconstruction of Paris by Baron Haussmann has

been explained. Besides the enormous and costly changes in the boule-

vards and avenues, there was a wholesale erection of new churches,
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hospitals, theaters, markets, barracks, etc., which added enormously
to the magnificence of the capital. In addition to Paris, Lille, Lyons,
Bordeaux, and Marseilles were proportionately beautified.

These great public undertakings, the stimulation of commerce and

industry, etc., naturally produced a corresponding development in

financial enterprises. The Credit Foncier was founded in 1852 and the

Credit Lyonnais in 1865, to advance money to agriculturists, manu-
facturers, and merchants. These great establishments did much to add
to the stability and prosperity of France. The Government deliberately
increased the public debt to find money for its numerous undertakings,
but it had no trouble in floating its bonds. In 1868 it required a loan of

400,000,000 francs ($80,000,000). There were no less than 830,000

subscribers, and they together offered 15,000,000,000 francs.

It was this wealth, accumulated between 1852 and 1870, that en-

abled France to recover so rapidly from the terrible maltreatment by
Prussia.

Tested only from a materialistic standard the Second Empire de-

served well of the nation; it was a tribute to the intelligence, moral

qualities, and conscience of France that she refused to be drugged into

contentment by the Bonapartist adventurers.



CHAPTER XXIII

THE CRUCIFIXION BY PRUSSIA: 1870-71

It was the misfortune of Napoleon III that his Government was

so unstable that the least swing of the international weather

vane could create a situation in which he must either engage
in a capital war or see his throne put in jeopardy provided he

did not avenge "the national honor." Firmly rooted govern-
ments can do many distasteful or unpopular things: but the

Second Empire was not a firmly rooted government. Hence one

of the main reasons for the crisis and debacle of 1870.

Why Otto von Bismarck felt that his policy for German con-

solidation would be advantaged by a war with France is a

matter solely for German history. And as for the detailed moves

on the military chess-board which registered the downfall of the

Second Empire and the agony of the nation it had led to dis-

aster, these also are outside the scope of this book. We have

only to see how the gang of cheerful incompetents whom
Napoleon IH called his ministers plunged their country into the

war, and what were the physical and moral effects of a frightful

calamity upon the French nation. Few modern countries (prior

to 1914) had been more tried than was France in 1870-71, and

that the nation could survive the crucifixion it then suffered,

and become again an upstanding power in the world, is one of

the best evidences possible that the stock of the Gallo-Roman,
Frank and Northman, was still productive, worthy, and strong

after very many centuries of momentous history.

In 1870 OUivier was head of the Cabinet, but he necessarily

had to leave diplomatic affairs largely to the Due de Gramont,
an exceedingly jingoistic and incautious foreign minister. There

were no outstanding questions which seemed to promise direct
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trouble, but the whole international situation was still rather

turbid. Things had not changed since 1869 when General Ducrot
wrote: "We are alike bellicose and pacific. We cannot resign
ourselves to accept freely the situation which we created by the

enormous blunders we committed in 1866, and yet we cannot

decide frankly upon war. Peace rests on too frail foundations

to last. Prussia may adjourn its projects but will never renounce

them. In this state of transition, of friction, and of defiances, is

it not clear that at any instant an unforeseen incident can bring
on a terrible crisis?"

The outline of what happened, of the events which played

directly into the hands of Bismarck, master of unscrupulous

intrigue, and of Von Moltke, master of the legions, stands some-

what as follows: The throne of Spain was vacant. Early in July
it became known in Paris that the disposing faction at Madrid
had offered the crown to Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern

Sigmaringen, a kinsman of William I of Prussia. Instantly the

Paris press blew up in a rage. Another insult from Prussia! A
Hohenzollern south of the Pyrenees as well as just across the

Rhine! Would the Government endure it.f' etc. There was an

angry "interpellation" in the Chamber. On July 6, 1870, the

Due de Gramont, "in a tone of insolent provocation," told that

body that it would destroy the balance of power in Europe if one ^-^

of the great kingdoms put a prince on the throne of Charles V, '-^
and in that case "France would discharge her duty without ^p^
hesitation and without weakness."

Leopold of Hohenzollern promptly withdrew his candidature.

King W'illiam of Prussia was not anxious for war. He did noth-

ing to reply to the fiery utterance of De Gramont; but the latter

was resolved on a public rebuff for Prussia, to make it appear
that the latter had recoiled before the threats of France. The
French Foreign Office therefore pressed for a formal letter from
W^illiam forbidding his kinsman to renew his candidature. The

King was not willing to go so far, inasmuch as the matter was

now for all practical purposes closed. Then by a blunder, to be
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paid for by a great nation's tears, De Gramont required Bene-

detti, the French ambassador, to wait onWilham at the watering-

place of Ems, on the fateful 13th of July, to demand a binding

pledge from the King that the Prince should never again aspire

to the throne of Spain. The King declined somewhat coldly to

do as requested; but he parted from Benedetti on terms of

perfect cordiality, and it was understood that the negotiations

were to continue amicably.
"Benedetti had not therefore been insulted, nor did he com-

plain of an insult." ^ But, as all the world knows to-day, Bis-

marck in Berlin deliberately gave to the press a garbled tele-

gram from Ems representing the King as treating the envoy
with gross discourtesy and "showing him the door." The great

minister's motive was of course to render conflict inevitable in

order to consolidate Germany after a victorious war against

France.

No device of unmoral statecraft ever had prompter success

than this "edited" Ems telegram. The situation at Paris had

already become ticklish. Irresponsible journalists had been call-

ing for an "energetic policy" and "for clearing the Prussians

out of the right bank of the Rhine." De Gramont, however, had

been sure he could obtain a great diplomatic success without

fighting; and the Emperor and OUivier, the premier, had been

firmly on the side of peace. In fact on the 12th, when the order

to Benedetti had been sent, the Council of Ministers had voted

that whatever the reply of the King of Prussia, "the Govern-

ment would content itself with what it had obtained." Now,
however, the wine-glass seemed flung across the table in the

face of France. The warm summer weather filled the Paris

boulevards. The one roar was, "To Berlin!" For Napoleon III

to have refused to answer the challenge would have cost the

Second Empire the last remnants of its waning prestige. How
long the "Man of Destiny" could then luive kept his crown

would have been a matter for nice calculation.

1
Chuquet.
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The nation had been fed up on lying statements as to the

efficiency of the army. In the Cabinet the war party instantly

gained the upper hand. The Empress was all for action. Per-

sonal prejudices were swaying the queen of elegance and

fashion. "This is my war!" she is alleged to have exclaimed.

"We will crush those Protestant Prussians!" The Emperor was

still half persuaded to peace, but he was racked by disease and

overborne by the clamor. On the 15th of July, Ollivier appeared

in the Chamber to ask for a credit of 50,000,000 francs for war

purposes. Thiers vainly tried to pin him down to facts and dis-

cover whether the "insult" was really so deadly as represented.

The premier waved him aside. In the spirit of explosive patriot-

ism then reigning, anything like calm debate was impossible.

By an enormous majority war was declared (July 19, 1870).

The leaders of the French nation were either men living in a

fool's paradise, or else they were criminally leading the nation

over a precipice, merely to postpone for a little interval their

own personal ejection from power. Ollivier made his ever-

famous utterance, "I accept the challenge with a light heart."

De Gramont (after the event) said: "I decided upon war with

an absolute confidence in victory. I believed in the greatness of

my country, its strength, its warlike virtues, even as I believe in

my holy religion." But, after all, war is primarily a military

undertaking. Neither the premier nor the foreign minister were

military experts, and what were their military "experts" say-

ing? Leboeuf, the Minister of War, was assuring his colleagues

that "the army was ready"; and when pressed to tell what that

meant, replied,
"
I mean that the army is perfectly equipped in

every respect; that it will not need a single gaiter button for a

year to cotne!" And so a great nation was sent down into the

valley of humiliation.

The military story of 1870 has become fairly familiar now to

every educated American. ^ We all understand how complete

1 The author has contributed his interpretation of the miUtary events in

1870-71 in The Roots of the War (N.Y. 1918), pp. 3-23, wherein the principal

battles, etc., are outUned.
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was the preparation in Prussia and her South-German allies;

how hke an impersonal engine of destruction Von Moltke's

thousands mobilized in perfect order and with admirable

equipment set forth toward the Rhine. We also know how the

instant the summons came to active service, the military machine

of the Second Empire displayed its complete incompetence. Of

course the prime evil had been that Napoleon III in military

no less than civil affairs had not been able to command the

best abilities in France. His generals were mostly adventurers,

downright "grafters," or at best routine-hardened mediocrities

who assumed that because Napoleon the Great had defeated

the Prussians at Jena, the same methods would enable "Na-

poleon the Little" to defeat the Prussians again, say at Frank-

fort. The soldiers were brave, the subaltern officers competent;
but the higher command, the methods of supply, etc., were

execrable. The field guns were much inferior to the Prussian,

and so through nearly every detail of the service. The military

reforms proposed in 1868 had been most imperfectly executed.^

There were no adequate reserves. The bulk of the j'outh of

France had not been trained to arms. The old professional

army, in short, was practically all that could be relied upon,
and up to August 1 it barely exceeded 250,000 men, to be pitted

against much larger Prussian forces which were steadily aug-

menting. A competent critic, assessing the disaster which fol-

lowed, assigned the ruin of the nation to three causes, easy to

state — "
inferiority of numbers, inferiority of weapons, inferi-

ority of the higher command." More pithily still might l)e set

down the one cause of causes — the incompetence of Napoleon

_III to exercise the power he had seized by a crime.

Napoleon had done more than get himself embroiled with

Prussia when he ought to have known enough to keep the

^ In fairness it should be said that Marshal Niel, a decidedly able war min-

ister, tried energetically to reform the military system. If he had lived much

might have been accomplished; but in 1869 he died. His successor, Leboeuf, was
a boastful meddler, who undid most of Niel's reforms and accomplished nothing
on his own account.
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peace. He had also failed to make any alliance for France.

Austria might have moved against Prussia, but she feared a

counter-attack by Russia, and waited for "the first French
victories" — which never came. Italy might have come to

Napoleon's aid, but her price was the evacuation of Rome by
the French troops. The Emperor was too dependent upon the

Clericals to dare to leave the Pope to his fate. The French gar-
rison remained in Rome until the situation had become hopeless
in the North. France, therefore, went into the war without a

friend, with an army miserably organized and equipped, and, as

it soon appeared, still more miserably commanded. The result

was hardly doubtful the moment the two hosts came to grips.
/

Even before the first defeats it began to be evident that

things were very wrong. It was said that the telegraph offices

swarmed with soldiers and officers all writing messages begin-

ning, "Please send me." Reports of utter confusion came back
to Paris from Metz, the grand headquarters. Nevertheless the

capital continued excited and joyfully expectant. Late in July
the Emperor and the young Prince Imperial took trains for

Metz to join the army, leaving the Empress in Paris as regent.
Father and son were never to see Paris again.
For our purposes what now happened can be stated in the

briefest possible manner.

1. To satisfy the impatience of the French populace for a

"victory," on August 2 Napoleon ordered an attack on a weak
Prussian detachment just across the frontier at Saarbriicken.

It was absurd to call it a battle. The Prussian battalion retired

after a little firing. The Emperor telegraphed that the Prince

had had his "baptism of fire," and the skirmish was celebrated

with Te Deums as being a really important victory.

2. On August 4 an overwhelming force of Prussians surprised
and defeated a French division at Weissenburg, thus winning
the first serious engagement.

3. On August 6, 45,000 French under MacMahon were at-

tacked at Worth in Alsace by about twice as many Prussians.
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After valiant resistance the French had to flee in what was little

better than rout.

4. On this same disastrous August 6 the French corps of

Frossard was attacked at Forbach in Lorraine. It beat oflF the

first attacks, but finally had to retire, more as a consequence of

bad generalship than of the inability of the soldiery to stop the

Prussians.

5. Paris had waited impatiently for the successes promised

by the Government. On the very day after the defeat at Worth,
the city was sent for some hours into a frenzied ecstasy over the

false report (possibly instigated to promote stock speculations)

of a great victory and the capture of the Prussian Crown
Prince. Then came bulletins admitting that the enemy was

across the frontier, "which fact presented us marked military

advantages," and that "all could be recovered." The reaction

of feeling, of course, needed a victim. Ollivier resigned. Count

Palikao became head of the ministry (August 10). He was a

pompous, utterly inefficient man, who continued the policy of

lying about the situation, saying oracularly, "If Paris knew
what I know, the city would be illuminated."

6. The Germans drove right onward against Metz. The Em-

peror abandoned the command of the main army to Marshal

Bazaine (a showy, selfish individual, overwhelmed by a situa-

tion far too great for him) and got away from Metz just in time

to escape being hemmed in by the Prussians. The latter forced

the French forces back into Metz in a series of battles beginning
on August 14 and culminating in the decisive engagement of

Gravelotte (August 18). The French fought bravely, but

Bazaine ruined all his chances by great sluggishness in action,

and utter failure to fling in his ample reserves to reinforce hjird-

pressed divisions in the firing line. Soon he was blockaded in

Metz, and was calling lustily for a relieving army.
7. Napoleon dared not go back to Paris with the awful tale of

defeat. He took refuge in the camp at Chalons where his best

general, MacMahon, was trying to organize a very heterogene-
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ous reserve army into something useful.^ MacMahon wished

to leave Bazaine to hold out for a while, and to retire himself

slowly toward Paris, exhausting the Germans by Fabian tactics.

Since his was the only regular field army now available for

France, this advice was the one thing really possible. But
Palikao and the affrighted Empress telegraphed from Paris that

if the army retreated without trying to rescue Bazaine, there

would be a revolution which would destroy the dynasty. In

defiance of all good strategy, MacMahon set off for the Meuse,

vainly hoping to make a junction with Bazaine. With his army
w^ent the Emperor, a sad guest, a helpless witness of events he

could not control. As might have been expected, MacMahon
was chased down by Von Moltke, penned up by vastly superior

forces in Sedan near the Belgian line, and after a brave and
almost frantic struggle, he was forced to surrender on Septem-
ber 2, with 82,000 unwounded men, including

— as the Germans

gleefully reported
— "one Emperor."

Napoleon III telegraphed laconically to Paris: "The army
has been defeated and is captive. I myself am a prisoner." The
Prussians sent him to a pleasant castle in Hesse where he re-

mained until after the war. Then he departed to exile in Eng-
land. He had done to France almost all the harm which one

man could.

8. The Prussians now, of course, advanced directly on Paris.

There was no longer any French field army capable of opposing
them. Strasbourg and other frontier fortresses were still holding

out gallantly but hopelessly. Bazaine lay supinely under the

guns of Metz. By September 19 the Prussians had seized Ver-

sailles and begun the investment of the capital. They had no

longer to fight against the Second Empire, but against the new
" Government of the National Defense."

The moment the fell news of Sedan spread in Paris the old

1
Despite his defeat at Worth, MacMahon was the only one of the French

generals capable of meeting Von Moltke with any show of equality. Had he been

given a free hand, uninterfered with by cowardly politicians, he might have

saved France from the worst consequences of the war.
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bonds of authority were snapped. The lying bulletins and the

creeping consciousness that the myrmidons of "Napoleon the

Little" were leading the country into a frightful physical dis-

aster had exasperated the Parisians. It speaks well for their

self-restraint that there were not violent lynchings and even

massacres.

On the night of September 3 the Chamber was in session,

Jules Favre, a Republican leader, instantly proposed that the

Bonapartist regime be considered ended and that a provisional

government be set up. In the prevailing torpor, his proposal was

neither rejected nor accepted. At 10 a.m. on the 4th, working-
men were parading and crying, "Downfall! Downfall!" At the

Tuileries the ministers were having a last distracted conference

with the Empress Regent. Palikao offered to try to hold down
the mob with "40,000 men," but no 40,000 reliable troops were

available. So the day passed in futile debates amid all the sup-

posedly ruling bodies. At last, while the Chamber was voting

on a motion of Thiers for a committee of national defense, the

mob swept into the building. The session was broken up. The

members, to please the people, withdrew to the City Hall.

Here they were joined by Trochu, the military governor of

Paris, a man who had the confidence of the garrison, and who

had no great personal friendship for Eugenie. Trochu put him-

self at the head of a new provisional government. His fellow

members were mostly Republicans. The most prominent were

Jules Favre, who took the portfolio of Foreign Affairs, and

Gambetta who became Minister of the Interior.

The crisis was not one that permitted constitutional quibbling

or nice processes of adjustment and transition. Eugenie fled

(somewhat beset by the mob), chased from the Tuileries by the

yells of
"
Deposition !

" and
"
Long live the Republic !

" Thanks to

the aid of her American dentist. Dr. Evans, ^ she presently, with

^
Later-day readers will not fail to note with some humor that as William II

of Prussia had his indispensable coi'.rt dentist, the dapper American, Dr. Davis,

so Napoleon III and his family likewise were served by a skillful Yankee.

Dr. Evans.
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some adventures, escaped to England, there to enter upon a long
exile. The Senate and the Legislative Chamber dispersed without

much dignity. Thiers spoke the obituary words for the helpless

deputies: "We can neither resist nor assist those who are fight-

ing against the enemy. We can only say,
'

God help them!
' "

The Government of National Defense was received promptly
with obedience by all France. There was nothing else to do,

unless the land were to be consigned to anarchy in the face of

a victorious advancing enemy. And so again France had a

"republic"
— but a republic handicapped by terrors without

and utter demoralization within; a republic given the almost

impossible task of saving the nation from physical ruin. No new

government ever came into being on harder terms, yet this was

to be the Government which was to emerge twice victor of the

Marne, victorious at Verdun, victorious in Champagne, and

through its commander-in-chief to speak for the democracies

of the world in dictating the armistice to the Hohenzollern in

1918. But before that "day of glory" France was to go down
into the Valley of the Shadow for many distressful years.

The new Government tried to negotiate with the Prussians.

Napoleon III had made the war. Napoleon was now gone. The

French people were willing to pay for peace by a heavy indem-

nity
— so Jules Favre argued in an interview with Bismarck;

but when the latter talked of annexing Alsace and northern

Lorraine he met the proud answer, "Not one inch of our lands,

not one stone of our fortresses." The war must go on. "We are

not in power, but in combat!" announced the Republican chiefs

to the country, and they called on France to defend the national

integrity. Thiers was started off on a round of the European

capitals, in vain quest of an alliance;^ while all energies at home

were devoted to resistance to the bitter end.

' He received friendly expressions of regret at the plight of France, but not

one Great Power would do the only thing that might have stopped the Prussian
—

namely, threaten to draw the sword. This tacit permission that France

should be crushed was duly regretted in London and St. Petersburg, after 1900,

as the Pan-German menace grew.
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If the French did not save their territory in the struggle

which followed, they assuredly saved their honor. The case was

so desperate that there would have been no shame in prompt
surrender to the enemy.

^ Outside of the besieged garrisons of

Metz and Strasbourg there were barely 95,000 regular troops

(widely scattered) at the orders of the Government, and almost

no dependable reserves. Of these troops about 50,000 were in

Paris. The Prussians were advancing with over 230,000, flushed

with victory and admirably organized.

But between September 4 and 19 (when the enemy closed in)

enormous efforts were made at the capital. Heavy naval guns
were rushed up from the arsenals at Cherbourg and Brest;

125,000 "Gardes Mobiles" (a kind of militia) were brought
from the provinces, and a great fraction of the city folk were

enrolled in the new "National Guard." In all 500,000 persons

were listed for the defense of the capital.^ Unfortunately this

number was utterly deceptive. Undisciplined, without compe-
tent officers, embodied in the haste of panic, most of these troops

had nothing but fervid patriotism to pit against Von Moltke's

veterans. It was impossible to use the bulk of them for offensive

fighting, and the Germans were, of course, too canny to try to

^
Undoubtedly by November, 1870, the position of France and of Paris was

nigh hopeless, and prudent men began to counsel capitulation. General Ducrot

(one of the chief officers in Paris), however, spoke the sentiments of very many,
when he told Thiers that he felt the capital should still hold out and gain time

for the country to raise new armies and make another effort.

"You speak as a soldier," said Thiers, "not as a statesman."

"I speak as a statesman," replied Ducrot; "a great nation like France always
recovers from its material ruin, but it can never recover from moral ruin. This

generation will suffer, but the next will benefit by the honor which we shall

have saved."

Ducrot was right. France saved her honor and her self-respect by her re-

sistance after Sedan. Out of the agony of the winter of 1870-71 was born the

spirit which led to the victory of 1918.
" It was afterward wisely argued that the Government of the National

Defense made a serious mistake in leaving so large a garrison locked up in

Paris. It could have used the troops better for relief operations from the out-

side. There was no danger that the Germans would make a direct assault upon
the forts protecting the city.
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stcrm the defense system which girdled Paris. Nevertheless,

this energy, plus the foresight which hurried huge quantities of

provisions into the city, enabled the capital to hold out, not

the four weeks that Von Moltke had reckoned, but four months.

To save Paris before provisions failed, it was needful that the

departments should raise a huge relieving army and cut through

the besiegers' lines. But the policy of placing so large a garrison

in the capital made the prospects of the attempt very discourag-

ing, despite the great potential resources of provincial France.

The new Government remained for the most part in Paris, but

stationed at Tours three delegates to organize the exterior war.

They were rather inefficient men. Only 23,000 reliable troops

and one battery of six guns were said to have been actually at

their disposal when they began their work, but a mighty moral

reinforcement was at hand.

It was before the days of aeroplanes, but the Parisians were

seiiding up balloons (when the wind favored) to drift across the

German lines. On October 9, Leon Gambetta, thirty-two years

old, the same young advocate who had recently excoriated the

Second Empire,^ escaped from Paris by balloon and appeared in

Tours. He now came as a "delegate" from the imprisoned

Government in the capital. Soon he seemed himself the incarna-

tion of the entire Government of France. With an energy worthy
of Carnot in the original Revolution, he flung himself into the

task of organizing "the nation in arms." Every able-bodied

Frenchman was called to the colors. Without competent staff

officers, forced to build his own organization, obeyed more

because of his imperious patriotism than because of any lawful

commission, Gambetta called into being vast armies. In four

months he armed, organized, and sent into battle 600,000 men,

fired by the lyrical proclamations which the French masses loved

so well.

Gambetta's handicaps, however, could not have been over-

come by a Napoleon I. He could enroll large armies, but he was
1 See p. 492.
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allowed no time to train them. He had almost no well-tested

professional officers; only brave amateurs who had to learn the

erim art of war by leading their fellow citizens against the most

scientifically prepared army in the world. No genius for organ-

ization, no fervid appeal to patriotism could make well-inten-

tioned bourgeois and peasants into hardened and experienced

soldiers overnight. Nevertheless, Gambetta would probably
have saved Paris had only he been spared a new calamity; had

not the German army around Paris been almost doubled in

strength.

After their first victories, the Prussians had besieged Stras-

bourg. On August 13 they had begun the bombardment, intend-

ing by their deadly shell-fire, aimed at private buildings, schools,

etc., rather than at the forts, to induce the citizens to put press-

ure on the commander to surrender. In this they utterly failed.

The people took refuge in cellars. Many public edifices were

burned including two valuable libraries. The famous cathedral

was somewhat shattered. But the citizens bore up bravely. As

their commandant told them, "Your heroism, at this hour,

consists in patience." The city, however, had not been properly

provisioned, and on September 27 there was nothing for it but

to hoist the white flag over the cathedral. Strasbourg entered

upon her forty-eight years of captivity.^

The fall of Strasbourg, of course, released a considerable

German force for use before Paris, but that was nothing to

what became available a month later. Bazaine had clung around

the fortress of Metz in an utterly cowardly manner. He made
no resolute efforts to cut his way through the German blockade,

though the besieging force was not overwhelmingly superior to

his own. When news of the fall of the Empire drifted into his

camp his "stupid and criminal" mind turned to politics. He

* By the bombardment 300 civilians, men. women, and children, had been

killed, and over 2000 wounded; 600 houses had been burned. It was deeds like

these which made the Alsatians very loath to be reconciled to their new Prussian

masters!
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would negotiate with the enemy, patch up some kind of truce,

lead back to Paris the only army left to France, and reestablish

the Second Empire or some other kind of dictatorship. Bismarck

spun him along with sham negotiations and half-promises until

Bazaine's supplies were exhausted and the morale of his sol-

diers was so undermined that there was nothing possible but

surrender. It was an infinitely more disgraceful capitulation than

that of Sedan. On October 27, 1870, Bazaine surrendered at

Metz with 179,000 men, 1570 cannon, and 260,000 muskets.

His act was the last evil legacy of the Second Empire, and came

just in time to complete the act of ruin.^

Bazaine's duty had been to try to cut his way through the

enemy. Failing that, he ought to have held out to the last gasp,
even if his men were starving. His mere existence in Metz kept
200,000 Germans immobilized, and consequently made the

relief of Paris by Gambetta possible. Now at one stroke this

whole great German force was released to aid in the blockade

of Paris. Gambetta's relieving armies were just beginning to

take shape and to get into action. On November 9, a fairly com-

petent French general, D'Aurelles de Paladine, won a victory

at Coulmiers (almost the first gleam of sunlight on the French

arms) and retook Orleans from the Teutons. But before any use
^ After the close of hostilities, in 1873, Bazaine was tried by court martial

for gross neglect of duty in surrendering when he did. It was still left vague why
he practically played the traitor, entering into a political negotiation with

Bismarck, and even betraying to the Germans the all-important fact that he

was near the end of his provisions. Probably he entertained some vicious notion

of coming back to Paris as another "restorer of order,." He was in fact an

utterly mediocre man, though typical of the kind of adventurers the Second

Empire brought to the top.

Diu-ing the trial he asserted in way of defense that after the capture of the

Emperor and the flight of the Empress there was nothing left to fight for: "All

was lost." "There was still France!" crushingly answered the president of the

court.

Bazaine was sentenced to death, but MacMahon, then President, good-

heartedly commuted the penalty for an old comrade to twenty years' imprison-
ment. In 1874 Bazaine escaped from custody and fled to Spain. There he lived

in despised exile, counted by most Frenchmen as a kind of Benedict Arnold,

until he died iu 1888.
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could be made of this success, the German besieging hosts had
been so reinforced by "the avalanche descending from Metz"
that the case became absolutely hopeless.

The remainder of the melancholy story is soon told. A winter

of unusual severity added to the miseries of the unhappy
French armies. Ill-equipped, shoeless, coatless often, unac-

quainted with their new and half-trained officers, the French

soldiery did all that mortals might, but they could do no more.

Every attempt to break through the German blockade was de-

feated. Every attempt (several times bravely undertaken) by
the Paris garrison to break out was likewise defeated. Gambetta

still toiled on; optimistic, indefatigable, willing to struggle

against every adverse circumstance. The central departments
of France, however, were becoming terribly ravaged by the

war. The peasants were losing heart. The military men were

telling Gambetta that the case was hopeless, and in January
conditions within Paris brought the war to its inevitable climax.

The capital held out until the daily bread ration had been

reduced to 300 grammes, and that of a "black and gluey mix-

ture of rice, oats, hempseed, and bran." Horse meat was selling

at 12 francs ($2.40) per pound (500 grammes), but a person was

only allowed to buy 30 grammes per day. Rats were worth 2

francs apiece. The lions, elephants, and giraffes in the menagerie
had long since been served up in exclusive restaurants.^ Firewood

and coal had become exhausted in a winter so severe that wine

froze in the vats. Young children were dying by hundreds for

lack of milk, and of course the mortality among the invalids and

the old was frightful. The Germans early in January began also

a long-range bombardment, killing and wounding in all about

400 persons, although this cannonading did little to produce
the final surrender. The end came when the authorities knew

^ The food situation in Paris during the latter part of the siege is well illus-

trated by the tale of the wealthy gentleman who sent to a butcher-shop to

inquire if he could buy anything edible for his two favorite cats. The reply was

that they had nothing the cats would care to eat, but they would gladly make
a cash ofifer for the cats themselves.
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that in a few days even the scanty bread ration would fail, and
feared lest in that case they could not handle the inevitable

rioting.

Jules Favre went out to Versailles to the Prussians on Jan-

uary 23. Bismarck was inexorable to pleas for mercy and on Jan-

uary 28 Paris surrendered, most of the regular garrison becoming

prisoners of war. ^Vhen the news spread to the departments,

although Gambetta wished to go on fighting, the leaders of the

army told him the situation was hopeless. France must make

peace on whatever terms or face absolute ruin. The broken-

hearted "dictator" quietly laid down his office and retired to

Spain, while Favre and Thiers conducted the final sad negotia-

tions with Bismarck. A National Convention was to be called,

to give a popular approval to the treaty, and to establish a

permanent government for France. The country which had

seemed incomparably the first Power of Europe as recently as

1856, had now to submit to the demands of ceding Alsace and

northern Lorraine (including Metz) to Germany, and of paying
an indemnity of five billion francs (one billion dollars). It was

only thanks to the firmness and even to the despairing threats

of Thiers that the strong fortress of Belfort was not also re-

quired,' and six billion francs instead of five. The humiliation of

the "Grand Nation" was abject and unparalleled.

The National Assembly met at Bordeaux on February 12,

1871. The circumstances under which it was elected and the

character of its members will be discussed in the next chapter.

On February 26 the preliminaries of the treaty of peace were

drafted between Thiers and Bismarck at Versailles. There was

an agonizing debate when the deputies from Alsace-Lorraine

pleaded with their fellow countrymen against being handed over

to the hated alien and proclaimed "their immutable will to

^ Belfort was not taken by the Germans. It held out gallantly till the end of

the war. The French were thus doubly resolved not to give it up. The dramatic

interview between Bismarck and Thiers is related by the author in The Roots

of the War, p. 21.
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remain French." There was nothing to do, however, but to

record their protest and sorrowfully to bid them depart. One
of the dissenting and protesting minority, that declared the

whole act of separation void, was a young politician, a certain

Georges Clemenceau, who many years later was to ride again

into Strasbourg with the Tricolor going on before him.

The cup of national sorrow was not yet full. After the

slaughter of Frenchmen by Prussians must come the slaughter

of Frenchmen by Frenchmen. The sufferings of the Parisian

masses during the siege undoubtedly had been bitter. There had

been several times, even while the investment lasted, when a

popular uprising, a mad spasm of discontent, had almost over-

thrown the Provisional Government. On the 31st of October,

1870, a turbulent band of insurgents had tried to usurp power at

the City Hall and had been dispersed only by armed force. Now
the vain struggle was over. The Germans had made their brief

parade through the Arc de Triomphe. The great masses of the

city were left disheartened, restless, with most of them out of

employment and still very unsatisfactorily fed. As Machiavelli

has wisely generalized, "Almost all the great sieges known to

history have terminated with seditions, for the moral and

physical sufferings of the people predispose them to be influ-

enced by agitators, while the arms with which they are unavoid-

ably provided furnish the weapons for a rising." This was

exactly the case in Paris in that most unhappy spring of 1871.

The next chapter will explain how the new National Assembly
was largely dominated by partisans whom the Parisian populace

considered monarchical and reactionary. The deputies first met

at Bordeaux to be safe from German molestation, but on the

10th of March, as the Germans retired,^ the Assembly departed

for Versailles. This selection of the old Royalist residence town

^The Germans were to stay in the northeastern departments until tlie in-

demnity had been paid. They were also to remain for a while in some of the iorUs

dominating Paris.
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and not of Paris seemed an insult to the capital, a sign that the

Assembly did not sympathize with the sufferings of the Parisians

and would do nothing for them. Bad blood was brewing, and

every radical agitator found his opportunity.
The industrial population of the eastern quarters of Paris had

"gone through the siege in a violent state of exaltation, physical
and moral, w^ith diseased nerves and a distracted mind." The
workers had had little to eat and had been deprived of much of

their famihar light wine, but there had been an unfortunate

abundance of whiskey and brandy. When the city fell, not

understanding that modern warfare is less a matter of bravery
than of careful, scientific preparation, they readily charged the

defeat to sheer "treason" on the part of the Government. They
were passionate Republicans and believed the Assembly was
about to call back the kings. They had been organized as part
of the National Guard, and now they clung tightly to their

weapons, and refused to be deprived of some two hundred and

thirty cannon which they claimed were the property of the

people of Paris and not of the Central Government. While they
were resentful and distrustful, and were being worked upon
by the Socialist chiefs (who saw their opportunity), the As-

sembly committed a grievous blunder. It suppressed the pay of

I5 francs (30 cents) per day which had been given the National

Guardsmen, and which, considering the suspension of all regular

industry, was the sole sustenance of many working-men. The

Assembly also ordered the resumption of the collection of debts,

rents, etc., which had been interrupted during the siege. One
hundred and fifty thousand Parisians suddenly found them-

selves liable to legal process for unpaid rents. Needless to say
discontent grew apace.

On the 18th of March, 1871, Thiers, now head of the new
executive government set up by the Assembly, ordered some

troops to seize a park of cannon belonging to the Paris National

Guard. The populace resisted. The troops wavered and frater-

nized with the malcontents. The guns were not taken,and in th©
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disturbance a band of desperadoes murdered the generals

Lacomte and Clement Thomas. This was the beginning of a

hideous civil war which lasted until May 28.

The capital now found itself in the hands of the "Council

General of the Commune of Paris," made up of delegates

elected by the industrial quarters alone. This Commune pro-

fessed to be the regular government of the city, appointed

ministers, adopted the
"
red

"
flag of ultra-radicalism, and pre-

tended to issue decrees binding upon all France. The ruling

idea, however, seems to have been to reduce France to a loose

federation of autonomous communes, each working out its own

particular brand of socialism. In one sense the movement repre-

sented Paris battling against the departments; the struggle of

the ideals of the industrial population fighting against the ideals

of the peasants and the bourgeoisie. Some of the Communist
chiefs were men of sincere enthusiasms and considerable ability;

some were unpoised fanatics; some were mere uncaged criminals

of the most dangerous type. As the struggle went on, and tended

to go against the Socialists, increasingly desperate counsels of

course prevailed, and the viler elements came ever more con-

spicuously to the top. The Commune began then, like many
another social movement, in a genuine attempt to redress

undoubted wrongs and to bring nearer the Earthly Paradise:

it ended w ith blood-stained desperadoes trying to burn down
Paris to make its ash-heaps the monument to their own
ruin.

Early in April the Communist troops marched out on Ver-

sailles to break up the Assembly. That body, however, had col-

lected loyalist forces and drove them back. The Germans had

now released many of their prisoners. MacMahon's and Bazaine's

veterans came back from captivity, only to find France rent

with civil war and threatened with anarchy on top of foreign

invasion. Thiers put Marshal MacMahon in charge of the Gov-

ernment forces (some 150,000 men) with which to recapture the

capital. So Paris underwent the miseries of a second siege; not
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this time one of mere starvation or long-range bombardment,
but like the fighting of 1830 and 1848, barrier by barrier, and

street by street, although both attack and defense were now
more sustained, elaborate, and desperate. The Germans from

their forts in the outskirts looked on with sardonic neutrality

while their late foes slaughtered one another. MacMahon had

on his side numbers, equipment, better leadership, and dis-

cipline, as well as the moral asset of the better cause. It took

him several weeks to storm the outer forts and make a breach in

the inner "girdle" of Paris. Then on the 21st of May these

were forced, and the fighting began for actual possession of

the city.

It was hellish, utterly destructive warfare. The Government

troops were madly exasperated at the action of their foes who
would thus add to the agonies of France while the victorious

alien was still upon their soil.^ Quarter was seldom asked and

more seldom given. In brutal desperation the Communists

finally set fire with kerosene to many of the most magnificent

edifices in the city. The Tuileries Palace was burned. The

Louvre barely escaped. Many other buildings were destroyed

or scathed. "The Seine ran down between two walls of fire."

Various prominent personages, whom the Communists had

seized in April as "hostages," were put to death in cold blood.

So perished the Archbishop of Paris, Monseigneur Darboy,
and several other prominent churchmen, and the •president of

the High Court of Cassation.

The victorious troops on their part fought their way forward

without mercy. The last stand of the Communists was around

the desecrated tombs of the great cemetery of Pere-Lachaise.

By the 28th of May "the Bloody Week" was over, and the Last

barricade was forced. After that Paris was to have respite from

1 Four decades afterward the responsible historian Lavisse, after confessing

that the Parisian populace were not without serious grievances in 1871, records

as his solemn judgment, "Of all the insurrections whereof history keeps record,

undoubtedly the most criminal was that of March, 1871, made under the eyc3

of the victorious enemy."
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actual warfare until Prussian shells dropped again from gigantic

cannon and aeroplanes in 1914-18. According to official figures

6500 persons perished in the fighting or were shot upon being
taken with arms in their hands. The actual number, however,

was probably fully 17,000. At least 36,000 prisoners were

marched out to Versailles to be tried by court martial. Of these

fully 10,000 were condemned to transportation; often to the

desolate Pacific island of New Caledonia. The severity and reck-

lessness of the punishment corresponded with the anger and

horror of the victors. And so at length "the torment passed."

Thiers and his colleagues could devote themselves to the

rebuilding of France.

The Franco-Prussian War, followed as it was by the Com-
mune, inflicted on France a downfall, a sudden humiliation, and
an enormous physical loss almost unparalleled prior to 1914.

At one blow the country seemed stricken from the list of great

nations and its very existence threatened. The disaster had

appeared to point to something inherently rotten in the whole

foundation of French society, and to be proof positive that here

was a decadent and tottering state. The world for the instant

lost confidence in France, and took her at her coarsest critic's

measure, and France almost lost confidence in herself. No longer

the "first Power of Europe" the issue now was whether she

was about •to sink to the level of decrepit Spain, forever

overshadowed and coerced by her mail-clad Hohenzollern

neighbor.

The mere physical loss was great. Between the economic pros-

tration of the war, the destruction of property in battle, and the

great indemnity due Germany, the nation was at least three

billion dollars the poorer; a sum esteemed colossal before 1914,

and that loss coming too with 4300 square miles of territory and

over 1,500,000 citizens violently wrenched away. As for the

seizure of Alsace-Lorraine, it fixed a great gulf of enmity be-

tween Frenchman and Teuton which, in the words of a distin«
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guished American, was "to unsettle the peace of the world for

nearly fifty years."
^

"
Think of it always, speak of it never'' was the advice Gara-

betta gave his countrymen concerning the national loss: but

such heroic counsel could hardly be followed. The question of

"revanche" thrust itself into almost every political discussion

directly or indirectly. It was the phantom behind every act cf

French diplomacy, and behind every act of German diplomacy
plotting to keep the snatched plunder and to render its former

possessor helpless forever. The duty of "revenge" was taught
as a bitter gospel to the next generation, who grew up without

the personal memories of seeing the Prussian spiked helmets

going down the village streets. In the decade before the Great

War it was pretended that the memory was gradually seeming
less acute, that the mourning over Strasbourg was becoming
more perfunctory. The call to arms, at the threat of the new
German invasion, evoked all the old agonies and yearnings of

1871, and to the sons of France the war was not merely a new
defense of the beloved patrie, it was a crusade to undo an intol-

erable wrong.
The following is from the most popular textbook upon French

history, used by the children of France during the two decades

before 1914, its author one of the most distinguished historians

of his day and a member of the famous Academy :

^

After speaking of the great prosperity of France under the Third

Republic, the author goes on to say that "this must not suffer us to

^

Speech of President Wilson before Congress, January 8, 1918.

The economic consequences of the loss of this territory to France were

very serious. The value of the iron and coal mines was not realized until later,

but in 1871 France was deprived of one quarter of her cotton spindles, as well

as of a large fraction of all her other textile industries.
2 La Deuxieme Annee (THistoire de France (pp. 404-06), by Ernest Lavisse,

a book intended for use of boys and girls of eleven to thirteen. The words itali-

cized were printed in heavy type in the original. A certain amount of patriotic
exhortation is here omitted: it is entirely along the lines of the material that is

reproduced.
The lesson inculcated in this manual was one calculated to burn deep int«
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forget the disasters of 1870 and 1871, following the peace of Frankfort
which humiliated and diminished France. Our old-time military honor

. has been loounded.

I

" We were beaten, because our army was too small, was badly or-

ganized, badly commanded, and because our fortresses were not in a

f^-oper condition for defense.

"The Imperial Government failed in its duty to maintain the army
and the fortresses. Our disasters impose upon us the obligation to

watch ourselves, through the deputies which we elect, over the safety
of our native land, and never to entrust our destinies to the power of only
one man.

" We were beaten, because many Frenchmen loved too well the pleas-
ures of peace, the tranquillity which it gives, and the riches which it

enables them to procure. They said that an army cost heavily, and that
it was better to use the money to build machines for industry than tcr,

cast cannon. But war came. Our losses, added to the war indemnity,
amounted to at least fifteen billion francs [$3,000,000,000]. Our dis-

asters teach us that all economy practiced upon the army costs too

dearly, and that France, which has formidable armed neighbors, must

place and keep herself in a state to resist them.
" We were beaten, because very many Frenchmen believed there was

no need for them to learn the art of being a soldier.

"We ivere beaten, because very many Frenchmen believed the time
for wars was passed. They said that men ought to love one another,
and that a war was a barbarism which dishonored humanity. But the

Germans were writing and teaching that war is an honor for humanity,
and they hated France and never lost an occasion to treat us as 'he-

reditary enemies.' For a long time they were pieparing to make war on
France and they are preparing again. Our disasters teach us that it

is needfid to love France above everything else, ami then, in the second place

only, 'humanity.''
"

"All war begim without just cause is a crime, and so is the conquest
of lands belonging to others. France must renounce all ideas of wars of

conquest. But at the peace of Frankfort France had to cede provinces
inhabited by 1,500,000 Frenchmen. The Germans have never asked
the inhabitants of Alsace-Lorraine if they wish to become Germans.
Since 1871 they have governed our fellow citizens with extreme forms

the memories of the most backward lad of the rearmost bench in all the little

communal schools from Calais to Bayonne. The passage shows clearly how
the iron had entered into the soul of France.

This textbook had extremely wide use in the schools.

)

I
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ot severity. Every time they have had a chance the Alsatians have

proved that their sentiments have not changed. When they have
elected deputies to the German parliament they have charged them to

protest against the treaty of Frankfort, which has delivered them over

to Germany.
"They have proved that they have kept faithfully their attachment

to France. Tlie first duty of France is not to forget Alsace-Lorraine which

does not forget Iter."



CHAPTER XXIV
THE PAINFUL BIRTH OF THE THIRD REPUBLIC

Once more a National Assembly met for the now unpleasantly

familiar task of giving a Constitution to France. It was at least

the eleventh time since 1789 that the duty of recasting the

Government had been performed,^ and never under less hopeful

auspices than in 1871. It was not until 1875 that the Assembly
was to complete its task even partially, and for many years

thereafter its work was to be counted as merely provisional and

transitory. Yet it was this Assembly, elected under the shadow

of Prussian invasion, which was to create the Third Republic:

the Government which has lasted longer than any other French

Government since 1792, and which confronted the might of the

German Titan in 1914 and emerged the victor. In 1871 France

still seemed reaching out into the dark for the system that could

give her honor and security abroad, simultaneously with the

ardently loved domestic liberty, equality, and fraternity.

Bismarck had declined to accept a peace signed only by the

^ The constitutional changes in France since 1789 have been as follows:

1. 1791. Limited Monarchj', overthrown in 1792.

2. 1793. Jacobin Republic (this constitution never put in force.)

3. 1795. Republic of the Directory.
4. 1799. Consulate (nominal republic).

5. 1804i. First Empire.
6. 1814. "Bourbon" Limited Monarchy under the "Charter."

7. 1830. "July" or "Orleanist" Limited Monarchy.
8. 1848. Second Republic.
9. 1851. Autocratic "Republic" of Louis-Napoleon.

10. 1852. Second Empire (overthrown in 1870).

11. 1875. Third Republic (provinonal republic since 1870).

Of course the differences between the Consulate and the First Empire were,

so far as the constitutional law was involved, rather superficial: the differences

between "Napoleon the Little's" regime in 1851 and in 1852 were still more

superficial. No account is made of the "Hundred Days" regime of Napoleon I

in 1815.
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self-appointed Government of the National Defense. He de-

manded that the treaty be ratified by a body freely elected and

entitled to speak for the whole of France. After the capitulation

of Paris, late in January, it was necessary to hold the elections

in a very great hurry in order to liquidate the war. The voting

took place February 8, 1871. Seven hundred and fifty deputies

were chosen and a mere plurality among the voters sufficed to

elect. Paris, the Southeast departments, and the invaded dis-

tricts chose mostly Republicans of varying degrees of radical-

ism; but the great masses of the peasantry above all things

desired peace. Now Gambetta, the most prominent Republican,

had done his uttermost to continue the war. The peasants,

therefore, elected in the main men of one or the other type of

Monarchists.

The Assembly thus met at Bordeaux with a decided majority

in favor of setting up some kind of a king. It would not pfoclaim

the Republic. It simply named Thiers, the most prominent
statesman of the day, as "Chief of the Executive Power." The

truth was, the Monarchists were very loath to have any new

reign begin with the humiliation of signing a disastrous peace

with Germany. They expected to discredit the Republicans by

forcing that responsibility upon them. The second great fact

was that while the Monarchists had a nominal majority, they

w^ere still sorely divided among themselves. There were still a

few Bonapartists, despite the general execration of the fallen

Empire. The plurality of the Monarchists were probably

Orleanists; but there were enough "Legitimists" (old Bourbon

adherents) to make it impossible for the friends of the July

Monarchy to force the issue with the Republicans. The Mon-

archists were at first, therefore, quite willing to spin matters

along until they could compose their own differences.

The man of the occasion was Louis Adolphe Thiers. He was of

a Marseilles bourgeois family and was already (in 1871) no less

than seventy-four years old. He had been famous for decades

aUke as an historian and a politician. He had been minister and
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then prime minister to Louis-Philippe,^ but had fallen out with

the "Citizen-King" because he insisted that the monarch
should not try to play the personal autocrat. From 1840 to 1863

he had devoted most of his time to literature, but during the

wane of the Second Empire he had reentered political Ufe and
soon began to exercise a great influence in the debates of the

Chamber. In 1870 he had refused to be swept off his feet by
De Gramont's call for war, and was one of the small minority

among the deputies who voted against breaking with Prussia.

Now that resistance had ceased, he was hailed as the most

prominent Liberal in France. More than twenty districts

honored him by choosing him as their representative. He pre-

ferred to sit for Paris; and almost immediately the Assembly
forced on him the dubious honor of being "Chief of the Ex-

ecutive Power" for the period of transition, with the melancholy
task of concluding the negotiations with Bismarck, and of

putting down with machine-guns and cannon the Paris Com-
mune.

Thiers had hitherto ranked as a leader of considerable, but

one could not say of remarkable, ability. He now in his old age
came forward as possessing a talent close to genius: he became

one of the true saviors and builders of France. Hitherto he had

failed to work well with colleagues, because of a constitutional

inability to take orders from anybody else.^ Now, however, re-

sponsible only to his conscience, the Assembly, and the nation,

he came to the rescue of his afflicted country and served her

with all his ripened but not decadent powers. He therefore won
a just place "in what is perhaps the highest, as it is certainly

the smallest class of statesmen— the class of those to whom

1 See p. 424.
^ An English diplomat wrote in 1869, "for a man of talents, learning, and

experience, I never met one who impressed me as having so great an idea of his

own importance!" This same observer, however, did not fail to do justice to the

sincerity and honest patriotism of Thiers's character. Thiers, at that time,

predicted the ruin of the Second Empire, and added prophetically, "If I am
wanted, I shall not fail."
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their country has had recourse in a great disaster, who have

shown in bringing her through the disaster the utmost con-

stancy, courage, devotion, and skill, and who have been

rewarded by as much success as the occasion permitted."
'

It was not until May 10, 1871, that Thiers was able to bring
the war with Germany officially to a close by the final treaty

signed at Frankfort-on-Main. Of course the struggle with the

Commune did not cease until nearly three weeks later. The

Germans were still in the Northeastern departments and were

not to retire until, by installments, the huge war indemnity v/as

paid. The first task of Thiers's Government was therefore

financial. France must pull herself together economically both

for the sake of the home situation and to be able to buy the

retirement of the Teutons.

To stabilize his position, in August, 1871, Thiers induced the

Assembly to pass the so-called "Rivet" law (named for its

mover) giving to him the title of "President of the Republic"

and the status of a "parliamentary king." The President was

supposed to select ministers agreeable to the majority of the

Assembly, but to it he was also himself responsible. Thiers

always said that the moment the Assembly clearly desired it,

he would resign. He took pains, nevertheless, not to be obliged

to resign without due cause. He would appear in person on the

tribune before the deputies, overpower them with his eloquence,

and dominate their debates. The Monarchists soon began to

distrust him. On his past record he had been considered a very

liberal, but a sincere, Royalist. He was on notoriously bad

terms personally with the radical chief, Gambetta. Yet he

began presently to show disquieting signs of regarding the

divisions in the monarchical parties as insuperable. "The Re-

public is the Government which divides us the least I" was one

of his famous sayings. The majority of the Assembly, therefore,

grew very anxious under his leadership; but the national situa-

tion was so serious, and Thiers was so indispensable, that for a

1 Saintsbury.
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long time they had to bend to his eloquent proposals and dared

not overthrow him.

As stated, the first great task was to pay off the Germans.

There were grave doubts as to the ability of France to discharge

the debt and to ransom her soil. Bismarck had reckoned on

seeing France economically crippled for at least a decade. But

Thiers appealed to the solid peasantry and bourgeois of the

country, and he did not appeal in vain. Never had the proverbial

thrift, the famous "stockings," of the unpretentious classes

stood their nation in better stead. France was obligated to pay
one billion francs in 1871. She paid two billion. She paid off the

remaining three billion by the earlier part of 1873. In Septem-

ber, 1873, the last German soldier quitted the invaded soil.

The national loans had been a great success. The second loan

had been oversubscribed by four times; and for the final three

billions required, the public offered the Government forty-

three billions. Such evidences alike of substantial prosperity and

of trust in the national future, of course added enormously to

the prestige of France abroad and to the self-respect and confi-

dence of the nation at home. The only possible mutterings were

in Germany. The debt had been too promptly, too easily dis-

charged! From this time until 1914 are heard the suggestions

of the Prussian militarists, and of the later Pan-Germans, that

Bismarck had been too lenient and that in the confidently

predicted "next war" the Teutons must take pains to "bleed

France white."

The other great practical task before Thiers was to reorganize

the army. Until the French war-machine was put on a modern

scientific basis the country was completely at the mercy of its

recent conquerors. The proposals for universal military service,

which had been so disastrously refused by the Chambers under

the Second Empire, were now brought forward and improved,
with much belated willingness to learn from Germanic precept

and example. The "Mihtary Law of 1872" was the foundation

for that magnificent fighting engine which, under Joffre,
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Petain, and Foch, was to stand between world-civilization and
barbarism on so many desperate occasions from 1914 to 1918.

By this statute all Frenchmen from twenty to forty were liable

to personal military service. The active army, the "active

reserve," the territorial army, and the "territorial reserve"

were all carefully established and delimited. The period of

active service was at that time set at five years, but at first

there were a good many exemptions for teachers, clergymen,
and the sole supporters of families. Also young men who were

qualified substantially for university studies need only serve

one year. These exemptions were presently to be for the most

part canceled, and the actual term was later reduced to three

years, and then for a short time to two years. On the eve of the

Great War it was to be restored to three years. In any case the

principle of the nation trained for arms was never lost. In no

country was military service more general than in France during
the forty years following 1872. In no country was the discipline

more democratic, the relations of officers and men more friendly.

In no country were the army and the nation more inseparable.

Yet it was to be the army for the service of the nation, and not

ill the final issue dominating its politics.
^

What the value of this truly Republican army was to be to

the world was not demonstrated until forty-two years after the

passage of the military law; but the thanks of America, Eng-
land, and Italy no less than of France were one day to be tend-

ered the memory of the sage old statesman who saw through
the enactment of the army legislation.

These were noteworthy achievements. Thiers was hailed as

"Liberator of the Land" when the last Prussians crossed the

frontiers. His popularity was very great. Furthermore, it was

evident, from the various elections to fill vacancies in the

Assembly, that the drift of national feeling was decidedly in

fiivor of a republic. All this, however, made the Royalists in the

* Of course the attempt of the militarists to dominate the poHtical situa-

tion during the Dreyfus crisis (see pp. 359) completely broke down.
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Assembly feel that they must act speedily or the "Provisional

President" would become a "Constitutional President" in very
truth. Thiers could not count on the support of the extreme

radicals. The survivors of the old Communist elements hated

him bitterly for the way he had handled them in 1871. The
President on his part had not the least sympathy with proposi-

tions for making a "republic" merely the basis for wholesale

social and economic reconstruction. "The Republic," he said

pithily, "will be conservative or it will cease to be." And when
Gambetta made speeches in favor of "the coming into politics

of a new social stratum," Thiers promptly called the policy of

the other anti-Monarchist chief that of a "raving lunatic."

Under these conditions his tenure of power became increasingly

uncertain.

However, he charged boldly onward and particularly re-

quested the Assembly to begin on what was its supposedly chief

duty — to establish the regular form of government (1872).

This the Monarchists were by no means ready to do. They un-

derstood well enough that any king who might be enthroned,

save by pretty general popular consent, was likely to have a

short, turbulent reign and to discredit the whole Royalist cause.

The Assembly, therefore, procrastinated and declined to take

any real action save to vote that Thiers should henceforth com-

municate with it only by message, not by mingling freely in the

debates. Thiers submitted, although protesting that to ask for

a "speech from the throne" from a "little bourgeois" like him-

self was an absurdity. He ordered his ministers, however, to

begin bringing in bills which, if accepted, would have put the

Republican Government on a permanent basis. At the same time

local elections in Paris seemed to show that the radicals there

were again getting the upper hands. The Monarchists took

fright, and on May 24, 1873, by a small majority they carried

a resolution implying the censure of the Government. Thiers, in

accordance with his pledge to the Assembly, did not defy it,

although the country was probably upon his side. He retired
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gracefully. His great work was accomplished. He had restored

law, order, and peaceful prosperity to France; had ransomed her

soil from the alien; had given her again a formidable army; and

had set her along the road to Republicanism, however much

against the wishes of the Assembly. He could now sit back and

see the Royalists weave their own shroud.^

The Monarchist factions now united sufficiently to elect

Marshal MacMahon as Provisional President. This general had

been considered more unfortunate than blameworthy in the

disaster at Sedan. He was a man of upright morals of the old

school, an honorable aristocrat in his habits, and sincerely con-

vinced that royalty of some form was the best government for

France. The idea, of course, was that he should aid the As-

sembly to shape events so that a "king" could return, peace-

fully and amid general acclamations, once more to the throne

of St. Louis.

On the side of the Monarchists was all the tremendous Cleri-

cal influence. The Church as a political factor had been at a low

ebb under the July Monarchy. Under the Second Empire it had

again recovered enormous strength. It now found itself bitterly

opposed to the "atheistical" Repubhcans. The French Clericals

also had felt terribly outraged by the action of the Italian Gov-

ernment in 1870 in overthrowing the temporal dominion of the

Pope at Rome. Armed intervention to restore the Pontiff to his

alleged rights in Italy was vehemently agitated, and it was

freely suggested that, with a pious "son of the Church" upon a

refurbished throne, French armies could be found for the pur-

pose. Clericalism and Monarchism thus entered again into a

political alliance, for which the former at least was to pay

extremely dearly.

MacMahon appointed as premier an Orlcanist nobleman, the

1 Thiers continued to attend the Assembly as a deputy for Paris, mingling

unobtrusively in public life. He died in 1877 just before the ruin of the Royalist

hopes, but at a time when the prospects of the enemies of the Rcpubhc were

already very bkck. He was justly honored after his death as one of the worthies

of France.
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Due de Broglie, with a policy of keeping the RepubHc from

being consohdated and of doing nothing to ofiFend the Church.

To clear the way for a return to royalty, De Broglie proceeded
to "purify" the public service, to displace prefects and all

lesser functionaries who were not after the reactionaries' own
hearts. Meantime from a thousand pulpits, and in ten thousand

fashionable sitting-rooms, the priests and the pious laity began
to extol the coming reign of "Henry V"; that is of the Comte
de Chambord, the Bourbon-line pretender. The Monarchists

w^ere, indeed, making a remarkable effort to forgive and forget

their feuds, and to unite on a single candidate. That candidate

was the grandson of Charles X, the Comte de Chambord, born

in 1820, who had spent a long life in luxurious exile, mostly at

villas owned by the Bourbon family in the Tyrol. The Count was

without children, and his next heir would presumably be the

Comte de Paris, the successor to the Orleanist claims of Louis-

Philippe. Under these circumstances there seemed little to gain

by continuing family quarrels. Chambord was becoming an

elderly man. Upon his death (if he were king) the Orleanists

were bound to come into their own. The Comte de Paris, there-

fore, in 1873 made a solemn visit to Frohsdorf, in Austria, to

announce his formal reconciliation, and to salute Chambord as

"the head of the House of France and the sole representative of

the Monarchical Party."
This was all very well, although Chambord showed himself

decidedly stiff to his kinsman, and the reconciliation was more

formal than genuine. However, difficulties soon arose over the

character of "Henry V" himself. The pretender, brought up in

a narrow circle of Royalist devotees, took his case with enormous

seriousness. He was full of high notions worthy of Charles X or

even of Louis XIV. He was not willing to take the crown save

under conditions which would make him a genuine king in the

traditional sense of the term. Nevertheless, the Royalists of the

Assembly believed that he would prove amenable. A committee

of nine of their party negotiated with him. Hopeful progress
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was made. The "King" was not to be elected, but the Assembly
was to call him to the throne as of hereditary right. He was to

have a constitution 'presented to him by the Assembly, and

accepted graciously by him as King. It was to be a fairly liberal

constitution, a considerable improvement over the discarded

"Charter" of 1814-48. Everything seemed ready. The Repub-
licans were out of power and seemed helpless. Whether, how-

ever, "Henry V" would have had a long reign no man may tell,

for now he came to the rescue of his dearest enemies.

It was well understood, so the Orleanist politicians fondly

thought, that Chambord would accept the Tricolor flag and

not insist on the old white-with-lilies of the Bourbons. All was

ready for the solemn entry of the "King" into Paris. The lamps

and lanterns for the illumination of the aristocratic mansions

and hotels were being manufactured. The state carriages "for

their Majesties" were ready.
^ And then Chambord, center of all

this devotion, turned and ruined his supporters. The pretender

had earlier balked and protested at the idea of being "King
of the Revolution," as he said would be the case if he used the

Tricolor in his reign. In October, 1873, to the consternation of

all his warmest adherents, he issued a letter in which he solemnly

declared that he could not under any circumstances take the

throne unless it were under the white flag of Henry IV: "re-

ceived as a sacred deposit from the old king, his grandfather,

dying in exile."

The confirmation of this assertion shook the Royalist cause

to its foundations. The Tricolor, as all experienced politicians

knew, was the symbol for the French people of all that the nation

had achieved since 1789. Its removal would create a perfectly

gratuitous handicap for the Monarchy. The army would never

endure the .guggestion. As MacMahon angrily said, "Before

1 These unlucky carriages were long left on the hands of their makers. Then,

it is said, they were sold for use by another scion of royalty, likewise unlucky

in history. They were used in the marriage of the Crown Prince of Greece to

the sister of William II of Germany. This prince was the later notorious Con-

stantine ("Tino") who lost his throne, in 1917, after half ruining his kingdom.
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the white flag the chassepots [army rifles] will go off of them-

selves." Besides, the whole incident went far to prove that

Chambord was a stubborn, self-willed man, who, like Charles X,
would and could learn nothing of what had happened in

France, and that he would in any case prove so unamenable to

advice as to make a new revolution a certainty. The pretender

himself seems to have realized his owti limitations, and to have

been resolved never to attempt to be king except under wholly
favorable conditions. As he stated later in a conversation, "If

I had made all the concessions asked of me, I might have re-

covered the crown, but I should not have remained on the

throne six months." ^ This is very possibly true.

The Monarchists were, therefore, very reluctantly thrown

back upon themselves. There were vain and disloyal hopes that

Chambord would die— the Comte de Paris would then prove

very much more possible! But Chambord retained excellent

health, and only died in 1883, when the Republic had become

firmly established. In disgust, therefore, the majority of the

Assembly tried to prolong the Provisional Government in the

vain expectation that something lucky would turn up. In

MacMahon they had, indeed, a reliable President and they
determined to keep him in power as long as possible. Late in

^ Chambord's aversion to the Tricolor amounted to a genuine monomania.

Pope Pius IX naturally wished to have a friend of the Church on the throne of

France, and urged him to waive the flag question. The pretender, with a stub-

bornness worthy of a more worthy cause, absolutely refused.

After he had made this blunder as to the flag, Chambord tried to repair the

situation by a bold counter-stroke. He suddenly appeared incognito at Versailles.

His idea was to get MacMahon to introduce him either into the Assembly or

into the neighboring army camp, during a parade, and then somehow the

enthusiasm excited by the presence of "the King" would cause him to be pro-

claimed on his own terms. MacMahon, however, to his bitter disappointment,

bluntly refused, telling the Prince that,
"
Entirely devoted as I am to the Comte

de Chambord, I should be happy to sacrifice my life for him, but even for him
I could not sacrifice my honor." In other words, he would only proclaim Cham-
bord King when he had been elected in a wholly parliamentary way. There was

nothing for Chambord to do save to go back to exile, a sadder and a wiser

pretender.
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1873 they declared him elected President for seven years (the

Septennate), a time sufficient, they hoped, to disentangle the

personal snarls in the dynasties.

Unfortunately for the Monarchists the country was clearly

growing away from them. The memories of the Commune were

ceasing to scare the well-to-do. Gambetta was becoming studi-

ously moderate in his speeches and was showing friendship for

the Thiers type of conservative Republicans. The Assembly had

been elected to give a permanent government to France. In

1874, and still more loudly in 1875, was arising the question.

Was that body a lasting dictatorship in commission? Did it not

intend to discharge its sworn duty and then to disband.'* The

Royalist prime minister, De Broglie, indeed, did all that he

could to help his cause and curb the Republicans. The vast

powers of the centralized administration at Paris were invoked.

The nomination of the mayors of communes was taken away
from the local councils and again (as before 1871) entrusted to

the ministers; that is, to the Royalists. Republican journals

were prosecuted on all possible pretexts, and between Novem-

ber, 1873, and November, 1874, no fewer than two hundred such

newspapers were punished, something which the continuation

of the proclamation of "the state of siege" enabled the Govern-

ment to do very readily. The word "republic" was stricken from

official documents. It was only proper to speak of the "French

nation." Nevertheless, as the situation dragged along, the pres-

sure on the Assembly to enact the fundamental laws became

irresistible, and with very ill grace at last the deputies acted.

What forced the issue was largely the remarkable tour which

Gambetta made in 1874 through France, as "The Traveling

Agent for the Republicans," and the signs that he was gaining

the sympathy, not merely of the radical working-men, but of

the solid bourgeois; and finally the impression made by the elec-

tions to the municipal councils held all over the country late in

that same year. The results were overwhelmingly pro-Republi-

can; in fact they amounted to the decision of a national plebi-
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scite against the Monarchists. As an additional handicap to the

Royalists came the fact that the incessant clamor of the clericals

for intervention in behalf of the Pope meant an unprovoked
war with Italy, which, under conditions then existing in Europe,

might well mean a new war with Germany.
^

Thus coerced, the Assembly in February, 1875, passed two

constitutional laws upon the "Organization of the Senate,"

and the "Organization of the Public Powers." In July it fol-

lowed with one upon the "Relations of the Public Powers."

These three laws formed what has been often, if improperly,
called the "Constitution of 1875." They were slightly modified

in 1884, but otherwise they remained the organic law of France

up to the time this book was written. The Royalists fought hard

against so much as introducing the word "republic" into any
one of these highly important documents; but on January 30,

1875, after a fierce debate the so-called Walloon amendment was

carried by one vote, using the much-disliked w^ord in the title of

the "President of the Republic." By so narrow a margin was the

final chasm cleared.-

These arrangements of 1875 had the great advantage over

earlier French constitutions that they did not represent an

elaborate scheme drawn up by political scientists, to present an

ideal and immutable system for the government of the nation.

They were prepared by men of practical experience; and the

Royalists (hoping for a change in the tide later) kept them just

as simple as possible. They were a mere stop-gap, their makers

expected, before a new arrangement, and consequently they
were also left very easy to amend. And yet this system, adopted

* Bismarck was then engaged in his "Kultur-kampf
"

with the Prussian

Catholic clergy. The French Clericals were loud in their outcries against the

Chancellor's policy. Bismarck took great offense at French comments upon his

doings at home, and made it clear that he would not endure any ofEcious

meddling in behalf of non-French Clericals.
2 The story is that when the news of this vote came to Aladame MacMahon,

she was at a dinner party. She smote her hands together and cried angrily, "At
last we have it — that rascally llepublic!"
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by haphazard methods, and voted for reluctantly by the ma-

jority of those who endorsed it officially, was to outlast by far

all the highly articulated creations of the men of 1791, 1795,

and 1848.

This book is of course not a treatise on comparative govern-

ments; it is enough to state very briefly the main points in the

government of the Third Republic.
1. The President of France was to be elected for a term of

seven years by the Senate and Chamber of Deputies meeting

together in a single "National Assembly" for the purpose. His

powers were nominally very large
— command of the army,

handling of diplomacy, right to propose legislation, to pardon,
to negotiate treaties, etc. But he was stripped of nine tenths of

the reality of these powers by the requirement that nothing he

did was valid save on the counter-signature of ministers respon-
sible collectively and singly to the Chambers. The President

thus occupied a position of great dignity,^ and he represented
France on ceremonial occasions, but his direct political influence

was almost nil. His main opportunities would come when a

cabinet resigned and a new one was forming. If the party groups

demanding a share in the new Government were not very well

organized, the President could probably have considerable influ-

ence in selecting the new list of ministers. But when once a

ministry was solidly in power, the President was almost help-

less, and it was not the President, but the majority of the lower

Chamber, which could dictate a ministerial change. As a British

writer said with some sarcasm: "The King of England reigns,

but does not govern. The President of the United States gov-

erns, though he does not reign. The President of France neither

reigns nor governs."
2. The system, tried in 1848, of having only one legislative
^ The President of France is expected to liv; in a state of magnificence which

Americans do not desire of their chief executive. He dwells in the Palais de

r^lysee not in a "White House." He goes about with splendid military escort.

H'.s allowance is 1,200,000 francs ($240,000) per year. But he is not allowed one

tithe of the real power of bis American contemporary.
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body had not approved itself. The men of 1875, therefore,

created an "Upper House" partly on the model of the British

Peers, partly on that of the American Senate. The French Senate

contained 300 members. Seventy-five of these were originally

chosen for life, the vacancies to be filled by the survivors them-

selves; but after 1884 all members were declared elective.^ The

remaining senators in any case were chosen for nine years, one

third retiring every three years. The election for senators was

to take place, not by immediate popular vote, but by a council

made up of electors chosen by the local councils of the various

communes in a given department.- Each of the regular depart-

ments was entitled to at least two senators; the larger were

entitled to more : Paris (Department of the Seine) received ten.

The Senate soon developed into a dignified and influential body.

Among its members were not merely prominent politicians, but

men distinguished in literature and science. It has been on the

whole a most excellent stabilizing force in France, not subject

to the sudden shifts and gusts of the lower Chamber and far

more sedate and less tumultuous in its proceedings. It has

never, however, become the dominant half of the legislature.

Ministries are not responsible to it, and seldom have resigned

on account of an adverse vote. In a long struggle with the

deputies it is practically bound to yield. Nevertheless, the whole

influence of the Senate has been good. It has been a distinct

force for the better government of the Republic.

3. The Chamber of Deputies contained 597 members (later

GIO) elected by small districts {arrondissements),^hy the votes of

all adult male citizens. A new election was required every four

1 The original life members were allowed to keep their seats, but as they died

off, their places were filled by ordinary election as with the other 225 members.
2 The method of choosing senators was somewhat complicated. Various

other dignitaries besides the representatives of the communes were allowed

to vote.
3 Between 1884 and 1889 the deputies were chosen by a general ticket, each

elector voting for as many candidates as there were seats portioned out to the

entire de()artment. This system was a})andoned on account of the advantages

it gave to a demagogic agitator as illustrated in the Boulanger case. (See p. 546.)
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years, and the Chamber could be dissolved and a general elec-

tion precipitated by the action of the President of the Republic,

although only after winning the consent of the Senate. The

Chamber of Deputies was, of course, the mainspring of the

Government of France. It had the right to initiate laws, and a

ministry suffering from its adverse vote was obliged to resign

instantly. The law required that it (of course, along with the

Senate) should meet annually in January, and sit for at least

five months. The President could adjourn it if he wished, but

only for one month; and if he found it needful to proclaim a

state of siege (that is, martial law) the Chambers were obliged

to assemble almost immediately to head off a possible coup

d'etat.

The situation, therefore, created by the laws of 1875 was really

to lodge the highest political influence in France in the Chamber

of Deputies: as a competent writer wisely says, "The separation

of executive and legislative authority is only apparent; and the

Chambers, especially that of the Deputies, which represents

most directly the country, possesses in fact all the power."
^

From this time onward, therefore, France may be said to have

become a strictly parliamentary government, her system differ-

ing in detail, but not in democratic genius, from the government

of Britain by the House of Commons.

The Constitutional Assembly adjourned on the 31st of

December, 1875. The elections for the new Senate and Deputies

took place early in 1876. Thanks to the more complicated sys-

tem of voting and the creation of life members, the Monarchists

obtained a feeble majority in the Senate, but all the efforts of

their ministers could not prevent the return of a Republican

majority of nearly 200 to the lower House. MacMahon had to

bow to the storm and appoint a Republican ministry to fall in

with the popular demand.

But the Monarchists were anything but ready to throw up

their game. The Clericals, desperate now for intervention in

1 MaleL
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Rome to restore the Papal Government, strained every nerve

in their behalf. The new Republican ministers presented certain

bills to curtail the control of the Church over education. The
Clericals retaliated with a solemn petition to MacMahon asking
him to support the Pope against the Italian Government. In

the Chamber of Deputies a resolution was thereupon passed

denouncing ultra-clerical agitation, and during the debate

Gambetta used the phrase, long famous in all the conflicts

between French liberal and French churchman :

"
Clericalism —

there 's the enemy!
"
This resolution brought matters to a climax.

The Monarchists were utterly alarmed. They had lost the

deputies. The approaching municipal elections might shake

their weak hold on the Senate. They had still the presidency
and they used their power over MacMahon to induce him to

spring what was known as the "Parliamentary Coup d'Etat"

of May 16, 1877.

The prime minister was the Republican Jules Simon. He and

MacMahon esteemed one another personally. "^Vhat a pity,"

the President is alleged to have told Simon, "that you persist in

governing with the Chamber. If you would only consent to do

without it, affairs would go on better, and I would keep you as

minister just as long as I remained as President." "I am a

Republican," answered Simon; "I govern with Parliament and

with my party. Otherwise I would not be here." "I know it,"

said the Marshal— "very unlucky!" Now, however, when all

the Monarchists' hopes seemed coming to grief, and when the

Papal Nuncio (ambassador) was informing the President that

the Vatican would break diplomatic relations with France un-

less the ministry was changed, MacMahon acted sharply. On
this famous "16th of May" he drove Simon from office, and

proceeded to summon to power the Due de Broglie, the darling
of the Monarchists and Clericals: thus, of course, deliberately

casting defiance into the teeth of the majority of the deputies.

The only thing now possible was an appeal to the electors,

unless, indeed, MacMahon was ready for a military revolution.
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and he was not sure enough of his ground for that. About every-

thing short of sheer mihtary coercion was attempted, however.

The Chamber was dissolved, the elections were put off till the

last possible moment to allow all kinds of chicanery to be used

to catch Royalist votes, and as Edmond About remarked, "The

masterpiece of the Broglie Cabinet was to have concentrated in

five months all the arbitrary exercise of power which the

Imperial despotism had exercised in eighteen years."

MacMahon and Broglie acting together removed civil officials

at every turn to get submissive helpers :
^
they prosecuted Re-

publican newspapers on every possible pretext; suspended

Republican municipal councils; and (unhappy imitation of

the Second Empire) presented "official candidates." As Mac-
Mahon announced in a formal proclamation, "My Government
will designate to you among the candidates those who alone may
make use of my name"; and in another manifesto, "The

struggle is between order and disorder; you will vote for the

1
Broglie's Minister of the Interior, the smooth "Gascon upstart," Fourtou,

was especially zealous in this work of prostituting the civil administration to

purely partisan ends. The men he tlu"ust into the prefectures and sub-pre-

fectures were very largely members of the provincial noblesse. "There were

marquises, counts, viscounts, and barons galore." (Vizetelly.)

The old nobility made the most of this brief return to public office. It is said

there was seldom so much feasting, elaborate entertaining, and lavish display

of brave official uniforms, state carriages, liveried servants, etc., as in the few

months following the much-discussed
"
16th of May."

Of course the reader understands that after 1870 the French nobility had

practically no official status as such, and almost any one could give himself out

as possessing a title provided he did not try to use it in an official or legal

capacity. There had been a wholesale creation of "nobles" since the Revolution.

Napoleon I had created 9 princes, 32 dukes, 388 counts, and 1070 barons!

The Bourbons had been nearly as liberal, besides throwing in 70 marquises.

Louis-Philippe had been somewhat more sparing. Napoleon III had kept him-

self to 5 dukes, 35 counts, and a "considerable number" of barons.

After 1870, spurious titles were so common that one of MacMahon's ministers

of justice had to issue a formal circular warning all Government functionaries

not to sign their names with any title they could not prove their right to possess.

The above will indicate sufficiently that to claim to be a "nobleman," under

the Third Republic, by no means indicated possessing an ancestrv 'imoing

back, for example, to the famous Third Crusade.
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candidates / recommend." This was quite in the style of Charles

X or Napoleon III. The clergy rallied behind the official candi-

dates, with all the ardor of Peter the Hermit preaching his

crusade. The Republicans were denounced in every circle of

the pious; and so once more, to its great sorrow, the Catholic

Church of France cast in its lot with a strictly political cause

and party
— to suffer the inevitable consequences if that cause

were beaten.

In the face of the common danger the Republicans forgot

their factions and closed their ranks. They now boasted that

they were the true conservatives, defending the rights of the

sovereign people against the revolutionary schemes of the Presi-

dent and the Clericals. Gambetta threw out the famous warning
to MacMahon, "When the country shall have spoken, he must

either submit or resign!"
^

Despite frantic Royalist manifestoes,

ecclesiastical thunders, and downright official coercion, the

answer of the country could not be mistaken. Three hundred

and eighteen Republicans were returned, giving that party a

firm control of the lower Chamber. MacMahon saw the futility

of further resistance. He dismissed De Broglie and called in

Republican ministers. The new Chamber promptly quashed the

elections of over fifty members, on the ground that the seats

had been obtained by unlawful ministerial or clerical pressure.

Thus passed the Royalists' last real chance. They were to have

a gleam of hope ten years later in the Boulanger incident, but

they were never to tighten their fingers upon the Government of

France again.

In 1878 the Republicans gained a majority of about fifty in the

Senate. MacMahon was now an isolated and disappointed man.

He had been an honest and high-minded believer that a limited

monarchy was the best government for the nation, and now the

nation had clearly repudiated him. Nevertheless, like a stout

^ For this "injury done the President," Gambetta was prosecuted and

sentenced to three months' imprisonment and two thousand francs fine. He was

soon in a position, however, to defy his enemies.
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soldier, he was loath to desert his post. When, however, in 1879

the Republican minister began presenting for his signature

decrees punishing certain prominent generals for their acts in

1877, he absolutely refused. The officers, he said, had simply

been obeying his own orders, and "if I were to sign, I should

not dare to kiss my children afterwards." There was only one

thing left for him to do. His term had not expired, but he

promptly resigned the presidency (January 30, 1879), and the

National Assembly (both Chambers sitting together) promptly
elected in his place Jules Grevy, an old Republican chief, while

Gambetta was elected president of the lower Chamber. The

Republicans were now in complete control of the Government,

and in no immediate danger of losing it unless they committed

gross blunders. One of their jBrst acts was to decree the immedi-

ate transfer of the Chamber from Versailles back to Paris.

Thus, then, very ingloriously, and thanks, to a large extent,

to the absurd obstinacy of Chambord, the over-zealousness of

the Clericals, and to the ability of about all the Monarchists to

make wholesale blunders, the Third Republic was born.^ It

came into power with less eclat possibly than any other govern-

ment France had witnessed since 1789; its speedy downfall was

continually predicted; it was to have many anxious days and

discreditable episodes; but it was to weather all the gales, it

was even to endure through the Great War, and it was to wit-

ness the consolation and glory of France in 1918.

1 Another piece of good fortune for the Republicans came in 1879 when the

unfortunate "Prince Imperial," the son of Napoleon III, was killed fighting in

the British service against the natives in South Africa. Prince Victor, the next

in the Bonapartist line of pretenders, was an entirely repulsive and impossible

candidate. Thus ended all chances of a new undertaking in behalf of a "Na-

poleon IV." As an Orleanist nobleman is reported to have said in disgust:

"You Republicans have all the luck. The Bonapartists have just lost their

prince. And we Royalists have kept ours [Chambord]!"



CHAPTER XXV
THE YEARS OF PEACE : 1879-1914

France was putting on a brave face when MacMahon went out,

and Grevy came in. In 1878, to show that she had not been

crushed by Sedan and the Commune, she invited the world

again to a magnificent International Exhibition at Paris, a

testimony to all of the recovery of her wealth, of the soundness

of her social and economic life, and the vitality of her artistic

genius. But for all this show of courage, the country did not

possess a merry heart. The blow from Prussia had cut the ground
from under her feet internationally. French diplomats were no

longer taken at their former value. Their country could not be

trusted to back them up with effective deeds if they indulged

in bold words. The eyes of the Continent were not fixed now

upon Paris, but upon Berlin. Bismarck the Destroyer was exer-

cising a power over Europe possessed by no French ruler since

Napoleon III. German learning, German science, German

industrial methods, German ideas and dogmas, from destructive

theology to destructive socialism, seemed dictating the move-

ments of the world. France was regarded to have fallen from her

high estate largely because she had deserved her calamity. The

numerous changes in her Constitution were looked upon as

proof positive that her people were hopelessly frivolous and

volatile— "a nation of ballet-masters and hair-dressers," as

was once ungallantly thrown at them, or (to quote a geography
often studied in America) "the French are a gay people very

fond of dancing and of light wines."

"Gay" the France of 1871 and onward certainly was not.

The whole public tone was changed to a sterner, soberer cast.

There were long moments of painful introspection, followed not

infrequently by other moments of seeming despair. Writing
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under the shadow of the great defeat, this is the way a keen-
minded and intelligent woman wrote of her country's crisis and
future: "Wounded, sick, humbled, borne on a raft in the midst
of the tempest, the nation often asked herself what hardships
were yet awaiting her. The course remains obscure, and the

nearest objects even uncertain and veiled. [But] France has not

lost, and will not lose her courage. She is laboring: she is hoping:
and while endeavoring to find her proper path, she reckons upon
the day when revolutions will be at an end, and when liberty
with order will forever crown the long and painful efforts of her

most faithful servants, of every name and every period."
^

In the thirty years following the retirement of MacMahon,
France was to pull herself together and to lift up her head.

Certain external circumstances were to favor this process of

recovery. In the first place, Bismarck was to continue in power
at Berlin down to 1890, and the Iron Chancellor, with all his

sins, never ceased to realize that his new creation, the German
Empire, needed genuine peace for internal consolidation; and

although he from time to time snarled and threatened his

neighbors across the Vosges, he never actually put his hand on
his sword. Furthermore, about the time that Bismarck gave
way to his more truculent young master, William II, France
was to have the good fortune to make an alliance with Russia,
an agreement which insured the Third Republic against being

dragged into a new war with Germany at a hopeless military

disadvantage. Again, between 1879 and 1900, although the

relations between France and Britain were often deplorably
uncordial, and even presented very disagreeable "incidents,"

nothing really happened to produce a great crisis with the

"hereditary enemy." The result was that these were years of

peace, and a time likewise in which it was relatively easy for the

foreign minister of the Third Republic to preserve peace with

honor. 2 This absence of extreme international tension, of course,

1 Madame de Witt.
* Of course there were anxious moments that sent a flurry through the
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made the problem of internal rehabilitation very much easier.

What, nevertheless, really was saving the day were the quiet,

prosaic virtues of the great majority of the French people. The
mass of the bourgeois and the peasants had no strong political

convictions. They were ready now as formerly to support any

government which maintained order and a decent amount of

personal liberty. The Third Republic was able to accomplish
this prime end, and that was originally the reason it was allowed

to endure. But the rehabilitation of France was not due to any
magic virtues in the simple organic "Laws of 1875." The new
Constitution merely provided peaceful and static modernized

conditions under which the great forces of the intelligence,

sobriety, and collective morality of the French people could be

brought into play unhindered. Between 1879 and 1914 there

seem to be almost no great figures in French history; no sweep-

ing constitutional reforms; no startling events which illustrate

the genius of a nation. Some of the episodes are, indeed, very

interesting, but their main interest lies in the fact that they did

not subvert the nation. Then, in 1914, after this long, prosaic

story of the Third Republic, the curtain again rises on a world

crisis, and behold ! friend and foe alike recognize it— France is

herself again.

During the earlier part of this time, in fact down to the end

of the Dreyfus crisis about 1899, the real political issue, how-

ever disguised, was always around one point,
— the right of

the Third Republic to exist. The Monarchists were very far from

Bourse, the newspapers, and the Chambers. Such was the wretched "Schnoe-
bele" affair in 1887, when the arrest of a French police official on the Alsatian

frontier precipitated an angry exchange between the Paris and Berlin diplomats.
French public opinion also was highly exasperated at the English interven-

tion in Egypt in 1882, although it was only the timidity and blunders of the

Frertch Cabin^t which had prevented the Third Republic from sharing the

military occupation of the disordered land of the Khedives. There was more

friction, and almost an explosion, in 1898, when the English compelled a French

expedition to withdraw from Fashoda on the Upper Nile. After 1900 England
and France rapidly came together in the face of the German peril.
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surrendering the game when MacMahon handed in his resigna-

tion. They confidently expected the RepubHcans to make such

blunders as would disgust the nation. To that end they persist-

ently egged on the extreme radical and demagogic factions, well

understanding that a second Commune would be the veritable

herald for the coronation ceremonies of a king. The Monarch-
ists^ never came really near to controlling a majority in the

Chamber of Deputies, but they were repeatedly in sufficient

strength to combine with dissident Republican factions to

upset ministries, and in the later eighties their intrigues almost

seemed close to success. This was when they rallied behind an

adventurer, Boulanger, whose attempt to establish a dictator-

ship in the style of Louis Napoleon must have been inevitably

followed by a reaction to orderly Monarchy.
The Republicans thus all through this period had to face an

inveterate and resourceful Opposition; not an Opposition of

ordinary partisans who desired (as in America or England) to

get the Government merely to enjoy the delights of office and

in a legal manner to execute a platform of economic or legal

"reforms"; but an Opposition that desired to overturn the

whole Constitution, and which was quite willing, if orderly

means to get its will failed, to discuss the chances of a coup
d'etat. And behind the Monarchists for long stood the clergy,

still with an enormous influence over all the pious Catholics of

France, and the great aristocratic families, stripped, indeed, of

their official privileges, but not of their wealth and enormous

social influence in all the nerve-centers of the nation. It is not

surprising, therefore, that there were times when the Third

Republic seemed fighting for its life.^

1 By this time the "Legitimist" and "Orleanist" factions had fairly well

amalgamated. The Bonapartists, of course, had their own ambitions, but for

tactical reasons they would sometimes vote and act with the Royalists.
2 The hopes and ardor of the Monarchists were still strong all through the

eighties. The Third Republic seemed too frail to last. An American friend of the

•writer has told how, in 1885, when he was dining in a Paris restaurant with a

fellow countryman, he chanced to remark in English,
"
I think we have seen the
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The Republicans were furthermore handicapped by the fact

that they had for long only a few really high-class leaders and
were suffering from extremely poor party discipline. Gambetta
died on the very last day of 1882.^ He had not been a chieftain

of perfect poise and judgment during the tumultuous early

seventies; but as time advanced he had become steadier, saner,

and more moderate. His love for France had been very gen-

uine. There had been unpleasant incidents in his personal

career, but none could deny that in statesmanlike ability, as

well as in mere eloquence and political adroitness, he was

head and shoulders above the small-fry parliamentarians who
too often afflicted the counsels of the Third Republic. He had

awakened too many bitter personal enemies to succeed as

prime minister when he held that treacherous office for a

short time preceding his death. None the less he was admittedly
the heart and soul of the Third Republic. When he passed from

the scene, France was consigned to an era of rule by decidedly

small men; nor till the eve of 1914, when the renewal of the

threat from Germany set the best blood of the land to tingling,

did the leadership again fall largely to individuals who deserved

their official eminence.^

If the Republicans had been united as a single party, matters

might have been better. As a matter of fact, they were split

into an utterly perplexing congeries of "groups." Between the

conservative deputies who represented the wealthy bourgeois

manufacturers and the great landowners, and certain Parisian

last of Royalty in France." Upon this a very tall and elegant head waiter ap-

proached, and said solemnly, respectfully, and in perfect English, "Gentlemen,
I assure you most earnestly that the Comte de Paris will infallibly take his

place on the throne of his fathers."
^ He died apparently from the accidental discharge of a revolver he was

handling. There is no proof that he committed suicide.
' This does not mean that there were no statesmen of upright character and

good practical ability in this epoch. It means that as a class both the friends and

the enemies of the Third Republic were decidedly mediocre. Perhaps it was as

well at this critical time that the nation was not afflicted by the special brilliance

of its rulers. Over-clever men can make great blunders.
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legislators whose constituents openly lamented the downfall

of the Commune, the sole point of contact was usually the

dislike of the idea of the enthronement of the Comte de Paris,

or of Prince Napoleon, the Bonapartist pretender. There
could be no easy cooperation between these factions. Most
ministries were patchwork affairs, not groups of congenial col-

leagues, but temporary parcelings-out of the various portfolios

to the chiefs of several different factions, in the vague hope
that the premier of the new Cabinet could escape a vote of

"no confidence" long enough to put through some desired piece

of legislation. Between 1875 and 1900 there were only four

years when there was not at least one change in the ministry;
and by 1912 there had been forty-five ministries in only tJiirty-

seven years. After 1900, however, conditions tended to stabilize,

and the average term grew longer, although the so-called

Waldeck-Rousseau Ministry (1899-1902) continued to bear the

record w^ith the unprecedented term of nearly three years.
^

Under these circumstances it is safe to say that one of the

reasons the Third Republic endured was because first and last,

after infinite groping and agony, the French people had reached

the conclusion that a democratic republic was the government
best fitted to their national genius. To trace the yearly annals of

this Government is by no means necessary in a sketch like the

present. Assuredly there is no call for outlining the fate of the

forty-five and more ministries; nor, as explained, have the

Presidents of the Republic been by any means such influential

personages as to require that their separate terms be discussed

like the "administrations" of their American compeers. To,
understand the perils and recovery of the democratic system in

France it is suflScient to fasten upon a few decisive incidents.

The most important of these are the Boulanger fiasco, the

^ Of course the defeat of a ministry did not imply that all its members would

go out of ofEce. The premier would often resign, a new party chief take his

place, a few other shifts be made, and most of the portfolios be passed back to

their former holders.
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Dreyfus case, and then, just before the Great War, the final

collision with the Clericals. By the time this last internal

struggle was ended, the country was girding itself for the

death-battle with the Teuton giant.

Whatever the sins or virtues of the new Government in the

eighties, it did little to catch the public imagination, and the

Parisian press, financed often from Royalist sources, exploited

to the uttermost every official scandal and uncleanness which

could be dragged to light. It was very wise, considering the

military situation, to do nothing to provoke Germany or to

attempt a desperate campaign for the lost provinces ; but such

a policy had nothing glorious about it. It weakened the Republic
to be constantly taunted with ignominious submission; and it

was very easy for irresponsible Royalist candidates to throw out

dark hints of a programme of "revenge." On the other hand,

there came a steady call from the more radical elements for a

drastic revision of the Constitution, to render the Government

less obnoxiously "moderate." There were also during the later

eighties a number of concurring problems which served to

weaken the Republican ministries: new encounters with the

Clericals in the attempt to secularize education; very heavy

expenses for colonial wars, especially in Cochin-China and

Anam, which seemed to bring little profit or glory; large outlays

on public works, followed by business depressions, increased

taxes, and a dangerous increase in the public debt. All these

factors aided to precipitate what was known as the Boulanger
crisis of 1886-89.

George Ernest Boulanger (born in 1837) had neither Bourbon,

Orleanist, nor Napoleonic blood in his veins; he was not even

a "nobleman"; yet he practically became a pretender to the

supreme power, if not to the throne of France. His father was

a Breton lawj'er and head of an insurance company. The later

"brave general
"
himself served with some credit as a major in

Che War of 1870. He subsequently rose to a high position in the
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army, without, however, mingling much in pohtics. He was ex-

tremely fond of showy uniforms covered with glittering decora-

tions, and what with his handsome auburn hair and beard, his

very regular features, and his fine military carriage, he made an
almost ideal "man on horseback" to catch the popular eye.

In December, 1885, by one of the frequent reorganizations of

the Cabinet, Boulanger was thrust into the ministry of war at

the demand of the radicals, who declared that he was "the only

general who was genuinely a Republican."
^ How "

Republican
'*

he really was, the country presently had full opportunity to

decide.

Boulanger soon showed himself anything but an ordinary rou-

tine administrator. The acts of the
"
Freycinet

"
Cabinet to which

he belonged seemed extremely anti-Royalist. Indeed, in June,

1886, the war minister had a somewhat peculiar share in the leg-

islation, which decreed the banishment of the Orleanist and other

families pretending to the crown of France, on the ground that

their presence in the country was a constant stimulus to revolu-

tionary intrigues. The General was soon the object of loud ap-

plause from the less responsible section of the press. He openly
flattered the popular desire for "revenge" on Germany, and let

his partisans acclaim him as the future conqueror of Alsace-Lor-

raine. At the same time he was taking steps in the army to relax

the severity of the discipline, to make life in the barracks pleas-

anter, and in general to increase his owm popularity with the rank

and file. At great public reviews this hero of the cafe songs
—

"
General Revenge," as they styled him — was a striking figure

with his tall, black horse, and his brilliant uniform. "VMien a di-

plomatic incident arose with Germany, it was with difiiculty that

Boulanger's colleagues prevented him from ordering such move-

ments of troops to the frontier as might have produced the most

serious danger of a great war. Meantime around the war minister

* It is worth noticing that one of the agents most active in securing the ap-

pointment of Boulanger was Clemenceau, who presently, however, saw through

him and turned against him.
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were gathering irresponsible radicals, who wished for any kind

of a change, in order to overthrow the humdrum regime of the

"bourgeois" Republicans; and with them were far more intelli-

gent and sinister Royalists who saw in Boulanger the precise in-

strument they needed. He was given greater and greater praise

and newspaper publicity. Such proceedings could not, however,

be concealed. The moderate Republicans were not entire fools.

In July, 1887, they forced a reorganization of the ministry, by
which Boulanger lost his war portfolio.

The General could not be disciplined, however, for the popular

applause he was receiving. He had to be named commander of an

army corps, but was sent to one with its headquarters at Cler-

mont-Ferrand in Auvergne. His influence was still potent in

Paris. The Royalists took up his cause with zeal, and better still

with money. At the national fete, July 14, 1887, their hired dem-

onstrators made the capital ring with their yells, "Down with

the Republic! Down with [President] Grevy ! Hurrah for Boulan-

ger! It 's Boulanger we need!" It was evident that the country
was by no means through with "the brave general."

Then suddenly the Third Republic faced a serious scandal. A
prominent general was charged with "procuring" for very un-

worthy persons decorations of the Legion of Honor and other like

orders. An investigation revealed that Daniel Wilson, the son-

in-law of President Grevy himself, had been hand in glove with

the offender. Wilson was already known as a very shady stock-

jobber. There was no proof that the President had been conscious

that family influences had been controlling him, but he was now

becoming old and clearly had been open to improper suggestions.

His official honor was tarnished. He ought to have resigned

promptly. On the contrary, he obstinately clung to office, and

when the Cabinet resigned he tried to find other ministers who
would serve him. But no prominent French statesmen would

accept their portfolios at his hands. The Chambers put public

pressure upon him by adjourning to a fixed time "to receive the

President's message." So Grevy with very ill grace resigned to
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France, but he was now eighty years old and manifestly had lost

his grip on men and on measures. His downfall, of course,

increased the general disfavor in which many held the Third

Republic and it played directly into the hands of Boulanger.

During 1888 that officer was the most important figure in

France. The National Assembly had elected as President to suc-

ceed Grevy, a Moderate Republican, Sadi Carnot (December,

1887, to June, 1894), a gentleman of great personal dignity and

integrity,and the heir to the name and tradition of a distinguished

Republican family, being a descendant of the famous Carnot,

the Jacobin war minister. The new President did not possess

sufficient official authority, however, to accomplish much in an

increasingly serious situation. The ordinary supporters of the

Government were split into petty factions and had lost all effi-

cient leadership; the Cabinet was weak, and the Royalists, with

their radical tools, seemed to possess every kind of opportunity.

Boulanger now began regular negotiations with the Orleanists

and the Bonapartists. It was a grand game of bluff on every side;

for what could the Comte de Paris ordinarily have expected of a

leader v/ho was all the time talking of a change in the Constitu-

tion whereby the "President of the Republic" would be elected

by a general plebiscite (quite in Louis Napoleon's style) instead

of indirectly by the Chambers.'' The truth was the Royalists had

taken Boulanger's correct measure. They believed him useful to

overthrow the Third Republic. They would then have no diffi-

culty in overthrowing him.

The General promptly plunged into politics. The Government

proceeded to punish him for alleged breaches in discipline and

placed him on the retired list (March, 1888). He now could pose

as a persecuted martyr. Behind him was a curious combination of

all the enemies of the moderate democratic regime: "exalted

patriots" howling for "revenge"; radicals who favored the ex-

treme forms of socialism; black-gowned Clericals, and a whole

retinue of titled ladies and fine gentlemen who passed for the

upper noblesse. Boulanger never had constructive statesmanship
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enough to propose a real reform programme. His party was called

the "Revisionists and Nationalists," who made their concrete

issues on an attack on the Laws of 1875. "Dissolution! Revision!

Constituent [Assembly] !

"
were their watchwords. The only thing

certain was that a coup d 'etat was fairly in prospect.

Money, in most amazing quantities, began to be at the disposal
of

"
General Revenge." Newspapers ever more zealously sounded

his praises. Popular song-writers tuned their lyres in his behalf.

"Death to the Prussians, and hurrah for Boulanger!" went the

refrain of one of the songs. Statesmen all over Europe were be-

coming anxious. Under such leadership France seemed headed

straight into a war for the lost provinces. But the military situa-

tion was such that nothing then save a great defeat could be

looked for. It was high time that affairs steadied or a catastrophe
was certain. Yet for the nonce the Republican chiefs seemed

helpless. Wlienever there was a bye-election to fill a vacancy in

the Chamber of Deputies, Boulanger stood forth as candidate.

Never in French electioneering were funds used more freely than

in his behalf. Wlien the ordinary Orleanist sources of supply
dried up, a great lady, the Duchesse d'Uzes, came forward with

her private purse. She was convinced that the promotion of Bou-

langer was a direct step to bringing back the
"
king," an act

most pleasing to Heaven. Therefore she advanced no less than

3,000,000 francs ($600,000). With such a stimulus, the object
of her devotion won six elections within five months (March to

August, 1888), resigning, of course, after each triumph, and

presenting himself before a new constituency. His object was very

plain. By a great number of such successes, won by hea\'y ma-

jorities, he could claim that he was in everything, except the bare

letter of the law, the choice of the nation. He would therefore

possess a
" mandate "

to call on the army to seize the presidential

palace, and to proclaim a dictatorship.

Late in 1888 this adventurer had to a peculiar extent usurped
the imaginations of the unpolitical. Thousands who knew noth-

ing of his real basis of support looked on Boulanger as a man who

I
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would restore public life to cleanliness, prosperity, and dignity,

and who was also capable, in some strange way, without hazard of

an utterly disastrous war, of repairing the territorial loss of 1871.

The noisy and well-financed
"
League of Patriots

"
did everything

to inculcate such notions, while the "brave general" lived in a

kind of state in an elegant mansion at Paris, surrounded by sec-

retaries, courted by lesser soldiers of fortune like himself, and
welcomed at many magnificent soirees and dinners by marquises
and dukes of haughty pedigree.

However, the Republican factions wers at last awakening to

their danger. They dropped some of their personal feuds. The
honest radicals who had earlier supported Boulanger began to

repudiate him. The very light metal of the man, mentally and

morally, made the sinister elements behind his candidacies

all too obvious. Early in 1889 he obtained his last triumph. A
seat in the Paris delegation became vacant. Boulanger's support-

ers spent at least 450,000 francs ($90,000) in his behalf, and won
him the election. He received no less than 244,000 votes, against

Jacques (Moderate Republican) with 162,000, and Boule (So-

cialist) only 17,000. This brought matters to an issue. Many of

Boulanger's supporters now expected him to strike his blow: to

call on the police and the garrison to follow him,^ march down to

the Palais d'filysee, and order Carnot "in the name of the na-

tion" forthwith to depart.

But alas !

"
General Revenge," though capable of threatening

to beard Germany, was not of the stuff of which stout revolution-

ists were made. He could not screw his courage to the sticking

point. The Republican majority in the deputies struck back in

a self-defense. The weak and procrastinating Floquet Ministry

was thrown out, and its successor, the sterner Tirard-Constans

Ministry, pricked the whole bubble by one bold stroke. Constans,

* Just how such a summons would have been received no one may say. It is

certain, however, that Boulanger was very popular with the Paris police force

and with many elements in the army. But he never gave his adherents a chance to

show their coui'age and devotion.
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the new Minister of the Interior, had got hold of evidence that

Boulanger was not confining himself to lawful means of agita-

tion. He issued an order for the arrest of the General, to bring
him before the Senate to be tried for offenses against the safety

of the State. The Prefect of the Paris police hesitated to execute

the order, and said he doubted the fidelity of his officers. "Very
well," remarked Constans coolly, "resign your post. Here are

pen, ink, and paper. We are prepared for this contingency." The
Prefect promptly accepted his orders, but they were never to be

executed. Some one of his assistants "leaked." Boulanger so far

from defying the Government to do its worst, fled post-haste to

Brussels, like an absconding cashier (March 31, 1889).

This ignominious exit ruined him absolutely in the eyes of

most of his followers. Instead of a hero, they discovered only a

cowardly charlatan. His usefulness to the Royalists vanished

even more rapidly. They promptly stopped throwing good money
after bad. The Belgian Government did not enjoy having the re-

sponsibility of harboring so dangerous an agitator thus close to

France. It induced Boulanger to withdraw to England. During
his absence there the Senate tried him for conspiracy against the

nation, and found him guilty 203 votes to 3. He was sentenced to

transportation for life, but of course remained safe under the

British flag.

The subsequent elections to the deputies completed the utter

rout of Boulanger's followers. He presently withdrew to the is-

land of Jersey, and then, in September, 1891, he committed sui-

cide in Brussels at the grave of a woman who had been his mis-

tress, and for whose sake he had divorced his wife. This was a

sufficiently tragic end for an impostor who had almost persuaded
the majority of Frenchmen that he was a wise statesman and

a mighty general, who could avenge 1871 and give them peace,

prosperity, and glory.

The collapse of Boulanger was a very hea\y blow for the Roy-
alists and Clericals. Once more things had looked very hopeful.
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Once more they had utterly lost. After 1889 there was much less

danger than before of a sudden overthrow of the Republic. The

question of the main forms of government was less debated,

and the party groups split along problems of economic better-

ment (tariff, income tax, etc.), and the various programmes of

the different stripes of Socialists who were coming to the front.

Then, toward the close of the century, the Republic was verita-

bly put on the rack by the famous "Dreyfus Affair" which was

only dismissed from public contentions a few years before the

outbreak of the Great War.

Stated in the abstract the "Affair," although highly distress-

ing to its principals, contained nothing that should convulse a

great nation. A young officer of Jewish extraction is accused of

selling confidential military documents to a "foreign power."

He is condemned, and banished to a convict camp. Presently the

evidence against him is discovered to be utterly spurious. The

case is reopened. He is first pardoned, then openly vindicated and

reinstated in his profession. The true criminals are chased into

ignominous exile, or are disgraced and punished in France. What

is there here to make really significant political history? And yet

the
"
Dreyfus Affair

"
began to trouble France in 1894 ; it usurped

the first place in public discussions from 1898 down through 1900

and it was not finally disposed of till 1906. \Miile it was at its

height, the settlement of the "Affair" veritably threatened to

upset the Third Republic, and by a turn of fortune's wheel the

final issue was to discredit still further the Monarchists and prob-

ably to hasten the disestablishment of the Catholic Church in

France.

The reason for this is, as an American writer has properly put

it, that in France "incidents are idealized. To the Republicans, the

Dreyfus conviction did not mean the chance of miscarriage of

jus tice in the case of a young Jew^ish ofiicer. It meant that a coali-

tion of reactionaries and Clericals, always the enemies of the Re-

public, and strong in the army, wnth the anti-Semites were try-

ing to ride roughshod over the rights of the people, and therefore
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over the Republic itself. That thought girded them to endure con-

tinuous strife and sacrifice, until the wrong had been righted,

and 'the principle' of the thing established." ^

The "Dreyfus Affair" presents so many highly interesting

incidents, is so rich in personal factors, is so engrossing when con-

sidered merely as a study of mass psychology and of human
nature in general, that it is best to stick very closely to bald de-

tails lest it receive a wholly disproportionate amount of space.

In 1894 President Sadi Carnot, after an extremely creditable

tenure of office, had been killed by an anarchist, and M. Casimir-

Perier was in the presidential palace, when, late in the year,

it became known that a certain Captain Alfred Dreyfus, an

Alsatian Jew, and a member of the general staff of the army, had

been arrested, accused of selling military secrets to Germany.
The trial, involving as it did highly confidential matters, was con-

ducted before a secret court martial. The main evidence was a

document (the famous bordereau) alleged to have been in Drey-
fus's handwriting. Presently it was announced that the defend-

ant had been condemned. There was, of course, general indigna-

tion that venal traitors could be found in the very nerve-center of

the army. Few had the slightest doubts as to the justice of the

verdict. On January 5, 1895, Dreyfus was publicly degraded
from his rank, with every detail of ignominy, and sentenced to

life imprisonment in Devil's Island in French Guiana (South

America). The matter then dropped from public attention, after

some complaint from the Socialists that for a lesser crime a com-

mon soldier would have been executed, while now a wealthy offi-

cer escaped with his life.

Casimir-Perier did not remain in office to wrestle with the

problems presently created by the reopening of the "Affair."

He had got on very poorly with his Cabinet, and felt aggrieved

at the way certain deputies had continually reviled him in the

Chamber. To very general surprise, on Januarj^ 15, 1895, he re-

signed the presidency (in which he was pretty clearly a misfit),

^ Professor William Anderson, in The Roots of the War, p. 125.
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and two days later the National Assembly elected Felix Faure,

"a well-meaning man, but full of vanity, and naively delighted

with his own rise in the world from a humble position to that of

chief magistrate." Without proving decidedly incapable, it is

fair to say that Faure did not handle the Dreyfus case in a very

fortunate manner.

What now followed is best explained by a series of brief, con-

crete statements:

1. France as well as other European countries had been vexed

for the preceding decade by the "anti-Semitic movement," in-

volving a general attack upon the Jews and their influence. This

propaganda in France seems to have had heavy backing from the

Clericals in an attempt to create prejudice against the Republic

because the latter was supported by various prominent French

Jews. In 1892 the national scandal over the bankruptcy of the

Panama Canal Company— an event that shook the Cabinets

and .Chambers if not the actual Government— was intensified

by the charge that great Jewish financiers had been exploiting

the helpless Christian stockholders. Drumont, an irresponsible

journalist, founded a newspaper "Free Speech" {La Libre

Parole) which gained great popularity from its continuous at-

tacks on all things Hebraic. In the hot struggle which followed,

Dreyfus's guilt was constantly affirmed by many Frenchmen

merely because he was a Jew; and the attempt to defend him

was represented as a deliberate attack on Christianity.

2. Alter Dreyfus had disappeared in exile his wealthy family

still struggled to prove his innocence. They would not have suc-

ceeded had not, in 1896, a Colonel Picquart, a fearless and intelli-

gent soldier permitted to inspect military secrets, become con-

vinced that the famous bordereau was not by Dreyfus, but by a

notorious and dissolute brother officer, Major Esterhazy. When,

however, Picquart communicated his doubts to higher officers,

he was at once told that the evidence was conclusive and was

ordered away to Tunis. He was replaced in the Intelligence

Department by a certain Colonel Henry.
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3. By this time the dissensions among the experts had leaked

out. Dreyfus found defenders in civil life, especially Senator

Scheurer-Kestner, a fairly prominent politician. Many un-

settling facts in the case were brought to light. A considerable

number of influential literary men began to take up the claim for

"revision." On the other hand, a new party, the "Nationalist,"

came forward to make the conviction of Dreyfus a point of honor.

It was soon evident that this group was largely composed of

!^Ionarchists, Clericals, and various types of reactionaries, who
were trading on the popularity of the military, and trying to get
the Republicans into the unhappy position of "attacking the

honor of the army."
^ The Republicans naturally did not care

to fall into this trap. In 1897 Prime Minister Meline declared

publicly that the case was closed and there could be no new
trial. It was known that President Faure agreed with him.

4. Esterhazy was now given the form of a court martial, and
was triumphantly acquitted, being congratulated on the result

by some of the highest dignitaries in the army. Picquart in turn

was arrested and imprisoned on charge of "indiscipline." The

Clericals, the anti-Semites, and the corrupt gang which as soon

developed held high places in the army were, of course, delighted.

As was well said, the "Nationalist" party was made up of the

alliance of
"
the sword and the holy water sprinkler."

5. The Chamber of Deputies passed a resolution condemning
the friends of Dreyfus for their "odious campaign," which was

distracting the country and casting discredit upon the army,
but now to the rescue flew fimile Zola, one of the most prominent
novelists of France. On January 13, 1898, he fired into L'Aurore,

1 The importance of the question of the
"
honor of the army

"
(as involved in the

Dreyfus agitation) will be understood by remembering that "the army, at an

epoch when neither the Legislature nor the Government inspired respect, and the

Church was the object of polemic, was the onli/ institution in France to unite the

nation by appealing to its martial and patriotic instincts. This is the explanation
of the enthusiasm of the public for generals and other officers by whom the trial

of Dreyfus and subsequent proceedings had been conducted in a manner repug-
nant to those who do not favor the arbitrary ways of military' dictatorship."

(Bodley.)
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a widely read newspaper,^ his memorable public letter "7 ac-

cuse," in which he charged various prominent army officers by
name with having been in a conspiracy to ruin Dreyfus. II is

object was a prosecution for libel and a judicial inquiry into the

whole affair. The chiefs of the army put forth all their power.

Zola was condemned. The verdict was quashed on a technicality.

He was tried and condemned a second time. Zola then, for rea-

sons of legal strategy, not cowardice, fled to England. He had

amply achieved his intention of turning a blazing light upon the

whole history of the original trial of Dreyfus.

6. In a Cabinet reorganization, the new Minister of War was

Godefroy Cavaignac. He asserted officially that Dreyfus was

guilty, because of other documents, in addition to the bordereau,

which proved the case beyond the least doubt. To the minister's

utter demoralization, however. Colonel Henry, of the Intelligence

Department, suddenly committed suicide, after leaving a con-

fession that he had forged the chief of these supplementary doc-

uments "in the interest of the country." Almost simultaneously

Esterhazy was found to have fled to England, where he cheer-

fully confessed to have been the author of the famous bordereau.

7. An increasing fraction of Frenchmen were now, of course,

convinced that Dreyfus was innocent. The Socialists and all the

other radical parties, which were naturally anti-Clerical and anti-

Monarchist, began to shift their position. At this juncture Presi-

dent Faure suddenly died, it is alleged, of apoplexy (Feburary 16,

1899). In his place was elected fimile Loubet, a leader of moder-

ate views and common sense, who found it much easier to take a

just attitude toward Dreyfus than Faure could have done.

8. The question of the "revision" of the sentence had now

passed into the hands of the Court of Cassation, the highest

court of France. With admirable professional firmness, the

judges, unmoved by passion and threatenings, proceeded to a

careful technical examination, and at length decreed that the

^ Edited by the famous Georges Clemenceau (see p. 592), the later "organizer
©f victory" foi France, 1917-18.
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whole of the former proceedings were void, and that Dreyfus
should be brought btick from his exile, and given a new trial.

9. Dreyfus was tried a second time at Rennes in Brittany be-

fore a court martial sitting from August 7 to September 9, 1899.

The seven judges were all military men who doubtless looked

upon the prisoner as at least the instrument of bringing great

contempt upon the honor of the army, and they were also obvi-

ously anxious to save the reputations of the high officers who had

committed themselves to the defendant's guilt as an article of

faith.

Popular passions rose to the boiling point. An attempt was

made to assassinate Dreyfus's chief advocate. Much evidence

favorable to the defendant was excluded; much hearsay asser-

tion was admitted for the prosecution. The verdict was "
guilty,"

five votes to two, but "with extenuating circumstances" and
with only ten years' imprisonment. This was, of course, an ab-

surd decision. If Dreyfus was really guilty, he deserved little

short of death, for there could be no "extenuating circum-

stances" in a case of the kind.

10. "Nationalists" and Dreyfusards were alike angry at the

verdict, but by this time the great majority of Frenchmen out-

side of narrow military circles were convinced that there had

been a gross miscarriage of justice. The Ministry recommended

to President Loubet that he pardon Dreyfus and he did so. This

gave back to the unhappy captain his liberty, but not his good
name. Yet the "Nationalists" raged that Loubet had sold him-

self and the honor of France to
"
the gold of the Jews." At length,

however, matters quieted. In 1900 an act of amnesty for the entire

"Affair" was passed. France became involved in other matters

and the case ceased to be acute.

11. The iHctim and his family naturally, however, labored

for a complete vindication. The question of the validity of the

second verdict was brought before the Court of Cassation. This

time the feet of justice were deliberately slow, if only to let pas-

sions cool still more. At last in 1906 the high court set aside the
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second verdict as it had the first. Esterhazy was branded as the

real criminal. Dreyfus was restored to the army and given the

rank of major
— due to him if he had not been disgraced. Pi-

cquart, expelled from the service in 1898 for having stood up for

truth and righteousness, was reinstated now as brigadier-general;

a little later he became a major-general and was appointed Minis-

ter of War in the new Cleraenceau Cabinet. Zola had died before

this consummation of justice. His remains were buried in the

Pantheon, the Westminster Abbey of France. As for the officers

who had conspired against Dreyfus, they were cashiered from the

army, or only remained in it professionally broken and disgraced.

So the famous "Affair" ended, and "hke stories in popular novels

all the heroes were rewarded and all the villains were punished."

It is impossible, even after going over the great mass of the

evidence, to discover quite why so many high officers in the army
committed themselves implicitly to the theory of the guilt of

Dreyfus, even if they disliked him personally and disliked Jews

in general. Esterhazy surely seemed marked from the outset as

the probable culprit. While there is no earthly doubt of the es-

sential facts in the case, there may be certain personal items that

can never be cleared up. Beyond a peradventure many honorable

soldiers felt that the good name of the army was being impugned
before the world, and that for the sake of preserving that name

spotless it were better for one miserable captain to linger on

Devil's Island than for the honor of the bulwark of France to be

smirched by judicial proceedings. The trial, however, rendered

a high service apart from its vindication of the innocent. It be-

trayed a carelessness, rottenness, and in some cases a sheer cor-

ruptibility among a type of French officers which had to be

weeded out unless the nation were to advance to a new Sedan.

To the credit of the Third Republic this necessary work was

bravely and unsparingly done. The personnel of the officers'

corps was purified and invigorated; a higher standard of profes-

sional duty was set; and when the crisis of 1014 came, the hand-

ling of the army was in the hands of a vastly cleaner and abler
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set of men than those who had prostituted justice in 1894, and

perjured themselves defending injustice in 1898-99. Had there

been no Dreyfus case there might have been no victory of the

Marne.

The collapse of this attempt to sustain iniquity gave the last

blow to the Monarchists. It was manifest that Orleanist gold had

stimulated the "Nationalist" agitation. How outrageous and

artificial was the anti-Semitic agitation is proved by the fact

that wealthy Jewish speculators seem to have advanced money to

the Royalists to finance anti-Semitic papers
— doubtless ex-

pecting very good interest when the "king" should have come to

his own. After 1900 it can hardly be said that there were enough
avowed Royalists left in France to make them an appreciable

danger to the Republic.

Even more calamitous, however, did the results of the Drey-
fus case prove to the Clericals. They had enmeshed themselves

completely with "the honor of the army," and now they had

their reward. French Clericalism had become so hopelessly polit-

ical that the attempts of Pope Leo XIII, an extremely sagacious

pontiff, to disentangle it from its alliance with the Monarchists,

met with only indifferent success. In 1892 he had issued an ency-

clical cautioning French Catholics that the Church was not com-

mitted to any special form of government, and that as good citi-

zens they should loyally work with the Third Republic. Only a

part of the Clericals accepted this admonition with apparent

good faith; the majority seem to have rejected it just so far as

they could and not openly defy their Holy Father. Thus the

French Catholic Church drifted on to the opening years of the

twentieth century with the words "Clerical" and "Royalist"
almost if not quite synonyms in the popular speech. Then the

long delayed tempest burst on the Churchmen.

These words are written too soon after the disestablishment of

the French Catholic Church to make it possible to speak with

complete historical retrospect and responsibility. Probably most
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Americans will praise or blame what was done in France in 1901

to 1907 according as they are themselves Protestants or Catho-

lics, although very many of the latter will admit with cheerful-

ness that it was desirable to alter a situation in which the

Church was fixed under the secular control of a government
whereof a great many of the political leaders were freethinkers,

not to mention atheistical Socialists, or such as were Prot-

estants or Jews.

The working alliance between the Government of France and

the Papacy which had lasted from the eighth century in the days
of Pepin was now about to be violently sundered; and the feel-

ings of the aggrieved parties had been by no means completely
restored at the time of the outbreak of the Great War. The pre-

cise quarrel between the Third Republic and the Vatican turned,

however, on so many technical questions, and on matters under-

standable only by Frenchmen, that it is highly difiicult to in-

dulge in any details and to preserve lucidity. It is better both

for clearness and also for impartiality once more to stick to the

barest possible statements of fact.

The original issue arose over questions largely concerned with

education. Despite certain hostile moves by the Repul)licans,

the control of the teaching of French youth had remained largely

in the hands of various ecclesiastical bodies which were charged

with inculcating very undemocratic, not to say pro-monarchi-

cal, principles, into the minds of their pupils. Besides, the Cath-

olic membership in religious orders and Congregations had been

increasing vastly in numbers despite the fact that the law made

the authorization and augmentation of some of them, to say the

least, very hard. It was claimed that a great fraction of the na-

tional wealth (over a billion francs in 1900) had been swept under

the "dead hand" (mortmain) of these orders; the nuns had risen

to over 75,000, the monks to over 190,000, and they constituted

the veritable standing army of "a rival power" to the State. In

1900, Waldeck-Rousseau, a prime minister of more than ordinary

ability and with a firm hold upon the Chambers, declared that
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this situation constituted a menace to the safety of the Republic,

and various doings of the monastic orders in the Dreyfus case

certainly gave color to the charge. In 1901 he carried, therefore,

the somewhat famous "Law of Associations" which provided

that all Church "Congregations" should be "authorized"; that

all not then "authorized" (only a limited number) should apply

to the Chambers for authorization ;
that those w^ho did not apply

or had their requests refused should forthwith be dissolved and

their property be seized by the Government for charitable pur-

poses.

In 1902, Waldeck-Rousseau was succeeded by Combes, an ex-

tremely bitter foe of the Church. Combes had been a student for

the priesthood in his youth, then had become utterly estranged

from the Catholics. The Clericals, of course, denounced him

as an old-time pagan persecutor. "Clericalism," he declared, "is

in fact to be found at the bottom of every agitation and every

intrigue [in France] during the last five and thirty years!" The

"Law of Associations" handled by such a minister soon proved
a terrible weapon against the monks. Very few orders were per-

mitted to continue. Over five hundred teaching, praying, and

"commercial"^ orders w^ere put out of existence. In 1904 another

blow was struck by a law requiring all teaching by religious or-

ders to cease wnthin ten years, including even that by "author-

ized" bodies. The Clericals, of course, cried aloud, denounced

this act as sheer tyranny, and one intended to make the next

generation of Frenchmen into blaspheming atheists. Combes,

however, strode on his way and apparently a large majority of

the Chambers supported him.

Nevertheless he had let the Concordat of 1801 alone. The

absurd situation still existed that the State (the Third Republic)

appointed the bishops; and though the bishops appointed the

1 A good many monkish establishments were charged with actually conducting

profitable forms of Inisiness: for example, the distilling of liqueurs. All these mat-

ters were of course merry sport for the radicals. The trading monks were forced

to disband, or emigrate to England or elsewhere.
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priests, it was only with the consent of the Government. In re-

turn for this control the State paid the salaries of the French

clergy. The situation was an anomalous, not to say outrageous
one, and probably the churchmen themselves would have been

glad to have had it ended, provided they could have brought
themselves to accept the Republic as a fixture, and dismissed all

dreams of seeing a pious "king" proceed once more in state to

Reims to be crowned with the crown of St. Louis. The Repub-
licans had long chafed at the situation. They had hesitated to

force the issue, well understanding the power of the enemy,
but the Vatican presently gave them intense provocation.

In 1903 died Pope Leo XIII, one of the most astute pontiffs

who ever sat on the throne of St. Peter. His successor, Pius X
(1903-14), was a man of great saintliness and nobility of charac-

ter, but of by no means the same degree of worldly wisdom. He
promptly took a very stiff attitude tow^ard proceedings in France,

and in 1904 precipitated a crisis when President Loubet visited

Rome to exchange civilities with the King of Italy. Pius, in a

formal diplomatic letter, denounced the action of the President

in visiting a "usurper" in this city where the Pope was a "pris-

oner," as a deliberate insult to the Vatican.

The French Government had now a good technical excuse for

becoming very angry. It made counter-complaints that the Pope
was interfering with the French bishops in a way forbidden by
the Concordat. Already since 1903 a committee of the Chamber
had been working on a bill aimed to separate Church and State.

Diplomatic relations between the Republic and the Vatican were

promptly severed (July 30, 1904), and on December 9, 1905, the

law was actually passed dissolving the Concordat, suppressing
the salaries paid by the Government to the clergA>% and making
the Third Republic wash its hands of any responsibility for the

upkeep of religion.^ The Catholic Church was left perfectly free

^ Protestant pastors and Jewish rabbis had hitherto been paid by the Govern-

ment. These also were turned adrift, although their adherents did not make any
such vehement protest as did' the Clericals.
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to shift for itself. Aged clergymen were to be pensioned. The rest

were (presently at least) to be maintained solely by the contri-

butions of the faithful.

All this represented what was, on the whole, a skillful and hon-

est attempt to dissolve relations with the Church without mak-

ing the Republic turn persecutor. The main friction came over

the church buildings, cathedrals, chapels, etc., which were in

theory the property of the community. These were not to be

given outright to the Church, but were to be held by
"
Cultural

Associations" to be organized in each city or town by the pious

Catholics who could arrange for the maintenance of religious

worship. There were other, somewhat elaborate, provisions to

safeguard the handling of the great endowments still left to the

Church. The measure, in short, was a studiously moderate one,

and reflected high credit on M. Briand, who had the main share

in its drafting and enactment.

The run of opinion among the French Catholics was undoubt-

edly in favor of making the best of this law, and organizing the

"Cultural Associations" to work with the Government; but

Pius X soon created an almost intolerable situation by issuing a

formal encyclical (1906) denouncing the separation of Church

and State as "a very pernicious error," and ordering all Catholic

laymen to have nothing to do with forming Cultural Associa-

tions. Possibly the Pontiff's expectation was to goad the Rejjub-

licans into some acts of brutal persecution which would supply

the Clericals with the advertising and glories of martyrdoms, and

so to produce the inevitable reaction in favor of the Church. This

pitfall the succeeding Clemenceau Ministry skillfully avoided.

A law was passed in 1907 allowing the clergy to continue to use

the church buildings under arrangements to be made in each

place between the local priests and the prefects or mayors. It

was, of course, impossible for the Catholic authorities to order

the priests to cease to say mass in an ancient and sacred building,

merely because the Church had no longer a technical, legal own-

ership of the same, if the services were not in the least obstructed.
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There was accordingly no serious interruption in the regular re-

ligious worship in France— an act of persecution into which

the extreme Clericals had possibly hoped that the Government

would blunder.

In the nine years following the disestablishment of the French

Church there was, of course, much friction and heartburning.

The attitude of Pope Pius X continued to be that of outraged

astonishment, but on the whole, passions had considerably cooled.

Despite violent outcry, the Government had gone ahead and

taken over many ecclesiastical buildings (not churches), such as

bishop's palaces, rectories, theological schools, etc., for secular

uses. The Minister of Labor had located his offices in the one-

time residence of the Archbishop of Paris. On the other hand, it

was claimed that the exemption from governmental interference

was producing a genuine return of piety and spirituality among
the Catholics of France. The religious question was, however,

still a sullen one when in 1914, Catholic, Protestant, Jew, Free-

thinker, and Atheist rallied as one man against the Teutonic

peril.

The foregoing has been a mere tracing of a few of the crises

and problems that thrust themselves upon the Third Republic.

Loubet had occupied the presidential chair very creditably from

1899 to 1906. One of the last acts in his administration had been

the passage of a law (1905) reducing the period of army service

from three to two years. This measure, it proved, was unwise,

and was too great a concession to the anti-militarists, but it at

least testified to the peace-loving character of Frenchmen in

the first decade of the twentieth century. Loubet was succeeded

by Armand Fallieres (1906 to 1913), "an easy-going, good-na-

tured, and well-meaning but second-rate statesman," who, how-

ever, was favored by never being obliged to face a crisis calling

for high-grade executive ability.

During his administration, besides, of course, the aftermath

of the religious question, there was the run of labor agitation, so*
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cial reform legislation, industrial problems, railway strikes (nota«

bly in 1910), etc., which France shared in about average measure

with other great civilized states. Socialism and its peculiar mani^

Testation of "syndicalism"
^ were showing such power as to cause

anxiety to the bourgeoisie; and there were inevitably the usual

economic, budgetary, and taxation matters to provide exciting

debates in the Chambers. But from 1905 onwards the thoughts
of all citizens were no longer being concentrated so exclusively

upon the old questions of Republicans and Royalists, Clericals

and Radicals, The contending factions, so implacably hostile, it

would seem, were being reminded ever more significantly that

they were first of all things Frenchmen. A new generation was,

indeed growing up, men to whom 1870 was a childhood recollec-

tion, or, more often, an anecdote from their fathers; nevertheless,

their eyes were again being turned toward the Rhinelands, not

in vengeful ambitions to recover the lost provinces, though the

memory thereof could not die, but lest some new and absolutely

crippling stroke be aimed at the beloved patrie. In 1913, after a

violent discussion throughout the nation and in the Chambers,

the army law was again altered, restoring three years of military

service. The Socialists and other radicals protested with fury,

but the best intelligence of France consented to the sacrifice, for

the warnings from the eastern frontier were too terrible to be dis-
^&"-

regarded.

In that same year President Fallieres's term expired, and in

his place the National Assembly chose Raymond Poincare, a

moderate Republican of approved worth as a statesman. He had

been in the Palais d'Elysee less than eighteen months, when

there broke over France a storm which made every earlier danger

surmounted by the Third Republic appear simply as a tale that

is told. The Pan-German was at the gates.

^
"
Socialism

"
had become a very general term for various stripes of radi-

calism in France. The existence of a great mass of peasant landowners,

small capitalists, etc. was a formidable barrier to the triumph of the
"
orthodox

"

doctrines of Karl Marx. Some French
"

Socialists
"
were extreme commun«

ists, others hardly more than pronounced Republicans.
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The Extension of the Colonial Empire of France under the
Third Republic

It is impossible to form a complete estimate of the achievements of mod-
ern France without taking into account the success of the Third Repub-
lic in establishing a magnificent colonial empire, embracing a large frac-

tion of Central Africa, and its second similar success on a very ample
if smaller scale in Cochin-China. ^

For obvious reasons, less is known by Americans of this great colonial

achievement than of the performance of the British colonizers; but the

French conquerors and explorers have earned the entire right to have
their results compared honorably with those of their English-speaking

contemporaries. The eve of the Great War found France uncontestably
the second colonial power in the world.

The romance, heroism, and the inevitably great physical sacrifices at-

tending these conquests we cannot, of course, discuss, but it has seemed
useful to give American readers even a bald and matter-of-fact state-

ment of the events which have made the Tricolor to fly over so large

a fraction of the tropical world. ^

French colonies must be divided into two classes, those which are

valuable only for their resources, and those which are suitable fields for

colonization. The former type are those where the climate prevents

native Frenchmen from settling and building homes for themselves.

Foreigners can usually live in most tropical countries if their resi-

dence can be broken by periodic furloughs, spent in cooler and drier

climates. Such lands are valuable as colonies, however, because of their

natural resources, their raw products, and their markets. This is en-

tirely true of such lands as Congo, the Soudan, Indo-China, and, in large

part, Madagascar,
Colonies which are suitable for colonization are those where climatic

and living conditions most nearly approach those in France, so that

Frenchmen can settle there with their families and have no great

longing to return to their native soil; such lands, for instance, as Algeria

and Tunis. By a rather singular piece of good fortune these are the near-

est of French possessions. Algiers is only twenty-four hours' steaming

from Marseilles. No other European state has such an excellent colonial

field so near at hand. Algeria and Tunis are like prolongations of the

French homeland where the French race may be renewed. They are a

1 The following account is largely adapted from M. Albert Malet's excellent

Histoire de France, de 1789 (Paris, 1910), pp. 570-83.
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"New France" in the making, by far the most precious of all the

colonies.

The conquest of Algeria was completed under the Third Republic

by the establishment of a French protectorate over Tunis (1881-83)
and Morocco (1911).

Tunis was governed by a ruler, called a "bey," who was nominally a

vassal of Turkey. Once established in Algeria, France felt that her posi-

tion in that province could never be rendered secure until she had like-

wise extended her influence to Tunis. The first step was to get the friend-

ship of the Bey, and in order to win his confidence several loans were

adroitly arranged for him at Paris. French policy was dictated largely

from the point of view of Algerian safety, which was constantly being
menaced by border raids from Tunis.

There was another reason, however, which was presently involved:

from the beginning of 1870 the Italians, who had then scarcely

achieved their own national unity, were casting longing eyes on Tunis,

itself an old Roman colony and the nearest neighbor of Sicily. The

possession of Tunis would have rendered Italy almost the" master of

the Mediterranean, thanks to the narrowness of the passage between

Sicily and North Africa. Their policy was so active, that in 1881 Jules

Ferry, President of the French Council, felt that it was urgent that

France should take measures to prevent "the key to the French

Empire" (as he called Tunis) from falling into the hands of a foreign

power. The incessant plundering raids (there were more than two
thousand forays in ten years!) committed on the Algerian frontier by
the unruly Kroumirs, Tunisian highlanders, which the Boy admitted he

was quite helpless to control, served as a good excuse for the entrance

of a French army into Tunis (April, 1881). Almost simultaneously a

military force was dispatched from Toulon which disembarked at

Bizerta, marched to Tunis, and on May 12, 1881, forced the Bey to

sign a treaty in the palace of Bardo which placed him under French

protection. By the terms of this treaty he promised in particular to

carry on no negotiations with foreigners except througli the mediation

of the French "Resident" who became virtually the Bey's Minister

of Foreign Affairs.

Tunis appeared so thoroughly subjugated that in a short time the

French troops were recalled. Tins was the signal for a general uprising,

the center of which was at Kairouan, one of the sacred cities of the

Moslems. The insurrection was promptly suppressed. While a naval

squadron bombarded and seized Sfax, .'5;5.000 troops, who had advanced
from three different directions, surrounded Kairouan and occupied that
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point without so much as a shot having been fired (September 25, 1881).
The French Government, however, had the sagacity not to convert the

protectorate into downright annexation. France was content to hold
Bizerta where a large naval base had been built. The powers of the

Kesident were, however, increased. He now became the head of the

reorganized administration in Tunis which was nevertheless otherwise

composed entirely of natives.

During the early years of the twentieth century, in spite of the dif-

ficulties interposed by Germany (1905-11), France succeeded in com-

pleting her occupation of North Africa and insured the complete
security of her Algerian Empire by establishing a protectorate over

Morocco.

How much France has accomplished in Algeria in three quarters of a

century and in Tunis in less than thirty years can readily be seen from
the following statistics: In 1881 there were only a few hundred French-

men in Tunis; in 1906 there were 35,000 in Tunis alone. In 1881 there

were 600 kilometers (about 375 miles) of roadway, 200 kilometers (about
125 miles) of railways, and one mediocre harbor for large vessels; to-day
there are 2500 kilometers (about 1560 miles) of roads, 1900 kilometers

(1190 miles) of railroads, and four modern ports. The finances have been
so well administered that all the public works have been paid for with-

out the creation of new imposts, and the receipts have in fact exceeded

the expenditures. The annual commerce on the first date amounted to

only 38,000,000 francs (about $7,600,000); it has increased fivefold, and
now amounts to more than 200,000,000 francs (about $40,000,000) per
annum.
As for Algeria, the results are even more striking. There were in the

vicinity of 2,000,000 inhabitants in the old Moorish State in 1830, with

practically no Europeans. There were only a few miles of roads, and a

trade which amounted to some 8,000,000 francs ($1,600,000) a year. In

1908 the population exceeded 5,000,000 inhabitants, of whom no less

than 514,000 were Frenchmen (either native-born or naturalized). Al-

giers is one of the leading ports in the Mediterranean and is the second

most important of French harbors. Fourteen thousand kilometers

(8750 miles) of roads and 3700 kilometers of railways (2315 miles) have
been constructed, while the commerce (nearly a half of which consists of

Algerian agricultural products) exceeds one billion of francs ($200,000-

000). It is thirty years ago, when these results were far from having been

attained, that a German visitor wrote: "Whoever has witnessed the tre-

mendous amount of labor which France has expended on Algeria, feels

only contempt for those who, even in the presence of all these remarka-
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ble achievements, still dare to allege that the French are not good colo-

nizers."

In West Africa, France has built up a great empire which very prob-
ably in the near future (as a result of the cultivation of cotton), will be-
come the supply station for one of the most important of French indus-

tries; hence one of the most valuable assets of French economic power.
According to statistics, the West African commerce amounts to more
than 200,000,000 francs ($40,000,000) per annum, and 1400 kilometers

(about 875 miles) of railway are employed in transporting raw materials.

This empire includes (along the Atlantic coast) Senegal, Guinea, the

Ivory Coast, and Dahomey; while in the interior are the vast regions
drained by the mighty Niger. This whole rich empire, which is seven or

eight times as large as France itself, is ordinarily called the "French
Soudan." Its twelve or thirteen million inhabitants are, of course,

mainly negroes (the word Soudan signifies the "black country"), but

they are superior to the run of Equatorial Africans. Taken as a class

they are a hardy, intelligent, industrious, and courageous people. With
the exception of the natives of Dahomey, who have retained their old
fetish worship, they have all been converted to a type of Mohamme-
danism. They are divided into numerous tribes, each of which has its

own rudimentary political organization. As a rule they live in groups,
either in open villages built of circular huts, or in fortified towns sur-

rounded by thick mud walls.

The conquest of this enormous territory was begun under Napoleon
III, about the year 1855, and continued intermittently for more than
forty years, up to 1898. It was actively pressed, however, only after the
establishment of the Third Republic, beginning particularly with 1880.
From the very outset progress was made as much by the efforts of small

exploring parties, each accompaniefl by a handful of soldiers, as by reg-
ular colonial expeditions. In fact there was never any necessity for a

large military force. The largest expeditionary corps was that which
subdued Dahomey, and it numbered only 3000 men. On the other hand,
France made an abundant use of the native troops just as Dupleix had
attempted in the eighteenth century in India, ^ and as the Government
was already doing in Algeria. These natives, battalions of Senegalese
sharpshooters and companies of Soudan spahi<}, recruited from among
those tribes which had been the longest subjugated, usually proved to
be hardy warriors of unfailing loyalty and devotion.
The first step in the conquest was the occupation of the valley of the

» See p. 208.
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Senegal by Faidherbe, the future commander of the "Army of the

North" in 1870, and the establishment of a post at Medine (1855), near

the head of the river. This had scarcely been built, when it was attacked

by Hadj-Omar, a Mohammedan adventurer who was pillaging and

burning the country, and slaughtering all who dared to resist him. His

ambition was to establish a large empire for himself between the Sene-

gal and the Niger, and the ousting of the French seemed a means of real-

izing this ambition. Medine, however, which was defended by an heroic

mulatto. Paul Holl, eight soldiers of the marine infantry, and forty

Senegalese, resisted for more than three months the attacks of 15,000

natives until Faidherbe could come to the rescue of the brave garrison.

By 1880 France felt that her possession of Senegal was more or less

secure. Her leaders were desirous, nevertheless, of reaching the Niger and

of opening up to the outside world that great valley which was reputed

to be so very rich in natural resources. Halfway up the course of the

Niger the French met with the opposition of the son and successor of

Hadj-Omar, Ahmadou; and a little later, near the head of the valley,

with that of another bold adventurer, Samory, a slave-trader, who,

wherever he roamed, always left behind him traces of devastation and

bloodshed. Colonel Archinard soon put an end to the attacks of Ahma-

dou, and in 1890, Segou, the capital of that bloody despot, was captured.

But against Samory, who had succeeded in making himself
"
King of the

Niger," with an "empire" more than half the size of France, and who

had collected a fighting force of 40,000 warriors, the struggle lasted for

no less than sixteen years (188'-2-98). In the end, however, he was out-

witted by a very daring attack and taken captive in the very heart of

his own camp.
In the course of this long struggle France secured possession of Tim-

buctou (December 15, 1893), which lies at the head of the bend in the

Niger
—a town celebrated throughout Mohammedan Africa. It was at

one time the commercial and religious center of East Africa, but it had

now fallen into decay and retained only a part of its one-time glory and

importance
— and that remnant solely because it is the gateway from

the Soudan into the wide Sahara, the point of departure for the line of

caravans which through all the ages have ploughed across the sands

headed for their destinations in the coastal states of North Africa.

In the south the King of Dahomey, Behanzin, notorious for his prac-

tice of human sacrifices, had attacked the French posts along the Guinea

coast. As a result an expedition under the leadership of Colonel Dodds

succeeded in subduing that tyrant-ridden and iniquitous kingdom, al-

though only after some rather serious fighting (1893-94).

During this period a connection had also been made across the Sahara
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between the French possessions of North and those of West Africa. This

act involved the occupation of the oases, a process which commenced in

1843 when the French took possession of Biskra. The task was achieved,
in spite of the treacherous resistance of the Touaregs, a tribe of nomadic
Berbers who at times assisted the caravans in their passage, then again
fell upon them in the most ruthless fashion. A term was put to their

depredations, when by expeditions sent out between January, 1900,

and March, 1902, France succeeded in gaining In-Salah and the Oasis

of Touat.

In the Congo region France has pursued her favorite policy of "peace-
ful penetration." Enormous territories, rich in natural resources, have
been opened up to her on the right bank of the Congo and its affluent,

the Oubangui, without any show of armed force or serious resistance

having been encountered. This French possession of Equatorial Africa

is due largely to treaties negotiated with native chiefs, especially to the

skillful diplomacy and tact of a daring adventurer and explorer. Lieuten-

ant Savorgnan de Brazza.

In the Congo it had been France's ambition from the start to extend

her dominion as far north as Lake Tchad, and she succeeded in reaching
the valley of the river Chari. When she attempted to descend that

river, however, she was met again by another Mohammedan despot,

Rabah, the leader of a band of brigands and a slave-dealer — the

Samory, in short, of Central Africa, who also had created another vast

"empire." He offered the French a lively resistance. Two small expedi-
tions sent out by them were foully cut to pieces. But early in 1900 the

power of Rabah was broken when three separate French forces,

the first under Foureau and Lamy which crossed the Sahara from

Algeria, the second under Joalland from Senegal, and the third under

Gentil which had come up from the Congo, made a juncture on the

shores of Lake Tchad (April. 1900).

Shortly before this event a convention had been signed between

France and England (March 21, 1899) as a result of the "Fashoda
affair." ^ By this the spheres of influence of the two countries in the Sou-

dan were delimited. France renounced all claim to the Eastern Soudan
and abandoned those posts which she had established on the affluents of

the Nile. On the other hand, England granted her full libertj^ of action

in the Central Soudan, particularly in those regions situated to the north

and east of Lake Tchad.
The juncture of the three military expeditions on the shores of Lake

1 See p. 581.
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Tchad was, from a political point of view, an act of extreme importance.
The successful march across the hinterland from each of France's large
African possessions transformed her theoretical claim to this territory,

which had already been conceded by Great Britain and Germany, to a
status of actual ownership. Since this barrier had been broken down,
there was no longer anything to prevent France from starting work
on the Trans-Sahara Railroad, the basis for which already existed in

Algeria. The unity of the French Empire in Africa had been assured.

Madagascar— the French conquest of which occurred in 1895— Is a

large island in the southern part of the Indian Ocean, whose area ex-

ceeds that of France. Geologically speaking, it is made up of a lofty pla-
teau which is surrounded by forests — an admirable means of defense
^- and a coastal zone, which is very narrow on the eastern coast, but
which broadens out on the west to a considerable degree. The coastal

fringe is very flat, and the climate there, as in general throughout the

entire island, extremely unhealthful for Europeans. The population of

the island numbers about 2,500.000 inhabitants and is made up largely
of negroes who are still in an uncivilized state. They are spoken of under
the general title of Malgaches. During the course of the twelfth century,
however, there was an invasion of Asiatics from the Malay Archipelago.
These folk were presumably Mongolians, and they settled on the plateau.

They were known as the Hovas and their superior qualities soon enabled

them to dominate the island. The majority of them have been converted

to Christianity by English missionaries and as a result have acquired a

quasi-oivilization. In their capital, Antananarivo, a pretentious city of

some 50,000 inhabitants, there were schools, printing-presses, and news-

papers. The native Government was an absolute monarchy. At the time

of the French conquest there was an army of about 40,000 men who
were armed with repeating rifles and modem artillery.

The first French establishment in Madagascar actually dates from the

reign of Louis XIII and Richelieu, when the post of Fort Dauphin was
built in the south of the island (1642). But little was done then to con-

quer the island. During the greater part of the nineteenth century there

was a struggle for supremacy at the capital between the French and

English, in which each country contested for the ear of the successive

kings or queens of Madagascar. English influence was preponderant

up to about 1878. As a result either of English instigation or of an un-

warranted assumption that the English would sanction radical proceed-

ings, the Hovas were at that time convinced that they could fall upon
the French posts on the coasts with impunity. The inevitable conse-

quence of such a policy was an open conflict with the French during
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which Tamatve and the principal posts were bombarded and blockaded.
In 1885 the Hovas pretended to admit their defeat, and accepted
France as suzerain power. A French Resident was set up at Antanana-
rivo to direct the foreign affairs of the Hovas and control their home ad-

ministration. For ten years the Hovas apparently succeeded in blinding
France as to their real purpose of another stroke for independence, but
in 1895 the situation again seemed ominous and a new military expedi-
tion was dispatched.
Under the command of General Duchesne 15,000 men were landed at

Majunga on the west coast of Madagascar (March-August, 1895). These
forces were to march eastward across the plateau to the capital. The
region, however, was one which was practically devoid of inhabitants,

and in order to prevent the troops from being cut off from supplies it

was necessary to construct a road. Moreover, the country was so ma-
larial that more than 5000 men died from fever along the way. Finally a

picked company of 4000 men succeeded in forcing their way across the

plateau where they took the army of the Hovas by surprise and eventu-

ally reached Antananarivo. They proceeded to storm the palace on Sep-
tember 30, 1895, whereupon Queen Ranavalo capitulated. Once again
the Hovas agreed to accept a French protectorate. The recall of the

larger share of the expeditionary forces was, however, the occasion for

still another general uprising on the part of the Hovas, instigated by the

Queen and her ministers (July, 1896). The insurrection was promptly
suppressed by General Gallieni (later famous as the defender of Paris in

1914), who caused two of the ministers to be tried and shot for high
treason (October 11, 1896). The protectorate was then abolished, and

Madagascar was declared a French colony. The treacherous Queen,
Ranavalo, was deported to Algeria (February, 1897).

Since then France has undertaken numerous progressive measures in

Madagascar. Slavery has been abolished, and schools and hospitals have
been opened everjnvhere. A thousand kilometers (625 miles) of roads

have been built and some 200 kilometers (125 miles) of railways. The
commerce of the island has increased from 27,000,000 francs in 1898

($5,400,000) to 65,000,000 francs in 1906 ($13,000,000). A large naval

station has been built at Diego Suarez as a base for the French fleet.

These are the principal results of the first ten years of French domina-
tion in Madagascar.

French possessions in Indo-China include what was formerly known
as the "Empire of Annam." This ill-compacted dominion at the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century had comprised the following native

srtates : to the north, Tonkin, which lies in the rich delta of the Song-Koi,
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or Red River; in the center, "Annam Proper," along the coast of the

China Sea; and to the south, Cochin-China, which Ues in the delta of the

Mekong. The whole represented an area a little more than three fifths

of the surface of France. To the east of the Mekong and to the north

of Cochin-China, France has now also secured the protectorate over

the little Kingdom of Cambodia.

The population of the former Annamese Empire is Mongolian and

the basis of its civilization very largely is Chinese. The inhabitants

(over 30,000,000) are, considering their tropical environment, active,

industrious, and intelligent. The Government was formerly that of au

absolute monarchy of the regular Oriental type, with the capital at Hue.

The "Emperor" was nominally a vassal of China, although the tribute,

the sign of his vassalage, was rarely paid, and it was usually only ia

times of danger and dire distress that this potentate consented to admit

his subordinate position. As for Cambodia, the inhabitants are likewise

Mongolian, but their civilization is Hindu, and as a result they reveal

much less of that energetic action which characterizes their neighbors

across the Mekong.
The French conquest of this region falls into two distinct periods. The

earlier, 1859-67, marks the capture of Cochin-China. French interest in

that country dates, indeed, from 1787, w^hen Louis XVI, at the request

of the Annamese Emperor, sent over French officers and engineers to

fortify Hue and the leading cities of Tonkin. This informal connection

was retained, stimulated by a natural desire on the part of France to se-

cure a naval base for her fleet and an entrance into China for her com-

merce. In 1858, as a result of the persecutions of French missionaries

and native Christians, an excuse was offered the ambitious Gov-

ernment of Napoleon III for French intervention. Military operations

were begun which centered around Saigon, in Cochin-China, from 1859

to 1861. By 1863 the region had been partially subdued and in 1867

the conquest was completed. Meanwhile, in 1863 Cambodia, out of fear

of her western neighbor, Siam, had voluntarily placed herself under

French protection.

The conquest of Tonkin in Northern Annam turned out to be a more

serious matter. French interest in this region had grown out of a series

of explorations and trading voyages by two Frenchmen, Frangois Gar-

nier and Jean Dupuis, both of whom were convinced of the value of the

Red River in opening up important parts of Southern China, particu-

larly Yunnan, to French commerce. The Annamites, however, resented

their intrusion and attempted to block the Red River. As a result, when

pacific measures had failed. Gamier with 175 men attacked and cap-

tured Hanoi, the capital of Tonkin, in November, 1873. He then pro-
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ceeded up the delta of the Red River and withhi a month it was in French
hands. Garnier himself, however, unfortunately fell into an ambuscade
and was killed.

When the question was referred to the French Government, it refused

to push its advantage; the memories of 1870 were still too vivid to war-

rant a fresh military undertaking. An arrangement was consequently
made with the natives whereby France offered to give up her conquests
in return for the privilege of trading on the Red River (1873).

The Emp.-^ror of Annam, by his poor observance of this treaty, soon

gave cause for fresh complaints, and in 1881 a new expedition (of 600

men) was sent out under General Riviere. Meanwhile the Annamites,
not trusting to their own strength, had secured aid from their suzerain,

China, and had succeeded in enlisting certain mercenary troops known
as the "Black Flags." Riviere, nevertheless, managed to repeat the ear-

lier conquests of Garnier. Inadvertently, however, he was himself be-

sieged at Hanoi, and killed in a desperate sortie there (May, 1883).

France now found herself at war, not only with Annam, but for all prac-
tical purposes with China as well. The contest with the former, however,
was brief. Under the leadership of Admiral Courbet, the city of Hue
was captured and a peace dictated (August 25, 1883) whereby Annam
became a French protectorate.

France, however, still had the suzerain of Annam to reckon with. The
war with China, which began during a recess in the French Parliament,
was carried on without any formal declaration of hostilities. There were

serious engagements, nevertheless, botli on land and sea, the theater of

war being Tonkin and the southern coast of the Celestial Empire. It was
a bitter and expensive struggle, for the French, who fought in an un-

known and wild country against fairly well-trained and excellently

equipped Chinese troops, who completely outnumbered their European
foes. Like so many Oriental struggles, where the treachery of the natives

becomes a serious factor, the contest falls into two stages. In the earlier

part events moved rapidly. In December, 1883, Son-Tay, a stronghold
in Tonkin, was stormed and taken by Admiral Courbet. One by one

the remaining Chinese fortresses fell before the French; and, in May,
1884, a treaty of peace was signed, binding China to evacuate Tonkin.

By virtue of this treaty France was given the right to occupy the for-

tress of Lang-Son (on the frontier of Tonkin and China) immediately, but

the French troops charged with this task were treacherously assaulted at

Bac-Le (June 23, 1884). As a result hostilities were reopened after a for-

mal ultimatum had been presented at Pekin. Chinese resistance was still

tenacious and both on land and sea there were some serious engagements.
The arsenal at Foo-Chou was captured by Courbet, and Formosa was
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blockaded. On land Domine with 600 men held out against the 15,000
Chinese at Tuyen-Quan for three months (December, 1884, to March,
1885). In March came the most serious engagement of the war, "the
affair of Lang-Son," which resulted in the political overthrow of Jules

Ferry, then prime minister of France. General de Negrier with a brigade
of 4000 men had been attacked at Lang-Son (which had been taken by
the French earlier in the war) by 20,000 Chinese whom he at first re-

pulsed. During the engagement he was wounded, and his successor, who
unfortunately lacked his confidence, foolishly dispatched various de-

spondent reports to France which caused wild excitement in the Cham-
bers and resulted in a ministerial crisis. Meantime the Chinese, who
even before Lang-Son had started peace negotiations, convinced as they
at last were of the superior strength of the French, had capitulated, and
on June 9, 1885, the second and definitive treaty of Tien-Tsin was signed.
China renounced all claim to Tonkin and recognized the protectorate of

France over Annam.
At home there had been a violent political opposition to all French

colonial ventures, mainly on the part of the conservative Royalists act-

ing in their curious alliance with the extreme radicals, who of course

execrated "imperialism." They now denounced the Tonkin expedition
and the Chinese War as a most criminal piece of folly. Jules Ferry was
loaded with violent abuse. As a result of a coalition between these

strangely matched political elements, the bill for the payment of the

expenses of the war narrowly escaped defeat, passing by a bare majority
of four votes (274 to 270). So indifferent for the moment was France to

her new acquisition!

Since 1885 the Third Republic has pursued much the same policy in

Indo-China as in Algeria and Tunis, and with equal success. Saigon and
Hanoi are now prosperous cities. Railroads have been built, the coal

mines are being exploited, and mills constructed. Methods of agricul-

ture have been improved to such an extent that Indo-China has become
one of the greatest rice-producing countries. Commerce in its turn has

increased so rapidly that it amounted to more than 550,000,000 francs

($110,000,000) in 1907.

The foregoing may be called a feeble tracing over the dry annals of

remarkable achievements. Described in their fullness, these deeds would
entitle the explorers and conquerors of the Third Republic to rank as

worthy sons of Champlain. La Salle. Montcalm, and the others who in

an earlier epoch wrought so valiantly and who so nearly succeeded in

their task of making "New France" and not "New England" the dom-
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inant power on the Western Hemisphere. The new African and Asiatic

empires won for the Tricolor do not, indeed (except in Algeria), open
many lands suitable for settlement by white men, but they certainly

place at French disposal a tropical wealth which can largely compen-
sate for that lost empirs of Hindustan which the futile Government of

Louis XV had almost grasped in the days of Dupleix.



CHAPTER XXVI
FRANCE HERSELF AGAIN

Once more, and for the last time in this outline story of two

thousand years, it must be said we are dealing with merely the

history of France, not with that of all Europe.

Until after the dawn of the twentieth century the relations of

the Third Republic with its neighbors had continued on the

whole highly peaceful. French statesmen were too well aware of

their own handicaps and of the terrible consequences of provok-

ing an unsuccessful war, to dare to push home policies which

might embroil them with England, the old "natural enemy," or

with Germany, her successor in disfavor. There had been, of

course, serious friction with the former Power over Egypt, and

the open wound caused by Alsace-Lorraine was unhealed; but de-

spite many vaporings in the Paris press, no inteUigent foreigner,

save possibly in the days of Boulanger's popularity, could charge

France with being a menace to the tranquillity of the world. The

defensive alliance concluded with Russia in 1893 served to pro-

tect the Republic against gross acts of aggression, but it was well

understood that this agreement of the Czar (a "marriage of con-

venience" between two very dissimilar Powers!) was defensive

only. It did not authorize the French to pick a quarrel with Ger-

many in order to get back the lost provinces; and in 1904-05,

when Russia in turn was at war with Japan, France stood hon-

estly neutral, although giving the Muscovite all the sympathy
and aid which international law permitted. It was just as the

rumbles of the Dreyfus case were dying away, and be reckoning

between Radicals and Clericals was being carried to its inevitable

issue, that the storm clouds again began to blow westward from

the Rhine, and France had to give anxious thought to her physi-

cal safety.
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The story of the Pan-German conspiracy for the conquest of

the world and the establishment of a new and greater Roman

Empire, belongs of course to volumes other than this.^ xA.s is, of

course, perfectly well understood to-day, the prosperity, nay the

very existence, of France lay straight across the path of a policy

worthy of the days of Tiglath-Pileser or Xerxes. Not that the

Pan-Germans considered the "degenerate French" as foemen

really worthy of their steel. To them France was a nation once

powerful, indeed, but now sinking rapidly into absolute decadence

and helplessness
— a newer Spain, a more extensive Holland.-

Russia, England, and in the background America, were the Pow-

ers that must be dealt with thoroughly, before the new world

Empire of Teutonia could spring into being. But upon France

the first blow from the great Germanic war-engine was sure to

fall. It was an insult to the HohenzoUern Empire that this de-

crepit neighbor should be accumulating a vast African Empire
when the smaller German possessions in the Dark Continent

were alike expensive and unpromising. It was also important
that either by direct annexation, or by some dictated treaty

which made France the Hohenzollern's vassal, the essential con-

trol of the French Channel ports (Calais, Boulogne, Dunkirk,

etc.) should pass to Germany: they would then be essential fac-

tors in the much-desired "day" for disposing of the naval power
of England.
As for the wealth of France a bleeding, crippling indemnity

would alike destroy a commercial rival to the Fatherland, and

would save the subjects of William II the costs of the war. Rus-

sia was too poor to pay an idemnity. England could hardly be

^ The author has given his own interpretation of the rise of Pan-Germanism

and of its overweening ambitions as they developed in the decade prior to 1914,

in The Roots of the War, pp. 345-402 and 47G-87.
2 The contempt existing in Germany for France during this epoch is, of course,

demonstrable by innumerable pieces of evidence. Dnring several sojourns in

Germany between 1902 and 1914 the author was assured not once but many
times by representative Germans that France was a nation sodden in corruption

and hardly worth considering as an adversary.
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ruined at the first blow. The "woolen stockings" of the French

peasant must be shaken of their last silver to relieve the Prussian

Junker and Westi:)halian manufacturer from unwelcome war

taxes. Finally there were covetous glances upon the iron mines

in French Lorraine and the coal deposits in French Flanders. No
scheme of Pan-Germanism failed to include the conquest of

France, unless France could accomplish the impossible, deny her

past, forget her heroic dead, and become the abject tool, the sub-

ject ally of German ambition, openly aiding in the conquest of

Britain and Russia and hence allowed to exist by herself for a lit-

tle longer.^

Thus gathered the storm. Up to 1904 relations between France

and Britain had been none too friendly. There had been keen re-

grets in Paris that the blunders of French cabinets in the eight-

ies had permitted the English to become firmly ensconced as the

sole "protectors" of Egypt, when a different policy then might

easily have led to a joint occupation by France and Britain alike.

There had been more friction over the various colonial boundary

questions, as region by region the two great nations had parceled

out and occupied Africa. But all of the questions had been fairly

easy of adjustment between reasonable men, and despite news-

paper vaporings, since 1840- there had never been any immedi-

ate danger of war between the ancient rivals. In 1904 a truly able

French foreign minister, Delcasse, had liquidated nearly all the

outstanding questions between the Tliird Republic and the

British Empire. The Entente Cordiale was born: born out of a

community of interest in many matters, but accentuated above

all things else by the growing fear of the policy of William II.

In 1905 for the first time Germany showed her hand. The

Kaiser forced France to submit the question of Morocco (over

which she claimed particular rights) to a European conference,

1 In 1905 I recall meeting Germans who took the hopeful view that France

could be induced to forget 1871, and unite witli them against "her oldest enemy,"

England; but I do not think any responsib'e German statesman thought such

a result possible.
2 In the Mehemet-Ali affair, see p. 425.
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and Delcasse resigned the foreign ministry practically at the

threat of Germany, that France would suffer if this statesman

remained in power. The Algeciras Conference in 1906, however,

brought the Teutons little satisfaction. French claims over ]\lo-

rocco were very largely confirmed. In 1911, after minor happen-

ings which produced friction, came the once famous
"
Agadir in-

cident"; when a German warship was sent to a Morocco port,

seemingly for the express purpose of starting a formal quarrel.

Peace was maintained, nevertheless, for it was evident that Eng-
land would sustain France, and the German war preparations
had not been completed.

International attention then swung to the Balkans, where it

now became fairly evident the next Pan-German diplomatic
stroke was likely to fall; but no intelligent Frenchman imagined
the first military stroke would descend there also. The whole Ger-

man scheme of mobilization could not be kept a secret. It would

aim its first deadly thrust, not to the east against Russia, but to

the west. As Bernhardi, the apostle of Pan-Germanism, bluntly

put it in his famous book: "JFe Tuust square our accounts unth

France [his italics] if we wish for a free hand in our international

policy. . . . France must be so crushed that she can never

again come across our path."
^ Confidential reports of 1912 and

1913 from competent French diplomats left the Paris authorities

in no uncertainty as to what was brewing, however much the

world at large might doubt the possibility of "civilized" men of

the twentieth century willfully precipitating a colossal war. And
so with increasing anxiety, from 1911 till 1914, France waited.

It was on June 28, 1914, that the Crown Prince of Austria, the

Archduke Franz Ferdinand, was murdered at Serajevo, Bosnia.

This was, of course, the deed which gave the Pan-Germans and
their fellow conspirators at Vienna their pretext to convulse the

world. On July 23, the famous "Serbian Note" was presented

by Austria to Serbia, it being well understood that Russia must
come to the help of Serbia or abdicate her claims to be a great na-

* Bernhardi: Germany and Ike Next War (English trans.), P- 368.
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tion, and that France was bound to fight beside Russia if the

latter were attacked. The moment was dehberately chosen as

being pecuharly fortunate for embarrassing France, since Presi-

dent Poincare and Premier Viviani had been on a visit of state to

the Czar and were on a battleship in transit across the Baltic and

North Seas when the crisis came to its height. How the French

diplomats did their valiant uttermost to second the efforts of

England to find some peaceful solution, honorable for Russia

and satisfactory to the Teutons, general history will forever

record.

President Poincare reached Paris on July 29. On August 1, the

case was so desperate that the Cabinet and President ordered the

general mobilization of the entire forces of the Republic, and on

that same day the Kaiser declared war formally upon the Czar.

On August 2, Germany made her notorious demand upon Bel-

gium for permission to march across her into France, under

threat of war in case of refusal; and on August 3 she followed

this act by declaring war on France, after Viviani had bluntly

declined to give promises of neutrality insulting to the dignity

of France. 1 On August 4, Britain declared war on Germany, fol-

lowing the tearing-up of the Belgian "scrap of paper." After

that the whole issue passed from the diplomats to the generals

and the admirals.

France went into the fiery ordeal in 1914 with the eyes of the

world upon her more questioningly, perhaps, than on any other of

the major combatants, and the issue was not the recovery or loss

of provinces, not the exaction or payment of a great indemnity,

not the winning or losing of vast glory and prestige, but the stake

was very directly her claim to exist as a genuinely free and self-

respecting nation. This was perfectly well understood by all

classes from Dunkirk to Marseilles, when the little white posters,

1 In 1918 reliable evidence seems to have been discovered that even if France

had agreed to stand neutral, the Germans would have demanded the right to

occupy Toul and Verdun (that is, to hold open the road to Paris) as "guarantee"
that Prance would keep her word. Germany was resolved on "reckoning" with

France at all costs.
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"Order of General Mobilization," shone pasted on ten thousand

village walls. The nation had survived the agony of 1870. It had
recovered its wealth. It had partly recovered its prestige abroad.

It had developed a great African Empire. But to undergo a

second crucifixion at the hands of Prussia within forty-four years

would mean a blighting and crippling of the national life, a de-

struction of all hope for things material and moral, that would

end forever the honest happiness of France. It was reported that

in Paris, during the hot, tense first week of August, 1914, young
men told their parents as they parted

— old men told one an-

other as the battalions swung up the street to the crash of the

Marseillaise— that England could, indeed, survive a great de-

feat and still be prosperous, that so could Russia, so could Ger-

many— but not France. The country could rise Phoenix-like

once, but hardly twice. And so the youth of the Third Republic
went forth to battle not for the nation's victory, but for the na-

tion's life.

How Germans held their western opponents in scorn has been

just stated. That was merely part of the colossal self-hypnotism

and "mania of grandeur
"
which was the prime cause of the war.

Yet even among the Allies and well-wishers of the Third Repub-
lic, there were doubts and queries, courteously expressed, but

undeniable. On the day the Prussian legions first dashed against

Liege, an English military writer in a prominent London daily

proceeded to reassure his readers as to the excellent resources,

strategic position, and numbers of the Allies; but then summed

up with candor: "All the foregoing is true: but of course the

final question turns on the attitude of the French soldier. Will

his generals deserve his confidence, and will he deserve the con-

fidence of his generals? If the French infantry man can fight ac-

cording to his best traditions all will be well."

It cannot be gainsaid that up to the very moment of mobiliza-

tion there were aspects in French public life which had rejoiced

the Pan-Germans and which gave extreme anxiety to the best

lovers of the patrie. It is true the forty years of the Third Repuly
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lie had been a span of abounding material prosperity. Not merely
had all the economic losses of the War of 1870 been repaired, but

the national wealth had multiplied several times. In 1869 the

deposits and payments in the Bank of France had been about

$12,500,000,000; in 1911 they had been a httle less than $59,000,-

000,000. In 1907 French thrift had accumulated so much capital

that at least $7,250,000,000 were invested abroad, and foreign

securities were paying in to their French owners at least $400,-

000,000 per annum. In 1869 there had been $142,000,000 on de-

posit in the French savings banks. In 1911 there had been $1,125,-

<?00,000. As for the national credit, it was so good that despite

the enormous public debt it was possible for the Government to

borrow money usually at three per cent or under. All these bald

figures were testimony, not merely to a sound economic condi-

tion, to a great and diversified industry and commerce, but to a

prevailing thrift, sobriety, and intelligence in the masses which

were a vast moral asset to any nation.

Nevertheless, set against all that has been said there were too

many grounds for forebodings. On the material side was the al-

most stationary birth-rate. In 1870, France and Germany were

nearly even in population. In 1914, France had barely 39,000,-

000; Germany over 65,000,000. In any long-drawn militarj^ duel

mere numbers would seem to give the Germans sufiicient advan-

tage to guarantee victory, unless greater help came from Britain

and Russia than pessimists could assume to be possible. But

this was onl.y the less serious part of the indictment. Down to the

very day of Armageddon political life in France seemed irrespon-

sible, unstable, and frequently sordid and corrupt. Even as in

America, it was alleged that the best intelligence of France was

not entering political life and was not directing public affairs.

Partisan passions had risen to a boiling point which it seemed

even the threat of a great public danger could hardly cool. "\Mien

the Austro-Serbian crisis loomed black in July, 1914, inte.-est

therein was at first diverted by a notorious murder trial that

was usurping the stage in Paris: the trial of Madame Caillaux
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(the wife of a former premier ^) for shooting M. Calmette, the

editor of the Figaro, which had been especially bitter against her

husband. The case had been tinctured with the foulest personali-

ties. An impressionable Paris jury had acquitted the handsome
defendant. Almost simultaneously Jean Jaures, the gifted and

distinguished leader of the French Socialists, had been openly
murdered in order to indicate the extreme hatred of his oppo-
nents. Thesewere sorryenough prophecies of the manner inwhich

the nation might go to a new Gethsemane.

But beyond these specific suggestions that the Third Republic
was of no sounder stuff than the Second Empire, there hung on

the numbing distrust of France that was the pitiful heritage of

the disasters in 1870. The world was too ready to remember

only Sedan, and to forget Marengo and Austerlitz; likewise to

take the Germans at their face value when they said that the

French were at best a people of successful cafe-keepers, dancing-

masters, robe-makers, and actresses. What was far worse, there

seem to have been not a few Frenchmen who had the same base

estimate of their own national qualities. The strength of the foe

they knew, the strength of their own souls they knew not. On
that 1st of August, 1914, in Berlin and Mui.ich there were huzzas,

proud words, boastings, and fierce cries,
" Nach Paris!" In Paris

and Lyons there were no boastings. The heedless shout of 1870,

"yl Berlin!" was hushed. But if there be moments that summon
forth all the powers which lie in a nation's spiritual being, those

moments were in the fervid days of mobilization, when the race

of Philip Augustus and Jeanne Dare, of Henry of Navarre and

Turenne, of Danton and the Corporal of Lodi girded its loins,

claimed its old right of ordeal by battle, and went forth to stand

between Western civilization and the new Sennacherib.

And so the hosts joined, through four long years and more. . . .

"Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the

dragon fought and his angels,
— and prevailed not, neither was

their place found any more in heaven."

^ The same who was accused in 1918 of treasonable plottings with the Get*

mans following the outbreak of the war.
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On September 4, 1914, the Germans were close to Paris. The

attempts to hold them on the Belgian frontier had failed, and

the French armies were bracing themselves for a life-and-death

contest to cover the capital. At that moment the following was

a letter which a Picard peasant girl wrote to her brother in the

army. It is a more instructive document than any official proc-

lamation :

My dear Edward: I hear that Charles and Lucien died on August
£8th. Eugene is badly wounded. Louis and Jean are dead also. Rose has

disappeared.
Our mother weeps. She says that you are strong, and begs you to

avenge them.

I hope your officers will not refuse you permission. Jean had the Le-

gion of Honor: succeed him in this.

Of the eleven of us who went to the war, eight are dead. My dear

brother, do your duty, whatever is asked of you. God gave you your

life, and He has the right to take It back. That is what our mother says.

We embrace you with all our heart and long to see you again.

The Prussians are here. Young Joudon is dead. They have pillaged

everything. I have come back from G which is destroyed. The
brutes!

Now, my dear brother, make the sacrifice of your life. We have hope
of seeing you again, for something gives me a presentiment and tells me
to hope.
We embrace you in all our hearts. Adieu and au revoir— if God per-

mits.

Thy Sister.

It is for us and for France.

Think of your brothers and of grandfather In '70.

. . . And yet in the books it was written that the women of

Sparta and their virtues passed from this world more than two

thousand years ago. . . .

On September 3, 1914, the Germans had come so close to Paris

the Civil Government took its departure for Bordeaux. On Sep-

tember 4, the military situation seemed such that there was a

general exodus from the capital by a large part of the popula-

tion, going southward. On the 5th, the schools of Paris were
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closed; and the city, where men not yet gray-headed remembered

the ordeal of 1870, waited— and listened to the approaching

thundering of the guns.

The first battle of the Marne began, properly speaking, on

September 6. The story of that battle belongs in the Golden

Book of Liberty along with Marathon and Salamis, the defeat of

the Spanish Armada, and with the battles which made and pre-

served the American Republic. By the 10th of September the

war-machine that had never known defeat since Sadowa had been

stayed. Its leaders were retreating to the Aisne. The battle-line

was not twelve, but was drifting back to sixty, miles from Paris.

In this accomplishment a British army had borne its valiant

share, but more than ninety per cent of the host against which

the invader smote in vain was of Frenchmen, and their directing

spirit was Joseph Joffre, second lieutenant of artillery in the

siege of Paris in 1870, generalissimo of the armies of the Republic

in 1914. He it was who had given the order, on the eve of the de-

cisive battle: "Any unit which can no longer advance must at all

costs hold the ground which has been won, or perish on the spot,

rather than retreat." The army of the Third Republic had obeyed

alike the spirit and the letter of this order.

The medals to celebrate William of HohenzoUern's trium-

phal entry into Paris were ready in the Fatherland. The over-

zealous artists found no employment for their dies. The dinner

the All-Highest War-Lord had promised himself in the Luxem-

bourg Palace was uneaten. The degenerate Gauls had won a

great battle.

And so the first thrust of the Prussian military engine had

been stayed. The war was not to be over in three months as

shouting Berlin, Hamburg, and Vienna had gleefully asserted in

August. The contest settled down to the long, grueling struggle

of endurance that was to last for days, for months, for years.

Tn the first month of the war the French had buoyed them-

selves with the great hope that if only they could resist the ini*
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tial lunge of the enemy, English and above all Russian help

would make victory speedy and sure.^ Beyond a doubt this aid

in the fall of 1914 made all the difference between victory and

defeat. But although Russian pressure in the East certainly em-

barrassed German plans for another drive on Paris in the West,

the story of French expectations from Russia was to be one story

of hopes deferred, and finally of hopes deferred forever. Indus-

trial inefficiency, sordid financial corruption, downright treatiOR

in high places
— thesewere tomake the Muscovite

"
steam roller

"

a most disappointing auxiliary, despite the brave sacrifice of

millions of Slavs upon the Polish battle-fields. The year 1915

was to be one in which the French were to learn how difficult it

was to force lines of defenses held by the all-perfected art of Prus-

sian militarism, while England slowly made ready for the strug-

gle. The armies of the Third Republic had to stand almost help-

less and see the Russians rolled back out of Poland with hideous

losses, while Bulgaria turned traitor to the world's freedom and

Serbia was utterly crushed. The victory of the Marne had not

been followed by the hoped-for greater triumph. The vast line of

trenches still ran across France as a bloody gash from Belfort to

the sea. So ended the year 1915, and the Republic uncomplain-

ingly held on.

On February 21, 1916, after Russia had been completely re-

pulsed, the Germans flung themselves upon Verdun, the chief

French frontier fortress. The capture of Verdun would probably

have gone far toward opening a new road to Paris, no longer by

way of Belgium, but straight across Champagne. The Teutonic

High Command had made a concentration of artillery unprec-

edented even in this war of the giants. For two months and more

the Germans flung their men into the assault as recklessly ai

stokers cast fine coal upon the raging furnace. Not once but

^ So certain were the military men that the war would soon be settled one way
or another, that the skilled munition-makers seem to have been for the most part

moljilized. It was assumed that the contest would end bcTore all the shells in the

arsenals could be shot away!
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many times the attack almost succeeded, but the spirit of Jeanne

Dare flung out its banner over the defenders.
"
They shall not

pass!
" was the answer from the hving wall of the poilus, whom

Teuton shells could mangle, but Teuton valor could not break.

The offensive against Verdun continued well into the summer,

despite terrific losses for the attackers. The Germans had been

nominally under the command of the Prussian Crown Prince. To
make open confession of defeat would have been a serious blow to

the whole prestige of the Hohenzollern dynasty. Then in July,

1916, after many inevitable delays, the newly organized British

armies were ready in Picardy and in Flanders. To meet their

strokes the Germans with ill grace were forced to discontinue be-

fore Verdun. In October, 1916, and in August, 1917, by a few

quick, sharp blows the French were to regain almost all that had
been lost around this inviolate fortress.

But the English offensive on the Somme in 1916 failed to break

the German line. The French had paid out so many thousands of

their youth before Verdun that they were unable to assist their

allies with all of the expected effort. In the East, Russia showed

increasing signs of becoming to her friends like Egj'pt of old,

"a bruised reed on which if a man lean it will go into his hand
and pierce it." Roumania, lured on by treacherous promises from

the Muscovite, had entered the war only to be betrayed and

crushed. So the third winter of struggle came and the trenches

were still blazing and smoking across France, and victory was a

thing deferred. There was beginning to be a serious shortage of

food; there was a still greater siiortage of coal. The civil popula-

tion, even far from the battle-line, was becoming sorely strait-

ened by the complete interruption of all normal life; but still the

Re{)u])lic kept faith and courage.

In 1917 the hearts of all Flanders were thrilled with gladness

when their fellow Republicans across the sea took up the gant-

let which Prussianism had flung down, and America entered the

World War. But the American army seemed pitifully small. The
immediate gain from this reinforcement was moral, the conscious-
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ness that humanity approved the cause of France; then finan-

cial, and naval, in aiding to combat the viper-like submarines

which seemed close to throttling the economic life alike of France
and of England. The American army for a long time came with

agonizing deliberation.

Russia had cast out her czars, but she was herself rapidly dis-

solving into that chaos which was the direct fruitage of centuries

of despotism. From her came not help, but presently sore cries

for assistance. On the Western front, the French attempted a

gallant offensive to assist their British allies. The strain on French

man power was becoming excessive. It was said that this was
the last great offensive the Republic could undertake. The at-

tack was entrusted to a clever, and, as it developed, an over-

clever, general, Nivelle. The assault on the German lines along
the Aisne was made gallantly (April 16), but not without blun-

dering. The key positions of the enemy were not forced. The losses

of the attackers were reported as frightful. Nivelle was promptly

superseded by the more prudent and capable Petain, but not un-

til he had undergone a reverse which temporarily impaired the

morale of the army of France. The wavering was but for a little

while. The traitors (and traitors there were, Bolo and others)

were chased down, and presently were treated with Roman jus-

tice; but all through the later spring and summer of 1917 the ham-

pering fear seemed to spread that America had entered the war

too late. Russia was failing. The English seemed beating vainly

against the Flanders front. The dearth of food was increasing.

Everywhere pacifists and anti-war Socialists seemed lifting their

heads. Flesh and blood were crying out that France could be the

battle-ground for the nations no more; that attempts must be

made for a "negotiated peace"; that is, a peace in which Ger-

many would be victor in all but name.

American troops were coming to France, but at first only by
battalions and regiments. England had made ready too slowly;

the United States now seemed making haste very slowly. In

October the Austro-German armies inflicted a crushing defeat on
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Italy,
^ so demoralizing to that kingdom that part of Petain's

sorely strained divisions had to be hastened over the Alps to

help hold the line of the Piave covering Venice and Milan. On
November 7, the Provisional Government of Russia was over-

thrown by the ultra-radical Bolsheviki, thus making it fairly cer-

tain that not merely would Russia give no further essential aid

in the war, but would conclude a separate peace. What wonder if

faint-hearts and treasonable propagandists seemed doing their

worst among all the foes of Germany, and nowhere more than in

France, which had suffered most, been promised most, and yet
to which real succor never came?

In November, 1917, on the very morrow of the Italian and
Russian debacles, the Cabinet of the well-intentioned but none too

vigorous Premier Painleve was overthrown. The hour called for a

Committee of Public Safety without a guillotine; for a Danton
without the September massacre. President Poincare called as

Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau, one of the most familiar

figures in France. He was seventy-eight years old; one-time Pre-

mier already; a master debater; a highly influential figure in the

Chambers; but known hitherto not so much as a constructive

leader as a merciless, destructive critic,
"
independent in his radi-

calism, and following no leader but his own principles." As an

editor he had been even more noteworthy than as a parliamen-
tarian. In his Aurore had been published the famous "I accuse"

of Zola in the Dreyfus case. Under his strokes ministry after

ministry had fallen. "The Tiger," contemporaries called hira,

alike in hatred and admiration. In days of peace his qualities

might sometimes have been questionable: in times of war they
were as indispensable as powder and cannon. To this man old in

years, perennially young in spirit
— it was given under God to

be the chief savior of France. -

^
Italy had, of course, entered the war in May, 1915, but had concentrated

her main energies in fighting Austria.
^ Mr. Lloyd George, the British Premier, praised M. Clemenceau (January

19, 1919), saying that "his unfailing courage, his untiring energy, his inspiration

helped the Allies through to triumph, and I know of no one to whom the victor/
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When he became premier, Louis Malvy (ex-Minister of the

Interior) was under impeachment for betraying national secrets.

Clemenceau prosecuted him before the Senate, and in August,

1918, he was sentenced to five years' exile in Spain. A notorious

traitor had just been seized: Bolo "Pasha," a Frenchman who
had played the adventurer in Egypt. Him Clemenceau caused to

be tried for his life, convicted and executed. Behind Bolo was

looming a more dangerous figure : ex-Premier Caillaux was being

accused of subterranean negotiations with the public enemy.
Clemenceau was soon to impeach and imprison him also.

It was November 20, 1917, when the "Tiger" first stood be-

fore the Chamber of Deputies to announce his policy. His pro-

gramme was simply that of unmitigated war: war against the

enemies without, war also against the enemies within. "All the

accused before courts martial! No more pacifist campaigns, no

more German intrigues. Neither treason, nor semi-treason.

War— nothing but war ! . . .

"We shall not forge a greater France without putting our life

into it. . . . Some day [however] from Paris to the humblest vil-

lage, shouts of triumph will greet our victorious standards,

stained with blood and tears and torn by shells— magnificent

emblems of our noble dead. That day, the greatest day of our

race, after so many others of grandeur, it is in our power to

create!"

In the year that followed Clemenceau's assumption of office

the furnace of the trials of France was heated seven times hotter.

The collapse of Russian resistance enabled the Teutons to shift

heavy masses of soldiery from the Eastern front to the Western.

Political conditions in England seemed to have prevented that

nation from sending to Picardy and Flanders all the replacement

troops which military experts said were required. The American

reinforcements were still delayed by difficulties of organization

is more attributable than to him. ... In his own person, more than any other

living man, he represents the heroism and the genius of tlie indomitable people

of his land."
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and transportation, and of the men first sent a large proportion
were for non-combatant service, essential, indeed, but unable to

relieve the ceaseless strain along the front lines. So passed this

grim "winter of discontent" while Ludendorff, the steely, im-

personal brain of the German High Command, made ready his

great blow: the blow that he plotted should ruin France and all

but ruin England before American aid should change from prom-
ise to reality.

In March, 1918, the expected stroke fell. The British army,
overwhelmed by concentrated numbers, was flung out of its en-

trenchments before Saint-Quentin. The direct railroad from

Paris to Calais was under Teuton gun-fire. The Picard capital,

Amiens, was bombarded daily. For an instant it seemed as if the

whole Western front would crumble, and the English be swept
back toward the sea, while a great wedge was driven between

them and the defenders of Paris. Then, when the saving or

breaking of the line was a question of hours, French regiments
were flung in to fill the chasm. At Montdidier the Teuton attack

was stayed.

But all knew this was only the first fury of the blast. From

seventy-five miles away a monster German gun in the Saint

Gobain Forest was hurling two-hundred-pound shells upon Paris

itself: a "political gun," fired almost at random to create wanton

mischief among the non-combatants and shake the nerves of

civilians already sorely tried. On Good Friday one of its bolts

crashed through the vaulted ceiling of the Church of Saint Ger-

vais scattering wholesale death among the kneeling women and

children at the very moment of the elevation of the host. There

was no panic in Paris, but there was inevitable seriousness. The
German attacks were likely to be soon against the capital itself,

and with the consent and cooperation of the Government there

was an orderly withdrawal by many of the population.

Yet though the Germans knew it not, their March victory in

Picardy was for them one of the costliest struggles of the war. It

at last compelled their enemies to place their ill-united armies
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under a common commander; and Ferdinand Foch, one of

Joffre's ablest lieutenants at the Marne, a general with the scien-

tific precision of a great surgeon and the fervent religious faith of

a Crusader, was set over the hosts of Britain, America, and Italy,

as well as of France : and it was now he who fenced with Luden-

dorff and not in vain.

During the three months following his appointment the desti-

nies of all free nations and the very life of France were committed

to this general, who could never have written his name among
the world's greatest captains had not ever behind him stood

Clemenceau, invigorator of the courage of the nation. For France

was still, after four terrific years, bearing the brunt of the burden

on the Western front. More than half of the men who faced

Ludendorfl in March were Frenchmen, and despite the coming of

the Americans and the gradual shift of balance, forty per cent

remained Frenchmen down to the victorious end.

In April there issued another hot blast from the foe— again

against the British in Flanders. This was the time when Marshal

Ilaig told his fellow Britons that they "fought with their backs

to the wall." The Western front once more was rocked and even

dented, but again the attack was stayed, and once more there

were French divisions, sent to help out their allies, which brought

the onslaught to a standstill. Then late in May, leaving the Brit-

ish to recuperate, the Germans flung their thousands on the Aisne

front between Reims and Soissons. Gross blunders were com-

mitted somewhere by certain subordinate French generals. The

Teutons won a great and unexpected advantage. They swept

over the Vesle; they took Soissons; they washed their swords

again in the Marne. Once more, as in 1914, there was a rush of

fugitives away from the invader, old men and women, ox carts

with household gear.

In Paris what wonder if there was perhaps trembling with

many who had kept the faith before. Four years of grinding

agony: and now the Germans were likely to be able not merely to

drop occasional shells from a few grotesque, long-range cannon.
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but able to beat the capital to dust with all their concentrated

heavy artillery! What marvel if out of their nooks and corners

and hiding-places crawled forth the slimy brood of the Bolshevik-

Socialists, of the Boloists, Caillauists, and pacifists, who hissed

into the ears of the people, "Make peace! Why go on shedding

rivers of blood uselessly? Save Paris! Make peace!" And French-

men knew that in Britain and America the professional pacifists,

Sociahsts, and kid-gloved "liberals" were talking louder than

ever of that "negotiated peace" which meant the selling-out of

France to Teutonia.

On June 4, 1918, came the crucial struggle with the German ad-

vance at Chateau-Thierry. Whether without the aid of American

regiments flung into the welter the foe would have been stayed,

impartial history "as yet recordeth not." If the American help

in those days of wrath was indispensable to the French, what was

it but a return with fair interest for that help which Lafayette

and other brave young spirits of Bourbon France had carried

across the seas to a struggling young Republic one hundred and

forty-one years before? On the 5th of June, while the bloody issue

still swayed in the balance; while responsible officials were debat-

ing another retirement of the Government to BordeaiLx; while the

managers of the great munition plants were considering how and

whither they could withdraw their essential machinery; "while

the world was asking,
"
If Paris falls, can the war continue ?

" —
Clemenceau was rising in the Chamber of Deputies to defy the

grumbling and the caitiff heckling of the Socialist members.

"I told you at the outset [when I took office] we should pass

through difficult and exacting times and cruel hours. These times

are coming and the only question is whether we can stand them.

[Thanks to the defection of Russia] a million extra German sol-

diers have been turned against us. For four years our troops have

been wearing themselves out. Our front was being held by a line

becoming thinner and tliinner. To-day these men [of ours] are

engaged in battle. They fought, one against five, without sleep

for three or four days together. . . .
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"These men are at this moment fighting the hardest battle of

the war with a heroism which I can find no words to express. . . .

I know some who have accomphshed acts of heroism Uke those

Bretons who were surrounded in a wood all night, and who next

day, found means of sending by carrier pigeon a message to say,
' You may come and find us. We shall hold out for half a day yet.*

These men make the patrie, they continue it, and prolong it, that

patrie without which no reform is possible. They die for an ideal,

for a history which is the foremost among all the histories of civ-

ilized peoples. , . .

"You have before you a Government which, as I told you, did

not enter into power to accept surrender. So long as we are here,

the patrie will be defended to the death, and no force will be

spared to obtain success. 'We ivill never yield.' That is the word

of command of the Government. We will never yield at any mo-

ment. . . .

"The people of France have accomplished its task; and those

who have fallen have not fallen in vain, since they have made
French history great. It remains for the living to complete the

magnificent work of the dead."

Then by an overwhelming vote the Chamber sustained the

Government of Clemenceau and confounded the pacifists.

Those were the days when it is said that President Poincare, on

being asked if the capture of the capital meant the end of the war,

replied, "We will fight before Paris, in Paris, and behind Paris";

the days when Clemenceau is reported to have said that the war

would go to the leader who kept his nerve for fifteen minutes

longer than the foe, and that "I intend to keep my nerve." All

through these days when certain English and American self-

styled "liberals," to their shame, were urging that France give

peace to the world by waiving the claims to x\lsace-Lorraine, the

men of the Third Republic never relaxed their demand that the

wrong of 1871 should be undone and that there should be no

yielding to Germany in a matter which "bartered, not only the

price of victory, but the restoration of right."
^

1 Declaration of the Alsatian exiles. May 14, 1918.
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By the 11th of June it was evident that the Teuton thrust

down the Marne was for the time being halted. Other attempts

to work nearer Paris from the north met httle success. So cap-

tains, premiers, and kings waited a long, tense month for Luden-

dorff to organize his next great onslaught with a million human

units; and Foch, whose whole widely published theories favored

a war of constant offensive and of hot action, seemed passively

waiting the next blow of the sledgehammer.
On July 15 the expected happened. On a sixty-mile front from

Chateau-Thierry eastward almost to the Argonne Forest the

Germans attacked. It was again one of those colossal battering-

ram charges which the Prussian High Command knew how to or-

ganize so well. But on the Marne the attackers barely succeeded

in throwing a few regiments across in the teeth of an indomitable

Franco-American resistance. Farther east they only made slow

and painful gains near to Reims. East of Reims they dashed their

heads on a wall of fire, and recoiled wholly shaken. By the night

of the 17th they had undergone fearful losses and were hardly

advanced a foot along the eight and thirty miles which still lay

between them and Paris. Had Ludendorff been a truly wise man
he would have notified his Emperor that night to negotiate for

peace. He had exhausted all the numerical preponderance which

the defection of Russia had given him, and he could not hope to

organize another more formidable offensive.^

On the 18th of July, 1918, Foch launched a Franco-American

army upon the flank of the German positions from Chateau-

1 Just before his death early in 1919, Von Hertling, who had been chancellor of

Germany at the time of this battle, declared that the Teutons" High Command
had been grossly deceived by lying reports from their spies in Paris as to the ex-

tent of the demoralization wroiight by the peace propaganda among the Social-

ists, pacifists, etc. ^'on Hertling stated that he had honestly expected his enemies

would sue for peace by the 1st of September. "Certainly our position was most

dangerous in the sense that we had played our last card. But what did that mat-

ter, since we were sure we were winning! ...
" We expected grave events in Paris [pacifist outbreaks.'] for the end of July.

That was on the 15th. On the 18th even the most optimistic among us under-

stood that all was lost. The history of the world was played out in three days."
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Thierry northward to Soissons. The possibility of a serious

counter-stroke, of using untried American troops for an offensive,

of allowing other American troops to replace French veterans

in reserve, had never apparently entered into Ludendorff's reck-

oning. Along a considerable front the German line crumbled.

When, near the Aisne and the Vesle, by great efforts it began
to stabilize, Foch launched the reorganized English in Picardy

(August 8). From that first attack in July for three months and

twenty-four days the armies of Foch were on the victorious

offensive. The Germans never could venture a counterblow that

won even a passing success. When this offensive ended, the war
was also ended.

On the night of November 7, 1918, near La Capelle on the road

to Saint-Quentin, a German trumpeter approached the French

lines and blew for a parley. Behind him were automobiles bear-

ing white flags. They contained the delegates sent by the Gov-

ernment of Germany to sue for an armistice from Marshal Foch,

generalissimo of the Powers arranged against Teutonia. They
met the French commander in his headquarters in a railroad car

at Rethondes at 9 a.m. on the morning of the 8th. Here he read

to them the terms on which the enemies of Germany would con-

sent that the bloodshed should cease. To communicate these

terms to the German General Staff at Spa, Belgium, required

considerable time. The military plight of the Teutons was such,

however, that they could not afford to quibble over details. At

5 A.M. (Paris time), November 11, the armistice was signed. At

11 A.M. the cannon which had thundered unceasingly for over

four years and three months along the Western front became un-

wontedly silent.

In Paris and in the smallest commune men, women, and chil-

dren were dancing in the streets. In the Senate and the Chamber
of Deputies the orators in stately phrases were moving the vote

that Georges Clemenceau and Ferdinand Foch had "deserved

well of the nation." It had been provided in the armistice (among
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many other things) that the "invaded country" of Alsace-Lor-

raine should be evacuated within fourteen days.

In Strasbourg, eagerwomen, with eyes streaming with gladness^,

were sewing red, white, and blue cloth to make the Tricolor.

As the defeated German hosts drew back sullenly from the

small remnant of France they had held up to the armistice, they
left a gash of utter ruin across Flanders, Ficardy, and Champagne
which not all the indemnities exacted across many years could

restore and repay. No abject capitulation could instantly re-

place the fruits of the plundered industries, could reawaken the

strangled commerce, could call back to their beauty the shat-

tered fragments of the ruined town halls and desolated churches,

nor create anew in glorious being the shattered sculptures of

Reims. Nor could any human atonement give back unsullied ex-

istence to the tens of thousands of young women the prey of the

invading soldiery, nor cancel the countless bitter memories of

the four years of Assyrian bondage suffered by nigh every city of

Northern France. The armistice could do none of those things.

Much less could it recall to warm life the 1,400,000 young French-

men, lying under the sod of the patrie, who would have been

leading happy, normal lives had not a purple-born fugitive in

Holland elected to go forth conquering and to conquer.

France had undergone a greater physical stress than any of her

major allies. The war had been continually on her soil. Down to

the last weeks before the end, the growling of the cannon could

be heard in Paris when the northeast winds blew. The Republic

had mobilized 6,900,000 men out of a population of only 39,000,-

000. The direct cost of the war had been over twenty-seven bil-

lions of dollars. It would require two years to make the ruined

coal and iron mines in any sense available. Not for ten years

(ran the report) would they yield as they had done in 1913. Eight

hundred million dollars worth of loot had been carried aw^ay by
the Germans. Six hundred million daj's of labor (on the one-man

basis) were needed to reconstruct the 350,000 ruined houses avd
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PROUD SPIRIT OF THE NATION GO.

farmsteads in the Northern departments. And so through a cat-

alogue of physical losses the world had never known in the

most ruthless days of Louis XIV or Napoleon.
As for the time-honored traditions of what had been probably

the oldest and most stabilized society in Europe— it had been

torn up by the roots. It was a new nation, new in body, new

In spirit, which Foch and Clemenceau were giving back to the

•ivorld.

Yet France was hiding her mourning and carrying her head

proudly as 1918 drew to its victorious close. She had come through
the sorest ordeal ever laid on any free country in modern times,

and had endured it in a manner to make her the spiritual heir to

the Athens of Marathon. And she trusted the future, whatever

it might contain, for she knew her own strength, and her strength

was recognized by all the applauding world.

It cannot be predicted what the inevitable changes of the

twentieth century may have in store for France, as apart from

the common destinies of Europe and i\.merica. Certain it is, those

changes will be worthy of the great price at which the victorious

Third Republic bought its right to live. The nation will be strong,

not merely in its manifest ability to produce great captains and

councillors of state, but because by the circumstances of the

defeat of Germany it has been proved to every land, that the

People of France have a power and nobility of soul certain to

make them leaders among their fellows. It is, as Marshal J >ffr**

said, when, in the triumphal celebration, they acclaimed mm
member of the French Academy and praised him as one of the

deliverers of the land:

"Not I, it was the poilu !"

On the 11th of November, I5il», when Clemenceau announced

the great victory in the Chamber of Deputies, he summed up

many hundred years of history in one glowing sentence:

"France, yesterday the soldier of God; to-day the soldier of hu-

manity; ivill always be the soldier of the ideal."
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POSTSCRIPT

It was June 28, 1919, when at the World Peace Conference at Versailles

the envoys of the now "German Republic" (their delays and protests

vain) signed the treaty which ended the Great War. A large part of the

440 articles of the bulky document related to matters of general inter-

national concern in which France had no more interest than the other

free nations which had fought beside her. But to Frenchmen there were

several all-significant clauses. One of these specifically "redressed the

wrong done by Germany both to the rights of France and to the wishes

of Alsace and Lorraine," and solemnly restored the "lost provinces'"

to the nation of their adoption and love. The Republic rejoiced, too,

in the provisions for the reduction of the German army; for the cession

for at least fifteen years, by Germany to her recent enemies, of the

valuable coal region of the Sarre Basin in order to indemnify France for

the ruin of her own coal-lands; and finally for the promise that the

Teutons should repay (so far as their demoralized state would permit)

the cost of repairing the awful ravages of war in Picardy, Flanders, and

Champagne.
The Treaty of Versailles left France shaken, indeed, bruised and still

bleeding
—

although since the armistice a vast work of recuperation

had been accomplished. But she was anything but crushed. The defeat

of Germany and the dissolution both of Russia and Austria had made
her incomparably the first Power on the Continent. She had gained
African colonies at the expense of Germany. She was knit on terms of

closest friendship and cooperation to Britain and America. Never since

the days of Napoleon I had the name of "Frenchman" carried a higher

boast; therefore with renewed confidence the Third Republic faced the

dax^a of a new era.
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A
OUTLINE CHRONOLOGY OF FRENCH HISTORY

Gauls, Romans, and Franks
B.C.

600 {about). Marseilles settled by Greeks of Phoco'a.

123. Aquse Sextise (Aix in Pro<,'enje) founded by Romans.
58. Caesar enters Gaul.

51. Gaul conquered: becomes Roman Province.

B.C. A.D.

51-476. Period of Roman Domination, Celtic "Gauls" Latinized,
and later Christianized, become "

Gallo-Romans."

A.D.

481-511. Clovis, King of Salian Franks: 486, defeats Syagrius, last

Roman General; 496, becomes a Christian; 500, defeats

Burgundians; 507, defeats Visigoths.

511-639. Period of wars between descendants of Clovis (" Mero-

vingian
"
dynasty), incessant feuds, decadence of civiliza-

tion.

639-^689. Merovingian kings shorn of all but nominal power, domina-

tion by the contending
"
Mayors of the Palace."

689-714. Rule of Pepin of Heristal, Mayor of the Palace for consoli-

dated kingdom.
714-741. Charles Martel, Mayor of the Palace: 732, Battle of Tours,

defeat of the Saracens.

741-768. Pepin the Short (" Mayor
"
to 752, then

"
King ").

768-814. Charlemagne (Charles the Great) : 800, crowned " Em-

peror" at Rome.
814-840. Louis the Pious.

843. Treaty of Verdun dividing Prankish
"
Empire

"
into three

fragments, whereof western part liecomes later France,

eastern later Germany, central part remains debatable

(beginning of
"
Alsace-Lorraine

"
problem).

885-887. Siege of Paris by the Northmen.
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887. Deposition of Charles the Fat last ruler of the united

Frankish Empire (temporary reunion, 882-887),

887-987. Capetian Kings in West Frankland (" France ") only ; very
weak rulers; development of Feudal System.

Capetian Dynasty of France

987-996. Hugh Capet, "Duke of France," elected "king" by the

barons in place of last Carolingian.

1031-1060. Henry I >•
^^^^^^ monarchs: royalty little respected by

1060-1108. Philip I )
barons.

1108-1137. Louis VI the Fat, able, energetic king.

1137-1180. Louis VII; great "Angevin" peril to French royalty from

Henry of Anjou and England.
1180-1223. Philip Augustus, builder of the greatness of French mon-

archy: 1214, Battle of Bouvines.

1223-1226. Louis VIII.

1226-1270. Louis IX (Saint Louis) remarkably good, pious, and yet

efficient king (1226-42
—

regency of Blanche of Castile).

1270-1285. Philip III.

1285-1314. Philip IV "the Fair," violent, tyranous king, advances

royal power: 1303, humiliation of Pope Boniface VIII by

King.
1314-1316. Louis V.

1316-1322. Philip V; "Salic Law" invoked.

1322-1328. Charles IV. Direct Capetian line expires.

Valois Kings (Capetian side-line)

1328-1350. Philip YI: 1337,
" Hundred Years' War "

with England be-

gins; 13^6, Battle of CrScy.

1350-1364. John : 1356, Battle of Poitiers; 1360, treaty of Brctigny with

England.
1364-1380. Charles V "

the Sage": first expulsion of the English.

1380-1422. Charles VI, partly imbecile; I^^IS, second invasion of the

English, and Battle of Agincourt; 1420, treaty of Troyes
with the English.

1422-1461. Charles VII: H29-80, career of Jeanne Dare; second

expulsion of the English: 1453, end of "Hundred Years'

War."
1461-1483. Louis XI: struggle with Charles of Burgundy; 1477,

Charles killed before Nancy.
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1483-1498. Charles VIII: 1494-95, invasion of Italy.

1498-1515. Louis XII: unsuccessful wars in Italy.

1515-1547. Francis I: v/ars with Charles V of Germany and Spain;
15^25, Battle of Pavia.

1547-1559. Henry II: 1552, Metz and Verdun taken; 1558, Calais

taken. Persecution and growing power of the Protestants

("Huguenots").
1559-1560. Francis II.

1560-1574. Charles IX. (During this and the next reign Queen-Mother
Catherine de' Medici often the true ruler of France.)
" Wars of Religion "; 1572, Massacre of St. Bartholomew.

1574-1589. Henry III: Struggle with Protestants; also with Catholic

Guises and
"
Holy League."

House of Boxirbon (decendants of Louis IX)

1589-1610. Henry IV (" of Navarre ")• Resistance of Catholic party:

1590, Battle of Ivry; 1593, conversion of King to Catholi-

cism; 1598, Edict of Nantes; wise economic reforms of Sully.

1610-1643. Louis XI: 1624, Richelieu becomes Prime Minister ; 1628,

La Rochelle taken; 1631, treaty with Gustavus Adolphus
of Sweden, France enters "Thirty Years' War"; 1642,

death of Richelieu.

1643-1715. Louis XTV: 1643-61, regency and rule of Cardinal Maza-

rin; 1648-53, civil wars of the "Fronde"; 1661, personal
rule of Louis XTV begins: extraordinarily able minis-

ters, Colbert, Louvois, etc.; great prosperity of kingdom;
1667-68, Louis's

"
first war," with Spain; 1672-78,

"
second

war," against Holland, Spain, Austria, etc.; 1681, Stras-

bourg taken; 1685, revocation of the Edict of Nantes;

1689-97,
"
third war," against England and European co-

alition; 1701-13, "fourth war," or "War of the Spanish
Succession." Economic prostration and humiliation of

France.

1715-1774. Louis XV: 1715-23, regency of Duke of Orleans; 1726-43.

Cardinal Fleury Prime Minister; 1740-48, War of the Aus-

trian Succession; 1745, Pompadour begins her "reign";

1756-63, Seven Years' War; 1759, English take Quebec;

1760, English overpower French in India; 1763, humiliat-

ing Peace of Paris. Age of Voltaire, Montesquieu, the En-

cyclopaedists, Rousseau.

1774- 1789. Louis XVI [as a nominal monarch until 1792]: 1774, TuT'
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gofs Ministry; 1176-Sl,Necker Finance Minister; 1778-83,

war with England for America; 1788, convocation of the
"
Notables "; 1789, calling of the States General.

The French Revolution, 1789-1804

1789. May 5, meeting of the States General; June 17, National

Constituent Assembly organized; June SO, the
"
Tennis

Court
"
Oath; July 14, stonning of the Bastile

;
October 6,

the King taken to Paris.

1790. Constituent Assembly busy with reform legislation.

1791. June 20, flight of Louis XVI to Varennes. Recaptured;

September 14, King accepts the new Constitution. October

1, "Legislative Assembly" meets.

1792. April 20, war declared on Austria and Prussia; August 10,

forcing of the Tuileries; monarchy overthroum.

1792. First RepubUc. Constituent Convention elected
; September

W, Battle of Valmy.
1793. January 21, Louis XVI executed. France at war with

nearly all Europe. Committee of Public Safety. Fall of Gi-

rondists.

179^. Dictatorship of Robespierre ["Terror"]: April 5, execution

of Danton ; July 28, execution of Robespierre.

1795.
"
Constitution of the Year III

"
("Directory ") : October 5,

Royalist rising defeated by young officer Bonaparte.

1796-1797. Bonaparte's first Italian campaign: 1797, Peace of Campo-
Formio.

1798-1799. Bonaparte's Egyptian Expedition,

1799. November 9, Bonaparte overthrows Directors: becomes

First Consul
;

"
Constitution of the Year VIII."

1800. Bonaparte's second Italian campaign.
1801. Peace of Luneville.

1802. Peace of Amiens with Britain; merely truce of about one

year.

The First Empire, 1804-1814

1804. May 18, Napoleon I Emperor ;
October 21, Battle of Trafal-

gar; December 2, Battle of Austerlitz. Peace of Pressburg

with Austria.

1806-1807. War with Prussia: October U, 1806, Battle of Jena; July 7,

1807, Peace of Tilsit.

1809. New war with and victory over Austria.
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1812. Moscow expedition.

1813. Rising of Europe against Napoleon: October 16-19, Battle

of Leipzig.

1814. Invasion of France: April, abdication of Napoleon
— he

goes to Elba. [First Restoration of the Bourbons. Louis

XVIII.]
1815. March 1. Napoleon lands again in France: the Hundred

Days: June 18, Battle of Waterloo; second abdication of

Napoleon. [Second Restoration of Louis XVIII.]

France seeking Permanent Institutions [1814-1871]

18U-182U- Louis XVin [interrupted by "Hundred Days," 1815]:
"
the Charter

"
; reaction;

"
Ultra "-Royalists ; persecution

of Liberals; nobility more violent than the King.

18S4-1830. Charles X: extreme reactionary; 1829, Polignac Prime

Minister; 1830, illegal ordinances.

1830. Jiily 27-29,
"
July Revolution " in Paris.

1830-18Jt8. Louis-Philippe, "King of tJie French": Revised Charter;

Bourgeois monarchy; 1840-48, Guizot Prime Minister.

1848. February 22-24. Overthrow of monarchy: Second Repub-

lic, June 23-26. Suppression of Radicals; "Jvme Days";

Republican Constitution: December 10, Louis Napoleon

elected President.

1850-1851. Louis Napoleon President of France.

1851. December 2, Coup d'Etat; dictatorship of President.

1852-1870.
" Second Empire"; December 2, 1852, Napoleon HI

Emperor. Autocratic regime.

1854-1856. Crimean War.

1859. Austrian War.

1862-1807. Mexican expedition.

1869. Attempt at Liberal Empire.

1870. War with Prussia; September 2, Sedan; end of Second

Empire.
1870. September Jf, Government of National Defense; Provisional

Republic; Gambetta.

1871. January 28, surrender of Paris. Election of National As-

sembly. Cession of Alsace-Lorraine.

The Third Republic

1871-1873. Thiers Provisional President. 1871, Commune of Paris.

1871-73, German indemnity discharged.
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1873. MacMakon Presided.
"
White Flag

"
episode.

1875. Republican Constitution adopted.
1877. Republicans get full control of the Government.

1887-1891. Boulanger agitation.

1894. Dreyfus condemned.
1898-1899. Dreyfus case reopened and convulses France [finally settled

in 1906].

1902-1905. Struggle with Clericals: 1905, Separation of Church and
State.

1914-1918. War with Germany: 1914, September, First Battle of the

Marne; 1916, Battles of Verdun; 1917, Clemenceau becomes
Prime Minister; 1918, July, Second Battle of the Marne.
Armistice and defeat of Germany. France recovers Alsace-
Lorraine.

1919. Treaty of Versailles.



B
THE STATES GENERAL (1302-1789)

Compiled by Gertrude A. Jacobsen, A.M.

Origin of institution. Development of the curia regis: the old feudal

council of the mediaeval kings.

Purpose and powers. At first the States General was purely advisory,

consultative rather than deliberative. Later it secured a partial

control over taxation, but the privilege of voting subsidies was

never clearly established. The occasion for an assembly of the Es-

tates General was, however, usually financial; at first, the king felt

the need of supplementing the old feudal dues; later, when the

royal taxes became permanent and general, the "States" were

nevertheless called in to assent to the creation of new taxes. The

French kings, however, used the States General as a means of vot-

ing subsidies only when their own position was weak, or when

France was undergoing a national crisis. Consequently the most

frequent assemblies of the "States" were during periods of the

Hundred Years' War and the Wars of Religion when the royal

power sorely needed the good-will of the nation.

The legislative power in France ordinarily was almost entirely

vested in the king and his council. The "States" had no right to

"register" (i.e. pass upon, promulgate, or veto) royal edicts. They

did exert some legislative power, however, through the so-called

"Fundamental Laws" of France, a body of custom which dealt

with the question of the succession and the alienation of the royal

domain, and which could be amended or abrogated only with the

consent of the "States." The latter had no right to initiate legisla-

tion, but through their privilege of presenting the cahiers, or

lists of grievances, petitions, etc., they could demand and some-

times could obtain legislative reforms from the king.

Composition and Procedure of tlie States General. The States General in-

cluded deputies from the three social orders, the clergy, noblesse,

and bourgeoisie. The latter were admitted for the first time in 1302,

hence the true "States General" date from then. The drpiities of

the "Third Estate" were always elected, either by popular suf-

frage or by electoral colleges. The two higher estates were origi-
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nally convened personally by means of direct royal "letters of sum-

mons." Bt the sixteenth century, however, they too were elected by
the members of their respective orders. A clergyman in order to be

a voter had to possess a benefice, a noble to hold a fief. Social posi-

tion seems to have been the basis for the electoral privilege of the

bourgeoisie, rather than a property qualification. At first only the

"privileged towns" were rej^resentcd by members. The country
districts and border regions seem to have sent few or no deputies

prior to 1789.

The three orders sat, deliberated, and voted separately. They met

for a joint session only for a brief period at the beginning and end

of each meeting. The vote was always taken by hailliage (district),

the electoral unit, and was never personal. The number of deputies

varied considerably, but this was usually immaterial in results.

Each order had its own "orator." The basis for deliberation was

the separate cakiers drawTi up by each bailliage, as well as of

course any problems or propositions submitted by the king.

Causes for thefailure of the system.

1. The rigidity of organization which prevented evolution.

2. The refusal of the two higher orders (as a rule) to coalesce with the

bourgeois e. The former were jealous guardians of class privilege.

3. Inability of the bourgeoisie to establish their complete control over

taxation.

4. Growing absolutism of the French sovereigns. Inability of the

"States" to secure any real control over the king's ministers.

List of meetings of the States General.

1302. Paris.

First meeting in which "Third Estate" participated.

Occasion: the quarrel between Philip IV and Boniface ^-TII.

Purpose: to get popular support for the King against the

Pope.
Results: States perfectly amenable to king. Bourgeoisie de-

lighted to have a share in the royal counsels. Each "order,"

including the clevgy, sent a letter of protest to the Pope.
1304. Paris.

Discussed issue with Pope; also best means of repairing

havoc WTOught by the Flemish wars.

1308. Tours.

[About 1000 members of Third Estate present: elected by
a measure of popular suffrage; alleged that even women
were allowed to vote for members in some instances.] Sup-

ported Philip IV in his policy against the Templars.
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1314. Paris.

Voted money grants necessary for Philip IV's Flemish
Wars.

1317. Paris.

Ratified "Salic" Law of succession to throne.

1320-21. Pontoise and Poitiers.

Discussed question of baronial vs. royal coinage.
1326. Meaux.

Financial questions.
1328. Paris.

Subsidy for Flemish wars.

1351. Paris.

Voted heavy income tax to aid Government against Eng-
lish, in return for important financial and administrative

reforms.

1355. Paris.

Voted subsidies against the English. "Grand Ordinances"

accepted by Government giving pledge of quasi-popular
liberties.

1356. Paris.

Convened to raise ransom for King John, English prisoner.

Radical sentiment. Etienne Marcel leader. Demands for

wholesale reforms, especially for dismissal of obnoxious

royal ministers and setting up a board of magnates and

burgesses appointed by "States" to control Government.

Dauphin adjourns the assembly.
1357. Paris.

Practically continuation of last meeting. Marcel's power at

height. "Grand remonstrance." Scheme for setting up regu-
lar government by parliamentary commission. Radicalism

at high tide. Dauphin under coercion accepts scheme.

1357-58. Paris.

Revolutionary'^ meetings under Marcel's authority. De-
serted by all more moderate elements. Marcel overthrown

and slain. Attempt to introduce popular parliamentary

regime failure.

1358. Compiegne.
Amenable and loyal "States" votes Dauphin a subsidy.

1359. Paris.

Rejects proposed treaty of peace with England.
1367. Chartres.

Grants subsidies in return for financial reforms.
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1369.

1380.

1382.

1413.

1420.

1421

1423.

1424.

1425.

1426.

1428.

1433.

1434.

1435.

1436.

1439.

1448.

1468.

1484.

Meetings during stress of English
invasion. Usually for voting subsi-

dies to earry on the war. Most of

deputies from South France only.

Paris and Rouen.
Subsidies voted for English war.

Paris.

Demands and gets abolition of certain unpopular taxes.

Compiegne.
Same problem as last.

Paris.

Protests against new taxes, and moderate reforms are prom-
ised.

Paris.

Ratifies treaty of Troyeswith English. (Only North France
participates.)

(place?)

Bourges and Selles.

Selles and Poiti'irs.

Poitiers.

Menu-sur-Yevre.

Chinon.

Tours.

Tours.

Poitiers.

Poitiers.

Orleans.

Considers peace with England. Votes a famous "Ordi-
nance" which practically replaced old feudal levies with a

royal standing army.

Bourges.
New subsidies voted.

Tours.

Convened by Louis XI to gain support in refusal to execute

agreement to separate Normandy from the cro\\n lands

(as demanded by king's brother). Deputies loyally sup)-

port king's position.

Tours.

Bold claims for popular sovereignty asserted by Philip Pot
and others. Proposal to establish elective advisory council

to control the young King Charles "\TII. Scheme collapses.

Subsidy voted. Deputies disperse. Crown repudiates elabo-

rate promises.

Unimportant meetings. [After attempt by radicals in

1484, crown very wary of convoking States, if avoidable.]
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15G0. Orleans.

Attempt at compromise between Catholics and Protes-

tants. Friction between two upper Orders and Third Es-

tate.

1561. Pontoise.

Another attempt at religious compromise. Estates demand
that they be regularly convoked every two years.

1576. Blois.

Religious issue. Contentions and practically no results.

1588. Blois.

Ultra-Catholics demand extermination of Protestants.

Demands for control of royal government by "States."

Stormy adjournment after murder of Duke of Guise by
Henry III.

1593. Paris.

[Illegal.] Convened by "Holy League" against Henry IV.

Attempt to settle succession on an undoubted Catholic.

No practical result.

1596. Paris.

[Only small number of deputies present : practically only a

meeting of "Notables."] Considers abortive scheme of

Sully to set up High Council to manage royal finance.

1614. Paris.

^

[Last meeting before the Revolution.] 464 deputies present— 140 clergy, 132 nobility, 192 bourgeoisie. Quarrel be-

tween two upper Orders and Third Estate. Latter demands
reduction of taxation and also a position of official equality

with other two orders. After acrimonious, useless discus-

sions meeting adjourns (February, 1615). King promises

sundry fiscal reforms which are never executed.

[Futility of 1614 meeting goes far to convince responsible

Frenchmen "States" system is useless for good govern-
ment. Country seemed better off under well-meaning king

and capable ministers. Great growth of royal power practi-

cally silences all demands for convening the "States" until

well into the eighteenth century.]

1789 (May 5). Versailles.

Convening of great
"
States General

"
which inaugurated

French Revolution. Declared itself National Assembly
June 17, 1789.
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Sketch of modest value.

Thompson, J. W. The Development of the French Monarchy under Louis VI,
1108-1137. Chicago. The University of Chicago Press. 1895. Doctoral
Dissertation.

A useful monograph on an important king.

Walker, Williston. On the Increase of Royal Power in France under Philip

Augustus, 1179-1223. Doctoral Dissertation. Leipzig. 1888.

Another useful monograph.

Willert, P. F. Reign of Lewis XL Oxford and Cambridge. 1876. London.
1876.
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Grant, Arthur James. The French INIonarchy, 1483-1789. 2 vols. Cam'
bridge. 1900. •2d ed., 1905. (Cambridge Historical Scries.)

Can be confidently recommended to serious students of French history.
Well-balanced and interesting. Important comprehensive work.

Tilly, A. A. The Dawn of the French Renaissance. N.Y. 1918.

Batiffol, Louis. The Century of the Renaissance. Tr. by Elsie F. Buckley.
N.Y. 1916.

Good. Covers "Wars of Religion."

Baird, Henry M. The Rise of the Huguenots. 2 vols. N.Y. 1879.

The authoritative history of early French Protestantism.

Baird, Henry M. The Huguenots and Henry of Navarre. 2 vols. N.Y. 1886.

Continuation of the last.

Baird, Henry M. The Huguenots and the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes.
2 vols. N.Y. 1895.

Completion of the study of French Protestantism. Excellent work.

Ranke, Leopold von. Civil Wars and Monarchy in France in the 16th and 17th

Centuries. N.Y. 1853. Tr. by M. A. Garvey.
Old work, but by a great historical scholar.

Wakeman, H. O. The Ascendancy of France, 1598-1775. N.Y. and London.
1894.

Covers all Europe for this important period, but with especial attention to

France. Handy general history.

Stryienski, Casimir. The Eighteenth Century. Tr. from the French by H. N.
Dickinson. N.Y. 1916.

(Crowned by the Academic des sciences morales et politiques.)

Entertaining and stimulating.

Lord, A. P. The Regency of Marie de Medicis. N.Y. 1903.

Perkins, James Breck. France under Mazarin. 2 vols. N.Y. and London.

1886.

Authoritative work.

Hassall, Arthur. Louis XIV and the Zenith of the French Monarchy. N.Y.
1895.

Well-WTitten, reliable biography of a mighty king.

Perkins, James Breck. France under the Regency, with a review of the ad-

ministration of Ivouis XIV. Boston and N.Y. 1892.

Best work in English on subject. Very readable.

Perkins, James Breck. France imder Louis XV. 2 vols. Boston and N.Y.
1897.

Authoritative, comprehensive, and interesting. Among most important
works in English upon French historical subjects.

Guerard, Albert Leon. French Civilization in the 18th Century. N.Y.
1914.
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Revolutionary Era, 1789-99

[Arranged by authors, alphabetically.]

Acton, John Emerich, Lord. Lectures on the French Revolution. London.

1910.

Adams, C. K. Democracy and Monarchy in France. N.Y. 1875.

Adams, H. P. The French Revolution. Chicago. 1914.

Anderson, Frank Maloy. The Constitutions and Other Select Documents

illustrative of the History of France, 1789-1901. Minneapohs. 1908.

Highly valuable collection of documents, well translated. Useful to any
student of modern France.

Aulard, F. V. A. The French Revolution, a Political History, 1789-1804.

4 vols. Translated. N.Y. 1910.

The "great" recent history of France. To be reckoned with in any serious

study of the Revolution.

Belloc, Hilaire. The French Revolution. N.Y. 1911.

Stimulating but very short sketch.

Bourne, H. E. Municipal Politics in Paris in 1789. N.Y. 1906.

Reprinted from the American Historical Review, vol. XI, Jan. 1906.

Bourne, H. E. Organization of the First Committee of Public Safety.

Amer. Hist. Assoc, Annual Report for 1894.

Bourne, H. E. The French Revolution and the Napoleonic Era. N.Y. 1918.

Very good.

Burke, Edmund. Reflections on the Revolution in France. London. 1790.

N.Y. 1912, and other reprints.

A famous and bitter criticism of the earlier phases of the Revolution. See

also Burke's "Letters on a Regicide Peace."

Carlyle, Thomas. The French Revolution. 3 vols. N.Y. 1902. 2 vols.

N.Y. 1908 and many other editions.

A dramatic commentary rather than a history. Stands of course in a class

by itself.

Fisher, H. A. L. (British Academy.) Bonapartism. Oxford. 1908.

Fling, F. M. Mirabeau and the French Constitution in the Years 1789 and

1790. Ithaca, N.Y. 1891.

Important monograph.

Fling, F. M. and Helen D. Source Problems on the French Revolution.

N.Y. and London. 1913.

Useful .selection of documents.

Gardiner, Mrs. Bertha M. The French Revolution. London and N.Y. 1905

and other editions.

A very good short narrative for the "general" reader.

Gosselin, S. S. F. (pseud. G. Lenotre). The Tribunal of Terror: A Study of

Paris in 1793-95. Philadelphia. 1909. Tr. by Frederic Lees.
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Hazen, Charles D. Contemporary American Opinion of the French Revolu-
tion. Baltimore. The Johns Hopkins Press. 1897.

Hazen, Charles D. The French Revolution and Napoleon. N.Y. 1917.

Excellent manual.

Henderson, Ernest Flagg. Symbol and Satire in the French Revolution. N."i;.

and London. 1912.

Johnston, Robert Matteson. The French Revolution. N.Y. 1909.

Stimulating sketch.

Lamartine, A. M. L. de. History of the Girondists. 3 vols. N.Y. LondoiT.

1899 and other editions.

A famous "rhapsody" rather than a history.

Laprade, W. T. England and the French Revolution, 1787-97. Baltimore.

The Johns Hopkins Press. 1909.

Lecky, Wm. Edw. Hartpole. The French Revolution: chapter from the

author's History of England during the 18th Century. N.Y. and Boston.

1904.

Important as being the commentary of a distinguished English thinker.

Legg, L. G. Weckham, editor. Select Documents illustrative of the History of

the French Revolution. 2 vols. Oxford. 1905.

L«n6tre, G. (pseud.) (Gosselin, S. S. F.) The Tribunal of Terror: A Study o*

Paris in 1793-95. Philadelphia. 1909.

Lowell, Edward Jackson. The Eve of the French Revolution. Boston and
N.Y. 1900.

Excellent study of the causes which toppled down the "Old Regime."

Probably the best work on the subject in English for general purposes.

MacLehose, Sophia H. The Last Days of the French Monarchy. Glasgow.
1901.

Good sketch.

Madelin, Louis. The French Revolution. Tr. N.Y. 1916. (Gobert Prize,

crowned by the French Academy.)
Best single-volume history on subject. Up-to-date and extremely readable.

Mathews, Shailer. The French Revolution. N.Y. and London. 1911 and
other editions.

The best short sketch on subject. Readable, clear, and authoritative.

Highly commended to all who cannot study through Madelin.

Mignet, F. A. M. A. History of the French Revolution, 1789-1814. N.Y.

and London. 1915 and many earlier editions.

Old, but still of much value. Was the first scientific history of the Revolu-

tion ever written. Author had been brought up in an atmosphere where the

"Terror" was still a lively memory.

Morris, William O'Connor. The French Revolution and the First Empire,
N.Y. 1874.
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McCarthy, Justin Huntly. The French Revolution. 2 vols. N.Y. 1898, '99.

Like all Mr. McCarthy's Avorks, very journalistic. Not wholly reliable.

Rose, John Holland. The Revolutionary and Napoleonic Era, 1789-1815.

Cambridge. 1911.

Good general handbook.

Stephens, Henry Morse. A History of the French Revolution. 2 vols. N.Y.
1886-91.

A masterly history that has never been completed.

Sybel, Heinrich von. History of the French Revolution. 4 vols, London.

1867-69. Tr. by Walter C. Perry.

German viewpoint.

Taine, PL A. The Ancient Regime. N.Y. 1896. Tr. by John Durand.

Brilliant picture of France before 1789. Possibly too highly colored. Not
a complete survey of subject, but entirely stimulating.

Taine, H. A. Contemporary France: the Modern Regime. 2 vols. N.Y.
1890-94. Tr. by John Durand.

Taine, H. A. The French Revolution. 3 vols. N.Y. 1878-85.

Highly critical commentary rather than a history.

Thiers, Louis Adolphe. The History of the French Revolution. New ed.

5 vols. London. 1881.

Famous work by a famous man, but no longer an authority.

Tocqueville, Alexis de. The Old Regime and the Revolution. N.Y. 1856.

Tr. by John Bonner.

Ranks with Taine as a classic study of conditions before 1789.

Young, Arthur. The Example of France a Warning to Great Britain. London.
1793.

An Idea of the Present State of France. London. 1795.

Later reprints of both. Famous memoirs of an Englishman who visited

France during the earlier stages of the Revolution.

Napoleon

Browning, Oscar. The Fall of Napoleon. London and N.Y. 1907.

Dodge, T. A. Napoleon, a History of the Art of War. 4 vols. Bostop
1904-07.

Best technical military study in English. Largely ignores political side.

Fisher, H. A. L. Napoleon. N.Y. 1913.

Small handy sketch.

Fournicr, August. Napoleon I. N.Y. 1903. Tr. by Margaret Bacon Cor*

win and Arthur Dart Bissell.

Probably best biography in moderate compass.

Hassall, Arthur. Life of Napolron. London. 1911.

Johnston, R. M. Napoleon; a Short Biography. N.Y. 1904.

Best of all the short studies. Very clever generalizations.
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Jomini, General Baron de. Life of Napoleon. N.Y. 1864.

Military.

Maccunn, Francis John. The Contemporary English View of Napoleon.
London. 1914.

Napoleon I. The Corsican: a Diary of Napoleon's Life in his own \Yords.

Boston. 1910. Compiled by R. M. Johnston.

Not a real diary, but a good piecing together of memoirs, dispatches, etc.

Petre, F. Lorraine. Napoleon's Conquest of Prussia, 1806. London and N.Y.
1907.

Petre, F. Lorraine. Napoleon's Campaign in Poland, 1806-07. London and
N.Y. 1906.

Petre, F. Lorraine. Napoleon at Bay. London and N.Y. 1914.

Rose, J. Holland. The Life of Napoleon I. 2 vols. N.Y. 1907.

Shares with Fournier the claim to be the best moderate-sized biography.

Rose, J. Holland. Napoleonic Studies. London. 1904.

Rose, J. Holland. The Personality of Napoleon. N.Y. 1913.

Ro.sebery, Lord. Napoleon, the Last Phase. N.Y. and London. 1900.

Sloane, Wm. M. Life of Napoleon Bonaparte. 4 vols. N.Y. 1896-97.

Somewhat longer than Rose or Fom-nier. An excellent work.

Thibaudeau, A. C. Bonaparte and the Consulate. N.Y'. 1908.

Thiers, S. A. History of the Consulate and Empire under Napoleon. 12 vols.

N.Y. 1893-94. Tr. by D. Forbes Campbell and John Stebbing.

Highly eulogistic. In its day famous, and still retains considerable value.

Wartenburg, Count Yorck von. Napoleon as a General. 2 vols. London.

1902.

Military study.

France from 1815 to 1871

[See also many Biographies, especially those of Napoleon 111, etc.]

Guizot, F. P. G. France under Louis-Philippe. London. 1865. Tr. of vol. 7

of the author's Memoires pour scrvir a Vhistoire de mon temps. Paris, 1858-67.

LTseful as giving the vie>vpoint of a prime maker of the history the author

describes.

Hall, Sir John Richard. The Bourbon Restoration. London. 1909.

Hall, John. England and the Orleans Monarchy. London. 1913.

Hooper, George. The Campaign of Sedan. London. 1887.

Imbert de Saint-Amand, A. L. Revolution of 1848. N.Y. 1895. Tr. by
Elizabeth G. Martin.

Interesting memoirs and personalia.

Lamartine, A. M. L. de. The Historv of the Restoration of Monarchy in

France. 4 vols. London. 1882. Tr. by Captain Rafter.

Interesting, but not authoritative history.
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Michaud, Louis Gabriel. Public and Private Life of Louis-Philippe. Londoo.
185L Tr. by V. L. Chemery.

Simpson, F. A. The Rise of Louis Napoleon. N.Y. 1909.

The Third Republic

Barker, E. H. France of the French. N.Y. 1909.

Description and discussion of present conditions.

Bodley, J. E. C. France. 2 vols. N.Y. 1898.

Pungent discussion of French institutions and conditions at end of nine-

teenth century. Some of the pessimistic conclusions have not been justified.

Bracq, Jean Charlemagne. France under the Republic. N.Y. 1910. Rev.
ed. 1916.

Good description of situation just before 1914.

Bracq, Jean C. The Provocation of France. N.Y. 1916.

The case of France against Germany at the outbreak of the Great War,

Coubertin, Pierre de. The Evolution of France under the Third Republic.
N.Y. 1897. Tr. from the French by Isabel F. Hapgood.

Excellent account of happenings 1871-96.

Dawbarn, Charles. Makers of New France. N.Y. 1915.

Light biographical sketches.

Dimnet, Ernest. France Herself Again. London. 1914.

Written by a liberal French Clerical. Represents that just previous to the

Great War France had recovered her moral poise and vigor. An important

study of the situation in 1913-14.

George, W. L. France in the Twentieth Century. N.Y. 1909.

Sketchy.

Hanotaux, Gabriel. Contemporary France. 4 vols. Westminster. 1903-09.

An authoritative treatise on the rise of the Third Republic by a former

Cabinet Minister.

Latimer, E. France in the Nineteenth Century (1830-90). Chicago. 1895.

Very light, sketchy, and anecdotal. Deals also with July Monarchy and

Second Empire. A book of curious "lore" rather than history. Not always

accurate, but highly interesting.

Lawton, Frederick. The Third French Republic. London. 1909

Very good. Historical and descriptive.

March, Thomas. The Paris Commune. London. 1896.

The best narrative in English.

Poincare, Raymond. How France is Governed. London. 1913. Tr. by
Bernard Miall.

By the statesman who became President of France on the eve of the Great

War. Explains clearly the system under which the Third RepubUc was

working.
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Simon, Jules. The Government of M. Thiers, 1871-1873. 2 vols. N.Y. 1879.

Tardieu, Andre. France and the Alliances. N.Y. 1908.

Very important diplomatic study.

Verguet, Paul. France in Danger. N.Y. 1915. Tr. by Beatrice Barstow.

Discusses peril from Germany on eve of Great War. A book with prophetic

qualities.

Vizetelly, E. A. Republican France. 1870-1912. London. 1913.

Useful, though decidedly journalistic.

Wright, C. H. C. A History of the Third French Republic. Boston. 1916.

Best short book on entire subject.

The French Church

Allison, J. M. S. Church and State in the Reign of Louis-Philippe. Princeion

University Press. 1916.

Bodley, J. E. C. The Church in France. London. 1906.

Galton, Arthur. Church and State in France, 1300-1907. London. 1907.

Guerard, Albert Leon. French Prophets of Yesterday: a Study of Religious

Thought under the Second Empire. N.Y. 1912.

Jervis, William H. P. The Gallican Church and the Revolution. London. 1882.

Sabatier, Paid. Disestablishment in France. N.Y. 1906. Tr. by Robert

Dell.

French Protestant view.

Sabatier, Paul. France To-day. N.Y. 1913.

Sloane, Wm. M. The French Revolution and Religious Reform, 1789-1804.

N.Y. 1901.

Monographs on Diplomatic History

[Only a few leading titles are suggested.]

Benedetti, Vincent, Comte. Studies in Diplomacy. N.Y. 1896.

Bastide, C. Anglo-French Entente in the Seventeenth Century. N.Y. 1913.

Black, John B. Elizabeth and Henry IV, Anglo-French Relations, 1589-1603.

Oxford. 1914. (Arnold Prize Es.say, 1914.)

Coquelle, P. Napoleon and England, 1803-13. A study from unprinted
documents. London. 1904. Tr. by Gordon D. Knox. Introduction by
J. Holland Rose.

Corwin, Edward S. French Policy and the American Alliance of 1778. Prince-

ton Universitj- Press. 1916.

Lord, W. F. England and France in the Mediterranean, 1660-1830. London.
1901.

Ollivier, fimile. The Franco-Prussian War and its Hidden Causes. Boston.

1912. Tr. by G. B. Ives.
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Social France

[Including a few economic studies.]

Bradby, Godfrey. The Great Days of Versailles. Studies from court life in

the latter days of Louis XIV. N.Y. and London. 1906.

Carette, Mme. A. Recollections of the Court of Tuileries (at the time of the

Empress Eugenie). N.Y. 1889.

Elliot, Francis M. D. Old Court Life in France. 2 vols. N.Y. 1893.

Farmer, James Eugene. Versailles and the Court imder Louis XIV. N.Y.

1905.

Haggard, A. C. P. The France of Joan of Arc. N.Y. 1912.

Hugon, Cecile. Social France in the Seventeenth Century. London. 1911.

Imbert de Saint-Amand, A. L. Court of the Second Empire. N.Y. 1898.

Luchaire, Achiile. Social France at the Time of Philip Augustus. N.Y.

1912. Authorized translation from tlic French (2ded.) by Edw. B. Krehbiel.

Highly valuable work. One of most important discussions of mediaeval

life.

Pratz, Claire de. France from within. London and N.Y. 1914.

Sichel, Edith H. The Household of the Lafayettes. Westminster. 1897.

Vizetelly, E. A. ("Le Petit Homme Rouge.") Court Life of the Second

French Empire (1852-1870). N.Y. 1907.

By a well-known English journalist based upon his personal recollections

and memoirs.

Wergeland, Agnes M. History of the Working Classes in France. Chicago,

University of Chicago Press. 1916.

Williams, Hugh Noel. Henri II, his Court and his Times. London. 1910.

N.Y. 1911.

Young, Arthur. Travels in France (1787, '88, '89). N.Y. 1913 and other

editions.

Very important.

Biographies

[Arranged in chronological order.]

[Studies of certain very important personages, e.g.. Napoleon I, will often be

found grouped under the works on ordinary history. The enormous number of

biographies of French leaders, either written in England or America, or trans-

lated, makes it inevitable that very many books of high worth should be

omitted.]

Charlemagne.
Davis, H. W. C. Charlemagne. (Heroes of the Nations Series.) N.Y.

1899.

Very good.
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Einhard. Life of Charlemagne, by Einhard. Tr. from the Latin text by
S. E. Turner. N.Y.

Important source material. The author Uved at the Emperor's court.

Hodgkin, L. Charles the Great. London. 1899.

Another good short sketch.

Mombert, J. L A History of Charles the Great. London. 1888.

The best long monograph in English on the subject.

MedicEval Kings.

Hutton, W. H. Philip Augustus. London. 1896.

Knox, Winifred. The Court of a Saint (Louis IX). London. 1909.

Interesting.

Perry, Frederick. Saint Louis (Louis IX of France). N.Y. 1901.

Shows Saint Louis's distinguished place in secular history.

Jeanne Dare {"Joan of Arc'').

Bangs, Mary R. Jeanne D'Arc. Boston. 1910.

France, Anatole. The Life of Joan of Arc. 2 vols. London. 1909. Tr.

by Winifred Stephens.

By a distinguished French writer.

Lang, Andrew. The Maid of France. London and N.Y. 1909.

Very interesting.

Lowell, Francis Cabot. Joan of Arc. Boston. 1896.

Probably the best sketch in English.

Murray, T. D. (editor). Jeanne d'Arc. The story of her life set forth in

original documents. N.Y. 190i2.

Louis XI and Charles the Bold.

Hare, Christopher, (pseud.) (Mrs. Marian Andrews.) Life of Louis XI.

London. 1907.

Haggard, A. C. P. Louis XI and Charles the Bold. N.Y. 1913.

Kirk, John Foster. History of Charles the Bold. 3 vols. Philadelphia.

186-1-68.

An American work which has probably not received the recognition it

deserved. Its author was a contemporary of Prescott and Motley.

Putnam, Ruth. Charles the Bold. (Heroes of the Nation Series.) N.Y.

1908.

Good.

headers in the "Wars of Religion."

Sichel, Edith. Catherine de Medici and the French Reformation. London.

1904.

Sichel, Edith. The Later Years of Catherine de Medici. London. 1911.

Besant, Sir Walter. Gaspard de Coligny. London. 1881.

Interesting sketch.

Whitehead, A. W. Gaspard de Coligny, Admiral of France. London. 1904-
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Willert, Paul F. Henry IV, i.e., Henry of Navarre. (Heroes of the Nations

Series.) N.Y. and London. 1900.

Good sketch.

Williams, H. Noel. Queen Margot, Wife of Henry of Navarre. N.Y. 1907,

The Seventeenth Century.

Lodge, Richard. Richelieu. N.Y. and London. 1896.

Satisfactory.

Perkins, J. B. Richelieu and the Growth of French Power. N.Y. 1900.

d'Aumale, Due. History of the Princes of the House of Conde. 2 vols.

London. 1872. Tr. by R. B. Bothwick.

Including many besides the "Great Conde."

Mahon, Lord. (Stanhope, P. H. S.) The Great Conde (The Life of Louis,

Prince of Conde). London. 1845.

Old, but useful.

Hassall, Arthur. Mazarin. (Foreign Statesmen Series.) London. 1911.

Good short sketch.

King, Bolton. The Life of Mazarin. N.Y. 1912.

Blennerhassett, Charlotte (Lady). Louis XIV and Madame de Maintenon.

N.Y. 1911.

Dyson, C. C. Madame de Maintenon. N.Y. 1909.

Bowles, Emily. ISIadame de Maintenon. London. 1888.

Greater part told in Madame de Maintenon's own words.

Sargent, A. J. The Economic Policy of Colbert. London. 1899.

Important study of the great finance minister.

Mims, Stewart L. Colbert's West India Policy. New Haven. Yale Uni-

versity Press. 1912.

Excellent discussion of an important phase of Colbert's efforts to up-
build France.

Pre-Revolutionary Characters.

Morley, John. Voltaire. I^ndon. 1903.

Tallentyre, S. G. (pseud.) (Hall, Evelyn B.) The Life of Voltaire. 2 vols.

London. 1903.

Morley, John. Rousseau. London. 1883.

Morley, John. Diderot and the Encyclopaedists. N.Y. 1879.

Morlej', John. Critical Miscellanies. Vol. II. Essays on Turgot, Condor-

cet, de Maistre, etc. N.Y. 1886-1908.

Sorel, Albert. Montesquieu. London, etc. 1887. Tr. by Gustave Masson.

Williams, Hugh Noel. Madame de Pompadour. N.Y. & London. 1902.
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Doi^las, R. B. Life and Times of Madame du Barry. London. 1896.

Williams, H. N. Madame du Barry. London. 1904.

Condorcet, Marquis de. Life of Turgot. London. 1887.

Stephens, W. Walker. Life and Writings of Turgot. London. 1895.

Belloc, Hilaire. Marie Antoinette. London. 1909.

Haggard, A. C. P. Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette. 2 vols. N.Y.
1909.

Imbert de Saint-Amand, A. L. Marie Antoinette and the End of the Old

Regime. N.Y. 1891. Tr. by Thomas Sergeant Perry.

Imbert de Saint-Amand, A. L. Marie Antoinette at the Tuileries, 1789-91.

N.Y. 1892. Tr. by Elizabeth Gilbert Martin.

Imbert de Saint-Amand, A. L. Marie Antoinette and the Downfall of

Royalty. N.Y. 1892. Tr. by Elizabeth Gilbert Martin.

La Rocheterie, M. de. The Life of Marie Antoinette. N.Y. 1906. Tr.

by Cora Hamilton Bell. (Crowned by the Academic frangaise.)

Willert, P. F. Mirabeau. London and N.Y. 1898.

Barthou, Louis. Mirabeau. N.Y. 1913.

Fliag, Fred M. Mirabeau and the French Revolution. Vol. I. Closes in

1774 when Mirabeau legally comes of age. Last 2 vols, not yet published.

N.Y. 1908.

Excellent so far as it goes.

Tuckerman, Bayard. Life of General Lafayette. 2 vols. London. 1889.

Blind, Mathilde. Madame Roland. London. 1886. Boston. 1886.

Taylor, Ida A. Life of Madame Roland. N.Y. 1911.

Bradby, E. D. Life of Barnave. 2 vols. Oxford. 1915.

Bax, Ernest B. Jean Paul Marat, the People's Friend. Boston. 1901.

Beesly, A. H. Life of Danton. N.Y. 1906.

Belloc, Hilaire. Danton. N.Y. 1911.

Excellent.

Belloc, Hilaire. Robespierre. N.Y. 1902.

CIapham,J. H. De Abbe Sieyes. London. 1912.

Dunoger, Alphonse. The Public Prosecutor of the Terror, Antoine Quentin

Fouquier tinville. N.Y. 1913. Tr. by A. W. Evans.

A good account of a famous scoundrel.

Napoleonic Characters.

Atteridge, A. H. Joachim Murat. London. 1911.

Turquan, Joseph. The Empress Josephine. London and N.Y. 1913.

Authorized translation by Violette Montagu.
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Blennerhassett, Charlotte J. Talleyrand. 2 vols. London. 1894. Tr.

from the German by F. C. Clarke.

Lacombe, Bernard Mercier de. Talleyrand the Man. London. 1910.

Tr. from the French of La Vie Privee de Talleyrand, by A. D. Alberti.

Restoration and Second Empire.
Imbert de Saint-Amand, A. L. The Duchess of Angouleme and the Two

Restorations. N.Y. 1892.

Cheetham, F. H. Louis Napoleon and the Genesis of the Second Empire
(to the Third Republic). London. 1909.

Jerrold, Blanchard. The Life of Napoleon IIL 4 vols. London. 1871-74.

Derived from State Records, from Unpublished Family Correspondence
and Personal Testimony.

Bartheg, E. The Empress Eugenie and Her Circle. N.Y. 1913.

Third Republic.

Gambetta, Leon Michel. Gambetta, Life and Letters, by P. B. Ghensi.

London. 1910. Authorized translation by Violette Montagu.
See also works on Thiers, etc., under other headings.

Chronicles, Memoirs, Autobiographies, etc.

N.B. French history abounds in this entertaining and often valuable species
of literature. Much of it has been translated. Herein is presented only a very
imperfect "skimming" with many significant works omitted.

To 1500 A.D. (by periods.)

Gregorius, Saint, Bishop of Tours. History of the Franks. (Selections, tr.

by Ernest Brehaut.) N.Y. Columbia University Press. 1916.

The great original authority for the Merovingian Franks. Delightfully
naive reading Gives clear picture of violence and utter confusion of

Prankish times.

Froissart, Jean. Chronicles of England, France and Spain . . . from the latter

part of the reign of Edw. II to the Coronation of Henry IV. 2 vols. N.Y.
1901 and other editions. Tr. from the French by Thomas Johnes.

Classic chronicle for the first half of the Hundred Years' War. Highly
important.

Monstrelet, Enguerrand de. The Chronicles of. (An account of the Civil

Wars between the Houses of Orleans and Burgundy, 1400-1444.) 2 vols.

London. 1867.

Gives the story of France during the second half of the Hundred Years'

War. A worthy continuation of Froissart.

Comines, Philip de. Memoirs (lived 1445-1509). 2 vols. London. 1882-
83. Edited with life and notes by Andrew R. Scoble.

Delightful reading: tells story of contest of Louis XI and Charles the

Bold.
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500 to 1700 A.D. (Alpabetically arranged.)

Broglie, Due de. The King's Secret. (Secret correspondence of Louis XV
with his diplomatic agents, 1752-74.) 2 vols. London and N.Y. 1879.

Duclos, Charles P. Secret Memoirs of the Regency, the Minority of Louis

XV. N.Y. 1910.

Retz, Cardinal de (1643-79). Memoirs of. N.Y. 1903 and other editions.

The charming autobiography of an utterly worldly "ecclesiastical" ad-

venturer. Throws clear light on spirit of times.

Saint-Simon, L. de R. (1675-1755). Memoirs of . 3 vols. (Louis XIV and

the Regency.) London, n.d. (1901.) Tr. by Bayle, St. John. N.Y.

1910. An abridged translation: London. 1915.

The classic memoirs for the age of Louis XIV; very often quoted.

Sully, Duke of (1559-1641). Memoirs of. 5 vols. London. 1810. Tr. by
Charlotte Lennox.

Gives the viewpoint of one of the greatest of the Huguenots.

Revolutionary and Napoleonic Era.

Barere de Vieuzac, Bertrand. Memoirs of. 4 vols. (Chairman of the

Committee of Public Safety during the Revolution.) London. 1896.

The clever apology of a great villain. See Macaulay's scathing essay.

Barras, P. F. J. M., Vicomte de. Memoirs of. (Member of the Directorate.)

4 vols. 1895-96.

Bourrienne, L. A. F. de. Memoirs of Napoleon I. 2 vols, or 4 toIs. Many
editions.

Probably the most familiar and among the more authoritative of the

numerous memoirs prepared by the companions of the Corsican.

Broglie, due de (1785-1820). Personal Recollections of. 2 vols. Lon-

don. 1887.

Ducrest, Georgette. Memoirs relating to the Empress Josephine. N.Y.

1911.

Fouche, Joseph, due d'Otrantc. The Memoirs of. 2 vols. London. 1896.

The story of one of the shrewdest and most slippery of all Napoleon's

myrmidons.

Lafayette, Marquis de. Memoirs of General Lafayette. 3 vols. N.Y.

and London. 1837.

Napoleon I. Confidential Correspondence of Napoleon Bonaparte with his

brother Joseph. 2 vols. N.Y. 1856.

Many other portions of Napoleon's correspondence have found their

way into English.

Rigby, E. Letters from France, etc., in 1789. London. 1880.

Roland de La Platiere, Marie Jeanne (1754-1793). The Private Memoirs
of Madame Roland. Chicago. 1900.
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Thibaudeau, A. C. Memoirs of the Consulate. London. 1908. N.Y.
1908. Tr. by Dr. G. K. Fortescue.

Modern France since 1815 A.D.

d'Ambes, Baron (pseud.). Intimate Memoirs of Napoleon III. 2 vola.

Boston. 1912.

Barclay, Sir Thomas. Thirty Years: Anglo-French Reminiscences. (1876-

1900.) Boston. 1914.

Fraser, William, Sir. Napoleon III. (My Recollections.) London. 1896,

de Marbot, Jean B. A. M., Baron (1782-1854). Memoirs. 2 vols. Lon-

don. 1892.

Murat, C. L. (Princess Caroline, 1833-1902.) My Memoirs. N.Y.
1910.

Senior, Nassau William. Journals kept in France and Italy, 1848-1852:
with a Sketch of the Revolution of 1848. 2 vols. London. 1871.

Senior, Nassau William. Conversations with M. Thiers, M. Guizot, etc.

2 vols. London. 1878.

Valuable record.

Taine, H. The Life and Letters of Hippolyte Taine (1870-1892). 3 vols.

London. 1908. N.Y. 1902-08.

Taine was a keen observer, and he was in a position to observe much.

Talleyrand, Prince de. Memoirs. N.Y. and London. 1891-92. Tr. by
R. Ledos de Beaufort. Introduction by W. Reid. 5 vols.

Important.

Talleyrand, Prince de. Correspondence with Louis XVIII during the

Congress of Vienna. N.Y. 1881-

Thiers, L. A. Memoirs of (1870-73). N.Y. 1916.

Tocqueville, Alexis de. Correspondence and Conversations of Alexis de

Tocqueville with N. W. Senior from 1834 to 1859. 2 vols. 2d ed. Lon-
don. 1872.

Washburn Elihu Benjamin. Recollections of a Minister to France, 1869-

1877. 2 vols. N.Y. 1889.

Author was American Minister to Napoleon III and then to the Govern-
ment of National Defense. W'as in Paris 1870-71 and saw the siege and
the Commune. Very important source.
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Abd-el-Kader, 432-34.

Absolutism, decline of, in 18th century 246.

Africa, West, French colonization of, 570.

Agincourt, battle of, 92.

Aides (indirect taxes), 254.

Albigensian heresy and crusade, 59.

Alexander VII, Pope, humiliated by Louis

XIV, 171.

Alexander I, Czar, quarrels with Napoleon
I, 382; assists in his defeat, 383 ff.; vast

power of, 396.

Algeria, 431; first French intervention, 432
;

struggle with Abd-el-Kader, 433, 434;
French power consolidated in, 434; re-

sults of occupation of, 569.

Alsace, most of it conquered for France, 143.

Alsace-Lorraine, demanded by Bismarck,

505; ceded by France, 511, 512; results of

this act, 517, 518; demand for return of,

during War of 1914-18, 597; evacuated by
Germans at armistice, 600; restored to

France by Treaty of Versailles, 602.

American Independence, War of, France in-

tervenes in, 239, 240.

Annam, French occupation of, 575 ff.

Anne of Austria, 146 .

Area, of France, 2.

Army, reorganized for Louis XIV, 166, 167;

as found by Bonaparte, 333; reorganized
under Louis XVIII, 407; state of, in 1870,

500; reorganized by Thiers, 524, 525;

purged of bad elements after Dreyfus af-

fair, 559.

Artois, Count of, his influence under Louis

XVIII, 401. See also Charles X.

Austerlitz, battle of, 341.

Austria, war with Revolutionary France,
291 ff.

Austrian Succession, war of, 203, 204.

Barbarians. See Germanic tribes.

Barry, du, mistress of Louis XV, 202.

Bastile, taken by Parisians, 273; effect of

capture, 274.

Bazaine, 502; surrenders Metz, 510; punish-
ment of, 510 n.

Belfort, saved by efforts of Thiers, 511.

Benedetti, 498.

Bibliography, list of useful books in English

on French History (Appendix), 617 ff.

Bishops, under Old Regime, 257.

Black Prince (Edward, Prince of Wales),

88-00.

Blanche of Castile, 60.

Blenheim, battle of, 192.

Bonaparte, Napoleon, rescues Convention
from RoyaUsts, 327; overthrows Direc-
tory and becomes First Consul, 329;
origin and youth, 330; supports Revolu-
tion, 331; marries Josephine, 331; first

campaign in Italy, 332; finds Repubhcan
army serviceable, 333; his miUtary meth-
ods, 334; his lieutenants, 335; defeats
Austrians and Sardinians, 336; expedi-
tion to Egypt, 337; siezes government as
First Consul, 338; second war in Italy,

338; plans invasion of England, 339; be-
comes Emperor, 339.

Bonaparte, Jerome, King of Westphalia, 347.

Bonaparte, Joseph, King of Spain, 347.

Bonaparte, Louis, abdicates as King of Hol-

land, 344.

Bonapartist ofiScers, their attitude under
Restoration, 443, 444.

Boulanger, pretender to power, 546 ff; poses
for popular favor, 547; is taken up by
Royalists, 548; enters poUtics, 549; last

successes, 551; flees to Belgium, 552; dies,
552.

Bourgeoisie (burgher class), rise of, 79; con-
dition before 1789, 263.

Bouvines, battle of, 57.

Bretigny, Treaty of, 90.

Brienne, Archbishop of, 239.

Brunswick, Duke of, pubUshes Royalist
manifesto, 294; retires after Valmy, 303.

Buffon, 221.

Cadoudal, conspiracy of, 361.

Caesar, Julius, conquers Gaul, 11-12.

Caillaux trial, 585, 586.

Calais, captured by English, 88; recaptured
by French, 114.

Calonne, 238, 239.

Calvin, Protestant leader, 115.

Camisards, 183, 184.

Canada, French, 208, 209.

Capetian monarchy, weak at beginning, 47;

why survived and gathered strength, 48;
aided by Church and Papacy, 49.

Capitation tax, 253.

Carnot, Francois, President of France, 554.

Carnot, Nicholas (Revolutionarj' war min-

ister), 309.

Carolingian dynasty, as "Mayors of the

Palace," 22 ff.
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Carrier, Terrorist at Nantes, 310, 311.

Casimir-P6rier, presidency of, 554.

Castles, center of feudalism, 45; 65; dis-

mantled by Richelieu, 137, 138.

Cathedrals, medieval, 74-75.

Catherine de' Medici, 118 ff.

Cavaignac, suppresses radicals, 458; de-

feated for presidency, 462.

Cavour, 483.

Chambord, Comte de (pretender), 528 £f. ;

utterly fails, 530.

Charles Martel, 23 ff. ; defeats Moslems, 24-
25.

Charlemagne (Charles the Great), physical

characteristics, 29; interest in learning,

30, 35; his many activities, 30; conquest
of Saxony, 31, 32; conquest of Lombards,
32; relations with Popes, 32, 33; crowned

"Emperor" at Rome, 33; extent of his

dominions, 34; system of government, 34,

35.

Charles the "bald," 37.

Charles the "Fat" (last real Carolingian
"Emperor"), 38, 39.

Charles the "Simple," 39.

Charles IV, 85.

Charles V, 90 ff.; defeats English, 91.

Charles VI, 91 ff.; Treaty of Troyes made
in his name, 93.

Charles VII, 93 ff.; desperate position of, 94;

rescued by Jeanne Dare, 95-97; final vic-

tory over English, 98.

Charles the Bold (of Burgundy), 100-04;
defeated and slain by Swiss, 104.

Charles VIII, 110; he invades Italy, 110.

Charles IX, 118, 120.

Charles X (Count of Artois), accession and

character, 410, 411; supports Ultras, 411;

makes Polignac minister, 412; supports
him in reactionary measures, 413, 414;
revolt against, 415, 416; abdicates and
dies in exile, 417.

Charles V (of Germany and Spain), rela-

tions to France, 112-14.

Charles II (of England), 176, 177.

Charles II (of Spain), 189, 190.

Charter, terms as granted by Louis XVIII,
402; reactionary changes in, 409.

Ch&teau-Gaillard, 56.

Chateaux, burning of, in 1789, 275.

China, hostilities with, in 1884, 576.

Chronology of French history (Appendix),
60.5-10.

Church and State, separation of, 560 ff.;

Concordat repealed, 563; question of

"cultural associations," 564; results of

separation, 565.

Cities, mediaeval, 77 ff.; how they obtained

charters, 78; aspect of, in Middle Ages,

78. 80.

Civil Constitution of the clergy, 283.

Clemenceau, war ministry of, 592 ff.; defies

his critics, 597; declared benefactor of

country, 599.

Clergy, mediaeval, status of, 71 ff.; educa-
tion of, 73; condition under Old Regime,
256 ff.; worldhness of, 258, 599.

Climate, of France, 7.

Clovis, becomes king, 18; energy and cru-

elty, 19; becomes a Christian, 19-20; zeal

for Christianity, 20, 21; his victories, 20;
rule of his descendants, 21 ff.

Code Napolfion, 358.

Colbert, becomes "Controller-General,"
159; his zeal for work, 160; energy in de-

veloping France, 161; regulates trade and
manufactures, 162; regulates commerce,
163; improves navy, 164.

Coligny, 120, 121.

Colonies, French, in 18th Century, 206;
growth of new French Colonial Empire,
567; extension over Tunis, 568; over West
Africa, 570; over Congo region, 572; over

Madagascar, 573; over Indo-China, 574

ff.; extent of French power in the East,
577.

Combes, anti-clerical policy of, 562 ff.

Committee of Public Safety, 308 ff.

Commune of Paris, government of, under
Revolution, 299, 300; outbreak of, in

1871, 513-516.
Communes (free), aided by Louis VI, 52.

See also Cities.

Concini, 132.

Concordat, between Napoleon (while First

Consul) and Pope, 357; repealed in 1905,
563.

Cond6, general of Louis XIV, 144, 148, 149.

Congo Region, French occupation in, 572.

"Congregations," Religious, under Third
RepubHc, 561, 562.

Congress of Paris, 480, 482.

Conscription, under Napoleon I, 378.

Constitution, of the Directory, 326; of Sec-

ond Republic, 459; of Second Empire,
472; of 1875 (for Third Republic), 533.

Constitutional clergy, under Terrorists, 315.

Consul, First. See Bonaparte, Napoleon.
"Continental Blockade," 343.

Convention, National, elected 1792, 303 ff.;

parties in, 304; tries the king, 305; orders

his death, 306.

Corday, Charlotte, 319.

Coucy, soigneurial motto of, 45.

Coup d'fUat (of Louis Napoleon), 466-69.

Court, royal, under Louis XVI, 246 ff.

Cr6cy, battle of, 87.

Crimean War, 478-79.

Cromwell, ally of French, 149.

Crusades, essentially a French movement;
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53; part of French chivalry in most of

them, 53, 54.

Cur6s, parish clergy, under Old R6gime, 258.

D'Alembert, 232.

Danton, 288 fF.; kindles patriotism against
Prussians, 300; stirs up France to extend
"freedom" to other countries, 307; is exe-

cuted, 320.

"Day of Dupes," 140.

"Days of June," 458.

Debt, public, increase of, under Old Re-
gime, 252.

Declaration of Rights of Man, 280.

D'Enghien executed, 361.

Departments, substituted for Provinces,
279, 280.

Diderot, 232.

Directory, institution of, 326 ff.; govern-
ment by, 328; is overthrown by Bona-
parte, 329.

Dover, Treaty of, 176.

Dreyfus "Affair," beginning of, 553; anti-

Semitic element in, 555; Dreyfus de-

fended by Zola and others, 556; given new
trial, 558; is pardoned, 559; is vindicated,

559; results of Dreyfus "Affair," 560.

Druids, 10; suppressed by Romans, 12.

Dubois, Cardinal, 198.

Dumouriez, 301, turns traitor, 307.

Dupleix, 208.

Edward III (of England), 86 ff.

Education, reformed by Napoleon I, 373.

Empire, First. See Napoleon I.

Empire, Second. See Napoleon III.

Ems telegram, 498.

"Encyclopaedia," the, 232 ff.

Entente Cordiale, 581 ff.

Esterhazy, culprit in Dreyfus "Affair,"
555 ff.

Etiquette, of court under Louis XIV, 155 ff.

Eudes, Count of Paris, 38, 39.

Eugenie, Empress, arbitress of fashion, 481;
visits Suez Canal, 493; flees to England,
504, 505.

Extravagance, of court, under Old Regime,
247.

FalliSres, presidency of, 565.

Festival of Reason, in Notre Dame, 319.

Festival of the Supreme Being, 322.

Feudal courts, under Old Regime, 250.

Feudalism, origin and growth, 42 ff.; ranks
and institutions in, 44-45; castle center

of • 45, 46; life in times of, 64 ff.; warfare

under, 68-69; limitations to comfort un-

der, 70; condition of peasantry under, 75.

Feudal lords, great princes in Hugh Capet's
time, 47.

Feuds (private warfare), mediaeval, 68-69.
Fiscal system, under Old Regime, 251 ff.

Fleury, Cardinal, 199.

Foch, made commander-in-chief of the Al-
lied armies, war of 1914-18, 595; launches
successful attack on Germans, 598, 599;
declared benefactor of country, 599.

Forbach, battle of, 502.

Foueh6, 371.

Fouquet, 159, 160.

"Fourth of August," legislation of, 275.

France (geographical), located between'
northern and southern Europe, 1 ; area of,

2; main distances across, 3; indented coast

of, 3; great central plateau of, 4; river val-

leys of, 4-7; Garonne system, 5; Loire sys-

tem, 5; Seine system, 6; Flemish region,

6; Rhone system, 6-7; climate, 7; great
forests of, 8.

Francis I, 112-13; captured at Pavia, 113.

Francis II, 118.

Franco-Prussian War, 496 ff.; results of,

516; extreme bitterness of French over,

517. 518.

Frankfort, Treaty of, 523.

Frankland: under Merovingians, 21; under
Carolingian "Mayors of the Palace," 22

ff.; under Carolingian "kings," 25 ff.;

conditions in, at end of eighth century,
26; dissolution of, under later Carolingi-
ans, 36 ff.; replaced by "France," 41.

Franklin, Benjamin, in France, 241.

Franks, 18 ff.; pass under power of Clovie,
18. See Frankland.

French language, widely diffused in 18th

century, 214; wide literary influence of,

222.

Fronde, civil wars, 148.

Gabelle, salt tax, 254.

Gambetta, rouses France in 1870, 507; or-

ganizes great armies, 507, 508; fails to
save Paris, 509, 510; tours France in 1874,

531; bitterly criticizes MacMahon, 538;
his death, 544.

Garonne river system, 5.

Gaul, invaded by Germanic tribes, 15; pene-
trated by Christianity, 15-16; becomes
Catholic Christian country, 16.

Gauls, contact with Greeks, 9; of Celtic

race, 9; culture and habits of, 10-11 ; con-

quered by Romans, 11, 12; condition un-
der Roman rule, 12-14; Romanization of,

13-15.

Ginlralites, 247, 248.

German War (1914-18), beginning of, 583;
sore ordeal for France, 584, 585; condi-

tion of France at outbreak of, 585; spirit

of French people in 1914, 586; letter illus-

trative of national temper, 587; battle ot
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Marne, 588; defense of Verdun, 589, 590;

heavy strain of war on France, 590; disas-

trous attack by Nivelle, 591; pacifist agi-

tation, 591; American aid comes slowly,

591; Russian collapse, 592; Clemenceau,
Prime Minister of P>ance, 592 fif.; great
German drive on Paris, 594, 595; repulse
of Germans with American aid, 596;
Clemenceau defies critics, 597; Foch de-

feats Germans, 598, 599; Germans appeal
for armistice, 599; celebrations over vic-

tory, 600; what the war had cost France,

600, 601; the war evinces power of the

French people, 601; Treaty of Versailles,

602.

Germanic tribes, invade Gaul, 15, 16; over-

run country in 5th century, 17.

Girondists, 287 ff.; attack royal power, 294;

lose control of Convention, 309; leaders

are executed, 317.

Gramont, de, 496, 498, 499.

Grasse, de, French Admiral at Yorktown,
240.

Gravelotte, battle of, 502.

Great War. See German War.
Greeks settle in "Gaul," 9.

Gr6vy, becomes President, 539; obliged to

resign, 548.

Guesclin, du, 91.

Guild and trade corporations, before 1789,

263, 264.

Guilds, labor, under Restoration, 446-48.

Guillotine, statistics of victims of 1793-94,
318.

Guise, dukes of, 119, 121 ff.

Guizot, 413; becomes Prime Minister, 425;

inglorious character of his administration,

428; corruption in his government, 429;

rejects demand for electoral reform, 435;
outbreak against him, February, 1848,

436; resigns, 436, 437; later career, 438 n.

Hubert, atheist and Jacobite, 319.

Henry I, 49.

Henry II, 113 ff.: captures Metz, 113; recap-
tures Calais, 114.

Henry III, 118, 121.

Henry IV ("of Navarre"), 121 ff.; warfare
with the Catholic League, 123; wins bat-

tle of Ivry, 124; becomes a Catholic, 125;

becomes accepted king, 126; wise policy
of reforms, 127 ff.; is murdered, 130.

•'Henry V" (Chambord, pretender), 528 ff.

Henry V (of England), wins battle of Agin-
court, 92; makes Treaty of Troyes, 93.

Hohenlinden, battle of, 338.

Holbach, 233.

Holland, attacked by France, 177.

Homage, ceremony of, 45.

Hugh Capet, becomes king of "France"

and founds new dynasty, 41; his domin-
ions and vassals, 47.

Huguenots, rise of party, 116 ff.; given tol-

eration by Henry IV, 127; deprived of po-
litical power by Richelieu, 135; perse-
cuted by Louis XIV, 179 ff.; flee from
France, 183.

Hundred Days, 390-93.
Hundred Years' War, 86 ff.; final defeat of

English, 98; results of the war, 98-99.

India, French in, 207, 208.

Indo-China, French occupation of, 574 ff.

Intendants, 150, 159, 247, 248.

Italian wars (1495-1559), 108 ff.

Ivry, battle of, 124.

Jacobins, 288 ff.; in the Convention, 304,
305.

Jansenists, oppressed by Jesuits, 216 ff.

Jeanne Dare ("Joan of Arc"), 95-97.

Jemappes, battle of, 307.

Jena, battle of, 342, 343.

Jesuits, downfall of, 218, 219.

Joffre, his orders at the battle of the Marne,
588.

John, King, 88; defeated and taken at Poi-

tiers, 88.

Josephine de Beauharnais, marries Bona-
parte, 331; divorced, 346.

July Monarchy. See Louis-Philippe.

"July Revolution" (1830), 414-17.

Kellermann, 302.

Knighthood, 66.

Lafayette, goes to America, 239; com-
mands National Guard, in French Revo-
lution, 277, 278.

Languedoc, dialect of South France, 47.

Languedoil, dialect of North France, 47.

La Rochelle, P*rotestant stronghold, 116;
taken by Richelieu, 135.

Lavoisier, 221.

Law, John, charlatan financier, 198 n.

Law of the Maximum, 313.

Legal systems, under Old Regime, 249.

Legislative Assembly, 286 ff.; has friction

with King, 290; declares war on .Austria,

291; gives place to "National Conven-
tion," 303.

Lettres de cachet, 245.

Levy en masse, in 1793, 311.

Lodi, battle of, 336.

Loire river system, 5.

Lombardy, conquest of, by Charlemagne, 33.

Lorraine ("Lothair's land"), first creation

of, 37.

Lothair, 37.

Loubet, presidency of, 565.
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Louis (I) the Pious, weak reign of, 36-37.
Louis VI, 50; his vigorous rule, 50-51; re-

pulses Germans, 51; assists "free com-
munes," 52.

Louis Vn, marries Eleanor of Guienne, 52;

struggle with Henry II of England, 53;

participates in Crusade, 54.

Louis IX (St. Louis), 59 ff.; his mother,
Blanche, regent, 60; his admirable charac-

ter, 60; his crusade, 61; rule and reforms
in France, 61, 62; strengthens kingship
by his virtues, 62; dies as a saint, 62, 63.

Louis X, 85.

Louis XI, 99 ff.; struggle with Burgundy,
100-04; P^ronne incident, 102 n.; useful

measures by, 105; his despicable charac-

ter, 105-06.

Louis XII, 110; his contest for Italy, 111.

Louis XIII, 132 ff. ; makes Richelieu "First

Minister," 134; sustains Richelieu

against enemies, 136-40.
Louis XIV, begins nominal reign, 146; is

pupil of Mazarin, 1.50; assumes actual

government, 152; autocratic notions of,

153; position as "Sun King," 1.54; eti-

quette of his court, 155; relations to nobil-

ity, 157; his ministers and secretaries,

158-59; served by Colbert, 160 ff.; his

army reorganized by Louvois, 165; great
mihtary power of, 166, 167; wins diplo-
matic triumph over Spain, 171; humili-
ates Pope Alexander VII, 171; purchases
Dunkirk from England, 172; literary life

in his reign, 172-73; embarks on schemes
for vast conquests, 174; character of his

wars, 175; attacks Spain, 176; makes
treaty with Charles II of England, 176;
attacks Holland, 177; makes Treaty of

Nimwegen, 179; persecutes Huguenots,
179 ff.; revokes edict of Nantes, 181-83;
builds Versailles, 184, 185; seizes Stras-

bourg, 186; wages war against "League
of Augsburg,

"
187; makes Treaty of Rys-

wick, 188; involved in Spanish succession

Question, 188; begins War of Spanish Suc-

cession, 191; is badly defeated, 192, 193;
makes Treaty of Utrecht, 193; leaves

France in miserable condition, 193; bears
his adversity bravely, 194; death, 194.

Louis XV, reign of, 196 ff.; comes to crown
a minor, 197; nominally assumes govern-
ment, 199; his early popularity, 199, 200;
his evil character, 200; his immorality and
mistresses, 201, 202; his extravagance,
203; wars in his reign, 204 ff.; engages in

Seven Years' War, 209; makes disastrous
Peace of Paris, 211; dies, 212.

Louis XVI, becomes king, 234; character of,

234, 235; his queen, 235, 236; his brothers,
236; has Turgot as Minister, 236; has

Necker as Minister, 237; has Calonne as

Minister, 238; wages war for American
Independence, 239; convenes States Gen-
eral, 270; unable to control it, 271; yields
to "National.Assembly," 272; visits Paris,

July, 1789, 275; forced to withdraw to

Paris, Oct. 5, 1789, 278; flight to Va-
rennes, 284; restored to throne, 285; de-

posed, 297; brought to trial, 305; is exe-

cuted, 306.

Louis XVIII, proclaimed king, 389; flees to
Ghent on return of Napoleon, 390; condi-
tion of France after Restoration, 395-97;
his character and abilities, 400, 401;
grants the "Charter," 402; quarrels with
Ultras, 406; obliged to submit to them,
409; dies, 410.

Louis Napoleon. See Napoleon III.

Louis-Philippe, first comes to prominence,
416; becomes king by July Revolution,
418; character as Duke of Orleans, 419,

420; accepts revision of "Charter," 421;
dull character of his reign, 422; attempts
against his life, 423; little real liberty un-
der him, 423; is very friendly to bour-

geoisie, 423; has Thiers as Minister, 424;
allows funeral of Napoleon, 425; makes
Guizot Prime Minister, 425; inglorious
character of his reign, 428; economic
progress under, 429; Algeria conquered
in his name, 430; revolt against him, Feb-
ruary, 1848, 436, 437; abdicates, 437; dies
in exile, 438; personal habits of, 441.

Louvois, reorganizes French army, 165-67.

Lugdunum (modern Lyons), capital of Ro-
man Gaul, 14.

Lutetia (modern Paris) founded by Romans,
13.

Luxembourg, French attempt to gain, 489,
490.

Luynes, de, 132.

Lyons, punished by Convention, 310.

MacMahon, beaten at Worth, 501; surren-
ders at Sedan, 503; puts down Commune,
514, 515; presidency of, 527 ff.; attempts
"parliamentary Coup d'etat," 1877, 536;
resigns presidency, 539.

Madagascar, French occupation of, 573,
574.

Magenta, battle of, 483.

Manor, as economic and social unit, 27.

Marat, 288 ff.; is murdered, 319.

Marie Antoinette, character of, 235; en-

courages reactionary movements, 276,

277; favors war with Austria, 291; sent to

scaffold, 317.

Marie de' Medici, 132 ff.; quarrels with
Richelieu, 139; flees into banishment, 1401

Marlborough, British general, 191-93.
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Marmont, surrenders Paris, 388; fails to

subdue Paris for Charles X, 415.

Marseilles ("Massalia"), settled by Greeks,
9.

Marseilles battalion, 295.

Marseillaise, first use of, 295.

Massacres in prisons, September, 1792, 301.

"Massalia." See Marseilles.

"Mayor of the Palace" {Major Domus), 21

ff.; struggles between rival "Mayors," 22.

Mazarin, 146 ff.; administration and charac-

ter of, 150, 151.

Merovingians (dynasty of Clovis), 21 ff.;

deposed by Pepin the Short, 25.

Metric system, adoption of, 314.

Metternich, defies Napoleon, 386; domi-
nates European politics, 396.

Metz, captured by French, 113; attacked by
Germans, 502; surrendered by Bazaine,
510.

Mexico, French intervention in, 486-87.

Mirabeau, 272 ff.

Mississippi Company, 198 n.

Monks, mediseval, 72.

Montcalm, 209.

Montesquieu, 223.

Moreau, 338.

Morny, de, 464, 465, 468, 469.

Morocco question, 581, 582.

Moscow, campaign of, 383, 384.

Mountaineers, 287 ff.

Murat, made King of Naples, 347.

•Nantes, Edict of, 127; its revocation, 181-

83.

Napoleon I (Napoleon Bonaparte), becomes

Emperor, 339; his coronation, 340; de-

feats Austria and Russia at Austerlitz,

341; defeats Prussia, 342; dictates Peace

of Tilsit, 343; orders "blockade" of

Britain, 344; invades Spain, 345; defeats

Austria again, 346; divorces Josephine,

346; marries Maria Louisa, 346; pacific

reformer as well as military conqueror,

349; bad condition of France when he

took power, 350-51 ; constitution under the

Consulate, 352; veiled absolutism, 353;

institution of prefects, 354; judicial re-

forms, 354; his views on religion, 356;

Concordat with Pope, 357; causes legal

code to be prepared, 358; conspired

against by Royalists, 360; executes

D'Enghien, 361; suppresses political lib-

erty, 363; abilities and characteristics of,

365-67; methods of transacting business,

367; personal habits as Emperor, 368; his

court, 368, 369; arbitrary imprisonments
by , 371 ; suppression of free speech, 371 ; es-

tablishes "University," 372; cares for ed-

ucation, 373; inculcates "piety," 374; im-

prisons Pope Pius VII, 375; vast extent o:

his dominions, 377; becomes unpopular
through conscription, 378; promotes in-

dustry and public works, 379; his posi-

tion in 1811, 381; wastage in his army,
382; quarrels with Czar, 382; Moscow
campaign, 383, 384; defies Metternich,

386; loses battle of Leipzig, 387; forced to

abdicate, 388; retires to Elba, 389; re-

turns to France, 390; defeated at Water-

loo, 392; abdicates second time, 393; ban-
ished to St. Helena, where he dies, 394;
funeral of (1840), 426.

Napoleon III (Louis Napoleon), early ca-

reer of, 426, 460, 461; filibustering at-

tempts, 461, 462; elected president, 462;

relations with Republican Assembly, 463;
makes bid for dictatorship, 464; methods
of intrigue, and helpers, 465; Coup d'&tat,

466-69; wins plebiscite, 469; becomes Em-
peror, 470; constitution under him, 472;

pretense of popular liberties, 474; abun-

dance of police supervision, 475; he is

friendly to Clericals, 476; mediocrity of

his ministers, 477; involved in Crimean
War, 478; presides over Congress of

Paris, 480; height of his prosperity, 481;

marries Eugenie, 481 ; visited by Victoria,

481; Moltke's comment on his regime,

483; at war with Austria in Italy, 483;

annexes Savoy and Nice, 484; permits
growth of opposition, 485; intervenes in

Mexico, 486; ordered out by United

States, 487; is hoodwinked by Bismarck,
488, 489; tries to get Luxembourg, 489;
criticized by Rochefort, 490; grants parlia-

mentary control, 491; criticized by Gam-
betta, 492; sustained by plebiscite, 492;

material prosperity under, 494, 495; in.

volved in war with Prussia, 497 ff.; evil

state of French army under him, 500;

speedy defeats of French, 501, 502; sur-

renders at Sedan, 503; deposed, 504.

National Assembly, created from States

General. 271; its actions, 272 ff.; abol-

ishes feudal rights, 275, 276; establishes

legal equality, 279; general reform legisla-

tion, 280; quarrels with Church, 282, 283;

dissolves itself, 285.

National Defense, Government of, 1870,

504, 505 ff.

"National workshops," 455; operation of,

456; ordered abolished, 457,; outbreaks as

consequence, 458.

Necker, Finance Minister, 237.

Nev, deserts to Napoleon, 390; executed,

406.

Nice, annexed to France, 484.

Nimwegen, Treaty of, 179.

Noblesse, under Old Regime, 259 ff.; high
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noblesse, 2o0; country noblesse, 260, 261;
noblesse of the robe, 261.

Normandy, set off as duchy, 40; becomes
rival power to kings of France, 50; con-

quered by Philip Augustus, 56.

Northmen, ravages of, 38-39; settle in Nor-

mandy, 40.

Ollivier, Prime Minister, 491, 496, 499; re-

signs, 502.

Orders, privileged and non-privileged, 256 ff.

Orleans, saved by Jeanne Dare, 94-96.

Orleans, Philip of, Regent, 198, 199.

Oudenarde, battle of, 192.

Pan-German conspiracy, directed against
France, 580, 581.

Paris (Roman Lutelia) foundation of, 13

siege of, by Northmen, 38-39; center for

Hugh Capet's duchy of "France," 41

growth of, uuder Restored Monarchy
448; architecture and street life, 449, 450
discomforts of life in, before 1848, 451

improved lighting system in, 452; siege

of 1870-71, 503 ff.; surrender of, 510, 511

devastated by the Commune, 513-16.

Parlement of Paris, supports Fronde, 148

coerced by Louis XIV, 215; defends Jan-

senists, 217; defies Louis XV, 218; over-

throws Jesuits, 218; abolished by Louis

XV, 219, 220; restored by Louis XVI, 220.

Pavia, battle of, 113.

Peasantry, before 1789, 264; their fearful

burdens, 265; poverty and wretchedness

of, just before Revolution, 266.

Pepin of Heristal, 23.

Pepin "the Short," 25.

Philip I, 50.

Philip II ("Augustus"), character, 54;

struggle with Henry II, 55; with Richard
the Lion-Hearted, 55-56; defeats John,

56-57; conquers Normandy, 56; and An-

jou, 57; wins battle of Bouvines, 57; his

successful administration and glory, 58.

Philip III, 82.

PhiHp IV ("the Fair"), 82 ff.; quarrels with
Boniface VIII, 82-84; convokes States

General, 83; suppresses Templars, 84 n.

Philip V, 85.

Philip VI, of Valois, 85 ff.; quarrels with
Edward III, 86; defeated at Cr6cy, 87.

PhocEeans, settle
"
Massalia," 9.

Picquart, defends Dreyfus, 555 ff.

Pius VII, Pope, imprisoned by Napoleon I,

375.

Pius X, Pope, relations with France, 563 ff.

Poincar6, becomes president, 566.

Polignac, 412; publishes illegal "ordi-

nances," 414; driven from power, 416.

Pompadour, Marquise de, 201, 202.

Popes open relations with Prankish kings.

25; with Charlemagne, 32-33.

Poverty, in France just before 1789, 266.

Prefects, institution of, 354.

Prussia, war with Revolutionary France,
291 ff. See also Franco-Prussian War.

Punishments, criminal, under Old Regime,
251.

Purchase of royal offices, under Old Re-
gime, 250.

Pyrenees, Peace of the, 149, 150.

Quesnay, 233.

Ramillies, battle of, 192.

Reformation, in France, 114 ff.

Republic, Second, 453 ff.

Republic, Third, proclaimed after Sedan,
504.

"Republican marriages" at Nantes, 311.

Restoration (of Bourbons), condition of

France under, 397 ff.

Revolutionary tribunal, 308.

Rhone river system, 6-7.

Richard "the Lion-Hearted," 55.

Richelieu, Cardinal, career of, 133 ff.; be-
comes "First Minister," 134; takes La
Rochelle, 135; resists conspiracies against
him, 136-40; his policies against the no-

bles, 136, 138; vigorous foreign policy,

141; successful last years, 143-45; charac-

ter, 145.

River systems, of France, 4-7.

Robert I, 49.

Robespierre, 289 ff.; becomes "dictator,"
319; destroys Danton, 320; executes his

drastic policy, 321 ; his power undermined,
322, 323; his downfall, 324; his execution,
325.

Rocroi, battle of, 144.

Rollo, first Duke of Normandy, 40.

Roman Empire, Western, fall of, 17.

Romans, conquer Gaul, 11-12; their rule in

Gaul, 12-15; found cities in Gaul, 13; di-

vide Gaul into six provinces, 14; make
Lugdunum (Lyons) capital, 14.

Rossbach, battle of, 210.

Rousseau, 228 ff.; his "Social Contract,"
229; "back to nature" theories, 230.

Royal Power, in 18th century, 244; decline

of, 246.

Ryswick, Treaty of, 188.

Saarbriicken, 501.

Sadowa, battle of, effect on France, 489.

St. Bartholomew's day, massacre of, 120-21.
Salic Law (of succession to crown of

France), 85.

Salt tax, 254.

Savoy, annexed to France, 484.
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Saxony, conquest of, by Charlemagne, 31.

Second Empire, 472 ff.; overthrown, 504.

See also Napoleon III.

Second Repubhc, proclamation of, in 1848,

438; first stages of, 453; factions within,

454; election of Constituent Assembly.
456; "Days of June," under, 458; Consti-
tution of, 459; overthrown by Louis Na-
poleon, 470.

Secret Societies, under Restoration, 445.

Sedan, battle of, 503.

Seigneurs (feudal lords), status of, 44; rela-

tions of, with vassals and suzerain, 46.

Seine river system, 6.

September massacres, 301.

Serfs, mediaeval, condition of, 75 B.
; how

became free, 77.

Seven Years' War, 209 ff.

"Social Contract," of Rousseau, 229-31.

Socialism, nature of, in modern France,
566 71.

Society, in France 1815-48, 439-41; influ-

enced by English example, 442.

Solferino, battle of, 483.

"South Country" (Midi), in feudal times,
47.

Spain, invaded by Napoleon, 345 ff.

Spanish succession, problem of, 188; war of,

191 ff.

States General, first summoned by Philip

IV, 83; controlled by radicals after Poi-

tiers, 89; futile meeting in 1614, 134; or-

dered convened by Louis XVI, 242; elec-

tion, composition, and convening of, in

1789, 270; attempt of Third Estate to

control, 271; declares self "National As-

sembly," 271; outline of institution and
list of meetings (Appendix), 611-15.

Strasbourg, taken by French, 186; surren-
ders to Prussians, 508; recovered by
French, 600.

Suez Canal, opening of, 493.

Sully, wise reforms of, 127-30.

Swiss guard, defends Tuileries for Louis

XVI, 296.

Syagrius, 17, 18.

Taille, direct tax, 252. 253.

Taxes, under Old Regime, 252 ff.

Tennis Court, Oath of, 272.

"Tenth of August," attack on Tuileries,

296.

"Terror, Reign of," beginning of the, 314;
end of the, 325.

Thiers, "Chief of Executive Power," 521;
makes peace with Germany, 523; dis-

trusted by Monarchists, 523, 524; pays
off German indemnity, 524; reorganizes

army, 524, 525; retires from ofl5ce, 526,
527.

Third Estate, under Old Regime, 262 ff.

Third Republic, first years of, 520; con-
trolled by Thiers, 521; regularly organ-
ized in 1875, 532; organic laws of, 533 ff.

"Thirteenth of Vend6miaire" (Royalist up-
rising), 327.

Tilsit, Peace of, 343.

Toulon, taken from English, 313.

Toulouse, crusade against heresy in, 59;
brought under Capetian royal power, 59.

Tours, battle of, 24-25.

Trafalgar, battle of, 341.

Troyes, Treaty of, 93.

Tuileries, attack on, August 10, 1792, 296.

Tunis, French protectorate in, 568.

Turenne, 144, 148; his genius, 167; honored
by Louis XIV, 168.

Turgot, Finance Minister, 236; his reforms,
237; is driven from office, 237.

"Twenty" tax (vinglieme), 253.

Ultras, 405 ff. ; force reactionary changes,
408, 409; supported by Charles X, 411.

University, founded by Napoleon, 372.

UzSs, Duchesse de, supports Boulanger, 550.

Valmy, battle of, 302.

Vassal, condition of, 43 ff.

Vassalage, feudal, 67-68.

Vauban, 169.

\'ercingetorix, 12.

Verdun, Treaty of, 37.

Vernacular languages, growing use of, 74.

Versailles, built by Louis XIV, 184, 185;

Treaty of, 602.

Villa Franca, Peace of, 484.

Vill^le, 412.

Visigoths, 17, 20.

Voltaire, influence of, 224; personal career

of, 224 ff.; attacks Catholic Church, 225;
voluminous writings of, 226; visits Fred-
erick the Great, 227; vast influence of,

228.

Waldeck-Rousseau, Prime Minister, at-

tacks religious Congregations, 561, 562.

"Wars of Religion," 116 ff.

Waterloo, battle of, 392, 393.

Weissenburg, battle of, 501.

"White Flag" incident, 529, 530.

William the Norman ("the Conqueror"),
50.

William of Orange (William III of Eng-
land), 177 ff.

Women, condition of, in feudal ages, 67.

World War. See German M'ar.

Worth, battle of, 501.

Zola, defends Dreyfus, 556 ff.
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